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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines the origins of education for non-elite whites in Georgia 
and South Carolina during the eighteenth century, partly by juxtaposing it to educational 
institutions for the elite and non-whites. I consider the free laboring classes, the enslaved, 
and Native Americans in the lower south ca. 1700-1820s in order to make original 
contributions to the New Cultural History of Education and a growing historiography that 
places colonialism closer to the center of our understanding of cultural institutions in 
Early North America.
Using published and manuscript sources, I have found approximately 370 educational 
initiatives for boys, girls, men, and women of all backgrounds in Georgia and South 
Carolina. To this archive I added close analysis of fiction, visual texts, and 
autobiographical narratives in order to interpret the extent to which the class, gender, and 
race dimensions of colonialism and colonial society were a force in the creation of charity 
schools, orphanages, missions, free schools, and common schools.
Ultimately I argue that the origins of non-elite white education in the lower south lay 
in the colonialism of the eighteenth century, before and after the American Revolution. 
Citing Joyce Chaplin on colonial anxiety and “projecting,” I show how the lower south 
produced strong traditions of charity and practical, basic skill instruction in the interest of 
bolstering and promoting a representation of ordered, competent, and moral colonial 
expansion. After the Revolution, continued colonialism in the lower south, including the 
ongoing interest in bolstering white unity, helped legitimize new initiatives that were 
modeled mainly on the charity institutions of the British colonial era. Eventually whites 
in the lower south hybridized this colonialism with republicanism and thereby spurred an 
even greater expansion of educational institutions for the non-elite, exemplified best in 
South Carolina’s 1811 free school act.
vii
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INTRODUCTION 
“FROM METAMORPHOSES TO METHOD.”
"Ruling colonies entailed colonizing both bodies and minds. ”
— Ann Laura Stoler, 1995.1
"...the deliberate, systematic, and sustained effort to transmit, evoke, or acquire 
knowledge, attitudes, values, skills, or sensibilities, as well as any outcomes o f  that effort. ” 
— Lawrence Cremin defining education broadly in 1970.2
This dissertation presents evidence that substantial interest in education for non­
elite whites and non-whites in the lower south predated the Revolution and derived 
significantly from the class, gender, and race cultural politics of colonialism.3 Using 
manuscript and published sources, I catalogue approximately 370 educational initiatives, 
place them in social and cultural historical context partly through discourse analysis, and 
reconstruct the broad picture of education and cultural politics around a core narrative of 
the emergence and development of schooling for the non-elite and non-white. I do not 
replace republicanism with colonialism. Nor do I replace it with Christianity or 
capitalism—Carl Kaestle’s other causal forces in Pillars o f the Republic. I look at how
1 The epigraph is from Stoler, Race and the Education o f  Desire: Foucault's History o f  Sexuality and the 
Colonial Order o f  Things (Durham, N.C., 1997 [1995]), 4.
2 Cremin, American Education: The Colonial Experience (New York, 1970), ii.
3 The place o f colonialism in early American history and the appropriateness o f  methods derived from Post- 
Colonial Studies are topics o f Robert Blair St. George, ed., Possible Pasts: Becoming Colonial in Early 
America (Ithaca, 2000) and Malini Schueller and Edward Watts, eds., Messy Beginnings: Postcoloniality 
and Early American Studies (New Brunswick, N.J., 2003). Robert Olwell, Masters, Slaves, and Subjects: 
The Culture o f  Power in the South Carolina Low Country, 1740-1790 (Ithaca, 1998), 5, opening his study 
o f slavery, law, economics, and culture in South Carolina declares that “slavery was from the start a 
colonial institution.”
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these discourses, as well as the English language in which they were enunciated, became 
part of inter-ethnic struggles and the formation of whiteness, producing an important 
impetus for non-elite schooling. I do not argue that there was any singular and 
intellectually unitary “colonialism”—something that would be reductivist. There were 
many colonialisms, with features, motives, and impacts that varied significantly 
according to context. But they shared a fraught and freighted relationship between power, 
knowledge, and culture.4
Across several subfields of early American historiography there is a general 
recognition that power was struggled over or negotiated rather than held absolutely, and 
those power relations affected educational history in the lower south.5 The degree of 
disunity or unity, elite domination or non-elite independence that scholars find in the
f t  7sources varies. But among American historians who have studied slavery, Indians,
4 Kaestle, Pillars o f  the Republic: Common Schools and American Society, 1780-1860 (New York, 1983); 
Nicholas Thomas, Colonialism’s Culture: Anthropology, Travel, and Government (Princeton, NJ, 1994), 
12-13, 15, 19. Nancy Shoemaker, A Strange Likeness: Becoming Red and White in Eighteenth-Century 
North America (Oxford, 2004), has a wonderful chapter on writing that complements some o f the 
arguments I develop in this dissertation, 61-81.
5 Eric Hinderaker, Elusive Empires: Constructing Colonialism in the Ohio Valley, 1673—1800 (Cambridge,
1997), xi. This is a running theme in Christine Daniels and Michael C. Kennedy, eds. Negotiated Empires: 
Centers and Peripheries in the Americas 1500-1820 (London, 2002).
6 Ira Berlin, Many Thousands Gone: The First Two Centuries o f  Slavery in North America (Cambridge,
1998); Mechal Sobel, The World They Made Together: Black and White Values in Eighteenth-Century 
Virginia (Princeton, NJ, 1987).
7 Claudio Saunt explored in part how the relationship between the Creeks and colonials was negotiated, 
producing new political forms and cultural adaptations, though he emphasized “disruptions” and I am more 
interested in “appropriations:” A New Order o f  Things: Property, Power, and the Transformation o f  the 
Creek Indians, 1733-1816 Cambridge, 1999). Theda Perdue has shown how Cherokee women adapted 
colonial forms to traditional purposes, resisting assimilation, in Cherokee Women: Gender and Culture 
Change, 1700-1835 (Lincoln, NB, 1998), a theme she developed on the topic o f  Cherokee slavery in Slavery 
and the Evolution o f  Cherokee Society, 1540-1866 (Knoxville, TN, 1979). And one way to read Richard 
White’s The Middleground is that the various sides on the pays d ’en haut “contested” and “negotiated” the 
“creative misunderstandings” they created in the common “middle ground” world they developed. See also 
Nancy Shoemaker, ed., Negotiators o f  Change: Historical Perspectives on Native American Women (New 
York, 1995).
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women,8 and the “plain folk”9 in the South, cultural forms are often represented as 
contested, negotiated, or resisted by those whom postcolonial studies scholars sometimes 
term “sub-altem.”10 In this dissertation, I draw on that understanding to build an 
argument about how competition over knowledge claims first produced interest in 
education for Indians, Africans, and non-elite whites—both men and women—and then 
produced different educational trajectories for them. The uses of the English language 
and interpretations of the Christian religion became part of this struggle when instruction 
in them was not outright rejected by the colonized.
Schooling for elites, non-elite whites, and non-whites—male and female—in the 
lower south began gradually to accelerate around the middle eighteenth century, before
8 A complex set o f negotiations— straggles— over gender, race, and class status produced a gendered 
slavery in both Kathleen M. Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, Anxious Patriarchs (Chapel Hill, N.C., 
1996) and Kirsten Fischer, Suspect Relations: Sex, Race, and Resistance in Colonial North Carolina 
(Ithaca, 2002). Partaking o f the methodological approaches Ann Laura Stoler used in Race and the 
Education o f  Desire: Foucault’s History o f  Sexuality and the Colonial Order o f  Things (Durham, N.C.,
1997 [1995]) these studies focus on grand scale political and cultural development as well as the “intimate” 
and dialogical. Fundamentally this dissertation shares their approach and assumptions. See also Elizabeth 
Fox-Genovese, Within the Plantation Household: Black and White Women o f  the Old South Chapel Hill, 
NC, 1988).
9 Timothy James Lockley points out in Lines in the Sand: Race and Class in Lowcountry Georgia, 1750- 
1860 (Athens, GA, 2001), p xiii, that since the early 1980s “how far the plain folk internalized the elite 
social ethic has become central in nearly all studies o f  the plain folk.” Race, personal relationships, social 
mobility, and the ideology o f  white liberty play a unifying role for J. William Harris, Plain Folk and Gentry 
in a Slave Society: White Liberty and Black Slavery in Augusta's Hinterlands (Baton Rouge, 1998). Lacy 
Ford has argued that race unified whites over blacks: “Popular Ideology of the South’s Plainfolk,” in Plain 
Folk o f  the South Revisited, Samuel C. Hyde, ed. (Baton Rouge, 1997), 205-227. Evangelicalism plays the 
unifying role for Stephanie McCurry in Masters o f  Small Worlds: Yeoman Households, Gender Relations, 
and the Political Culture o f  the Antebellum South Carolina Household (New York, 1995).
10 Gayatri Spivak in her essay "Can the Subaltern Speak? Speculations on Widow-Sacrifice,” Wedge, 7/8 
(Winter/Spring 1985), 120-130 seemed to answer her title question “no.” She later republished the piece in 
Cary Nelson and Larry Grossberg, eds., Marxism and the Interpretation o f  Culture (Chicago, 1988), 271- 
313. She has insisted that the answer is a qualified “yes,” meaning the cultural forms, relations o f power, 
and language o f English inherited from colonialism create and restrict discursive communication by the 
subaltern. Other scholars view the ability o f  the dominated to speak similarly. A model o f contest over 
meaning and discourse and action in which the dominated do speak (though “infrapolitics”) can be found in 
James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts o f  Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (Princeton, 1992), which may 
have been so influential with Americanists because it told them things they already believed about 
America: power was contested and even the dominated found means for resistant expression.
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the Revolution. The reputation of colonial elites was at stake.11 The curriculum paid 
significant attention to the classics, but practical skills, moral and religious habits, and 
basic literacy were the most frequently taught subjects. A concern for the reform of the 
poor and the conversion of the non-Christian drove non-elite schooling to be dominated 
by labor, moral, and basic literacy and numeracy education. Non-elite and non-white 
education emphasized the promotion of “civilization” and a society based upon race, 
class, and gender hierarchies. A core claim contemporaries made about non-elite and 
non-white schooling was that it would produce practical effects of benefit to society and 
civilization, benefits that were explicitly juxtaposed to “savagery,” a binary opposition 
that can only be fully understood within a discussion of colonialism. In other words, 
Jeffersonian Republicans, when they advocated schooling, could claim that an informed 
citizenry was crucial to the republic’s survival. But when they declared, as Jefferson did, 
that no nation could “be free and ignorant in a state of civilization” to promote schooling, 
they intentionally and powerfully referenced colonial discourses on savagery, meaning 
both Indians and Africans, and the supposed possibility that whites would degenerate into 
“barbarity.”12
11 Joyce Chaplin has argued that “projecting” in the lower south was partly based in colonial anxiety about 
their reputation in metropolitan centers, an anxiety they assuaged through innovation, improvements, and 
projects. I am suggesting schooling was part o f this dynamic. See Chaplin, An Anxious Pursuit: 
Agricultural Innovation and Modernity in the Lower South, 1740-1815 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1993), 26-9, 92- 
3, 106-128.
12 Jefferson as quoted in Robert A. Gross, “Educating a Citizenry: School and Society in the World of  
Thomas Jefferson,” Talk to the Alumni College, William and Mary, Holiday-Inn Monticello, 
Charlottesville, June 26, 1993, page 3. David Roediger discusses this binary opposition in the context o f  
Native American interactions with whites, briefly, in The Wages o f  Whiteness: Race and the Making o f  the 
American Working Class (New York, 1991), chapter one (see esp. 19,21,23).
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The historiography of education began to take a cultural turn with the work of 
Bernard Bailyn and Lawrence Cremin.13 Their work fundamentally reshaped the 
scholarship on Early American education by embracing a broad definition of education 
and bringing it to the attention of professional historians. But historians of education have 
not fully dealt with the implications of the needs Bailyn suggested or the broad cultural 
definition outlined by Cremin in the second epigraph at the beginning of this 
introduction.14
One still under-explored subject is the emergence of schooling for non-elites and 
its place within the Atlantic colonial cultural project. Although Bailyn had recommended 
exploring the place of education in the building of “civilization” as a “need and 
opportunity” in 1960, the topic has still not been extensively explored. The story of 
education as an agent in “the transit of civilization” Bailyn observed had “never been 
told” though “some scholars had suggested a broad scope to the problem.” Cremin 
attempted to explain the civilization project in education, but only in the encyclopedic 
style of all three of his impressive and hefty volumes titled American Education. But with 
the exception of E. Jennifer Monaghan few scholars have attempted to put non-elites and 
non-whites into a systematic discussion, revealing how they may have experienced 
education and how the agency of both affected the practice and discourse of education
13 Bernard Bailyn, Education in the Forming o f  American Society: Needs and Opportunities fo r  Study 
(Chapel Hill: University o f North Carolina Press, 1960); Cremin, American Education: The Colonial 
Experience (New York, 1970).
14 The very broad nature o f  Cremin’s definition o f education and the way in which he wrote his three 
volume history o f  education in America, caused some even admiring critics to charge that it was difficult to 
tell whether Cremin was actually writing “cultural history” and not the history o f education at all. See 
Robert L. Church, Michael B. Katz, Harold Silver, and Lawrence A. Cremin, “Forum,” History o f  
Education Quarterly vol. 29 (1989), 419-437.
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itself. What Bailyn noted in 1960 is still true: “we know little,” especially “of what 
happened in the south.”15
This situation arose partly from an understanding of culture that has made 
examination across cultural contexts more difficult. Culture was understood as a coherent 
body of ideas, almost as a thing that a people possessed. Each culture possessed its own 
rules and systems, capable of enduring “shocks” and “adapting”—to reference terms 
Bailyn used in 1960. That is a valuable and important understanding of culture, one that 
sought to recover, describe, and understand community identities. It was this model of 
culture that Bailyn implicitly employed when he spoke of the “transit of [European] 
civilization.”16 But such a culture concept substantially seals people off from one another. 
Since the emergence of “Postmodernism,” “Cultural Studies,” and “Postcolonial 
Studies,” a more flexible approach has come into use. The newer approach to culture 
finds less coherence and more inconsistency, contradiction, and instability in cultural 
formations. It focuses on the construction and circulation of meaning—the production 
and reproduction of culture—the relationships between people and communities and in
15 Bailyn, Education in the Formation o f  American Society, 33, 75 (quotations). Monaghan, in Learning to 
Read and Write in Colonial America (Amherst, 2005), is interested in the details o f literacy instruction and 
explores how and why children throughout Colonial America learned to read or to write. See the 
introduction for her discussion on the relationship between developments in literacy instruction and the 
development o f  the British North American colonies more generally (esp 5-6). And see pages 200-204 and 
254-257 for two discussions that parallel those in this dissertation. And see Shoemaker, A Strange Likeness, 
61-81.
16 Bailyn, Education in the Formation o f  American Society, 73-75 (culture suffering “a severe shock”); 84- 
87); and 91-98 (“recruitment o f cultural leadership”). In Lawrence Cremin’s American Education: The 
National Experience, 1783-1876 (New York, 1980), Chapter Seven, “Outcasts,” exemplifies this model of 
culture as well, as it struggles to fit slaves and Indians into a national story. Little dialogue between cultural 
or ethnic communities that can affect the content and direction o f educational development is explored 
because the cultural model in use, while broad, is fundamentally balkanized.
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contexts that would formerly be seen as “cross cultural.”17 Arguably, the influence of 
Richard White’s The Middle Ground was due to the fact that it was well-timed in 1991 to 
offer a new paradigm for the field of Ethnohistory, which was beginning to distrust the 
standard cultural narratives of adaptation, decline, or survival of a “tribe” as meaningful. 
Instead of focusing on individual studies of specific cultural groups, White self­
consciously narrated the rise and decline of new cultural production between “cultures”
1 Rand argued it affected the larger history of the pays d ’en haut.
White’s work was singular in some respects, but it marked a shift among 
historians toward a thorough-going rethinking of the function and importance of 
“culture” or “cultures” in Early America during the 1980s. During the 1990s this “New 
Cultural History” that was historians’ response to Cultural Studies and postmodernism, 
began to influence educational history directly.19 Broadly, according to Antonio Novoa,
17 James Clifford, “Introduction,” in Clifford and George E. Marcus, eds., Writing Culture: The Poetics and 
Politics o f  Ethnography (Berkeley, 1986), 1-26; Clifford, The Predicament o f  Culture: Twentieth-Century 
Ethnography, Literature, and Art (Cambridge, 1988). The rethinking of the culture concept in anthropology 
and ethnography was driven by interpretations o f  the work o f Michel Foucault, Roland Barthes, Michel de 
Certeau, and others, as Clifford notes.
18 White, The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the Great Lakes Region, 1650-1815 
(New York, 1991), xiv. White claimed to be following the very influential work by Eric Wolf, Europe and 
the People without a History (Berkeley, 1982) and his epigraph for chapter one quotes W olf in a manner 
that confirms the shift in attitudes about culture in the New Indian History: “Human populations construct 
their cultures in interaction with one another, and not in isolation” (p.l). White’s epigraph to his 
“Introduction” quotes James Clifford from The Predicament o f  Culture (p.ix).
19 A recent example o f  the “New Cultural History o f Education” is Sol Cohen, Challenging Orthodoxies: Toward 
a New Cultural History o f  Education (New York, 1999). Cohen has been strongly criticized by Kathleen Weiler 
for silence on women and women’s issues. See Weiler, Feminist Engagements: Reading, Resisting, and 
Revisioning Male Theorists in Education and Cultural Studies (New York, 2001) and V.P. Franklin, “Education 
in Urban Communities in the United States: Exploring the Legacy o f  Lawrence A. Cremin,” Paedagogica 
Historica, vol. 39, no. 1-2 (2003), 158 n.13. See also: Thomas Popkewitz, ed., Cultural History and Education: 
Critical Essays on Knowledge and Schooling (New York, 2001), especially the essays by Anne-Marie Chartier 
and Jean Hebrard, “Literacy and Schooling from a Cultural Historian's Point o f View,” 263-288, and Antonio 
Vinao, “History o f Education and Cultural History: Possibilities, Problems, Questions” 125-150.1 am not 
convinced by Popkewitz’s assertion in his introduction, however, that “cultural history is history o f the present” 
(4); Jurgen Herbst, “The History o f  Education: State o f  the Art at the Turn o f the Century in Europe and North 
America,” Paedagogica Historica, vol.35, no.3 (1999), 737-747; N. Ray Hiner, “History o f Education for the
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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there were in the 2000s at least three methodological perspectives developing, all 
derivative of Cultural Studies and postmodern linguistic approaches of one form or 
another. All of this work, according to Novoa, amounts to an application in the field of 
education history of an approach Roger Chartier once described as “cultural history of 
society” rather than “social history of culture.” This dissertation uses such methods as 
tools—not rigid prescriptions—for interpreting the archive on non-elite and non-white 
education in the lower south. I argue that the first efforts at non-elite schooling in the 
lower south developed before the Revolution and incorporated whites and non-whites 
into a colonial vision so broad and inclusive as to be almost messianic in some of its 
incarnations. I also argue that by the Revolution the cultural politics of colonialism 
itself—of race, class, and gender—had ironically begun to splinter that educational 
vision. Emerging was an equally but differently colonial vision of schooling that featured
1990s and Beyond: The Case for Academic Imperialism,” History o f  Education Quarterly, vol.30 (Summer 1990), 
137-60.
On Cremin’s influence and the under explored paths still open to cultural history, including the broad 
cultural approach I am employing, see: Franklin, “Education,” Paedagogica Historica (2003), 153-163 and H. 
Tavi Shapiro, “Society in the History o f Educational Change: A Brief Review o f Studies by Bernard Bailyn and 
Lawrence Cremin,” Educational Theory, 28 (Summer, 1978), 186-93.
The new cultural history has been fundamentally impacted by the “linguistic turn,” especially Jacques 
Derrida and Michel Foucault (who may not be a post-structuralist). There are also influences in the philosophy, 
practice, and history o f  education. Issues in the debate include the autonomy o f the subject, something Foucault 
challenged, as well as the social functions o f education relative to the erasure o f  distinctions between knowledge, 
power, and discourse. This second debate, however, itself flowed partly from the denial o f  the autonomy o f the 
subject. See: Elizabeth St. Pierre, “Coming to Theory: Finding Foucault and Deleuze,” in Kathleen Weiler, ed., 
Feminist Engagements: Reading, Resisting, and Revisioning Male Theorists in Education and Cultural Studies 
(New York: Routledge, 2001), 141-163; James Marshall, Michel Foucault: Personal Autonomy and Education, 
Philosophy and Education Series, vol. 7 (Boston: Kluwer, 1996); Mark Olssen, “Foucault, Educational Research 
and the Issue o f Autonomy,” Educational Philosophy and Theory, 37 (3), 365-387; Lynn Fendler, “Praxis and 
Agency in Foucault’s Historiography,” Studies in Philosophy and Education vol. 23, no. 5 (September 2004), 
445-466.
20 Novoa, “Texts, Images, and Memories: Writing New Histories o f Education,” in Thomas S. Popkewitz et 
al., eds., Cultural History and Education: Critical Essays on Knowledge and Schooling (New York, 2001),
46-48.
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citizenship training for non-elite whites and racial boundaries around formal schooling 
for non-whites.
Thus, this dissertation re-frames the relationship of colonialism, republicanism, 
and educational development in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by looking 
comparatively at white and non-white education of men, women, and children in a 
diverse and relational, cultural context. This re-framing is partly a response to a 
recommendation made by Edward Countryman in the William and Mary Quarterly in 
1996. As part of a call for reinterpreting the Revolution, Countryman observed that the 
long post-Revolutionary disaster for the Indians paralleled the fifty-year timeline of the 
working-out of the “the Revolution’s liberating implications” among whites. He argued 
that these were related shifts and urged: “What needs exploring are how the two are 
intertwined and how the intertwining is linked with the expansion of black American 
slavery as well as white American freedom.”21 And I wondered how that story would 
affect Ronald Hoffman’s suggestion from 1976 that no scholar had adequately explained 
how the disaffection and violence within the white community of the lower south during
22  , , ,  jthe Revolution resolved into the “restoration of social control” by elites. This 
dissertation does not interpret the Revolution, but I argue that the cultural process of 
creating and administering educational initiatives played a significant role in reproducing 
order.
It would be easy to overstate the role of republicanism in current interpretations of 
American educational history in the Revolutionary and Early Republic periods, but it is
21 Countryman, “Indians, the Colonial Order, and the Social Significance o f  the American Revolution,” 
William and Mary Quarterly 3rd Ser. Vol. 53, No. 2 (1996), 354.
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no exaggeration to claim that it has been a centerpiece of this historiography. Historians 
have frequently argued that creating a national culture of republican habits of mind was a 
critical task of education. The idea that the Revolution had enormous consequences for
'y'y
the expansion of educational opportunity is a commonplace. But that historiography is 
overwhelmingly focused on a long-term periodization of the Revolution, on the North, 
and on middling and elite whites. Carl Kaestle’s 1983 study of common schools looked at 
a breathtaking eighty-year period after the Revolution to argue, in part, that 
republicanism inspired common schools for the non-elite, though the actual common 
school movement and battles began in the 1820s and 1830s.24 Within the study of 
schooling for women, the focus of the best studies is usually the middling and elite 
classes as well as the drawn-out time line.25 Recent dissertations continue to focus on
middling and elite people, with the important exceptions of Mary Caroll Johansen and
26Susan Braslaw Sundue.
22 Ronald Hoffman, “The ‘Disaffected’ in the Revolutionary South,” The American Revolution, ed. Alfred 
F. Young (DeKalb, Illinois: 1976), 274.
23 Lorraine Smith Prangle, The Learning o f Liberty: The Educational Ideas o f  the American Founders 
(Lawrence, 1993), 1-6, 28-9, 36-9, 95-112; Ruth H. Bloch, “The Gendered Meanings o f Virtue in 
Revolutionary America,” Signs, vol.13, no.l (1987), 54-55; Gordon S. Wood, The Radicalism o f  the 
American Revolution (New York, 1991), 189-192 (on “Enlightenment” and “Gothic barbarism”).
24 This is necessarily a simplification o f Kaestle, Pillars o f  the Republic: Common Schools and American 
Society, 1780-1860 (New York, 1983). See also his more recent “Literacy and Diversity: Themes from a 
Social History o f  the American Reading Public,” History o f  Education Quarterly, vol.28 (1988), 523-549.
25 Mary Beth Norton and Linda Kerber had anticipated this long timeline and the middle and upper class 
focus in their own studies’ treatments o f  education (perhaps Kerber more than Norton). Norton, Liberty’s 
Daughters, 256-294 and Kerber, Women o f  the Republic, 185-231. Nancy Cott, The Bonds o f  Womanhood 
(New York, 1977), 101-125; Christie Anne Famham, The Education o f the Southern Belle: Higher 
Education and Student Socialization in the Antebellum South (New York: New York University Press, 
1994); Andrea Walton, Women and Philanthropy in Education (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
2005); Margaret A. Nash, Women's Education in the United States, 1780-1840 (New York: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2005).
26 Some recent graduate research in which class and labor again become relevant to analyzing early 
education are Sundue and Johansen’s dissertations and Everett L. Banks’s MA Thesis entitled “The
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My first prospectus proposed to begin in the colonial period and explore 
discourses on merit, talent, and intelligence—seeking to explore their relationship to the 
emergence of disciplinary technique and “empire,” especially its race, class, and gender 
dynamics. But a purely discursive-analytical approach cast continent-wide seemed too 
deeply embedded in ideologies and seemed likely to use published records almost 
exclusively. I narrowed my focus to an understudied region (the lower south) and began 
to work in the archives in Georgia and South Carolina, combining the analysis of 
discourse and practice in published and manuscript records.
Using manuscript sources, incorporation papers, published correspondence, and 
newspaper ads, I collected citations of school initiatives in Georgia and South Carolina 
and further refined the topic. Discovering that the lower south had some of the first 
orphanages, I wondered how a focus on education of the laboring classes might change
Integration o f Work-Related Education and Academic Education from the Colonial Period to the Early 
Establishment o f the Smith-Hughes Act,” (M.A. Thesis, California State University, Long Beach, 1998).
See also Jonathan Michael Barz, “Educational Theory and Practice and the Early American Novel, 
1789-1841,” (Ph.D. diss., University o f  Minnesota, 1999); David Wallace Bratt, “Southern Souls and State 
Schools: Religion and Public Higher Education in the Southeast, 1776-1900.” (Ph.D. diss., Yale University,
1999); Suzanne Steffen Caswell, “William Byrd o f Westover: Adult Learner,” (Ph.D. diss., The University 
o f Wisconsin - Madison, 1992); Eric Robert Ebeling, “Education and Religious Toleration in Seventeenth- 
Century Maryland,” (Ph.D. diss., University o f Maryland College Park, 1991); Gena Debra Glickman, “A 
Study o f the Role o f Women in the Transformation o f Curriculum at the Maryland Institute for the 
Promotion o f Mechanic Arts from 1825-1875,” (Ph.D. diss., University o f  Maryland College Park, 1992); 
William Albert Hansen, “John Wesley and the Rhetoric o f Reform,” (University o f Oregon: Ph.D. diss., 
1972); Lisa Mae Hennon, “Inclusionary Education in the United States o f America: A Genealogy of 
Schooling, Governance, and Urbanism,” (Ph.D. diss., 2002); Barbara Bastendorf John, “Educating 
Pennsylvania Germans: Franklin College in the Early Republic” (Ph.D. diss., The Pennsylvania State 
University, 2003); Douglas Alan Jones, “The Tradition o f Didacticism in America’s Early Reading 
Textbooks, 1780-1830,” (Ph.D. diss., Michigan State University, 1990); Wendy Jean Lement, “Susanna 
Rowson (1762—1824), Early American Dramatist, Actress and Educator,” (Ph.D. diss., New York 
University, 2000); Darryl Lynn Peterkin, “‘Lux, Libertas, and Learning’: The First State University and the 
Transformation o f North Carolina, 1789-1816,” (Ph.D. diss., Princeton University, 1995); Curtis Brent 
Wilken, “An Examination o f American Reading Textbooks, 1785-1819, as an Expression o f Eighteenth- 
Century Rhetorical Theory, and as a Precursor to Nineteenth-Century Writing Instruction (James Burgh, 
Hugh Blair, John Walker),” (Ed.D. Ball State University, 2003); “The Politics and Culture o f Literacy in 
Georgia, 1800-1920.” (Ph.D. diss., University o f  Virginia, 1999).
Older works include: Kathryn A. Pippin, "The Common School Movement in the South, 1840- 
1860" (Ph.D. diss.: University ofNorth Carolina, 1977); Walter Bellingrath Edgar, “The Libraries of
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the picture of North American educational initiative. What might it say about the 
relationship between libertarian revolution and the education of the non-elite that Joseph 
Lancaster, the creator of the monitorial school system so widely influential in the early 
United States, refined his methods in England in the 1790s, a moment in that country’s 
history not only without a Revolution but actively engaged in containing the French 
Revolution?27 Ultimately, I collected approximately 370 citations for educational 
initiatives of all types in the lower south. My findings suggest that a narrower assessment 
of the Revolution’s importance to non-elite schooling and a shorter timeframe for the its 
impacts is appropriate. A longer timeframe, such as 1763-1826, predetermines findings 
that the Revolution radically reconstructed discourses and practices of schooling for the 
non-elite and the poor by incorporating what I would argue are different periods into the 
rubric of “The Revolution.” It is true that later generations would revive republican 
rhetoric, but they did it for new political ends. Looking at the Revolution’s disruption as 
dramatic and its periodization as relatively narrow, 1775 into the 1780s, I argue in part 
that republicanism changed elite schooling more than non-elite schooling in the lower 
south. Republicanism changed little in the curriculum and organization of non-elite 
schooling during the Revolutionary era. Colonial era charities, with their Christian and
Colonial South Carolina.” (Ph.D. diss., University o f  South Carolina, 1969); Bullock. “Schools and 
Schooling in Eighteenth Century Virginia. (Ed.D. diss., Duke University, 1961).
27 Lancaster’s supporters were English philanthropists and his innovations fit Donna Andrew’s assessment 
of the course o f English philanthropic giving in the eighteenth century. Late in the century English 
philanthropists emphasized industry and frugality. Donna T. Andrew, in Philanthropy and Police: London 
Charity in the Eighteenth Century (Princeton, 1989), 4 ,41-3 , 60-1, shows how philanthropy in England 
was changing in the eighteenth century. Added to its older meaning, a spiritual debt o f  the Christian to the 
ultimate landlord, was a new expectation that charity could serve economic growth and should be 
discriminating. Fundamentally much o f my argument in this dissertation compliments Andrew’s 
conclusions for England.
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paternalist connotations, had greater significance. And republicanism played a modest
28role in expansion of non-elite white schooling in the lower south until at least the 1810s.
Connections between republicanism and education in the Revolutionary era have 
been challenged in the last decade. Following the influence of Bernard Bailyn and 
Gordon S. Wood, as well as J.G.A. Pocock and others who were directly and indirectly 
elevated republicanism to an important position in American historiography, the concept 
was once seen as having very broad impact on the generations following the 
Revolution.29 An example is women’s history and the historiography of women’s 
education, where the influence of the concept has been strong. Linda Kerber had argued 
in 1980 (simultaneously with Mary Beth Norton’s Liberty’s Daughters, which made 
some similar arguments) that, after the revolution, a “Republican Mother” concept helped 
justify expanded schooling for women and girls. This education helped women instruct 
their children in the attitudes and skills of civic virtue for the benefit of the republic. The 
concept has had deep and broad influence on how the Early Republic and education
30history have been understood.
28 The growth o f schooling could not have been merely a function o f the diffusion o f information for 
literacy, directly or indirectly, might have been ubiquitous among colonial English speakers. Adam Fox, 
Oral and Literate Culture in England, 1500-1700 (Oxford, 2000), 36-7,409: Fox argued that reading aloud 
meant that none in England were entirely outside the ambit o f print and manuscript, and in early England at 
least, reading aloud was the norm in reading. As a result, Early Modem England was more literate than 
historians have yet accepted.
29 Wood, Creation o f  the American Republic: 1776-1787 (New York, 1972 [1969]), Wood discusses 
education and merit in many places, but specifically in the “Republicanism” chapter on p.65 and p72-3. 
Later, after almost a generation o f scholarship on the place o f  the Revolution in education history, 
scholarship Wood’s first book helped produce, the prominence o f  education— broadly conceived—  
increased greatly in Wood’s work: The Radicalism o f  the American Revolution (New York, 1991). On 
pages 189-192 Wood examined some o f the same dynamics I analyze in this dissertation, attaching 
different significance. Ruth H. Bloch, “The Gendered Meanings o f Virtue in Revolutionary America,” 
Signs, vol. 13, no.l (1987), 54-55; Bernard Bailyn, The Ideological Origins o f  the American Revolution 
(Cambridge, 1967); J.G.A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political Thought and the 
Atlantic Republican Tradition (Princeton, NJ, 2003 [1975]). See: Daniel T. Rodgers, “Republicanism: the 
Career o f a Concept” The Journal o f  American History, Vol. 79, No. 1. (Jun., 1992), 11-38.
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But Rosemarie Zagarri showed the concept had Scottish origins well before the 
American Revolution. Jan Lewis suggested that the Republican Motherhood rhetoric 
actually appeared quite a while after the Revolution, in the 1810s and 1820s, and had 
been preceded by a “republican wife” concept similar to the model of companionate 
marriage that emerged in the middling and elite classes in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. Women were teachers quite early in European history. And Margaret Nash 
went even further in critiquing Kerber’s thesis. In an important and convincing challenge 
Nash suggested in 1997 that it was men who, in the late eighteenth century, were 
asserting a role for themselves in parenting by arguing that it was too important to leave 
to women. And she suggested off-hand that the whole thesis of republicanism as a
31catalyst for schooling in general might need to be rethought.
This dissertation engages that rethinking, noting that literacy was crucial to the 
imagination of far-flung entities such as empires in the Atlantic World and that the forces 
that made it desirable were many. By about 1700 “the Empire of Europe,” two observers 
claimed, had become “extended to the utmost bounds of the earth.” Even just to see the 
empires, much less administer them, required text, the authors claimed. Books of 
adventures “drawn from the labors of those, who expose themselves to the dangers of the
30 See note 13. Linda K. Kerber, Women o f  the Republic: Intellect and Ideology in Revolutionary America 
(Chapel Hill, 1980); Mary Beth Norton, Liberty's Daughters: the Revolutionary Experience o f  American 
Women, 1750-1800 (Boston, 1980).
31 Margaret A. Nash, “Rethinking Republican Motherhood: Benjamin Rush and the Young Ladies 
Academy o f Philadelphia,” Journal o f  the Early Republic, 17 (Summer 1997), 171-191 (see esp. 189); M.T. 
Clanchy, “Learning to read in the Middle Ages and the Role o f Mothers,” in Greg Brooks and A.K. Pugh, 
eds., Studies in the History o f  Reading (Reading, UK, 1984), 33-39; Margaret Spuford, “Women Teaching 
Reading to Poor Children in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries,” in Mary Hilton et al., eds.,
Opening the Nursery Door: Reading, Writing, and Childhood, 1600-1900 (Camden, 1997), 47-62; Kenneth 
Charlton, “Mothers as Educative Agents in Pre-Industrial England,” History o f  Education, 23 (1994), 129- 
156; Rosemarie Zagari, "Gender and the New Liberal Synthesis" American Quarterly, Vol., 53 (March 
2001), 123-130.
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vast ocean, and of unknown nations” enabled readers, “without stirring a foot,” to 
“compass the earth and seas, visit all countries, and converse with all nations.” The in- 
person “conversation” “with all nations” that informed travel literature is one type of
32interaction this dissertation examines.
Another type of interaction is the function of print communication in this 
“conversation,” which was more a set of struggles over cultural constructions of 
knowledge and authority. The “Imperial School” o f colonial America understood that 
print was an important part of the story of empire. But that importance was always 
understood through a progressive narrative of technology and the advance of civilization. 
More contemporary scholarship across a range of fields has made such assertions 
problematic.33 That print performed a networking function is familiar to scholars 
acquainted with Benedict Anderson's work. Anderson focused on nationalism and print 
culture. He argued that print enabled people separated across time and space to see a 
community order in far flung events, as on a newspaper page, organize them in
32 The quotations are from Awnsham Churchill and John Churchill, A Collection o f  Voyages and Travels 
(1704), as quoted in P.J. Marshall and Glyndwr Williams, The Great Map o f  Mankind: Perceptions o f  New 
Worlds in the Age o f the Enlightenment (Cambridge, MA, 1982), 48.
33 A great and emblematic example o f this approach in the “Imperial School” comes from Louis B. Wright, 
The Atlantic Frontier: Colonial American Civilization, 1607-1763 (Ithaca, NY, 1964 [Knopf, 1947]). On 
page 153 Wright describes New England as possessing an “advantage” over other regions because it 
established a printing press in 1639. This is a hallmark o f a whig narrative, where numbers o f presses or 
schools, and their chronological primacy, inform judgements o f how advanced, sophisticated, or even 
civilized a given colonial society was. Wright made “civilization,” “education,” and “printing” important 
figures in this analysis. Non-elite whites are interesting as foils for the main imperial master-narrative o f  
progress. Non-whites are similarly foils, though they hardly figure into the story at all because their 
experiences do not fit the framework o f progress. My work in this dissertation and elsewhere identifies this 
progressive narrative itself as a legacy o f colonialism, produced originally by Early American colonial 
promoters themselves. On such analysis o f narrative Hayden White is now the canonical citation. His 
Tropics o f  Discourse has been important to me. I have also used Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the 
Past: Power and the Production o f  History (Boston: Beacon, 1995). See especially chapters 1 and 5.
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calendrical sequence, and imagine themselves part of communities of identity (nations).34 
The formulation has been criticized for exaggerating the unifying qualities of print
i f
capitalism.
Post-colonial Studies scholars have criticized Imagined Communities for missing 
the role of deliberate exclusion in the production of national identities. Turning the 
Anderson formulation’s implications inside-out (from “nationalism” to “empire”), one 
scholar has observed that nationality was “lived in representations—not in direct 
communal solidarity,” and not all individuals within the British Empire were able to 
project themselves into the empire’s collective narrative about itself. Although 
Anderson’s claim for the importance of print has been acknowledged as a singular 
contribution, when we talk about early modem nations, we are talking about empires. 
Therefore, shouldn’t we ask whose community we are imagining? This is a question 
that could also be asked of many of the new Atlantic historians, particularly those who 
focus exclusively on a “British” Atlantic. It is a question fundamentally about inclusion 
and exclusion, and one that I explore in this work through contestations over knowledge 
claims and skills.
34 Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread o f  Nationalism, Revised Edition 
London, 1991).
35 Robert A. Gross, “Books, Nationalism, and History,” A Talk given for A History o f  the Book in Canada 
Ottawa, Canada, May 25, 1997: pages 4-7 discuss Anderson and Harold Innes.
36 John Towlinson as quoted in Kathrine Wilson, “Citizenship, Empire, and Modernity in the English 
Provinces, ca. 1720-1790,” in Cathrine Hall, ed., Cultures o f  Empire: Colonizers in Britain and the Empire 
in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, A Reader (New York, 2000), 160 and see also “whose imagined 
community?” pages 159-167.
37 Three recent examples o f the “British Atlantic World” scholarship: Elizabeth Mancke and Carole 
Shammas, The Creation o f  the British Atlantic World (Baltimore, 2005); David Armitage and M. J. 
Braddick, eds., The British Atlantic World, 1500-1800 (New York, 2002); and Patrick Griffin, The People 
with No Name: Ireland's Ulster Scots, America's Scots Irish, and the Creation o f  a British Atlantic world, 
1689-1764 (Princeton, N.J., 2001).
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I am interested in the emergence of educational institutions for non-elite and non­
white women, men, and children in Native American, enslaved, and white laborers’ 
communities. Why did so many of these people engage in efforts to read, speak, or write 
English? Some might have wanted to identify with and be included within an “imagined 
community” but others clearly sought to use English to compete with the English. 
English language skill was increasingly crucial. As Christopher Tomlins has shown, in 
the American colonies during the eighteenth century the concept of the “rule of [written] 
law” gained currency. By 1800 it was the ruling paradigm of the Early Republic, the 
“republic’s modality of rule.”38 Ann Laura Stoler has recently argued, far-flung empires 
were networked through grand scale governmental and military maneuvers and through 
“intimate” regulation of subjectivity—a discursive subjectivity. Colonial order in 
America could turn on intimate personal experience and schools could facilitate the 
reproduction of that order through the messages they conveyed as they imparted literacy 
skills.39 This is “reproduction,” but not in the deterministic manner of 1970s educational
In exploring the significance o f Atlantic-wide dynamics to local white and non-white cultures, Atlantic 
World scholarship that has made the non-white— or the non-elite— a central part o f their narrative have 
been helpful and include: Judith Carney, Black Rice: the African Origins o f  Rice Cultivation in America 
(Cambridge, 2001); Martin Daunton and Rick Halpem, eds., Empire and Others (London, 1999); Michael 
Gomez, Exchanging Our Country Marks: The Transformation o f  African Identities in the Colonial and 
Antebellum South (Chapel Hill, 1998); Alan Gallay, The Indian Slave Trade: the Rise o f  the English 
Empire in the American South, 1670-1717 (New Haven, 2002); Marcus Rediker and Peter Linebaugh, The 
Many Headed Hydra (Boston: Beacon Press, 2000); and John K. Thornton, African and Africans in the 
Making o f  the Atlantic World, 1480-1800 (New York, 1998).
38 Tomlins, Labor, Law, and Ideology in the Early American Republic (Cambridge, 1993), 16. An argument 
could be made for this culture o f written rule o f law in the British North American colonies being a result 
o f colonization itself. Colonials were separated from the culture o f the common law and its practitioners. 
Therefore the reading o f text from England would become a more important element in the local operation 
o f the laws they were bound by (also written) charters to uphold.
39 Stoler, “Tense and Tender Ties: The Politics o f Comparison in North American History and (Post) 
Colonial Studies” and “Matters o f Intimacy as Matters o f  State: A Response” from the forum “Empires and 
Intimacies: Lessons from (Post) Colonial Studies,” The Journal o f  American History, v.88, n.3 (2001), 829- 
865 and 893-896. See also Pamela Cheek, Sexual Antipodes: Enlightenment Globalization and the Placing 
o f  Sex (Stanford, 2003).
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criticism that relied on a Marxist “base-superstructure” distinction. The “reproduction” I 
am describing was fraught with contingency, unpredictability, and multiple sources of 
origin in addition to social rank or class status.40
The historiography of American Indians has long recognized the uneven and often 
disorganized interplay between accommodation and acculturation on the one hand, and 
resistance and exclusion on the other hand, in the colonial encounter.41 Less frequently 
realized is how print became an increasingly important site of power in the web of 
relationships that constructed the meanings and practices of cross-cultural encounter.42 
Recognizing the growing importance of print in cultural power dynamics changes the 
general picture of Early American educational development by suggesting that the 
aspiration for literacy was a functional part of a power struggle. That struggle was multi-
40 The reproduction thesis in education historiography has been associated with the Marxist approach o f  
Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis. In its original formulation, I am opposed to it. Into the 1990s Bowles’ 
and Gintis’ contention that schools reproduce the conditions whereby class inequality is perpetuated 
sparked debate among theorists and historians o f education. See Bowles and Gintis, Schooling in Captialist 
America. (New York: Basic Books 1976). Some o f their early critics were D. R. Tunnel, “An Analysis o f  
Bowles's and Gintis's Thesis That Schools Reproduce Economic Inequality,” Educational Theory, vol.28 
(1978), 334-342 and G. H. Wood, “Beyond Racial Educational Cynicism,” Educational Theory, vol.32 
(1982), 55-71. A more important critique o f the Bowles and Gintis thesis for the New Cultural History 
approach came later from R. A. Morrow, “Education and the Reproduction o f Class, Gender, and Race: 
Responding to the Postmodern Challenge,” Educational Theory, vol.34 (1994), 43-61. Wood argued for a 
more broad set o f relations o f  power that may be “reproduced” in schooling and allowed for more 
contingency in the outcomes: just because a school tries to produce an effect does not mean it gets that 
effect. See also: Mike Cole, ed. Bowles and Gintis Revisited: Correspondence and Contradiction in 
Educational Theory (London: Falmer Press, 1988); Mary Leach, “Toward Writing Feminist Scholarship 
into History o f  Education,"Educational Theory, 40 (Fall 1990), 453-461; Jay M. Pawa, “Workingmen and 
Free Schools in the Nineteenth Century: A Comment on the Labor-Education Thesis,” History o f  Education 
Quarterly, v o l.ll (1971), 287-302.
41 Michael Leroy Oberg, Dominion and Civility: English Imperialism and Native America, 1585-1685 
(Cornell University Press, 1999) has made this argument anew, contending that an inclusive idealism 
existed in tension with an exclusionary pragmatism from the beginning o f English-speakers’ contact with 
Indians. See also Andrew Fitzmaurice, Humanism in America: An Intellectual History o f  English 
Colonisation, 1500-1625 (Cambridge, 2003).
42 As Michael Warner has pointed out in “What’s Colonial about Colonial America?” in Possible Pasts, 67 
(&n.44), scholars have long looked to print as an important vehicle for building empire: Warner cites
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strand web of constitutive relationships: altering one strand altered the position of others
in the web. In that tangle, I argue, poorer white, African American, and Native American
men and women appropriated—or sought to appropriate—colonialism’s English and its
literacy for a variety of purposes.43
The people I have studied shared both a region (the lower south) and interacted
with the colonial elite: Indian hunters, agriculturalists, and soldiers; African field hands
and craft workers; and white artisans, apprentices, journeymen, and domestic servants
and mothers. The interactions of these groups constituted and embodied the relations of
power in colonial culture. From the perspective of the colonial elite, there was an
appropriate order well represented graphically by the title page for William Fleetwood’s




Crudely put: to the left, the elite; and to the right the “non-elite.” The quintessential elite
is a male, but the non-elite is a more varied congeries of wives, servants, and children.44
The emergence of schooling for these non-elites signified a cultural change, partly
marked by what Michel Foucault once labeled a shift from the state control of death to
the discipline of life itself. In fact, one way to read this dissertation is as a description of
Harold Innis, Empire and Communication (Oxford, 1959), among other works. Saunt, A New Order o f  
Things, chapter 8.
43 For a recent study outside my region o f interest that also highlights this “autoethnographic” appropriation 
by the colonized see: Hilary E. Wyss, Writing Indians: Literacy, Christianity, and Native Community in 
Early America (University o f Massachusetts Press, 2000).
44 See title page: William Fleetwood, The Relative Duty o f  Parents & Children, Husbands & Wives,
Masters & Servants... (London, 1705); Sarah Jordan, “From Grotesque Bodies to Useful Hands: Idleness, 
Industry, and the Laboring Class,” Eighteenth-Century Life, vol.25, no.3 (Fall 2001), 62-79.
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the gradual extension of the State’s involvement in non-elite education. But I also argue 
throughout that colonialism played a more important role in these developments than 
historians, including Foucault, have generally appreciated. And colonialism was never 
just about the state. It was about a broad cultural process—fraught by domination and 
resistance—in “which the interaction of diverse peoples on frontiers created new cultural 
forms.”45 Non-elite schooling was one of those new cultural forms.
Training for non-elites in the use of print and writing—the period’s most complex 
and portable communication technology—became more common during the eighteenth 
century. This was partly because forced and free migrations of thousands across ocean 
and land helped make long distance communication a fulcrum of grand scale 
administrative power and intimate interpersonal power. Scholars of “the consumer 
revolution” have already shown how mobility of large populations accentuated demand 
for portable objects to communicate social distinction when among strangers in new 
places. As demand expanded, production expanded. As production expanded, access 
expanded. Increasing numbers of people acquired and used items to communicate their 
civility. The material culture of literacy—printing and manuscript—was such a consumer 
good, and it became a central feature of colonial administration. By the eighteenth 
century, as one literary scholar has recently argued, “English language teaching was a 
crucial part of the colonial enterprise.” During the eighteenth century’s imperial contest
45 Cayton and Teute, Contact Points, 5. Foucauldian methods have rarely been applied by New Indian 
Historians or African American Studies scholars. See: L. Stewart, "Louisiana Subjects: Power, Space, and 
the Slave Body," Ecumene vol.2 no.3 (1995), 227-245.
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for North America between France, England, and Spain, English became “a major 
language in which colonialism [was] written.”46
But English and English literacy were fulcrums of power. English networked the 
empire and articulated its power. Elites regulated access: prohibiting literate skill entirely 
to some and disseminating particular forms of literacy to others, such as reading with 
Christian missionaries. But prohibitions could be circumvented, networks disrupted, and 
the skill to use print could be appropriated by the subordinate and turned to criticism of 
the institutions and practices it was designed to support. The non-elite, the colonized, 
articulated real power through the appropriation, rejection, and embrace of literacy in the 
defense of community, promotion of resistance, or acquisition of privilege. Literate skill 
grew like a rhizome within some parts of free and enslaved laboring classes and 
colonized communities, occasionally surfacing into the printed pubic transcripts of the 
white ruling classes as criticism, conspiracy, or rebellion. In the Lower South the 
enslaved found Biblical sources of condemnation of slavers, and occasionally 
justification for insurrection. Journeymen, sailors, and apprentices in Savannah and 
Charleston met in the taverns and coffee houses, heard the printed news from around the 
Atlantic, circulated it by word of mouth, and on occasion found cause and opportunity for 
street actions.47
46 Cary Carson, “The Consumer Revolution in Colonial British America: Why Demand?” in Cary Carson, 
Ronald Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert, eds., O f Consuming Interests: The Style o f  Life in the Eighteenth 
Century (Charlottesville, 1994), 483-697; Alastair Pennycook, English and the Discourses o f  Colonialism 
(London, 1998), 8-16 (quote is on 9).
47 Deluze and Guitarri, A Thousand Plateaus. Homi Bhabha, The Location o f  Culture (1994). Christopher 
Gadsden’s biographer argues that it was the non-elite with enough property in South Carolina to vote but 
not enough to hold office that chose the propertied Gadsden as a spokesperson and promoted his radical 
political career.
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This history of the rise of education for the non-elite is then a significant 
departure from the well-established interpretation offered by Carl Kaestle in his 1983 
Pillars o f the Republic: Common Schools and American Society, 1780-1860. Focusing on 
the North, Kaestle found significant charity schooling and local free school societies. He 
found rising enrollments during the early national period. And he argued that these 
changes and “the eventual acceptance of common-school systems [were] encouraged by 
Americans’ commitment to republican institutions, by the dominance of native Protestant 
culture, and by the development of capitalism.”48
I revise and extend these conclusions in two ways, as they apply to the lower 
south. I argue that Kaestle mistakenly played-down the significance of colonial-era 
developments. The colonial era developments were very important later. Secondly, 
Kaestle’s treatment of the South was incomplete. He discussed North and South Carolina 
as well as Georgia and Virginia. However, Virginia was his model for understanding the 
other regions of the South. Using that model he misunderstood Georgia and South 
Carolina profoundly. Virginia did not develop the suffrage or education policies of 
Georgia and South Carolina. Without close examination of the archives for the South, 
Pillars, which only claimed to be a study of the North, repeats the old line on Southern 
backwardness. In fact, many of the developments he finds in the North were present in 
the South as well. Kaestle does see a role for “assimilation,” in which common schools 
were a means for dealing with immigrants and making them part o f the white community. 
In the lower south, that assimilationism was matched by a colonialism focused on the
48 Kaestle, Pillars, x.
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transformation, exclusion, or subordination of Africans, Native Americans, and poor 
whites.49
Metamorphoses
Writing in Georgia in the 1730s, minister John Wesley seemed to relish recording 
the details of an excellent example of the interplay between imperial law and intimate 
power. He labeled the tale “a strange piece of history” in a journal that he intended to 
publish as a confessional of his personal spiritual journey in the Georgia colony. Wesley 
had learned “by a careful inquiry of several persons” of an exploitative affair between 
Patrick Talifer (a surgeon from Edinburgh living in the colony) and Rachael Ure (a 
woman servant in the colony). Ure had signed a document with her mark and traveled 
with Talifer to Georgia. She thought she had married Talifer when, in fact, she had signed 
an indenture and legally bound herself to be his servant. The trick had worked because 
she could not read the document she signed. How closely related housewifery and 
indentured servitude may have been in Georgia was revealed in the fact that two years 
and two child-births passed before Ure realized her status under law in the relationship: 
Talifer married someone else and sold Ure’s indenture to an Indian trader. Such sale was 
not lawful under the common law if it did not have the consent of the servant, a 
distinction from slavery that early Virginia had sometimes dispensed with as well.50
49 Kaestle, Pillars, 195, he misunderstands the Georgia schools and the South Carolina Free School Act of 
1811, thinking Charleston alone suddenly created five free schools. These were in fact part o f the statewide 
system. On pages 201-2 he misses the significance o f  the County Academies in Georgia, which would 
seem each to have acted as publicly supported charity schools.
50 John Ruston Pagan, Anne Orthwood’s Bastard (Oxford, 2003), 21-25.
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After an investigation that Wesley aided, Ure was “set at liberty” to work for 
herself and her one surviving child. Wesley recorded these details in his journal, a sort of 
confessional that he regularly read to close friends as part of his developing method of 
moral self-regulation. There were no consequences for Talifer. Instead Talifer later 
became one of the foremost critics of the Georgia Trusteeship, a so-called Malcontent 
who published broadsides against the management and design of the colony.
The Talifer-Ure-Wesley story is a patriarchal and exploitative one, facilitated by 
literacy’s mediation of power inequalities between Ure and Talifer and the Atlantic 
Ocean’s vast distances, which separated them from social networks that might have 
exposed Talifer’s trick. To reformers such as Wesley, Talifer’s trick exemplified one 
danger of the Atlantic empire: it could consume youth. Talifer had dishonestly and 
immorally speculated in Ure as a commodity. Ure’s body, as sexual object and as 
servant-wife, was a component in Talifer’s gambit to earn, steal, or force a fortune in the 
Lower South. His rakish character, the vast Ocean, and her illiteracy provided him the 
opportunity. Embedded in countless other stories of fraud like this one lies part of the 
impetus for the emergence of reading instruction for non-elites. Talifer wanted Ure 
ignorant. Wesley wanted her literate. Ure’s wants can only be inferred.
Twenty years later, 1,200 miles north in a much older British colony, a story of 
John Adams as a young schoolmaster in Massachusetts further exemplifies this dynamic 
around literacy. Adams seemed to relish recording the details of a story quite similar to 
Wesley’s. And Adams made the story over into a fantasy of reformative power with 
which John Wesley might have identified. “I sometimes, in my more sprightly moments, 
consider myself, in my great Chair at School, as some Dictator at the head of a
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commonwealth,” confessed Adams to his diary in 1756. His classroom, “the great World 
in miniature,” had “severall renowned Generalls but 3 feet high, and several deep- 
projecting Politicians in peticoats.” He found the “Genius’s... Fops, Buffoons, Fidlers, 
Sychophants, Fools, Coxcombs, chimney sweepers, and every other character drawn in 
History or seen in the World” among his students. And he was their judge.
The world afforded “no greater Pleasure” than to enable Adams to “bestow the 
proper applause upon virtuous and generous Actions, to blame and punish every vicious 
and contracted Trick... and fire the new bom soul with a noble ardor and emulation.” He 
could, from his chair, determine which child would become “a Hero, and which a Rake, 
which a Philosopher, and which a Parasite.” And he claimed that this power left him 
without envy for other young men in expensive coats, getting LI,000 per year. He 
explained the inspiration for his fantasy:
Methinks, I hear you say this is odd talk for J. Adams. I’ll tell you then the Ocasion o f it. About 4 
months since a poor Girl in this neighborhood walking by the meeting House upon some Ocasion, 
in the evening, met a fine Gentelman with laced hat and wast coat, and a sword who sollicited her 
to turn aside with him into the horse Stable. The Girl relucted a little, upon which he gave her 3 
Guineas, and wished he might be damned if  he did not have her in 3 months. Into the horse Stable 
they went. The 3 Guineas proved 3 farthings— and the Girl proves with Child, without a Friend 
upon Earth that will own her, or knowing the father o f her 3 farthing Bastard.51
Adams desires an educational authority sufficient to correct the parasitic, predatory,
vicious tricks of rakes such as this gentleman. But like Wesley, Adams would not only
defend innocents if  he were dictator of a commonwealth. He would also discipline the
general conduct of the populace, exposing the rakes to punishment and teaching the “poor
Girl” judgment. The use of the word “poor” is significant for it is a word that appears
over and over again in racially diverse contexts. From a deconstructivist perspective, the
51 Lyman H. Butterfield, The Adams Papers: The Diary and Autobiography o f  John Adams, 4 vols. 
(Cambridge, MA, 1961), 1: 13-14.
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“traces” of the term poor in discourse lead into a potentially limitless set o f other terms 
and possible discourses. Yet “poor” in this context carries the connotations o f ignorance 
and condescension that would make it useful in discussions of the colonial other—the 
“poor” Indians and the “poor” slaves. Being poor and white brought one close to the
c 'y
condition of the enslaved and the Indian “savage” in colonial discourse.
The LI,000 gentlemen who were Wesley’s and Adams’ competition in these 
events actually had enough privilege and legal authority to be the disciplinary “Dictator” 
and the vicious rake. Although Adams implicates school as a solution, literacy itself was 
not directly part of the rake’s con. Education was as much about morality and 
“judgement” as it was about skills such as reading, writing, and arithmetic. Still it was 
only through the writing of elites that we learn of such scenes. William Byrd’s secret 
diaries are replete with references to uninvited sexual escapades with servants, suggesting 
a scopophilia of the printed text that Wesley and Adams might well have shared, 
relishing their own heroic roles. Landon Carter’s role on his plantation meting out his 
justice and settling disputes among his enslaved workers was almost an instantiation of 
Adams’s fantasy. And in South Carolina and Georgia where plantations had many more 
enslaved laborers with significantly fewer regular encounters between masters and the 
enslaved, some masters nonetheless easily imagined their power in terms similar to 
Adams’s youthful daydream. One planter wrote a friend confessing that he “fanc[ied] 
[himjself one of the Patriarchs of old... being surrounded by near 200 Negroes who are 
guided by my absolute Command.” Henry Laurens of South Carolina imagined such
52 Gayatri Spivak uses this “trace-structure” form o f analysis, drawn from Jacques Derrida, in her essay 
“Sex and History in the Prelude (1805), Books Nine to Thirteen,” in Spivak, In Other Worlds: Essays in 
Cultural Politics (London, 1987), 46-76 (see esp. 46-47).
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authority to extend into the management of the moral conduct of his enslaved laborers.
He wrote of himself as an “Absolute Monarch” of his own little world, like a Robinson 
Crusoe.53
Historian Robert Olwell is correct that the critical metaphor for these social 
relations is patriarchy, but it is patriarchy deeply linked to competitive colonialism. The 
men I have mentioned spoke of themselves in metaphors that revealed their ambiguous 
colonial status: Adams was a “Dictator” and Laurens an “Absolute Monarch.” These 
metaphors expressed as much dissimilarity as similarity. They were like the powerful 
roles they desired, but were not actually in those roles. As Jay Fliegelman has shown, for 
those adhering to Lockean ideas of the family, government, and education, patriarchalism 
was a declining concept in the eighteenth century. But for many, the concept clearly still 
resonated as metaphor. Laurens did not inherit nobility and, as wealthy as he was, he was 
no absolute monarch. If he lived like a monarch it was through the production of that 
patriarchal role for himself through the mechanisms of colonialism—among those 
mechanisms was the literacy he used to relate these sentiments to Alexander Hamilton in 
personal correspondence.54
Men such as Adams and Wesley were competitive. They articulated an alternative 
to the force, coercion, and deception of much of Gentry colonialism. They and others
53 Morgan, Slave Counterpoint, 274, 276-277; Rhys Isaac, Transformation o f  Virginia, 1740-1790 (Chapel 
Hill, N.C., 1982), 329-347; Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs: Gender, Race, 
and Power in Colonial Virginia (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1996), 372; Henry Laurens to Alexander Hamilton, 
April 19, 1785 in Harold C. Syrett et al eds., Papers o f  Alexander Hamilton, 27 Volumes (New York, 1961-
1987), 3, 605-8 as cited by Olwell, Masters, Slaves, and Subjects: The Culture o f  Power in the South 
Carolina Lowcountry, 1740-1790 (Ithaca, 1998), 193. Olwell also cites Gordon J. Schochet, Patriarchalism 
in Political Thought (New York, 1975).
54 Olwell, Masters, Slaves, and Subjects: The Culture o f  Power in the South Carolina Lowcountry, 1740- 
1790 (Ithaca, 1998), 193. Fliegelman, Prodigals and Pilgrims: The American Revolution against 
Patriarchal Authority (Cambridge, 1982), 4, 9-12, 259-267.
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imagined and practiced a colonial cultural politics with two significant dimensions. On 
the one hand, they suggested that subordinated women and men, whether free, enslaved, 
or native North American, too often lacked the knowledge to live properly. And on the 
other hand, they asserted that the “poor” and “savages” possessed the capacity to learn. 
Therefore Adams fantasized an imperial school. Wesley advocated missionary work. And 
others like them insisted on an imperative to educate, instruct, and moralize the 
benighted. Their goal was an increased Christian, laborious, and literate aptitude that they 
thought of as righteous.
If you believe the correspondence of missionaries, the majority of the planters 
disagreed with this perspective and instead agreed with fellow planters that non-elites did 
not need formal learning and perhaps did not even have sufficient capacities for it. For 
these colonials the Native American Indian and the African enslaved were of “barbarous, 
wild, savage natures” (as the position was expressed in one South Carolina statute). The 
Charleston Library Society expressed a similar view in the 1740s when it restricted itself 
to the cultivation of the elite, joking that giving the laboring classes an education was as 
inappropriate as giving a sextant to an Indian.55
But it was hard for planters to uniformly resist Christian missionaries. Likewise, 
opposition to instruction for the non-elite appears never to have been uniformly dominant 
in the Lower South. The Stono rebellion both inspired South Carolina to ban teaching 
writing to the enslaved and encouraged the Reverend Alexander Garden to begin teaching 
reading. His missionary “Negroe school” in Charleston trained scores to be reading and
55 Minutes o f the Charleston Library Society, Charleston S.C., 1; Thomas Cooper and David McCord, eds. 
The Statutes at Large o f  South Carolina: Edited under Authority o f  the Legislature. (Columbia, South 
Carolina, 1837), vo l.l, 23.
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religious teachers to other African Carolinians, including enslaved people. Elite opinions 
and efforts aside, students sometimes rejected colonial education as invasive, repugnant, 
or oppressive even when they desired the specific literate skills or other benefits on offer. 
But not always. I argue that they gradually embraced the acquisition of spoken then 
written English as a strategy of survival and, occasionally, outright resistance.56
Wesley, Laurens, Byrd, and Adams’s visions of themselves as heroic patriarchs 
vanquishing forces of immorality and misrule through disciplinary method was an 
example too of an important aspect of elite British colonial identity in the eighteenth 
century. The heroic vision of order through education both recalls and challenges the 
metaphor for “ruling” class perceptions of subordinates that two scholars have recently 
advanced. Marcus Reddiker and Peter Linebaugh have argued the hero metaphor reflects 
early modem readings of the classical Hercules-Hydra myth, in which the legendary 
Hercules fights the multi-headed monster. Hydra was nearly impossible to kill because it 
grew two new heads in the place of each that Hercules lopped-off. The myth was part of a 
discursive convention among the ruling elite in early modem Europe and North America. 
“Rulers referred to the Hercules-hydra myth to describe the difficulty of imposing order 
on increasingly global systems of labor.” They designated “dispossessed commoners, 
transported felons, indentured servants, religious radicals, pirates, urban laborers, 
soldiers, sailors, and African slaves as the numerous, ever-changing heads of the 
monster.” From the monstrous births of servant women to naval mutinies, slave 
insurrection, piracy, and the rebellions of dispossessed commoners, the early modem 
laboring classes were difficult for the elite to subdue, or predict. The Hydra metaphor was
56 Cooper and McCord, South Carolina Statutes at Large, vol.l, 23.
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therefore much more than mere ornamentation. It became part of the discursive formation 
of the natural, political, and social sciences. The monster was alternately the abnormal,
57the non-Christian, the ignorant, or the mob.
Like all metaphors, Hydra obscures much of the colonial dynamic even as it 
expresses part of it. For one thing, Wesley and Adams both described gentlemen 
transformed into monsters, not the sudden transformation of subordinates. The Hydra 
metaphor also focuses too much attention on the spectacle of force, or the “sentence of 
death” as the authors observe. And it over-states unity among the Atlantic non-elite, the 
African enslaved, Native Americans, and white colonized laborers. If Benedict 
Anderson’s “imagined community” offers too much national unity without recognizing 
the significant exclusions, Rediker and Linebaugh offer too much trans-national, inter­
ethnic, interracial unity set against an overly unified elite. There was at least as much 
disunity as unity and the struggle is more interesting historically. Sometimes it was a 
faction of elites that desired some kind of unity among the non-elite: a desire for 
reforming the non-white and non-elite “Other” into the cultural “Same” of civility or 
civilization. It was an inherent part of colonial discourses that rejected exclusion, 
expulsion, and murder and instead advocated the non-violent colonial goal of making the 
colonized more “civilized.” Those groups and individuals disseminating the latter 
discourses are my interest. But I am also interested in exploring the non-elite’s embrace 
or rejection of literacy and formal education.
57 Peter Linebaugh and Marcus Rediker, The Many-Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, and Commoners, and 
the Hidden History o f  the Revolutionary Atlantic (Boston, 2000), 3-4; Rediker and Linebaugh make the 
observation that the Hydra idiom formed part o f the basis for the social sciences, but the terminology 
“discursive formation” is Foucauldian. See: Michel Foucault, The Archaeology o f  Knowledge and The 
Discourse on Language (New York, 1982).
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I focus on efforts to reproduce “civilization” in the colonial world through 
missionary Christianity, adult and orphan education, and formal schooling. The men and 
women, boys and girls on the margins of colonial power who were the objects of such 
educational projects certainly did not perceive themselves as one body politic let alone a 
monster like a hydra. These groups included diverse people such as the African enslaved, 
Cherokee and Creek Indians, free laborers, and artisans. Any perception of an 
overarching unity among them is itself a legacy of colonial historical discourse. Their 
actual perspectives derived from diverse situations and experiences that do not fit into 
any over-arching, metaphorical, explanatory device. Throughout this dissertation I have 
struggled with terms for “them.” Were they all non-elites? Not really. Were they all 
“colonized?” Again, not really. The poor whites were both colonized colonials—at least 
the colonial elite sometimes viewed them as savages. Sometimes the enslaved, Africans, 
Indians, and free laborers worked or lived together and thus developed ethnic solidarity, 
but in general Colonial America was marked by diversity bordering on division and even 
aggression. Indians were slave traders at the beginning of the eighteenth century, and 
slave owners by the end of it.58 Colonization was a disorder machine, nominally seeking 
order, ironically. And into the ruptures that cultural competition produced, some colonials 
and some of the colonized made educational initiatives into a tactic. This study catalogs 
and explains these efforts.
58 This positioning o f colonial non-elite whites as both colonized and colonizer stands in contrast to work 
by Philip Foner, Marcus Rediker, and Peter Linebaugh, among others, who see considerable cooperation 
between non-elite whites and slaves for example. Their work tended to view division as coming only from 
the elite classes o f  capitalists. See Foner, Labor and the American Revolution (Westport, Conn. Greenwood 
Press, 1976) and Marcus Rediker and Peter Linebaugh The Many-Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves, 
Commoners and the Hidden History o f  the Revolutionary Atlantic (Boston, 2000).
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Rescuing the “poor girl”
Wesley and Adams’s fears concerning deception and ignorance exemplified an 
educational orientation developing within a portion of colonial society. A moral 
metamorphosis occurred within some “gentlemen” making them “monsters” who grossly 
manipulated material and print cultural signs of respectability for predatory purposes. But 
Adams and Wesley’s solutions were not to punish the men. Rather, they proposed 
improving the knowledge of the women. Adams would rescue the “poor Girl” from 
becoming the rich rake’s conquest and have her become instead one of his moral pupils. 
Wesley, an opponent of the introduction of slavery into Georgia, represents Ure as the 
conquest of an immoral political adversary, Talifer, who demanded slavery in Georgia. 
Wesley helped Ure acquire the liberty to labor on her own behalf, but he suggested that 
her illiteracy was a cause of her victimization too. Nowhere does he record an effort to 
learn her perspective on the events. The voice of the rescued victim is quite irrelevant. 
The judgment of the rescuing authority is paramount. That is the dynamic of poor relief 
in the early lower south, and a similar dynamic played out in the cross cultural moral 
reform of Indians and the enslaved.59
Analyzing this cultural dynamic, I am working through a much-modified 
Foucauldian perspective. Contra Foucault, I reaffirm a (partial) autonomy of the subject 
and do not accept the idea that knowledge possesses no “exteriority” from power because 
discourse does not. I think people, including the dominated, do sometimes learn to 
objectify discursive formations as well as their own subjectivity. And because of the
59 Sharon Block, 1-3.
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emphasis of this study on cultural politics rather than the spectacle of punishment or 
violence, I rarely use the Foucauldian vocabulary of combat metaphors for social 
relations, such as “deployed” and “tactic,” which have become increasingly common in 
American historiography. I use and analyze metaphors of “cultivation” as descriptors for 
efforts to discipline, educate, “raise-up,” or make “civil” the non-elite laboring classes 
and colonized people. “Cultivation” best represents in metaphor the increasingly 
methodical approach of the reformers and educators in this study. Like the physiological 
metamorphoses of the silk worms imported into Georgia in the 1730s, the bodies and will 
of the non-elite and laboring classes of men and women were becoming subjects of 
detailed study and disciplinary action. It was what one Georgia writer termed, using the 
metaphor that was evolving into our current concept of culture, “mental horticulture.”60 
Like the silkworms harnessed for cloth in the Atlantic market, the men and women doing 
the labor were increasingly the subject of reform efforts that sought to transform them 
and make them productive of national imperial wealth.
Perhaps the biggest “change over time” that this dissertation tracks and explains is 
a change in colonial expectations and culture. At the beginning of my period of study, 
colonial projectors expected a providential education of the colonized—white and non­
white—to make them into industrious subjects. By the nineteenth century, the naivete of 
that providentialism had yielded substantially to methodical, institutional approaches. To
60 Natalie Zemon Davis, Women on the Margins: Three Seventeenth Century Lives (Cambridge, 1995), 
140-202, offers an excellent cultural reading o f Maria Sibylla Merian and her study o f the metamorphoses 
o f worms and insects in Suriname during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century. And there is the 
elaborately titled pamphlet on education, published in Georgia in 1805, that makes use o f the phrase in the 
title of this introduction: T. Sandwich, A Tractate upon Mental Horticulture, or, The Improvement o f  the 
Mind, with an Appendix, Containing Instructions... and Also a Catalogue o f  Cheap and Essential Books, 
(Augusta [Ga.], 1805).
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no small degree the classical Roman text Ovid’s Metamorphoses and several other 
publications important in the lower south in the eighteenth century suggest a bewildering 
mesh of magical, agricultural, and providential metaphors for elite thinking about empire 
and the non-elite. The Metamorphoses was popular among the North American gentry 
and vastly influential on seventeenth and eighteenth-century literature. It was essential for 
men such as Wesley who were or wished to be seen as fully educated. It was a common 
school book.61
In The Metamorphoses Hercules battles and defeats Hydra but is eventually 
betrayed by a lover who unwittingly poisons him with a vest given her by a young man.
In a complete inversion of the Herculean fantasy of power some seventeenth-century 
gentry derived from the Hydra story, the Gods allow the hero to suffer, answering none 
of his pleas for aid based on his previous acts, among them the “subduing” of the Hydra. 
Hercules is miraculously transformed, metamorphosed, reduced to rending his own flesh 
from his skeleton in a futile effort to remove the poison. Seeking the relief of death he 
throws himself into a fire, an apparently gendered flame that separates his mortal and 
“gross maternal frame” from his super-human, masculine strength, returning the latter to 
his immortal father Jove. The resonance of that story with an anxious patriarchal gentry
61 The Charleston Library Society had an eight volume translation o f the Metamorphoses, see: James 
Raven, London Booksellers and American Customers: Transatlantic Literary Community and the 
Charleston Library Society, 1748-1811 (Columbia, SC, 2002), 369; George Sandys began his widely used 
translation onboard ship to Virginia. He continued the translation while in the colony and finished it later in 
England: Louis B. Wright, The First Gentlemen o f  Virginia: Intellectual Qualities o f  the Early Colonial 
Ruling Class (San Marino, CA, 1940), 121 (Sandys in Virginia) and 281; Richard J. DuRocher, Milton and 
Ovid (Ithaca, New York, 1985), especially chapters 1 ,3 , and 5. On the popularity in the southern colonies 
o f North America see Walter Bellingrath Edgar, “The Libraries o f Colonial South Carolina” (Ph.D. diss., 
University o f  South Carolina, 1969), 2 30 ;... MA Thesis on VA libraries (get specific cite). See also 
Horace Gregory, Ovid: The Metamorphoses: A Complete New Version (New York, 1958), xi-xiii.
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in Europe and North America was substantial: a sense of proper order destabilized by
62twists of fate and the dangerous desires of subordinated men and women.
It is not coincidental or insignificant that George Sandys began his English 
translation of The Metamorphoses onboard ship to Virginia in the 1620s. Metamorphoses 
allegorized European colonialism for its readers, aiding comparisons to Biblical times 
and the Greek and Roman empires. Shipboard, Sandys could imagine the ancient pagan 
empires reborn as Christian Britannia. Where Ovid described humanity’s loss of 
innocence in the Bronze Age and the consequent need for law, Europeans could see 
parallels to the story of Adam and Eve or a pre-Christian basis for the concept of the 
State of Nature and the Noble Savage. Where Ovid described the building of the first 
ships and the subsequent colonization of Italy and Spain by the Greeks, European and 
North American readers could envision their faster and stronger ships of discovery and 
trade traveling to the Americas. Such parallels encouraged elite colonial identities to form 
around the idea that Britannia was the metamorphosed Roman Empire. It facilitated the 
metonymic reading of a Providential God where Ovid wrote of “Jove.” When John 
Singleton Copley painted the South Carolinians Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Izard, he decorated 
the background with the ruin of the Roman Coliseum and set an ambiguous mood for the 
growing British imperial crisis with the North American colonies.
American readers also consumed analogies of ancient to modem empire using a 
providential narrative of “civilization.” One particularly millenial providential narrative 
was offered by The Reverend William Robertson. He published his popular history, The 
Situation o f  the World at the Time o f Christ’s Appearance in 1755 to express the idea that
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Britain had re-birthed the imperial project that had once yielded the birth of Jesus of 
Nazareth. Robertson asserted that “by enslaving the world,” the Roman Empire had 
“civilized it.” Similarly, the British Empire prepared the world for the reappearance of 
Jesus. History was God’s means of instructing humanity in his providential plan, and 
from the European perspective the multitudes of the newly colonized known world were 
destined to be drawn together under a Christian yoke fashioned in Britain. It is 
significant that Robertson chose the term “slavery” to describe colonial inculcation of 
“civilization.” He meant not only slavery as a chattel laborer’s status, but political 
slavery, the opposite of “English liberty.” He analogized implicitly the body of the 
enslaved with the political body of the colonized.
The rhetoric of slavery has not been fully appreciated as an element of colonial 
discourse, partly because colonial studies has been so dominated by studies of the 
nineteenth century British Empire. But Robertson’s use of it establishes slavery as an 
important predecessor to the regulation of the laborer as body and subject, which was as 
central to the success of colonies as the appropriation of land. Land and labor constituted 
the great material sources of transatlantic imperial power. And, again, the metamorphoses 
catches something about the gentry cultural consciousness: As one New Historicist 
literary scholar has recently noted, “with all the ambivalence, anxiety, pain, and pleasure 
that it entails, Ovidian discourse of the body and self was the closest to” how early
62 Ovid, O vid’s Metamorphoses in Fifteen Books, John Dryden, Alexander Pope, Joseph Addison, and 
William Congreve et al. trans., (New York, 1961), 287-292.
63 See J. Martin Evans, M ilton’s Imperial Epic: Paradise Lost and the Discourse o f  Colonialism (Ithaca,
1996) for the relevance o f Ovid to the crafting o f  historical, critical, and promotional colonial discourses 
and the writing o f Paradise Lost. Dryden et al., Metamorphoses, 3-20; Robertson, Situation o f  the World at 
the Time o f  Christ’s Appearance (London, 1755); T. H. Breen, “Ideology and Nationalism on the Eve o f  
the American Revolution: Revisions Once More in Need o f Revising,” Journal o f  American History, vol. 
84(1997), 1-43.
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complex ontology of the body and personality. The body-metamorphoses and the twisting 
fates revealed in stories such as Ovid’s of Hercules rending-off his flesh were popular 
with the gentry partly for how they complemented legal, medical, religious, and colonial 
discourses that sought stability and regulation. Unwelcome among the regulatory, 
disciplinary, reformist movements were discourses that preserved diversity and variation 
in the cultural standards of law, trade, and morality.
During the eighteenth-century Enlightenment, alternatives emerged alongside 
Ovidian ontologies, supplying another source o f change. Even more than the Ovidian, a 
stable natural world and a universal human nature were susceptible to discipline, training, 
and categorization. That growing belief in natural and stable essential qualities in bodies 
complemented the development of discourses on two separate sexes with different and 
immutable characteristics. It complemented the development of racial types. It allowed 
for the rise of liberal notions of inalienable human rights. And it allowed for the 
promotion of formal instruction because it assumed that all humanity had certain 
essentially similar capacities, even amidst assertions of inferior and superior mental and 
physical endowments. Where there was a belief in intellectual capacity, there was the 
possibility of efforts to promote its cultivation by disciplining women as “wives” and 
“mothers,” non-elite whites as “subjects” and “citizens,” and Africans as “laborers” and 
“Christians.” From this spring there emerged a host of educational proposals.65
64 Goran V. Stanivukovic, “Introduction,” in Stanivukovic, ed., Ovid and the Renaissance Body (Toronto, 
2001), 6 .
65 On the development o f  the two sexes and its relationship to the Enlightenment see Thomas Lacquer, 
Making Sex: Body and Gender from the Greeks to Freud (Cambridge, MA, 1990). On changes in the 
concept o f  culture— though in France— during the Enlightenment in which the colonial world plays a 
significant role see: Tzvetan Todorov, On Human Diversity: Nationalism, Racism, and Exoticism in French
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Definitions
This work is a study of colonialism and institutional development in the lower 
south, a work of Atlantic History.66 Since the early 1990s, an academic movement has 
developed among Americanists to place the significance of “empire” and “colonialism” 
in the history of the United States.67 This movement has developed some of its best
Thought (Cambridge, MA, 1993) Henry Vyverberg, Human Nature, Cultural Diversity and the French 
Enlightenment (New York, 1989). See also Londa Schiebinger, Nature’s Body: Gender in the Making o f  
Modem Science (Boston, 1993) and Mary Louise Pratt Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transculturation 
(London, 1992).
66 This dissertation could perhaps be described as what David Armitage has called Cis-Atlantic history, or 
the study o f a particular region in Atlantic context: David Armitage & Michael J. Braddick, eds., The 
British Atlantic World, 1500-1800 (New York, 2002), 3-5. See Peter Kolchin. A Sphinx on the American 
Land: The Nineteenth-Century South in Comparative Perspective (Baton Rouge, 2003) for an example o f  
such Cis-Atlanticism.
671 will discuss this “movement” more closely in an appendix on my methods. But a short citation 
discussion is warranted. Nicholas Thomas, Colonialism’s Culture: Anthropology, Travel, and Government 
(Princeton 1994) is an important text that cuts against a common understanding o f colonialism that 
overstates the power o f  the colonizer. A Recent essay collection makes a similar point with different 
methods: Christine Daniels and Michael C. Kennedy, eds. Negotiated Empires: Centers and Peripheries in 
the Americas 1500-1820 (London, 2002). Useful reading in colonialism and empire as an analytical 
category is Stoller’s Race and the Education o f  Desire; Marie Louise Pratt’s Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing 
and Transculturation (New York, 1992); and Jack Eblen’s The First and Second American Empires: 
Governors and Territorial Governments (Pittsburgh, 1968). And three specific essays are quite useful: 
Malini Johar Schueler and Ed Watts “Introduction,” in Scheuler and Watts, eds., Messy Beginnings: 
Postcoloniality and Early American Studies (New Brunswick, N.J., 2003), 1-28; Michel Warner “What’s 
Colonial about Colonial America,” in Robert Blair St. George ed., Possible Pasts: Becoming Colonial in 
Early America (Ithaca, NY, 2000), 49-70; and Jenny Sharpe, “Is the United States Postcolonial? 
Transnationalism, Immigration, and Race,” in Postcolonial America, Richard C. King, ed. (Urbana, IL, 
2000), 103-121.
See also: Edward Watts, Writing and Postcolonialism in the Early Republic (Charlottesville,
1998); Andrew R. L. Cayton and Fredrika Teute, eds., Contact Points: American Frontiers from the 
Mohawk Valley to the Mississippi, 1750-1830 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1998); Eric Hinderaker, Elusive Empires: 
Constructing Colonialism in the Ohio Valley, 1673-1800 (Cambridge, 1997); Carole Blackburn, Harvest o f  
Souls: The Jesuit Missions and Colonialism in North America, 1632-1650 (Montreal, 2000); and a recent 
and significant additional book-length study is David Kazanjian, The Colonizing Trick: National Culture 
and Imperial Citizenship in Early America (Minneapolis, 2003).
A focus on “the body” has long been important to colonial and postcolonial studies. For recent 
discussions see E.M. Collingham, Imperial Bodies: the Physical Experience o f  the Raj, c. 1800-1947 
([Cambridge,] 2001), 3-5. On the appropriation o f Foucault, Gramsci, and others in subaltern studies and a 
charge for colonialists and post-colonialists to work-out their own specific uses o f a loosely Foucauldian 
method see, in particular, Gyan Prakash, “Subaltern Studies as Postcolonial Criticism,” in Cathrine Hall,
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interpretive frameworks from the New Indian History, which has re-defined the concept 
of “the frontier” in recent decades and the role of Indians in the history of Early 
America.68 Amy Kaplan, writing in an influential essay in 1993, wrote, ‘“ the Frontier’ 
...has undergone a revision from the vacant space of the wilderness... to a site of contacts, 
encounters, and collisions that produce new hybrid cultures.” Kaplan, however, rightly 
pointed out that the new model of interpretation—one might say the “middle ground” 
model—risks downplaying the importance of unequal power in this encounter.69 In other 
words, it risks artificially downplaying the colonialism of colonial America.
A common definition of colonialism emphasizes the murder or exclusion of 
colonized people in order to take their land. This definition finds its most ready examples 
in the history of white relations with Native American Indians. But Africans in North 
America were colonized without losing land, exactly. The real material target of 
colonization was their bodies and labor power. Whites of the laboring classes were 
colonized, not because they were treated as property—though some were—or because 
they lost land. White laborers and servants were colonized in the mind, by disciplinary 
technique and hybridized cultures designed to make them industrious and advance the 
empire’s prosperity. So for many the struggle was not with colonials’ effort to exclude or
ed., Cultures o f  Empire, A Reader: Colonizers in Britain and the Empire in the Nineteenth and Twentieth 
Centuries (New York, 2000), 120-136, esp 124-125,133-134. See also Gayatri Spivak, “Subaltern Studies: 
Deconstructing Historiography,” in Spivak, In Other Worlds: Essays in Cultural Politics (Routledge,
1988), 197-221.
68 See Cayton and Teute, “Introduction: On the Connection o f Frontiers,” in Cayton and Teute, eds., 
Contact Points, 1-15, which discusses Frederick Jackson Turner’s frontier thesis and explains how the New  
Indian History has redefined its meaning and dynamics. The list o f scholars in the New Indian History 
could be extensive, but it certainly must include James Axtell, Neal Salisbury, Daniel K. Richter, Colin 
Calloway, Nancy Shoemaker, Theda Perdue, James Merrell, William McGlouglin, and Francis Jennings, 
among others.
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kill them; it was with the type of inclusion expected. William Penn called it conquering 
minds instead of bodies. Thomas Jefferson referred to it as the end of the Indians’ history
70through education in civilized agriculture.
Colonialism cultivated hierarchies of value and authority. The design of schooling 
initiatives commonly participated in this process in the lower south. But I am not arguing 
for and reject the idea that education is inherently about force and compulsion. One 
premise from which that idea can be derived is the Foucauldian idea that there is no 
relationship of exteriority between knowledge and power. But within any educational 
context—even the colonial—within any discursively produced subjectivity, the potential 
is always there for a consciousness-shifting event resulting from contradictions between 
discourse, individual subjectivity, and non-discursive conditions. Such consciousness- 
shifting events are enabled by conflicting knowledge, drawn from diverse cultural 
settings. A discourse cannot intelligibly travel beyond spaces where the cultural practices 
of which it is a part are shared and recognized.
Radically different ethnicities in the Early American context, in other words, 
present a serious challenge to the Foucauldian concept of discourse. Indians did not share 
European discourses and practices of sexuality or property. Such cultural diversity drove 
the knowledge competition that helped underwrite schools. Elsewhere other factors might 
have been more important. Colonialism had two grand strategies in the lower south:
69 Kaplan, “Left alone with America,” in Kaplan and Donald E. Pease, eds., Cultures o f  United States 
Imperialism (Durham, N.C., 1993), 16. The “middleground” model is a reference to Richard White’s field- 
defining interpretation o f the Great Lakes region o f the same title.
70 M.M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination (Austin, TX, 1981), 358, defines hybridity as the blending o f  
differently constructed discourses, or “social languages,” that could be otherwise separated by social 
distance, time, or space. Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger, The Invention o f  Tradition (Cambridge, 
1983); Robert J.C. Young, Colonial Desire: Hybridity in Theory, Culture and Race (London, 1995); and 
Homi Bhabha, Location o f  Culture (London, 1995).
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colonials could kill and exclude or they could win-over through education meant to 
“civilize” the “savage.” Through trade, through missionaries, through treaty negotiations, 
all with the conspicuous aid of print and English literacy, colonialism projected
71discourses into the life-worlds of the colonized.
At the time of the Revolution the lower south was unusual in the new union as a 
region full of active and powerful Indian communities as well as large foreign-born black 
majorities in many areas. To understand the rise of educational institutions for non-elite 
whites in the lower south, it is crucial to understand how educational initiatives touched 
these peoples, and how their actions reconstructed the meaning and functions of 
education in the period. Colonized ethnic communities—European, Native, and 
African—defended and promoted their own diverse forms of cultural knowledge.
“Knowledge competition” is a term to refer to the competitive interplay within 
and between communities and among individuals over culturally constructed truth claims 
and practical knowledge. This competition was refracted through colonial relations of
77power defined by gender, “rank” or class, and other status markers, including race.
71 Kathryn Kish Sklar, “The Schooling o f Girls and Changing Community Values in Massachusetts Towns, 
1750-1820,” History o f  Education Quarterly, Vol. 33, No. 4, Special Issue on the History o f Women and 
Education. (Winter, 1993), pp. 511-542. The shift from low literacy for girls to near complete literacy, she 
says, was probably complete by 1775 (p512). See also Kenneth A. Lockridge, Literacy in Colonial New  
England:An Inquiry into the Social Context o f  Literacy in the Early Modem West (New York, 1974) and 
Joel Pearlman and Denis Shirley, “When Did New England Women Acquire Literacy?” WMQ, 3rd Ser.
Vol. 48(1991), 50-67.
72 My definition o f  “class” in this period is more loose than the concept o f an industrial working class that 
is the inheritance o f Marxism and Marx-influenced criticism. I will usually refer to “laboring classes” 
unless it is too awkward grammatically. The plural opens the term class to diversity and avoids over­
simplifications, reductionism, and the assumption o f a conscious unity that might be more appropriate to 
the nineteenth century. “Labor classes” denotes all categories o f the colonized that labor, which includes 
Africans, the Native hunters and farmers, servant women, artisans, apprentices, and etc. The term “class” 
and its definition by wage-earning was not as alien an idea to the eighteenth century as some early 
American scholars might think. Daniel Defoe, for example, remarked as early as 1705 in London’s Monthly 
Review, “tis plain the dearness o f  wages forms our people into more classes than other nations can show.” 
For Defoe citation see Raymond Williams, Keywords (New York, 1983), 61. In 1734 in a London 
published volume entitled Money Answers All Things, John Vanderlint argued for a negative effect on the
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Knowledge competition arises from contrasts and discontinuities between formed cultural 
practices as different communities within the colonial Atlantic World attempted to reform 
or reproduce cultural practices. “Cultural politics” is where more formal politics bleeds 
into the struggle over practices and institutions, such as schools, or, for example, when 
gallery audience members holler for “yankee doodle” during a performance of an English 
play shortly after the Revolution.73 Cultural politics is also the creeping of political 
programs into the daily life of people, such as efforts to use courts to force mothers to 
place children in an orphanage.74 Or efforts by Cherokee and Creek headmen and women 
to adapt colonial demands to local priorities, such as growing and spinning cotton to 
preserve matrilineal clan practices. Still another example might be when Noah Webster 
argued that Americans should “unshackle” themselves, act independently, and be no 
longer “children” of a “haughty parent” but instead raise an “empire” of their own and 
the basis of liberal policy and a “broad system of education.”75 And David 
Waldstrei cher’s In the Midst o f Perpetual Fetes: The Making o f American Nationalism,
laborer from low wages— a minority opinion at the time— and in the process revealed the common usage o f  
such terms as wage and class. “Lowering wages would be injurious since the laboring class being the bulk 
of mankind would in this case affect consumption o f things in general so mightily that there would be a 
want o f trade and business amongst the other part o f  the people.” Vanderlint as quoted in Fumiss, The 
Position o f  Labor in a System o f  Nationalism, 127. An objection to the use o f the term “class” can be found 
in Steven Rosswurm’s Arms, Country, and Class: The Philadelphia Militia and "Lower Sort ” During the 
American Revolution (New Brunswick, NJ, 1987) but even he implicitly acknowledged that the term was 
sometimes used. And if  Carolinians called African Americans or Blacks “Negroes” do I have to as well? 
Both the dynamics o f class and the term itself were present in eighteenth century colonialism and 
educational development, so therefore I use the term in addition to “rank” and status and other similar 
synonyms. See also Linebaugh and Rediker, Hydra.
73 The “yankee doodle” demand was from a Boston theater crowd in the Galley in 1794. Henry Wansey, 
"The Three Chief American Cities in 1794," in A. Nevins, ed. American Social History as Recorded by 
British Travelers (New York, 1969), 47-48. Thanks to Tom Goyens for this reference.
741 am defining cultural politics as struggles to eliminate, constrict, or expand the channels for a state, elite 
authorities, or non-elites to produce, reproduce, or “culture” subjectivity in a political relevant manner: the 
politics o f cultures and the cultures o f  politics.
75 Webster in The American Magazine, v .l (1788), 370-3.
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1776-1820 was an extended study of “cultural politics,” though it positioned itself more 
as a study of political culture.76
While exploring the dynamics of cultural politics and knowledge competition, I 
hope to fill a significant historiographic gap: the lower south has been mistakenly 
understood in discussions of the rise of non-elite schooling in North America. In the 
historiography of education in British North America, the South especially is cited as 
lacking interest in formal educational institutions for non-elite settlers until at least the 
late seventeenth century. Commonly quoted is William Berkeley, the Governor of 
Virginia, who declared in 1671, “I thank God, there are no free schools nor printing ... 
for learning has brought disobedience, and heresy, and ... printing has divulged them.”77 
Berkeley’s attitude has been taken as indicative of Southern attitudes toward white 
education in particular, with minor early exceptions, such as the totally failed effort to 
establish a college in Virginia in 1619.
Seventeenth-century colonialism was different from what would emerge in the 
eighteenth. Exemplary of the change were changes in the expectations colonials had for 
the education or cultural conversion of native people during the course o f the seventeenth 
century. Early providential expectations of spontaneous Indian conversion to English
78culture were remarkably persistent, despite repeated failure. The Virginians expected it. 
Massachusetts Bay’s seal depicted an Indian implicitly acknowledging his deficiency and
76 Waldstreicher, In the Midst, 14.
77 David Hall, Cultures o f  Print, 79
78 Edmund Morgan, American Slavery, American Freedom. This expectation had a distant ancestor in 
Thomas Moore’s Utopia in 1516, which claimed that the native populations o f “utopia” would readily and 
“easily” unite their culture with the new arrivals.
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7Qinviting Puritans: “Come over and help us.” A shift to more methodical conversion was 
first evident in the thinking and practice of William Penn. Though Penn designed his 
colonial project to seek colonists capable of educating the Indians by example, he still 
continued to expect spontaneous interest on the part of the Indians. And he blamed the 
utter failure of earlier colonials on their own cruelty, greed, and generally poor 
“examples.” If the method for setting the example had been instructive, the Indians’ 
spontaneous embrace of the English would have followed.
The eighteenth century was different. When the Trustees for Establishing the 
Colony of Georgia in America began their work, they used Penn as a model only for 
managing relations with the Indians. They had no expectation of spontaneous
OA
conversions. They sent missionaries to teach conversion. That change is indicative of a 
larger change during the eighteenth century. A debate had begun about non-elite and non­
white education and whether there were benefits that could flow from methodical 
instruction. The two most important English missionary societies, the Society for the 
Propagation of the Gospel and the Associates of the Late Dr. Bray, both began their work 
circa 1700. They greatly influenced Georgia. And Indians no longer predominated as the 
objects for transformation. Interest in Native American people was equaled by interest in 
the enslaved and white laboring populations that had grown rapidly in the colonies and in 
England. To the argument for expanded missionary education as a basic religious duty, 
these organizations added the claim that English language and religious training produced 
better laborers and allies, better subjects and citizens, and a stronger empire.
79 William Cronin, Changes in the Land.
80 Julie Anne Sweet’s Negotiating fo r  Georgia: British-Creek Relations in the Trustee Era, 1733-1752 
Athens, GA, 2005) is the first book-length study o f the Trusteeship to focus on the Creek in a generation. In
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Opponents preserved William Berkeley’s perspective and argued that literacy and 
Christian conversion of, say, the enslaved would either make them lazy or else supply 
greater desire, more tools, and better opportunities to organize “disobedience” and 
“heresy.” Educated free laborers might refuse work or seek higher wages and greater 
political power. Or as James Walcott, an English missionary in South Carolina, expressed 
it while prefacing a biography and conversion narrative of his pupil Hattain Geleshamin 
in 1748, learning could either profit or damn the Christian soul. Some Indian pupils 
emerged from instruction not in peace and grace but metamorphosed “like the Spider 
from the Rose, overcharg’d with Poisons” and intoxicated with “erroneous” ideas. He 
concluded that perhaps Indians should not be taught, or taught very carefully so as to 
methodically discipline their metamorphosis into Christians.81 The era of expectations of 
“magical transformation” was closing. A debate on method and purpose was in full 
swing. A critical contribution of this dissertation to the historiography of education and 
Early America is the timing of this shift in the middle third of the eighteenth century, for 
it confirms other work that identifies important changes circa 1750.
The five chapters that follow are topical and loosely chronological, with slavery 
and the Revolution forming the center. Each chapter carries an often implicit theme of the 
alleged “poverty” of “poor” non-elites and non-whites while relating a variety of 
assertions by those “poor” people to acquire knowledge for often subversive purposes. 
Each chapter emphasizes relations of power in the production of discourses and 
institutions promoting or dismantling missionary, labor, and literacy education. Each
chapters one and two she discusses the attitudes o f the Trustees toward the Indians and how previous 
colonies had impacted their expectations. In chapter five she discusses efforts to convert the Indians.
81 The New Pilgrim ’s Progress, or, the Pious Indian Convert... (London, 1748), 6.
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chapter examines specific local institutions and keeps Atlantic influences and 
comparisons in view. Chapter One, “Bubbles and Beggars and the Bodies of Laborers,” 
explores discourses on labor, morality, and colonization for the white laboring classes, 
and how such discussions became discussions on institutional orphanage and education.
It focuses on the early Georgia Trusteeship and the two orphanages that period produced. 
Chapter Two “Poor Savages and Attakullakulla’s English” examines the activities of the 
Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, charity schools, and the 
Regulator’s anti-savagery. At the center of the dissertation is Chapter Three, “‘Wild and 
Frantic Ideas’ among the Enslaved.” Here I assess both missionary and literary 
educational initiatives as highly controversial technologies of knowledge and power that 
contributed to and inhibited slave rebellion and conspiracies and insurrections 1710- 
1822. The very intimate links between education, nationalism, and colonialism in 
Georgia and South Carolina are discussed in conjunction with “knowledge competition” 
as seen through slave conspiracy and the debates about slave education, broadly 
understood.
Chapters four and five represent a “part two” of sorts. Both chapters attempt to 
show the impact and limits of the Revolution on education in the lower south by 
suggesting continuities with British-era colonialism. Chapter Four, “Naming ‘Poor 
Sarah” focuses on both men and women, white and Indian, and the discourses on 
colonialism and charity. Chapter Five, “The Poorer Class of Citizens” shows that an 
emulative, competitive dynamic was at work within the white community in the lower 
south. Middling classes imitated the literate style and ambitions of elites. And they 
emulated elite charitable condescension to the laboring poor. A cross-class movement for
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state-funded and statewide educational efforts among the white laboring classes emerged 
in Georgia and South Carolina. In South Carolina especially, a petition campaign 
suggests that more middling Carolinians assumed a posture of charitable aid toward the 
poor, and a very colonial expectation of containing putative excess assertiveness among 
them by disciplining their political choices.
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FIGURE 1
“THE VIEW OF SAVANNAH AS IT STOOD MARCH 14, 1734.”
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FIGURE 2
AN EXIT INDENTURE FROM THE CHARLESTON ORPHAN HOUSE (1796)
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This is the second part of the pair of indentures that normally marked a child’s entry and 
exit from the Charleston Orphan House. For an example of the entry indenture template 
see Appendix B. In the above indenture from 1796 young James Glue, who could only 
scratch his mark when he entered, has signed on as apprentice to Peter Freneau and Seth 
Paine, Printers of the City Gazette and Daily Advertiser in Charleston. None other than 
Alexander Alexander—the teacher—has signed as commissioner.
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CHAPTER I
BUBBLES AND BEGGARS AND THE BODIES OF LABORERS
“The female might marry a Man who would not live on the land... which would make our Grants
become a bubble in Exchange Ally. "
-Georgia Trustees explaining their ban on female inheritance.1
“Here a Foundation is laid fo r training up good Workmen in all Trades... ” — Augustus Hermann 
Franke describing his orphanage at Halle, which influenced similar efforts in Georgia.2
Georgia’s creators believed that they lived in a time of unusually dangerous possibilities. 
Unrestrained speculation in trade monopolies and land, the mass enslavement of rebellious 
Africans, and the emigration of Europeans throughout the Atlantic contributed to profound 
changes in Britain and its colonies. Some recommended a retreat from colonialism. Georgia’s 
promoters, however, recommended a more aggressive colonialism when they proposed that a 
new colony be built on land Britain had acknowledged as a dominion of the Spanish Empire. 
But the Georgia Trusteeship, 1732-1752, hoped to do more than parry Spanish and French 
advances into the Southeastern region of North America. They sought more than new trading
1 John Percival Egmont, The Journal o f  the Earl o f  Egmont: Abstracts o f  the Trustees Proceedings for  
Establishing the Colony o f  Georgia, 1732-1738, Robert G. McPherson, ed. (Athens, Georgia, 1962), 50. 
North Americans were conscious o f the famed South Sea stock scheme o f 1720. A New Englander reacting 
to the Bubble: “WHEN I heard the first News o f  the South-Sea Stock, rising to such a Considerable 
heigth.... I  could think no other, but the People concerned in this New Contrivance were a company o f  
Mad-men... And when I heard o f  Men o f  low Degree, being advanced to their Coaches; What could I think 
but the World is turning upside down. " The Second Part o f  the South Sea Bubble, (Boston, 1721), as 
quoted in Andrew McFarland Davis, Colonial Currency Reprints, 1682-1751 (Boston, 1911), 2: 304-332 
(quote on 304-5).
2 Franke, Pietas Hallensis... translated and extracted in George Whitefield, A Continuation o f  the Account 
o f  the Orphan House in Georgia... (London, 1743), 104-5.
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or commodity production zones. They developed a unique “colonial project” focused on the 
reform of the settlers themselves.3
The charter creating Georgia and its implementing regulations were designed with the 
reform of British Atlantic culture in mind. Georgia continued a practice of colonialism to meet 
religious and philosophical aspirations, earlier exemplified by South Carolina’s Fundamental 
Constitutions and William Penn’s messianic vision o f Pennsylvania. With careful design the 
Trustees aimed to prevent financial speculation (or “bubbles”), promote labor discipline, and 
engage in missionary literacy and moral reform. Few things worked out as planned. Some 
policies failed. Some things that were not planned succeeded. During the Trusteeship two 
orphanages were established by colonists with the Trustees direct and indirect support, the first 
such institutions in colonial British North America. There was an affinity between orphan 
education and the colonial project of the Trusteeship.4
3 In his call for “detailed and comparative examinations” o f colonialism in practice in Early America,
Robert Blair St. George has recently suggested the term “colonial project” to orient investigation: 
“Introduction,” in St. George, ed., Possible Pasts: Becoming Colonial in Early America (Chapel Hill, N.C., 
2000), 4-7. Kenneth Coleman, “The Founding o f Georgia,” in Harvey H. Jackson and Phinzy Spalding, 
eds., Forty Years o f  Diversity: Essays on Colonial Georgia (Athens, Georgia, 1984), 4-20; Coleman, 
Colonial Georgia: A History (New York, 1976), 1-35; Trevor Richard Reese, Colonial Georgia: A Study o f  
British Imperial Policy in the Eighteenth Century (Athens, GA, 1963), 1-17.
4 In other colonies, orphan courts and parish vestries accomplished the task o f orphan care through binding- 
out: James Horn, Adapting to a New World: English Society in the Seventeenth-Century Chesapeake 
(Chapel Hill, NC, 1994), 216; Lois Green Carr, “The Development o f the Maryland Orphan's Court,” in 
Law, Society and Politics in Early Maryland, Aubrey C. Land, Lois Green Carr, and Papefuse, eds. 
(Baltimore, 1977), 41-56; Walter J. Fraser, “The City Elite, Disorder, and the Poor Children o f Pre- 
Revolutionary Charleston,” South Carolina Historical Magazine, 84 (1983), 167-176; Alan D. Watson, 
“Orphanages in Colonial North Carolina: Edgecombe County as a Case Study,” North Carolina Historical 
Review, 52 (1975), 105-119. On early modem European models see Anne E. C. McCants, Civic Charity in 
a Golden Age: Orphan Care in Early M odem Amsterdam (Chicago, 1997), esp. chs. 1 and 2; Thomas Max 
Safley, Charity and Economy in the Orphanages o f  Early M odem Augsburg (Atlantic Highlands, N. J.,
1997); Carol Kazmieczak Manzione, A Passing Charity: Christ's Hospital o f  London, 1552-1598 (London, 
1995), which describes the hospital as a general orphanage, school, and pauper refuge that took in 
fatherless children and children whose fathers were poor; Philip Gavitt, Charity and Children in 
Renaissance Florence: The Ospedale degli Innocenti, 1410-1536 (Ann Arbor, MI, 1990), which outlines 
how the silk guild and the commune o f Florence collaborated to found and run the institution after 1419.
For orphan institutions in rival empires see: Emily Clark and Virginia Meacham Gould, “The Feminine 
Face o f  Afro-Catholicism in New Orleans, 1727—1852” William and Mary Quarterly, vol.59, no.2 (2002), 
409-449 (hereafter cited as WMQ); Asuncion Lavrin, Sexuality and Marriage in Colonial Latin America
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Historians have generally regarded the Georgia Trusteeship as a frustrated failure and an 
unrealistic anomaly in early America. Before the current generation of scholars, the 
Trusteeship had usually been portrayed as a utopian—if heroic—and backward-looking 
philanthropic experiment. Its supposed failure revealed an American liberal character.5 The 
colony and the struggles that defined it were a historiographical victim of the “condescension 
of posterity” that E. P. Thompson once warned against. Beginning in the middle twentieth 
century but especially during the last few decades, historians have reconstructed actual 
conditions in the “fledgling province” but the old questions about the plans of the Trustees 
have not been settled.6 Some historians have maintained the interpretation of the Georgia
(Lincoln, Nebraska, 1989), 139, 228, 305; Timothy Coates, Convicts and Orphans: Forced and State- 
Sponsored Colonizers in the Portuguese Empire, 1550-1750 (Stanford, CA, 2001), 16, 126-134. See also 
[Anonymous,] An Account o f  the General Nursery, or Colledg ofInfants, Set up by the Justices o f  the 
Peace fo r  the County o f  Middlesex: with the Constitutions and Ends thereof (London, 1686).
5 Daniel J. Boorstin, The Americans: the Colonial Experience (New York, 1958), 71-96 reflects the 
consensus quite nicely. During the middle decades o f the twentieth century, Albert Saye and others had 
advanced revisions o f entrenched popular understandings o f Early Georgia. This early revisionism 
dispensed with the legend o f Georgia as a “debtor colony,” for example, and focused on the motivations for 
the colony as well as its political and social history. Examples include: Vemer W. Crane, “The Origins o f  
Georgia,” Georgia Historical Quarterly, 14 (1930), 93-110 (hereafter cited as GHQ); Albert B. Saye, New 
Viewpoints in Georgia History (Athens, GA, 1943), 3-50; Saye, “The Genesis o f Georgia Reviewed,”
GHQ, v. 50, n.2 (1966), 153-161; and Trevor Reese, Colonial Georgia: A Study in British Imperial Policy 
in the Eighteenth Century (Athens: University o f  Georgia Press, 1963), 6, 16. See also Louis B. Wright,
The Atlantic Frontier: Colonial American Civilization, 1607-1763 (Ithaca, New York, 1964[1947]), 292- 
301.
6 Thompson, The Making o f  the English Working Class, (New York, 1966), 12-13. In the 1970s, the 
process o f revision continued with debate over “The Georgia Concept.” Milton Ready and Kenneth 
Coleman debated the role o f  Georgia in larger imperial plans, whether it was intended to be permanent, and 
its governmental organization. See: Ready, “The Georgia Concept: An Eighteenth Century Experiment in 
Colonization,” GHQ 55 (1971), 151-172 and Coleman, “A Rebuttal to ‘The Georgia Concept,’” GHQ 55 
(1971), 172-176. Ready and Coleman agreed, however, that the colony was unusual as colonial planning. 
My contention here is that the unusual quality o f  the planning was not idealistic in the sense o f  unrealistic 
or unpractical. It was ideological and was simply defeated by opposition. The plan itself was highly 
practical, in the sense o f  seeking specific effects in a methodical manner. For similar viewpoints o f the 
unrealistic idealism o f the plan, see Robert S. Taylor, The Georgia Plan, 1732-1752 (Berkeley, 1972) and 
Clarence L. Ver Steeg, “Reassessing the Founding o f Georgia,” in Ver Steeg, Origins o f  a Southern 
Mosaic: Studies o f  Early Carolina and Georgia (Athens, GA, 1975), 69-102.
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• 7 , ,iTrusteeship as lacking in realism and it continues to affect the historiography. Though 
scholars have found that the Trusteeship’s plans were mediated by political possibilities, actual 
conditions, and the attitudes of settlers on the ground, one prominent Georgia historian has 
argued that Georgia “was grounded upon principles and standards that were too idealistic, self- 
sacrificing, and visionary for the cynical and pragmatic 1730s.” Joyce Chaplin’s path-breaking 
1993 book, An Anxious Pursuit, was a departure. Chaplin demonstrated the innovative and 
modernizing self-image and initiative of the lower south’s elite. Her study offered a story of 
economic and agricultural innovation in which the plans of the Trustees were neither mere 
prologue nor hopeless utopianism.9
7 James R. Hertzler, “Slavery in the Yearly Sermons before the Georgia Trustees,” GHQ, v.59 supplement 
(1975), 118-126; Milton Ready, “The Georgia Trustees and the Malcontents: The Politics o f Philanthropy,” 
GHQ, v.60, n.3 (1976), 264-281; Gerald L. Cates, “’The Seasoning’: Disease and Death among the First 
Colonists o f Georgia,” GHQ, v.64 n.2 (1980), 146-158; William L. Withun, “Salzburgers and Slavery: A 
Problem o f Mentalite,” GHQ 68 (1984), 173-192; Stanford Anderson, “Savannah and the Issue o f  
Precedent,” in Settlements in the Americas: a Cross-Cultural Perspective, Ralph Bennet, ed. (Newark, 
Delaware, 1993); Rodney Baine, “New Perspectives on Debtors in Colonial Georgia,” GHQ, 77 (1993), 1- 
19; Baine, “Oglethorpe’s Forty Irish ‘Convicts,’” GHQ, 77 (1994), 326-338. Lee Ann Caldwell, “New Deal 
on a New Frontier: European Women Colonists and Trustee Policy, 1733-1752,” Journal o f  the Georgia 
Association o f Historians, 16 (1995), 106-126; Kenneth Coleman, “The Southern Frontier: Georgia’s 
Founding and the Expansion o f South Carolina,” GHQ, 56 (1972), 163-174; Aaron S. Fogleman,
"Moravian Immigration and Settlement in British North America, 1734-1775," Transactions o f  the 
Moravian Historical Society, v.29 (1996), 22-51; Harvey H. Jackson, “The Carolina Connection: Jonathan 
Bryan, His Brothers, and the Founding o f Georgia, 1733-1752,” GHQ 68 (1984), 147-172; Jackson, “The 
Darien Antislavery Petition o f 1739 and the Georgia Plan,” WMQ 34 (1977), 618-631.
8 Phinizy Spalding, “James Edward Oglethorpe’s Quest for an American Zion” in Spalding and Harvey H. 
Jackson, eds. Forty Years o f  Diversity: Essays on Colonial Georgia (Athens, 1984), 75 (quote); In the same 
volume, Milton Ready argued the “Georgia Plan” was a failure based in “silken threads and half-truths, 
vague notions o f  morality” and propaganda. For Ready, a generation of on the ground research into the 
conditions o f  Georgia confirmed this interpretation: “Philanthropy and the Origins o f  Georgia,” 57. 
Spalding had previously argued in 1977 in Oglethorpe in America (Chicago), 4, that “the Georgia 
experiment was, in the final analysis, an act o f faith in the British way concocted by those whose vision 
was lofty and idealistic.”
9 Chaplin, An Anxious Pursuit: Agricultural Innovation and Modernity in the Lower South, 1730-1815 
(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1993), 38-41, 116-9.
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My point is not to show that Georgia was a colonial project—with nefarious and invidious 
connotations—but to show how its colonialism mattered across a broad cultural field.10 The 
Georgia Trustees deployed formal and informal power in a struggle to strengthen British 
imperialism by reforming colonists. Keeping in mind Kenneth Coleman’s caution that 
historians of early Georgia describe “what occurred in Georgia without ignoring what [the 
Trustees] hoped would occur,” re-framing the Trustees’ expectations as colonial cultural 
politics sets eighteenth-century colonialist debates and techniques in the Atlantic World into 
stark relief.11 The Trustees as a whole—not necessarily all the members of the board—were 
fundamentally conservative on gender, class, race, and capital markets and their 
implementation was educational and disciplinary. The colony’s planners therefore participated 
in the development of methodical interventions into the cultures of non-elite white 
communities, of which other expressions in the eighteenth century would be the charity school 
and the penitentiary.12
Surrounded by a forest sometimes represented as an almost unbreachable palisade (see 
Fig.l), the colony’s officials surveilled, trained, and praised or castigated its inmates. This 
design was well-considered by British planners who cited some of the most recent colonial
10 Ann Laura Stoler has recently staked-out a position similar to this in “Tense and Tender Ties: The 
Politics o f Comparison in North American History and (Post) Colonial Studies,” in the forum “Empires and 
Intimacies: Lessons from (Post) Colonial Studies,” The Journal o f  American History, v.88, n.3 (2001), 829; 
For primers on Postcolonial approaches to the Early American period see: Robert Blair St. George, 
“Introduction,” in St. George, ed., Possible Pasts: Becoming Colonial in Early America (Chapel Hill, N.C., 
2000), 1-29 and Malini Johar Schueller and Ed Watts, “Introduction: Theorizing Early American Studies 
and Postcoloniality,” in Schueller and Watts, eds., Messy Beginnings: Postcoloniality and Early American 
Studies (New Brunswick, N.J., 2003), 1-25.
11 Coleman, Colonial Georgia, xv.
12 For the Revolutionary period in Pennsylvania, Michael Meranze has found a profound connection 
between public authority, the penitentiary, and the rise o f  liberal society—an intriguing blend o f “radical” 
and “conservative” thinking with which the Georgia colony’s plan to produce better colonists in the interest 
o f a moral commercial empire shares a broad family resemblance. See Meranze, Laboratories o f  Virtue: 
Punishment, Revolution, and Authority in Philadelphia, 1760-1835 (Chapel Hill, NC, 1996).
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history as well as the most current colonial theory. The Trustees received broad though not 
universal support in London’s official circles. They received King George II’s legal 
endorsement and Parliament’s financial support repeatedly during the first ten years. As 
planned, Georgia would transform putatively useless paupers into industrious subjects and 
prosperous heads of families. Yet the colony nonetheless became a site of unexpected
contention and daily struggle, out of which evolved further innovations, such as the Ebenezer
11
and Bethesda orphanages.
Georgia’s colonialism: the bubblers and the beggars
In an excellent critique from the perspective o f the historical discipline, Frederick Cooper 
has suggested that one of the ways forward for Postcolonial Studies is to embrace empirical 
research into the particulars of colonial settings and regimes.14 The Trustees’ colonialism
13 Thus, the design and straggles o f the so-called “Georgia experiment” reveal some o f the conditions 
making new initiative in education for the laboring classes desirable to their funders. The treatment of 
education in colonial Georgia that is at once the most recent and best is Harold E. Davis’s eighth chapter in 
The Fledgeling Province: Social and Cultural Life in Colonial Georgia, 1733-1776 (Chapel Hill, 1976), 
233-250; Davis also adhered to the argument that Georgia was “unrealistic” in its expectations. On the 
Crown and Parliamentary politics and support see Richard Dunn, “The Trustees o f Georgia and the House 
o f Commons, 1732-1752,” WMQ, 3rd Ser., Vol. 11 (1954), 551-565; Coleman, Colonial Georgia, 89-91; 
and Betty Wood, “The Earl o f Egmont and the Georgia Colony,” in Jackson and Spalding, eds., Forty 
Years o f  Diversity, 90-91. See also Betty Wood, Slavery in Colonial Georgia, 1730-1775 (Athens, 1984), 
ch. 1.
14 Cooper, “Postcolonial Studies and the Study o f History,” in Ania Loomba et al., eds., Postcolonial 
Studies and Beyond (Durham, NC, 2005), 401-422. Cooper lucidly describes the major historical fallacies 
in Postcolonial Studies and suggests pathways around them; he does this without gratuitous and narrowly 
self-serving assaults on one field from the perspective o f another. The field o f Colonial and Postcolonial 
Studies has been in a self-critical phase for more than a decade. And some o f its practitioners have come to 
see many fields as part o f the movement. The temporal particularity o f historians has begun to enjoy 
renewed attention: see Ania Loomba et al., “Beyond What? An Introduction,” in ibid, 1-38. For 
perspectives on the application o f Colonial and Postcolonial Studies to Early American Studies see: 
Michael Warner, “What’s Colonial about Colonial America?” and Peter Hulme, “Postcolonial Theory and 
Early America” in Robert Blair St. George, ed., Possible Pasts: Becoming Colonial in Early America 
(Chapel Hill, N.C., 2000), 33-70.
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emerged from a particular combination of economic mercantilism and moral reformism at a 
particular moment in the history of the so-called First British Empire. The Trustees desired a 
wealthy, powerful, and moral empire and both mercantile and reform discourses seemed to 
offer the logic needed, focusing on the bodies and subjectivities of non-elites and laborers as 
objects of study and disciplined transformation. The early political economy of mercantilism— 
“political arithmetic”—calculated national wealth as a function of an expanding base of 
productive land and an increasingly industrious population of laborers. Writers in political 
arithmetic established functional linkages between the regulation of empire, nation-state, and 
the bodies of laborers: industrious populations yielded the positive flow of hard currency into 
the nation that was the political measure of international power.15 Colonial promoters argued 
that, distributed throughout an empire, idle people could be rendered industrious, further 
expanding national power. Therefore, to the extent that religiously motivated moral reform 
promoted productivity, it dove-tailed with national and imperial ambitions. But religion was 
not a front for economics. It was one of a variety of discourse—like political arithmetic—that 
constructed the laborers’ bodies and morality as a problem. The charter of Georgia was explicit 
on this point: the colony was expected to establish a regime of discipline that would reform the 
manners and work-habits of the colonists the Trustees sent there. And the Trustees’ design 
encouraged the development of policing methods, martial discipline, Christian missions, 
schools, and orphan institutions, expecting such initiatives to support individual industry and 
strengthen the empire.16
15 David Armitage, The Ideological Origins o f  the British Empire (Cambridge, 2000), Introduction and 
Chapter Six, esp. 3-4, 146-9, and 168-9; Peter Laslett, The World We Have Lost (New York, 1965), 22-52;
Charles Wilson, England’s Apprenticeship, 1603-1763 (New York, 1965), 226-39.
16 This focus on discipline and the body confirms some aspects o f the Foucauldian history o f  disciplinary 
institutions in the eighteenth century. But Georgia was a colony, not a metropolitan penitentiary. Thus I am 
also working from and in support o f revisions o f  the Foucauldian outline recently made by Ann Laura
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The Trustees’ concerns about imperial growth were wide-ranging and were stunningly 
exemplified by the South Seas Stock Bubble of 1720, a speculation scheme in a colonial 
trading monopoly that brought financial ruin to many in London. “The World is turning upside 
down,” one contemporary to the bubble commented from Boston in 1721. “Where one hath 
Gained by the Evil Trade, many poor families have been ruined, brought to Poverty, and turned 
beggars,” claimed the anonymous writer.17 Both the South Seas Bubble and its contemporary, 
John Law’s Mississippi land speculation bubble in France, were based in new theories and 
practices in finance capitalism and represented greater integration of international financial 
markets, and the rise of a fiscal-military empire. And eventually the new fiscal order and its 
excesses and corruption spurred the rise of a new solidarity among Landed interests in Britain; 
the Georgia Trusteeship was an example of that new solidarity, or coordination.18 The South 
Seas and Mississippi companies were organized with government permission for the 
encouragement of speculation in paper currency and stock, the purpose being to pay-off 
national debts arising mainly from imperial warfare.19 Speculators feverishly purchased and 
traded stock in the South Sea Company, which was given a much lauded monopoly in as-yet- 
undiscovered gold and silver mines in Spanish-controlled regions of eastern South America.
Stoler, who points to the importance o f  colonialism and coloniality in the the history o f  sexuality. See 
Stoler, Race and the Education o f  Desire: Foucault’s History o f Sexuality and the Colonial Order o f  
Things (Durham, N.C., 1995); And see also Gayatri Spivak, “Subaltern Studies: Deconstructing 
Historiography,” in Spivak, In Other Worlds: Essays in Cultural Politics (Routledge, 1988), 197-221.
17 The Second Part o f  the South Sea Bubble, (Boston, 1721), as quoted in Andrew McFarland Davis,
Colonial Currency Reprints, 1682-1751 (Boston, 1911), 2: 304-332 (quotes on 304-5).
18 Peter Dickson, The Financial Revolution in England: A Study o f  the Development o f  Public Credit 
(Oxford, 1967), ch.5; P.J. Cain and A.G. Hopkins British Imperialism: 1688-2000, Second Edition 
(London, 2002),, 76-9; Joyce Appleby, Economic Thought and Ideology in Seventeenth Century England 
(Princeton, NJ, 1978), 127-8,166-7. See also E.S. Shubert, “Innovations, Debts, and Bubbles: International 
Integration o f Financial Markets in Western Europe, 1688-1720,” Journal o f Economic History, 48 (1988), 
as cited in Cain and Hopkins British Imperialism, 78 n.66.
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Speculation drove the shares to ridiculously over-valued heights in London’s Exchange Alley. 
When collapse came it ruined many investors, reduced many laborers to poverty and beggary.
The South Sea Bubble spawned at least eighty smaller imitators during 1720 and 1721, 
indicating that it was more than a crisis in finance. The bubble and its imitators suggested a 
wider cultural shift attending growing commercial capitalism, and it therefore cast a long 
shadow over eighteenth century cultural production and political theory. The bubble fixed the 
image of the speculator as dangerously corrupt almost by nature. Bubbles and bubblers became 
the topic of poems by Alexander Pope, Daniel Defoe, and Jonathan Swift and a topic for 
playing-cards, broadsides, and cartoons. Virtue, class, and deception and moral dissipation 
became central themes in eighteenth century cultural production, contributing to early novels 
such as Pamela, Shamela, and Joseph Andrews. When blasting the “scheme” as “cunningly 
taken” with “premeditated precipitancy,” one writer used rhetoric heavily influenced by 
imperial culture’s view of the colonized: the chief architect of the Bubble was a 
“Negromancer,” his followers a “cabal,” worshipping “idols” and bestowing “fancy’d 
blessings” of false wealth on the people.20 As a political event, the bubbles underlined the 
potential for corruption within the imperial system. As economic projects, the key failing of the 
bubble schemes was their elision of the role of actual labor in the production of value. They 
were all exchange and no value. Reactions to the bubbles included the writings of Trenchard 
and Gordon, specifically Cato’s Letters. These and other authors often emphasized values with 
simultaneously political and cultural resonances, most importantly the manly virtue of
19 For the classic account see: Charles Mackay, Extraordinary Popular Delusions and the Madness o f  
Crowds (New York, 1972 [1841]).
20 John Toland, “The Secret History o f  the South Sea Scheme” in A Collection o f  Several Pieces o f  Mr.
Poland... (London, 1726), 404, 405, 432 (quotes page 404).
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industrious laborers who—as the first epigraph to this article implies—knew their places in the 
organic social hierarchy.21
That Georgia was a reformative colony is partly demonstrated by the Trustees’ practice of 
vetting colonists before allowing them to emigrate. But one Trustee even proposed that parents 
and daughters in Georgia get the Trustees’ approval of their daughters’ choices for marriage. In 
doing so, the Trustees clearly did not believe they were doing anything novel or inventing a 
new degree of authority for themselves. Instead, they were really behaving as if  Georgia was 
an institution in which they had a high degree of power to regulate privileges: they therefore 
used inclusion and exclusion, permission and prohibition, as tools toward colonial ends. As 
they declared on the issue of daughters, marriage, and tail-male inheritance of land: “our 
Grants are gifts & favours.” Refusing to allow daughters to inherit outright, all they would 
offer was a pledge that if  they approve a daughters choice of husband, they would re-grant the 
father’s land “to her and her husband and her heirs male.” The Trust would retain control and
use it for discipline and reform in the interest of producing a prosperous and—equally
22important to the Trustees—socially well-ordered colony.
The need for forceful moral intervention in non-elite white culture was the implicit point in 
one of the most famous and successful post-Bubble plays, John Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera. 
Satirizing 1720s London, Gay attacked the urban culture, the morality of the laboring classes, 
and by implication the conduct of traders, lawyers, and gentlemen. Throughout the play, utterly 
devious and wickedly conniving gangs of the laboring classes turned into thieves who shun 
virtuous labor, describe themselves as gentlemen and ladies, and explicitly question why any of 
the elite—from lawyers to lords— should be considered their moral superiors. Gay jabs at
21 Bernard Baylin, The Ideological Origins o f  the American Revolution (Cambridge, 1967), 36.
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London theater-goers for the moral ambivalence of their insistence on “happy endings” rather 
than “poetic justice.” The moral of The Beggar’s Opera, Gay’s title character declares, should 
have been that “the lower sort of people have their vices in a degree as well as the rich: and 
that they are punished for them.” Instead the play ends without punishment “to comply with 
the taste of the town.”23
The entire plot of The Beggar’s Opera revolved around the transformation of virtuous 
discourse and behavior into licentious and wanton sexuality and thievery. The tragic-comic 
hero is Macheath, a highwayman and rake who lies and thieves his way through life while 
speaking earnestly about virtue and honor. His “masters,” Peachum and Mrs. Peachum, to 
whom Macheath brings all his stolen items, have a daughter named Polly. When Macheath and 
Polly Peachum get married, Mr. and Mrs. Peachum work together to hand over Macheath to 
the hangman for L40. Their motivation is paranoid but plausible: they suspect MacHeath, once 
married, will betray them to the hangman and inherit their stolen wealth through their daughter, 
who, as a woman, cannot control her property once married. Polly’s parents themselves are 
rebels who have never married out of contempt for marriage laws that they declare render 
women propertyless, rebellious slaves while their husbands are alive. They tell Polly that 
neither of them has yet betrayed the other to the gallows because neither has gained nor can 
hope to gain the other’s property through the laws of marriage or widowhood. Macheath 
himself, while professing an earnest and passionate affection for Polly, is in fact a bigamist 
rake who cares not one whit more for Polly than for any of his countless other wives in 
London. All the other characters emulate gentry civility only to produce a lampoon of it,
22 Egmont, Journal, 96.
23 John Gay, The Beggar’s Opera, Bryan Lougherty and T. O. Treadwell, eds. (London, 1986 [1728]), 121.
The play was common in South Carolina libraries and Christopher Gadsden, the Patriot agitator in
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invoking virtue, trust, honor, bravery, and learning as the goals and means of their daily lives 
as men and women “about town.”
Gay holds up for mockery and condemnation the “vile rogues” of London and 
their understanding of education. Mrs. Peachum maternally advises Filch, a young thief 
in Macheath’s gang, on his education: “You should go to Hockley in the Hole. And to 
Marybone, child, to learn valour.” But Hockley in the Hole and Marybone were places 
where gentry and laborers engaged together in gambling and rough sports, such as bear- 
baiting and bull-baiting. Still, Mrs. Peachum promotes them in the highest terms 
declaring “these are the schools that have bred so many brave men.” Mocking the 
practices of early eighteenth-century London courts, Gay has Mrs. Peachum suggest to 
Filch that “since you have nothing better to do, even go to your book, and learn your 
catechism.” Anyone who knew the Anglican catechism would be prepared to plead 
“benefit of clergy” in court and possibly get a death sentence reduced to transportation or 
whipping. The Chaplain of Newgate Prison in London would interview and test the 
religious knowledge of those claiming benefit of clergy. The number of capital crimes 
increased from 80 in the 1680s to 200 by the 1720s. As Mrs. Peachum declares to Filch, 
it would be important to “give a satisfactory answer to his questions.”24 Gay depicts a 
London in which the criminal laws stipulating death by hanging for stealing were harsh 
enough to inspire a cynical non-elite cultural politics of knowledge. And in this cynical 
world, detailed knowledge of the catechism remained rare enough that a good 
demonstration, convincingly acted, might win the mercy of the court.
Charleston, owned a copy, from boyhood. See: Godbold, Gadsden, 6; Walter Bellingrath Edgar, “The 
Libraries o f  Colonial South Carolina,” (Ph.D. diss., University o f South Carolina, 1969).
24 Gay, Beggar’s Opera, 52-3.
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While some pursued spectacularly coercive solutions to disorder and 
insubordination, others sought less violent techniques. The Trustees of Georgia were 
among the latter. Between the 1680s and the 1720s, the problems and struggles of 
Atlantic workers that Marcus Redikker and Peter Linebaugh locate in the violent Hydra 
idiom of the literate classes also underpinned the discursive formation of the natural, 
political, and social sciences. The social, cultural, political, or economic “monster” was 
alternately the abnormal, the non-Christian, the ignorant, the mob, or the lazy.
Developing understandings and approaches for reforming the dangerous potential of the 
subordinated became an organized goal among some elites. The Society for the 
Propagation of Christian Knowledge (SPCK), founded in 1698, was the first successful 
reformatory organization, becoming the model for others and establishing the dominant 
mode of social policy during the eighteenth century. The SPCK employed literacy and 
Christian teaching in efforts to transform prostitutes, drunkards, and the slothful. Its 
colonial arm, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, pursued 
similar goals in the colonies, with the additional aim of converting Indians and Africans. 
After 1700, the number of medical, religious, educational, and moral charities founded in 
London alone began a gradual expansion. By the 1720s most urban parishes in England
25had government-supported, privately funded workhouses.
Georgia and Pennsylvania were the last colonies that Britain created in North 
America, and they epitomized this disciplinary turn between the 1680s and 1720s. A 
project that Georgia’s architects noted with particular interest, Pennsylvania was a
25 Thomas Walter Laqueur, Religion and Respectability: Sunday Schools and Working Class Culture, 1780- 
1850 (New Haven, Conn., 1976), 1-3; David Owen, English Philanthropy: 1660-1960 (Cambridge, MA, 
1964), 52-57; and Tim Hitchcock, English Sexualities, 1700-1800 (New York, 1997), 103-4.
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pacifist colony specifically designed to counter the violence, avarice, and licentiousness 
of seventeenth century colonial history. The experiment had created a successful 
commercial colony by the 1720s. William Penn had also combined mercantilism and 
moral reform in his own messianic vision of the colony. He regulated colonial trade. He 
sought to recruit only “industrious” and “moral” settlers who “delight to promote good 
discipline.” He expected these colonials to reform others, including the Indians, by 
example. The result was a mixed success, producing a diverse set of often contentious 
colonists who nonetheless quickly made Pennsylvania a rapidly-growing and successful 
trading colony, without significant reliance on enslaved labor. But his reward was the
colonization of the Delaware without war, ironically dispossessing the Lenape Indians
26while gaining a lasting reputation for benevolence toward them.
By the late 1720s, a growing group of English leaders and wealthy philanthropists believed 
they could repeat and improve upon Penn’s success. Georgia’s promoters proclaimed their 
colony an alternative to confinement of the poor, an alternative to warfare with Native 
American Indian communities, an alternative to enslavement of Africans, and a pillar 
supporting empire. Hardly utopian, the plan and creation of Georgia was entirely practical, 
designed to preserve and promote industrious discipline down to the relatively small details of 
personal conduct. Like disciplinary technique itself, this cultural colonialism employed a finely
26 William Penn, “Some Account o f Pennsylvania,” in Albert Cook Myers, comp., Narratives o f  Early 
Pennsylvania, West New Jersey, and Delaware, 1630-1707 (New York, [1912]), 202-6. The discussion o f  
such plans could be extended backward. From colonial project to colonial project, English planners 
innovated and refined methods. John Locke’s Fundamental Constitutions o f  South Carolina has long been 
viewed in the same vein o f  unrealism as the Georgia Trusteeship (destined to fail). See: E. Stanley 
Godbold, Jr. and Robert H. Woody, Christopher Gadsden and the American Revolution (Knoxville, 
Tennessee, 1982), 19. The realism o f  the Fundamental Constitutions has been explored by L. H. Roper, 
Conceiving Carolina: Proprietors, Planters, and Plots, 1662-1729 (New York, 2004), 29-30, 34-5.
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calibrated combination of assimilation, inclusion, or reform, on the one hand, and expulsion, 
exclusion, and incarceration on the other.
Some of the most important philanthropists who promoted Georgia promoted prison reform 
first, and the connection is revealing. “I have heard it said,” Benjamin Martyn—a Trustee— 
wrote in promoting Georgia in 1733, “that our Prisons are the properest Places for those who 
are thrown into them, by keeping them from being hurtful to others.” Martyn disagreed, 
believing this position both foolish and too severe. “Are they to be shut up from our Eyes, and 
excluded from our Hearts?” Martyn implies they should not, gives reasons, and claims that 
many of the poor, vagrants, and destitute who end their days in England’s prisons had “honest 
Dispositions” and would work if  they had opportunity. “Some are undone by Over-trading, 
others by Want of Trade,” Martyn added. Martyn would have a better charity than the 
traditional practices of the Parishes, which “are at this Time thro’ all England, overburthen’d 
by indolent and lazy Poor, who claim, and are indulged that Relief design’d only for the 
impotent Poor.” Martyn’s argument is for a better practice of mercy, one that puts people to 
work because “all those, who add nothing by their Labour to the Welfare of the State, are
77useless, burthensome, and dangerous to it.” Martyn’s proposals departed from the spectacle 
of the gallows and confinement and looked outward to empire as a means of reform. He 
proposed a colonialism to mold life, discipline the power of wasted English bodies and make 
them at once of greater aptitude as well as more serviceable to the military and economic 
imperial ambitions of the State.28 In short, he proposed assimilating them to habits that would
27 [Martyn,] Reasons fo r  Establishing the Colony o f  Georgia... (London, 1733), 19-20.
28 For the “great confinement” see Michel Foucault, Madness and Civilization: A History o f  Insanity in the 
Age o f Reason, Richard Howard, trans. (New York, 1965), chapter 2; on linkage o f aptitude and domination 
see Foucault, Discipline and Punish: the Birth o f  the Prison, Alan Sheridan, trans. (New York, 1977), 138;
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create an orderly mercantilism that could resist the rapacious speculation that defined the South 
Seas Bubble.
Martyn’s arguments echoed Georgia’s lead founder, administrator, and promoter, and 
fellow prison reformer, James Edward Oglethorpe. Oglethorpe had begun publishing his 
thoughts about colonies in 1732. He wrote and edited a total of seven pamphlets on the subject 
by 1742, four of these were published in 1732-1733. In one, a collection of classic mercantile, 
political, and colonial theory, Oglethorpe excerpted works by Francis Bacon, William Penn, 
and Machievelli, among others. The excerpts, which came from books in his personal library, 
emphasized the benefits of colonies for the colonizing nation’s homeland. Penn in particular 
seems to have influenced Oglethorpe’s thinking, and, through him, many of the other Trustees 
and boosters of the Georgia colony. In Oglethorpe’s excerpt of Some Account o f Pennsylvania 
(1681), Penn cites the expansion of cities, the abandonment of the countryside, and the 
imbalance between trades and husbandry as the causes of the moral dissolution and sloth of the 
people. The increase of domestic service for the gentry was taking men away from virtuous 
labor and making them grooms, butlers, cooks, and gardeners. “This hinders the Plough and 
the Dairy from whence they are taken, and instead of keeping People in manly Labour, they are 
effeminated by a lazy and luxurious Living.” Penn was particularly upset about a perceived 
decline in marriage. “The Excess and Sloth of the Age not allowing of Marriage, and the 
Charge that follows... if  Men, they often turn Soldiers, or Gamesters, or Highwaymen; if 
Women, they too frequently dress themselves for a bad Market, rather than know the Dairy 
again, or honestly return to Labour.”29 In the early 1680s, Penn anticipated the London that
and on power being productive, not simply prohibitive, making, not merely taking, life see Foucault, The 
History o f  Sexuality: Volume 1, an Introduction, Robert Hurley, trans. (New York, 1978), 94.
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Gay mocked in the 1720s. Like financial speculation, luxury was a destroyer of laboriousness 
and industry, even for those who could not command its privileges.
Similarly, the destroyed lives of men, women, and children who did not possess—or were 
not taught—“industry” and the consequent danger to the nation and Empire were themes in 
Oglethorpe’s promotional writing for Georgia. In one pamphlet, the first eight paragraphs 
discuss orphans three times, emphasizing the need for moral, industrious examples to guide
•j/\
them. Oglethorpe addressed the gender and race dimensions of industry. A top priority for
him was the rescue of the manly independence and virtue of white Englishmen. Oglethorpe’s
investigations of prison conditions had convinced him that confinement was a waste of
potential wealth and power for the Kingdom. Too many were honest men “undone by
Guardians, some by Law-Suits, some by Accidents in Commerce, some by Stocks and
Bubbles.” His answer, and the answer of other wealthy reformers, was to promote
“Philanthropia, or the Love of Mankind” as the proper spirit of a people, making the State less
1 1
necessary and justifying an “Empire of the World.”
Oglethorpe was part of the Westminster-based philanthropic group The Associates of the 
Late Dr. Bray. He and the Associates called for renewed efforts to moralize and educate the 
laboring classes and convert Native American Indians and enslaved Africans to Christianity 
during the 1720s. In 1732, they won a charter from King George II reflecting these goals as 
well as calling for the relief of poor British subjects, persecuted European Protestants, and the 
advance of the imperial ambitions of Britain in North America. “The power of Britain” the
29 Oglethorpe’s excerpts from Penn: Rodney M. Baine, The Publications o f  James Edward Oglethorpe 
(Athens, Georgia, 1994), 167-168 and 190.
30 “An Appeal for the Georgia Colony (1732),” The Publications o f  James Edward Oglethorpe, Rodney M.
Baine, ed. (Athens, Georgia, 1994), 160-1.
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charter claimed in a perfect abstract o f gentry colonial cultural politics o f the laboring body 
“will be increased by the addition of... religious and industrious subjects... The good 
discipline established by the society will reform the manners of those miserable objects... Their 
labor in improving their own lands will make the adjoining reserved lands more valuable 
[which will create a fund] for the relieving more poor people.” The charter thus formed “The 
Trustees for Establishing the Colony of Georgia in America,” an organization with some 
membership in common with the Associates. Their first project was the creation of Savannah.
The policies that constituted a cultural politics of “good discipline” for the Trustees 
developed gradually during the first three years of the colony. They were intended to create 
order and virtue by hindering speculators, shoring-up patriarchy, and requiring industrious 
application to lawful trades. Three regulations, confirmed by the King in Council in the Spring 
of 1735, capped this effort. The first banned nun in order to encourage industrious moral 
habits. The second controlled trade and diplomacy with the Indians in an effort to emulate 
Pennsylvania’s approach to Indian relations. A third regulation banned African slavery out of 
fear of insurrection, a specter recently raised in New Orleans and South Carolina and a 
constant possibility in Jamaica. Finally, the Trust controlled when, how, and to whom 
freeholders could sell their property in order to prevent the forms of speculation in Georgia 
lands that had generated the South Seas Bubble.
31 “Account o f the Provinces o f  South Carolina and Georgia (1732),” The Publications o f  James Edward 
Oglethorpe, Rodney M. Baine, ed. (Athens, Georgia, 1994).
32 “Manuscripts o f  Dr. Bray’s Associates, Minute Book, 1729-1732” as cited in Rodney M. Baine,
“James Oglethorpe and the Early Promotional Literature for Georgia” WMQ, 3rd. Ser., Vol. 45, No. 1 
(1988), 100-106. “Charter o f Georgia, June 9 ,1732” in Francis Newton Thorpe, comp, and ed., The 
Federal and State Constitutions Colonial Charters, and Other Organic Laws o f  the States, Territories, and 
Colonies Now or Heretofore Forming the United States o f  America (Washington, DC, 1909), 1822, 1834- 
1835.
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To control speculation the Trustees limited their grants to 500 acres per male 
householder. Even these lands could not be held in fee simple, and therefore could not be 
resold, put up as collateral, or seized to pay debts without the authorization of the Trust. And 
acreage that might be abandoned by the grantee would revert to the Trust, as would land that a 
grantee failed to cultivate. But the gendered social coding of the Trust’s policies had a curious 
side. Rather than expand the property rights of women to enable them to own and control their 
land even after marriage, the Trustees reduced rights already recognized in English law. 
Initially they did not even allow the practice of granting a “widow’s third,” one third of the 
family property reserved for the widow. But most importantly—and controversially— 
mandatory tail-male inheritance ensured that only male heirs could inherit properties in 
Georgia. Properties could not be partitioned. The Trust’s defense of this policy makes clear the 
relevance of the Bubble to gender in early Georgia.
The female might marry a Man who would not live on the land, wch. o f course would remain 
uncultivated, and Men inhabitants who are the Strength o f towns and Countries be lessen’d ... it would be 
followed by a liberty to Sell, which would make our Grants become a bubble in Exchange Ally.
The aim, the Trustee Lord Percival, Earl o f Egmont, insisted was “to fix the number of
residents” and prevent speculation in the new colony by making men go and settle and
ensuring that the titles remained in Georgia in the hands of the industrious.33
The policy was an effort to prohibit competition between men over women’s property and 
focus them on settler virtues. Daughters were prevented from inheriting land in order to keep a 
potential husband from speculating in marriage to speculate in land. Evidence of the cultural 
depth and breadth of this thinking can be found in the Beggars Opera, where matrimonial 
speculation is mocked as women’s foolishness and corruption. The play had associated the
33 Egmont, Journal, 48-53 (quotes on 50). Egmont was a critical figure in the promotion, planning, and 
management o f  the Georgia colony. The best short treatment o f his activities relevant to Georgia is Betty
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giddy deceptive financial practices that generated the Bubble with a misogynistic 
representation of London’s “women-about-town” as harlots and fools. In a song entitled the 
“South-Sea Ballad” Gay has Lucy, a principal character in the play, sing about Polly, a rival for 
Macheath’s lecherous affection. Her song offers a comic inversion of the culturally more 
appropriate script, where men compete for women’s bodies as a means of acquiring domestic 
labor and, hopefully, male heirs. In her song, women ineptly compete for a man:
My love is all madness and folly, 
Alone I  lie,
Toss, tumble, and cry,
What a happy creature is Polly!
Was e ’er such a wretch as I! 
That my dear inconstant varlet, 
Stark blind to my charms, 
Is lost in the arms 
O f that jilt, that inveigling harlot!34
Polly Peachum’s marriage to Macheath is a commodity to be envied and courting is market 
competition in which Lucy and Polly trade deceptive compliments and false information in 
their effort to secure Macheath, who like the South Sea trade monopoly itself has been vastly 
over-valued. Proper virtue would have the women the object of male acquisition and take away 
the corrupted and “effeminate” dynamics of a market. That was the goal of the Trust’s policy.
It remained controversial both outside and within the Trustee board, but it remained in force in 
Georgia until 1739 despite heated, persistent, and extended debate.35
Wood, “The Earl o f Egmont and the Georgia Colony,” in Jackson and Spalding, eds., Forty Years o f  
Diversity, 80-96.
34 Gay, Beggar’s Opera, 98.
35 Egmont, Journal, 48-53 and 345-7 (Trustees debate tail-male); Causton to Trustees, Savannah, March 
10, 1735, Egmont Mss. typescript, 14200, pt.2, p.248-249; Causton to Trustees, Jan 16, 1735, Savannah, 
Egmont mss typescript, 14200, pt.2, p.178; Elizabeth Bland to Oglethorpe, Savannah, June 14, 1735, 
Egmont mss. typescript, v.14201, pt. 2, p. 17-20. For the Trustees correspondence, I will often cite the 
Egmont Typescript copies o f  the Phillips Collection o f  Georgia correspondence that were originally edited 
by the Earl o f Egmont, John Percival. They were available to me at the University o f  Georgia’s Hargrett
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To enforce such rules, the Trustees and their local representatives in Savannah made the 
town a disciplinary institution without walls. Their purpose was not just conservative. Though 
they sought to buttress patriarchy and hierarchy in a moral colonialism, the purpose was also 
the further improvement of this relatively new and very untraditional thing, the empire. They 
did not assume that the population of Savannah would be docile. They planned for policing of 
the residents. From the beginning, the enforcement techniques that the Trustees applied 
focused on corporal punishment and surveillance. Constables were expected to keep strict 
watch and punish transgressions by reprimand, house arrest, whipping, or the stocks. And 
authorities spied on settlers, settlers spied on and gossiped about each other and the 
authorities.36
The Trustees carefully integrated the regulation of land and the body hoping to ensure the 
productivity of both. A quasi-panoramic map entitled “A View of Savannah as it stood the 29th 
of March 1734” (Fig. 1) offers a representation of the town as the antidote to the corrupt chaos 
of London during the Bubble. “The View” is the best single example of the totalizing ambition 
of the Trustees’ colonial vision. The “View” seems iconic, claiming in its title to represent its 
object to the viewer on the basis of direct correspondence. But the image’s author, Peter 
Gordon, had left the colony in November 1733. And features within the image suggest
Reading Room, where I first began a concentrated reading o f the Trustees’ correspondence. Although many 
of the letters in the twenty-plus volumes o f this collection have been published, others have not been. See 
Mills Lane, ed., General Oglethorpe’s Georgia: Colonial Letters, 1733-1743, Two Volumes, Savannah, 
1990 [1975]) and AllenD. Candler, comp., The Colonial Records o f  the State o f  Georgia, 1732-1782 
(Atlanta, GA, 1904-1916), volumes 29-31.
36 In the Egmont typescripts evidence o f surveillance and residents’ complaints about the conduct of 
authorities can be found throughout. One key example is the Trustees’ commissary, Thomas Causton, 
“Listening under the window” o f a resident to catch him and friends drinking against the rules. Causton to 
Oglethorpe, Savannah, March 24, 1735, Egmont MSS typescript, v.14200, pt.2, 277-283.
37 Egmont, Journal, 43-44. The Trustees approved Gordon’s “draft o f Savannah” and ordered this 
engraving on Feb 27, 1734. The date o f March probably represents the moment o f publication in London,
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dissimilarity between it and the actual town of Savannah. The survey grid of the town is 
visible. Obviously, surveyed property lines were not actually drawn on the ground at 
Savannah. The vantage point of the viewer is conjectured. No high place existed from which 
the town could have been observed. The image, therefore, is not only a diagram of the town but 
a symbolic, rhetorical, promotional representation of the town’s colonial, cultural functions— 
among them greater surveillance. The purpose of the uniform houses, wards, and squares was 
partly disciplinary. The ward squares were features of the colony’s military defense that also 
aided surveillance of the settlers. Each ward had constables and other officers responsible for 
enforcing the Trustees’ rules and for training and mustering the men in case of military 
emergency. The easy visibility and standardization, the rationalization and regularization,
•JO
contrast strongly with London, where Exchange Alley was dark and labyrinthine.
The “View” suggests the production of value from emptiness, an allegory of 
colonialism already familiar in the early eighteenth century as civilization cut from the 
wilderness of North America. A uniform trackless mass of trees is being chopped, hacked, and 
split into the "well regulated" town the planners had projected and promised George II. All 
these little houses seen in the “View” were built on a standardized model set by the Trustees, 
wooden buildings on one-eighth acre garden lots that housed individual freeholders and 
servants, families and taverns, the tabernacle and courthouse, and prisoners and orphans. The
to make the image seem as current as possible. Peter Gordon was in London at the Trustees meeting to 
present his View o f Savannah, 27 Feb 1734, which the Trustees “ordered to be engraved:” Egmont, 44.
38 John W. Reps, “C2 + L2 = S2? Another Look at the Origins o f  Savannah’s Town Plan,” in Jackson and 
Spalding, ed., Forty Years o f  Diversity, 101-151 is the current standard on Savannah’s plan. He notes that 
the plan was unique and without complete precedents, though he authoritatively sketches Irish Colonial and 
English influences through Oglethorpe. On textual readings o f visual representations see Roland Barthes on 
“the Rhetoric o f  the Image” in Image, Music, Text (New York 1988 [1977]). See also Charles Sanders 
Peirce, Collected Papers o f  Charles Sanders Peirce (Cambridge, MA, 1931), 2: 276. Peirce might have 
described the image as a hypoicon, something representing its object on the basis o f similarity but also 
possessing important symbolic or conventional features.
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native forest from which the houses were built, still lingering in the background, is represented 
as an impenetrable mass of repeated waves of line, shadow, and highlight broken only by the 
town frontier and the one road leading endlessly into the Backcountry. The near featureless 
waves of forest become the detailed, constructed, regularity of the town plan. In the lower left, 
oceangoing vessels move up the tidal Savannah River from the bay under the protection of a 
military fortification. The commissary tent and loading dock are busy. The upper left section 
depicts the most built-up residential areas of the town. Moving toward the right one sees a still 
mostly undeveloped but obviously mapped-out section of town. On the lower right rowboats 
and small craft approach the town from up-river, presumably from other settlements further 
inland. All this, the image implies, is being accomplished with disciplined, European labor. 
Throughout the image almost all the people are adult white men, despite the fact that 
significant numbers of women, whole families, and even a small number of African laborers
39were present in the colony.
Three locations in the image depict laborers and suggest the obediently peaceful operation 
of the class system so upturned in the London of The Beggar’s Opera. At the lower right edge 
of the top right quarter three men cut lumber (Fig. 1). One has just felled a tree and is pruning 
branches while two others carry-off a cut log. They are unsupervised yet they work, possibly 
for their own freeholds, possibly as indentured servants on someone else’s freehold or the 
Trustees’ land and projects. Located between the palisade of the forest and the picket fences of 
the town, they embody and perform the conversion of wilderness into civilization. Supervised 
commerce enters into this cut space. Toward the middle of the image in the lower left quadrant
39 Lee Ann Caldwell, “New Deal on a New Frontier: European Women Colonists and Trustee Policy, 1733- 
1752,” Journal o f  the Georgia Association o f  Historians, 16 (1995), 106-126. Caldwell compiled a 
database o f 864 women from Britain and other European countries. However, her database undercounts
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is the view of the commissary tent and the rope system devised to move packages up the bluff 
to the town entrance (Fig. 1). A group of men move goods into the town while others observe 
and local authorities appear to direct or explain, gesturing or pointing with their arms. And 
making the connection with these dock loaders are a series of ships and boats on the river. All 
the ships fly the British flag. All the rowboats carry two groups of men, rowers and supervising 
gentlemen or officers. Seemingly confirming the projections of the charter, these men advance 
the Empire by advancing commerce and advance commerce by swinging axes, pulling oars, or 
moving packages.
Colonialism from below: contesting race and labor discipline
The idealized “View of Savannah” contrasts with the complex realities of life in the town. 
Georgia colonists’ responses to the Trustees’ policies, practices, and arrangements varied. 
Stalked by hunger, disease, and military threat, factions of the struggling population actively 
supported, quietly accepted, or stubbornly resisted the authorities.40
Resistance to the Trustees emerged during the summer of 1733 but not as anti-colonialism. 
Instead competing visions of colonialism emerged. Joseph Watson—freeholder and Indian 
trader—was not very interested in the Trustees’ ideology of moral industry, accommodation
women in the early colony because it comes from the lists o f  those sent on the Georgia Trusteeship’s 
accounts.
40 Although the disease rate was serious, it is important to note that it might not have been as serious as 
later generations have believed. A combination o f factors effecting the perception o f the disease rate 
probably exaggerated the actual, comparative, suffering: the Malcontents with their desire to emphasize 
poor management and suffering in the colony and the colonial reformers such as Wesley with his desire to 
emphasize the need for moral, educational guidance o f  the orphaned. See: Gerald L. Cates, “’The 
Seasoning’: Disease and Death among the First Colonists o f  Georgia,” GHQ, v.64 n.2 (1980), 146-158.
Cates concludes that Georgians were more healthy than commonly presumed and that they were better off 
in the Trusteeship period than they were after 1752, when Georgia became a royal colony and slavery was 
officially introduced.
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and conversion of the Savannah Indians, and regulated commerce. He drank hard. He 
befriended critics of the Trustees who gathered at Jenkins’s Tavern in Savannah.41 He 
neglected both trade with the Savannah Indians and the agricultural labor the Trust expected of 
him for his 50 acre grant. He became actively hostile toward the Trustees’ Indian policies. He 
declared that the colony would “one day Repent [its] Civility’s to the Indians.” Mary 
Musgrove, a Creek Indian woman who had married Watson’s trading partner, became the first 
target of his growing hostility.42
Watson assaulted Musgrove and accused her of being a witch. He also assaulted an Indian 
man named Esteechee. Watson was tried and punished for both of these incidents. But he “was 
so Seldom Sober that it was hard to guess whether he was not Mad.” Despite his declared 
hostility to Indians, he was “frequently naked” with them, drank with them, and would “lye 
down with them and sometimes pretend to baptize them.” Watson’s mockery of the Trustees’ 
plans culminated in a month-long rum-binge with a local Indian man named Skee. Eventually 
Skee became ill and left Savannah for home. Watson bragged that he had poisoned Skee, and 
when Skee later died some colonists believed that Watson’s conduct and statements would 
bring reprisals from Skee’s relatives. Watson was confined, but he was not put on trial. Instead 
Thomas Causton, the colony’s commissary, hesitated and waited for the Trustees to weigh in 43 
In a letter, the Trustees gave their orders for dealing with Watson:
41 Watson was not the only colonist regarded as a drunk: Oglethorpe accused Mr. William Waterman of 
drunkenness. Waterman had been disowned by his family in England for becoming a teacher. They had 
intended him for a mercer. He went to Georgia in the first embarkation in 1732. He was a teacher in 
Savannah until sometime 1734, when he left for South Carolina. Egmont, Journal o f  Egmont, 31; Egmont, 
“Typescripts,” 14200 part 2, pi 87.
42 Thomas Causton to the Trustees, Savannah, Jan. 13, 1735, Egmont Mss. Typescript v. 14200, pt. 2, 
p.180-182: this letter is Jan. 16, 1735 in Mills Lane, ed., Oglethorpe’s Georgia, 92.
43 Egmont, Journal, 78; Thomas Causton to the Trustees, Savannah, Jan. 13, 1735, Egmont Mss. Typescript 
v. 14200, pt. 2, p .180-182: this letter is Jan. 16,1735.
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Mr. Watson’s Behavior has been so cruel, and has shown so much premeditated Malice; that his 
destroying Skee with Rum and then bragging about it Appears to the Trustees, Murder; for killing a Man 
upon a fore thought and with malicious Design, by means o f a dangerous Liquor; is as much Murder, as 
killing him with any sort o f Weapon... The trustees direct, that he [Mr. Watson] should be confined as a 
Lunatick, and proper Care taken for his Recovery, until he shall be in a Condition to take his Tryal... The 
Trustees are apt to Impute the Death o f Skee... to the Consequence o f  too great a Mildness... in letting 
Mr. Watson go off with so light a Fine, when he was first convicted for the Assault on Esteeche.... Had 
Mr. Watson at that time been severely fined and bound to his good behaviour, it had very probably 
prevented him from running into those Extravagancies by which he lost his Senses... You see by this, a 
foolish Tenderness is the greatest o f Cruelties.44
The Trustees believed that accomplishing “good discipline” was a matter of the authorities’ 
will.45
Watson’s dissent was not unique. Although the Trustees carefully screened most of their 
early colonists, a small group of dissenters emerged almost immediately and gathered regularly 
at Jenkins Tavern. The Trust sought people with trade skills and religious devotion but who 
were also “reduced to the last extremity of want.” The first group to embark, the “new design’d 
Inhabitants,” consisted entirely of people “on the poor account.” The forty-four men, twenty 
women, twenty-five boys, and seventeen girls departed in November 1732 for a colony that 
still had no housing for them. In December, thirty additional poor people were examined by the 
Trustees, but only four were approved. The rest were rejected because they were “able to earn 
their bread in England, tho poorly.” Fifty German-speaking pietist families from Salzburg were 
approved for the colony later that month because of religious persecution, not poverty. And in 
January 1733 “8 good Sawyers” were scheduled to depart, “miserable objects most of them” 
Trustee John Percival claimed: “One had by Sickness been obliged to Sell his bed, and another 
was to Sell his tools to pay his Creditors.” In May, as part of their project to produce silk in the 
colony, the Trustees voted to send over “20 charity children” as apprentice laborers, but the
44 Trustees to Oglethorpe, [Westminster], March, 17, 1734, Egmont Mss. vol. 14207, 68-70.
45 Egmont, Journal, 84; Patrick Mackay to Anonymous, Coweta, March 27, 1735,14200, pt. 2, p. 324-325.
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parents refused. And they ordered “50 able bodied men” to cultivate the Salzburg land till their 
arrival.46 Georgia was to be a place of (white) devotion to religion and labor.
These workers were not privately engaged indentured servants; their contracts were the 
property of the Trust, who intended them to form the backbone of the colony’s initial economy. 
Their labor was a quasi-commodity in which the Trust traded by distributing laborers to 
favored colonists. In two examples noted by Egmont, the Trustees resolved that “40 Servants 
be employ’d... in discharge of Sr. Jacob Bouveries Benefaction... which 40 Servants at L25 p  
head will amount to the exense of LI 000.” Likewise they also allotted a total of 50 servants to 
a “Mr. Bradley” to “be employ’d on” his 100 acre plantation in both domestic service and 
agriculture. William Stephens, an important correspondent for the Trustees, employed such 
labor. Although the Trustees traded and distributed white human labor, they wished to keep 
this authority for themselves in order to prevent, once again, speculation. Thus, when Thomas 
Causton, the colony’s commissary, “distributed” 44 servants “to private persons” and 
appropriated to himself “9 heads & V" of “foreign Servants” “without any authority” the 
Trustees declared him personally accountable for the expense 47
Whether they came over under indenture or as married free women, the Trust’s unusual 
controls over servants, women, and property rights and its general surveillance and regulation 
of the colonists instigated episodic struggles over the meaning and operation of the colony. For 
example, on March 27,1734, the widowed Mrs. Warren, a free woman of Savannah, appeared 
before the Trustees at Westminster, having crossed the Atlantic from Georgia at the urging of 
Oglethorpe. In Georgia she had lost her husband and two of her children to illness. The widow
46 Egmont, Journal, 8-11, 23.
47 Egmont, Journal, 263, 351, and 359; Stephens, Journal, 42-43.
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Warren was already remarried and the Trustees promised they would allow her to return to the 
colony with her new husband. But her house in Georgia was no longer hers, it had reverted to 
the Trust and was being used as an infirmary. The timber left on her lot, her “widow’s third,” 
remained “for her remaining Sons use.” And Mrs. Warren’s return would be delayed, as the
48Trustees would have to first get her new husband off a ship on which he had been impressed. 
Mrs. Warren must have objected to her proscribed destitution because most of the Gentlemen 
at the meeting each gave her a Guinea out of pity.
Back in Georgia, the power that men such as Oglethorpe and Causton wielded 
generated much individual grumbling and resistance and one conspiratorial effort to overthrow 
the colony: the “Red String Conspiracy.” When the red string conspiracy surfaced in 1735, 
hints of disagreement with colonial policy and administration had appeared for a year and a 
half, almost from the beginning of colonial records. In November 1733, the Trustees received 
letters describing an “intended rising of the meaner Sort of Inhabitants,” a conspiracy about 
which nothing else is recorded.49 In January 1734, Oglethorpe purchased forty Irish transport 
servants “in the utmost distress” for the colony. “But most of them proved to be vile rogues.” 
Then on March 2,1735, a seemingly large-scale conspiracy emerged. Like many slave 
conspiracies, this one, of servants and freeholders, is recorded only because one of the 
conspirators betrayed it and authorities sounded an alarm throughout the town. As one 
inhabitant described the scene:
We had on Sunday last an Affair that threw us into great Confusion... 40 or 50
Persons and as many Indians with Musgrove at the Head o f them... were entered into a Design to bum
the Town and destroy the People, at least some o f them. The Alarum Bell was rung, Search was made for
48 Egmont, Journal, 48.
49 Egmont, Journal, 36.
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the Conspirators and some o f them were found who wore a Mark to distinguish themselves... a Red 
String about the right Wrist.” 50
The men were rapidly mustered on the various ward squares, warrants were issued,
interrogations conducted, and houses searched. Some residents felt the conspiracy was
widespread and based in fundamental disagreements with how Causton and the Trustees
administered the colony.
Thomas Causton believed the source was a moral failing: “Probably some Villainous
Fellows might be employed to do Mischief and when done, lay it on Musgrove and the
Indians.” Which Musgrove Causton meant is unclear. But Joseph Watson and a small group of
daily associates whom Causton alleged were “frequently guilty of 111 Language,” quickly
became the main suspects. They were referred to disparagingly as the “grumblestorians”—
people Causton believed would find fault in every decision he and the Trustees made. Once
complaint was that Causton did not enforce the colony’s rules governing the work of servants
and banning freeholders from trading in servant labor. Indeed, the Trust had always traded
laborers. Several transport servants had run away when the conspiracy was exposed, implying
they might have felt culpable for a part in it.51
Who were the conspirators? The indentured servant who exposed the plot was
Elizabeth Gray. Caught with a red string around her wrist in town and interrogated about it on
the basis of rumor, Gray revealed the code: the red strings marked who had joined the
conspiracy. She was almost certainly a domestic servant. Domestic servants were ubiquitous in
cities such as London and common in smaller towns and communities. The Trustees sent a
50 Quincy to Gordon, Savannah, March 3, 1735 Egmont MSS typescript, v. 14200, pt.2, p.245-246.
51 Causton to Trustees, Savannah, March 10, 1735. Egmont MSS Typescript, v.14200 pt.2, p.250-252. 
Grumblestorians: Patrick Mackay to Anonymous, Coweta, March 27, 1735,14200, pt. 2, p. 325; Causton to 
Oglethorpe, Savannah, March 24, 1735, Egmont Mss. Typescript, v.l4200pt.2, p.280.
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substantial number of women to Georgia as servants. Altogether, the conspirators added up to 
fifteen named individuals, two unnamed servants, and a group of fifty Savannah Indians. 
Several were clearly freeholders, either because the records explicitly say so or because the 
authorities recorded their names with the title “Mr.” A “Mr. Henry Parker” was discovered 
with two apparently damning letters hidden in his hut. Other than “servant” only one 
conspirator’s occupation was recorded, John Cox was a “Carolina Taylor.” He was 
apprehended wearing a red string and whipped. In fact, three of the five people caught wearing 
red strings were whipped. Both women, Gray and “Mr. Lacy’s Maidservant,” were spared, a
e'y
sign of the Trust’s penal reform ethos and its evolving gender politics.
Gray and her co-conspirators represented a diverse and deep challenge to the 
disciplinary vision of the colony. Their motivations were varied, but all embodied a clear 
rejection of the colonial ambitions, reforms, and administration of Georgia. Watson was, 
perhaps, contrarian. He had declared he “had been the ruin of 2 Colonies, & would be of a 
third.”53 The fifty Indians, referred to tellingly as the “Scattering People,” were to be led by 
Sallotte, a disaffected rival of a Yamacraw (Savannah-area) headman named Tomochichi. The 
servants appear to have been irritated by the selling of indentures. And the freeholders were 
upset by the insecure tenure of their deeds, tail male inheritance, and the administration of
52 Quincy to Gordon, Savannah, March 3,1735 Egmont MSS typescript, v. 14200, pt.2, p.245-246; Causton 
to Trustees, Savannah, March 10,1735. Egmont MSS Typescript, v.14200 pt.2, p.250-252. On women 
servants such as Elizabeth Gray see Timothy Meldrum, Domestic Service and Gender, 1660-1750: Life and 
Work in the London Household (London, 2000). See also Lee Ann Caldwell, “New Deal on a New  
Frontier: European Women Colonists and Trustee Policy, 1733-1752,” Journal o f  the Georgia Association 
o f  Historians, 16 (1995), 106-126, on the gender patterns within the Trustees policies. Caldwell’s large 
sample o f women in the colony (864 on the Trustees accounts) allows her to see the gender dynamic o f  the 
Trusteeship as no other previous historian has been able. Despite an early preference for sending men as 
defenders o f the colony against Spain the Trustees soon developed a high valuation o f women as workers 
within their patriarchal model. Women were valuable not only as wives and mothers but as servants too.
But they were rarely allowed to control or own land outright.
53 Egmont, Journal, 252. Egmont does not specify the other colonies.
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Thomas Causton. The base o f their complaint focused on preserving community standards for 
the value of English labor and the so-called “English liberties.”
To the extent that the ban on slavery and the “civilities” shown the Indians informed the 
white conspirators’ ideology, they were arguing with the Trustees and insisting on the 
extension to Georgia o f the emerging race hierarchies of the British empire. The white 
conspirators were not anti-colonial: they sought the destruction of the colonial project perhaps 
but more directly the end of at least their submission to the policies of the Trust. Most would 
probably have happily replaced Georgia with a different colonial regime. In calling them 
grumblestorians Causton belittled their complaints in a manner that implied a moral weakness. 
The grumblestorians, he alleged, were lazy and divisive. It was to address this moral problem 
and not the practical criticisms raised by the Red String conspirators that the Trustees sent 
missionaries. Within about a year, Oglethorpe would praise their effect on the local inhabitants. 
He wanted “more persons to form the Morals of our people and instruct them in Religion.” The 
change “since the arrival of the Missioners was very visible with respect to the increase of 
Industry, love and Christian charity among them.” But he feared that if the missionaries moved 
“to the Indians,” where missions were planned, “the people by a relapse become if  possible 
worse than before.”54
54 Oglethorpe to Trustees, received July 1736: Egmont, Journal, 185. Discontent with the system continued 
however, and must have fed the better-known Malcontent controversy. By August 6 ,1735 prospective trust 
servants to Georgia began to contest their indentures after they had already been signed and sealed. Egmont wrote 
that “the principal objection was that their wives were not to have lands.” The trust said they could only do for 
them what they had done for others: 5 acres now, and 15 when service expired— sooner if  possible. They could 
also keep their tools at the end o f their service (Journal, 101). And discontent persisted on the Trustee Board. 
Captain Coram, himself a Trustee, was believed by other Trustees to be the source o f a damning letter against the 
Trust. Coram was, according to Egmont, “so disgusted” with the policy o f “not giving liberty to Females to 
inherit” land in Georgia “that he very rarely comes among us, and prejudices every body he can against us 
(Journal, 114).”
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It got worse. Georgia’s ban on African slavery catalyzed a public debate that further 
defined the colony, its educational functions, and the meaning of race—white and black. This 
debate revealed both the sharpening outline of complexion-based racism and a surprising lack 
of uniformity in eighteenth-century colonialism regarding the innate qualities and capacities— 
for labor and learning—of the body as such. On the one hand, defenders of the Trust seemed to 
argue that all bodies were equal, and that all could learn to labor even in the relatively hot 
climate of the lower south. These defenders were also the same people who supported 
Christianization of Africans. Opponents of the Trust argued, implicitly, from a more rigid and 
fixed theory of the body and its capacities. They insisted that Africans were uniquely capable 
of labor in the lower south because they had adapted to it in Africa. In their view, Europeans 
simply did not have the same bodily capacity.55 For them, there could be no Georgia without 
slavery, indeed perhaps no British American Empire.
Those within the colony who opposed the Georgia Trustees’ ban on slavery and other 
policies have become known as the “Malcontents” to historians. The Malcontents and the 
Supporters (as I call those supporting the Trust) debated a series of questions, among them 
whether the African or European body was most appropriate for hard labor in the hot sun of 
Georgia. The Trustees and Supporters still wanted a densely populated town-and-city model of 
white, industrious, small holding, patriarchal farming families. The Malcontents sought looser 
land regulations and African slavery as means to acquire large holdings and replicate in 
Georgia the plantation model of the Chesapeake, Caribbean, and Carolinas. Although both the 
Trustees and the Malcontents gained the support of servants and freeholders, the Trustees 
support among these laboring classes appears to have been deeper, occasioning depositions,
55 The best and standard interpretation o f the slavery debate in pre-Revolutionary Georgia is still Betty 
Wood, Slavery in Colonial Georgia, 1730-1775 (Athens, Georgia, 1984).
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letters, and petitions of support from throughout the colony. The Malcontents, gathering at 
Jenkins’s Tavern in Savannah, drew larger numbers of petitioners in the colony’s main town, 
but they had fewer supporters outside the town and fewer letters or petitions submitted 
separately. These Jenkins Tavern meetings and the support they received from relocated 
Georgia colonists living in Charleston, occurring at the edge of the empire, took part in the 
development of natural rights criticisms of the institution of slavery, evangelical criticisms, and 
a more rigidly complexion-oriented conception of difference.56 By attacking the Trust’s 
policies, the Malcontents attacked the cultural politics of the colony’s design.
The Malcontents’ complaints over-lapped with the Red String Conspirators’ earlier 
complaints, but there were important class-derived differences. The Malcontents seemed 
chiefly upset by the regulations on the sale or lease of land and tail-male inheritance. By 1741 
land complaints were still high on the list but “the denying the Use o f  Negroes ” had become 
more prominent. The Trustees had already amended the land rules and therefore the 
Malcontents probably understood they could make more progress toward a plantation system 
of commercial staple agriculture by arguing about labor supply and quality. The opening 
assault was published in Charleston, where some Georgians went during the late 1730s after 
they failed to convince the Trust to change. The True Historical Narrative o f the Colony o f  
Georgia in America appraised readers of the stagnant and even contracting economic situation 
in Georgia and argued that the causes were chiefly in labor supply and land regulation. The 
True Narrative claimed that the lack of fee-simple land tenure made the “Importation of the
56 Jack P. Greene, “A plain and natural right to Life and Liberty:” an Early Natural Rights Attack on the 
Excesses o f the Slave System in Colonial British America,” WMQ, Vol.57 (2000), 793-808; Milton Ready,
“The Georgia Trustees and the Malcontents: The Politics o f Philanthropy,” GHQ, v.60, n.3 (1976), 264- 
281; Roxann Wheeler, The Complexion o f  Race: Categories o f  Difference in Eighteenth-Century British 
Culture (Philadelphia, 2000).
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Necessaries of Life come to us at the most extravagant Rate.” Merchants, especially London’s 
merchants, were “unwilling to Supply the Settlers here with Goods upon Commission, because 
no Person here can make them any Security of their Lands or Improvements, as is very often 
practised in other Places to promote Trade, when some of the Employers Money is laid out in 
necessary Buildings and Improvements fitting for the Trade intended.”57 In short, the 
Malcontents claimed that they could not use their legal titles to the land as capital, allowing 
merchants to advance fund materials on the speculation of profit in the ultimate crop yield.
But the supposed need for enslaving Africans was perhaps the principal concern. The 
True Narrative contended that whites were ineffective laborers for the colony. The industrious 
education the Trust had in mind was folly. “The Felling o f  Timber was a Task very unequal to 
the Strength and Constitution of White Servants, and the Hoeing o f Ground, they being 
exposed to the sultry Heat of the Sun, insupportable.” The True Narrative suggested that 
African bodies were fundamentally, naturally, essentially, more capable for this labor. “It is 
well known that, this Labor [hoeing] is one of the hardest upon the Negroes, even though their 
Constitutions are much stronger than the white People.” The result was a hindrance to the 
profitability of the plantations of Georgia. Thus the author, thought to be Patrick Talifer, who 
was frustrated by his efforts to create a commercial plantation in Georgia, concluded that white 
labor was not serviceable. “Hardly one half the servants and working People were ever able to 
do their Masters or themselves the least Service.”58 The main consequence of not using the 
correct racial body for labor in Georgia was that Georgian exports were not as competitive with
57 Patrick Talifer et al, A True Historical Narrative o f  the Colony o f  Georgia in America... (Charleston,
S.C., 1741) in Trevor R. Reese, ed., The Clamorous Malcontents: Criticisms and Defenses o f  the Colony o f  
Georgia, 1741-1743 (Savannah, 1973), 76. From the reprinted remonstrance o f  various settlers to the 
Trustees signed by 117 people and dated Savannah 9 Dec 1738.
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goods exported from South Carolina as they might otherwise have been. “Timber is the only 
Thing we have here which we might export,” the True Narrative claimed, “and 
notwithstanding we are obliged to fell it in planting our Land, yet we cannot manufacture it for 
a foreign Market but at double the Expense of other Colonies.” The South Carolinians used 
enslaved labor and exported timber “at one half the price that we can do.” Considered as a 
commodity for commodity production, the cost labor was high in Georgia.59
In answer, Supporters published An Impartial Enquiry into the State and Utility o f the 
Province o f  Georgia. “In the Infancy of the Settlement, many Regulations and Restrictions 
were thought necessary; but these have since, for the Ease of the People, been either relax’d, or 
remov’d.”60 This included, the Enquiry noted, tail-male inheritance. The Enquiry therefore 
correctly considered the assertion that banning African slavery ensured the failure of Georgia 
to be the “principal Objection” and one that required “a more particular Examination, as it has 
obtained Credit with many Persons of Understanding.” They argued that Georgia’s charter on 
the one hand stipulated, implicitly, a white colony of poor Britons and persecuted Europeans 
and, on the other hand, required the colony to enhance the security of British North America’s 
southern frontier. The author of the Enquiry claimed that both considerations required a ban on 
African slavery because “every man is naturally fond of Liberty, and he will struggle for it.”61 
Both sides relied upon a culture-bound proposition as a core part o f their argument. If the
58 Patrick Talifer et al, A True Historical Narrative o f  the Colony o f  Georgia in America... (Charleston,
S.C., 1741) in Trevor R. Reese, ed., The Clamorous Malcontents: Criticisms and Defenses o f  the Colony o f  
Georgia, 1741-1743 (Savannah, 1973), 57, 120.
59 Ibid., 76.
60 An Impartial Enquiry into the State and Utility o f  the Province o f  Georgia (London, 1741) in Reese, ed. 
Clamorous Malcontents, 138.
61 An Impartial Enquiry, in Reese, ed. The Clamorous Malcontents, 139-143. The Trustees were also 
hearing arguments in favor o f slavery. See: James R. Hertzler, “Slavery in the Yearly Sermons before the 
Georgia Trustees,” GHQ v.59 supplement (1975), 118-126.
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Malcontents had claimed that a “natural” capacity for labor was embedded in the African body, 
the Trust and Supporters claimed that “Liberty” was an inherent to human desire.
The Supporters’ Enquiry did not even concede the necessity of slavery in other more 
established colonies. The Enquiry only conceded the possibility: “In other Plantations these 
[African slaves] are necessary” it began. “Sugar, Rice, and Tobacco are Works of Hardship and 
Fatigue; and perhaps it would be impossible to get white People from any Parts of Europe, who 
would sustain the Labour of them.” But, the Enquiry hedged, “Silk, Cotton, Cochineal, and 
other designed Produces of the Colony, stand only the Need of careful and tender 
Management.”62 Although the author recognized the importance of African laborers, he 
qualified it with the comment that perhaps it would be impossible to find European laborers. 
However, there was confusion among Supporters, such as this author, about where bodily 
difference lay, if it existed, and what consequences for the organization of plantation labor 
might be. Arguing for an inherent human love of “Liberty” and the possibility that Africans 
might be most appropriate for tobacco culture, for example, the Enquiry also asserted that 
African laborers were not absolutely better suited and that appropriate Europeans could 
conceivably be found. Supporters vacillated between essentialism and environmentalism.
The authors of the Enquiry appended supportive depositions as evidence for the environmental 
position. “This Deponent further says, that he was ten Years... in Spain, and that he often felt 
the Weather hotter there than in Georgia; and that the Peasants in Spain perform all the Works 
o f Husbandry without the Assistance o f Negroes. ”63 In other words, if Spanish Europeans 
could perform such labor, surely Northern Europeans could adjust. The author of the Enquiry
62 Ibid., 143.
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then appended proof of such adjustments. The Georgia “servants work’d very hard, and... they 
never lay by in Summer, by reason o f  the Heat o f the Weather. ” In fact, “the last Summer 
[they] work’d in the open Air and Sun... [the] Servants work’d willingly and chearfully, and 
continued in good Health. ”64 As a result of such adjustment, one deponent claimed from 
experience that “a white Servant may in six Months... raise as much Corn, Pease, Potatoes, 
Pompions, &c. as will be more than sufficient fo r  his Provisions and Cloathing. ”65 And 
concluded with a remark that could be understood as a shot at the industry of the Malcontents: 
”1 have not seen any Part o f the World, where Persons, that would labour, and used any 
Industry, might live more comfortably’'’ than in Georgia.66 The statement was as direct and 
empirical a refutation as possible against the Malcontent claim that it was “impossible for 
White Men alone to carry on Planting to any good Purpose.”
It has long been understood that the Malcontent debate involved differing theories of
/ o
the racial body, climate, and the demands of labor. For the Malcontents the question was 
racial. Black bodies were needed. For the Trustees and their Supporters the question was 
moral. Better white colonists were needed. What has been too little appreciated about the 
Malcontent debate is how it featured different visions of colonialism. Both sides’ positions 
were colonialist, though they participated in different colonial discourses—one on race and one
63 “Deposition o f Raymond Demare,” Jan. 19, 1739 in An Impartial Enquiry, in Reese, ed. The Clamorous 
Malcontents, 161.
64 “Deposition o f Hugh Mackay,” Jan. 19, 1739 in Ibid., 161-162.
65 “Deposition o f John Cuthbert” in Ibid., 162.
66 Thomas Jones to John Lyde, Savannah, Sept. 18, 1740, in Ibid., 177.
67 The Hard Case o f  the Distressed People o f  Georgia, in Reese, ed. The Clamorous Malcontents, 263.
68 See, for example, Milton Ready, “Philanthropy and the Origins o f Georgia,” in Jackson and Spalding, 
eds., Forty Years o f  Diversity, 51-2.
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on moral transformation. Both positions sought to penetrate the everyday lives of colonized 
people, European or African, and re-deploy them for the benefit of imperial ambitions. Into the 
1740s, the moral transformation faction was the winner and slavery remained illegal while 
white colonists built their towns and farms. It was a position that had significant support from 
the colonials that the Trustees had sent over to Georgia—as evidenced by the petitions.
Intimate colonialism: contesting patriarchal relationships
In a colony possessing such a self-consciously colonial agenda with significant gender- 
defined restrictions and expectations, it is not surprising that a dynamic emerged in which the 
gender dimensions of intimate and public power merged imperceptibly sometimes. Arm Laura 
Stoler has recently argued that far-flung empires were networked through grand scale 
governmental and military maneuvers and through “intimate” regulation of subjectivity. 
Georgia supplies some interesting cases in line with this point. Careers of colonial authorities 
in Georgia could turn on intimate experience and reputation.69 Because of this some colonists 
attacked the ministers recruited to improve morals, piety, and industry. Most important among 
these ministers were the Wesley brothers, John and Charles.
In March of 1736, Charles Wesley, newly arrived in Georgia with an appointment to 
minister to the town of Fredericka, became the target of a Mrs. Welch and a Mrs. Hawkins, 
who sought to force a wedge between the minister and Oglethorpe. Welch and Hawkins were
69 Stoler, “Tense and Tender Ties: The Politics o f Comparison in North American History and (Post)
Colonial Studies” and “Matters o f Intimacy as Matters o f  State: A Response” from the forum “Empires and 
Intimacies: Lessons from (Post) Colonial Studies,” The Journal o f  American History, v.88, n.3 (2001), 829- 
865 and 893-896. See also Stoler, Race and the Education o f  Desire: Foucault’s History o f  Sexuality and 
the Colonial Order o f  Things (Durham, N.C., 1997 [1995]).
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unhappy with social regulations enforced by the close working relationship between Charles 
and Oglethorpe. Thomas Hawkins, first bailiff of Frederika, had shot his gun on a Sunday, 
against a town regulation that Wesley had asked Oglethorpe to declare and enforce. When 
approached by the constable, Mr. Hawkins had declared indignantly that he was no “common 
fellow” but a Doctor who should be exempt from the ban on shooting. Later, some of 
Hawkins’ and Welch’s friends complained that Charles Wesley had been “forcing people to 
prayers.” Mrs. Hawkins recruited Welch to aid her. “We must supplant these parsons, and then 
we shall have Mr. Oglethorpe to ourselves,” she reportedly claimed. In a direct challenge to the 
moral rhetoric that suffused much of the Trustees colonial discourse and legal authority, their 
plan called for using rumor, gossip, and inuendo to create a climate where both men’s moral
70credibility would be in doubt.
One woman went to Wesley to confess adultery with Oglethorpe. The other confessed 
to Oglethorpe about adultery with Wesley. Then, together, they claimed to Wesley that 
Oglethorpe had, in order to deflect suspicion about his own adultery, accused him. They 
suggested separately to Oglethorpe that Wesley was accusing him, also to deflect suspicion. 
Oglethorpe was in a far more powerful position that Wesley as a Trustee. Hawkins and Welch 
gambled that he would prosecute or expel Wesley. Only days after Hawkins and Welch 
executed their plan, Oglethorpe and Wesley were battling each other in public over the stories 
that Welch and Hawkins were telling to them privately and about them publicly. Wesley soon 
found himself seriously in danger of prosecution. Oglethorpe first accused Wesley of “mutiny
70 Telford, ed., Early Journal o f  Charles Wesley, 38-39. The women’s use o f  gossip participated 
discursively in a power dynamic other historians have noted. Women’s gossip and perhaps non-elite gossip 
in general was a resource for power: Kathleen Brown, Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious 
Patriarchs: Gender, Race, and Power in Colonial Virginia (Chapel Hill, NC, 1996), 99-100; Horn,
Adapting to a New World, 364.
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11and sedition” and with “stirring up the people to desert the colony.” A potential death 
sentence loomed. Mr. Hawkins, a doctor, then accused Wesley of causing a woman to miscarry 
a pregnancy by denying access to a Doctor (himself). In an argument with Oglethorpe about 
the mounting accusations and rumors, Wesley hit upon the crucial factor: “I know my life is in 
your hands: and you know that were you to frown upon me, and give the least intimation that it 
would be agreeable to you, the generality of these wretched people would say or swear 
anything.”72 He was right. Oglethorpe forbade Wesley the use of the Trust’s supplies, and 
Wesley felt himself “trampled upon.” Even his “few welwishers” were “afraid to speak to” 
him.73
Possibly as a sign of the support for the conspiracy, in this outpost town of barely 100 
people it took more than two months for Wesley and Oglethorpe to realize how they had been 
tricked and repair their relationship. Eventually, however, they closed ranks against Hawkins 
and Welch. In a brief encounter that Charles Wesley recorded in his journal, Oglethorpe began, 
“I had intended... to have sent for you and try you before all the people... and punish you with 
the utmost severity.”74 He confessed that Welch and Hawkins’s conspiracy had worked 
perfectly. “I thought you the very devil,” he continued, “so to divert all inquiries into your own 
guilt by throwing the charge upon me!”75 Charles Wesley confessed equal confusion at the 
accusations. “I thought you as very a devil as you thought me. The character she [Mrs. Welch]
71 John Telford, ed., The Early Journal o f  Charles Wesley (London, [1909]), 11-21.
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had given me of you was, if  possible, worse than mine.”76 Nonetheless, the acrimony of the 
incidents left Charles permanently disaffected from the Georgia project. He soon left the 
colony, giving at least a partial victory to Welch and Hawkins.
When Charles reached Savannah en route to England via Charleston, South Carolina, 
he found a different, though nearly as difficult, set of circumstances afflicting his brother John. 
John Wesley had met seventeen-year-old Sophia Hopkey, and developed a keen interest in her 
Christian education that was tinged, if  not possessed, by half-confessed sexual desire. The 
story of Wesley’s desire is not just a personal story. It is also a story about the passion Wesley 
felt for the patriarchal reformative mission of the colony. Wesley’s desire for moral order and 
his desire for Hopkey were twin and conflicting forces. Hopkey lived with her aunt and uncle 
Causton in the habitually “wonton” environment of the Georgia Commissary’s daily life. 
Hopkey was a regular communicant in Wesley’s Church. In both her and Wesley’s estimation 
the Commissary’s house exerted a corrosive effect on her moral practice. She and a small 
group of girlfriends came to Wesley’s services often and seemed “much affected” by them.77 
Wesley at first simply exhorted Hopkey to good conduct, then intervened in her domestic 
environment, and finally he took a keen personal interest in her instruction.
Wesley was in the middle of a pastoral appointment to which he repeatedly 
expressed passionate personal commitment because it was to include a mission to 
Christianize the Yamacraw Creek Indian community near Savannah. But he never began 
that mission, even though he stayed in the colony for two years. Instead he experienced a 
profound personal crisis, a precursor to his spiritual rebirth a few years later and a
76 Telford, ed., Early Journal o f  Charles Wesley, 62.
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catalyst and test of methods that would inform the practices of the Methodist Church. His 
crisis exemplifies a central fact about colonialism in the eighteenth century: colonialism 
challenged and altered both the conquerors and the colonized in ways that were fearful 
for both.78 Wesley felt that God had called him to America to discipline, broadly 
speaking to educate, unseen forces and visible behaviors within both himself and others 
for the purpose of extending the dominion of Christianity. He began with the belief that it 
must be English Christianity, particularly the Church of England, and ended up 
embracing the German pietists in Georgia and beginning his own journey into 
evangelicalism and the formation of the Methodist Church.
The Reverend Wesley’s personal crisis and subsequent patriarchal rage pivoted on 
his ambivalence and shock at his own desire, which he imagined threatened his mission 
to the Indians and therefore his soul. His dilemma suggests not only the self-search 
scrutiny of the Methodism he would soon help establish back in England; it also supplied 
a critical impetus for the establishment of the Bethesda Orphan House.
Wesley had hinted but not proposed marriage to Hopkey and the Caustons, 
though his “desire,” as he called it with mortification, was plain. He hinted and demurred 
and hinted again—fearful for his soul, trying to reason with himself, and praying 
frequently. On walks with Hopkey he searched for hints of her thoughts, seeking to 
understand his own. After one such walk he reflected on God’s inscrutable, unseen hand. 
“This was indeed an hour of trial,” he began. “Her words, her eyes, her hair, her every 
motion and gesture, were full of such a softness and sweetness! I know not what might
77 Wesley, Journal, 182.
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have been the consequence had I then but touched her hand. And how I avoided it I know 
not. Surely God is over all!” In another place in his journal Wesley would reflect, citing 
Ovid from memory, “I shall not be conquered by the force that conquers all things else.” 
Wesley feared powerful and unseen forces, a devil and a God who battled for the souls of 
humanity. His inability to determine the spiritual origins of his desire—whether God or
70the Devil—created substantial panic and rage.
Dramatically, Wesley suddenly declared in a message to Hopkey, “I find, Miss Sophy, I 
can’t take fire into my bosom, and not be burnt.” For Wesley, this was a common metaphoric 
formulation of his battle to discipline his own passion and direct it into missionary pursuits. It 
reveals a confessional obsession that admits and condemns desire. Unable to discipline himself 
in Savannah, Wesley sought to put distance between him and Hopkey: “I am therefore retiring 
for a while to desire the direction of God. Join with me, my friend, in fervent prayer that He 
would show me what is best to be done.”80 In the common patriarchal form, she, like he, 
should pray that God will show him what to do. He expected her will to be subjected to his and 
the will of her Georgia guardians, the Caustons. Further, in his need to relocate for reflection 
there was a dynamic that suggested his developing perception of an institutional need in the 
colony: Wesley wishes for a space forcefully cleared of corrupting distraction, and his own 
parsonage chamber can no longer suffice to prevent encounters with Hopkey because he 
himself is the master of the keys. Wesley seeks what Foucault identifies in institutions as
78 Stoler, Race and Education o f  Desire, 13-16; Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and 
Transculturation (New York, 1992), 29-37; Joyce E. Chaplin, An Anxious Pursuit: Agricultural Innovation 
and Modernity in the Lower South, 1730-1815 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1993), 23-65, 134-158
79 John Wesley quoting and adapting Ovid’s Metamorphoses from memory, Georgia, October 1736, in The 
Journal o f  the Reverend John Wesley, Vol. 1, Nehemiah Cumock, ed. (New York, 1909), 284, n.l
80 John Wesley to Sophy Hopkey, [Savannah], February 6, 1737 in Telford, ed., Letters o f  John Wesley,
2 1 1 .
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functional sites. Therefore he retires to a different part of the colony and makes geographic 
space stand in for the walls of an institution. Wilderness will, as it does for Jesus in the Bible, 
have the designated function of prayer for knowledge of the will of God. But the strategy did 
not work and Wesley returned to Savannah feeling divided against himself. He then indulged a 
feeling of betrayal when Hopkey decided to marry a man Wesley regarded as unchristian. 
Failing in his effort to discipline himself by leaving Savannah, and now discovering that she 
had married (poorly), a bitter and condemning tone entered into his communications with 
Hopkey.81
“In your present behaviour,” Wesley began in response to a query from Hopkey, “I 
dislike (1) your neglect of half the public service... (2) your neglect of fasting... (3) your 
neglect of almost half the opportunity of communicating [taking communion].” Wesley 
accused her of lacking any serious pursuit of the knowledge of God. But he was not done. 
“These things are small in comparison of what I dislike in your past behavior,” he wrote, 
accusing Hopkey of hiding continued affection for another man and in lying about her
HOintention to marry still a third man. In a final letter, Wesley used his official capacity to cut 
Hopkey off from services, opening himself up to the torrent of accusations of abuse of his 
authority that would soon follow. Wesley was not an autonomous patriarch of the type 
Lockridge has described. He was dependent on community will and subject to the discipline of
81 Kenneth Lockridge, On the Sources o f  Patriarchal Rage (New York, 1992) argues that such outbursts 
and anger could turn into rage and that that rage was a pathological feature o f gendered power for Gentry 
men o f the eighteenth century. My interpretation here is not psychological. Wesley is exerting a 
surveillance power with Hopkey, attempting to monitor, discipline, and direct her choices through the 
prism o f a morality about which he seemed tom. In practicing such supervision, Wesley is in accord with 
the Trustees attitude toward girls marriages. In 1735 they considered a proposal that daughters o f colonists 
“marry persons approved o f  by us” and in 1738 they decided to allow daughters to inherit land i f  they 
married men who formally promised to live on the land in the colony: Egmont, Journal, 96, 340.
82 John Wesley to Sophy Williamson, Savannah, July 5,1737 in Telford, ed., Letters o f  John Wesley, 224- 
225.
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local authorities. His rage would backfire. He told Hopkey, “If you offer yourself at the Lord’s 
Table on Sunday, I will advertise... wherein you have done wrong.” His final statement to 
Hopkey blended his desire for her and for God. “When you have openly declared yourself to 
have truly repented, I will administer to you the mysteries of God.”83 From there the affair 
became a civil matter in the colonial court. Wesley was charged with pastoral misconduct. 
Oglethorpe and the other Trustees ultimately cleared him, but his mission in Georgia was 
hopelessly compromised. In 1738, John Wesley followed his brother back to England.
In one of his last letters to Hopkey, Wesley’s rhetoric turns even more moralistic and 
damning. He declares to her “Oh how fallen! How changed!” The terms are reminiscent of the 
rhetoric of “fallen women,” of prostitution, and in one sense—sexual duplicity, gaming, or 
license—he is accusing her of being a whore, or at least a less than chaste young woman. He 
continues asserting bitterly that “surely there was a time when in Miss Sophy’s life there was 
no guile.” This last sentence, juxtaposes Hopkey’s other side, the honest, guileless, child-like 
virtue that he and she had discussed as endangered by the license of the colonial setting. Out of 
a complex desire to possess her, Wesley had urged her to confine herself to religious study, 
prayer, and fasting. He had urged her to avoid her uncle’s workplaces where the controversies 
and immoralities of the town would beset and influence her. He had urged her to come to him 
and study religion. And he himself had suspected, detected, his own emotional conflict over his 
motives, suspecting that some unseen evil force that conquers all, would conquer him. The 
voluntary confinement he urged upon Hopkey, and the schedules and disciplines he argued she
83 John Wesley to Sophia [Hopkey] Williamson, Savannah, August 11, 1737 in Telford, ed., Letters o f  John 
Wesley, 226.
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should follow, were the core of a gradually developing orientation toward both Methodism and 
institutional thinking.84
Orphanages
A deadly epidemic suddenly produced dozens of youths like Sophia Hopkey whose 
moral rescue and education worried clerics, courts, and Trustees alike. On the same day that 
John Wesley met Sophia Hopkey, March 13, 1736, he also met several Georgia colonists from 
Salzburg: The Reverend Johann Bolzius, Martin Gronau, and Philip von Reck, who were 
associates of the Halle, Germany, family of Augustus Hermann Franke. These men were 
veterans of the Franke Institution, an orphanage and school publicized throughout Europe and 
Britain. The London Foundling Hospital was created contemporaneously with the Georgia 
orphanages and partly on the inspiration of the Franke Institution’s reputation. Wesley would 
later describe this day when he met both Hopkey and these Germans as one of the most 
momentous of his entire life, changing his understanding and experience of God and the 
world.85 This meeting was part o f the local cultural process that led to the creation of the 
Ebenezer and Bethesda orphan institutions and the establishment of an example that would 
spread elsewhere in the lower south by the late eighteenth century. Such institutions would be 
unique in the United States until the nineteenth century.
84 John Wesley to Sophy Williamson, Savannah, July 5, 1737 in Telford, ed., Letters o f  John Wesley, 224- 
225.
85 Wesley, Journal, 182.
86 My discussion o f Ebenezer complements and supports the work o f Renate Wilson, especially Wilson 
“Halle and Ebenezer: Pietism, Agriculture, and Commerce in Colonial Georgia” (University o f Maryland:
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The Salzburg Germans had arrived in Savannah in March of 1734 and received a grant 
of land on which they created a community that the Trustees viewed as an example of devotion 
to religion, education, and industrious labor. The Salzburgers’ cultural orientation was very 
close to the goals of the Trust, and they quickly became favorites o f local authorities and the 
Trustees. The night before landing, the immigrants prayed and heard sermons. In later days and 
months they would thank God in prayer often. They were thankful for the rice soup breakfast 
to which an unnamed Jewish Savannah resident treated them. They were thankful for 
reassurances that the land was very fruitful—that, despite the sandy appearance of Savannah’s 
soil, “all that is sowed, grows in a short Time.” Even when their land proved poor and many of 
the immigrant children were dead or orphaned within the first year, they thankfully prayed 
from Genesis: “I am not worthy of the least of all the mercies, and of all the truth, which thou 
hast shewed unto thy servant.” They turned to this passage from Jacob’s travels repeatedly
87during the early months. Every event was a sign of divine agency in their destiny. They 
worked their inferior land and patiently waited for the authorities to offer them a better site.
One particular Salzburg project at Ebenezer, an orphanage and school begun in late 
1737, received special support from the Trustees and philanthropists who learned of it. The 
care of orphans had been a concern in Georgia almost since the beginning of colonization. 
Within a year the colony had a board called the “Trustees of the Orphans” that would care for 
the estates of orphaned children—if they had any—and bind the children to homes within the 
town. The manner of care and those selected for care were identical to common practice in 
England through the Orphan Courts, which English minister and pamphleteer Samuel Clarke
Ph.D. diss., 1988). See also Wilson, Pious Traders in Medicine: A German Pharmaceutical Network in 
Eighteenth Century North America (University Park, Pennsylvania, 2000), chapter one, esp. 22-25.
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described as mainly about the preservation of the interests of propertied orphan children and 
only secondarily about moral rescue of children generally.88 Trustees of orphans usually bound 
poorer children to labor for assigned families as apprentices. Orphan courts often required 
adoptive families to provide food, shelter, and perhaps basic education—literacy and 
numeracy—in return for the child’s service, an arrangement much like apprenticeship. 
Occasionally, Georgia guardians or other adults may have mistreated or neglected their 
charges, as in one case where a girl was found in bed with several men in her guardian’s 
house.89 At Ebenezer, by contrast, the Salzburg ministers built an orphan house that provided 
strict discipline, gender segregation, and religious and labor education. The institutionalism of 
the Ebenezer effort was new in Georgia, though it was not unique to Georgia.90
Orphanages first emerged in market towns in Europe and England during the fifteenth 
and sixteenth centuries. Their purposes varied, but generally involved some form of training 
and education of youth for the trades. Some, as in England, did not last very long, just a few 
decades. Others in towns such as Augsburg, Amsterdam, and Halle lasted centuries. Until the 
Franke Institution, orphanages were sectarian, admitting, for example, Lutherans only, or 
Catholics only.91 The Franke Institution at Halle became a movement to reform that city’s poor
87 George Fenwick Jones, The Georgia Dutch: from the Rhine and Danube to the Savannah, 1733-1783 
(Athens, Georgia, 1992); Bolzius, Journal, March 14, 1734 and May 5,1734.
88 [Clarke,] The Case o f  Orphans Consider’d, from Antiquity: with Some Remarks on Our Courts o f  
Wards... (London, 1725), passim.
89 Thomas Christie to Trustees, Savannah, May 28, 1735, Egmont mss typescript v.14200, pt.2, p. 139.
Causton to Oglethorpe, Savannah, March 24, 1735, Egmont mss typescript, v.14200, pt. 2, p.280-281.
90 Clyde Buckingham, “Early American Orphanages: Ebenezer and Bethesda,” Social Forces, 26 (1948),
312-321.
91 Anne E. C. McCants, Civic Charity in a Golden Age: Orphan Care in Early M odem Amsterdam 
(Chicago, 1997), esp. chs. 1 and 2; Thomas Max Safley, Charity and Economy in the Orphanages o f  Early 
M odem Augsburg (Atlantic Highlands, N. J., 1997); Carol Kazmieczak Manzione, A Passing Charity:
Christ's Hospital o f  London, 1552-1598 (London, 1995).
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laws by instituting what its founder called praktische Christentums. The phrase could be 
translated to “practical Christianity,” “serviceable Christianity,” or the most literal “practical 
Christianism,” which underlines the educational—subjectivity forming—orientation of the 
idea. Unlike most early orphanages and orphan courts, the purpose of the Franke Institution 
was “nothing else but the Salvation of Souls.” Franke’s methods, however, for saving souls 
were utterly worldly, functional, and technical: the institution featured a combination of 
literacy, moral, and industrial training (beginning with printing and book-binding). Through 
such labor and religious education Franke believed that he saved “poor orphans... from the 
dangerous courses which a Beggar’s Life might” expose them to, and “put them under good 
Discipline, and instruction in the Word of God.”93 Practische Christentums was the key 
pathway to disciplined labor “instilled in the Children from their youth up.” Using a building 
metaphor, Franke claimed that “here a Foundation is laid for training up good Workmen in all 
Trades, good Schoolmasters, nay good Preachers and Counselors.”94 The key disciplinary 
tactics of the institution utilized space and were of the same family as those that the Trustees 
built into their plan for Savannah. The building, as a place of confinement for youth “in 
danger,” was intended to prevent “infectious Examples” and to separate them from the
92 Franke, Pietas Hallensis... translated and extracted in George Whitefield, A Continuation o f  the Account 
o f  the Orphan House in Georgia... (London, 1743), 102; The first English translation and printing o f  
Franke’s memoir is Franke, Pietas Hallensis: Or a Public Demonstration o f  the Foot-Steps o f  A Divine 
Being Yet in the World... (London, 1705). The 1705 edition has a bibliography o f  the books printed by the 
institution to that date beginning on page 145. Gustav Friedrich Herkberg, August Hermann Franke und 
sein hallisches Waisenhaus (Halle, 1898), the quoted passage on praktische Christentums is on page 32. 
Safley, Charity and Economy, 1-17.
93 Franke, Pietas Hallensis, 104. On Franke’s blend o f evangelicalism and discipline see also Anthony J. La 
Vopa, Grace, Talent, and Merit: Poor Students, Clerical Careers, and Professional Ideology in Eighteenth- 
Century Germany (Cambridge, 1988), 146-155.
94 Franke, Pietas Hallensis, 104-5.
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putatively pernicious, “sensual and brutish lusts” of the outside market town of Halle.95 Halle, 
with its use of confinement, regimentation of daily schedules, and designation of functional 
sites for specific labors, became itself an “example of good discipline” for other would-be 
reformers.96 And it appears to have been well accepted in the Ebenezer community. “The 
ORPHANAGE here, into which I and some children came, has been built with God’s help,” 
remarked one widow in 1738, adding, “may our dear God be praised for not only starting this
97great work but also for completing it.”
Although Halle was the most important background influence on the Salzburgers’ 
creation of Ebenezer, most immediately forceful was the convergence of interests among these 
Germans and the English religious reformers around them, allies of the Trustees, and the 
Trustees themselves.98 Georgia historians generally try to account for whether Bethesda or 
Ebenezer should be considered the “first” orphanage in Georgia. But the fact that Ebenezer was 
first was mostly accidental and a focus on its priority misses the common genealogy of both 
institutions—their linkages with the cultural politics of Georgia as a colonial project.99 The 
inspiration for both institutions came at a shared moment, and both shared the example of 
Halle. It simply took longer for the inspiration that led to Bethesda to yield an actual 
institution. The opportune moment came in September 1736, when the patriarchal cultural
95 Franke, Pietas Hallensis, 103-104.
96 George Fenwick Jones and Marie Hahn, eds., Detailed Reports on the Salzburg Emigrants who Settled in 
America... Edited by Samuel Urlsperger, vol. 3, 1736 (Athens, Georgia, 1972), 17 (n .43,44), 178.
97 Jones and Hahn, eds., Detailed Reports on the Salzburg Emigrants, 7-8.
98 William Albert Hansen, “John Wesley and the Rhetoric o f Reform” (University o f Oregon: Ph.D. diss.,
1972).
99 George Fenwick Jones, The Georgia Dutch, generally emphasizes the Ebenezer Orphanage’s priority 
while Edward Cashin, in his more recent Beloved Bethesda, has downplayed Ebenezer, suggesting an 
independent origination for Bethesda. Both scholars are right. Ebenezer was first and Bethesda was not 
entirely a derivation o f the Bethesda initiative.
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politics of the Trustees, the Wesleys, and the Salzburgers converged with a shared communal 
and familial ideal to face a destructive epidemic in both Savannah and Ebenezer. Out of this 
convergence of forces, at this moment, both Bethesda and Ebenezer were bom, though they 
were built later and at somewhat different times.
During the epidemic, Ebenezer began running out of provisions, other supplies, and 
money. Gronau and von Reck left for Savannah on September 7 to seek their pay and new 
supplies. A fever, Boltzius wrote, “so weakens some people, both male and female, that they 
cannot even stand up.”100 While in Savannah the men stayed with John Wesley. Both Wesleys 
had already developed an admiration for the piety and discipline of the colony’s Moravian and 
Salzburg Germans upon their arrival. In fact, even before landing, during a dangerous storm on 
the trans-Atlantic trip, John Wesley had been so impressed with the faith of the Moravian 
missionaries that he used their example to chastise the English passengers. During his 
residence in the colony, he prayed and sang with the German congregations and ministers, and 
began his work on translations of German hymns and prayers.101 It is nearly certain that he 
learned the details about the Halle orphanage during his occasional visits with Bolzius and 
Gronau, though he may easily have been aware of the Franke Institution through London 
publications as well.
Ebenezer needed a year to recover from the sickness of 1736 and raise the funds and 
find the opportunity to build the house. By early 1738, “twelve orphans are already there and 
since four other children have also come from the neighboring city of Purysburg [South 
Carolina], they will be provided with nourishment and clothing.” Together with “the married
100 Jones and Hahn, eds., Detailed Reports on the Salzburg Emigrants, 207.
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couple,” the ministers jointly ran the orphan house, which doubled as a school and a general 
house of refuge for widows and travelers. In the exact spirit of Franke they worked hoping the 
children and adults in the house “may soon be led to the Lord” so that they, the poor children 
in particular, might be saved from “straying in error without supervision and care and save it 
[children] from bodily and spiritual, yea, even eternal ruination.” But Ebenezer added a deeply 
colonial element. The Ebenezer colonists expressed an ambition, “With all our hearts,” to 
convert “all children in the entire country and in the neighboring Carolina—Christians, Jews, 
and heathens to our dear Savior.” The remark is almost racial in construction, in which 
Christians can still require conversion and “heathens” can only mean Africans and Native 
American Indians. There is no evidence that they actually brought enslaved people or native 
people into their institution, but the expressed intention demonstrates how easily colonization 
could be grafted onto moral reform and institutional confinement in discourse. Both practices 
shared a conception of their subjects as lacking cultivation and needing and able—though not 
always willing—to learn “truth.”102
The Ebenezer community regularly gathered in the orphanage building for meetings 
and prayer. The design of the building epitomized the close attention to detail that the Halle 
orphanage and the Trust’s design of Savannah had showed. At forty-five feet long, thirty feet 
wide, and twenty-two feet high, the building must have seemed an imposing facility in the 
center of a town full of small, one-story huts built on the model seen in the “View of 
Savannah.”
101 Wesley, The Journal o f  the Reverend John Wesley, A.M., Nehemiah Cumock, et al, eds. (New York, 
1909), 142, 218 (translating German), 181 (Bolzius and Gronau visit from Ebenezer), 271-2 (Von Reck 
visit from Ebenezer Sept 8-20, 1736), 274 (visits to Ebenezer noted).
102 Jones and Hahn, eds., Detailed Reports on the Salzburg Emigrants, 2-3.
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The largest building they yet have for publick use is a Convenient House built for the Reception o f  
Orphans, and other poor Children who are maintained by Benefactions, and are neatly and well taken 
care o f and are taught to work according as they are able, and their Age will permit, and very carefully 
instructed in the dutys ofReligion: their present number is 17.103
Inside, the building was carefully divided into equal-sized spaces, with “three rooms, and a 
chamber just behind each room.” The builders divided these three rooms into distinct 
functional sites that they designated by gender and status, with “the manager with his family 
and Mrs. Schweighoffer... in the middle” room. And they provided for supervision of “the 
girls on the right and the boys on the left side day and night” through windows built into the 
walls of the central manager’s apartment.104
The production of gender distinctions is not surprising and is consistent with 
institutional developments extending back to the seventeenth century at the least. But the 
colonial setting is interesting because the death rate in Georgia was not unusually high, and 
cities to the north such as Philadelphia were probably creating more poverty to match the 
growing wealth of the trading classes. In short, the need for orphanages in the lower south was 
cultural rather than material necessity. In Georgia, a new level of anxiety about gender and 
sexuality found innovative institutional expression, drawing on Atlantic-wide resources. These 
philanthropic colonialists were simply more interested, more innovative, and provided with 
wider opportunity in a new colony with extensive financial backing. What is expressed in these 
orphanages is not a cultural aberration of Georgia—a nostalgic throw-back or a utopian day­
dream. What the orphanages demonstrate is the deep ribbon of anxiety in Euro-Atlantic culture 
about gender, sexuality, and community identity. As Jennifer Morgan has recently asserted, 
reproduction, gender, and sexuality became primary interests of western culture in the colonial
103 Anonymous, “The State o f Ebenezer, June 1738,” Egmont v.14203 pt2 p .l 11.
104 Jones and Hahn, eds., Detailed Reports on the Salzburg Emigrants, 6.
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encounter and expropriation of African bodies. Cultural encoding of sexuality defined white, 
black, and Indian. If “savage” was defined by sexual licentiousness, “civil” had to be defined 
by virtuous control. It is revealing that these orphanages appear in a “frontier” colonial outpost 
first rather than a market city. The anxiety underlying them is the same as what led John 
Wesley to flee Savannah to escape his desires for Hopkey. The children are confined to ensure 
their enculturation and to keep them from scattering into the unmarked wilderness Peter 
Gordon portrayed in the View of Savannah, where Wesley and Boltius and Oglethorpe and 
others probably feared they would convert to whoredom. That satanic conversion would be 
accomplished as much by what would not be found in the wilderness as by the native people’s 
“savage” culture. It is as much the discourse of original sin as Native American culture that 
Wesley et al feared.
The agency of the children themselves should not be forgotten. Did those who were old 
enough ask for shelter or food? Could a tiny colonial hamlet ignore street children as easily as 
a market port city like Amsterdam or London? It is hard to imagine a hungry child failing to 
place a demand for food onto a nearby adult in a small outpost, where all the adults were 
familiar. The adult Ebenezer colonists had viewed Savannah Indians as poor wretches and 
ignorant heathens. During the epidemic it might have seemed that an American landscape that 
had produced native culture was about to swallow-up Salzburg children. But shelter simply did 
not have to mean building an orphanage. That step was cultural. The decision to enclose these 
children in a designated house was a decision to promote Christian and Germanic cultural 
identity in the bodies and minds of those bom to Salzburg Christians. It was a response to a 
local crisis that played on colonialist fears. It was brought on by the colonial setting itself and 
facilitated by the resources and inclinations of the Trusteeship. And it was, in microcosm,
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exemplary of the cultural relationship between the coding of nationalism and colonialism in the 
Atlantic World: colonials defined their identity partly by what they would not allow it to 
become.
Evidence for the effects of the Halle-inspired disciplinary and educational program is 
anecdotal. George Whitefield confessed that his visit to Ebenezer dramatically impressed him 
with the piety and industrious structure of the institution. A surviving letter by a German­
speaking orphan raised and educated in the Ebenezer Orphanage, Theobald Keifer, suggests 
that the religious, social, and literacy ambitions of the institution were pursued according to 
design. With few errors in the German that do not seem like typos or normal spelling variations 
(“februarii” without the cap and with two i’s) or dialect form (Kihnheit for Kuhnheit), Keifer 
reveals considerable skill with both written language and the obsequious form of eighteenth- 
century letter writing.105
The epidemic and the visit of Ebenezer Germans to John Wesley’s Savannah parsonage 
also inspired Wesley to propose an orphanage to Whitefield. At the height of his courtship of 
Hopkey, at the peak his personal crisis over his own desire, and shortly after his brother 
Charles had been forced from the colony by the machinations of “wicked” colonists, John 
wrote to Whitefield proclaiming that the youth of the colony were in danger and desperately in 
need of careful education and moral guidance. Although, in his published memoir, Whitefield 
claimed that the idea for the Bethesda Orphanage “was first proposed to [him] by my dear 
Friend the Rev’d Mr. Charles Wesley,” John Wesley is a more likely source.106 Whitefield had
105 George Fenwick Jones argues that Keifer’s letter is evidence o f the efficacy o f Ebenezer’s literacy 
training. The Kihnheit example above is his observation. He also rightly observed one instance where 
Keifer strayed from the “proper usage” students would have been taught. Keifer seperated inseperable 
prefixes. The best example I found is ge sprochen for the past participle gesprochen (spoke). See Jones,
“Two ‘Salzburger’ Letters from George Whitefield and Theobald Keifer II,” GHQ, vol. 62 (1978), 50-57.
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motivations to snub John. He and John Wesley disagreed, sometimes publicly, on issues such 
as the relationship between the Anglican and Methodist doctrines as well as slavery.107 Charles 
Wesley, like John, was keenly interested in the German settlers of Georgia. He also held the 
reform views of John, but it was John who seems to have come to the conclusion that an 
orphanage was needed in the colony. And John wrote to Whitefield urging him to come to 
Georgia, “Does your heart bum within you to turn many others to righteousness? Behold the 
whole land, thousands and thousands are before you!” At the time he wrote these words, 
Wesley was host to several of Savannah’s newly orphaned children. He continued, alluding to 
the impromptu orphan house in his parsonage: “Here are within these walls children of all ages 
and dispositions. Who will bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord?” And 
Wesley, who had been unable to begin his own mission to the Indians, concluded with a nod to 
the heterogeneity of the colony as well as the possibility for a cultural and Christian 
transformation:
Here are adults from the farthest parts o f Europe and Asia and the inmost kingdoms o f Africa; add to 
these the known and unknown nations o f this vast continent, and you will indeed have a great multitude 
which no man can number.
Recalling either this letter or a similar one that arrived almost simultaneously but has not
survived Whitefield claimed that “upon reading this my heart leaped within me and, as it were,
echoed to the call.” Whitefield later went to Georgia, with the intention to consider an
orphanage carefully.108
106 Whitefield, A Further Account o f  G od’s Dealings with the Reverend Mr. George Whitefield... to which 
is Annex ’d  a BriefAccount o f  the Rise, Progress, and Current Situation o f  the Orphan-House in Georgia in 
a Letter to a Friend (Philadelphia, 1746), 51.
107 Samuel J. Rogal, John and Charles Wesley (Boston, 1983), 76.
108 John Wesley to George Whitefield, Savannah, September 10,1736 in John Telford, ed., The Letters o f  
the Rev. John Wesley, A.M..., Vol 1. (London, 1931), 204-6.
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Whitefield won financing for the Bethesda Orphanage from the Trustees and from 
donors in Britain and throughout North America. Benjamin Franklin tried to convince him to 
reconsider the Georgia location and pick Philadelphia instead, but Whitefield was determined 
to place the institution in the outpost colony. The orphan house was a significant project for so 
small a colony, and Whitefield considered it—with the tacit agreement of the Trustees—to 
have saved the colony from complete abandonment by providing work and cash at a time of 
economic collapse.109 The Trustees had wanted to create a colony of industrious, patriarchal 
families but by 1740, when Bethesda finally opened, the colony was on the verge of collapse, 
with settlers leaving despite contractual obligations to the Trust. In place of the natal, 
patriarchal families that the Trust had sought in the colony generally, Bethesda created a 
communal family—“the Family,” as they referred to themselves—out of travelers and the 
remnants of families broken by disease and accidental death. In this family, Whitefield himself 
was the patriarch.110
Bethesda operated on a larger scale than Ebenezer but on nearly the same principles. It 
confined, enclosed within walls, a variation of the Trust’s benevolent paternalism, applying the 
techniques of practical Christianism, drawing its example from the Franke Institution at Halle. 
Franke’s book on his experiences in creating and promoting his institution, Pietas Hallensis, 
was first translated into English and published in London in 1705. Both Wesleys might have 
read it and certainly must have discussed Franke with the Ebenezer and Moravian ministers.
109 Frank Lambert, “’Pedlar in Divinity’: George Whitefield and the Great Awakening, 1737-1745,”
Journal o f  American History (Dec. 1990), 812-837; Thomas P. Haviland, “O f Franklin, Whitefield, and 
Orphans,” GHQ, 29 (December 1945), 211-216; Robert L. McCaul, “Whitefield’s Bethesda College 
Projects and Other Major Attempts to Found Colonial Colleges,” GHQ, 44 (December 1960), 381-98;
George Whitefield to Herman Verelst, Savannah, Jan. 16, 1740, Whitefield to Verelst, Savannah, Jan. 28,
1740, Whitefield to the Trustees, Savannah, March 10, 1740, and Whitefield to the Trustees, Savannah,
April 7, 1740, in Lane, ed., Oglethorpe’s Georgia, 433-441.
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Whitefield himself republished a long section of the account in his 1743 Continuation o f the 
Account o f the Orphan House in Georgia and claimed that Franke’s famous “Example has a 
Thousand Times been blessed to strengthen me” in building Bethesda.111
The children slept, studied, and worked together in groups. They ate with the masters 
and administrators, and were examined daily by Whitefield at public exhibitions. “They rise 
about five o’Clock, and each is seen to kneel down... to offer up their private Prayers,” a 1740 
description of life in the Orphan House began. The nearby communities of Ebenezer, 
Abercom, and Savannah were welcome: “Our doors are always open to Strangers, So that we 
are never without some of the Parishoners at Family Prayer.” Following morning 
“Exhortations” and “Usefull Questions” the children began the day’s training in labor and 
trades: “the Children go to their respective Employs, as Carding, Spinning, picking Cotton or 
Wool, sewing, knitting... the Apothecary... the Store or Kitchen; others clean the House, fetch 
Water, or Cut Wood. Some are placed under the Taylor.” Later, before lunch, they “go to 
School, some to writing, Some to reading.” And in the afternoon the labor, religious 
observance, and literary education routine began again. “At our Return about 8 many of the 
Parishoners come in to hear Mr. Whitefield Examine and Instruct the Children by way of 
Question and answer.” At the end of this summary of a typical day, its author expressed the 
core behavioral lesson of the institution, which would have fit the Trustees own hope for 
Georgia itself: “Here is no room for pride or ambition, unless it be which will serve Christ 
most and best.”112 Religious devotion, acceptance of a subordinate station, and industry for the
110 “Report from the Orphan House” June 4 ,1740, Oglethorpe’s Georgia, Lane, ed., Vol. 2: 437-440.
111 Whitefield, Further Account o f  G od’s Dealings, 58.
112 “Report from the Orphan House” June 4, 1740, Oglethorpe’s Georgia, Lane, ed., Vol. 2: 437-440.
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common good, not one’s self, were the core tenets of Georgia, Bethesda, and Halle’s practical 
Christianity.
Bethesda took the Halle model in a slightly different direction. Like Halle, Bethesda 
focused mainly on the religious, literate, and trade training of whites, but like Ebenezer it 
aspired to Christianize Africans and Native American Indians as well. Bethesda emphasized 
communal living, a strict schedule, and serious engagement in the education and discipline of 
its inmates; it was not a warehouse for children. Bethesda took in so many children so quickly 
that it almost immediately replaced the Ebenezer Orphanage, which closed in the 1740s. It 
engaged in technical training and literacy education as well as supplying shelter. Inference 
based on existing data and years of operation suggests that it might have served as many as 400 
youths by the 1770s. At times, it may have housed nearly as many or more people than some of 
the smaller villages of early Georgia. During the initial six-year period, 1739-1745, 86 
children, both boys and girls, lived at Bethesda for periods of a few months to a few years. 
Some of these children were eventually returned to their parents. A handful died while in the 
orphanage’s care. Sixty-two of the children were eventually either bound-out to learn a trade, 
to work as domestic servants, or married. During the initial six-year period, half of the boys 
(43) and a third o f the girls (19) were placed in both Georgia and South Carolina. If marriage is 
included the proportion of girls successfully placed-out increases to half as well (32).113
Conclusions
113 George White, ed., Historical Collections o f  Georgia...{New York: Pudney and Russell, 1854), 332-333.
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What the Georgia Trusteeship’s colonialism and early settlement history demonstrate best is 
not the success or failure of a “plan,” the utopian or unrealistic hopes of the planners in the face 
of a liberal America, or how invidious colonizers stole the land. It exemplifies best the self- 
conscious adaptability of colonialism and colonial projects and reveals how deeply embedded 
they were in eighteenth century culture.114 The Georgia Trustees uniquely innovated upon the 
relationship between the assimilationist and exclusionary elements of most eighteenth century 
colonialism and they did so in a way that resonated with the penal reform movement some of 
them had aided or lead before beginning the Georgia project.
The Trustees ardently sought the assimilation of non-elite whites to a model of patriarchal 
families and industrious labor that clearly was not wholly acceptable to all the emigrants 
because it was more rigid than elsewhere. They planned for the assimilation of the Savannah 
community of Creek Indians. In the decade that saw the infamous Walking Purchase in 
Pennsylvania (in every respect a repudiation of the spirit of William Penn’s pacifist 
colonialism) the Georgia Trustees sought a peaceable relationship. And at a time when English 
involvement in the Transatlantic slave trade was hitting its peak, they sought to exclude 
enslaved Africans on the belief that they could not be assimilated to a subordinated status
114 That colonizers had to be adaptive is an important discovery in Colonial History and Postcolonial 
Studies in recent years. Nicholas Thomas, Colonialism’s Culture: Anthropology, Travel, and Government 
(Princeton 1994) is an important text that cuts against a common understanding o f colonialism that 
overstates the power o f the colonizer. A Recent essay collection makes a similar point with different 
methods: Christine Daniels and Michael C. Kennedy, eds. Negotiated Empires: Centers and Peripheries in 
the Americas 1500-1820 (London, 2002). And Stoler’s Race and the Education o f  Desire, already cited, 
demonstrates a similar principle o f negotiated power in discourse and practice. Richard White’s widely 
influential book in the New Indian History, The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in the 
Great Lakes Region, 1650-1815 (New York, 1991), made cultural compromise, adaptability, and new 
cultural production core themes. White did not cite Postcolonial scholarship, but he cited authors as major 
influences who were coming out o f a critical tradition in anthropology influenced by Michel Foucault and 
others who have also influenced Postcolonial Studies. As a result, The Middle Ground distanced itself from 
the modernist project o f ethnography and ethnohistory, which traditionally focused on the community 
study. Instead, White claimed to be following the very influential work o f Eric Wolf, Europe and the 
People without a History (Berkeley, 1982). White’s epigraph for chapter one quotes Wolf: “Human
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without risking rebellion and white moral dissipation. At its core, the Trustees’ colonialism 
bucked an emerging eighteenth-century consensus for the purpose of promoting another rising 
eighteenth century movement: interest in the moral reformation and education of the laboring 
classes of whites. The demise of their colony-as-reformatory was less due to the failure of an 
unrealistic plan than their loss of a power struggle with colonials possessing different visions of 
colonialism. Georgia was a thriving but not wealthy colony when the Trust surrendered its 
charter (only one year before it expired). The Georgia that then emerged resembled other slave 
colonies in the region within a couple decades.115
Yet, the Bethesda Orphan House became an exemplar of moral reformation, order, and 
industrious labor at gender-specific skills and expectations. And, to repeat, the Ebenezer and 
Betheda orphanages were the first of their kind anywhere in British North America. Their 
placement in Georgia, clearly, was not an accident. It was a consequence of the Trustees’ 
colonialism. The orphanages, like the Trust, innovated upon the twofold objective of the 
colonial apprenticeship system. As Richard B. Morris wrote years ago, the goals of 
apprenticeship had long been “1) to provide skilled labor; 2) to relieve the community of the 
burden of supporting poor orphans and other dependent children.” Parents could satisfy for 
themselves the first objective by voluntarily signing indentures to learn a craft or trade. But the 
second form was involuntarily implemented upon the poor and enforced by local parish 
officials. These involuntary apprentices generally came from a lower laboring class than the
populations construct their cultures in interaction with one another, and not in isolation” (p.l). And his 
epigraph to the introduction quotes James Clifford from The Predicament o f  Culture (p.ix).
115 Jack Greene, “Travails o f an Infant Colony: The Search for Viability, Coherence, and Identity in 
Colonial Georgia,” in Jackson and Spalding, eds., Forty Years o f  Diversity, 303. Nobody has shown that 
the farmers o f Ebenezer and elsewhere in Georgia were not thriving as yeomen by about 1750. There has 
been an implicit assumption in much o f the writing that commerce in staples and full colonization o f  
remaining Creek Indian land for export production was “normal” and therefore the measure o f weather 
Georgia was in “poverty.” Coleman, Colonial Georgia, 203-5.
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better known voluntary “trade apprentices.” Although the poor laws could compel work, they 
generally did not share trade apprenticeship’s literary and labor educational goals.
Accordingly, Morris argued that this “failure to provide adequate instruction in the trades led to 
the establishment in the eighteenth century of workhouses and charity schools.”116
The Georgia Trusteeship shared the cultural politics of education and labor that helped 
establish charity schools and workhouses. In the minds of reformers the possibilities for 
education and colonialism were often similar. Non-elite whites in England and non-whites in 
America might be assimilated to a civilized and moral order. The success of British imperial 
and colonial expansion had itself spurred this interest in institutionalization. For the Trustees, 
the mobile, multi-ethnic, exploitative, and commercial Atlantic World seemed to threaten 
civilized order. The bubblers, the MacHeath Gang, Rachel Ure, Sophia Hopkey, Mad Mr. 
Watson, the Red String conspirators, and the Malcontents were directly the result of colonial 
and mercantile expansion. The Georgia Trustees identified this as volatility and as a problem 
resolvable through appropriate disciplinary policy and technique. For a period of nearly twenty 
years, the Crown and Parliament agreed. But in turning away from tail-male, the slavery ban, 
and moral reform as governing policy, authorities did not conclude that the methods were a 
failure, that the goals were inappropriate, or that the people were so liberal as to be 
unsusceptible to such discipline. Rather, they appear to have concluded that other institutions 
possessing real walls were more appropriate for their education, missionary, and reformatory 
goals and methods. In so thinking, they were in step with educational thought in the middle 
eighteenth century. Such a critique of Enlightenment innovation is a common staple of 
Colonial and Postcolonial Studies. But the historical specifics of particular colonial ideologies
116 Morris, Government and Labor in Early America (New York, 1946), 364, 384-385.
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and projects need to be examined by historians in part to test empirically how close the
117connections were. In Georgia they were substantial, as we have seen.
The orphanages contributed a substantial stabilizing force to the colony. Bethesda in 
particular provided badly needed work for skilled artisans and unskilled laborers as well as 
cash during the 1739-1741 period of the institution’s construction and commencement. As one 
scholar has argued about orphanages in Amsterdam, both Bethesda and Ebenezer embodied 
patronage relationships between wealthy individuals, such as the Trustees themselves, and the 
middling classes of free-holding artisans and farmers, some of whom had sympathized with the 
Red String Conspiracy.118 It was to these people that Bethesda often bound its charges as 
agricultural and trade apprentices. For these masters of servants the orphanages took over the 
dual task of disciplining and educating the children, tasks that orphan courts had commonly 
considered to be a responsibility and expense for masters. Inside the orphanages the children 
learned and lived the industrious and morally regulated lives the Trustees had envisioned for 
the whole colony. Outside these walls, the agitation of the Trustees’ detractors increased. The 
Trusteeship and its prohibitions on slavery, rum, and fee simple land tenure were dismantled by 
1751, followed by the rapid expansion of South Carolina’s population and slave labor system 
into Georgia after the establishment of the Royal provincial government. But the Trusteeship 
contributed a particularly strong exemplar of charity education’s relevance in the colonial 
context.
117 Coleman, Colonial Georgia, 174-5; Cooper, “Postcolonial Studies and the Study o f History,” in Loomba 
et al, eds., Postcolonial Studies and Beyond, 404-6.
118 McCants, Civic Charity, ch. 2.
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CHAPTER II
POOR SAVAGES AND ATTAKULLAKULLA’S ENGLISH
“The Indians will not... let their Children learn to wear decent apparel or be instructed... They are 
wholly addicted to their... Customs. Time and power... must have any happy influence upon em. " 
-SPG  missionary describing Indians in southeastern South Carolina, 1725.1
"Through the Non-Establishment o f  Public Schools, A Great Multitude o f  Children are now grown up, in the 
Greatest Ignorance... more abandoned to Sensuality, and more Rude in Manners, than the Poor Savages. "
— The Reverend Charles Woodmason on Backcountry South Carolina conditions, 1767.2
Sometime around 1725, an Indian, probably Catawba, drew a deerskin map of 
South Carolina and the Indian communities that nearly ringed the colony. Colonials then 
copied the map onto paper and presented it to South Carolina Governor Francis 
Nicholson. The image embodies the competitive relationship between Native and 
European peoples. As cartography, the map shows no interest in colonial surveying rules 
and techniques or measurements. Instead, it represents spatial and travel relationships 
between different communities in a visual rhetoric of contrast and association. It outlines 
a Native perspective on the inter-community relationships of Indian Country as they were 
engaging Britain’s matured colonial system. The “Nasaw,” or Catawba, occupy a large 
prominent central space, larger than even the Cherokee and Chickasaw, despite the fact 
that the latter were larger communities in both land area and population. The English in 
Charleston would seem to have had direct trading relations with only three nations, and 
the Cherokees, far in the West, were one of them.
1 James Merrell, The Indians' New World: Catawbas and Their Neighbors from European Contact through 
the Era o f  Removal (Chapel Hill, NC, 1989) 99-100.
2 Woodmason, The Carolina Backcountry on the Eve o f  the Revolution: The Journal and Other Writings o f  
Charles Woodmason, Anglican Itinerant, Richard J. Hooker, ed. (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1953), 226.
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The map represents the South Carolina and Virginia colonies in rectilinear forms and 
contrasts them with the round—sacred—form of the Indian communities. Virginia is smaller 
than Charleston, probably reflecting its greater distance and reduced significance to the 
Catawba. And Charleston is the largest political unit, despite the fact that several of the Native 
communities were far larger in terms of population and land area. Charleston is a synecdoche 
for South Carolina: on this map, Charleston is South Carolina. The creators of the map 
understood what “time and power” had already wrought.3
The author of the map understood and represented a competitive relationship with 
colonials on the level of knowledge, meaning formal, semi-formal, and self-conscious sign- 
systems for understanding the world. Knowledge competition comes out of the cultural frames 
of reference of competing communities, but it is not the same as culture, which is not always 
quite so self-conscious. The centerpiece of Indian competition and connection with colonial 
communities was trade from hunting and surplus com production. This labor by Native men 
and women was integral to the colonial system. On the Catawba map, the representation of 
hunting has a domesticated or safe connotation: an Indian figure in the backcountry (to the 
right, west) greets or dances for the viewer. A similar effect is produced by the outline of the
3 James Merrell’s classic work, Indians New World, is one major source for the ethnohistorical account o f  
Native southeastern peoples presented in this chapter. Other key texts on which I have relied: Kathryn 
Braund, Deerskins and Duffels: The Creek Indian Trade with Anglo-America Lincoln, 1993); Daniel H. 
Usner, Indians, Settlers, and Slaves in a Frontier Exchange Economy: the Lower Mississippi Valley before 
1783 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1992); Timothy Silver, A New Face on the Countryside: Indians, Colonists, and 
Slaves in the South Atlantic Forests, 1500-1800 (New York, 1990); Theda Perdue, Cherokee Women: 
Gender and Culture Change, 1700-1835 (Lincoln, Nebraska, 1998); Tom Hatley, The Dividing Paths: 
Cherokees and South Carolinians through the Era o f  Revolution (New York, 1993); Michael P. Morris,
The Bringing o f  Wonder: Trade and the Indians o f  the Southeast, 1700-1783 (Westport Connecticut, 1999); 
Allan Gallay, The Indian Slave Trade: The Rise o f  the English Empire in the American South (New Haven, 
2002). Very useful to me in thinking about the ethnohistory in terms o f race, class, and gender has been the 
path-opening work o f Kathleen Brown in Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs and more 
recently Kirsten Fischer, Suspect Relations: Sex, Race, and Resistance in Colonial North Carolina (Ithaca, 
2002), an excellent study that considers more directly some o f the native groups and texts about which I 
write.
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original deerskin. The white copyist, editor, or co-author gave the map an exotic feel of 
“savagery” by drawing the outline of the dear skin as he translated it onto paper. At play in the 
map itself was a very subtle competition between colonial and Native rhetoric of geographic 
and cultural order.4
The Atlantic World that shaped Trustee Georgia and brought the unusual innovation of 
orphanages to that colonial setting, was also a catalyst for South Carolina charity schooling. 
South Carolinians used school development to demonstrate their civility in the Atlantic 
context. As Joyce Chaplin has shown, much of the “projecting” in the lower south was partly 
motivated by “anxiety” about the colonial reputation in the metropole. In this chapter, I suggest 
that that anxiety, a form of trans-Atlantic elite knowledge competition, had an important intra­
colony and inter-racial set of complicating factors. The knowledge competition of the Catawba 
Map epitomizes the entwined desires of some Creek and Cherokee to learn English as a tool in 
the competition against colonials, and of the colonials to build early educational institutions as 
patronage for poorer whites. They did not build schools because the Cherokee were near, but 
they did build schools as part of the competition with the “savagery” of the Creek, Cherokee, 
and “degenerated” poor whites. The workings of time and power that the epigraph refers to 
would require specialized knowledge, not the least of which would be formal surveying and re­
mapping of the land.5
My source material for this chapter comes from published and unpublished records. I 
have used travel narratives, diaries, newspaper notices, promotional tracts, correspondence,
4 Nancy Shoemaker, A Stmage Likeness: Becoming Red and White in Eighteenth Century America 
(Oxford, 2004), 4-6 has a smiliar discussion o f this map. There is some disagreement and ambiguity about 
the date.
5 Joyce Chaplin, An Anxious Pursuit: Agricultural Innovation and Modernity in the Lower South, 1740- 
1815 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1993), 26-9, 92-3, 106-128.
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published colonial records, and the unpublished manuscripts and minute books of several 
colonial schools. The chapter combines an account of the construction and operation of a 
handful of these schools for whites with an analysis of the cultural dynamics of knowledge 
competition within English trade and religious missions among the Indians. The combination 
reveals the web of cultural forces that produced the sense among Indians that formal 
knowledge of colonial culture—trade, Christianity, and English—was important to acquire as 
part of the ongoing competition. Probably many Indians—Creek and Cherokee—fully 
recognized the power of literacy from early on. One commented on the “Wisdom” of “the 
White men” in 1733 (meaning literacy). One remarked that “the White People are more 
sensible and can write” in 1765. And in 1786 another remarked that “the White people have 
instruction.” Indeed Claudio Saunt has convincingly argued that Creek Indians were quite 
obsessed with literacy.6 And scholars have begun to show that Creeks and Cherokees were 
very adaptive in their relations with colonists, fully adopting so-called “half-breeds” and others
n
because culture and (not race) was critically important to them. Others, such as Mary 
Musgrove (Creek) and Attakullakulla (Cherokee), personified hopes within their communities 
that learning to navigate the colonial culture—especially English and literacy—would promote 
personal and community ambitions and help prevent disastrous bargains. Simultaneously, 
colonials continued to pursue the development of formal education for non-elites. They 
regarded it as important for a variety of reasons, many of them not intellectual but moral, 
social, and racial. The South Carolina Regulators were the quintessential representation of this
6 All three o f  these quotes about literacy are as quoted in Saunt, New Order o f  Things, 187. For his general 
argument on the topic o f literacy see chapter 8 “The Power o f Writing,” 186-204.
7 Several new studies have appeared on the Creeks in the last two years. See, for examples, Steven C.
Hahn, The Invention o f  the Creek Nation, 1670-1763 (Lincoln, NB, 2004); Robbie Ethridge, Creek 
Country: The Creek Indians and Their World (Chapel Hill, NC, 2003); Joshua Piker, Okfuskee: A Creek
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position: schooling for the general white populace performed a double colonial function by 
producing a unified white community and facilitating the racial purification of the land.
In her highly original 1993 study of the lower south, Joyce Chaplin described an 
anxiety that was elemental to local elite culture and the impetus for a wide array of innovative 
activities. Colonial elites worried about and chaffed under metropolitan Britons’ accusations of 
laziness, incivility, ignorance, and cultural depravity. They resented the opinion of many 
metropolitans that colonials were backward, made more savage or lazy by the climate and the 
practice of slavery.8 The anxiety described by Chaplin was a force in educational institutional 
development. To prove their civility, political competency, and fitness as masters of colonial 
plantations and Atlantic merchant enterprises, elite colonials needed schools. It was possible 
for the rhetoric of savagery to be applied to whites as well as Indians, as the commentary from 
Europe about colonials as well as the South Carolina Regulation demonstrated. Schooling in 
Georgia and South Carolina cannot be fully understood without understanding this anxiety 
about savagery and civility. Rachel Klein and Chaplin have both shown that the low country 
South Carolina elite sought to restrain development in the backcountry, a sort of “no votes, no 
courts, no schools without slavery” policy. The dispute between South Carolina and Georgia 
over access to the Indian trade further demonstrated the level of interest in the low country for 
control of development. I am adding another cultural dimension to these analyses. Schooling 
was so prestigious in the Atlantic World that it was a form of institution the local elite made
Indian Town in Colonial America (Cambridge, 2004); Andrew K. Frank, Creeks and Southerners: 
Biculturalism on the Early American Frontier (Lincoln, 2005).
8 Chaplin, An Anxious Pursuit, “Introduction” and “the local work ethic.”
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every effort to cultivate if  they could manage it. Being the patrons of local educational effort 
was an added and valuable distinction both within and outside the colony.9
Colonialists perceived an imperative to reproduce the dominance of English linguistic, 
cultural, and economic forms upon the land and its people—partly because colonial culture 
itself went through “simplification” during settlement and the implication of degeneracy was 
galling to the local elite. This imperative was given further sharpness by the competition 
between Europeans and Indians, hinted at in the Catawba synecdoche of Charleston. At this 
time in the historical relationship of colonialism to non-elite education, little division between 
non-elite white and non-white education was recognized. Consider how similar these three 
descriptions of educational initiatives from Georgia in the 1730s are:
That there is a handsome Hall building in Tomochichi’s town to serve as a school, that the Indian 
children may be taught English & religion among their Parents.
That Mr. Delamot (a Merchants Son o f London) had opend a School to teach all children who 
were Sent him their catechism, and the first principles o f  Religion, gratis.
2 Moravian bretheren to Serve as Catechists for the Conversion o f  Negroes at Purysburg, and to 
catechise also Such white children as the Swiss there Settled Should admit to be instructed.10
Whether boy or girl, English, German, Creek, or African, the educational program was almost 
the same: English (as necessary) followed by the Church of England’s catechism and then the 
expected profession of belief. Schools promoted English civilization as an antidote for the 
“savagery” colonials found among the Indian, African, and European “incivil” populations. 
Based upon understandings of children, ethnic Others, and the laboring classes as similarly
9 Sweet, Negotiating fo r  Georgia, 99-105; Chaplin, Anxious Pursuit, 8-10, 281 -2; Rachel Klein, 
Unification o f  Slave State, 33-4.
10 John Percival Egmont, The Journal o f  the Earl o f  Egmont: Abstracts o f  the Trustees Proceedings fo r  
Establishing the Colony o f  Georgia, 1732-1738, Robert G. McPherson, ed. (Athens, Georgia, 1962), 217, 
236-7.
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derived from one nature and only lacking knowledge and discipline, such schooling was 
therefore profoundly colonial as it targeted culture for transformation.11
Educational expansion in the middle third o f the eighteenth century
During and after the middle third o f the eighteenth century significantly, educational 
initiatives enjoyed significant expansion. Expansion is here understood as a process of growth 
that can be measured quantitatively or qualitatively. I do not intend a quantitative claim about 
demand in the market for education or about the absolute number of schools in the region (see 
Appendix A). I am arguing rather that through the colonial process the market itself was 
forming and growing.12 Schooling opportunities for both girls and boys were growing, 
confirming what Thomas Woody argued in 1929. An example of what this growth looked like 
for the elite girls and boys can be seen in a rare account book for a school in Charleston in the 
late 1760s, discovered only in 2003, and attributed to William Johnson. He listed 70 girls and
11 Bernard Sheehan, Seeds o f  Extinction: Jeffersonian Philanthropy and the American Indian (Chapel Hill, 
NC, 1973), 19-26 and Chapter One passim.
12 Susan Braslaw Sundue, in her excellently thorough dissertation, used newspaper advertisements to make 
a statistical argument about the growth o f demand for schools relative to population in “Industrious in their 
Stations,” 135-6. Sundue is appropriately skeptical about whether advertisements can reflect actual 
practice. But I think it is a mistake to measure the ads against population to find the growth o f demand. 
This was a colonial Enlightenment that targeted specific portions o f the population for cultivation under 
particular conditions arising from the starkly uneven relations o f  power in Georgia and South Carolina. 
Those who built, promoted, staffed, and attended schools worked on an agenda o f individual and colonial 
respectability and competency. Expansion was driven by these discourses and practical priorities, which 
were not evenly shared across the whole population. Therefore the demand cannot be accurately measured 
by growth comparisons with the whole population. The growth in the numbers o f  schools and their 
institutional complexity is, ipso facto, growth in demand among the growing segment o f the population 
interested in the respectability they believed schooling offered (see Appendix A). The “market” for 
education was under construction, its supply and its demand simultaneously. That too is educational 
expansion. “Expansion” should not be understood merely in a quantitative manner. It can also be a 
qualitative descriptor. The American Heritage Dictionary defines expansion as: “ 1. (a) The act or process 
of expanding: the new nation’s expansion westward, (b) The state o f being expanded. 2 (a) An expanded 
part: an expansion o f a river, (b) A product o f expanding: a book that is an expansion o f the author's Ph.D. 
thesis.”
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95 boys. Some of the boys were boarders. But unlike charity students, where a larger 
proportion of girls in the school was be associated with domestic labor for the boarding boys, 
these relatively elite girls did not have to labor for their classmates. Some of their parents paid 
as much as LI 5/per two-quarter session and they came from as far away as Beaufort and Port 
Royal. They were certainly not washing and cooking for the boys.13
There were maybe four initiatives of the period 1712-1731, excluding the Society for 
the Propagation of the Gospel and the Associates of the Late Dr. Bray, both of which were 
active in the lower south from very early but were based in England. There were sixty-one new 
initiatives from 1731 to 1749, with most of them coming in the 1740s. Expansion continued 
after mid-century. Although many of the older initiatives continued into the post-1749 period, 
there were at least 111 additional new initiatives in Georgia and South Carolina from 1750 to 
1775 (see Appendix A). These numbers are source-driven in some respects. The Georgia 
colony was established in 1732, the same year the first regional colonial newspaper, The South 
Carolina Gazette, began printing. But both of these enterprises were themselves, broadly 
speaking, educational enterprises. And as Susan Braslaw Sundue has pointed out, soon after 
the South Carolina Gazette began publishing it ran articles suggesting a need for expanding 
“liberal education” in the colony. The educational initiatives, the colonies, and the newspapers 
were all part of a colonial process seeking a metropolitan culture-bound construction of 
respectability.14
13 [William Johnson,] “Charleston School Register, 1767-1768,” South Carolina State Museum, Columbia 
South Carolina. The account book was “discovered” when a Virginia antique dealer offered to sell it to the 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation in 2003. Colonial Williamsburg contacted the state archives o f South 
Carolina, and a deal was arranged. I am indebted to Fritz P. Hamer for the attribution o f the book to 
William Johnson.
14 Sundue, “Industrious in their Stations,” 135; South Carolina Gazette, April 1, 1732 and April 22, 1732. 
(Sundue cites these issues as March 25 and April 15, 1732 because the Gazette often represented the date
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Schools such as these supplied the basic curriculum of colonial culture in the eighteenth 
century. English literacy and numeracy—to different degrees—was offered to both boys and 
girls. Boys might continue with mathematics, surveying, and navigation (and sometimes Latin 
and Greek). Girls commonly also learned needlework and embroidery and other domestic skills 
that might also serve a market in mantua-making, upholstery, and other seamstress work. Many 
schools directed more at boys listed surveying, mensuration, geography, or navigation. Thus, it 
was a practical curriculum that dominated schooling of boys and girls in the lower south. There 
were far more pre-Revolutionary initiatives offering practical skills for the home or public 
business than ornamental or Classical instruction. Two to nearly four times as many schools 
taught reading, writing, or arithmetic as taught Latin or Greek, which were offered by only 
twenty-two initiatives at any given time in the British Colonial period (see Appendix A).15
The building, financing, and administering o f these initiatives resonated with elite 
desires for respectability. Schools became demonstrations of the local elite’s “work ethic,” as 
Joyce Chaplin has described it, examples of their “projecting” in the cultivation of reputations 
for “civil” activity. But schools also aided the colonial project by training community leaders
using the full week, for example March 25 -  April 1,1732. The later date is the actual date o f publication 
in this system.)
15 The South Carolina Gazette made public information a core part o f its mission. Although it is impossible 
to prove a negative, it is probable that the paper itself spurred knowledgeable people to offer services they 
had not previously. Evidence for this can be found in the fact that the first year’s print run o f  the South 
Carolina Gazette had only two ads and both were calls for people to settle old schooling accounts: South 
Carolina Gazette, August 19,1732 and December 9, 1732. Ads began to appear for new school sessions 
only in the second year, when four appeared: South Carolina Gazette, March 17, May 19, June 16, and July 
14, 1733. Some o f the initiatives and continuing school projects may never have attracted enough students 
to begin work, much less find students to justify teaching the curriculums they proposed in private records 
or the public prints. Still, Woody’s findings 75 years ago would seem to hold: During the middle third of  
the eighteenth century and thereafter South Carolina and Georgia experienced significant increase in their 
schooling opportunities for all classes o f  whites, but especially for the middling and elite. Thomas Woody, 
History o f  Women’s Education in the United States (2 Vols., New York, 1929), 1: 229-33, 301-2 as cited in 
Nash “Rethinking,” 173 n.6.
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and promoting their local and Atlantic-wide reputations. Schools were a “civilization project,” 
to use a term from Dana Nelson.16
Schools enclosed within walls pieces of formerly Indian land using the labor of free and 
enslaved workers for the declared purpose of reproducing “civility,” “morality,” and 
“knowledge” in North America. Colonials in Georgia and South Carolina created many such 
schools. Young Samuel Howe’s notebook reveals the civilizing dimensions of even a simple 
curriculum. In an ornate leather-bound book with a calligraphic, handwritten title page, Howe 
practiced subtraction and calculated shillings, pence, and farthings by quotients and proofs. He 
learned to add and divide currency. He learned multiplication tables. And he executed all his 
work in a carefully ruled hand.17 Howe demonstrated he was civilized when he demonstrated 
the skills for the Atlantic market that defined much of the British Empire. He was on his way to 
competence as a member of South Carolina’s genteel leadership elite.
In the coastal low country, the more thoroughly settled region of Georgia and South 
Carolina, where some of the earliest school initiatives began, schools often functioned for years 
only as boards of interested planter elites. Schools often took so long to open because their 
boards struggled to raise an endowment and infrastructure sufficient to operate a school they 
deemed genteel. There were several such incomplete school initiatives, but there were also 
many actual schools. The German-speaking towns of low-country Georgia built schools as 
early as the 1730s and maintained them until at least the Revolutionary period. The Georgia
16 Dana Nelson, “Consolidating National Masculinity,” in Blair St. George, ed., Possible Pasts, 201-2.
Nelson cites Robert Miles, Racism after “Race Relations” (New York, 1993), 88-89,90 on “civilization 
projects” and she cites Homi K. Bhabha, The Location o f  Culture (New York, 1994) on “civility” and 
colonialism. Though I have chosen to discuss colonialism in terms o f community and colonial cultures,
Bhabha’s idea o f hybridity has had significant influence on my thinking.
17 Notebook, March 21,1760, Huger Family Papers, box/file 30-9-8, South Carolina Historical Society, 
Charleston, South Carolina.
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Trustees supported school construction and teacher salaries from the first years of colonization, 
and schools for white children were opened in Savannah and Frederica. An “Indian” religious 
school was opened in Savannah in 1735. In South Carolina schools for white children were 
opened in Charleston, Childberry, Dorchester (St. George’s), St. Andrew’s Parish, Winyah 
(Prince George), St. Thomas Parish, St. John’s Berkeley. And still others were planned. All 
those for which documents pertaining to operations survive admitted “charity scholars” from 
among the laboring classes. Charity schooling would appear to have been fairly common in the 
Georgia and South Carolina low country. The Charleston Freemasons, the German Friendly 
Society, and probably other private societies also ran charity schools in Charleston after 
1766.18
The schools brought in capital and provided local elites with patronage relationships, 
both with their “inferiors” in the colony and their “betters” in England with whom they 
sometimes coordinated. During the early 1740s, the Georgia Trustees had seemed grudgingly 
to accept that the influx of capital precipitated by Whitefield’s decision to build Bethesda in 
Georgia kept important artisans and laborers employed and fed through years of stagnation in 
the colony’s economy. Otherwise schooling in the Trusteeship was funded by Parliament—a 
surprising gesture toward direct public funding of schools—and by private venture and the 
SPG. In both Carolina and Georgia even the schools that did not bring cash into the colony
18 Woodmason, Carolina Backcountry, Hooker, ed., 71-2; Jones, The Georgia Dutch, 63-65, 243;
Resolution o f the Committee o f  the House o f Commons, Egmont mss., Vol. 14213,1-2; Verelest to 
Oglethorpe, Westminster, August 11, 1738, Egmont mss. Vol. 14209,143; Verelest to Whitefield,
Westminster, August 11,1738, Egmont mss. Vol. 14209,149; Verelest to Causton, Westminster, August 
11, 1737, Egmont mss. Vol. 14209, 18; Rogers, Charleston in theAge o f  the Pinckneys, 97-98; William T.
Bull to SPG, South Carolina, October 10, 1721, Foster, Documentary History, 3: 352-355; Tim Millencamp 
to Rev. Dr. Bearcroft, St James Goose Creek, April 12, 1743, Foster, ed., Documentary History, 5: 704,1: 
169-193; Thomas Hassell to Secty [SPG], March 25, 1734, Foster, ed., Documentary History, 5: 659;
Thomas Cooper and David McCord, eds. The Statutes at Large o f  South Carolina: Edited under Authority 
o f  the Legislature (Columbia, SC, 1837), vol.8: 106,110-112.
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helped organize the flow of money and capital: they were granted land and endowments to 
manage. For the adult white men who administered these schools and funds, the trustee boards 
were places to practice financial management, parliamentary procedures, elections, office 
holding, and debate. If the South Carolina assembly was a school for politics, the school boards 
were the closest thing in the colony to being a school for the assembly. Further, the schools 
enabled colonial elites—most or nearly all of whom possessed no blood nobility or English 
land wealth—to practice the patronage of social subordinates that enacted the reputations and 
demarcated the class lines of privilege to which they aspired.19
Partly because many of the elite left the colony for their classical education, the 
typical curriculum of the schools in the lower south during the late British colonial period 
was more practical skills-oriented and basic than it might otherwise have been. Reading, 
writing, arithmetic were important fields. Most schools also taught boys practical colonial 
skills such as navigation, surveying, and bookkeeping. Needlework and sewing were 
common subjects for girls. The best evidence for these claims comes from the pages of 
the South Carolina Gazette and the Georgia Gazette. Advertisements in those papers 
reflect, however, proposed curriculums, and they should not be read as if they were 
contracts. Most probably did teach the advertised curriculums, but some probably did not
19 Martha Gallaudet Waring, “Sanannah’s Earliest Private Schools, 1733-1800.” GHQ. 14 (December 1930), 41- 
57; John P. Corry, “Education in Colonial Georgia.” GHQ. 16 (June 1932), 136-45; Robert L. McCaul, 
“Education in Georgia during the Period o f Royal Government, 1752-1776: Financial Support o f Schools and 
Schoolmasters,” GHQ, 40 (June 1956), 103-112; McCaul, “Education in Georgia during the Period o f Royal 
Government, 1752-1776: Public School Masters and Private Venture Teachers,” GHQ, 40 (September 1956), 248- 
259; McCaul, “Whitefield’s Bethesda College Projects and Other Major Attempts to Found Colonial Colleges,” 
GHQ, 44 (September 1960), 263-77; Henry Smith, “The Town o f Dorchester, in South Carolina— A Sketch o f Its 
History,” SCHM, 6 (April 1905), 62-95 (discussion o f Dorchester Free School on p. 93-5); Edgar Legare 
Pennington, “The Reverend Thomas Morritt and the Free School in Charleston,” SCHM, 32 (January 1931), 34- 
45; Robert Francis Seabolt, “South Carolina’s Schoolmasters o f 1744,” SCHM, 31 (October 1930), 314-15;
Robert Francis Seabolt, “South Carolina’s Schoolmasters o f  1744,” SCHM, 38 (October 1937), 64-65; Robert 
Ervin Coker, “Springville: A Summer Village o f Old Darlington District,” SCHM, 53 (October 1952), 190-211 
(esp. Springville Academy 191, 3, and 8; St. John’s Academy 198).
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because they did not find enough students. As Elizabeth Bedon of Savannah put it in her 
ad, she would teach “Reading, Writing, and Arithmetick and all kinds of Needlework” if 
she could get enough students to make it worth her while. William Johnson’s ad in the 
South Carolina Gazette promised writing, arithmetic, accounts, and the “practical 
branches” of mathematics. He additionally offered English “rudiments” and geography 
for those who desired it. But his accounts suggest he actually taught spelling, writing,
90ciphering, globes, geography, and surveying.
A little deviation from the ads in practice may not have been the exception. It 
may have been the rule. A general picture can be gleaned from these ads. But it is 
incorrect to consider them a portrait of actual practice. At best they give an accurate 
portrait of what teachers thought the market would respond to and what potential 
student’s parents wanted to hear. Nevertheless, as probable or possible curriculums they 
reveal in aggregate what teachers thought the local market found interesting and useful. 
The leaning was decidedly toward the practical and not the classic languages. Actual 
operating schools amplify this picture by showing how even the curriculums of the 
schools teaching “classical” subjects were, in fact, schools that taught a practical effect of 
such study: a consciousness of Britain’s historical role in extending and revising the 
ancient empires. That consciousness was probably paired with the surveying, 
bookkeeping, and navigation skills also taught throughout Georgia and South Carolina.
The Charleston Free School was one of the elite schools and its early curriculum 
resembled that of other advertised elite schools. The records of the Charleston Free
20 Johnson’s register is a newly discovered document. [William Johnson] Charleston School Register, 
1767-1768, South Carolina State Museum, Columbia South Carolina; South Carolina Gazette, Oct. 5,
1767. Georgia Gazette, August 2 ,1769 (Bedon).
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School being a little better than mere advertisements, it is possible to see how the 
classical curriculum compared to the general picture of practical schooling in Georgia 
and South Carolina gleaned from the ads. In 1728, Thomas Morritt had been the 
Charleston Free School’s instructor for approximately five years and he expected the 
school to grow, not decline. His stated goal was to teach “the Latin tounge” by a method 
“usualy practis’d in other Grammar Schools in Engld.” He taught rudimentary Latin 
grammar and then proceeded to “Sententia puerites, Corderii Colloquies, Latin 
Test[ament], Erasmus, Ovid’s Metamorphoses, Virgil, Horace, Lucius, Justine” before 
moving on to Greek authors such as Hesiod, Homer, and Euripides. The school had a 
total of 52 students. Ten came from country parishes. Eight were white charity students 
recommended for formal schooling by the Commissioners of South Carolina. Two were 
“Mulatos.”21
But even here in a school teaching classics, a strong orientation toward practical 
effects can be found. Ten of the students in the school were boarders, and Morritt had an 
additional evening curriculum for these children. These students were to read at least 
three nights a week, and possibly every night, from “Classick History,” but not for the 
purpose of learning a “dead language.” Morritt had a set of practical lessons in mind, for 
he had students read “especially such Historians as we have Translated into our 
Language.” He wanted to teach a thorough knowledge of the rise and fall of Greek and 
Roman empire, and he thought it better to do that in English. This evening study of the 
history of empire building was to be complemented with “Chronology & Geography &... 
the use of the Globes.” Morritt supplied his students with the basic skills and cultural
21 Helen Livingston, “Thomas Morritt: Schoolmaster at the Charleston Free School, 1723-1728,” Historical 
Magazine o f  the Protestant Episcopal Church, Vol. 14, 158-159.
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capital for an elite role in the English-speaking Atlantic colonial culture: classical 
learning, the mastery of print, and a facility with geography as a basis for navigating and 
surveying an empire and its colonies. Schooling was colonial leadership training. In an 
amazing homology, at a time when some Native American Indian communities were 
feeling pressure to leam English for the purpose of negotiating better with colonial
authorities, colonials such as Morritt were using English translations of ancient imperial
22history to teach imperial thinking.
If schools such as Morritt’s were colonial in this sense of training and cultural politics, 
they were also geared toward cultivating local respectability in the patriarchal Atlantic World. 
Incorporated in 1733, the Childberry School typified an administrative pattern that exemplifies 
the point. Childberry, like Bethesda and other schools, was an opportunity for elite men to take 
partial control of childrearing from mothers. Through their involvement in schools which were 
co-educational and often boarding, administrators emphasized their respectability, patronage, 
and charity. The British colonial-era schools that got started in the 1730s helped a renewed 
patriarchalism flourish. Childberry’s leaders were men of local prominence—which in 1733 
included Lieutenant Governor Thomas Broughton—who pursued a genteel building program, 
hired a teacher, recruited students, and conducted examinations.23 The only activities on behalf 
of the children they did not engage in directly themselves were actual instruction and the labor 
of building construction.
Sometime between incorporation and 1750, the Childberry trustees funded the building 
of a schoolhouse. The building was nearing completion by 1750 when surviving records begin.
22 Livingston, “Thomas Morritt,” 158-159.
23 Others included Anthony Bonneau, John Harleston, Nathaniel Broughton, and Thomas Cordes: Cooper 
and McCord, Statutes at Large o f  South Carolina, vol. 8, n. 554.
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In the opening entries to their minute book the trustees agreed that “windows be lasht and 
glassed in the School House.” They agreed to add a shed to the main building and to pay for 
16,000 shingles for the building in general, which apparently did not yet have any.24 The 
building funded, begun, and completed, they proceeded to hire what was probably their first 
teacher. For £50, they retained a Mr. Bowman.
Provided that he do give his utmost diligence in the care o f his School & not to neglect it on no 
acct. & always to have the care that the Children may have such with them as may take care that 
no [accident?] may happen in his absence & to keep them to their Learning.25
This concern for the children and the school is quite significant as it indicates that men 
expected to administer the care of children. But if  the men on these boards were 
interested in taking an active role in supervising childrearing through these institutions, 
they did not always follow through. Childberry began operation seventeen years after it 
had incorporated. This slowness of action was not unusual among the lower south elite 
schools. An extreme example was the St. James -  Goose Creek Free School. It had 
received its first gift from a deceased SPG missionary in 1728. But a plan was not drawn
up until 1742, and in 1768 the school still did not have a building or students, though the
26original legacy’s local board of administrators continued to manage the funds.
This apparent slowness does not, I think, indicate disinterest in actual education.
It is rather a function of the record type and the nature of the institutions that the trustees 
were attempting to build. Newspaper ads from the period show growth in the number of
24 “Childberry School Minutes, 1750-1754,” August 1, 1750, South Caroliniana Library. At the time 
membership among the trustees had shifted somewhat: Nathaniel Broughton, Daniel Huger, Nicholas 
Hazleton, Thomas Cordes, and Francis Legare.
25 Ibid.
26 Tim Millencamp to Revd. Dr. Bearcroft, St James Goose Creek, April 12,1743 in Foster, “Documentary 
History,” vol. 5: 704; Jas. Habersham to Daniel Burton, St. James Goose Creek, October 14, 1768, ibid., 
818-820a; and ibid., vol. 1: 169-193.
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whatever local demand there was among the gentry. What is interesting is the fact that the 
schools these trustees were attempting to establish, establishing, and then running were— 
it seems—the only institutions for schooling the very poor outside missionaries and the 
Bethesda Orphan House. Even though Childberry, St James -  Goose Creek, and Winyah 
and other schools only took on a handful of “charity scholars,” they would have stood 
out.
Trustees of these schools administered their institutions as if  they were learning 
how to run them by doing it. Usually owners of slaves, they found it relatively easy to 
command “Laborers & etc.” and to plan buildings.27 They had little difficulty with 
petitions to the General Assembly, since every board had political connections, in the 
case of the Childberry School, primarily through the Broughton family. And the use of 
the South Carolina Gazette for the communication of a genteel image was relatively 
simple for men accustomed to reading the public papers.28 But attendance at 
organizational meetings was sometimes a crippling problem. At Childberry, although 
there were only eleven meetings between 1750 and 1754, the full body of trustees 
attended only two of these. The trustees also recorded only two visits to the school to 
examine the students. On one occasion the schoolmaster was unexpectedly absent. On
27 July 2, 1752, the trustees agreed to pay Mr. William Bready for lashing 5 windows to school house, to 
pay “Mr. Anderson” for shingling and “Labourers & c....,” and they agreed to pay David Anderson for 
building a shed. On November 8, 1752 they “agreed to Build a Poultry House & Repair the Garden & to 
put up a Shead the back side o f  the House [15 feet long x 20 feet wide] as in the Front & to provide 
Cypress for the Shutters o f the House & [illeg] to be Provided for the above said Buildings & all things 
necessary.” “Childberry School Minutes, 1750-1754,” South Caroliniana Library.
28 On November 8, 1752, they ordered an ad in the “public Gazette” to call for a new schoolmaster. 
“Childberry School Minutes, 1750-1754,” South Caroliniana Library.
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another occasion, after further building improvements were completed and a new master 
was hired for £350, all went well and when the trustees “Visited the School... the
« • 9 0Scholars went through their Examinations to the Trustees Satisfaction.”
Established about the same time as Childberry and Morritt’s more ambitious 
Charleston Free School curriculum, the Dorchester Free School also struggled to follow 
through on its plan. Its surviving minutes reveal a school that was periodically abandoned 
by its administrators. The first successful trustees o f Dorchester were Reverend 
Langhome, Walter Izard, Ralph Izard, Daniel Blake, Henry Middleton, John Ainsley, 
Benjamin Waring, and Joseph Waring. These men were very well-connected. The 
Waring and Izard families were prominent planters and merchants. Henry Middleton, for 
example, had served as South Carolina’s commissioner to the Indians in 1755, had been a 
member o f the Provincial House of Commons until 1755, and was a member of the 
King’s Provincial Council at the time of these first meetings. In the view of this new 
board, their predecessors had poorly managed the bequests left for the school. On June 
27,1757 when the new trustees met, their first order of business was to elect themselves 
to offices. They then agreed to take an ad out in the “public Gazette” declaring their 
desire that the money they then had, 2,600 pounds, was available “to be let at Interest” 
and “on good personal Security.”
In three subsequent meetings that summer and into the next summer, the 
Dorchester Trustees agreed to buy land, build a schoolhouse, and hire a schoolmaster. 
The school campus plan consisted of two brick buildings, 23 feet wide by 36 feet deep, 
one story, with Dutch roofs. One building would be the school and the other a house for
29 “Childberry School Minutes, 1750-1754,” South Caroliniana Library.
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the master and family. The board intended to build a more impressive campus later.
These first structures were to suffice only ‘“ till a larger and more convenient one can be 
built.” By 1776, a kitchen, storehouse, carriage house, stable, washroom, and small 
apartments for boarding students had been added, making an impressive small campus— 
all in the “Dutch”—or Anglo-Dutch—style.30 The terms for hiring the master were 
similar to the Childberry School’s terms. Dorchester’s commissioners offered £250 
Carolina currency plus £50 sterling and an additional £40 sterling to defray travel costs: 
the commissioners were determined to get a master from England using the family
31connections of their co-commissioner, Henry Middleton.
While they waited, they could send their own children to tutors in Charleston or to 
England for their education. Poorer families—the middling and laboring classes—might 
be able to pay for schooling on occasion, but more commonly could not and would rely 
on pastors, apprenticeships, or charity to find formal instruction, if  they desired it. As part 
of an elite ambition to demonstrate their civility, these long-delayed schools featured 
charity schooling prominently. The Winyah Indigo Society school in Georgetown, South 
Carolina, admitted as many as twelve “poor” or “orphaned” children annually from the 
middle 1750s onward.
30 Minutes o f  the Dorchester Free School Board, 1757-1819, Daniel J. Bell, transcription, unpublished 
1998, South Carolina Department o f  Archives and History, 13.
31 Minutes o f  the Dorchester Free School Board, 1757-1819, 1-2. These early actions enabled the 
commissioners to receive another bequest. Samuel Wragg had bequeathed £100 sterling (equal to £700 
Carolina) for a school in Dorchester, but he had conditions: before it could receive the money, the board 
had to complete the building, its roof, and have a master actually residing on the grounds. By the Spring o f  
1760, all those conditions were met and the board received the gift. By the Spring o f 1761 they had to hire 
a new master, Reverend John Alison. Minutes o f  the Dorchester Free School Board, 1757-1819, July 6, 
1761,3.
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The admittance of children as charity scholars was a common function of these 
schools, when the schools functioned. Winyah possessed the legal right to instruct and 
bind such “endangered” children to trades—if poor—or return them to surviving family 
members.32 The Childberry School’s board, at their last recorded meeting in 1754, 
“admitted Mr. Green’s youngest Daughter to be Schooled on the Foundation, free of 
Charges.” It is unclear who “Mr. Green” was and what community status he might have 
possessed. But internal evidence in the minute book suggests three possibilities. He might 
have been a relatively wealthy, recently deceased planter or merchant. This could explain 
why a “youngest daughter” was going to receive an education rather than an older 
sibling: the older siblings already had been to school. Alternately he might have been a 
living worker or farmer in the area who possessed little means, had a precocious 
daughter, and enjoyed a strong relationship with one of the trustees or their associates. 
Third, it is possible that Green possessed moderate wealth, substantial ambitions, and 
excellent local connections. In all cases, connections were crucial for admittance.33
Why was charity schooling common? Some charity promoters were probably 
motivated by a practical paternalism, the key features of which were patronage and a 
sentimental model of the family and gender. Likely the Winyah trustees would have 
known the characters and predicaments in Thomas Otway’s The Orphan, written in 
Restoration London and performed in Charleston in the 1740s. In The Orphan, Monimia, 
the title character, is a girl at the center of a plot of deception and lost virtue. In her first
32 Cooper and McCord, South Carolina Statutes at Large, vol. 8: 110-112,192,347.
33 The trustees at this time included Nathaniel Broughton, Esquire, Daniel Huger, Esquire, Francis Legare, 
Esquire, Captain John Hazleton, Captain Nichs Hazleton, and Mr. Elias Ball. “Childberry School Minutes, 
1750-1754,” Nov. 24, 1753, South Caroliniana Library.
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appearance in the play, Monimia tells the audience that she is certain that “some ill fate’s 
upon me.” She can feel “distrust and heaviness... apprehension shocks my timorous 
soul.” She pleads “why was I not lain in my peaceful grave with my poor parents and the 
rest as they are?” With odd self-consciousness she declares that the world—especially its 
sexuality—poses a serious danger to her untutored judgment: “Castalio! Oh, Castalio! 
Thou hast caught/ My foolish heart; and like the tender child / That trusts his plaything to 
another hand, /I fear its harm, and fain would have it back.”34 Likely charity promoters 
cultivated a sense of sympathy with children in such dangerous situations.
But charity was also patronage that could reproduce gender and class hierarchy by 
creating—even defining—the skills that merited privilege and staging performances of 
these demonstrated talents. In 1761 the Dorchester Free School began their own practice 
of admitting “boys whose Parents are not in Circumstances sufficient to pay for their 
Education.” The practice was a general policy, not simply an ad hoc proposal. £500 had 
been donated as an endowment for poor children’s education and, rather than wait for the 
interest to accrue, the commissioners betrayed significant enthusiasm for the idea by 
ordering four boys immediately admitted: “William Hobzendorf, Jno. Hobzendorf, a son 
of Mr. Clary, & a grandson of Mr. Roache’s.” In 1765, the school removed its restriction 
on girls and advertised vacancies publicly for boys and girls. Subsequently, seven poor 
children were admitted, two of whom were girls.35 Between 1767 and 1768 Rev.
34 Thomas Otway, The Orphan, Aline Mackenzie Taylor, ed. (Lincoln, Nebraska, 1976), 17; See also 
chapter one’s discussion and citations regarding orphan courts in England, guardianship in North America, 
August Hermann Franke’s orphanage at Halle, Germany, and other European and American initiatives.
35 Minutes o f  the Dorchester Free School Board, 1757-1819, July 6, 1761, p3. The gift was made by Peter 
Taylor, Esquire, in May 1761 but was not recorded in the books until April 1764. It is not clear if  the 
money was in Carolina Currency or Pounds Sterling. See also the August 5, 1765 and June 4 ,1766  
commissioners’ meetings.
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36Offspring Pearce, John Joor, and William Sanders paid the way for 3 boys and one girl. 
Most likely the admitted students were from families that the men already knew. Such 
charity admissions, then, were part of the maintenance of social networks between these 
educational patrons, their beneficiaries, and the other administrators who agreed to the 
admissions.
That the charity admissions supplied something important to the identity of the 
Dorchester trustees and the school’s benefactors is evidenced by the determination to 
continue the charity schooling during the post-Revolutionary period of economic 
contraction. Of 38 children the Dorchester Free School admitted gratis from 1766-1805, 
almost a third (10) were admitted after the Revolution, although that proportion indicates 
a decline in the practice. The practice continued until at least 1817, when the school
37moved.
Of the children admitted during the colonial period, most entered individually and 
during a narrow seven-year period, 1766-1773. A list of the Dorchester Free School’s 
“charity scholars” arranged in chronological order reveals that they were admitted 
individually or in small groups, sometimes even when they may have been of the same 
family:
Robert Bells June 4, 1766 
Ann Bells, June 4, 1766
36 The Reverend Offspring Pearce had also been a member o f the “The Society for the Relief o f  the 
Widows and Orphans o f the Clergy o f the Church o f England in the Province o f  South Carolina” during 
1762-1763. Journal o f  the Society fo r  the Relief o f  the Widows and Orphans o f  the Clergy o f  the Protestant 
Episcopal Church in South Carolina from April 1762 to October 1813 (Charleston, 1813).
37 The Revolution era and post Revolution era students will be discussed more in Chapter 4. Ten were 
admitted April 23, 1779 and three were admitted Nov. 16, 1805. That pattern suggests that specific events 
led to these children joining the school. But the colonial pattern was much different, children tending to be 
admitted one or two at a time and in multiple separate decisions. The post Revolution pattern suggests the 
possibility that the school’s commitment to non-elite education waned in the context o f the new Republic, 
which contradicts—just for this community school— the thesis that the Revolution spurred such interest.
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Mary Glazier, June 4, 1766
William Hobzendorf and Jno. Hobzendorf, June 4, 1766 
Jacob Salter, June 4, 1766
John Clamp and Thomas Clamp (maybe Clary) July 7, 1766 
Richard Jones, “poor child” July 21, 1766 
William Glover, April 23, 1767 
James Orr, August 3, 1767
Mary Buline and her brother Thomas Buline November 16, 1767
Joseph Strabel, Feb. 24,1768
Helena Cook, May 2, 1768
Luke Mason, April 3, 1769
Elizabeth Minus, April 10, 1769
Francis Haskins, April 24, 1769
Charles Conalee, April 24, 1769
John Quarterman July 10, 1769
XX Blake May 4, 1770
Benjamin Sullivan, May 4, 1770.
Nathaniel Buline May 22, 1770
Thomas Brouns and his brother William Brouns May 2, 1772 
Laurence Connelly May 2,1772  
Adam Shirer, April 26,1773  
Nelly Cook, April 26, 1773.
This list also reveals that boys far outnumbered girls in the Dorchester school’s charity 
students. And several of the girls were admitted at the same time as brothers, possibly 
because of the need to admit their brothers.
The unequal ratio of boys to girls was a sign of the patriarchal ethos of the 
schools, but more specifically it was a patriarchal elite ethos: the schools were designed 
to train genteel colonial leaders and therefore tilted mainly toward wealthy boys. Even 
among the institutions’ charity scholars, boys predominated, indicating the expectation 
that children would become economic, family, and political leaders—patriarchs. A 4:1 
ratio of charity boys to girls at Dorchester varied dramatically from the 2:1 ratio at the 
Bethesda Orphan House (1739-1746), the Charleston Orphan House (1790-1810), and the 
Camden Orphan Society (1786-1811). But Dorchester as a charity school was distinct
38 The source for this list is the Dorchester Free School minutes. The date for each student supplies the 
specific page in the manuscript.
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from the orphanages in that it had no boarders, which explains the greater gender 
imbalance. The orphan houses had more girls because they were not as strictly 
“academic” and they were residential institutions. The orphan houses focused on labor 
training and reproducing customary gender divisions of labor. Boys might learn 
agriculture or carpentry at Bethesda. Girls learned cooking, carding, cleaning, weaving, 
needlework, and sewing. In a non-residential institution primarily for children of wealthy 
families aspiring to consolidate their status as genteel, such as Dorchester or Childberry, 
the carpentry work was hired-out and the cooking and cleaning was done by women and 
girls at the homes of the students. In other words, the need for cooking, clothing, and 
weaving was determined by where the children ate and slept. Since it remained a female 
task, if they slept in an institution, more female labor was needed in the institutions. That 
demand could be met by enslaved workers, indentured domestics, schoolmasters’ 
families, or girls in the institution learning the domestic arts.
These schools, like Bethesda, influenced how schooling for the non-elite and the 
general populace was imagined in the colony. To put it another equally valid way, they became 
important to how civilization itself was imagined. These schools’ records and the discourse 
surrounding education are evidence for the cultural politics o f colonialism, the epitome of 
civility and patriarchal leadership. That is why within the Regulator movement of the 1760s, 
the prospect of creating more such schools in the backcountry played a significant mobilizing 
role. The provincial schools were viewed as resources for eliminating “savagery.” And not just 
the “savagery” of the Indian communities and the enslaved, but the “savage” whites whose 
lives defied the civility that colonial culture sought to prescribe and often imbue. White 
savages were settlers who either became converted to Indian cultural practices or who
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abandoned conformity to white society—drinking and carousing and committing crimes in the 
woods. In either case the conditions of the wilderness often seemed to require adopting Native 
American methods, and conditions liberated some whites of inhibitions.
Beginning in the 1750s, but especially in the 1760s, British traders were a common 
presence in the backcountry. The majority of them left few records of their activities, probably 
because many were illiterate. In a rare example, a “Gumal” by an unknown writer with little 
experience as a backcountry Indian trader described his travels with other traders. They 
intrigue against each other, spend whole days drinking rum with each other and the Indians 
they encounter, and waste weeks waiting for a commissary who never arrives. One trader 
strangely takes the writer aside “as a friend.” According to the writer, “Now he ses young Man 
you had Better set up What goods you receive... in small persils” to protect them. However, 
“Let you do What you Can theay Wont fetch Augustay” [Augusta, Georgia] price for theay are 
all moath Eaten and Rustay.” Instead they will likely “fetch nothing hardley and theay [the 
vendue masters] Will blame you...” The writer takes this warning to be a con, though he 
observes that others who had been trading for years had nothing to show for it. Former trader 
James Adair complained that such “traders” ruined the business with their ignorance and poor 
ethics. It was not unusual for colonial officials and missionaries to feel that settlers, soldiers,
-jq
and traders such as these needed special moral regulation, which implied education.
British officer Edmund Atkin recommended the British army employ a missionary at 
each backcountry fort to “influence the Lives and Morals of the Soldiers & Traders, and create 
respect for us among the Indians.” His was a competitive proposal. He wanted to ensure whites 
presented a certain respectable example. For Atkin, the antidote for the corruption of white
39 “A Gumal o f my Traveling to the Indian Cuntray. I left augustay the 10th October 1767.” Georgia 
Historical Society. Journal 1767 (typescript copy). Collection 10.
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morals in the cultural frontier was education, which could be expected to bolster colonial 
authority in the competition with Indians for respect.40
Similarly, the Reverend Charles Woodmason proposed education to contend with this 
dynamic of “barbarity” and “civilization.” Woodmason became deeply involved in the 
Regulator movement in the backcountry. He may have written the Regulator’s “Remonstrance” 
in 1767, which demanded courts and public educational institutions from the colonial 
legislature in Charleston. He irritated some prominent backcountry colonists with his efforts to 
save them from themselves, campaigning from the pulpit to abolish their Sodom and Gomorrah 
and rescue the general populace from “barbarity” and “whores.”41 Woodmason’s writings 
highlight the colonial project within the colonizers’ communities. Not everyone agreed with 
him, but he should not be seen as a solitary ideologue full of unique missionary zeal. At 
important moments, his statements and ideas received public support from gatherings of South 
Carolinians.
Woodmason’s moment came when the South Carolina Regulator Movement got 
organized in 1767 in response to a “cruel and barbarous” crime wave in the backcountry that 
had begun the previous year. At times they blackened their faces when assaulting the homes of 
settlers. At other times they shot and intimidated authorities who questioned them. They stole 
horses. The South Carolina Regulators organized in response in order to fight the gangs 
directly and to dramatize settler vulnerability in the backcountry. They ultimately sought to 
secure greater access to the resources and mechanisms of colonial authority.42
40 Atkin, 81.
41 Charles Woodmason to John Chestnut, June 30, 1769, in Hooker ed., Carolina Backcountry, 136-161.
42 South Carolina Gazette and Country Journal. July 28, 1767; Richard Maxwell Brown, The South 
Carolina Regulators (Cambridge, MA, 1963), 38-40.
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In July 1767, the South Carolina Gazette and Country Journal reported that a large 
group of white men in the backcountry had disguised themselves as Indians to terrorize the 
Beaver Dam area. They burned people with hot irons, gauged-out eyes, beat people to within 
an inch of life, shot others, and robbed. The attackers produced a terrifyingly dramatic and 
vivid semiotic that referenced the late Cherokee War. They used their knowledge of Indians 
and Indians’ relations to appropriate “Indian” dress for the practice of “savagery.” Colonials 
knew how to identify Indians using haircuts, tattoos, and carried objects. In 1766 Charleston 
authorities detained a man and published a notice in the South Carolina Gazette and Country 
Journal expressing suspicion that the very fair-complexioned man might be an Indian. The 
basis for the suspicion was that he bore indiscernible tattoos. Nobody believed the whites 
attacking Beaver Dam were actually Indians. But ancestry was not what mattered. The 
affectation of Indian dress enacted “savagery.” What alarmed authorities was not that “Indians” 
attacked, but rather that colonials behaved as “Indians” and thereby in a sense became as 
“ungovernable” as Indians. It was colonials as “white savages” that got attention. The attacks 
in the Beaver Dam area vividly demonstrated the “license” that had developed into barbarity, 
seemingly quite suddenly. The attacks and the organized and equally brutal responses of the 
Regulators succeeded in calling attention to backcountry communities as un-moored and 
drifting colonial outposts. The Regulators sought reforms, mainly through the extension of 
colonial government and religious authority into the backcountry.43
Charles Woodmason’s answer for the “savagery” the Regulators condemned was 
education and charity. In “a Charity sermon” he advocated for schools where practical 
Christianity could be promoted, where “Children might be taught the Principles of Religion,
43 South Carolina Gazette and Country Journal, July 28, 1767; South Carolina Gazette and Country 
Journal, Nov. 18,1766. Brown, Regulators, 34-7.
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and fitted to become useful Members of Society.” Woodmason inspired the backcountry 
colonists to circulate a petition to the Commons House o f Assembly pleading for more 
educational institutions. The House took up a bill that would have ambitiously expanded the 
free schools already functioning in several parishes. Woodmason clearly had not seen the 
actual bill, but rather had been told of its contents. In his incorrect opinion, the purpose of the 
bill was to reduce the “Swarms of Orphans” that he insisted then “cover’d ... the Country in 
General.” Charity was a part o f the bill, but the College of Charleston and the management of 
the Charleston Free School predominated in the rationale and pages of the text. Woodmason 
argued that since these poor children were so often “destitute of Friends” and “had no 
Connections” they were in fact “children of the Public, who doubtless had the best Right to 
frame both their Civil and religious Principles.” But the bill died.44
The rhetoric Woodmason employed is kin to that of Augustus Hermann Franke, George 
Whitefield, and the Wesleys. All these men obsessed about the religious principles and moral 
conduct of the unchurched, the heathen, or the savage. They obsessed about the morals of 
youth, and as they considered what to do all came up with institutional answers that expanded 
schooling as a practical measure for reform. Expanded schooling, they each argued, served a 
social function through moral, civil, or labor training, and usually all three. For Woodmason, 
schooling was the anti-savage institution and the cure for the corrupting life of the 
backcountry: it would eliminate white savagery and reduce “the number of Negroes” as well. 
Although the bill died at the Assembly, a rumor spread in the backcountry that it had passed
44 See Woodmason, 118-119, where Hooker argues that the bill died because Anglicans tried to ensure 
Anglican “Civil and religious Principles” were inculcated in the schools and Independents struggled to 
ensure non-sectarian institutions. On the bill itself and a better discussion of its contents and the reasons for 
its failure see: J. H. Easterby, “The South Carolina Education Bill o f 1770,” SCHM, 48 (1947), 95-111.
Richard Maxwell Brown, The South Carolina Regulators (Cambridge, MA, 1963) is still a standard and
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and Woodmason was asked to give a sermon at a celebration. He began, “Not many years past 
[this beautiful country was] A Desert, and Forrest, overrun with Wild Beasts, and Men more 
Savage than they, but now Peopled and Planted to a degree incredible.” Never before could the 
people of Charleston be made to accept how many people had come to live in the backcountry. 
With the passage of the education bill, “this Patriotic favour,” the Assembly demonstrated their 
recognition of the settlers and invested them with the “Blessing of our Birth Right, Liberty and 
Laws.” So that now “We may call our Selves Free Men.” “Evils are much easier prevented 
than Eradicated” and the legislature had become convinced that “the Num’rous Troops of 
Banditti and Freebooters and Unsettled Profligate Persons of both Sexes, originally sprung 
from the Great Number o f Orphan and Neglected Children... [and now living] expos’d in a 
State of Nature” must be eliminated and their reemergence prevented.
Woodmason was pleased that he would be going back to England having been the first 
Anglican minister to preach in some of the areas he visited and knowing that he had triumphed 
in bringing the Church of England to the backcountry. The benefits of his adventure had 
extended “as far as the Cherokee Hills and the Catawba Nation.” He hoped that the benefits of 
the new school bill would extend to future generations, providing the “Means of lessening the 
Number of Negros that are now employ’d as family Servants.” Woodmason expected 
education to have a labor component that would produce industriousness in the whites of all 
classes. And he contended that “therefrom by Degrees” education would free “this land from 
an Internal Enemy that may one day be the total Ruin of it.” Unwittingly anticipating the 
activities o f post-Revolutionary orphanages and their labor and educational training programs, 
Woodmason believed that poor white youth trained as patriotic, pious, and industrious free
excellent account o f the movement, but he focused on the circuit court acts, with scant attention to the, 
admittedly failed, education bill. See also Klein, Unification o f  a Slave State, 47-51, 63-4.
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people would take the places of African domestic slaves by becoming domestic servants. Most 
importantly, the end of African slavery, Woodmason seems to insinuate, would bring an end to 
miscegenation, the “Species of Vice that too much prevails from the Slavery of these Poor 
Africans,”45
Before the assembled crowd, Woodmason directly voiced the knowledge competition 
inherent to colonialism. To see what vices schools would prevent among whites, Woodmason 
insisted, one need “only look into the Indians Settlements near us.” A “want of due 
Instruction,” a “want of Knowledge,” perpetuated the most “Savage Dispositions and 
detestable Practises contrary to the Principles of Humanity and Religion.” With that context, 
Woodmason refers to robberies and rapes and warns that “Freeborn Britons” had almost 
degenerated into a state similar to Indians to become “audacious Vagabonds,” “abandon’d 
Prostitutes,” and “Gamesters of all Sorts” as well as “Thieves” and “Hunters going Naked as 
Indians.” Certainly, none would, if  they could prevent it, allow the British colonists of the 
backcountry to back-slide. “Would you, Could You Can You see or suffer Poor helpless, pretty 
Boys—Beautiful, unguarded, promising Young Girls... be united with a Crew of Profligate 
Wretches... from whom they must unavoidably learn Idleness, Lewdness, Theft, Rapine,” and 
“Violence.”46 Schools would prevent it, Woodmason was certain. But the school bill had not 
passed. Nonetheless, some of the backcountry planters Woodmason spoke to from the pulpit, 
became leaders of private charitable schools in the early national period. These leaders 
included prominent residents of the town of Camden, such as Joseph Kershaw, John Chestnut, 
and John Cantey, with whom Woodmason was acquainted. Kershaw had been on the 
legislative committee that crafted the education bill. Camden had been one of the towns slated
45 Woodmason, 120-1. The miscegenation inference belongs to Hooker.
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to receive a new school had the bill passed. He and these other men would later become 
founding members of the Camden Orphan Society in 1786 (see Chapter Four).47
Dorchester, Childberry, and Winyah were precisely the kind of institutions 
Woodmason approved and that the Education Bill o f 1770 would have established had it 
passed. During the South Carolina Regulation, the Dorchester and the Winyah Indigo 
Society schools were admitting charity scholars at their most rapid rate. Woodmason and 
the backcountry petitioners clearly wanted institutions that would teach a more 
“civilized” gender system to counter the effects of colonization, especially the influences 
of Indian cultures out on the “savage” frontier. Constructed both in physical form and 
curricular design in conformity with respectable models, the schools were also 
institutional catalysts to reinforce and reproduce patriarchal cultural practices. In fact, 
such reproduction was a core part of colonial culture. Schools for the general populace 
were partly for the purpose of “Police,” not a force of police personnel, but an 
internalized discipline for the conduct of youth—a preventative for people continuing “to 
do as seemeth Him Meet.” Schools would be one arm of an authority encouraging “any 
Individual to be Industrious” and avoid vices and crimes 48
The actual Bill that had been before the South Carolina Commons House of 
Assembly, and what happened to it, demonstrated the broad and integrated role some saw 
for education in the colonial project. The education bill of 1770 was debated as a 
response to the Regulators and as a thorough revision of colonial schooling.
46 Woodmason, 121-2.
47 For Kershaw and the Education Bill o f 1770 see Easterby, 99 n. 16. For great detail on Woodmason’s 
criticisms o f Camden society as a Sodom and Gomorrah see Woodmason to John Chestnut, June 30,1769, 
in Hooker ed., Carolina Backcountry, 136-161.
48 Woodmason, 226.
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Woodmason hoped for the exclusion of the “savage.” The Regulator gangs 
donned “Indian” garb and became mock “savages.” And backwoodsmen became white 
savages—wandering from the civil standard. From this context emerged the debate over 
the Bill, which included an official consideration of “civilizing the Cherokees.” In 1770 
South Carolina Lieutenant Governor William Bull urged the Common House of 
Assembly to consider “giving a small Salary to Mr. Hammerer to revive his scheme of 
civilizing the Cherokees” as part of the 1770 education bill. The Reverend John Daniel 
Hammerer came over to North America from Alsace in 1765 with a group of Cherokees 
who were returning from a trip to London. In London, the Cherokee headmen had 
announced to the House of Lords on February 14th that they would like someone sent 
over "to teach them writing, reading and other things.” Hammerer worked among them 
for a few years and published an elaborate scheme for the “civilization” of the 
Cherokee.49 It was to this pamphlet and practice that the Lieutenant Governor referred in 
1770.
But the 1770 bill did more than propose a civilizing program for the Cherokee. It 
attempted to create an extensive role for education in the colony, whether the project was 
basic schooling, charity education, or “civilizing” the “savage” Indians, or college. The 
College of Charleston was to be established. The Charleston Free School was to be
49 Samuel C. Williams, “Christian Missions to the Overhill Cherokees,” Chronicles o f  Oklahoma, vol. 12, 
no. 1 (March 1934), 67-70: The Reverend John Martin o f Virginia had traveled to the Overhills Cherokee 
in 1757 to begin a mission among them. He left after a short while and was replaced by Rev. William 
Richardson. Richardson “was sent out to take [Martin’s] place in 1758.” He “left a diary which shows that 
he preached to the soldiers o f the Carolina Fort Loudon and to the Indians who would attend on his 
ministration; but he soon noted the sulkiness o f the Cherokees and an oppressive lull that preceded the 
cyclone which struck and destroyed the white garrison, when it was besieged by the Indians under French 
incitement. Seeing the war cloud gathering, Richardson left for South Carolina,” where he joined the 
Waxhaw settlement. For Richardson’s diary o f  this mission see: S.C. Williams, "Presbyterian Mission to 
the Cherokees, 1757-59," Tennessee Historical Magazine, \ ol.l (N. S.), 125.
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greatly expanded and reorganized, and its teachers paid by the public treasury. The bill’s 
sponsors responded to the Regulators too, claiming that “it will greatly Tend to the 
advantage of people in the remote parts of this province to have good English Schools.” 
They decided to build schools in Waxaw, Camden, Enoree, Ninety Six, New Bourdeaux, 
Congarees, Cheraws, and Orangeburgh. Special boards of commissioners were 
established, with corporate powers modeled on extant private schools. These were 
“public” schools in the sense that some received direct public funding, others received 
special legal privileges, and all were designed to serve the public good. The backcountry 
schools would be in significant degree managed by the “metropol” of Charleston: the 
teachers would be appointed, paid, and dismissed by Charleston authorities. The “duty” 
of the teachers would be “to Teach the English Tongue gramatically.” In addition, the 
Assembly wanted to see “writing and arithmetick” taught, and “such Branches of 
Mathematicks and English Education” as might be required by the local commissioners. 
They also mandated that each school “Educate and Instruct therein free of Expence 
Twenty poor children.”50 It was a system that mirrored the private charity schools.
The Regulator movement and the response to it produced the first proposal for 
colony-wide charter schools in the lower south. It was not universal compulsory 
education, but it would have functioned in every parish within the colony, exempting 
only areas not yet organized into parishes. Woodmason had publicly responded to it 
claiming it reflected patriotism and—in a Republican vein but before the Revolution— 
claimed it affirmed their birthright as Britons to liberty and laws. Thus, before the 
American Revolution, a cultural politics of creating industrious, moral, and responsible
50 Easterby, “South Carolina Education Bill o f 1770,” 107.
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subjectivities among elite and non-elite colonials had emerged as a response to the 
cultural challenges of coloniality itself. That response to coloniality was not limited to the 
Regulators. Clearly, internal factors were propelling an expanding interest in education 
within the lower south from the 1730s forward. The Commons House of Assembly must 
have considered “civilizing the Cherokees,” but they did not act upon the idea nor did 
they enact the rest of the plan. The agitation of the growing Revolutionary crisis itself 
repeatedly prorogued the assembly in the middle of readings and debate on the bill.
Ironically, the Revolution itself prevented this bill from probable passage. But the 
proposals prefigured the Post-Revolutionary Federal Civilization Program for the 
Cherokee, Creek, and others. And it underscores the broad ribbon of knowledge 
competition that ran through colonial culture.
Why Mary Musgrove and Attakullakulla learned English
When Eliazer Wheelock described the advantages of his “Indian Charity School” (in 
New England) and Indian conversions in general in a 1763 pamphlet he expressed with 
particular brevity and clarity a sentiment that was widely shared among missionaries in the 
lower south, such as John Wesley and George Whitefield. “If they can be civilized, what a 
Prospect of important Consequences open to View,” Wheelock began, then, punctuating his 
statements with exclamations, he continued:
What a saving o f Blood and Treasure! How great the Addition o f Hundreds o f Thousands o f Subjects! 
What an Increase in our Settlements! How great the Augmentation o f the Staple o f these Dominions! 
What the Increase o f the Demand for British Manufactories to cloath the new Subjects! How important 
this to the Commerce o f  Great Britain and the Colonies! And what a Source o f Opulence to the whole 
Empire!
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Wheelock addressed politics and commerce from a classic mercantilist perspective, in which 
the extension of land is the extension of resource bases, and people are understood as an asset 
for the production of wealth and power for the nation state. It is not that missionaries like 
Wheelock were insincere Christians. They were sincere and serious. Their religiosity was not a 
veneer or superstructure built up around a base of pure economic interest. Rather, Wheelock’s 
vision of Christianity was part of a widely distributed cultural formation that assumed certain 
English or European cultural-economic practices adhered to conversion and would inevitably 
be its consequence. God himself ordained it. Thus Wheelock’s description of the likely results 
of conversions to Christianity quickly focused on how making Indians Christian would make 
them into subjects who labor for, buy from, and otherwise loyally populate the empire. School 
would advance empire. His educational institution, begun in 1755, had 20 students and another 
12 English and Indian missionaries among Native American communities to the west, mostly 
in Iroquois-speaking and Iroquois Confederacy towns.51
Wheelock’s model of missionary colonization—one he shared with John Wesley, 
George Whitefield and the Georgia Trustees—represented an alternative to the rapacious 
image found in earlier published promotional accounts of South Carolina. But the Carolina 
promoters shared the mercantilist imperial thinking. John Norris published his Profitable 
Advice fo r  Rich and Poor in London in 1712 with the goal of encouraging “Shopkeepers, 
Parish-Clerks, Innkeepers, or Masters of Public-Houses” to distribute it for the “Benefit of 
some of your poor Neighbors... Tradesmen, Jusment Renters, Husbandmen of small Estates, 
Labourers, Huswifes, Men or Women Servants, Boys, Girls, and Children.” A one-time
51 Wheelock, A B rief Narrative o f  the Indian Charity-School in Lebanon in Connecticut, New England... 
(London, 1767 [Boston 1763]), 8. Rare Book Room, Swem Library Special Collections, William and Mary. 
Alexander Garden, [Untitled Notice,] South Carolina Gazette, March 28, 1743.
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correspondent with the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, Norris imagined and 
promoted colonialism as a form of charity. For him, even the promotion of colonization was a 
form of charity toward the poor of England. As Norris wrote, “If many reap the Benefit I 
hereby intend them, I have herein my Desire.” Norris portrayed South Carolina as a place full 
of opportunities for the laboring classes.52
Norris specifically claimed that the colony benefited the laboring classes as well as the 
rich because it shifted the hardest and most dangerous labor from poor Britons to Indian and 
African slaves. Of the Native Carolinians as laborers Norris writes:
There is also another sort o f People we buy for Slaves, call’d Indians, bred on the Continent, but 
far distant from us, belonging to the French and Spanish Teratories in America,... who are Sold us 
by Merchants, or Traders, that deal with several Nations o f our Native Indians, from whom they 
first buy these People, whom we then make Slaves o f... And they are call’d Slaves not because 
their Labour is more Slavish or Servile than Servants Labours is here, not often times so hard to 
perform as the Labour requir’d from Servants... but ‘tis, because they are never Free-Men, or 
Women, during their Life, nor their Children after them, who are under the same Circumstances of 
Servitude as their Parents are.53
Although elsewhere in the text Norris claims that slaves often do the worst labor, here he 
emphasizes that it is not their labor that defines the term “slave” but their legal status and their 
lack of freedom in perpetuity through the generations. In the period in which Norris was 
writing, the enslavement of Indians was not uncommon. As Allan Gallay has shown, both 
lawful and illicit slave trading thrived in the lower south through the Yamasee War (1715- 
1716). By the outbreak of hostilities between 24,000 and 51,000 Indians had been enslaved.
52 But as Jack Greene has noted, the fact that he had to promote the place as having opportunities forty 
years after it was created suggests the validity o f studies showing that early Carolina was a place o f  
suffering. Norris as quoted in Jack P. Greene, Selling a New World: Two Colonial South Carolina 
Promotional Pamphlets by Thomas Nairne and John Norris (Columbia, 1989), 79, 81. All quotations from 
Norris and Naime hereafter are from Greene. For promotional literature o f Carolina see also William S. 
Powell, “Carolina in the Seventeenth Century: An Annotated Bibliography o f Contemporary Publications,” 
North Carolina Historical Review, 41 (1964), 74-104 and Hope Francis Kane, “Colonial Promotion and 
Promotion Literature o f the Carolinas, 1660-1700, unpublished Ph.D. Diss., Brown University, 1930. These 
two citations are as in Greene, Selling a New World, 27-28, n.5.
53 Norris, Profitable Advice fo r  Rich and Poor, 86-87.
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Missionaries clearly understood their proposals as the alternative to this more parasitic and at 
times brutal practice of colonization, but it is unclear how significant their alternative was in 
actuality.54
For one thing, Indians themselves rarely embraced Christianity. Yet, throughout the 
eighteenth century Indians often engaged the Atlantic colonial system, and the exploitative 
conditions they found contributed to Indian knowledge competition with whites as much as 
anything else. Both Indian women and men were laborers for colonial enterprises in two ways. 
The first was the slavery Norris described. Though early Carolina colonists enslaved Indians, 
they found it difficult and not as profitable as African slavery, and the practice declined during 
the eighteenth century.55 A second form of Native labor was probably widespread: Indian 
people living in freedom among or near the traders and the settler towns who worked for or 
supplied food to the colonials who so vastly outnumbered them by mid-century.
This second form of labor also challenged Indian community autonomy through market 
forces, even if  the challenge was less of an affront than outright enslavement. As Joel 
Gascoyne put it in a colonial promotional tract for South Carolina as early as 1682, Indians 
readily offered their “services to fish” and would “hunt their Game for a Trifle” by European 
standards. By Norris’s time many Indians were enslaved and many others had scattered and 
migrated westward, northward, and southward.56 An example of the cultural adaptation of the 
Indian people to the English environment that also shows the exploitative conditions of that
54 Gallay, Indian Slavery, 299.
55 William Robert Snell, “Indian Slavery in Colonial South Carolina, 1671-1795” (Ph.D. diss., University 
of Alabama, 1972), 114-124; Gallay, Indian Slavery, 299.
56 Gascoyne, A True Description o f  Carolina (London, 1682), 4 ; as quoted and discussed in Silver, New 
Face on the Countryside, 83, 84.
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environment was reported in the South Carolina Gazette in the 1750’s. A runaway slave who
57was described as a cobbler claimed to be a Catawba though he could not speak Catawba.
But in other ways, Native communities outside the zones of direct colonial control were 
still within the reach of more than just Indian and white slavers. These further-off communities 
formed a labor force linked to the colony through networks such as the one the 1725 Catawba 
Map represents. Drawn on a deerskin, that map also reflects the deerskin trade routes. Deer 
hunting was a major labor activity. Indian men harvested tens of thousands of deerskins each 
year that were processed by women and sold through Charleston. The total reached over
100,000 skins annually by the middle eighteenth century.58 Besides this male-female 
cooperative labor, women produced com and other staples. These further-off Native American 
Indian communities were less patriarchal than colonial culture. Southeastern Indians practiced 
matriliny: kin traced their relationships through mothers, sisters, and daughters. This kinship 
system was part of a broad gender code that impacted most aspects of Southeastern Indian life, 
including labor on behalf of the colonials. Each form of male labor can best be understood as 
hinged to the gender system of male and female contributions to the clan and community 
system centered on matrilineages. This was in stark contrast to the patrilineal kinship systems 
of England and Europe. As a result the Anglo-Indian frontier was defined as much by gender 
as it was defined by emerging ideas about class or race.59
57 "A Young Indian Fellow," South Carolina Gazette. June 4, 1753, p2.
58 Braund, Deerskins and Duffels, 70-1, 96-8; Usner, Indians, 245-7.
59 Matrilineages were common to the Creek, Cherokee, Seminole, Chocktaw, and other Native American 
Indian communities in the region. See: Hudson, Southeastern Indians, 185; Greg Urban and Jason Baird 
Jackson, “Social Organization,” in Handbook o f  the North American Indians, Volume 14, William 
Sturtevant, general ed., and Raymond D. Fogelson, volume ed. (Washington, 2004), 697; Kathleen Brown, 
“The Anglo-Indian Gender Frontier,” in Good Wives, Nasty Wenches, and Anxious Patriarchs, 42-74.
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Hunting was a key male-centered labor activity. Histories of the Indian-European 
encounter in North America commonly focus on the trading and treaty activities of men, but in 
such meetings the men sometimes spoke of the importance of women and often traded items 
derived from their own hunting for status items of interest to Indian women.60 In the hunting 
trade, the Coastal, Cherokee, Creek, and other people supplied hides, which Europeans valued 
for clothing and other items, to traders, usually living far from white settlements. Indian men 
also served as runaway slave catchers for the colonials.61 And they traded more unusual things 
that were undoubtedly sometimes the products of Indian women’s labor, such as white clay 
(five tons of it went to the Wedgewood company alone from Southeastern Indians). Finally, 
Indian warriors and hunters traded information, what treaties and officials in the period labeled 
“intelligence,” about the movements of Indians and the French in particular.62 It should not be 
presumed that these forms of labor for the market meant a loss of Indian autonomy or the 
declension of Indian cultures, without the interposition of force or the erosion of the Indian 
resource base. Researchers of the last 30 years have demonstrated again and again that Native 
American Indians, including those of the Southeast, used exchange to sustain and modify their 
cultural practices rather than abandon them.
60 Colonial Records o f  North Carolina (1887), May 26, 1756, v. 5: 579-84 (importance o f women) and 
“Committee o f  Conference Report, June 8 1748,” South Carolina Journal o f  the Commons House o f  Assembly, 
Jan 19 1748 - June 29,1749 (items: calico, a pair o f  ear bobs, a mirror, and a piece o f gartering.
61 “Message o f Jan 21, 1711,” South Carolina Journal o f  the House o f  Commons, Jan. 11 1711 - Mar 1 
1711: 273-74 (Indians employed in capturing escaped slaves); “Order o f Feb. 28 1766,” South Carolina 
Journal o f  the Commons House o f  Assembly (Jan. 7, 1766-May 9,1767), lb-11  (Payment to Catawbas for 
capturing slaves); “Report o f Dec. 11, 1768,” Colonial Records o f  North Carolina (1890), 8: 555-61 
(Description o f slaves flight from Charleston in 1765. Governor hired Catawbas to capture them. Fugitives 
surrendered rather than face Indians) These citations from Thomas J. Blumer, ed., Bibliography o f  the 
Catawba (Metuchen, NJ, 1987).
62 Timothy Silver, A New Face on the Countryside: Indians, Colonists, and Slaves in South Atlantic 
Forests, 1500-1800 (New York, 1990), 83-4.
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Indian men could engage in negotiation with colonial leaders to preserve community 
priorities and end up encouraging colonials to see them as inappropriately powerful within 
their community. Women might marry white traders and become separated from the 
matrilineal community. Or they might produce com for the market and end up dependent on 
those sales. Indian people seem most to have sought to maintain and defend core cultural 
institutions, their autonomy, and their resource base, but they were often otherwise innovative 
in their engagement of colonials and adapted as need arose. And the need for adaptation was 
great. The people of the coastal plain had been devastated, though they survived. In 1685 there 
were possibly 10,000 Native people on the Coastal plain of modem South Carolina. There 
were just 7,500 in 1700. By the 1730s, slave raids by Carolinians and the Tuscarora War and 
Yamasee War left maybe 4,000. By 1800 there were probably only a few hundred.63
Such destructive impacts, however, were distributed unevenly across the South. The 
Cherokees, more distant in the interior, survived diseases and colonial incursions longer and 
better. Still, a probable 32,000 people in 1685 declined to not more than 8,000 in the late 
eighteenth century. Similarly, the Creek confederacy towns’ population numbered about
15,000 in 1685. Through absorbing smaller remnant groups, their distance from colonials, and 
improved prevention and treatment of smallpox and other illnesses, the Creeks still numbered 
about 15,000 in 1790. The scene, at mid-century, looking westward seemed dangerous to 
individual colonials, even if  they had reason to be confident that colonial Britain itself could 
eventually triumph. The danger was what the missionaries believed they could replace through 
Christian colonialism.64 But they rarely ventured far into Indian Country, if  they ventured to go
63 Silver, A New Face on the Countryside, 82-83.
64 Silver, A New Face on the Countryside, 82-83.
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at all: in the research for this dissertation almost no English missionaries among the Cherokee, 
Creek, or Catawba were found.
Facing east from Indian Country, native cultures in proximity to the lower south 
colonies remained defined by pre-colonial community practices, though substantially 
influenced by the colonial culture borne by the Atlantic market for their labor, resources, and 
knowledge. Most importantly, Indian conceptions of gender continued to define Indian 
divisions of labor and authority, with the women tending fields and gathering berries, nuts, and 
roots from the forests while the men, sometimes with significant numbers of women, hunted, 
determined external policy, and fought wars. Among the Cherokee an idea of balance in the 
use of the land and between genders was preserved and defended throughout the eighteenth 
century despite losses of land and people.65 As suggested by the numbers of Cherokee and 
Creek who survived, mere propinquity and communication with colonial centers did not spell 
destruction. Not all was in decline though much was in flux.66
Glimpses of Indian efforts to preserve and defend their knowledge and autonomy while 
selling their labor and products can be gleaned from descriptive accounts. The soldier Edmond 
Atkin described what he termed “Indian Education” as run by the old Cherokee headmen. The 
headmen were “on Account of their Age held in great Veneration for their Wisdom and
65 Perdue, Cherokee Women: Gender and Culture Change, 1700-1835 (Lincoln, Nebraska, 1998), 
“Conclusion,” 183-195.
66 The Creek Confederacy should not be mistaken for an ethnic or linguistic community. Most spoke 
Muskogee, but the confederacy itself was a political organization o f diverse and autonomous towns. Not 
until after the Yamasee War (1715-1716) did the confederacy really form. In the late eighteenth century, 
Alexander McGillivray had considerable success encouraging cooperation among the talwas. His successor 
Benjamin Hawkins had more difficulty. Still, cooperation was always possible. The Shawnee Prophet 
Movement and the Red Stick War (1813-1814) were moments when the Creek towns cooperated and even 
entered into larger non-Creek alliances. See Vemon James Knight, jr., “The Formation o f the Creeks,” in 
Charles Hudson and Carmen Chaves Tesser, eds., The Forgotten Centuries: Indians and Europeans in the 
American South, 1521-1704 (Athens, GA, 1994), 373-375, 390.
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Experience.” They were allowed to “spend the remainder of their days almost intirely in the 
Town Round Houses.” And “the Youth and others daily report” there to hear them relate “the 
History of their Nation, discoursing of Occurrences, and delivering precepts and Instructions 
for their Conduct and Welfare.” The “precepts” inculcated were also put on display in events 
such as those seen by Virginia Captain William Preston during the failed Sandy Creek 
expedition, a joint effort o f the Cherokee and Virginians against the Shawnee in 1756. When 
Preston “had occasion to switch one of the soldiers for swearing Profanely” the “Indian Chiefs 
then present” became “Incensed.”67 Such beatings simply did not occur in Cherokee war 
parties and young warriors were taught not to respect those who inflicted them.
Young children were disciplined. The trader and author James Adair insisted that the 
Cherokee disciplined their youths. And he clearly understood that discipline preserved cultural 
boundaries in the minds of the children. “It ought to be remarked, that they are careful with 
their youth, and fail not to punish them when they transgress.” Adair witnessed an old headman 
chastising youths: “He began with a lusty young fellow, who was charged with being more 
effeminate than became a warrior.” The youth’s effeminacy was attributed to his living “nearer 
than any of the rest to an opulent and helpless German.” And the punishment was as severe as 
anything orphanages might dole out to a young “degenerate.” “He bastinadoed the young 
sinner severely, with a thick whip, about a foot and a half long.” And the headman “reasoned 
with him as he corrected him: he told him that he was Chehakse Kaneha-He, literally, ‘you are 
one who is wicked, and almost lost.’” Critically, however, Adair noted that “this Indian 
correction lessens gradually in its severity, according to the age of the pupils” and by the time a 
boy began joining hunting expeditions he would be freer of corporal punishments and rigid
67 Edmond Atkin, Indians o f  the Southern Frontier: The Edmond Atkin Report and Plan o f 1755, Wilbur R.
Jacobs, ed. (Columbia, 1954), 10.
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expectations of obedience. That lessening was a stark contrast with English juridical practices, 
social hierarchy, and the cultural construction of consent. And it was a constant source of 
competitive tension.68
Adair’s choice of words such as effeminate and his representation of a central 
significance for the youth’s embrace of a German colonist suggest important anti-colonial 
cultural functions to what Atkin had termed “Indian Education.” As already noted, Cherokee 
society was defined by a balanced construction of gender. There were hierarchies among 
women and among men, but not between men and women. Between men and women, 
matrilineages organized society. The men and women of Cherokee society were seen as 
distinct beings, not superior and inferior forms of the same being. Balance, within one’s own 
conduct and between the roles of men and women, was the central standard of value. Men 
hunted and fought, they held councils, and they demonstrated through games and other 
activities dexterity and a fortitude deemed manly. Across the gender frontier, a typical German 
or English settler often seemed effeminate because his common activities did not include such 
preparations for war and did include activities Cherokees associated with women, most 
importantly agriculture. A Cherokee boy adopting “effeminate” habits of a male colonist was 
not necessarily an inferior male, but rather no male at all. The old headman who beat the youth
68 Adair, 164-5. Claudio Saunt has argued that trade and military rivalry among the European imperial 
powers tended to fragment hierarchies within the Creek community at least. He has shown this dynamic at 
work between male political and war leaders and between women and men. I think my arguments here 
fundamentally complement his. I place stress on how the same trade and treaty relationships produced new 
hierarchies that Creeks and Cherokees sometimes resisted and sometimes embraced. Missionary schooling 
and the larger knowledge competition o f  which schooling was part were among the features o f this 
dynamic. See Saunt, A New Order o f  Things: Property Power and the Transformation o f  the Creek Indians, 
1733-1816 (New York, 1999). See also Saunt, “Taking Account o f Property: Social Stratification among 
the Creek Indians in the Early Nineteenth Century,” The William and Mary Quarterly 24 (2000), 733-760 
and ‘“The English has now a Mind to make Slaves o f them all’: Creeks, Seminoles, and the Problem of  
Slavery,” American Indian Quarterly 22 (1998), 157-181; ‘“Domestick...Quiet being broke’: Gender 
Conflict among Creek Indians in the Eighteenth Century,” in Contact Points, Teute and Cayton, eds. 
(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1998).
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so severely, did so to enforce and teach the community standard so that the boy would not 
become “lost” in the cultural world of a “helpless German” accustomed to agriculture, little 
able to fight, and unable to survive in the woods.69
This gendered colonial dynamic affected women as much as men. Adair tells a story 
about “a Chikkesah [Chickasaw, west of the Creek and Cherokee,] woman, a domestic of one 
of the traders” who became “very ill with a complication of disorders.” An Indian medicine 
man tried to cure her, but his efforts had not “the least visible effect.” In the end the medicine 
man “ascribed her ailment to the eating of swine’s flesh, blood, and other polluting food.” 
Against such an “accursed sickness,” he admitted his “beloved songs, and physic” were useless 
and he left “in anger.” Adair does not say so, but presumably western remedies failed as well. 
The woman remained ill until her immune system eventually recovered on its own. 
Nonetheless, explaining the sickness for the purpose of prevention remained an important need 
and desire. She came to understand what she had experienced as “‘the accursed sickness,”’ 
echoing the medicine man. She declared that the sickness had been caused by eating “a great 
many fowls after the manner of the white people.” A domestic worker of a trader, this woman 
and the youth living near the helpless German were courting imbalance. She seems to have 
come to understand her predicament that way as well. It was not her labor in the trading station 
that the medicine man suspected was the direct cause. That labor was the indirect cause. The 
young woman herself was directly responsible, according to the medicine man. Like the youth 
disciplined by the old headman, it was her embrace of white culture on a bodily and practical 
level, exemplified by her eating “in the manner of the white people,” that caused the sickness. 
If she could labor at the station and not eat like a colonial, presumably she would thrive. The
69 Perdue, Cherokee Women, 123.
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medicine man had advised her in the need for adhering to community knowledge, and she had 
agreed. Interestingly unlike the youth, she retained her personal autonomy. The medicine man 
did not take her with him, and he did not give her orders. He defined the malady, implied that 
she had accursed herself, and then simply left. Knowledge of “right” did not assume the power 
to compel.70
Knowledge competition between Native American Indian and colonial communities 
gained the aspect of a struggle. This was not simply because colonials often viewed Indians as 
poor, crude, or childlike. It was because, Indian ideas and desires notwithstanding, many 
colonials harbored powerful ambitions not just for trade or settlement but for the alteration of 
Native cultures to make Native American people more efficient commercial partners, more 
loyal and obedient allies, and better religious subjects. Christians like the Salzburg immigrants 
to Georgia in 1734, upon meeting Indians, often wrote how their hearts ached in affection for 
the “poor creatures” and a desire to see God save them. For many Christians, both evangelical 
and Anglican, distance from an acknowledgement of Jesus was a spiritual poverty inseparable 
from material poverty. “Surely if  our Principles be wrong, our Practice cannot be right,” 
sermonized the Rev. Josiah Smith to a mostly white Charleston congregation. Smith taught that 
a right knowledge of God, Jesus, scripture, and the self was necessary in order to acquire good 
practices in everyday life. Education, he argued, was the key producer of moral values, but 
religious education was of particular importance for it taught the practice o f duty and led the 
way to happiness by giving proper direction to lessons in subjects such as arithmetic or 
navigation.71 Smith delivered this message to a congregation of elites and non-elites, including
70 Adair, 141.
71 Smith, Sermons on Several Important Subjects (Boston, 1757), 275 (quote) and 279-280.
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artisans and whites and blacks of the laboring classes. Moral education was not for the elite 
alone. This approach could also apply to Indians.
The Reverend Alexander Garden at first imagined he would educate Indians and 
Africans together in his Charleston missionary school. The Reverend John Wesley yearned to 
begin his mission to the Creeks in Georgia. A “private English gentleman” traveled among the 
Creeks and Cherokees “from Motives of Curiosity and Religion.” And “after acquiring a 
competent knowledge of their Languages,” he quite boldly “endeavored to instill into them the 
Christian Principles.” Scholars have observed that the English did not engage in near as much 
proselytizing as did French and Spanish colonials. Nevertheless, the desire for such a 
transformation was clearly there, even if  the organizational capacity was not. Both religious 
instruction and trade—in the conception of this dissertation—involved very significant 
knowledge competition. And both fed the competitive dynamic that helped produce white
72education and Indian civilization initiatives.
The first epigraph for this chapter suggests how Indian communities received religious 
education. The missionary declares that Indians will not “let” their children learn, an indirect 
reference to the agency of the women for they would have had most o f the authority in 
decisions about where children lived and what they learned. John Wesley never began his 
mission in Georgia, partly because no Georgia Indians were clamoring for it. Garden’s school 
became known as the “negroe school,” dedicated solely to converting Afro-Charlestonians, 
because no Indians became involved. And Indians killed the unnamed English gentleman who 
learned their language to teach Christian principles. Such action by Indians has often been 
interpreted as a pointed rejection of Christianity, believing that its presence or exposure to it
72 Atkins, 60.
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was contaminating. But the rejections of Christianity can also be seen as part of an anti­
colonial cultural struggle akin to the actions of the old headman who “bastinadoed” the youth 
or the medicine man who pronounced the cultural source of the young woman’s malady. Such 
rejections were pointed rejections of the cultural colonialism that was as much a part of 
missionary activity as any other European practice, including market exchanges. The 
missionary in the epigraph wanted the Indian children to wear clothes. Did the missionary 
English gentleman’s rhetoric and interpretation of the social meaning of Christian ideas require 
fundamental reordering of Native knowledge of gender? If so, his murder may have been less 
an attack on Christian ideas than on the cultural practices the Englishman attached to them. 
Among Indian cultures there was nothing controversial about the notion of a Supreme Being or 
an omnipresent spirit, of right and wrong, or of honesty and deception. But quite controversial 
were patriarchy, patrilineality, patrilocality, and compulsory power. If these were not part of 
the curriculum, learning English reading and writing was occasionally a desire of prominent 
Indians: they wanted to understand the use of print, like muskets and looms.
After missionary work, there were two more facets of colonialism. The first was the 
centralized elite project of empire, usually carried out through policy and command of 
subordinates.73 The other category of colonialism was more decentralized and often driven by 
non-elite ambitions. Traders in their everyday lives sometimes appropriated Indian practices or 
disregarded Native expectations along with European law. When non-elites settled or squatted
73 South Carolina examples include the 1717 instructions to Eleazur Wiggan and John How from the 
Commissioners o f  the Indian Trade on how to conduct themselves and their business with the Indians.
Another example comes from 1757, when the colonial governor o f  North Carolina declared that the 
Catawbas’ 1.8 million acres o f  land was too much for them and should be reduced. A third example was the 
March 1765 payment o f Samuel Wyley by South Carolina for surveying Catawba lands ceded to the 
colony. See: South Carolina Journal o f  the Commons House o f  Assembly Mar 5 1765- April 6, 1766, p.56- 
59. Governor Dobbs to Board o f Trade, Jan. 20, 1757, Colonial Records o f  North Carolina (1887) 5: 739-
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in the woods they also colonized. They created the opening wedges of colonial authority to the 
extent that they brought European cultural expectations with them.
Such trader colonialism and settler colonialism produced texts in the form of trade- 
dialects that went largely unrecorded except for a few word lists produced by colonials seeking 
to leam Native languages. The word lists record linguistic competition within colonialism. 
Crossing language barriers was routine and critical in everyday encounters as well as treaty 
meetings and councils. Both colonial and Native communities understood the importance. 
Commonly the various Indian communities of the lower south probably devised—in 
conversation with traders, travelers, and missionaries—pidgin dialects based on Indian 
languages. These pidgins would have been the common language with colonials, and when 
colonial records refer to non-native people learning a Indian language the default assumption 
should be that they had learned a pidgin.74 Data on such pidgins comes entirely from lists made 
by colonials as part of promotional tracts and surveys of resources in lands thought potentially 
interesting for colonization. William Gerard De Brahm created one of the most interesting of 
such lists in the 1760s. De Brahm, a German colonist in Georgia, surveyed for British colonial 
authorities the development and resources of South Carolina, Georgia, and East Florida.75 De
42. May 14 1717, Journal o f  the Commissioners o f  the Indian Trade. (1955), 179-82, 203 (Wiggan) and 
292-3 (How). Citations as found in Blumer, ed., Bibliography o f  the Catawba.
74 Two leading authorities on this subject o f language encounter are James Axtell and Ives Goddard. See Axtell, 
“Babel o f  Tongues: Communicating with the Indians in Eastern North America” and Goddard, “The Use o f  
Pidgins and Jargon’s in Eastern North America,” in Edward G. Gray and Norman Fiering, eds., The Language 
Encounter in the Americas, 1492-1800: A Collection o f  Essays (New York, 2000), 15-60,61-80. Colonials were 
often quick to assume they understood Indian languages quite well, when perhaps they did not. With the exception 
o f the little-recorded “go-betweens” or “cultural brokers” it is reasonable to assume that colonials who “spoke” 
Indian languages in fact spoke pidgin dialects or “contact languages.” A Catawba interpreter speaks English: 
“Journal o f  the Proceedings o f the Southern Congress at Augusta from the Arrival o f  the Several Governors at 
Charles Town, South Carolina the 1st o f  October to their Return to the Same Place... 21st Nov 1763,” The State 
Records o f  North Carolina (1895) 11: 156-207, as cited in Blumer, ed., Bibliography o f  the Catawba.
15 James Habersham estimated De Brahm to be “one o f the most intelligent men I ever met with.”
Habersham quoted in Louis De Vorsey, jr., “Introduction,” D e Brahm’s Report, 10. All the words and
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Brahm’s seemingly bland word list actually dramatizes the colonial encounter, and most 
importantly for this chapter, it is revealing of knowledge competition.
De Brahm’s vocabulary of Cherokee distinguishes between upper and lower Cherokee 
and is best understood as a guide to a pidgin dialect. Like many Indian-European pidgins, it 
was an essential word list for conducting trade and traversing the Cherokee towns. It includes 
approximately 400 words and word phrases besides a list of numbers. How De Brahm 
collected the list is clear from his descriptive text of Georgia and Florida: he traveled the 
country taking detailed notes and making sketches of places. And the list reveals types of 
situations De Brahm might have experienced or expected he might need to know how to 
navigate, such as sleep within a Indian community: “Good Night, (now rest)... Noquo u lesf 
The list can be culturally revealing too. He records words for “Bed,” “Cabin,” “Chair,” “Rails” 
(like a fence), a “tin Pot,” “Sugar,” “Thimble,” and “War woman.” The word for “com bread” 
was katu, which then became a component of compound word-phrases for potato bread, 
pumpkin bread, and wheat bread, suggesting that each form of bread was understood as a 
version of com bread. Katu deliko appears on the list under bread as “wheat bread” and under 
“E” for “European bread.” Wheat was from the Eastern Hemisphere, while each of the other 
bread forms used products native to the Western Hemisphere. Com occupies the definitive 
position, seemingly synonymous with the category “bread” itself. But the way in which the 
word list is partial and incomplete reveals who his informants were. The list contains no word 
for “man” or “boy” or “wife” but it does contain “woman” and “girl” and “husband,” 
suggesting that De Brahm collected much if  not all of his list while visiting with women. In 
fact the list suggests he may have predominately talked with relations of Outacite, a prominent
phrases cited below in the discussion o f De Brahm’s Cherokee vocabulary are taken from pages 115-131. J. 
Brikel, Natural History o f  North Carolina, (Dublin 1737) offers a shorter pidgin vocabulary.
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Cherokee warrior allied to the English who led the Cherokees in the 1756 Sandy Creek 
expedition mentioned earlier. De Brahm, seemingly without realizing what he had recorded, 
inserted the warrior’s name in his dictionary and translated it as “Man-killer,” which was how 
Outacite’s name sometimes appeared in colonial records.
A sense of conversations, queries, and answers emerges from the list as well, often 
suggesting, by its broken nature, shortcomings and failures as much as deciphering and 
cataloging communication. He records words and phrases for “love” and “I love you” without 
recording similar ones for hate or anger. There are eight different phrases constructed with 
“Noquo” or “now.” He records multiple querying phrases using words like who, what, where, 
when, and why. He includes a complete numbering scheme. De Brahm notes that the word 
tiliofi denotes “Written” or “to write” but he makes no note of reading or a command form 
such as “write.” Perhaps his informants asked him to explain his scribbling. It is not hard to 
imagine him writing his list of words as he points around a Cherokee home asking “katotito” or 
“what do you call that?” He records “I understand you not” and “shew me the way.” And it 
seems there might be a hint of his Cherokee hosts’ exasperation in “chulekosti... troublesome 
you are” and “Noquo ulesegka... now rest, good night.”
Although married with children, De Brahm’s sexual interests or an awareness of the 
interests of other white men venturing into Cherokee country are apparent in the word list. He 
not only records terms and phrases like “I love you” he also records “lay down” (command 
form) and the query “why don’t you lay down?” He also has recorded “Go wash yourself, 
dress,” “tie the Garters,” and “Pull, pull off the Breeches.”76 He also records questions and
76 John Lawson, in his New Voyage to Carolina, in 1709 had described “trading girls” as women with the special 
role o f  cultivating close relations with European traders, and he implied that they were prostitutes.
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recommendations for dancing and five different ways to discuss or recommend drinking wine, 
rum, water, and other things.
De Brahm’s text should not be confused with “actual” Cherokee, although it could 
supply evidence for a discussion of Cherokee language history. The list represents De Brahm’s 
own weak understanding of Cherokee and how the women he spoke with chose to talk with 
him. Misunderstandings were many and could be encountered on both the denotative and 
connotative dimensions of language. For instance, De Brahm apparently did not notice that he 
recorded the exact same word for “brother” and “sister.” His words for “God” and “white man” 
or “European” are spelled so similarly as to be phonetically almost identical, suggesting 
perhaps a misunderstanding or a joke played on him by his informant women. Similarly, he 
may have erroneously recorded a woman warrior’s name when he translated the Cherokee 
“War woman,” after all he had mistakenly translated Outacite’s name, “Man-killer,” without 
noting that it referred to a specific person.77
Misunderstandings on the connotative level, however, might have been where the most 
intense knowledge competition lay. De Brahm may have simply misunderstood the denotative 
significance of nouns such as “War-woman,” but translations of important and culturally 
freighted terms, such as “love,” carried far more complications because they had no material 
object as a clear referent. How do you “correct” misunderstanding of the term “love?” To what 
do you point? And yet that term and others similarly subject to social convention—or 
“arbitrary” in the relation of sign to object—carry the connotations of some of the most 
important and complex values, practices, and beliefs of cultures. Making the situation still
77 De Vorsey, jr., ed., De Brahm’s Report, 115-131.
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more complicated was that missionaries did indeed expect to restructure, for example,
Cherokee constructions of sexuality, which afforded women greater autonomy.
Yet these more complex terms mediated cultural encounters and had especially 
profound implications for missionaries’ work. Much missionary discourse was reliant on 
highly abstract symbolic language. A Moravian missionary near Savannah encountered but did 
not recognize these cultural-linguistic complexities when building a school for the “Conversion 
of the Indians.” The missionary, who noted no translator and probably relied on the use of a 
pidgin, declared with pleasure that Tomochichi, a Savannah area headman, had become “very 
earnest to promote the School” following a severe illness. An early resistance to Christianity 
was fading, according to the missionary, and many children and several men were expected to 
attend the school.
The school building was substantive, 60 by 15 feet, and it was located “on a hill which 
we call Irene, by a Brook Side, about a half a Quarter of A Mile above Tomo-Chachees 
Town.” The Moravians probably chose the hill because they, like many eighteenth century 
people, considered high places especially “healthful” and “airy.” In fact the hill was a pre­
colonial burial mound, certainly not active in recent history and probably not containing relics 
and remains of Savannah Indians’ personally known ancestors. But they considered it hallowed 
ground. Asked by Savannah Indians whether he and the other Moravians feared living on a 
burial mound, the missionary “answered no.” But the Indians said they were fearful, “because 
they believed that Fairies haunted Hills,” in the words of the missionary. Casually translating 
Creek belief into a caricature of ancient Germanic belief meant to make it sound ignorantly 
superstitious, the colonials dug up the burial mound for the basement and foundation almost as 
if  they wished to disprove and dispel the superstition. Workers found an “Abundance of Oister
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Shells, and some Bones and Buck Horns.” In other words, they found ceremonial burial objects 
and human remains. Not surprisingly, the mission school failed to attract local Indians and
no
soon became abandoned.
A story James Adair tells also vividly illustrates the linguistic domain of knowledge 
competition. “There was a gentleman who married” a woman named Dark-Lanthom 
“according to the manner of the Cheerake.” But the man either had little understanding, little 
respect, or little confidence in Cherokee marriages. He feared “that marriages were commonly 
of a short duration in that wonton female government” and believed that his position as 
husband—both emotionally and socially—would be better secured if  he could “get her 
sanctified by one of our beloved men with a large quantity of holy water in baptism.” Adair’s 
use of the term “beloved man” is a translation of the Cherokee term for headman and medicine 
man, an early hint that the drama is a colonial rendition of a domestic comedy of error in which 
the story pivots on cultural misunderstanding. The groom’s folly is his belief that his new wife 
could, by Christian marriage, “be taught the conjugal duty, by virtue of her new Christian 
name.” Dark-Lanthom “was no stranger in the English settlements” and the husband had little 
difficulty persuading her to “go down to the Conggarees, to get the beloved speech.” He 
promised her “many fine things beside...” For his part, the minister “readily knew the value of 
a convert,” and grasped the opportunity to change her “from a wild savage to a believing
7QChristian.”
In keeping with the requirements of the Anglican Church hierarchy, the minister began 
by querying her current belief, asking “her a few articles of her creed.” But the questions were
78 Allen Candler, comp., The Colonial Records o f  the State o f  Georgia, 1732-1782, Vol. 16 (Atlanta, 1904- 
1916), 221-223.
79 Adair, 133-35.
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“soon answered by the bridegroom, as interpreter, from some words she spoke.” Then the 
“priest proposed to her a religious question, but the groom, believing she would not understand 
the metaphysical nature of Christian theology, attempted to illustrate or translate the questions 
with reference to “some of the virtues” and recommend “to her a very strict chastity in the 
married state.”
‘Very well, said she [in Cherokee], that’s a good speech, and fit for every woman alike, unless she is very 
old— But what says he now?’ The interpreter [“groom”], after a short pause, replied, that he [the 
minister] was urging her to a proper care in domestic life. ‘You evil spirit, said she, when was I wasteful, 
or careless at home?’ He replied, ‘never’: ‘Well then, said she, tell him his speech is troublesome and 
light.— But, first, where are those fine things you promised me?’ He bid her be patient a little, and she 
should have plenty o f  everything she liked best; at this she smiled.
The minister, not understanding their Cherokee conversation, became more confident that she
was ready for conversion and “asked if she understood, and believed the needful article, the
doctrine of the trinity.” Interceding, the groom “swore heartily” and declared for her that she
80did, “for she was a sensible young woman.”
The minister continued, questioning her “belief of the uni-trinity, and tri-unity of the 
deity,” which the minister, the “beloved man,” began to explain to the groom, so that he could 
translate for her. The explanation was apparently quite long and “she smartly asked... the 
subject o f their long and crooked-like discourse.” But received only the answer that “he 
[groom] believed the religious man had picked-out all the crabbed parts of his old book... how 
could he desire him to explain to such a sharp-discerning young woman, that one was three, 
and three, one?” The groom assured the minister—without translation—that such questions, if 
they were even in the Bible, “belonged only to the deep parts of arithmetic, in which the... 
Indian beloved men were untaught.” Further, he told the minister, “the Indians did not mind 
what religion the women were of, or whether they had any; and that the bride would take it
80 Adair, 133-35.
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very kindly, if  he shortened his discourse, as nothing can disturb the Indian women so much as
O  1
long lectures.”
Adair uses her name, Dark-Lanthom, a possibly fictional or mistranslated name, as an 
indication not of weak intelligence but of her lack of understanding in this situation because of 
her husband’s failure to even attempt to translate much of the discussion. Adair refers to her as 
“the Dark-Lanthom.” She
became very uneasy, both by the delay o f time, and the various passions she attentively read in the 
bridegroom’s face and speech and she asked him sharply the meaning o f such a long discourse. He 
instantly cried out, that the whole affair was spoiled, unless it was brought to a speedy conclusion: but the 
religious man insisted upon her belief in that article, before he could proceed any farther.
Adair endeavored to make the Christian ceremony seem strange and foreign to his English- 
speaking readers, overly describing simple aspects and avoiding customary terms. Baptism and 
marriage became: “put[ing] the holywater on her face, and read[ing] over the marriage 
ceremony.” The minister promised not to ask about the trinity until the. end of the baptism and 
wedding, which pleased “the bridegroom” and the ceremony began. The ceremony was long, 
however, and the bowl of wine deep and the groom mistranslated the question about the trinity 
when it came, providing Adair with an opportunity for ribald Cherokee double-entendre. 
Overjoyed,
instead o f asking her belief o f  the mysterious union o f the tri-une deity, he only mentioned the manly 
facilities o f nature. The bride smiled, and asked if  the beloved man borrowed that speech from his 
beloved marriage-book? Or whether he was married, as he was so waggish, and knowing in those 
affairs.— The priest imagining her cheerful looks proceeded from her swallowing his doctrine, 
immediately called for a bowl o f  water to initiate his new convert. As the bridegroom could not mediate 
with his usual friendly offices in this affair, he persuaded her to let the beloved man put some beloved 
water on her face, and it would be a sure pledge o f a lasting friendship between her and the English, and 
intitle her to every thing she liked best.
Consenting and enduring the baptism ceremony, “she proceeded to go to bed with her partner, 
while the beloved man sung a psalm at the door, concerning the fruitful vine.” The minister
81 Adair, 133-35.
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recorded her name in his “church book” as the first of his converts and used her example to
chastise his “English sheep” with “how, by the cooperation of the Deity, his earnest endeavors
changed an Indian Dark-Lanthom into a lamp of Christian light.” Later, to the minister’s grief,
“he was obliged on account of her adulteries, to erase her name from thence, and enter it anew
82in some of the crowded pages of female delinquents.”
In his final remark on the scene, Adair more or less established a moral equivalency 
between women of Indian and European cultures: an essential, natural female sexuality 
overpowered cultural performances of manners and morals. The pages of the church book were 
crowded with Indian and European female sexual delinquents alike, which asserted a 
particularly female promiscuity. Such an equivalency would be outrageous to his readers if  he 
were comparing European and African women. The equivalency, therefore, is telling about 
Adair and the racial construction of Cherokee women.
In terms of religion, Adair showed himself to be something of a moral relativist, at least 
from the perspective of an eighteenth-century Christian, because he did not hold Christianity in 
any particular esteem and suggested that Christianity and Indian religions were both nonsense. 
What Adair certainly failed to see in his story even though he reports it, was the fact that Dark- 
Lanthom’s “adulteries” could also be understood as the failure of the patriarchal European 
marriage customs to win her loyalty away from the mode of sexual autonomy in which she was 
raised. Cherokee women possessed greater sexual autonomy before marriage and greater 
ability to terminate marriages at will. For Adair this is merely “wonton female government,” 
but of course it was not wanton at all—at least not for the Cherokee women. She may not have 
been very “Christian” but like the youth disciplined for imitation of nearby Germans or the
82 Adair, 133-35.
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young woman who “ate in the manner of the white people” at the trading station, Dark- 
Lanthom was too “Christian” for some of her people. When she died her relations considered 
her to be living too far from Cherokee Country to come and retrieve her body and they refused 
to bury her in Carolina. Adair and a friend buried her out of pity.
Such scenes, similar to treaty meetings in their formality and need for an interpreter, do 
recall the “creative misunderstandings” of Richard White’s influential study of the Great Lakes 
region, The Middleground. But they reveal Europeans who have power within the region of 
settlement, even if  they in a comedic manner fail to comprehend events, and even though their 
power falls apart in the periphery’s “middle ground” of compromise. Middlemen—traders and 
interpreters mainly—have been a focus of scholarly analysis of the “cultural brokers” who 
made the critical leaps between cultural understandings, albeit imperfectly. For the current 
“middleground” interpretation in Native American Studies, a period of difficult balance 
between cultures, during which time both sides compromised on their normal expectations, led 
to a period when European powers displaced their Native allies or adversaries, usually through 
war, but occasionally through mostly peaceful colonization. The Dark Lanthom story and De 
Brahm’s word lists represent the very important everyday presence of colonial dynamics 
within the lower south. They exemplify the larger European goal of penetrating the Native 
communities and retaining Native alliance, resources, labor, and even bodies (as wives, or in 
an earlier period, as slaves). And as texts they were designed as advice manuals for further 
incursions. There was no Calumet Ceremony in Carolina. DeBrahm, the Moravians, and 
Adair’s stories all reveal colonial cultural politics among Indians—with compromises and
83 Purdue, Cherokee Women, 56.
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failures but not with a culture of compromise. Instead they reveal a fully competitive
84relationship.
Another dimension of the central role of written text in colonialism was highlighted in a 
striking and unusual way by Christian Gottlieb Prieber, who, between the middle 1730s and 
1740s, briefly organized a “red republic” or “red empire” among the Cherokee that he hoped 
would oppose English expansion. James Adair was acquainted with Prieber and claimed to 
have corresponded with him during the first year of the Cherokee project. Back in 1736, Adair 
had known Prieber, “a gentleman of a curious and speculative temper.” Adair hoped to use 
Prieber’s example to educate English authorities and inspire amendments in colonial policy. 
Adair believed that superior French trade and political policies had encouraged some Cherokee 
to embrace the French and plot with them “for twenty years before we forced them to commit 
hostilities” in the 1750s. Prieber had landed at Charleston and headed into the Cherokee 
country. Whether the French colonial authorities sent him or he went on his own is unclear, but 
he endeavored to convince the Cherokee that British colonials were “a fraudulent, avaricious, 
and encroaching people.” At Great Tellico he won the confidence of the headmen and 
apparently convinced them to attempt an ambitious consolidation of the Cherokee confederacy. 
He cut his hair in the local manner and “ate, drank, slept, danced, dressed, and painted himself, 
with the Indians” so that it became difficult for English traders to distinguish him from the 
Cherokee themselves. The Cherokee adopted him. He learned Cherokee and endeavored to 
make Great Tellico the seat for a new pan-Cherokee government. The Great Tellico headman 
became “Emporer,” as James Adair mockingly described the position. Prieber himself became 
“secretary of state.” Since Prieber’s purpose was to contain the English in the Coastal plain and
84 Richard White, The Middle Ground, 92-3; Richter, Ordeal o f  the Longhouse, 87-89.
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piedmont, for obvious reasons, the plan served both French and Cherokee interests. South 
Carolina colonial authorities hated it. But the Cherokee refused to let them arrest Prieber.
In 1743 when the Creek Indians ambushed and captured Prieber by request of English 
traders, he was transported to prison in Frederika Georgia. The South Carolina Gazette 
described Prieber as fluent in “English, Dutch, French, Latin, and Indian” and described his 
ideas for a “red republic” among the Cherokee:
He was setting up a Town at the Foot o f the Mountains among the Cherokees, which was to be a 
City o f  Refuge for all Criminals, Debtors, and Slaves... there was a book found upon him o f his 
own writing... [which] demonstrates the Manner in which the Fugitives are to be subsisted, and 
lays down the Rules o f  Government which the town is to be governed by; to which he gives the 
Title o f Paradice; He enumerates many whimsical Privileges and natural Rights, as he calls 
them... particularly dissolving Marriages and allowing Community of Women, and all Kinds of  
Licenciousness... it is a Pity So Much Wit is applied to so bad Purposes.85
Was this an anti-colonial platform? Perhaps. The Gazette likely misunderstood aspects of 
Prieber’s text a little when they took him to be mocking or whimsical. He appears to have 
understood Cherokee gender and sexuality. Prieber also suggested that not only wives, but “all 
things should be in common amongst them... and that the Children should be looked upon as 
the Children of the public and be taken care of as such & not by their natural parents.” This 
description of Prieber’s red republic, was remarkably similar to most colonial descriptions of 
Cherokee culture, suggesting Prieber was not really changing anything fundamental. It is 
possible that Prieber was simply grafting a European style formal state onto Cherokee political 
culture as it was, not as he wished it to be. After all, Prieber had insisted to the Great Tellico 
headmen that the English colonists were tricking them out of their land. He had also proposed 
that they no longer deal exclusively with the English but develop better closer ties with the
85 South Carolina Gazette, August 15, 1743.
86 Ludovick Grant, “Historical Relation o f Facts...” in South Carolina Magazine o f  Genealogy and History, 
v. 10(1909), 59.
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French, “which would be [for] their greatest security.”87 During the eighteenth century, nothing 
worked so well as balance between empires to preserve Indian communities from being 
consumed by either.
But because the exact order Prieber worked under—even what government might have 
sent him—is not clear, he should not be too easily viewed as an anti-colonial agitator. It’s quite 
possible he was tricking his Cherokee hosts and that his talents for cross cultural and multi­
language diplomacy might have been deployed for the deception. There is no indication that 
the Cherokee headmen knew their secretary had other loyalties and that he “was to transmit a 
full account... of that country” to French authorities.88 Language played a central role in 
Prieber’s interactions with the Cherokee, obviously, so it is interesting to see how he used it. 
Prieber never taught the Cherokee—not even the headmen—to write or read, and he might not 
have taught them to speak French or any other European language. In a telling incident the 
importance of this was revealed. James Adair and Prieber apparently corresponded during the 
first year of Prieber’s residence at Great Tellico “but the Indians” became “very inquisitive to 
know the contents of our marked large papers.” Prieber feared that explaining in any depth 
might weaken his technological advantage by explaining its function. And he feared that a 
complicated lie might be hard to sustain. So he “took the shortest and safest method” and told 
them “that, in the very same manner as he was their great secretary,” Adair “was the devil’s 
clerk, or an accursed one who marked on paper the bad speech of the evil ones of darkness.” 
Prieber’s cultural translation backfired, however, whether the headmen believed him or not. If 
they believed him, they would not allow “accursed” artifacts into their towns knowingly. If
87 Grant “Historical Relation,” 59.
88 Adair, 252-253.
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they did not believe him, they could terminate his correspondence from suspicion of his 
motives. According to Adair, the headmen “forbad him writing anymore to such an accursed
89one, or receiving any of his evil marked papers, and our correspondence ceased.”
When a Creek woman adopted the English name Mary Musgrove upon marrying an 
English trader and setting up trading operations on the future site of Savannah, she began 
a career that produced some of the most dramatic texts of the colonial competition. She 
acquired both spoken and written English. Her knowledge of English gave her the ability 
to follow and command linguistic situations in which a Dark-Lanthom would be 
confused. Believed by some to be Creek “royalty,” Musgrove became an important 
interpreter for the colony as well as a diplomat. She was cited for “preserving the Indians 
friendship to us” by the Georgia Trustees. One missionary lived in her house to learn 
Creek and “instruct Indians.”90 Although she began her career as a valued ally, she later 
directly challenged colonials.
Mary Musgrove often served as an interpreter for the colony. She was present, for 
example, at a shipboard meeting when John Wesley arrived as missionary to her 
community. Present were “Tomochichi, Toonahoway, Senawki—Tomochichi his wife— 
and 2 chief women and 3 children.” Toonaway and Senawki “were in English dress, the 
other women had on calicoe petticoats, and loose wollen mantles.” Tomochichi had 
stained his face with red spots and dressed his hair in beads. He was completely covered 
by “a large blanket... from his Shoulders to his feet.” Senawki had brought with her “a 
large jar of milk and another of honey.” She laid them down and “said She hoped, when
89 Adair, 257.
90 Journal ofEgmont, 84,216.
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we Spoke to them, we would feed them with milk for they were but children, and be 
Sweet as honey towards them.”91
From June - August 1734, Mary Musgrove’s husband and several headmen from the 
Savannah Creek Indian community visited England and King George II. Tomochichi, 
Toonaway, Mr. Musgrove, and others—travelling in a matrilineal group—were treated
92“in the manner of the 5 Iroquois who visited in Anne’s reign.” The discussions this 
visiting party had with English authorities are rife with cultural misunderstandings about
93Indian law, sexuality, and community. But they reveal again the competition over 
cultural forms of knowledge. Tomochichi, in a speech to Trustees of Georgia “began by 
excusing himself, if he did not Speak well and to the right purpose.” But the reason was 
not the poor state of Indian education, as Lord Egmont, who recorded these scenes 
seemed to think. Rather, according to Tomochichi, “when he was young he neglected the 
advice” of Creek “wise Men” and for that reason he considered himself “ignorant.”94 
Toured through George II’s palace, Tomochichi commented that his host “carr’d him 
thro a great many houses (by which he meant rooms) to make him believe the King’s 
Palace consisted of many.” Egmont corrected Tomochichi’s supposed error in calling 
rooms “houses” but Tomochichi probably understood the tour as an effort to deceive him
91 Journal o f  Egmont, 131-132.
92 Journal o f  Egmont, 57. Egmont described the group as “Tomochachi, His wife, Toonaway his Gr. 
Nephew, 5 others and an interpreter (Mr. Musgrove).” The “wife” and “Gr. Nephew” are hints at the 
matrilineal inheritance system and its importance to the Savannah area community. Tomochichi’s wife’s 
name, not noted in the list by Egmont, was Senawki.
93 Journal o f  Egmont, 57: “They are very revengeful by nature, but not apt to be the agressor, and the 
reason they give why they revenge themselves is, that they have no law to punish by the magistrates hand. 
Adultery they punish by cutting o ff the womans ears and hair, and cutting the mans throat... they are So 
charitable that they cant bear to See another want, & not give him what he desires, and their houses are 
always open to Strangers.”
94 Journal o f  Egmont, 58.
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and impress him with the size of the King’s extended matrilineal and matrilocal family, 
thus the many “houses.” Tomochichi went on to note that “he was Surprised to find he 
return’d by the Same Stairs he went up,” a fact that revealed “it was Still but One house.” 
Impressed, Tomochichi nonetheless “observed we knew many things his Country men 
did not” but he “doubted if  we were happier.”95
Before they had even come to the Palace, Oglethorpe had written that Tomochichi 
wanted to have “his young people instructed in the science and wisdom of the English, 
and consequently the Christian religion.” The religious interest was secondary to “science 
and wisdom.” He had indeed made the trip over the Ocean “in order to find the means for 
instructing his people.”96 When the Queen gave Toonaway—Tomochichi’s “heir” and 
also part of the group— a present he “answer’d her in English.” He was “forward in his 
learning, Mr. [Samuel] Smith of our board taking great pains to instruct him in reading, 
writing, & the principles of Christianity.”97 Oglethorpe and Egmont were interested in 
Christianity, and they noted it every opportunity. On August 28 Tomochichi declared he 
had two purposes, and Egmont noted that the first goal was for the colonials to “make 
their [Creek] youths Christians.”98 And Tomochichi proposed a method “as the most 
effectual way” to instruct the youth. He suggested that “a youth might be Sent over to 
instruct his Gr. Nephew Toonaway in our religion, whose example would be followed by 
their own youth.”99
95 Journal o f  Egmont, 60-61.
96 James Oglethorpe to John Phillips as quoted in Sweet, Negotiating fo r Georgia, 43.
97 Journal o f  Egmont, 60-61
98 The second was “That we would settle conditions o f  trade... ’'Journal o f  Egmont, 62.
99 Journal o f  Egmont, 62.
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Lord Egmont’s own priorities must have effected his understanding of Tomochichi’s 
primary interest. When the Trustees did supply a missionary, Tomochichi’s community 
did not convert. Tomochichi and his delegation probably sought technical knowledge and 
especially English, which they could apply to their own cultural outlook.100 Toonaway, 
when he encountered “a book lying accidentally on the table” he “read tolerably out of 
it.” Then “of his own accord repeated the Lords prayer & Apostles Creed.” But he had 
prefaced this demonstration with a request, he “ask’d 6 guns for his brothers.” They 
engaged in a subtle knowledge competition with colonials.101
The cultural politics of knowledge included signs of Indian awareness of white 
superiority claims and a broad competition with it. On a buffalo skin Upper Creek 
Indians—far from Savannah—sent a “talk” to the Trustees in 1735 asserting that “some 
Men may have more knowledge than others, but let them remember the Strong and the 
weak must one day become dirt alike.”102 By 1737 Tomochichi had constructed a house 
in partial emulation of the King George II’s palace. Tomochichi “had a house of 3 rooms 
built like the rest of Clay, and cover’d with plank, that he keeps his parlour lock’d 
wherein is the picture of the Lion we gave him, as also Mr. Oglethorpe’s picture.” When 
Tomochichi received visitors “or calls Councils, he Sits in this room” presumably to 
make a statement of authority. In this house he received Oglethorpe, and he and Senawki
100 A couple years later, Tomochichi, Toonawy, and the Savannah Indians had still not converted, though 
their English was improving: Charles Wesley told Egmont in Dec 1736 that “the Indians are all fond their 
children Should be Christians, tho the Old ones Say they are too old to learn [emphasis mine].” And 
Wesley also told Egmont in a letter “that the young Toonaway and his brother is learning... he understands 
& Speak English So well as in Mr. Oglethorps opinion to be the best interpreter we have.” And when 
Wesley had initially arrived Tomochichi spoke to Wesley: “I am glad you are come... we would not be 
made Christians after the Spanish way to make Christians. We would be taught first, and then baptized.” 
Journal o f  Egmont, 131-132,216-7.
101 Journal o f  Egmont, 64.
102 Journal o f  Egmont, 103 (August 27, 1735).
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made a display of white civility: Tomochichi “gave a very good dinner of roast and 
boiled Pork, Bufalo Beef, fowl, & pancake, and Senawki his wife made tea for him.”103 
If Tomochichi and Senawki were appropriating forms and closely allying themelves 
with colonials, others pursued a more ambivalent course. Oglethorpe reported to the 
Trustees that “all the Indian Traders have wives among the Indians.” But these marriages 
were mainly only “necessary for dressing their [the traders’] victuals, and carrying on 
their business.” Oglethorpe believed that while “there were 400 children so begotten” the 
significance of these children for the colony was uncertain. “They Speak both Indian & 
English,” but “being left and bred up by their mothers,” in the Creek manner they often 
forgot it or abandoned using it. Although “there are now few Indians” who could “not 
Speak English,” few “care to do it but when drunk.” The most important aspect of this 
comment was its attribution of the resistance as coming from the mothers. More than just 
resistance was at play. A dynamic in which Creek mothers defined how and if colonial 
culture could enter the community was wrapped into the Trustees’ discourse of 
patriarchalism, which at this moment was under strong criticism for not even allowing 
women to inherit property.104
Mary Musgrove and Attakullakulla discovered the full diplomatic and cultural 
power in appropriating English as a tool. The Cherokees who traveled to London in 1765 
asked for an instructor to be sent to them “to teach them writing, reading and other 
things.” What exactly “other things” meant is hard to say, but Attakullakulla and other 
Cherokee headmen had had long experience with colonials that informed this request.
103 Journal o f Egmont, 272.
104 Journal o f  Egmont, 272-3.
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Attakullakulla had even been a junior member on an expedition to visit London in 1730. 
During that visit, the Cherokee delegation had signed and then demanded a full 
translation of a document ceding their claim to South Carolina to King George. What 
they wanted in 1765 was to learn to read and make their own interpretations of treaty 
text. What they got was a missionary: John Daniel Hammerer traveled to America and in 
1765 waited in Williamsburg, Virginia for Attakullakulla to come and collect him. He 
worked for several years among the Cherokee communities.105
Thus in 1773 when traveling through the Cherokee country to catalogue the soil 
and plants, William Bartram “observed, descending the heights at some distance,” a 
group of Indians on horseback, he encountered the learning Attakullakulla had made 
from the missionary’s teaching. Bartram soon recognized Attakullakulla as “the Little 
Carpenter, emperor or grand chief o f the Cherokees.”106 Bartram and the headman 
“heartily” shook hands as the headman spoke and introduced himself in English saying 
simply, “I am Ata-cul-culla” and inquired whether Bartram knew the name.
“The Good Spirit who goes before me spoke to me, and said, that is the great Ata- 
cul-culla,” Bartram answered, adding that he was of “the tribe of white men” of 
Pennsylvania who considered themselves “brothers and friends of the red men.” The 
Cherokee in particular were esteemed by Pennsylvanians. Notwithstanding the distance 
between them, the two peoples were, he believed, “united in love and friendship.” And
105 Samuel C. Williams, “Christian Missions to the Overhill Cherokees,” Chronicles o f  Oklahoma, vol. 12, 
no. 1 (March 1934), 67-72.
106 There is some confusion between Bartram’s account o f this encounter and that o f  Tom Hatley in The 
Dividing Paths. Hatley ascribes this encounter to 1775 and discusses it in the context o f the treaties and 
land cessions leading to the “Treaty o f Sycamore Shoals.” But Bartram’s trip occurred 1773-1774. This 
does not however, change the substance o f Hatley’s point that Attakullakulla’s demeanor in this encounter
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the name of Ata-cul-culla was dear among the Pennsylvanians. Sentiment bridged 
geographic space and bound cultures together through respect, love, and friendship. But 
the language in which Bartram tells this story and the purpose of his adventure into 
Cherokee land re-inscribed distance, difference, and competition. The whole conversation 
took place in English, not a trade or diplomatic pidgin dialect. Bartram introduced 
Attakullakulla to his readers as “the Little Carpenter,” the translation of his name. “Little 
Carpenter” introduced himself as “Ata-cul-culla” but spoke entirely in English. Bartram 
displayed his awareness of the cultural separation by representing, in the rhetoric of his 
conversation with Attakullakulla, a cultural translation of spiritual and political concepts 
(“Good Spirit” for “God,” “friend” for “ally,” and “tribe” for “colony”). Attakullakulla 
displayed his awareness of English cultural forms and perhaps made an egalitarian 
statement through the combined Cherokee and English gesticulation in his greeting.
As their paths literally and figuratively cross, with Bartram seeking geographic 
information and rare plants and Attakullakulla and party on their way to see the 
Superintendent of Indian affairs for South Carolina (John Stuart), both men reveal a shift 
in the colonial relationship. Attakullakulla was well spoken in English, and Bartram gives 
no indication of using a Cherokee-based pidgin dialect.107 Like control of the physical 
terrain, control of the discursive terrain of colonial competition shifted during the 
eighteenth century from Indian-dominated to Anglo-dominated. But these were not the 
only cultural shifts. Although Bartram labeled him an “emperor,” Attakullakulla was a 
headman, a political and war leader of a matrilineage. In the words of Henry Timberlake,
reveals his “desire for stability in their [the Cherokees’] relationship with whites.” See Bartram, Travels, 
297, and Hatley, Dividing, 216-7.
107 Bartram, Travels, 297.
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a South Carolina gentleman, Attakullakulla possessed no “power” to enforce his will, and 
his authority derived from his perceived “merit” among both the women and men in his 
home community. James Adair understood even better: “The Indians... have no such 
titles... as emporers, or kings... the power of their chiefs, is an empty sound.”108 Yet all 
cultural forms need maintenance. Continued challenges, such as repetition of the terms 
and expectations of an “emperor” or settlers’ clearing hunting forest for agriculture, 
would force changes or adaptations eventually.
Because of this crossing and innumerable thousands like it, the role of 
Attakullakulla and men like him in Cherokee society had been changing in small but 
significant ways. At the moment Attakullakulla met Bartram on the Cherokee-Charleston 
path and was misperceived for possibly the hundredth time as an “emperor,” he and 
others were developing new degrees of personal authority that would not eliminate the 
importance of matrilineages, but would substantially alter the political conduct of 
Cherokee foreign policy. The most important of these changes was the gradual 
development of the National Council by Attakullakulla and other headmen, head warriors 
who gradually, under colonial pressure, came to see a need to be able to speak English, to 
make decisions for other Cherokees, and to enforce compliance with those decisions.
Attakullakulla was strategizing much as Mary Musgrove had. And part of his 
strategy was cultural competition. Signer of the “Treaty of Sycamore Shoals,” which 
ceded large parts of modem Kentucky and middle Tennessee, Attakullakulla in 1775 
wondered aloud to the colonials if  “anyone would come to teach a school for children.” 
Europeans would interpret this as an invitation for a missionary, but it probably was not.
108 Timberlake and Adair as quoted in Perdue, Cherokee Women, 55.
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The Catawba had become Christians and English speakers by or before the 1760s.109 But 
communities such as Attakullakulla’s were less interested in Christianity than in English 
speaking, reading, and writing. English was the language of colonialism. To learn it was 
to gain a tool in treaty negotiations and in everyday encounters.
Conclusion
Both Attakullakulla’s embrace of English and colonial planters’ interest in 
schooling to reproduce “civilization” arose out of the same colonial dynamic that made 
Native American Indian hunting grounds and planting fields into yeoman farms and slave 
plantations. Each found reasons for their own educational initiatives based, in part, on 
their understanding of the cultural opposition with which they were faced. Attakullakulla 
and Mary Musgrove learned English while the charity school projectors, Woodmason and 
the Regulators, developed non-elite schooling. Neither caused the other. Each contributed 
to the apparent reasonability, practicality, and desirability of the other’s discourse. Native 
communities selectively appropriated colonial culture, a move analyzed here as 
commercial engagement and language acquisition. Native interest was to parry 
colonization; because they were adaptive and realistic about colonial power, they chose 
to acquire English. Men and women such as Attakullakulla and Mary Musgrove had been
109 Schwarze, History o f  the Moravian Missions, 34, 38; English acquisition among Southern Indians was a 
middle and late century event: Elam Potter, in 1768, observed that many Catawba were devout Christians, 
attended church when in Charleston, knew English, and wanted their children educated in the English 
manner. See Potter, "An Account o f  Several Nations o f  Southern Indians. In a Letter from Reverend Elam 
Potter to Reverend Dr. Stiles, A.D. 1768." Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings, l sl Series (1809) 
vol. 10: 119-121.
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to England and knew the stakes. They were cultivating and asserting a Native role that 
preserved their community autonomy, promoted their own ambitions, and adapted 
inherited cultural practices.
The resulting colonial culture featured Indians and European settlers crafting 
some of their institutions and knowledge practices in relation to their plans for and 
perceptions of each other. This process can be seen in microcosm: hearing 
Attakullakulla’s English, Bartram responded with exoticizing talk of his “tribe” of 
Pennsylvania. If it was a gesture it was unnecessary. Attakullakulla and the Cherokee, as 
well as Mary Musgrove and the Creek, already understood otherwise, and they were 
grasping to manage the colonial dynamic. Other examples of this dynamic were present 
in the story of Dark-Lanthom. Even her name indicated the cultural politics of the 
slightly ribald story of inter-cultural sexual-matrimonial misunderstandings. Yet the story 
also reveals significant competitive themes: Dark Lanthom ends up blotted out of the 
minister’s book for being a “whore” and too closely Cherokee, while her Cherokee 
relations considered her too English to come and bury her. It is significant, too, that Dark- 
Lanthom could not speak or understand English, for it put her at a power disadvantage 
that she herself seemed to understand. She was accustomed to speaking in Cherokee or a 
pidgin Cherokee with the “groom” in the story. By traveling so far from Cherokee 
homelands she had come to a place where English dominated.
For Dark-Lanthom, the “happy influence” of “time and power” in the first 
epigraph yielded little. Yet Woodmason, Lieutenant Governor Bull, and the members of 
the boards who governed the private charity schools would have created more such 
institutions in order to make more contexts like the one in which Dark-Lanthom lived.
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For this reason, it is not sufficient to use solely intra-colonial factors to explain the rise of 
non-elite education in the lower south. A cross-racial and intra-racial set of dynamics that 
hinged upon contentions over authority, gender, and class hierarchies were also critically 
important.
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CHAPTER III
THE “WILD AND FRANTIC IDEAS” OF THE ENSLAVED
"He is well known in Charles-Town from his saucy and impudent Tounge, o f  which I have had many 
Complaints... Though he is my Property, he has the audacity to tell me, he will be free, that he will serve 
no Man, and that he will be conquered or governed by no Man. " — Joshua Eden describing Limus in a
runaway ad, South Carolina Gazette, 1775.1
“Andrew... was cut and bled abundantly. ... While he was under [the] lashes... he held up his hand, and 
told his persecutors that he rejoiced not only to be whipped, but would freely suffer death for the cause of 
Jesus Christ.” — A description o f the punishment o f the freedman Andrew Bryan (for preaching), 1790.2
Knowledge competition within colonialism helps explain why the enslaved acquired 
English and Christianity and why they were alternately included in and barred from 
institutional educational efforts. Struggles over learning English and Christianity were 
inextricably part of the process of defining and redefining the parameters of slavery and 
freedom. How slaves organized themselves (conspiracies, families, and churches) had 
significant impact on the cultural politics of education and colonialism. How whites responded 
to these efforts mattered as well.
Ever since Lathan Windley organized and published thousands of slave advertisements, 
historians have had an extensive collection of information from which to analyze everyday 
resistance. In the ads one can see the contours of a struggle with colonialism’s slavery. And in
1 November 17, 1775 in Lathan A. Windley, Runaway Slave Advertisements: A Documentary History from  
the 1730s to 1790 (Westport, Conn., 1983), 345.
2 George Liele to unknown, Kingston, Dec. 18, 1791, Journal o f  Negro History, v .l (1916), 71-4.
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Sally Hadden’s recent Slave Patrols: Law and Violence in Virginia and the Carolinas 
historians have almost the first, and certainly the most comprehensive, vantage point on white 
response to black resistance, such as running away.3 The struggle over slavery and freedom 
inspired the Southern patrols, which were cross-class white units, to alter European police 
practices, learning to use race and target the black population. The tendency of whites to see 
education as a catalyst for rebellion significantly defined racial demarcations around areas of 
knowledge. Which discursive spaces were cordoned-off changed over time, but it is clear that 
some form of English language and literacy acquisition was actively being pursued by the 
enslaved throughout the period under study. Containing it within acceptable bounds, which is 
not to say controlling it, became a significant resource for cultivating white solidarity through 
the state: officials used both patrols and public schools toward this end.4
There were countless large and small-scale marronages in the lower south. And there 
were three really significant slave rebellions and conspiracies: Stono in 1739, during the 
Independence crisis and Revolution between 1774 and 1787, and finally the Vesey conspiracy 
and white panic of 1822. The Vesey and Stono affairs spawned new legislation to control slave 
education but, like the slave patrols, restrictions on slave literacy were not enforced with 
systematic precision. The enslaved learned English, learned to read it, and some learned to 
write it. Why?
Early in the eighteenth century the education of colonials and the colonized was 
considered, especially among reformers of a religious persuasion, to be a similar problem that 
could be addressed within the methodology of labor, literate, and moral and religious
3 (London, 2001).
4 Sally E. Hadden, Slave Patrols: Law and Violence in Virginia and the Carolinas (Cambridge, MA, 2001),
97, 102-4.
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instruction. During the period under study, black men and women resisted and appropriated 
colonial language and religion to challenge slavery and white religious affiliation underwent 
tremendous change. By the end of this period white men and women had defined the education 
of the black laboring classes as a special problem, with different goals and methods than poor 
white education. I argue that these changes were driven by black struggle against the slave 
regime as well as white commitment to it. And the changes represented a further refinement of 
colonialism that more completely marked boundaries between white and non-white (civilized 
and barbaric) skill and knowledge. African-American narratives, runaway newspaper 
advertisements, and the correspondence and published works of missionaries and colonials 
reveal spoken, read, and written English language acquisition and competency among slaves. 
Spoken English was nearly universally acquired, reading was probably not half as common 
though not as rare as writing, which was probably about 5% by 1860.5
In everyday labor and through both conspiracies and conversions to Christianity, 
enslaved people, masters, and non-elite whites on patrol struggled over knowledge in a general 
sense and, more specifically, the slaves’ acquisition of spoken and literate competency in 
English.6 I identify two cultural dynamics within this struggle. First, in contrast to gentry 
colonial organizations, which emphasized rigid hierarchy, Africans who were brought to North 
America seem to have organized themselves into hierarchies but in a more consensual manner, 
emphasizing the choice of a leader whose personal leadership abilities or special access to
5 Lawrence A. Cremin, American Education: The National Experience, 1783-1876 (New York, 1980), 
about 5% literacy rate among slaves in 1860.
6 A distinction between three categories o f  knowledge forms a deep assumption o f this work: the facts o f  
particular texts such as the Bible, the style o f knowledge, and paradigms o f knowing. This model o f these 
distinctions comes from Louis Brenner, Controlling Knowledge: Religion, Power, and Schooling in a 
Muslim Society (Bloomington, 2001). The three areas are Brenner’s adaptation o f Foucault, mainly from 
The Order o f  Things, and the distinction between, conaissance, savoir, and episteme.
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powerful spiritual knowledge qualified him. This pattern was evident in the organization of 
conspiracies and churches. And it may indicate a cultural inheritance from some West Central 
African communities.7 Evangelicalism’s success among the enslaved owed much to its less 
centralized organization and theological similarities with African religions. A less appreciated 
fact about the rise of evangelicalism among African-Americans was its allowance for the rise 
of black leaders. African American Baptist and Methodist leaders and converts possessed a 
variety of ideas about what to do about slavery. Buttressed by the theology of redemption and 
rebirth, the millenialism slaves acquired inspired some to rebel against slavers and others to 
relieve oppression with the promise of a post-mortem liberation through spiritual salvation.
Historians have placed much emphasis on masters who obstructed Christian conversion 
efforts. But as one writer has recently suggested, “rather than study what did not take place (i.e. 
mass conversion), perhaps attention should be directed at the sort of slave-church interaction 
that did, in fact, occur.”8 White planters as a class had no uniform perspective on the 
desirability of slave re-education. Some resisted it, many ignored it, and some supported it. 
Such divisions resembled divisions that could encourage slave conspiracies by creating 
opportunities for them to organize and raising their expectations of a positive outcome.9 
Although missionaries complained often about those planters who opposed them, the lack of 
uniform opinion among masters invited missionary activity because it appears to have made
7 John K. Thornton has written on this topic in a number o f places. During the 1990s, he just about defined 
an area o f interest in African cultural retention in North America. He has most recently written on this 
theme in a fascinating short chapter in “War, the State, and Religious Norms in ‘Cormorantee’ Thought: 
The Ideology o f an African American Nation,” in Robert Blair St. George, ed., Possible Pasts: Becoming 
Colonial in Early America (Ithaca, 2000), 181-200.
8 Olwell, Masters, Slaves, and Subjects: the Culture o f  Power in the South Carolina Low Country, 1740- 
1790 (Ithaca, 1998), 107.
9 See the section on conspiracy and the discussion o f Eugene Genovese.
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complete prohibition impossible, even after the Stono Rebellion and the Vesey affair. Most 
importantly, the evidence shows that enslaved people were active participants in Anglican 
churches in the lower south. Slaves were significant among regular communicants and converts 
of several South Carolina and Georgia parishes late in the British period. The question “why 
didn’t more slaves embrace Anglicanism?” is a critical one. But “why did any?” is also 
important. Answering these questions inescapably raises the question of the cultural dynamics 
of struggle within the slaves’ acquisition of English language skills.
The acquisition of literacy, English, and Christianity had no necessary connection to 
either the suppression or instigation of rebellion and resistance. That indeterminacy seems to 
have been little comfort for many slave owners and other elites. But it was a source of 
inspiration for others. Africans themselves, as a cultural group acquiring literacy, employed a 
strategy of literate performance in which “real mastery” meant, in Grey Gundaker’s phrase, 
“knowledge and movement in all directions—down around under, and through, not just up and 
over.” The acquisition of literacy could sometimes be about subversion and sometimes about 
appropriation; sometimes focused on outright rebellion and more often focused on subtle 
resistance and survival techniques. Discourse therefore often was ambiguously performed 
conformity and resistance.10 Many of the enslaved sought knowledge of the colonial culture in 
order to find a way through, over, and around its slavery by mastering its signs of legitimacy, 
which is perhaps the heart of knowledge competition. When the enslaved spoke, they spoke 
with rhetoric that masters already recognized as legitimate, declaring “Liberty” for instance, as 
the Stono rebels of 1739 and participants in a free black parade in Charleston did in 1765. Only
10 Grey Gundaker, Signs o f  Diaspora, Diaspora o f  Signs: Literacies, Creolization, and Vernacular Practice 
in African America (New York, 1998), 96. Henry Louis Gates, Jr., “James Gronniosaw and the Trope o f  the
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a further delegitimation of the speaker through discourses of racial difference could 
delegitimate his or her freedom talk.
The skills and knowledge acquired by some during the eighteenth century contributed 
to nineteenth-century expansion of slave Christianity, English literacy, and slave 
abolitionism.11 Slave communities and individual slaves must first have acquired competency 
with the peculiarities of the British American market and labor regimes, which would have 
included small bits of English, such as essential commands, measurements, and evaluative 
remarks. More extensive understanding and speaking of English might sometimes have come 
along with spelling (assuming a slave was not from a region and class in Africa already literate 
with Roman letters, such as the Kingdom of Kongo, where many African elites knew 
Portuguese). More easily spoken and understood English, in myriad dialects and pidgin forms, 
would have been necessary and sufficient to interpret English language preaching, speeches, 
parades, and the news read aloud and discussed in the taverns of Savannah, Charleston, 
Camden, and Augusta.12 Skill in reading and, perhaps later, writing would have offered power
Talking Book,” in William L. Andrews ed., African American Autobiography: A Collection o f  Critical 
Essays Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1993. This piece is taken from The Signifying Monkey.
11 Michael P. Johnson and James L. Roark, ‘“A Middle Ground:” Free Mulattoes and the Friendly Moralist 
Society o f Antebellum Charleston,” Southern Studies, 21 (Fall, 1983), 246-265; Robert L. Harris Jr., “Early 
Black Benevolent Societies, 1780-1830,” The Massachusetts Review  (1979), 603-625; Mary Carroll 
Johansen, ‘“Intelligence, though Overlooked:” Education for Black Women in the Upper South, 1800- 
1840,” Maryland Historical Magazine 93.4 (1998), 443-465; James B. Lawrence, “Religious Education of 
the Negro in the Colony o f Georgia,” GHQ, 14 (March 1930), 41-57.
12 On page 229 o f  his book, Robert Olwell discusses how the culture o f reading aloud may have influenced 
how whites published news blacks might read as insurrectionary. In the South Carolina Gazette, 29 May
1775, a notice claimed “there is gone down to Sheemess, seventy-eight thousand guns and bayonets, to be 
sent to America, to put in the Hands o f N*****s.” Citing rumors o f insurrection in Charleston in 1775-
1776, Olwell speculates that the omitted letters in “N[egroe]s” constituted a semiotic encoding: When this 
text was read aloud by whites they would stumble on the key word, possibly then not reading it at all in the 
street or tavern where slaves might hear. And In 1807 John Lambert published Travels Through Canada, 
and the U.S. offering on page 138 an amazing example o f the deep white paranoia and close knowledge 
competition and cultural politics implicit in slavery. This selection is as quoted in Winthrop Jordan, White 
Over Black, 405: “I expected to find the Charleston stage well supplied with sooty negroes, who would 
have performed the African and Savage characters, in the dramatic pieces, to the life; instead o f which the
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within and for the slave community: the power to use print to debunk whites and to offer
solace. An ability to read news of debates or disagreement on the issue of slavery in the
newspapers could and did allow individual slaves and freed people to circulate interpretations
of that information with greater freedom from public intimidation and white interpretation, and
was thus subversive to the slave system. Recent scholarship has shown that all of these
activities used the disparate knowledge and diverse cultures Africans had brought with them to 
11the lower south.
With or without outside help, an oppressed people either organizes itself from within its 
own community, where the best bonds of trust have been built, or mass organized resistance
delusion was even worse than on our own stage; for so far from employing real negroes, the performers 
would not even condescend to blacken their faces, or dress in any manner resembling an African. This I 
afterwards learnt was occasioned by motives o f  policy, lest the negroes in Charleston should conceive, 
from being represented on stage, and having their colour, dress, manners, and customs imitated by the 
white people, that they were very important personages; and might take improper liberties in consequence 
of it. For this reason, also, Othello and other plays where a black man is the hero o f the piece are not 
allowed to be performed; nor are any o f the negroes or people o f  colour permitted to visit the theatre.” I am 
indebted to Tom Goyens for this second reference.
13 See Douglas B. Chambers, ‘“My Own Nation’: Igbo Exiles in the Diaspora” and Philip D. Morgan, “The 
Cultural Implications o f the Atlantic Slave Trade: African Regional Origins, American Destinations, and 
the New World,” in David Eltis and David Richardson, eds, Routes to Slavery: Direction, Ethnicity, and 
Mortality in the Transatlantic Slave Trade (London, 1997), 72-97 and 122-145.1 am also following 
Michael Gomez, Exchanging our Country Marks: The Transformation o f  African Identities in the Colonial 
and Antebellum South (Chapel Hill, NC, 1998); David Eltis, The Rise o f  African Slavery in the Americas 
(Cambridge, 2000); Paul E. Lovejoy, Transformations in Slavery: A History o f  Slavery in Africa, Second 
Edition (Cambridge, 2000). Specific to South Carolina and to a lesser extent Georgia, are Peter Wood’s 
Black Majority and Daniel C. Littlefield, Rice and Slaves: Ethnicity and the Slave Trade in Colonial South 
Carolina (Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1981). I am also basing my study in a reading o f the secondary 
literature on slavery, with particular emphasis on the lower south. Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, Within the 
Plantation Household: Black and White Women o f  the Old South Chapel Hill, NC, 1988); Margaret Creel, 
A Peculiar People: Slave Religion and Community-Culture among the Gullahs (New York, 1988); 
Stephanie McCurry, Masters o f  Small Worlds: Yeoman Households, Gender Relations, and the Political 
Culture o f  the Antebellum South Carolina Low Country (New York : Oxford University Press, 1995); 
Sylvia Frey and Betty Wood, Come Shouting to Zion: African American Protestantism in the American 
South and British Caribbean to 1830 (Chapel Hill: University o f  North Carolina Press, 1998); Eugene 
Genovese, Roll, Jordon, Roll: The World the Slaves Made (New York: Pantheon, 1974); Genovese, From 
Rebellion to Revolution', Gerald W. Mullin, Flight and Rebellion: Slave Resistance in Eighteenth Century 
Virginia (New York: Oxford University Press, 1972); John W. Blassingame, Slave Community: Plantation 
Life in the Antebellum South (New York, Oxford University Press, 1972); Albert J. Raboteau, Slave 
Religion: The “Invisible” Institution in the Antebellum South (New York : Oxford University Press, 1978); 
Paul Gilroy, The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness (Cambridge: Harvard, 1993).
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simply does not occur. Cherokee, Creek, and Catawba communities enjoyed the relative 
autonomy to organize their own responses to colonial encounters. The enslaved followed a 
different path, though with some similarities: there were relevant inherited cultural practices 
among the enslaved in Georgia and South Carolina. In an effort to understand the place of 
English language knowledge in the slave community in this early period, I have tried to follow 
the historiographies of gender and the African diaspora. But this chapter would have benefited 
further if there had been more studies of gender in early modem Africa and North America. 
The study of transatlantic connections in the African diaspora is still relatively young, and as 
Hilary Beckles has observed, the gender history of slavery in the diaspora—even in Caribbean 
Studies—is younger still and only “at the stage of gathering the troops.”14 At least one new 
diasporic study focused on women has appeared recently.15 An interesting study of gender on 
the Slave Coast from the seventeenth to the twentieth century can be of little use for a 
destination such as South Carolina, a destination for few Slave Coast Africans.16 Little is
14 Part o f the reason there are fewer studies o f African gender norms and their impact on slave societies 
stems from the fact that tracing specific African cultural groups to specific areas o f  the Americas is 
difficult. This problem is a main theme in Claire Robertson, “Africa into the Americas? Slavery and 
Women, the Family, and the Gender Division o f Labor,” in David Barry Gaspar and Darlene Clark Hine, 
eds., More than Chattel: Black Women and Slavery in the Americas (Bloomington, 1996), 3-40. Some 
recent studies nonetheless useful to me have included: Hilary McD. Beckles, Centering Woman: Gender 
Discourses in Caribbean Slave Society (Kingston, Jamaica, 1999), xiv for “troops” quote; Beckles, Natural 
Rebels: A Social History o f  Enslaved Black Women in Barbados (Oxford, 1989); Sandra E. Greene Gender, 
Ethnicity, and Social Change on the Upper Slave Coast (London, 1996); Barbara Bush, Slave Women in 
Caribbean Society, 1650-1838 (Kingston, 1990); Marietta Morrissey, Slave Women in the New World: 
Gender Stratification in the Caribbean (Lawrence, KS, 1989); Martin A. Klein and Claire C. Robertson, 
eds., Women and Slavery in Africa (Madison, Wise., 1983). Eltis, Rise o f  African Slavery, 85-113 tends to 
separate the economic, demographic, and the cultural too strictly. And he conflates gender with women, 
thus doing little to explain constructions o f gender roles. Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, Within the Plantation 
Household (1988) and Philip D. Morgan, Slave Counterpoint do not focus on transatlantic issues.
15 Jennifer L. Morgan, Laboring Women: Reproduction and Gender in New World Slavery (Philadelphia, 
2004), see Chapter Six, ‘“Deluders and Seducers o f  Each other:’ Gender and the Changing Nature o f  
Resistance.” Morgan argues that the “language o f  resistance and accommodation is always already 
insufficient” (167).
16 Littlefield, Rice and Slaves, 125 indicates as would Gomez and Morgan that studies o f Senegambia and 
Congo-Angola would be most useful for exploring such connections in the Lower South. It is important 
though to note that sometimes, a relatively small minority— from the Kingdom o f Kongo, perhaps— if  it
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known about family, gender, and kinship among non-elite Africans in the seventeenth century 
and eighteenth century.17 But I will hazard to suggest that conspiratorial and non-conspiratorial 
resistance had gender dynamics that were at least in some cases of African derivation. The 
evidence is best for a discussion of manhood because for this early period the documentary 
sources focus on leadership of both the early Churches and conspiracies. Leadership in these 
activities was almost exclusively male. But it is clear that there were important community 
roles for non-leadership men and women in conspiracy and church formation.
Conspiracy as knowledge competition
Conspiracy against slavery was in some ways emblematic of knowledge competition. 
Conspiracies were positioned against the colonial elite in a manner similar to Creek, Cherokee, 
or Catawba council meetings in which resistance to colonial expansion was discussed. That 
slaves’ meetings carried might be labeled “conspiracy” is a piece of colonial discourse dressing 
the meetings in a cloak of clandestine intent against a proper authority, a tag that obscures the 
knowledge claims and networks informing the actions of the enslaved. To understand better the 
slaves’ embrace of the English language, Christianity, and ultimately English literacy, 
conspiracy against slavery itself ought to be analyzed.
arrives early enough can become a charter group and set cultural patterns for later more numerous arrivals.
Greene, Gender Ethnicity, and Social Change on the Upper Slave Coast, 4-5 offers an abstract o f changes 
in women’s roles. Among the Anlo, women inherited land from mothers and fathers; they could bequeath 
that land themselves despite the prevailing patrilineal genealogical system; older women participated in 
community and family decision processes; younger women were involved in marriage choices; women 
painted, harvested, and processed crops such as millet and sorghum; women harvested reeds and produced 
baskets; women participated in fishing. To get a sense o f  just how complicated an impact the slave trade 
could have on African gender roles, read chapter one, 20-47.
17 Thornton, Africa and Africans, 207; Eltis, African Slavery, 92.
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Slaves lived their lives as legal property in a market. They were subject to written laws 
regulating and protecting the market. And the market itself functioned using coin, paper, or 
credit, printed mediums of exchange and distance communication that facilitated colonialism. 
White planters purchased slaves with money or credit. When slaves ran away, masters offered 
money for their capture. When slaves hired out, their temporary employers paid wages in 
currency, much of which was turned over to masters. And when slaves themselves went to the 
market with goods for sale they often sought money. Among a large part of the population of 
enslaved people, many of whom were not able to read English, the relationship between 
slavery, print, and resistance, comes into sharpest relief in the market.
It is not surprising then that clear resistance activity and the continuation of African
cultural patterns can be seen in women’s illicit market activity in Charleston and Savannah. In
the towns of Coastal Africa, where slaves and a wide range of goods were traded, women had
predominated in the markets. Despite the fact that some prominent whites disapproved and
tried to limit or ban black women in the town markets, they persisted as a significant and even
1 8ubiquitous presence in Charleston and Savannah. Clearly resistance activity, women’s 
hawking also represented a potentially subversive reworking of part of the same market system 
that traded them as chattels: the market was a hub of the slave communication network.
The market itself was also a space from which a bottom-up motivation for English 
education could emerge. The style and tone of the market was intensely competitive. Whites 
described African women engaged in trading as “disorderly” and “riotous” for their aggressive 
tactics, snatching, shifting, and dissembling in a manner that in male slaves would probably
18 Historians believe that women in West Central Africa had greater variety o f  occupational activity than 
their European counterparts: Eltis, African Slavery, 92. Robert Olwell has an extended discussion o f slave 
women’s economic activity in the Charleston market: Olwell, Masters, Slaves, and Subjects, 166-178. And 
Betty Wood demonstrates similar dynamics in a more brief discussion o f slave women in the Savannah
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have been treated as assault or dangerous insubordination. Consider money, the simplest and 
most ubiquitous feature of the market. Money, as a material object, employed both linguistic 
and nonlinguistic signs, the meanings o f which were inextricably linked to the Atlantic 
exchange system. In the words of Adam Smith, money was the representative of the value of 
the labor of these women. Whether using local colonial paper currency or coinage from Spain 
or Britain, African women in the market learned very quickly to read the iconic, numeric, or 
symbolic signs stamped and printed on currency, if  they did not already know them from 
African port towns or elsewhere in the Americas. The market context in which the women used 
and exchanged currency was a space of African linguistic diversity but also one in which most 
of the prime sources of cash—whites—spoke English.19
Market activity of enslaved women might have played a critical role in the organization 
of slave rebellion. Here was a frequent traffic by enslaved people capable of and practiced in 
independent, and even insubordinate, action, in a prime location in the colony’s capital, and 
immersed in a far-flung communication and trade network. They could well and easily 
communicate plans, dates, and tactics between countryside and city without detection by white 
authorities. Clearly, women should have been part of conspiratorial networks. But they were 
not commonly noticed as such, possibly because men shielded them from exposure to
market: Wood, Women’s Work, M en’s Work: The Informal Slave Economies ofLowcountry Georgia 
(Athens, 1995), 81-83.
19 Olwell, Masters, Slaves, and Subjects, 166-178. On Adam Smith: Smith recognized the representative 
function o f money. Essentially making a semiotic argument, Smith discussed the functions o f money 
(coinage and paper) as representing, ultimately the command o f labor, since in his estimation all value 
ultimately derived from labor. It sounds a little like Marx, but it’s all Smith. And he was not alone. David 
Hume made similar arguments, apparently, in his Political Discourses in 1752. For Smith, printed paper 
currency was an improvement on coinage, not a new type altogether, and coinage had evolved from 
quantities o f rare metals marked with a “public stamp,” essentially making it a sign. Smith’s whole 
argument about money and its relationship to labor-as-commodity and other commodities is thoroughly 
infused with semiotic this-stands-for-that logic. Smith, Inquiry into the Nature and Causes o f  the Wealth o f  
Nations, Edwin Cannan, ed. (Chicago, 1976), 29, 309-10.
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authorities. Regardless of the reason, the evidence so far presented by historians showing 
women actually taking a role in conspiracies is slight. In Georgia and South Carolina, 1700- 
1829,1 know of two specific citations of women involved in conspiracies larger than one 
family in flight, 1775 in St. Bartholemews’ Parish and the 1820s in Christ Church Parish.
Suspicion also fell upon Denmark Vesey’s wife but even that panicked and conviction-eager
20court never charged her.
The public records of conspiracies for mass action against slavery—whether 
insurrection or marronage—strongly focused on slave and free black manhood. Gender 
conventions within the slave community and family probably constructed this role in this 
manner. Like the formation of independent black churches a few decades later, male dominated 
conspiracies had a negative force against which they reacted, slavery’s systematic exploitation,
and a positive force for which they acted. Paramount among these was personal leadership
21within the slave community that would allow greater control of themselves and families.
Eugene Genovese once argued for a broad typology of the incidence of slave rebellion 
in which a pre-Revolutionary era “preservationist” pattern gave way to a “modem” pattern
20 Betty Wood, Slavery in Colonial Georgia, 1730-1775 (Athens, 1984), 123.
21 William H. Becker, “The Black Church: Manhood and Mission,” in Timothy E. Fulop and Albert J. 
Raboteau, eds., African-American Religion: Interpretive Essays in History and Culture (New York, 1997), 
178-199. When Eugene Genovese attempted to answer the question ‘“what is a slave revolt?’” he focused 
on men exclusively, without thinking much about women, men, and gender. This was partly a consequence 
o f the fact that Genovese took a typological approach to rebellion drawn from a Marxian tradition where 
the search for the formation o f a working (male) class possessing a more or less unified consciousness 
tilting at the overthrow o f capitalism. He was looking for a revolutionary class. I want to emphasize an 
approach that evades the binary o f revolutionary/reformist or resistant/acculturated in favor o f an analysis 
o f the impacts o f slave organizing. This requires answers to questions about interpersonal and long-distance 
communication, about semiotics and what the eighteenth century would have called “publishing” or simply 
public print, gossip, and oratory. And it requires placing slave cultural politics (conspiracy and church) in a 
community, family, gender context.
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after the Revolutions in America, France, and Haiti.22 That modem vs. pre-modem distinction 
has been widely challenged and rejected. But Genovese’s effort to explain preconditions for 
rebellion remains a persuasive starting point for the analysis of slave rebellions and, I argue, 
contributes to an understanding of the rise of English among the enslaved.23 Conspiracy itself 
was a form of knowledge competition and literacy an optional tool. The slaves not only used 
the masters’ tools to dismantle the masters’ houses, they sometimes used the masters’ 
knowledge as a tool: in the Haitian Revolution, enslaved drivers became rebel commanders of 
the armies of former slaves, using the masters’ organizational techniques for slave labor as a 
mustering mechanism. Coordinated group labor became practice for coordinated combat and 
the choice of leaders: Drivers who refused to lead were sometimes killed or forced to flee as 
new leaders emerged.24 Conspiracies in Carolina reveal a consistent ribbon of knowledge
22 Frey, Water from the Rock: Black Resistance in a Revolutionary Age (Princeton, 1991); Genovese, From 
Rebellion to Revolution: Afro-American Slave Revolts in the Making o f the Modem World (Baton Rouge, 1979). 
Genovese actually argued for two points about slave rebellion. The first was a distinction between “restorationist” 
and “modem” slave rebellion. This distinction was controversial and has been widely rejected. Critics have argued 
that he belittled diversity o f  tactics and goals among rebels by suggesting that they were only modem if  they 
sought the universal destruction o f slavery. I am sticking only to the second here.
23 Genovese, From Rebellion to Revolution: Afro-American Slave Revolts in the Making o f  the Modem World 
(Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1992 [1979]), 11-12. Ironically, the criticism o f Genovese’s separation between modem 
and pre-modem patterns and character o f revolt as overdrawn and perhaps teleological was something Genovese 
himself feared and hoped to pre-empt in his first chapter “Slave Revolts in Hemispheric Perspective.” Genovese 
urged, “I hope, however, that no one commits the mechanistic error” of interpreting him as advancing an absolute 
distinction between the modem and pre-modem (see page 3). From Rebellion to Revolution outlined several 
probable preconditions for conspiracies: (1) Absenteeism among slave owners and greater distance between white 
and black populations; (2) economic distress, famine; (3) Slaveholding units as large as one hundred or two 
hundred people; (4) A split within the slaveholding class either through warfare with other countries or within one 
colony; (5) A black majority; (6) More African-born slaves than creoles; (7) Autonomous black leadership within 
the slave society; and (8) Geography conducive to marronage. Many of these conditions existed in Georgia and 
South Carolina. At various times during the eighteenth century and early in the nineteenth century all or several o f  
these preconditions were visible in Georgia and South Carolina.
David Geggus has summarized the various typologies o f Genovese, Michael Craton, and other historians 
and has suggested that “the extreme difficulty o f deciphering rebels’ intentions” has made typology imprecise. See 
Geggus, Haitian Revolutionary Studies, 65.
24 Fick, Haiti. Specific ideologies and goals varied. In a radical effort to overthrow slavery in Saint 
Domingue the maroon commander Makandal in 1754 conspired to overthrow the entire slave system.
Denmark Vesey and company planned only to escape to Haiti, not to terminate slavery in South Carolina or 
even Charleston. And Nat Turner drew legitimation from an insurgent interpretation o f the Old Testament,
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competition within colonial culture, surfacing only occasionally into white-authored 
documents in a rhizomatic pattern.
There were many conspiracies and rebellions, large and small, in the early lower 
south.25 Print became part of these conspiracies in two main, indirect, ways: (1) orally 
disseminated communication sometimes involved print-derived information and (2) slaves’ 
interpretations of Anglo-American ideas were often embedded in African cultural knowledge.25 
Despite change over time within the ideologies of organized militant resistance, represented by 
increasingly frequent Christian and rights rhetoric, certain organizational features remained 
constant and appear to have derived from both African and African-American experiences. In 
the lower south, firstly, the preservation or reproduction of gender divisions of labor was, it
not the Rights o f  Man. In each case, elements o f the slave labor system and cultural colonialism itself 
became key organizing resources.
25 The conspiracies and rebellions in Georgia and South Carolina o f the greatest significance were:
South Carolina Grand Marronage (1711)
Charleston Conspiracy (1720)
South Carolina Conspiracy (1730)
South Carolina Grand Marronage (1738)
Stono Rebellion, South Carolina (1739)
St. Helena’s Conspiracy, South Carolina (1759)
St. Andrews Parish Revolt, Georgia (1774)
St Bartholemew Parish Conspiracy, South Carolina (1776)
Savannah River Grand Marronage, Georgia and South Carolina (1760s-1780s)
Southern Campaign o f the American Revolution, Georgia and South Carolina (1779-1781)
Camden Conspiracy, South Carolina (1816)
Charleston Conspiracies (1793,1797,1813, 1822)
Santee River Grand Marronage, South Carolina (ca. 1820-1824)
Christ Church Grand Marronage, South Carolina (1822-1829)
26 For a separate piece, I am working on an interpretation o f the Vesey Conspiracy, but I will not make it 
part o f this dissertation. The core argument is a defense o f the reality of the conspiracy. Michael Johnson’s 
recent, stunning, and highly useful essay review for the William and M aty Quarterly effectively dismantles 
the idea that Vesey and the other accused conspirators were on the verge o f executing a massive 
insurrection in 1822 for which thousands o f  co-conspirators had been recruited in advance. And I think his 
piece raises serious questions about whether Vesey was indeed the head o f the conspiracy or just a patsy. 
But I strongly believe that the evidence shows indisputably that there was a conspiracy. The biography and 
testimony o f George Wilson alone is nearly fatal to Johnson’s rejection o f the slave conspiracy. The 
preponderance o f circumstantial evidence seems inescapably to indicate that although the Charleston elite 
may have participated— wittingly or unwittingly—in corrupting evidence and exaggerating the conspiracy, 
they did not conjure a complete fiction.
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seems, always a feature if  not a main goal. Running away was often directed at rejoining or 
preserving family. Maroon communities strove to rebuild gender divisions of labor. Male 
insurrectionists probably were motivated at least partly by a desire to protect, liberate, and 
control children and women. Secondly, over time male-dominated armed combat revealed a 
pattern of tactics. Conspirators organized themselves in small groups through the informal 
networks of friendships, plantations, and families. All the conspirators seemed to expect that 
when their small groups launched an insurrection a wave of rebellion would follow, sweeping 
other enslaved people into the ranks of liberators. And insurrectionists consistently planned for 
small skirmishing units, a tactic that they probably had learned through African military 
training and experience.
The Stono Rebellion exemplified many of these tactics and cultural characteristics, and 
recent scholarship has helped bring to light significant examples of what I am calling 
knowledge competition. The rebels had their own African-derived ideology of liberty. They 
also had their own perception of the proper gender division of labor, which conflicted with the 
system of men and women working side-by-side in the fields that was developing in Carolina. 
For a number of the rebels, African modifications of a Catholic holiday may have played a 
significant role in the timing.27 The Rebellion commenced in the early hours of September 9,
27 Edward Pearson, "A Countryside Full o f  Flames: A Reconsideration o f the Stono Rebellion and Slave 
Rebelliousness in the Early 18th Century South Carolina Low Country" Slavery and Abolition, 17 (1996); 
Mark M. Smith, "Remembering Mary, Shaping Revolt: Reconsidering the Stono Rebellion," Journal o f  
Southern History, 67:3 (August 2001), 513-34; Thornton, “African Dimensions o f the Stono Rebellion, 
AHR, v.96 (1991), 1101-1113 (especially 1103, 1109, and 1111-1113); Wood, Black Majority, 309. The 
best single account o f Stono is still Peter Wood’s chapter in Black Majority, but its centrality and his 
assertion that the “slave system... never again faced a period o f such serious unrest” has been diminished in 
light o f Sylvia Frey’s work on slave resistance during the Revolution. White South Carolinians seem to 
have believed that slave literacy played a role in rebellions, and in 1740 they passed new and stricter laws 
against teaching South Carolina slaves to write. However, there is no evidence that any o f the Stono leaders 
were literate in English. Scholars have speculated on the possibility that Spanish agents landed in Carolina 
and Georgia to spread word o f Spanish offers o f freedom to runaway slaves. And assuming that someone 
among the conspirators had access—through “the grapevine”— to people who were literate in English, 
conspirators may have learned what was published in local newspapers about Spain’s invitations to British
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1739 about twenty miles from Charleston in St Paul’s Parish. The rebels seized a supply of 
muskets and powder and began assaults upon the plantations and houses that they encountered 
along the main road to Georgia and St. Augustine in Spanish Florida. The rebels spared some 
whites, one because “he was a good man and kind to his slaves.” A standard was raised, drums 
sounded, and groups of slaves began spontaneously to join the marchers, from which witnesses 
heard shouts of “Liberty.” Discovered along the road by Lt. Governor Bull, the white 
community finally learned about the insurrection and roused its militia to chase and engage the 
rebels.
The rebel militia, numbering between 60 and 100 enslaved people, stopped in an open 
field and began dancing. During these dances the colonial militia caught up with them and in a 
short engagement killed or captured many, and dispersed possibly thirty more. These thirty 
later regrouped and fought again and again in the coming days, apparently scattering and 
regrouping after brief skirmishes. Not until the following Saturday did a pitched battle seem to 
destroy the last major body of rebels. Even then small groups of about half-a-dozen were still
slaves to flee. The evidence is circumstantial and suggestive: the enslaved man who delivered the South 
Carolina Gazette in Charleston was the slave o f  the printer, Elizabeth Timothy, and he ran away shortly 
after the rebellion. Thus, although the Stono Rebellion began in a parish where the SPG missionary was 
relatively inactive, nonetheless enslaved people may have had access to information conveyed by print—  
even insurgent interpretations o f Anglican missionary teachings. Peter Wood was an early innovator in 
demonstrating the importance o f African knowledge to whites’ motivations for enslaving people from 
various regions o f Africa, acquiring the skill sets they brought with them, such as rice culture. John K. 
Thornton, taking his cue from Wood and others has demonstrated plausible African dimensions to the 
Stono Rebellion. Thornton has shown through a careful analysis o f first and second-hand accounts o f  the 
rebellion and the slave trade to Carolina at the time, that the initial core o f  about 20 rebels were from the 
Christian Kingdom o f Kongo. These rebels were in Thornton’s view veteran soldiers from the civil wars 
within Kongo, captured in battle and sold into slavery like thousands upon thousands o f  their 
contemporaries. Though described as Angolans by colonials, Thornton shows that the designation was a 
common mistake, and using internal evidence from descriptions o f  the revolt he shows that the rebels were 
most likely Kongolese. They marched using drums and banners, like Kongo units. They danced a war 
dance derived from African dances designed to sharpen hand-to-hand combat skills. They demonstrated 
knowledge o f musketry, a weapon introduced into Kongo armies in the late seventeenth and early 
eighteenth century. They used Kongolese musket tactics o f skirmish and flight.
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active, pushing southward, until sometime in October.28 The Reverend Leslie, a missionary for 
The Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (SPG) in St Paul’s Parish, South 
Carolina, claimed that twenty-two of his parishioners were killed. Leslie also noted that whites 
in St Paul’s remained unsettled and many residents fled to Charleston and stayed there for 
months.29
The Stono Rebellion shared with later rebellions and conspiracies an organizing 
strategy relying on gathering members as they attacked, bypassed, or destroyed plantations. 
Stono also shared with other rebellions plans for a quick, immediate seizure of firearms and a 
clear plan of escape, or marronage, to a destination that could offer freedom by virtue of a 
powerful ally—the Spanish—or a defensible location, such as a swamp. Two conspiracies in 
South Carolina, in 1720 and 1730, appear to have shared some of these features. A similar 
design was part of Nat Turner’s and the Vesey conspirators’ apparent plans in the early 
nineteenth century. And parts of this conspiratorial practice were exemplified by two American 
Revolution era conspiracies as well. In December 1774 in St Andrew’s Parish, Georgia, before 
the Revolution had commenced, a small-scale rebellion occurred. Six newly-arrived African 
men and four women first killed their overseer and then went to the main house and killed 
members of their master’s family and a white carpenter. From this first plantation, the rebels 
moved on to neighboring plantations probably expecting that others would join them as they 
arrived, expanding the insurrection in all directions. The plan, if  this was the plan, mostly
28 This entire account follows Wood, Black Majority, 314-319. The most important contemporary accounts 
that I have read can be found in Stephens, Journal, v.2, 128-30; “An Account...” in Candler and Northern, 
comps., Colonial Records o f  the State o f  Georgia, v.22, pt.2, 232-6; and “A Ranger’s Report...” in 
Merenes, ed., Travels in the American Colonies.
29 The Reverend Leslie to SPG Secretary, St Paul’s Parish, South Carolina, Jan. 7,1740.
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failed. Only one additional slave was reported to have joined—at the second plantation—and at
30the third plantation the rebels were captured and their leaders executed on the spot.
Later, in July 1776, whites arrested another attempted insurrection at the level of 
conspiracy. In St. Bartholemew Parish, South Carolina, enslaved workers of several absentee 
and Whig masters, planned to “take the Country by killing the whites.” Several of the leaders 
were Christianized slaves, including two women. But their method of organizing prefigured the 
manner in which the Saint Domingue Revolution later commenced. In the North Province of 
Saint Domingue in August 1791, secret night meetings for weeks, possibly months, were used 
by the enslaved to plan, prepare, and launch their devastating initial assault on the region and 
its provincial capital at Le Cap. The rebels established loose contacts among individuals and 
small groups of representatives from several of the central provincial parishes and thereby 
coordinated the start of the insurrection. In St. Bartholemew ini 776, the conspirators drew 
together “great crouds of Negroes in the Neighborhood” of Cheraw District in the backcountry. 
The leaders informed the gathered people that George II had received divine orders to make the 
slaves free, but he had refused and suffered in hell for the refusal. George III, they were told, 
was prepared to set them free, but the Patriot rebels were endeavoring to block the 
emancipation.31
An element of grand marronage accompanied these conspiracies and rebellions: each 
case included mass flight at some stage. A few were planned during brief absenteeism from 
plantations for religious worship and conspiratorial convening. Scholars have long understood 
that even individual and small groups of runaways—so-called petit marronage—were
30 Georgia Gazette (Savannah), December 7, 1774, as quoted in Frey, Water from the Rock, 54.
31 Papers o f  Henry Laurens, 10:206-8, 231-32 as quoted in Frey Water from the Rock, 61-2.
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common. Philip Morgan has recently demonstrated that in Georgia and South Carolina such 
marronage was more common, especially in groups and along African ethnic lines, than in the 
Chesapeake.32 Marronage on a grand scale was also more common than scholars have realized. 
Although Virginia and Maryland saw relatively few runaways and maroon societies, Georgia 
and South Carolina had more instances due to their larger black majorities, extensive 
swamplands, and a greater proportion of Africans in the slave community. As one Carolina 
commentator put it in 1737: “The Negroes sometimes make use o f ... the Woods, where they 
will stay for months together before they can be found out by their Masters, or any other 
Person.”33 The Stono Rebellion was preceded in 1738 by a grand marronage in which possibly 
as many as 70 South Carolina slaves marched toward Spanish St. Augustine to join the newly 
formed free black community there known in Gullah as “Moosa.”34
The Savannah River was possibly the site of a long term maroon community during the 
era of the American Revolution, from the middle 1760s into the middle 1780s. In 1765, a 
maroon band set up camps on the Savannah River and began assaulting plantations in Georgia. 
On November 15, 1765, the Governor’s Council offered a reward for their capture, dead or
32 Morgan asserts that over all 25% o f South Carolina runaways that ran in groups were o f one ethnicity.
During the middle decades o f the eighteenth century, however, Morgan believes that evidence is sufficient 
to demonstrate a decline in such ethnic-identified marronage with statistical precision. Slave Counterpoint,
447 (and n. 9) and 448 (and n.10).
33 John Brickell, The Natural History o f  North Carolina (Dublin, 1737[1969 reprint]), 263. A South Carolina 
Colonial Assembly resolution in 1711 claimed: “There are several Negroes run away from their masters, and keep 
out, armed, and robbing and plundering houses and plantations, and putting the inhabitants o f this Province in 
great fear and terror,” Calumnies, 63. In an article titled "Charleston," the South Carolina Gazette reported July 
10,1736 (p.3) that a group o f Catawbas had been robbed by runaway slaves, probably maroons. And a report from 
Feb 6, 1740 in the South Carolina Journal o f  the Commons House o f  Assembly (Sept. 1 2 ,1739-May 10 1740), 
284-6 discussed payment to Peedee-area Indians for capturing maroon slaves on the Pon Pon River.
34 Morgan, Slave Counterpoint, 450. In note 14 Morgan cites John J. Tepaske, “The Fugitive Slave:
Intercolonial Rivalry and Spanish Slave Policy, 1687-1764,” in Samuel Proctor, ed., Eighteenth Century 
Florida and Its Borderlands (Gainesville, Fla., 1975), 1-12; Jane Landers, “Spanish Sanctuary: Fugitives in 
Florida, 1687-1790,” Florida Historical Quarterly, 42 (1984), 296-313; and Landers, “Gracia Real de 
Santa Maria de Mose: A Free Black Town in Spanish Colonial Florida,” AHR, 95 (1990), 9-30.
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35alive. The Council’s order revealed that the band consisted of men, women, and children.
Local militias searched out the band and then mounted an assault against what turned out to be 
a well-established maroon community. First encountering a large canoe whose lone oarsman 
fled, the militia force then encountered a group of three maroon warriors who fled into the 
swamps. Pursuing, the expedition slogged through as much as four miles of swamp, sometimes 
waist deep before reaching the maroons’ town:
They discovered two Negroes on a Scaffold one Beating a Drum and the other hoisting Colours, 
but on their resoluteing coming up they Jump’d o ff... and betook themselves to flight after 
discharging their guns without doing them any mischief, that on their arrival at the Town which 
was then totally deserted they found it a square consisting o f four Houses 17 feet long and 14 feet 
wide, that the kettles were upon the fire boiling rice and about 15 bushels o f  rough rice, Blanketts,
Potts, Pails, Shoes, Axes, and many other tools all which together with the Town they set fire to.36
The size and supplies of the town, reminiscent of more noted maroon communities in Dutch 
Surinam and British Jamaica indicates a degree o f organization that would require greater 
permanence and durability than Morgan credits the encampment with. It is reasonable to 
expect that this community was months, if not years, in the making. They had set up watch 
points and had built housing. They had a well-chosen remote site and had apparently created 
rice paddies to produce their own food. Moreover they had a substantial supply of hardware 
too heavy to be easily stolen and carried by one small runaway group.
Without the capture of the residents, it would be amazingly lucky for the colonials if 
their assault permanently disbanded such a community. Similar assaults against maroons failed 
to accomplish this effect in the Caribbean and South America. North American Indians 
frequently faced, lost, and survived identical colonial attacks. In 1766, a plantation in the area
35 “November 15, 1765,” Journal o f  the Commons House ofAssembly, January 17, 1763, to December 24,
1768, Inclusive, Allen D. Candler, comp., in Candler and Lamar, comps., Colonial Records o f  Georgia, 14: 
292-93.1 am indebted to Wendy Gonaver for this reference.
36 Morgan, Slave Counterpoint, 450.
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37was burned, allegedly by “a party of runaway Negroes.” In 1772, another plantation burned. 
Several runaway ads from the 1760s and 1770s were published in the Georgia Gazette that 
strongly suggest the continued presence and growth of this maroon community. On June 24, 
1767, a master presumed that “some runaway slaves” had “decoyed” away “a Negroe Fellow 
named York.” And in March and April of 1775, first eleven and then four more slaves from the
i o
vicinity of Hutchinson’s Island on the Savannah River fled in marronage conspiracies. About 
the time Andrew Bryan—a former slave converted to Baptism—began to preach in Savannah 
in 1782 or 1783, “a number of blacks... absconded” as well, making a significant maroon 
event.39 Therefore, the maroon community that South Carolina and Georgia militias faced was 
quite possibly an expanded descendant of the 1765 community. This 1786 community was 
known to raid the area of Hutchinson’s Island. A series of skirmishes in which the maroon 
warriors fired and fled yielded no decisive victory and no capture. Instead the maroons fled 
their town site, which was 700 yards long by 120 wide, contained twenty-one houses, and 
featured breastworks of log and cane four feet high. In addition the community possessed 
substantial provisions and the capacity to produce more.40
Contemporary to this maroon community and certainly feeding its expanded size, was 
the conflagration of the Revolutionary war in the South. When the Charleston Board of Police 
noted “an insurrection of Mr. Izard’s Negroes” in July 1780, they merely recognized one of
37 Gonaver, “Race Relations,” 11-12; Harold E. Davis, The Fledgling Province: Social and Cultural Life in 
Colonial Georgia, 1733-1776 (Chapel Hill, 1976), 139.
38 Windley, Georgia Runaways, 23, 62.
39 Jonathan Clarke to “Dear Brother,” Savannah, Jan 19. 1790, in Journal o f  Negro History v .l (1916), 77- 
79.
40 Morgan, Slave Counterpoint, 451.
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many such instances in the relatively short period from 1779-1783.41 The American 
Revolution’s Southern Campaign was accompanied by the most successful slave insurrections 
in North American history, far outstripping the Stono Rebellion. The Southern Campaign 
witnessed a movement of enslaved people off the plantations on a scale never before seen and 
not seen again until the Civil War. On the eve of war between Britain and its North American 
colonies, South Carolina and Georgia still had majority slave populations, especially in the low 
country. The insecurity that had been felt even by the radicals in Charleston became heightened 
by the prospect of open warfare. From one perspective, and certainly one of the most important 
perspectives for Georgia and South Carolina, the War for Independence can be seen as a split 
of the ruling white population—elites and middling artisans and planters—into two competing 
factions. The enslaved African and African-American laborers of Georgia and South Carolina 
did not miss their opportunity. In the lower south, Sylvia Frey has argued, slavery defined 
much of the course and desperation of the fighting. Fear of insurrection, the actual desertion of 
thousands of slaves, the breakdown of labor discipline, and the subsequent collapse of the 
agricultural economy made the war in the lower south uniquely destructive.
During the first years of the War, 1775-1779, most of the fighting was focused in the 
north. A British naval assault on Charleston failed in 1776, but British forces captured Boston, 
New York and Philadelphia. George Washington and the rebels in general could celebrate only 
two victories, Saratoga and Princeton, but they had suffered other crushing defeats such as the 
invasion of Quebec and the miserable winter of frost, disease, and hunger spent at Valley 
Forge. In 1778, British strategists developed a “Southern Strategy” the purpose of which was to 
break the rebellion by capturing the richest states in the colonials’ union: those in the south.
41 As quoted in Frey, Water from the Rock, 120.
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The strategy relied on the belief that there were many more Loyalists in the south than there 
were in the north and that the population of enslaved laborers constituted a serious weakness 
that could be exploited for the benefit of the British campaign.
For many of the enslaved, this strategic choice would become a watershed event. Sir 
Henry Clinton, on June 30,1779, through the “Philipsburg Proclamation” declared that all 
slaves who were captured while working for rebels would be treated as spoils of war and sold 
or distributed for the benefit of British soldiers. But slaves who fled to the British Army would 
be free to pursue “within these lines” any occupation they desired. This was not an offer of 
freedom, only choices between different types of hard labor within the ranks of the British 
Army. It was a tactical measure intended to undermine the morale and supply of the rebel 
forces, not a statement of opposition to slavery. If, as in the St. Bartholemew’s Parish 
conspiracy, some slaves already believed that George III had meant to emancipate them, it is 
not hard to understand the impact of the Philipsburg Proclamation. Many of the enslaved 
interpreted it as if  it were an offer of freedom for service to the King. I think it is a mistake, 
however, to consider their interpretation of the event and the moment as an error. They may not 
have misunderstood Clinton so much as used the obvious division among the slave-owning 
class to accomplish a mass marronage and insurrection.
The Savannah River Marronage probably was either recreated at this point or 
strengthened. Contemporary reports indicate a maroon community along the Savannah River 
that called itself “The King of England’s Soldiers” and fought Georgia and South Carolina 
militia units as late as May 1787.42 Regardless, enslaved support for the British military as well
42 “Savannah April 26," Gazette o f  the State o f  Georgia, April 26,1787: a battle between runaways and South 
Carolina militia and Catawba Indians. “Savannah May 10," Gazette o f  the State o f  Georgia, May 10, 1787: attack 
upon a maroon camp in Patton's Swamp by South Carolina and Georgia militia and 15 Catawbas. "Savannah,
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as independent insurrectionary activity during the American Revolution in the South created 
the largest and most successful slave rebellion in North American history. Estimates of the 
number liberated vary. Sylvia Frey claims as many as 20,000 enslaved people from Georgia 
and South Carolina won their freedom at the close of the Revolution, sailing off with the Royal 
Navy. More conservative estimates must admit the approximately 5,000 the British recorded 
removing. Robert Olwell has claimed, plausibly, that most of these slave refugees taken from 
Charleston in 1782 were not freed but continued as slaves of loyalists in Jamaica or East 
Florida (80%). Many of these had been captives employed as plantation workers to supply the 
British Army and Navy—a status little different than slavery. Some went to British colonies 
with their Loyalist masters and remained enslaved (this was especially true in the case of the 
Bahama Islands off the North American coast). Still others remained in rebellion even after the
43war.
Several years later future Haitian Revolutionary leaders—free and enslaved people 
from Saint Domingue—were present at the French-American siege of British-held Savannah in 
1779. Their presence raises the significant question of why no general insurrection broke out in 
the lower south during the Revolution. At no time before 1778 and no time after until the Civil 
War did more of Eugene Genovese’s preconditions making insurrection likely obtain in the 
lower south.44 Even hunger and serious privation existed. The deep, desperate, and brutal
May 17," Gazette o f  the State o f  Georgia, May 17, 1787: Maroon camp near Savannah was broken up and 
runaways were surrendering daily.
43 Frey, Water from the Rock, 174 (estimates o f freed people) 226-7 (ongoing slave rebellion). Frey 
attributes this maroon insurrectionary force’s military skill to the British occupation, which is undoubtedly 
partly true. But there is no reason to assume the absence o f  African military experience contributing to their 
organization. Georgia and South Carolina still had large proportions of African-born slaves in the 1780s.
Olwell cites Joseph W. Barnwell, “The Evacuation o f the British in 1782,” SCHM, 11 (1910), 26.
44 Genovese, From Rebellion to Revolution: Afro-American Slave Revolts in the Making o f  the M odem  
World (Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1992 [1979]), 11-12. See n.23 above for discussion o f the “preconditions.”
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divisions within the slave-owning class were obvious to anyone and even openly declared. I 
think the answers can be found in several factors, two of which were the expanse of the land 
compared to Haiti and the more narrow slave majority (it was approximately 90% in Haiti). A 
third critical factor is a question of knowledge and communication among the enslaved, 
stemming from the first two factors. It was harder to coordinate actions. It is clear that slaves 
tried to coordinate: mass desertions of plantations, slave takeovers of plantations, and grand 
marronage all indicate coordination. But local leaders, chosen by rebellious slave 
communities, were lacking: the lower south had no Boukman. Partly because of these 
problems, the slaves somehow never became the autonomous revolutionary force they became 
in the Haitian Revolution. In January 1782, a British supply officer suggested still one more 
reason as he considered the desperate measure of raising a slave force and arming them to fight 
alongside the British regulars. After the loss of Cornwallis’s army at Yorktown and in the 
context of seeking a strategy to prosecute the war with a reduced army and at reduced cost, 
John Cruden proposed an army of 10,000 South Carolina slaves to conquer the South. (The 
arming of the slaves in Haiti, nine years later in 1791, helped them become an autonomous 
revolutionary force.) Cruden believed that the Philipsburg Proclamation had helped prevent a 
general insurrection by bringing the most rebellious slaves and their possible leaders into the 
ranks of the British Army’s labor force. And he believed that dynamic could be counted on to 
continue:
By embodying the most hardy, intrepid, and determined blacks, they would... keep the rest in 
good order... by being disciplined and under command, [and] be prevented from raising cabals, 
tumults, and even rebellion, what I think might be expected soon after a peace.
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Cruden did not get his wish and no slave army materialized. But his activities incorporating 
runaway slaves into the army as workers had done possibly as much as the Philipsburg 
Proclamation to co-opt slave resistance.45
In effect, the British Army’s mobilization of slaves prevented the formation of an 
independent, networked, and armed faction of slaves that could become a means of 
coordination. After the Revolution slave conspiracies returned to small-cell organizing, 
harboring difficult visions of expansion either by spontaneous recruitment or outside aid. The 
1793 conspiracy rumors in port cities stretching from Savannah to Yorktown (and that might 
have been a hoax) involved coordination by grapevine and written correspondence. A 1797 
Charleston conspiracy rested on a theory of spontaneous expansion into the countryside. In an 
1813 Charleston conspiracy, the rebels expected aid from Britain, the “liberator” of 1782-3 
then at war with the United States.46
An anti-slavery millenialism was always possible within slave interpretations of 
Christian teaching and as slave Christianity became more common so did insurgent ideologies 
incorporating Christian rhetoric—and, more importantly, organizations—into this older 
organizing pattern. The St. Bartholemew Conspiracy of 1775, for example, featured Christian 
ideology and used (secret) meetings for worship as its organizing opportunity. But adoption of 
Christianity did not change the technique of organizing relatively small groups to instigate 
larger actions in the expectation that an initial strike would lead to a general wave of 
insurrection throughout the countryside. Throughout the Early Republic period and into the
45 Frey, Water, 139-41.
46 Robert Alderson, “Charleston’s Rumored Slave Revolt o f 1793,” in David Geggus, ed., The Impact o f  the 
Haitian Revolution on the Atlantic World (Columbia, SC, 2001), 93-111; Frey, Water, 224-242.
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Antebellum period conspiracies presumed a spontaneous expansion of revolt—either by 
worldly or other-worldly forces.47
On Independence Day 1816 the Camden Gazette reported on “a conspiracy that has just 
been detected among the slaves.” The paper assured the public that the “15 or 20” leaders were 
in custody and described the sketchy first details of the planned insurrection. On the night of 
the fourth one end of the town was to be burned and the arsenal, on the other end, was to be 
seized to arm the conspirators. But the conspiracy had been known to a select handful of white 
Camden residents who had kept the news secret for days or weeks, since about middle or late 
June. In a much later memoir an anonymous author claimed that Col. Chestnut, prominent in 
the community “was informed by a favorite and confidential slave, that propositions of a 
dangerous character had been made to him.” Chestnut directed his slave to attend the meetings 
of the conspirators and report on what he learned. In a carefully coordinated set of actions 
taken under pretense of a foxhunt, authorities captured many of the conspirators by surprise 
while they were at work in their masters’ separate fields. All confessed and apparently even 
expressed surprise that they were not summarily executed upon arrest. The conspirators’ 
captors learned that the actual planning was confined to a small number “and they left its 
development and consummation,” in the mind of one observer, “to chance.’'’ In reality, this was 
the same method of organization used by the Stono rebels, the 1793 and 1797 conspirators, and
47 David Waldstreicher, In the Midst o f  Perpetual Fetes: The Making o f  American Nationalism, 1776-1820 
(Chapel Hill, NC, 1997), 316-9 discusses the 1813 hymn and quotes it in its reported entirety. I have 
chosen not to focus much attention on it in-text here because the origins o f  the hymn are not totally 
substantiated. The earliest copy o f it is from 1862 in a letter between two abolitionists. Internal evidence in 
the hymn, such as the use o f the word “Buckra” for whites, suggests the early date. But abolitionist editors 
consistently kept that one Gullah word in slave narratives published during the Antebellum period.
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the Vesey conspirators in 1822. A small original group expected their initial carefully 
coordinated assault to spark a wider conflagration.48
The editor of the Camden Gazette thanked the civil authorities for their “vigilance and 
promptitude” and then filled the remainder of the column and the following column with a 
prayer for Independence Day and a complete republication of the Declaration o f  
Independence,49 Contemporary accounts in the Gazette noted bitterly that several of the leaders 
of the conspiracy were Christians and one was a class leader in the local Methodist church.50 
An anonymous later memoir of the event was more precise:
A few appeared to have been actuated solely by the instinct o f the most brutal licentiousness, and 
by the lust o f plunder—but most o f them by wild and frantic ideas o f the rights o f man, and the 
misconceived injunctions and examples o f  Holy writ.51
Two brothers involved in the conspiracy could read and write and, presumably, they had 
shared texts from religious and natural rights works with their co-conspirators, perhaps even 
selections o f Thomas Paine’s The Rights o f  Man. Carefully justified and planned, the 
conspiracy failed in the manner many others before and after would. An enslaved person 
betrayed it. And although different commands had been assigned to different leaders, the main 
leader would be chosen, apparently, only when the town arsenal was captured. Whichever 
commander got there first won the honor. The conspiracy having been broken-up, however, all 
were executed.52
48 [Edwin Clifford Holland,] A Refutation o f  the Calumnies Circulated against the Southern and Western 
States... ([Charleston,] 1822), 75-77.
49 Camden Gazette, July 4, 1816.
50 Camden Gazette, July 11, 1816.
51 Holland, Calumnies, 76. This anonymous commentary came from a correspondent who claimed to have 
first hand knowledge.
52 Holland, Calumnies, 76.
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Contemporary to the Vesey conspiracy but probably not related to it, a significant 
maroon community existed on the Santee River in South Carolina from circa 1820 to at least 
1824. Possibly too far away to have been part of the Vesey conspirators’ reported claims of an 
army of 6,000 ready to attack Charleston, it would certainly have been drawn into a role in any 
serious “Saint Domingue” type revolt that a conspiracy might have precipitated. Parts of the 
Santee River were only 5-7 miles from the Cooper River, which ends at Charleston. Even the 
mouth of the Santee is only about 45 miles northeast from Charleston along the coastal 
waterways. Most importantly, the maroons demonstrated both far superior knowledge of the 
land and group mobility.
A slave named Joe was the catalyst. He allegedly murdered a planter and then eluded 
capture. He eluded capture even when the General Assembly and Governor Thomas Bennet 
offered large bounties. He eluded capture by the militia during organized searches. And then he 
did something more:
Emboldened by his success and his seeming good fortune he plunged deeper and deeper into 
Crime until neither fear nor danger could deter him first from threatening and then from executing 
a train o f mischief we believe quite without a parallel in this Country.53
With Slave Joe apparently attacking the white community with impunity, “runaways flew to 
his Camp” and Joe “soon became their head.” The word-choice of this description of how Joe 
became the leader of the maroon rebels seems to imply that a decision was involved and that it 
involved more than simply the determination to go to his camp: Joe’s attacks had demonstrated 
his skills and abilities. Local white authorities and leading citizens grudgingly admitted “he
53 “Inhabitants o f Claremont, Clarendon, St. John, St. Stevens, and Richland Districts to South Carolina 
Senate, ca. 1824,” in Loren Schweninger, ed., The Southern Debate over Slavery, Volume 1: Petitions to 
Southern Legislatures, 1778-1864 (Chicago, 2001), 83.
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had the art and address to inspire his followers with the most Wild and dangerous 
enthusiasm... few of the enterprises... planned... fail’d.”
Revealing an impressive knowledge of local swamp and river topography that local 
whites could not match for nearly four years, the maroons lived relatively safely and free in the 
midst of the Santee plantation country. Despite the fact that parts of the Santee region of 
Carolina had been populated by white planters for at least 100 years, only the “fidelity of a 
slave belonging to Mrs. Perrin of Richland District named RoyaF made the surprise killing, 
capture, and dispersal of the maroons possible. The General Assembly manumitted Royal as 
reward for his aid. Although this marronage was broken there were others active at the same 
time elsewhere in the state.54
Recent scholarship has begun to suggest that the enslaved developed ideologies partly 
from African sources and partly from living in their American settings. Neither literacy nor 
Christianity were determinants of slave rebellions, but they were not necessarily inhibitors 
either. Both Creole and African-born people, men and women, free or enslaved could become 
rebels. But, except for the 1820s Santee maroon rebellion, most of the conspiracies do not 
demonstrate the validity of David Geggus’s image of “the typical American slave revolt,”
54 Schweninger, Petitions, 84-5. “John Jonah Murrell et al., Christ Church Parish, to South Carolina House, 
1829” gives a lengthy description o f a complex marronage during the whole decade o f  the 1820s: “In 1822 
a negro belonging to the Estate o f Spring, but formerly the property of a Parishioner deceased, absconded 
and came into the parish as a runaway. In 1824 a fellow belonging to Mrs. Legare joined him as a runaway 
was shot and killed in his company—In 1825 a family five in number purchased at the sale o f A. 
Vanderhorst, absconded and joined the same ringleader—They continued out until October last, when the 
Children surrendered (one having been bom in the woods) the Father and Mother having been both shot 
and killed—In 1827 three Negroes belonging to a Parishioners Estate returned in like manner after the sale 
o f his effects, as runaways. One o f them in January last snapped a gun heavily loaded with Slugs at one of 
Your Memorialists, who met him in the woods and who immediately shot the negro. Another o f these three 
negroes in October last attacked another o f Your Memorialists with a knife fifteen inches long, stabbed him 
in the hand and would have cut his throat, but for assistance rendered in time to save him. In 1828, runaway 
slaves were collected from various parts o f the Parish, one was Killed upon the spot, and another severely 
wounded for the second time and taken, in January Eighteen Slaves the property o f  one o f  your 
Memorialists went off under the driver and o f these one fellow has been shot and killed, while the house o f
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which was “organized by a charismatic leader.” There may have been such leaders, but the 
1816 conspiracy apparently had multiple leaders. What emerges more consistently from the 
existing records is that communities molded rebellions. Even in the case of the Santee, the 
community, in essence, picked Slave Joe by flocking to him after he demonstrated skill.
Coloniality Amanuensis
The South Carolina 1740 Negro Act, formally titled “An Act for the Better Ordering 
and Governing Negroes and other Slaves in this Province,” was a through-going re-write of the 
colony’s slave code. It was a reaction to the Stono Rebellion and the model for Georgia’s 1755 
Slave Code. It remained almost unaltered until 1865. Peter Wood saw the act as a turning point 
in Black Majority. Leon Higgenbotham cited it as a turning point too, from viewing the 
enslaved as wild savages to be defended against to viewing them as creatures to be kept in 
subservience. It was a turning point, but not one that separated two rigidly distinct periods or 
constructions of the enslaved. It was a turning point that signaled an increasingly minute 
regulation of the detail of slave lives. It was a magnification of previous law designed to 
discipline the body and mind of the enslaved. Coming as it did during the period when the 
lower south was experiencing expansion in educational efforts among elite and non-elite 
whites, the new code helped enact a major change in colonial relations, setting black and white
the owner has been pillaged by his own slaves, ten o f whom are still out in the neighbouring parish—  ”
( 108).
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further apart. The code banned many things for the enslaved (canoes, renting housing, travel). 
It also banned writing. Setting up a first major cordon around formal learning of either 
Christianity or English.55
Slave competency with English and Christianity inspired anxiety and fear among 
slaveholders—and occasionally even among the missionaries. Their exaggerated fear was that 
slave learning led directly to insurrection. In reality, although there was a substantive 
relationship to rebellion, formal learning did not precipitate it. Teaching enslaved people to 
read or write or to recognize Christian doctrine did not necessarily discourage or encourage 
rebellion. It is more accurate to say that enslaved people, already possessing a bold disposition 
toward slavery, might use these skills against the slave institutions if  they sought formal 
schooling and Christian teachings at all.
For an African or American-born enslaved person, to acquire English literacy and 
become able to read and write was to gain access to an important technology of the slave- 
owning system—the very code in which its laws and ideologies were communicated. In the 
hands of enslaved or free Africans, reading religious materials could help to supply a 
cosmology of moral retribution and reading the “publick prints” could bring tidings of 
impending liberation through imperial wars or legislative action.
The power dynamics surrounding literacy significantly affected how and when slaves 
embraced Christianity. During the early modem period a new African-American Christianity 
emerged in multiple varieties around the Atlantic basin. Whether Catholic or Protestant, the 
varieties shared one key African feature: the importance of direct revelatory experience. The
55 Wood, Black Majority 324; Leon Higgenbottham, In the Matter o f  Color: Race and American Legal 
Process, the Colonial Period (Oxford, 1978), 168; “An Act for the Better Ordering and Governing Negroes 
and Other Slaves in This Province, 1740,” in Thomas Cooper and David McCord, eds., The Statutes at 
Large o f  South Carolina (Columbia, South Carolina, 1837), vol. 7: 397-417.
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“ideas and images” that made up the new religious practices were “‘received’ or revealed from 
non-worldly beings in one or another form, and humans’ only role was to interpret these 
revelations and act accordingly. African and African American Christianity belongs within a 
story of this African tradition of revelation as much as within any story of European Christian 
missionary work. Europeans and Africans, for all they did not share in religious practice, 
shared a belief in the “basic reality” o f “another world that could not be seen.” And they shared 
the belief “that revelations were the essential source by which people could know of this other 
world.” In both African and European religious tradition, the material world was perceptible to 
all people but knowledge of the “other world” remained the special privilege of certain gifted 
individuals. Both European and African traditions believed that the souls of the dead were 
among the inhabitants of the other world. African and European religions more or less shared a 
paradigm or episteme. It was in the areas of the specific facts and the style of belief that 
African and European religion most differed. Africans in Africa and America sometimes 
accepted or rejected Christianity based on its message about the spiritual world, but style, 
specific beliefs, the perceived power of the messenger, and the availability of their own direct, 
revelatory experience of that power were most important.56
Anglicans in North America and the Caribbean failed to convince Africans to adopt 
Christianity because their mode of delivery was not focused enough on revelation. The 
evangelicals succeeded because they emphasized personal revelation. The enslaved accepted or 
rejected Christianity based on their own modes of knowing, responding to missionaries with 
their own interpretations of doctrine and practice. The central skill wrapped into this 
competition was, of course, competence in English through speaking and understanding if  not
56 Thornton, Africa and Africans, 236.
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reading and writing. English language representations of “The Word” were the central artifact, 
whether spoken or written. The slaveholder’s Anglicanism did not look like true religion when 
the ministers proved unable or unwilling to heal and amend the brutal existence of the 
enslaved. That failure indicated a lack of effective power, which meant that the missionaries 
appeared to be charlatans or, at best, men who had lost their access to the powerful spiritual 
world. When this same African cultural orientation did master the technical skills—English 
“orality” being the first—to decipher and interpret Christian texts, personal revelation and the 
recognition of spiritual power in individuals working in Christian idioms became more readily 
possible. The enslaved could frame Christian knowledge within African meanings and pattern 
Christian discourses to condemn nominally Christian slavers. This “break patterned” or 
“inverted” discourse was the dynamic within the St. Bartholemew and Camden conspiracies. 
English thus became a medium that opened Christianity to the struggle over colonial slavery. 
This was especially true of the Baptists and Methodists, but it unmistakably began with the 
SPG.57
When the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel (SPG) began its missionary work 
among the enslaved in North America and thereby promoted slave reading if not writing, it 
tinkered with one of the technologies of domination that held slavery together both practically 
and symbolically. But the SPG missionaries and those planters who embraced the society’s 
plans sought a virtuous laboring population through religious instruction of children and the 
reeducation of adults. Virtue was dependent on work, obedience, and submission, and 
promoters of Practical Christianity expected it to promote stability. Hardly a front or 
ideological cover for merchant capitalism, Practical Christianity opposed individualistic
57 Frey and Wood, Come Shouting to Zion, 173-5.
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capitalism and expressed anxiety about slavery, preferring a communal ethic in which private 
work and acceptance of status supported the public good.
The SPG instructed missionaries that Christian conversions were only meaningful when 
the student could speak and read English, recite the catechism, and discuss the principles of 
Christianity. The SPG missionaries were not proto-abolitionists. They sought to assuage 
masters' fears and convince them that Christianity would not make their laborers free under 
English common law or Christian moral law. And the missionaries adapted their educational 
program to the masters’ concerns. They usually did not teach writing to the enslaved. Slave 
worship was carefully supervised to protect against conspiratorial organizing during Sunday 
gatherings. Nonetheless, in 1710a missionary in South Carolina reported that his most 
studious, honest, and sober “negroe scholar” had won a reputation for prophesying. Using a 
book of “later day prophesies” that he refused to show or name for either master or missionary, 
the enslaved man predicted suffering, that the moon would be turned to blood, and that dearth 
and darkness would follow. He spoke this prophesy personally to his master, causing the 
missionary to be summoned to “correct” the slave’s understanding. The slave was told not to 
make his own interpretations of the Bible, and the missionary concluded that slaves of a 
“melancholy constitution” should not be allowed even reading because he considered them 
unable to appreciate and learn Christianity properly.58
SPG missionaries converted hundreds of slaves and free blacks in the lower south 
during the eighteenth century. At the beginning of the eighteenth century one missionary alone 
converted and baptized one hundred slaves. But the typical numbers missionaries reported
58 “Instructions for the Clergy Employed by the Society...,” SPG Journal, 1:613-615 in Foster, 6, no page 
numbers. Dr. [Francis] Le Jau to Secrty [SPG], St. James Goose Creek, South Carolina, Feb. 1, 1710, in 
Foster ed., “Documentary History,” 2: 73; Wood, Black Majority, 314.
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were always much smaller. During three selected periods, 1710-1716, 1736-1742, and 1765- 
1771, missionaries reported 50, 28, and 23 slave baptisms respectively. The total, therefore, for 
the whole of the eighteenth century preceding the Revolution was certainly in the hundreds.
The declining number of converts in each period was a result of the declining number of 
parishes with active missionaries among the enslaved. During the middle decades of the 
century the number fell from 7 South Carolina parishes in the first period to 4 parishes in the 
last period, including 2 parishes in Georgia. The SPG reduced its activity in South Carolina as 
it gradually came to believe that the colonials should, on their own accounts, be able to pay for 
missionaries.59
The idea that Anglican missionaries were “failures” in the strict sense ought to be 
revised: SPG missionaries had a consistent rate of success, though it was miniscule relative to 
the total slave population. Another measure of the breadth of the missionary campaign may be 
found in a single missionary report for 1741, in the midst of the second period of conversion 
totals discussed above. The Reverend Stephen Roe’s parochial report for the second half of 
1741 may or may not have offered evidence o f a uniquely aggressive missionary effort. There 
is no reliable way to know. What is clear from his report is that at least some missionaries had 
congregations with very significant numbers of enslaved people. Out of 3,287 African and 
“other Slaves” approximately 100 were baptized members of his church. That is about 2.5 % of 
the slave population and about 20% of his baptized congregation, which also included 430 “or 
thereabts of every Denomination] of whites.” 85 of the slaves “professed themselves” to be 
members “of the Church of England.” And of the total 63 regular communicants, 25% (15)
59 Figures come from The Journals and Correspondence o f SPG ministers in the Draper Manuscripts 
Microform and as transcribed in Foster, ed., “Documentary History.” Morgan, Slave Counterpoint, 420- 
422; Wood, Black Majority, 323-326.
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were slaves. In other words, the deeper the spiritual commitment to the Roe’s Church, the 
higher the proportion of slaves. With that large number of enslaved baptized members, one 
might assume that Roe was rapidly baptizing slaves, but he wasn’t. In the second half of 1741, 
he baptized just one. In February of 1742 he reported baptizing five.60 Clearly the rate of 
baptism and the actual levels of participation could depart from one another, with the rate of 
baptism underestimating participation dramatically.
Post-Stono regulations against teaching slaves to write seem to have had no effect on 
missionaries, or at least none on Roe. In fact, events such as the Stono Rebellion may have 
spurred men like Roe into action just as much as they did the Colonial Assembly. Roe, like 
others among the missionaries, believed that “ye unchristian Aversion of too many” masters 
“to instruct their Negroes in Christian Principles” was to the masters’ “own great 
disadvantage.”61 If most masters assumed Christian instruction would make their slave laborers 
unruly or dangerous, most missionaries assumed that Christianity would make the enslaved 
more agreeable to their servitude. Such was the assumption underlying the most ambitious, 
best-conceived, and best-executed effort to reeducate adult slaves that began immediately 
following the rebellion. The project, proposed in May 1740 and begun in 1743, was based 
upon ideas the Reverend Alexander Garden of Charleston had developed, in his words, “from 
experience.” Garden devised a technique and possessed the organizational skills to put it into 
operation. He wrote to the SPG in 1743 that their “Negro school succeeds to my hart’s[sic] 
desire.” Garden believed he had found an efficient and effective method for teaching the skills 
of Gospel understanding while reigning in subversive interpretations and producing the
60 Roe to Secretary, St. George’s Parish, SC, Dec 28, 1741; Roe to Secretary, St. George’s Parish, SC, Feb 
20,1742.
61 Roe to David Humphreys, St George’s Parish, SC, October 1751.
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religious, industrious, and obedient slaves the missionaries had hoped to create. “Touching the 
most effectual method of educating Negroes and Indian Slaves,” Garden had reached five 
conclusions before he proposed the school to the SPG in 1740.62 His ideas constituted both a 
careful reflection on pedagogy and a meticulous rethinking of the method of colonialism.
Garden’s method presupposed a slave community and proposed using it to reeducate 
itself. The first of Garden’s realizations was that colonial religious education should not 
attempt to reach all the enslaved at once, regardless of ethnicity, age, and language. 
Missionaries had too often attempted to convert all and any slaves, without reflecting on 
technique. Second, missionaries also needed to think more effectively about the students. 
Garden decided that younger was better. The ministers should work directly only with Creole 
children under ten years old. Third, religious instruction cannot be successfully pursued neither 
by Masters and Mistresses, nor by English schoolteachers. Rather, fourthly, slave instruction 
should be carried out by young and well-trained Creole slaves, employed exclusively for that 
purpose during their lifetime. Garden seemed to believe, implicitly, that these trained slaves 
would have more credibility in the slave quarters. Taking a cue from Whitefield, Garden 
concluded that the whole project must be financed as a charity, gradually drawing on the good 
will of Christians throughout the Atlantic world. Given this approach, Garden asserted, the 
knowledge and diffusion of Christian teaching among slaves would almost equal poor whites, 
servants, and day laborers within twenty years.63 Garden’s technique used the hierarchical and 
authoritarian organization of slavery to strike at the cultural knowledge of the enslaved, but he 
sought to use the same community network that had probably informed and enabled the Stono
62 Alexander Garden to Revd. Sir, [Charleston], Jan. 31,1743 in Foster, “Documentary History,” 5:713a 
(quote).
63 Garden to SPG, Charleston, May 6, 1740, Foster ed., “Documentary History,” 5: 699a-699b.
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Rebellion. His design was quintessentially, brilliantly colonial. And the plan that the graduates 
of his school would train others in a self-expanding process of community re-education of 
enslaved workers prefigured Joseph Lancaster’s famed “monitorial system” of working class 
education by almost 60 years.
Garden’s plan was an excellent example of disciplinary innovation and is a 
contemporary of the Ebenezer and Bethesda institutions. Perhaps Christian theology’s 
missionary orientation had been sufficient to generate enthusiasm for missionary work among 
believers in Britain, but it was the colonial experience, the encounter with actual African 
cultures, that generated a paradoxical sense of the educational capacity of Africans and their 
cultural difference. The SPG approved the purchase of two slaves to be trained as assistant 
teachers in the school. Within a few years the assistants and other enslaved people were 
graduating annually. With two enslaved assistants who he taught himself, Garden’s “Negroe 
School” had as many as 60 students in a given year. By 1748 the school may have been 
graduating as many as 15 to 20 students a year. Students learned—according to the SPG’s 
instructions for all missionaries—to read, to spell, and to recite the catechism and explain the 
principles of Christianity according to the Church of England’s doctrines. Because the school 
continued to function as late as 1768 it is possible that it trained as many as 400 enslaved 
children to be teachers and tutors on their home plantations. But neither Garden nor his 
successor documented a cumulative number, and it is not directly known whether any 
graduates ever worked as instructors.64
64 Garden to Revd. Sir., Charleston, April 23, 1745; Garden to SPG, Charleston, May 8, 1745; Garden to 
SPG secretary, Charleston, October 22 1748; and Robert Smith to Bearcroft, Charleston, April 21,1761: all 
in Foster ed., “Documentary History,” 5: 718,736, 742,770, and 789; Rogers, Charleston in the Age o f  the 
Pinckneys, 90-91.
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Although the full significance of these conversions remains nearly impossible to 
document and difficult to recover, there are indications that the SPG’s activities had a greater 
impact than quantification can fully reveal. If the goals of several of the most active 
missionaries, including the Reverend Garden, were even partially realized, it is likely that some 
slaves returned to the plantations to teach other slaves. Given that the number of officially 
sanctioned conversions was probably in the hundreds it is probable—though completely 
conjectural—that a significantly larger number of enslaved people experienced Christian 
practices vicariously—by watching prayer or hearing singing. Directly and indirectly, the SPG 
must have contributed substantially to creating the admittedly small but still significant, 
literate—or partially literate—enslaved and free African American Christian communities of 
the lower south before the Revolution. And in 1790, some of these converts, their descendants, 
or students appear to have formed the Brown Fellowship Society in Charleston. The 
organization was a mutual aid society for Christian, mixed-ancestry, free blacks only. Its name 
echoed the older white artisan and merchant organization known as the Fellowship Society, 
and its mission explicitly stated its intention to follow the example of the Charleston Orphan 
House, newly established for the benefit of destitute white children. The list of early members 
reveals the surnames of South Carolina families with large holdings in enslaved laborers: 
Butler, Cattle, Garden, Huger, and Mitchell. Two of the members, Cattle and Garden, probably 
derived their surnames from the two South Carolinians most prominent in the initial 
establishment of the SPG’s “Negro School”. Cattle was the name of the merchant turned 
planter who had sold Alexander Garden the two slaves employed by the SPG in his “Negro 
School.” And Cattle had sought the return of one of these young men, once trained, to serve as 
teacher to other slaves on his plantation.65
65 Rules and Regulations o f the Brown Fellowship Society, 1-3, 23; Heads o f  Families... 1790, South
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The fates of the majority of the few hundred slaves who were directly instructed by the 
SPG missionaries are even less clear. It is probable that some became the “trusted” and 
“faithful” kitchen servants and personal servants that masters increasingly desired during the 
eighteenth century. It is likely that some of the SPG’s students were prepared to hear and 
consider the evangelical message when it swept through the backcountry during the 1760s. But 
others might have picked up less patient attitudes toward worldly slavery. From what source 
did John Pendarvis (free mulatto), Philip John (free black), and Caesar (slave) derive the 
knowledge of Christianity and its apocalyptic revelations when they prophesied God’s bloody 
vengeance against South Carolina’s white population in 1759? An SPG missionary was active 
in St. Helena’s parish, which was where all three men lived. The work of the SPG grew like a 
rhizome within some parts of the free and enslaved community, skills and knowledge being 
shared and occasionally “surfacing” into the printed pubic transcripts of the white ruling 
classes.66
The cumulative impact of English literacy and religious reeducation during the colonial 
period is difficult to gauge. But further indications of rising skill with English colonial 
language and culture among the enslaved can be found in runaway slave advertisements. For a 
long time now, historians have appreciated that descriptions of slave “cunning” and the like 
can be understood as forms of resistance, like breaking a plow in order to halt work and attack 
the master’s operations. What is sometimes missing is appreciation for how such terms also 
indicate acquired skills. In order to act “cunningly,” for example, an enslaved person needed to 
have learned some or other portions of the material, linguistic, and social culture of the slave
Carolina Census (Baltimore, 1978), 55. The Mitchell family o f  Georgetown District, for just one example, 
owned more than 200 slaves.
66 Morgan, Slave Counterpoint, 648-649.
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system itself. Knowing the roads, the plow, the cotton gin, about slave patrols, or how to speak 
English enough in conformity to pass as a free person were all acquired skills for the enslaved. 
How does an enslaved Afro-Carolinian escape to “Florida” hundreds of miles to the south, as 
one runaway ad speculated? Layered on top of such knowledge, some enslaved people 
possessed still further knowledge. Jack, for example, a Jamaica-born slave about 27 years old 
in 1788, spoke “good English,” according to a runaway ad, and his master believed he might 
have escaped “to the Indian Nation.”
Runaway ads reveal the penetrating qualities of the gaze of slave masters, but they also 
reveal the types of knowledge the enslaved had been able to acquire for resistance and personal 
distinction. Ads in the South Carolina Gazette and the Georgia Gazette during the British 
period include bits of visual descriptive data, unalterable physical features such as Molly’s 
“yellowish Complexion,” smallpox pits on her skin, and a “large Whale” over her breast. But 
ads also noted skills. Molly spoke “bad English,” a description that probably actually means 
she spoke in a dialect such as Gullah. More common were notations of men and women 
speaking “English,” “good English,” or “very good English.” Fifty-three runaway slaves in 270 
ads in the South Carolina Gazette between 1735 and 1745 had notable skill speaking English. 
Many had also acquired trades, such as seamstress and shoemaker. And many had geographic 
knowledge or far-flung social networks that could help hide them. In a later, shorter period, 
1772-1775, the capacity to speak English was no longer as remarkable and was therefore noted 
less frequently. The inability to speak English was more frequently noted, implying a level of 
normal English competency in the slave community. Furthermore, fewer slaves skilled in 
English speech are described in the flat manner “speaks English.” Masters apparently believed
67 The Georgia Gazette, Oct. 23, 1788.
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that both extreme skill and no skill were notable. And skills in reading and writing, not at all 
mentioned during the earlier period, are noted. Thus many slaves speak little or no English, one 
“speaks exceeding good English,” and “Dan speaks, reads, and writes good English.” An 
analysis of 114 ads in the Georgia Gazette, 1763-1768, confirms the finding that basic 
communication in English was common and that only enhanced ability or marked inability
were notable: 37 individuals demonstrated superior fluency, 24 had little or no English ability,
68and only three were described as simply knowing English.
What the runaway ads make clear about the slavery in the early lower south, is not so 
much a quantifiable set of characteristics. Instead the ads exemplify a struggle with colonialism 
that had quite broad consequences for institutional development in the region. Although 
colonialists made demands upon the bodies and subjectivities of slaves, enslaved people wrote 
their own will upon coloniality itself. Slave conspiracy against slavery, whether running away, 
grand marronage, or insurrection, presupposed the acquisition of a myriad complex assortment 
of knowledge in the language, trades, geography, and even weaponry of colonial culture. From 
the perspective of resistance, there is little need to rigidly distinguish between knowledge of 
land, labor, and literacy. All were subject to what Grey Gundaker has called “break patterning” 
or “style shifting” in the African American diaspora. Land, labor, and literacy were each 
increasingly organized along the regimented and disciplined lines of Euro-American practices. 
But as Africans acquired skill and knowledge of these “patterns” of organization they used 
them in alternative ways that challenged “seemingly fixed relations between top and bottom, 
high and low, foreground and background, and the framing of events themselves.” If
68 South Carolina Gazette, Jan. 4, 1735 - Dec. 30, 1745 (Molly); For later period see Dec 31, 1772 (lack of  
skill noted), Dec. 13, 1773 (Dan), Sept. 12, 1774 (emphasis on “exceeding” mine). Almost all o f the 
colonial slave ads I have read I first encountered through— or read only in— Lathan Windley’s published 
series o f  volumes on runaway ads in the South.
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topographic knowledge was a text, marronage challenged white mastery by exiting into the 
“background,” the “wilderness” of colonial discourse, the “uncivilized” spaces where a more 
autonomous African civility could be cultivated. Similarly, English, the language of slave law, 
was the skill by which some slaves forged passes. The runaway ads themselves and the 
newspapers they helped pay for are direct cultural expressions of that struggle: they were bom 
in the effort by the slaves to free themselves, even if  only temporarily.69
The enslaved wove this dynamic or struggle into the social relations of power and 
knowledge with the masters and made it a core part of colonial culture. It was a productive 
force in the generation of new cultural forms of knowledge. The most important of these had to 
be the evangelical church in Carolina and Georgia. With the earliest, pre-1820 documents best 
suited to an analysis of the activities of male leaders in the churches, later documents reveal 
Gundaker’s “break patterning,” “mastery” and a gender perspective that brings out the cultural 
resonance between organizing conspiracies and organizing churches, which were themselves 
sometimes secret and conspiratorial.
When the African-born Ukawsaw Gronniosaw told his story in 1770, he spoke in 
English, in Leominster England, as a manumitted former slave using the name James Albert.
He dictated it to a white “young Lady” who initially only wrote the story “for her own private 
satisfaction,”70 Only reluctantly could the “Lady” be convinced to publish the manuscript she 
created. The would-be editors of Gronniosaw’s life were prepared to publish it in the interest of 
the growing anti-slavery cause in England. Gronniosaw’s narrative, like the narrative of John
69 Gundaker, 96.
70 For both Gronniosaw and Marrant’s stories I am citing the Adam Potkay and Sandra Burr edition.
Gronniosaw, Narrative, 26. It is important to note that both these narratives probably represent some 
mixture o f experiences actually had by the purported authors and events the authors knew of, but tht 
happened to other people. Marrant’s narrative such an example. See Joanna Brooks and John Saillant, Face 
Zion Forward: First Writers o f  the Black Atlantic (Boston, 2002).
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Marrant (a Georgia and South Carolina resident), can be read as a conversion tale. Formally 
educated and converted to Christianity in New York and New Jersey, Gronniosaw adopted an 
evangelical attitude toward the state of his soul—most especially seeking a personal experience 
of God’s power, a rebirth. Thus a participant in the Great Awakening, Gronniosaw also 
typified an African route to Christianity: emphasis on personal experience of divine power. 
Further, Gronniosaw uses the trope of the talking book, suggesting the cultural dynamic of
71colonialism and the struggle it instigated within Gronniosaw’s own subjectivity.
Gronniosaw’s narrative depicts how he became colonial. As a material object, the 
published narrative exemplifies the struggle faced by Africans drawn into the colonial culture. 
Was Gronniosaw the amanuensis of the colonial, inscribing on his body and mind the 
expectations of colonial culture or was the colonial culture embodied in the “young Lady” his 
amanuensis? Technically, she took down his story as dictation. But he doubtlessly selected 
what to tell her and edited the tale post fact. Nonetheless he espoused a critique of colonialism 
associated with the network of Britons uncomfortable with slavery who became his friends, 
including the Countess of Huntingdon and her allies among the Georgia Trustees and in the 
emerging Methodist movement. Gronniosaw’s narrative does not condemn colonialism or even 
slavery as such. It adopts the moral polarity of the early proto-abolitionists and condemns 
slavery in as much as it fails to be Christian or serve the promotion of the Gospel.
Before he had any personal colonial contact, the narrative represents Gronniosaw as 
sensing during his youth in Africa that there was a “MAN above” who ruled the sun and moon 
that his people worshiped in the Bomu region. Bomu was heavily Muslim during the period
71 According to Henry Lewis Gates, Jr., Gronniosaw invented the trope. Gronniosaw’s usage o f it was 
retrospective, written years after the events. See Gates jr., “James Gronniosaw and the Trope o f the Talking
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that Gronniosaw lived there as a child, which may explain the ceremonies of bowing toward 
the rising sun that Gronniosaw describes. The rising sun would be in the east, toward Mecca. 
But Bomu was not uniformly Muslim and still had adherents of a previous religion worshiping 
a divine monarch. Such diversity would have exposed Gronniosaw to a mixture of ideas and 
might have produced confused memories. But perhaps he deduced the existence of the man 
above by natural proofs: he describes infuriating his mother and father with questions about 
who made flies, since none in Bomu could have. Or perhaps, he picked up the notion of a 
“MAN above” from Muslims living in and traveling through the region. The narrative does not 
say. It rather represents Gronniosaw as possessing an innate, unique, and even Providential 
desire.72
The desire for knowledge that had no identifiable cause or signifier precedes the talking 
book. As he grew into his teens the desire for knowledge drew him away from his home and 
into the company of traders, who later tricked him and sold him into slavery. At the moment of 
his enslavement, slavery is something Gronniosaw almost begs for in order to save his life 
from the traders who have announced they will kill him if they can not sell him. The narrative 
portrays him as always ready for his next step into the colonial culture if it will bring him 
closer to “the MAN above,” or Christianity.
Aboard the slave ship the captain, his master, becomes “very fond” of Gronniosaw and 
Gronniosaw develops a high opinion of him as a “serious” man who often reads prayers to the 
crew:
When first I saw him read, I was never so surprised in my whole life as when I saw the book
talk to my master; for I thought it did, as I observed him to look upon it, and move his lips. -I
Book,” in William L. Andrews, African American Autobiography: A Collection o f  Critical Essays 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1993), 8-25.
72 “Kanem-Bomu,” Encyclopcedia Britannica, 2006. Encyclopaedia Britannica Online. 17 Apr. 2006 
<http://www.search.eb.com.ezproxy.umw.edu:2048/eb/article-9044545>.
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wished it would do so to m e... when nobody saw me, I open’d it and put my ear down close 
upon it, in great hope that it would say something to me; but was very sorry and greatly 
disappointed when I found it would not speak, this thought immediately presented itself to me, 
that every body and every thing despised me because I was black.73
In Henry Louis Gates’ estimation this is the first utterance of the central metaphor of a first 
phase in the African-American literary tradition: “making the (white) written text ‘speak’ with 
a (black) voice.” The colonial culture inscribed itself within Gronniosaw’s consciousness in the 
form of an awareness of his subjective difference. The moment established an emotional and 
intellectual understanding that his complexion was the signifier of a larger racial construct. But 
at the same moment that signification of difference becomes the signified of his desire, his 
embrace of the colonial culture, as represented by the book that talks on command and about 
God, “the MAN above.”74 From then on, the narrative uses his desire for knowledge of the 
colonial god to validate his descriptions and assessments of white colonials. How whites 
respond to the desire for knowledge by Africans defines their merits.
Willingness to promote Christianity becomes the measure of good and unwillingness of 
the sort SPG missionaries were meeting with in many parts of Georgia and South Carolina 
becomes the definition of wicked and ignorant. In this manner, Gronniosaw’s narrative 
becomes highly critical of colonial culture. Gronniosaw represents the slave trade as brutal, 
conniving, and sinful. He shows New Yorkers, who will beat slaves for teaching each other 
fear of the Devil, to be unchristian, uncivil, and dishonest. Gronniosaw finds himself naively 
wishing to go to the metropolis, England, where he imagines everyone is a true Christian like 
George Whitefield, whom he had seen preach in New York. In England he struggles even to 
survive, moving often as an itinerant but without a ministry and sometimes without even food.
73 Potkay and Burr, 34.
74 Gates, 12.
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Gronniosaw’s identity could not be more at variance with the manhood model that 
would become central to African American church leadership in the nineteenth century.
Isolated in the English countryside, there is no Afro-Christian community for a leader to lead. 
He and family are a curiosity for the charity of country gentlemen, and thereby dependent. 
Gronniosaw lacks a true independence, revivalist vocation, and food to keep his wife and child 
from starvation. They avoid starvation only because his wife provides food “by hard labor at 
the loom.” His narrative abruptly ends almost in a plea for help. “Such is our situation at 
present... God is pleased to incline the hearts of his people at times to yield us their charitable 
assistance... To HIM be praise for ever and ever. AMEN.” It is ironic that Gronniosaw should 
apparently end this way, an old impoverished African in England. But just as importantly it 
points to the importance of what he still had and what he lacked.
He still had his small family, which for purposes here was important as a gender system 
for his support. It is critical to see how Gronniosaw’s career in Bible study and, briefly, 
publication, was supported by his wife. Betty was a white woman Gronniosaw met in London. 
Significantly he did not see her nor was he introduced to her at first, he “met” her after hearing 
her at work at the loom in a room above him in a boardinghouse to which George Whitefield 
had recommended him. He was told that the sound he heard was silk weaving. “I expressed a 
great desire to see it, and asked if I might... as soon as we entered the room, the person that 
was weaving looked about, and smiled upon us, and I loved her from that moment.” Before 
leaving for Holland to meet with some “Calvinist ministers” he informed Betty that he believed 
it God’s will they should be married. She was cool. When he returned after a year, however, 
they got married. Betty was a widow, and Gronniosaw first had to clear old debts for her and
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overcome objections of friends and acquaintances because she was “poor” (there is no mention 
anywhere in the text of race as an issue).
“My wife got a very good living by weaving, and could do extremely well,” but she and 
he found themselves in the middle of early London weavers’ strikes. Gronniosaw, afraid of “a 
disturbance among the weavers,” would not allow Betty to work. He was afraid not for her, 
apparently, but that the weavers “should insist on my joining the rioters, which I could not 
think of.” All through the eighteenth century weavers saw the erosion of the apprenticeship 
system, cuts in wages, and increasing dependence of workers on hand-looms such as the one 
Betty worked. Weavers repeatedly took to direct street actions, such as riots. Gronniosaw 
considered Betty’s income to be excellent, but his expectations were extremely low. As he put 
it, he “frequently wanted clothing to defend me from the inclemency of the weather; yet I never 
murmured, nor was I discontented.-I am willing, and even desirous, to be counted as nothing, a 
stranger in the world, and a pilgrim here.” Gronniosaw later took an eighteen-pence-a-day job 
at the rate of eight per day, without complaint, apparently. Greedy individuals often used the 
poverty and low status of black men such as Gronniosaw—in England as in the colonies—to 
drive down skilled wages. Too, women such as Betty were employed in part to drive wages 
down, and the male weavers of London possibly resented her. Together they made an easily 
exploited couple.75
Black leaders in the early African American church in Georgia and South Carolina 
were, in some ways, better off than Gronniosaw and Betty and their children, due to the 
presence of a significant black community. Leaders of small societies, such as churches, 
surrounded by a larger culture with its demands, were not Herculean individuals. Their
75 Gronniosaw, 46-7.
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positions resulted from personal qualities but were produced and supported by the consent of 
communities, whether a community of weavers or field slaves. In South Carolina and Georgia 
in the years immediately following the publication of Gronniosaw’s narrative several men—all 
slaves and former slaves—seemingly like Gronniosaw, would gain leadership of worship 
communities of slaves and free blacks. Their struggle with coloniality and their constructions 
of manhood are relatively easy to trace, because many of them wrote or were described by 
others. The gender system and the general community they emerged from remains less well 
outlined. The narrative of John Marrant—a free black who lived and taught in Georgia and 
South Carolina—offers important information and perspectives on both the gender system and 
the relationship of knowledge competition and coloniality to the rise of African American
76Christianity and formal education in English.
At about the time Gronniosaw published the first edition of his narrative in England 
(1770), John Marrant, an African-American freeman maybe fourteen years old, orphaned, and 
living in Charleston, South Carolina, experienced a spiritual conversion. At St. Philip’s 
Church, Whitefield himself gave the sermon that unexpectedly shattered the psychological 
world of Marrant, a musician simply passing in the street. The words “prepare to meet thy God 
O Israel” came to him with such force that he “was struck to the ground, and lay both 
speechless and senseless near half an hour.” Marrant had been bom in New York in 1755 at a 
time when Gronniosaw still lived there. The Marrant family moved at least twice, however, to 
Florida and then to Georgia. In each place Marrant had attended school. At St. Augustine he 
learned “to read and spell.” In Georgia, he “was kept in school until [he] had attained [his]
76 Gronniosaw, 52-3.
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eleventh year” and probably learned writing and arithmetic.77 Upon moving to South Carolina, 
Marrant was sent to Charleston to learn a trade. Charleston’s diverse religious, performance, 
and political culture transformed him. He began an apprenticeship with a carpenter, but he left 
before completing his training; he became a musician, playing the violin and French horn at the 
parties of wealthy Charlestonians. It was late 1769 or early 1770 when he experienced a 
Christian rebirth during a sermon by George Whitefield. Newly Christian, Marrant was still 
young and just beginning to travel the geography of British Atlantic colonialism, from New 
York to Florida, the Cherokee to the Royal Navy in the Revolution, and England to Nova 
Scotia. Marrant’s narrative echoes Gronniosaw’s talking book metaphor and sharpens the 
latter’s criticism of colonialism. Like Gronniosaw, he expressed opposition not to colonialism
no
as such but to unchristian colonialism.
Marrant’s new-found evangelicalism alienated the sister with whom he had been living 
in Charleston, who declared him mad for being unwilling to play the violin any longer. 
Retreating to his mother’s home 84 miles into the backcountry he proved equally confusing to 
his relatives there. They appear to have been nominally Christian; they did not regard his 
request for dinner prayers as particularly odd. But Marrant alienated his other siblings. They 
thought his enthusiasm evidence of madness. He determined that he had to leave. Carrying 
nothing but a pocket Bible and “Dr. Watts’s Hymnal” he left the house and “went over the 
fence, about a half a mile from our house, which divided the inhabited and cultivated parts of 
the country from the wilderness.” It was as a “captivity narrative” that Marrant’s story gained
77 Marrant, “Narrative” in Potkay and Burr, Black Atlantic, 76-77.
78 Marrant, 76-8. Adam Potkay and Sandra Burr’s edition o f Marrant’s narrative is especially interesting.
They identified a “personal edition” Marrant appears to have printed so that he could describe more freely 
domestic violence within his family, Indians’ resentment over white colonialism, and a brutally repressive 
white mistress. This “fourth edition” o f the narrative is the one they published in Black Atlantic Writers o f  
the Eighteenth Century, and it is my source.
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popularity in England during the late eighteenth century and throughout the nineteenth century. 
But his venture into the woods was voluntary. He was looking for a liminal space for 
meditation in the manner of Jesus wandering in the wilderness. Reading the Bible and prayer 
became the consuming activities of his wandering. He portrays the journey itself as 
Providential. God protects him from howling animals in the night, hunger, and bears that he 
stumbles upon as he reads and walks westward. Nonetheless, Marrant nearly starved until he 
began to encounter Indian hunters. At this point Marrant’s search for a liminal space in a 
wilderness to cultivate knowledge of the metropolitan religion became explicitly colonial as he 
adopted the role of missionary to the Indian communities he encountered.
His immersion again in the colonial Atlantic world was immediate: an Indian hunter 
knew Marrant and his mother and sister from winter trips to their hometown to sell skins. 
Traveling with the hunter as they hunted and skinned deer for ten weeks, Marrant claimed to 
learn “a fuller knowledge of the Indian tongue,” Cherokee. For some unspecified reason, the 
hunter then brought Marrant to a Cherokee town where he was imprisoned and condemned to 
death. The episode by which Marrant saved himself offers a poignant colonial drama. Marrant 
was condemned not just to death but to ritual torture, a ceremony that offered him the chance to 
demonstrate a distinctly Native American Indian mode of manhood. Indians expected their 
captives, some of whom were burned and flayed alive, alternately to show stoic silence and 
powerful expression through song. European men often failed this task, crying out in their pain, 
prayer, or weeping. Before the ritual proceeded far at all, merely at the announcement of the 
manner of execution, Marrant failed by weeping and falling to his knees to beg for life and 
pray. But he does one unusual thing that yields an equally unusual result: mid-prayer he
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switches into Cherokee. In a manner reminiscent of African possession and later 
Pentecostalism
I prayed in English a considerable time, and about the middle o f my prayer, the Lord impressed a 
strong desire upon my mind to turn into their language, and pray in their tongue. I did so, and with 
remarkable liberty, which wonderfully affected the people... I believe the executioner was 
savingly converted to God. He rose from his knees, and embracing me round the middle was 
unable to speak for about five minutes; the first words he expressed, when he had utterance, were,
‘No man shall hurt thee till thou hast been to the king.’79
Marrant believed himself saved Providentially, but whether one believes as Marrant believed 
does not change the fact that, Providential or no, the unique thing Marrant did was switch from 
English, the language of colonialism, to Cherokee. Whether he spoke badly or not was 
apparently not that important. His words so affected the Cherokee that they relented.
Marrant’s salvation represents a classic example of a “creative misunderstanding,” in 
the words of Richard White in The Middleground. The recognition of the phenomenon of 
distinct cross-cultural interpretations is, however, older than White’s work. The extended 
significance of this encounter for the Cherokee and colonialism will be treated in another 
chapter. What is important here is that neither Marrant nor the Cherokee needed to have the 
same understanding of the event in order for the performance to be effective. Marrant had 
engaged in the very African American and middleground colonial activity of “style shifting.” 
Usually the style switch is from an English to an African pattern. But Marrant shifts from 
English to his best-inspired and flowing Indian pattern, and the event makes him a celebrity 
within the Cherokee community.80 Brought to meet “the king,” or community headman, 
Marrant deeply impressed his daughter and in this context, the “talking book” metaphor 
reappears and does fundamentally different cultural work than it did for Gronniosaw.
79 Marrant, 85.
80 Gundaker, 19-20 and see also her definition o f “double voicing” pages 20-22.
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The king’s eldest daughter came into the chamber, a person about nineteen years o f age, and stood 
at my right hand. I had a Bible in my hand, which she took out o f it, and having opened it, she 
kissed it, and seemed much delighted with it. When she had put it into my hand again, the king 
asked me what it was? I told him the name o f my God was recorded there... His daughter took 
the book out o f my hand a second time; she opened it, and kissed it again; her father bid her give it 
to me, which she did; but said, with much sorrow, the book would not speak to her.81
In this scene the African is the possessor of the skill of English literacy, a complete inversion 
of the dynamic within which Gronniosaw discovered print. Years later, at the siege of 
Charleston, Marrant would meet the “king” again, marching into the city with the victorious 
British, and learn that “his daughter was very happy and sometimes longed to get out of the 
body.” Marrant took this as a sign of her conversion.
After two years among the Cherokee, the Creek, and the Catawba, Marrant returned to 
South Carolina dressed completely “in the Indian stile.” He returned and readjusted to life as a 
freeman of color in a colonial slave society. He got work as a carpenter on a slave plantation in 
the low country, and he soon began an illicit religious school for the enslaved laborers, 
producing, by his own report, several lasting conversions by teaching reading and the Bible. 
How he organized this school and the apparent absence of an elaborated disciplinary technique 
form a stark and important contrast with institutions such as Alexander Garden’s “Negroe 
School,” still functioning at this time in Charleston. Marrant describes how the plantation 
school began:
I used to spend my time in reading God’s Word, singing Watts’s Hymns and in Prayer, the little 
negro children would often come round the door... and finding my heart much drawn out in Love 
to their souls, I one evening called several o f them in, and asked them if  they could say the Lord’s 
Prayer, &c. finding they were very ignorant, I told them, i f  they would come every evening I 
would teach them, which they did, and learned very fast... this continued without interruption for 
three or four months.82
81 Marrant, 86.
82 Marrant, 91.
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Although the entire Atlantic colonial world is present in the site, in the practices and texts, and 
in the ethnic mix of African people participating in them, one major component missing is the 
bodily presence of white slave owners and missionaries. Marrant’s school is almost a model of 
Alexander Garden’s vision for how his “Negroe School” would spread Christianity in the slave 
quarters, but for the fact that Marrant is more evangelical and had no connection to Garden’s 
school. Most importantly, this is a secret school, and the text describing it is an admittedly 
public, remembered glimpse at a “hidden transcript,” in James C. Scott’s terminology. This 
remarkable context produces a deceptively simple and familiar scene of children learning to 
read and recite the catechism in what seems very similar to a white field school. But the scene 
is devoid of compulsion, at least in the telling Marrant offers.
The school existed because of specific cultural dynamics playing out in the relationship 
between Marrant and the enslaved children. Most important of these was probably the lead-up 
to Marrant’s invitation for the children to enter. Marrant allows the children to hover around 
his house, watching and listening to him through windows and doors as he reads and sings—or 
perhaps as the books “speak” and “sing” to him. He gives no indication of irritation at their 
presence, no discomfort, not even any particular interest, for some indefinite but extended 
period of days. All he does is notice and eventually, filled with spiritual reflection, invites the 
children into his house to join him. There are many possible reasons for the children’s 
curiosity. Among them would probably be the novelty of such a scene in that region of South 
Carolina; the unusual nature of reading in their experience; and the perception of this African- 
American man, who possessed freedom from the worst commands of the white plantation 
owners, as someone with special power. Gronniosaw had experienced his inability to read the 
slave-ship captain’s book as a sign that blackness was despised by “every one and every thing.”
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No such possibility existed here as Marrant himself is as black as the children and more willing 
to teach than the whites. This relationship is the basis of community that Gronniosaw lacked. 
And it is difficult to describe in the context of many of the early Church leaders whom I will 
discuss later in this chapter because, again, evidence for their specific communities is slim at 
best. But some sort of similar community dynamic must have been at play.
The dynamics in the relationship between Marrant and the children probably also 
informed the school’s expansion into what Marrant labels a “society.” During the three or four 
months of uninterrupted operation of his evening school:
By the acquainting their parents with it [the school], I soon had my society increased to about thirty persons... 
one o f the negro boys made a very great proficiency in that time, and could exercise in extemporary prayer 
much to my satisfaction.83
Francis Le Jau, an SPG missionary in Carolina, had wanted strictly to control student 
interpretations. Garden had focused on catechism and prescribed prayer. Marrant not only 
permitted extemporization, he boasted of it as an accomplishment. His innovation hints at an 
explanation of the Christian and English reading movement on this plantation. Marrant 
included this information in order to bolster an argument that enslaved Africans seek after the 
Christian God. Another possible explanation for the popularity of his teaching is that Marrant’s 
school perhaps offered a novel respite from the plantation regime, but that argument seems 
weak since the school met clandestinely and only after work was done. The best explanation 
for such voluntary and spontaneous growth—a microcosm of the larger movement of Africans 
and African Americans into the Christian church—is that the context fit the cultural 
expectations of the slave community and answered some strong desire.
83 Marrant, 91.
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As Thornton has argued for other (usually white) missionaries, Marrant was a 
messenger who seemed to have special access to the spiritual world. But Marrant also did not 
feel the slave masters’ imperative that Biblical interpretation follow specific strictly regulated 
patterns. Although there is no evidence that Marrant taught antislavery—he certainly did not— 
he did allow extemporaneous prayer. Garden’s closeness to the slave masters could bring him 
apprentice teachers and students by compulsion but could not make his school the movement 
he predicted. The style of his message and his proximity to slave-owners limited his credibility 
with the enslaved.
After three months Marrant’s school was discovered, and its existence angered the 
mistress, who together with the master became the foil for the narrative’s most direct criticism 
of colonialism. The master and mistress shut down the school, defining themselves within the 
morality of the narrative as unchristian. Colonialism that does not serve God is wicked. In 
reporting his defense of the school, Marrant rehearses the classic argument about slave 
religious education. The master claimed that Marrant had “spoiled all his negros” but Marrant 
got him to admit that they completed their work more quickly and kept their personal garden 
plots in better order. The master objected that the slaves would become too difficult to keep “in 
subjection”—reflecting the core priority of the 1740 Negroe Act. But Marrant was able to get 
him to acknowledge that the enslaved had souls and therefore the Christian obligation to teach 
them the gospels held. The master lost the argument and Marrant lost his school. He also fled 
the plantation under fear that even his freedom might not long protect him from whipping. But 
later, Marrant claimed that the slaves he had taught took to secret prayer meetings deep in the 
woods, continuing for years.84
84 Marrant, 92.
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Pressed into service on a British warship in 1775 or 1776, Marrant served on the British 
side of the Revolutionary War and was later ordained a minister in the Countess of 
Huntingdon’s chapel, ultimately becoming a minister in Nova Scotia.85 He fought against the 
American Revolution, but that fact is less significant than the fact that the ideology of liberty 
does not figure in how he describes his role. There is no mention of Sir Henry Clinton’s 
Philipsburg Proclamation or the thousands of enslaved people taken from his home colony by 
the navy in which he served at the end of the war. Marrant was not interested in imperial 
governance controversies either. He was only concerned with how the empire’s colonists 
behaved in relation to Christianity; with whether colonialism was Christian and good or 
unchristian, sinful, and avaricious. If he had more stridently antislavery views, he hid them 
from even his personal, private printing of his narrative. Seemingly Marrant was interested 
almost exclusively in religious colonialism.
Contemporaries of Marrant and Gronniosaw who lived and worked in Georgia and 
South Carolina in the same period and during the Early Republic, however, did stake-out more 
libertarian positions. One such person was the free black missionary David Margate, who 
dramatically distinguished himself from the approach of Marrant through an unusually direct 
Biblical condemnation of slavery. Things started off well enough for Margate. Initially, the 
Countess of Huntingdon’s Georgia correspondent, James Habersham, perceived him in a 
positive light, if perhaps a bit cautiously. “I hope that your Blackman David may be blessed, as 
he seems to be very anxious to be instrumental of good to your Ladyships Negroes... I am only 
afraid, that the kind notice, he has met with in England will make him think too highly of 
himself.” Habersham hoped Margate would be “cautioned... to avoid splitting on this Rock.”
85 Marrant, “Narrative” in Potkay and Burr, Black Atlantic.
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He was convinced from experience that “this Work of instructing Negroes, should have the 
desired effect,” by which he meant producing obedient servants and no challenges to the slave 
system. He felt “persuaded” that even when this was the sole effect sought by missionaries 
such as Margate, the conversion of the enslaved would still “meet with all the opposition and 
reproach that men and Devils can invent.” But Margate was not easily cautioned. He quickly 
declared himself a new Moses come to deliver his people from slavery. Having acquired his 
education at Trevecca College, an evangelical-leaning institution the Countess of Huntingdon 
supported, Margate was like Marrant in his literacy and his passionate personal revelation, but 
he was distinguished by his boldness. Marrant had fled his plantation carpentry job to spare 
himself a whipping; Margate required help to secure passage back to England “in order to save 
his Life.”86
Upon landing in Charleston on his way to Bethesda, Margate, during a Church 
exhortation to a mixed congregation of whites and blacks declared that “God would send 
Deliverance to the Negroes, from the power of their Masters, as He freed the Children of Israel 
from Egyptian Bondage.” This and other remarks were construed by local whites “as tho’ he 
meant to raise rebellion amongst the negroes.” While waiting to stand trial for inciting 
rebellion by a Grand Jury at Charleston, Margate was spirited out of the colonies and back to 
England by Habersham and friends. But Habersham was outraged and disappointed. Margate’s 
“business,” he declared, had been “to preach a Spiritual Deliverance” and “not a temporal 
one.” Habersham concluded that it was foolish to take Africans to England because it spoiled 
them. He concluded that Margate must actually be “a fugitive Slave” and that his “Story about
86 Habersham to Countess o f  Huntingdon, Savannah, April 19, 1775 in Collections o f  the Georgia 
Historical Society, Vol. 4, Letters o f  the Honorable James Habersham, 1756-1775 (Savannah, 1904), 241.
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being stole from the Coast of Africa” was a lie.87 In both these men, Margate and Marrant, the 
model of black church manhood is evident, particularly in their independence and their 
treatment of Christian conversion and seeking religious truth as a vocation. Vocation was 
inextricable from the condemnation of any colonialism that allowed slave masters to avoid 
spreading and obeying the gospel. The reticence of slave masters’ to allow The Book to speak 
in the African American slave community became a source from which to condemn masters 
because The Book itself called them to teach. An exhorter could hold that power over slave 
masters, rhetorically, and hold slave audiences’ attention.
Another important figure in the early black religious educational movement in the 
lower south was George Liele, a slave bom in Virginia around 1751.88 In Virginia his father 
had already been converted and was the only slave in the area, according to Liele, whom 
whites and blacks believed “knew the Lord in a spiritual way.” As a youth, like Gronniosaw, 
Liele felt “a natural fear of God... and was often checked in conscience with thoughts of 
death.” This fear kept Liele from “bad company” and he apparently came to believe that the 
good works he did as a consequence would preserve him. Then after his master moved him and 
his family to Burke County, Georgia, an evangelical minister named Matthew Moore shattered 
this confidence “and I was convinced that I was not in the way to heaven, but in the way to 
hell.” By reading and attending sermons Liele gradually, in terms strongly reminiscent of 
Jonathan Edwards’s Sinners in the Hands o f an Angry God, came “to perceive that my life
87 Habersham to Robert Keen, Savannah, May 11, 1775, in Collections o f  the Georgia Historical Society, 
Vol. 4, Letters o f  the Honorable James Habersham, 1756-1775 (Savannah, 1904), 243-244. Neil J. 
O’Connell, “George Whitefield and Bethesda Orphan-House,” The Georgia Historical Quarterly 55 
(1970), 41-62.
88 The date o f 1751 is an inference on Liele’s own conjecture: “I cannot justly tell what is my age... but I 
suppose I am about forty years old” See Liele to unknown, Kingston, Dec. 18, 1791 in Journal o f  Negro 
History, v .l (1916), 72.
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hung by a slender thread” and that God could cut it and send him to hell at any moment. About 
1773, the Reverend Moore baptized Liele by full immersion. He joined the Baptist church, 
immediately began preaching to enslaved people, and was ordained in May of 1775.
In 1777, during the Revolutionary War, Liele was manumitted and shortly thereafter 
began the First African Church of Savannah. With the help of his own master and other allies, 
Liele and other black preachers managed to establish several congregations in addition to the 
Savannah church: one at Augusta, Georgia, one at Silver Bluff, South Carolina, and “three or
on
four places in the country.” Liele, in a letter, gave a brief statement of his doctrinal, 
theological position as a Baptist. It has to be among the earliest, if  not the first such statement 
that has survived. In its brevity it reads: “1 agree to election, redemption, the fall of Adam, 
regeneration, and perseverance, knowing the promise is to all who endure, in grace, faith, and 
good works, to the end, shall be saved."90 Liele’s converts would form much of the leadership 
of African American Baptist evangelicalism in the Carolinas and Georgia, and it is safe to 
assume that these students also adhered to a similar version of these doctrines. His approach 
then was an enthusiastic Calvinism, focused on rebirth and the personal discipline to persevere 
through the slave system (rather than attack it). He shared more with Marrant than Margate on 
such points. But all three men shared the vocational perspective of Christianity that challenged 
colonials with the reminder of the Christian injunction to proselytize. Liele went to Jamaica 
after the war with the British fleet and founded a rapidly expanding Baptist Church.91
89 Jonathan Clarke to Brother Rippon, Savannah, Dec. 22, 1792, in ibid., 82-83.
90 Liele to unknown, Kingston, Dec. 18, 1791 in ibid.
91 Robert G. Gardner, “Primary Sources in the Study o f Eighteenth Century Georgia Baptist History,” 
Viewpoints. Georgia Baptist History, 1 (1980), 59-118.
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Among Liele’s students in Georgia before he left for Jamaica was Andrew Bryan, who 
became the leader of the First African Church in Savannah. Bryan, a slave, began his 
conversion during a sermon by Liele from John 3:7, “Ye must be bom again.” Some time later, 
Liele, while preparing to leave for Jamaica from Tybee Island, broke off his preparations to 
return to Savannah and baptize Bryan. Liele left and about eight months later Bryan “began to 
exhort his black hearers, with a few whites.” A prominent white Savannah resident allowed 
Bryan and his congregation to build a small church building on land at Yamacraw just outside 
the limits of Savannah. Bryan and his congregation, however, experienced attacks Liele had 
escaped by leaving with the British. A large marronage apparently occurred about the time 
Bryan began to preach in 1782 or 1783, “a number of blacks... absconded.”92 This event 
together with the large number of slaves that departed with the British Navy embittered many 
whites. The marronage became whites’ “excuse for their wickedness in their interruptions” of 
Bryan and the Savannah congregation during church services. “The whites grew more and 
more inveterate; taking numbers of them before magistrates—they were imprisoned and 
whipped.” According to a telling of the story about six or seven years after the fact, among the 
fifty that the magistrates ordered whipped Andrew Bryan was singled out for special 
punishment. Whipped nearly to death and bleeding profusely Bryan made a declaration 
consistent with Liele’s doctrinal teaching, reminiscent of the “primitive” Christians, and deeply 
committed to his vocation of proselytizing. “While he was under these lashes... he held up his 
hand and told his persecutors that he rejoiced not only to be whipped, but would freely suffer 
death for the cause o f Jesus Christ.” Bryan’s was a double voiced declaration of resistance. He 
shamed his persecutors, among them James Habersham, Jr., with his greater commitment to
92 Jonathan Clarke to “Dear Brother,” Savannah, Jan 19. 1790, in Journal o f  Negro History v .l (1916), 77- 
79.
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their creed. Bryan survived. Permitted eventually to lead and build the church, Bryan and his 
assistants quickly gathered a congregation of 225 people in full communion and 350 more
93converted and awaiting their masters’ permission for baptism.
Bryan was bom in 1737 in Goose Creek, near Charleston, the site of the Stono 
Rebellion, and a site where an SPG ministry had long worked among whites as well as the 
enslaved. He was a slave on the same plantation with both his parents, who were also slaves. It 
is hard to imagine that he did not know about the missionary and did not know about the Stono 
Rebellion, which, when he was two years old, nearly emptied his birthplace o f all those white 
inhabitants who could afford to flee to Charleston. Although he never wrote of it, the rebellion 
must have had a deep impact upon his family. And the family that owned him, the family of 
Hugh Bryan, had been the center of a controversy in 1742 in which Hugh Bryan was rebuked 
by the Colonial Assembly and forced to defend himself against pointed accusations of 
enthusiasm and attempting to encourage slave rebellion. Andrew Bryan’s defiant welcome of 
death under whippings echoed what Liele described as “perseverance” and “knowing” that “all 
who endure, in grace, faith, and good works, to the end, shall be saved.” Conversion was not a 
prescription for subservience. Bryan’s declaration was double-voicing, mastering slavery 
through one of its central cultural discourses.94
Such resistance would have been weak if it had not produced the results that it did. 
Bryan and congregation found white allies, shamed opponents and, most importantly, 
developed cultural institutions possessing a measure of autonomy. No small accomplishment in
93 Ibid.
94 Morgan, Counterpoint, 424.
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a society where most of his people were property and officially forbidden to write, or learn to 
write, on pain of whipping. In an 1800 letter Bryan detailed the success:
We enjoy the rights o f conscience to a valuable extent, worshipping in our families and preaching three 
times every Lord’s-day, baptizing frequently from ten to thirty at a time in the Savannah, and 
administering the sacred supper, not only without molestation, but in the presence, and with the 
approbation and encouragement o f many o f the white people. We are now about seven hundred in 
number.
He apparently enjoyed a decently respectful relationship with the Reverend Henry Holcombe, a 
newly arrived minister who was in the process of reviving the Bethesda Orphan House and 
inspiring several local women to begin the Savannah Female Orphan Asylum. And his church 
had managed, through white allies, to purchase the freedom of Henry Francis, a 46 year-old 
slave from Augusta, Georgia belonging to the late Colonel Leroy Hammond. Francis’s mother 
had been white and his father “an Indian.” Francis possessed “handsome ministerial gifts” and 
had begun “to teach our youth to read and write.” Francis, Bryan noted, had “been in the 
ministry for fifteen years,” since 1785. Bryan hoped that Francis would take over part of his 
church creating a body that would “take the rank and title of the 3rd Baptist Church” in the 
city.95
As Sylvia Frey and Betty Wood have argued, the creation of these leaders in the 
forefront of a growing evangelical movement as well as the form of their leadership, “was a 
crucial step in the cultural and religious transformation of African Americans.”96 For Frey and 
Wood, these stories represent an early African American church independence movement for 
which effective leadership was a necessary prerequisite. Unlike the antebellum black church,
95 Andrew Bryan to Reverend Brother, Savannah, Dec. 23, 1800, Negro History, vol. 1 (January 1916), 86- 
87.
96 Frey and Wood, Come Shouting to Zion, 117.
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the early church was at first dominated by men; two thirds of Welsh Neck Baptist’s early slave 
converts were men. The independence Frey and Wood identify meshes well with the theme of 
independence in early black church manhood.
The significance of Christian learning to rebellion was uncertain, and its meaning to the 
white community was ambiguous. What distinguished the Revolutionary era’s evangelical 
movement from earlier Anglican efforts was not merely the approach of the missionaries, an 
emphasis on slave reeducation and large meetings. What was distinct among the evangelicals 
was how many of the small convert groups evangelicals won. Anglicans had reported handfuls 
of conversions too, but evangelicals did it frequently. Richard Furman, perhaps the most noted 
white South Carolina Baptist of the early Republic, and his associates were active missionaries 
among the enslaved. His correspondence reveals a constant stream of small groups of new 
converts. And he reports the conversions in language reminiscent of Francis Le Jau or 
Alexander Garden. In 1800, for example, Furman reported that his correspondents had 
informed him of 20 people, “mostly Negroes,” who converted at Beaufort and 5 people who 
joined communion in Charleston, “4 of them Negroes.”97 The SPG missionaries made only 
handfuls of small conversions such as these. The evangelicals were able to make such reports 
regularly because there was a bottom-up movement of enslaved people into the evangelical 
churches. But it appears clear that conversions were individual and small group affairs—not 
mass decisions—which means that the reasons and purposes of conversion followed individual 
desires, not merely a collective identity. That individuation of desire meant an ambivalent 
relationship between conversion, rebellion, and acquiescence.
97 Furman to dear Sir., Charleston, Sept. 10, 1800, Richard Furman Papers, South Caroliniana Library.
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The evangelical mode of organization, which emphasized greater local autonomy, 
ambivalence about slavery, and the doctrine of personal revelation made Baptist and Methodist 
churches an appealing place of solace for the enslaved. But it would be a mistake to assume 
that this meant converted slaves or their evangelical churches, even after they were led by free 
blacks and exhorted by fellow slaves, were anti-hierarchical or anti-slavery. Churches 
disciplined their members and taught obedience to the Slave Code. A late example is from 
1815 or early 1816 when Smart Williams, a slave, ran away from his master, and was 
excommunicated by Welsh Neck Baptist church for the act. Williams pled for restoration into 
the congregation that excommunicated him for seeking freedom. Although the church restored 
his membership in February 1816, Williams accepted admonishment and the recording of his 
flight as a violation of the church ordinances he had voluntarily accepted as part of his spiritual 
rebirth.98
Slavery also marked the leadership. Andrew Bryan in 1800 owned eight slaves who 
were not his own family, a common practice by free people who wished to better preserve their 
families by making them personal property under law. Bryan’s own family was quite small, his 
wife and an “only daughter.” He had managed to purchase his own freedom by 1790, and 
purchased his wife’s freedom sometime later. Their daughter was still enslaved. And although 
she had married a free black man, “under our laws, her seven children, five sons and two 
daughters” were slaves.” Yet Bryan notes that he nonetheless was “by a kind Providence... 
well provided for.” He had at that time a house in Savannah and others in the city that he 
rented. He also had “a fifty-six acre tract of land, with all necessary buildings, four miles in the 
country, and eight slaves.” Possessing no particular affection for the cruelest discipline of the
98 Welsh Neck Baptist Church Minutes, 61.
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slave system, Bryan asserted that he provided for his slaves’ “education and happiness.” What 
precisely that meant is unknowable. By embracing slavery Bryan had embraced hierarchy 
within the black community and had chosen to access his privilege, as a free man, and employ 
the colonial legal mode of such hierarchy. The man who had been whipped for Jesus possessed 
the legal authority to inflict such whippings."
Despite the hierarchy and the discipline of black Christianity in this period, the 
churches could supply tools for organizing attacks against the slave system too. The 1816 
Camden conspiracy was an example. One, possibly more, of the conspirators was a class leader 
in a local Methodist church. The acknowledged head of a small organized group, this unnamed 
man was able to turn that group—according to official convictions—into a conspiratorial 
paramilitary command. This is very close to what Carolyn Fick has shown among the enslaved 
in the Haitian Revolution, where commandeurs, leaders of large work gangs called ateliers, 
were chosen by workers to lead of the military units built from the work gangs themselves. The 
organization of the labor regime and its community became a source—though not the only 
source—of resistance to it.
Conclusions
In When I  Can Read My Title Clear: Literacy, Slavery, and Religion in the Antebellum 
South, Janet Cornelius argues for a close relationship between literacy and religiosity that fed, 
in turn, slave resistance. But Cornelius focused on the Antebellum era, especially the period of 
widespread white paranoia following the Vesey and Turner rebellions, after which slave
99 Bryan to “Reverend Brother, Dec. 23, 1800, in Negro History, vol. 1 (January 1916), 86-87.
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education became more controversial than it already had been. The association between 
literacy and resistance in the earlier period was perceived in less absolute terms.100
Africans and African Americans learned to “double-voice” colonial discourses, shifting 
expressive styles as needed. Evidence of this can be found in runaway ads, conspiracies, and 
the early personal narratives. Double voicing was an integral part o f the acquisition of English 
for slaves both because of inherited African cultural practices and because of the threatening 
environment of slavery. The practice of double voicing implies awareness of the social 
functions of discourse. It required a deliberate performance of, for example, an English dance 
or deferential speech, that hid in plain sight statements or other significations subversive to 
slavery. The “talking book” topos of early slave narratives (1770s-1810s) was not indicative of 
a problem in slave consciousness that the enslaved needed to overcome. It was, rather, 
indicative of a dynamic the colonized African entered into as part of the struggle with the 
discursive monologue of the slave system. Understanding and mastery, not escape, was the 
purpose. The talking book was indicative of an African interpretation of print’s functions that 
recognized the power colonial culture gave it. Runaway ads demonstrate that the enslaved 
moved to acquire English, without formal instruction.
Within the white community there was significant ambivalence about teaching slaves 
anyway. Rather than blocking all conversion or literacy, that ambivalence constituted a 
division sufficient for the enslaved to acquire skills and knowledge of the master’s religion and 
language. At some point before 1775, knowledge of English no longer needed the help of 
whites to spread within some plantation or town communities. There must have been secret 
learning or critiquing of Christianity too for knowledge of it to rise so often to the surface in
100 (Columbia, SC, 1991), see especially chapters one and two.
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public documents like shoots from a rhizome. The fissures within the white community were 
real, though rarely expressed. Scottish freeholders in Georgia in 1739 had declared that “it is 
shocking to human Nature, that any Race of Mankind and their Posterity should be sentenc’d to 
perpetual Slavery.” And they added that “as Freedom must be as dear to them as to us, what a 
Scene of Horror must it bring about!”101 One local Revolutionary committee declared in 1775 
their “abhorrence... of Slavery” and resolved “to use our utmost endeavors for the 
manumission of our Slaves... for the most safe and equitable footing for the masters and 
themselves.”102
Such discourse matters because how we think and talk about things affects other actions 
and our understanding of the meaning of those actions. So when Northerner Ann Alexander 
wrote in her Address to the Inhabitants o f  Charleston in 1805 that her “mind has been painfully 
affected” by the sight of slavery, there probably were at least a few whites who read it (or 
heard it read) and agreed. Alexander was astonished after a visit to the city to see “numbers of 
my fellow-creatures, of the African race, deprived of their natural liberty, and of almost every 
means of improvement of those faculties bestowed upon them as well as ourselves, for the 
noblest of purposes.” She had seen the public transcript, the public performance. What this 
chapter has shown is the deep ribbon of knowledge competition within enslaved communities 
and the significant acquisition of knowledge that it produced. Some of the people Alexander 
took for illiterate might have known how to read, maybe write, or they knew people who could. 
Some significant number more that she felt were denied “almost every means of improvement”
101 An Impartial Enquiry into the State and Utility o f  the Province o f  Georgia (London, 1741) in Trevor R.
Reese, ed. The Clamorous Malcontents: Criticisms and Defenses o f  the Colony o f  Georgia, 1741-1743 
(Savannah, 1973), 170.
102 St. Andrews Parish Resolves, Georgia, Jan 12,1775 as quoted in Betty Wood, Slavery in Colonial 
Georgia, 201.
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might well have been practicing members of a church. Although her tract could be read as a 
racist project onto the black pedestrians of the Charleston streetscape, the language skills 
within the black community could have spread her message and made it representative o f a
1 mdivision within the white community to whom she had addressed herself.
But again, the meaning of literacy for black freedom or rebellion was ambiguous at 
best, because even skilled blacks such as Denmark Vesey found themselves still wrapped in the 
colonial culture of racial castes. One slave, April Ellison, who could write his name, who was 
alive when Alexander wrote her Address, was free within a decade of her comments, having 
been emancipated by an owner who had probably never seen the Address. April Ellison 
eventually changed his name to William and succeeded as a planter and artisan (a cotton gin 
maker). But for more than a year after his emancipation, in October of 1817, he was still 
signing his name as “April.”104 Perhaps he continued to use it because it was the only one he 
had known. His switch to “William” is significant for many reasons, but not least for how it 
entwines his literacy with a cultural politics of manly respectability in the early Republic. One 
hundred years earlier there may not have been even one Carolina slave with the English skills 
Ellison possessed. Perhaps it was enough for Ellison, but it would not be enough socially. And 
that fact concludes a crucial argument about knowledge competition: as we shall see in 
chapters four and five, the goalpost for respectability was in motion at the time of Ellison’s 
name-change. The more racialized context of the 1810s in which Ellison made his name-choice 
exemplified how English acquisition still lay within a hierarchy of respectability. That 
hierarchy exerted pressure on all the details of a person’s identity and performance of manners.
103 Ann Alexander, An Address to the Inhabitants o f  Charleston, South Carolina (Philadelphia, 1804), 3-4.
104 Receipt for repairs to a cotton gin, October, 15, 1817, Thomas Waties Papers, South Caroliniana 
Library.
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Ellison quickly learned that in the commercial world he had entered as a cotton-gin builder 
“April” was slave and slave was generally not respectable. The only functional difference 
between the sign “April” and the sign “William” was connotative: the latter attempts to evade 
the connotation of slavery and offers an Anglophone performance of identity.
Perhaps the most important consequence of the knowledge competition of slavery for 
the development of non-elite schooling was the position into which the struggle forced print 
and literacy. They became a fulcrum of power, a marker of racial distinction, to be banned 
among the enslaved laboring classes and cultivated among the white laboring classes. 
Manuscript writing and the printed word were the primary vehicle o f slave law and the 
management of the slave trading system. Print, especially the Bible, was an object with 
spiritual and practical power to alleviate grievances among the enslaved. And performances of 
English-language Biblical interpretation—from preaching to secular public speaking to 
incidental conversation—formed mechanisms to distinguish the “civilized” from the 
“uncivilized” as well as merit within whiteness.
So when one writer to the Georgetown Gazette in South Carolina denounced slave 
education as fomenting a St. Domingue type revolt making slaves into the whites’ masters, he 
did not even attempt an argument as to how or why formal learning of English and Christianity 
would produce such an effect. But his commitment to the idea was powerfully emotional and 
perhaps capable of violence in the cause of restricting literacy.105 Because of such attitudes, 
William Ellison undoubtedly discovered that his complexion still marked his status despite his 
new name and skill in signing it and other English words. Similarly the grounds-keeper of the 
Camden Orphan Society, Jim Evans, was referred to as “Negro Jim Evans” in the Society’s
105 Georgetown Gazette, Sept. 11, 1799.
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books. Ellison and Evans’s skills represented dangers to be contained by a complexion-based 
hierarchy. Their skills challenged the semiotics of difference that justified and embodied 
slavery. They represented English names, religion, and skills as well-wielded possessions of 
people of African descent. If these attributes helped define “civility” and “civilization,” and if 
society had to be defended from the caste of the enslaved, such knowledge had to be restricted. 
Thus, before slavery would end, Georgia and South Carolina would opt for both the prohibition 
of learning by the enslaved and the further racialization of the bearers as inherently uncivilized.




“Charity... she has opened the springs o f  social happiness and has saved communities and nations from  
turning into savages roaming apart in barbarous solitude... the softener and polisher o f  human manners, 
and the transformer o f  barbarians into men. ” —An oration at the Charleston Orphan House, 1813.1
The new Republic was not post-colonial. It began as a self-consciously imperial 
republic. And it was an ethnically diverse population, especially when you consider the 
multiple Indian and African identities within or adjacent to Georgia and Carolina. Alongside 
the political vision of a “Republican Empire” was a cultural program. As Carolinians and 
Georgians hybridized republican and colonial discourses in the 1780s-1800s, civility, industry, 
and civilization came into ever more racialized opposition to savagery, barbarism, laziness, and 
licentiousness in discourse and practice. And both the hydrid discourse and the racialization of 
civilization affected educational development. Laziness and licentiousness in particular were 
components of what David Roediger has called “settler colonialism.” They were moral charges
'Andrew Flinn, “An Anniversary Address before the Charleston Orphan House” (unpublished ms., 1813), 
no pagination. South Caroliniana Library.
2 Jenny Sharpe, “Is the United States Postcolonial? Transnationalism, Immigration, and Race,” in 
Postcolonial America, Richard C. King, ed. (Urbana, Illinois, 2000), 103-6.
3 Peter S. Onuf, Jefferson's Empire: the Language o f  American Nationhood (Charlottesville, 2000), esp 
Introduction, Chapter One, and Chapter Two. See also Eric Hinderaker, Elusive Empires: Constructing 
Colonialism in the Ohio Valley, 1673-1800{Cambridge, 1997).
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settlers and others made against the Cherokee, Creek, and other Indians.4 The attribution of 
such characteristics to Indians defined their supposed lack of civilization, easily labeled as 
either a problem of ignorance versus knowledge, or whiteness versus the racial savage.
There was a discursive linkage between the colonization of Indian communities and the 
training of industrious laborers among the white non-elite. What linked initiatives among these 
different communities was the gender and labor politics of the “republican empire,” which 
were complementary in facilitating new western colonization and eastern stability. The 
industry expected of white boys and girls in orphanages was the same industry expected of the 
Cherokee and Creek. The Civilization Program revealed the close bonds between the cultural 
politics of land acquisition, instruction in the English language, and white gender and labor 
practices. A Federal program begun in the 1790s, the Civilization Program was promoted by 
men such as George Washington, Henry Knox, John C. Calhoun, and Thomas Jefferson as a
4 The argument for white liberty finding its basis in black slavery has its origins in the work o f Edmund 
Morgan, American Slavery, American Freedom (New York, 1975). Morgan was careful to limit this claim 
to Virginia and not engage in an argument about a natural relationship between freedom and slavery, but he 
did regard the Virginia story as telling historians something fundamental about the origins o f  “American 
Freedom” in “American Slavery” (see p.5-6). And others have found evidence to extend his argument to 
the lower south, see Russell R. Menard, “Slavery, Economic Growth, and Revolutionary Ideology in the 
South Carolina Lowcountry,” The Economy o f  Early America: The Revolutionary Period, 1763-1790, 
Ronald Hoffman, John McCusker, Russell R. Menard, and Peter J. Albert, eds. (Charlottesville, 1988), 244. 
And, discussing the racialization o f a different people, Eric Hinderaker, Elusive Empires: Constructing 
Colonialism in the Ohio Valley, 1673-1800 (Cambridge, 1997), explores how the post Revolutionary 
United States succeeded in colonizing the Ohio Country through a process o f  allowing individual 
appropriation o f land and the demonization o f Indians as a racial other: freedom relied on colonization.
David Roediger, The Wages o f  Whiteness: Race and the Making o f  the American Working Class 
(New York, 1991) focuses on race in the context o f  slavery, not Indian relations, and he does not make 
gender a significant part o f his explanation o f the formation o f the working class. But interestingly, in 
defining “settler colonialism,” Roediger cites white images o f the Indian (see 19,21, 23): “the prehistory o f  
the white worker begins with the settlers’ images o f Native Americans... Settler ideology held that 
improvident, sexually abandoned, ‘lazy Indians’ were failing to ‘husband’ or ‘subdue’ the resources God 
had provided and thus should forfeit those resources.” (Quote on page 21). This chapter draws attention to 
gender dynamics. But I challenge Roediger’s assertion that the colonial era was merely a “prehistory” o f  
the “white worker” and his claim that the racial otherness o f the Indian was merely an odd symbol with 
little effect on class formation. Both o f those positions seem unnecessary to his analysis.
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means to make Indian land available to white settlers peacefully through acculturation.5 The 
changes contemplated by this project that historians have typically highlighted have been the 
institution of home-based industry and commercial agriculture to replace hunting, thus making 
vast hunting lands redundant. It is well known that the U.S. also tried to radically alter the 
gender practices of Creeks, Cherokees, and other matrilineal native communities by urging 
women to domestic labor and men to farming. Less well appreciated is how Indians responded, 
especially women, and Creek women in particular.6 The implications of the program as
5 The Civilization Program was a “colonial project,” as Robert Blair St. George has described them. It was 
based in discourses on the cultural superiority o f  whites and strove to alter the putatively savage Indians in 
the name o f philanthropic benevolence. See Blair St. George, Possible Pasts... Malini Johar Schueller and 
Edward Watts, Messy Beginnings: Postcoloniality and Early American Studies (New Brunswick, New  
Jersey, 2003), particularly the introduction; Kathrine Wilson, “Citizenship, Empire, and Modernity in the 
English Provinces, ca. 1720-1790,” in Cathrine Hall, ed., Cultures o f  Empire: Colonizers in Britain and the 
Empire in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, A Reader (New York, 2000), 160 and “whose imagined 
community?” pp. 159-167; and Nicholas Thomas, Colonialism’s Culture: Anthropology, Travel, and 
Government (Princeton, NJ, 1994). See also Onuf, Jefferson’s Empire, 23-33,46-51.
6 In her very useful study, Deerskins and Duffels: The Creek Indian Trade with Anglo America, 1685-1815 
(Lincoln, NB, 1993), 12-15, 21-23, 184-186 Kathryn E. Holland Braund often highlights male activities. 
My argument regarding gender, trade, and colonization is very similar to Lucy Eldersveld Murphy, 
“Autonomy and Economic Roles o f Indian Women o f the Fox-Wisconsin River Region, 1763-1832,” in 
Nancy Shoemaker, ed., Negotiators o f  Change: Historical Perspectives on Native American Women (New  
York, 1995), 72-89 (esp. 75-77). I am seeking to build upon Kathryn E. Holland Braund, “Guardians of  
Tradition and Handmaidens to Change: Women’s Roles in Creek Economic and Social Life During the 
Eighteenth Century,” American Indian Quarterly 14 (1990), 239-258, which I read separately from 
Deerskins and Duffles.
The Civilization Program and cultural change among the Southeastern Indians before the Removal 
Crisis are two o f the better-examined topics in Native American Studies. See for examples McGloughlin, 
Cherokees and Missionaries', Bernard W. Sheehan, Seeds o f  Extinction: Jeffersonian Philanthropy and the 
American Indian (Chapel Hill, 1973); Theda Perdue, Slavery and the Evolution o f  Cherokee Society, 1540- 
1866 (Knoxville, 1979); J. Leicht Wright, The Only Land They Knew: The Tragic Story o f  the American 
Indians in the Old South (New York, 1981); and Daniel H. Usner, Indians, Settlers, & Slaves in a Frontier 
Exchange Economy: The Lower Mississippi Valley before 1783 (Chapel Hill, 1992). See also: William S. 
Willis, “Divide and Rule: Red, White, and Black in the Southeast,” Journal o f  Negro History, vol. 48 
(1963), 157-176.
A more recent focus on women and gender among Eastern Woodlands peoples, including the 
Creek and their neighbors, has relevance for Creek women’s experience o f the Civilization Program. 
Gender practices among Eastern Woodland peoples were quite similar across communities and linguistic 
groupings. See Mona Etienne and Elenor Leacock, eds., Women and Colonization: Anthropological 
Perspectives (New York, Praeger, 1980); Nancy Shoemaker, ed., Negotiators o f  Change: Historical 
Perspectives on Native American Women (New York, 1995); Theda Perdue, Cherokee Women; and Carol 
Devens, Countering Colonization: Native American Women and Great lakes Missions, 1630-1900 
(Berkeley, 1990).
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education have not been explored, although Bernard W. Sheehan’s Seeds o f Extinction 
discussed the Western philosophies underpinning the program in such a way as to border on a
n
discussion of educational philosophy.
Within white society, proposals for non-elite and non-white education in the 1790s had 
a paternal gender identity. White administrators and supporters of both charity education and 
the federal Civilization Program among the Creeks and Cherokees generally saw paternalism 
as a positive good, a cultural resource with which to rescue the “youth” and the “savage.” Even 
when promoted and practiced by women, charity schooling tended toward the reproduction of 
male authority. Once widowed, women of the laboring classes could find their children defined 
as orphans merely because they were fatherless. For some widows, institutions such as the 
Savannah Female Orphan Asylum became a parent—even “father”—that exerted parental 
rights over their children by legal indenture. The connections between this “fatherhood” and 
Washington as the father of his country and of Southeastern Indians were functionally 
symbolic.
Across what Kathleen Brown has termed the gender frontier, paternalism was 
contested. Creek and Cherokee women, for example, sometimes wanted to learn industrial 
skills such as spinning and carding, but without instruction in “proper” male authority over 
their children. And Indian men, as traditionalists or through a new National Council, responded 
critically to the educational ambitions of the Civilization Program. Respectability is culturally 
constructed, and Creeks and Cherokees sometimes saw as undesirable the very things colonials 
most wanted to teach. As a result, Indian and non-elite white educational programs were
7 Bernard W. Sheehan, Seeds o f  Extinction: Jeffersonian Philanthropy and the American Indian (Chapel 
Hill, NC, 1873), 129-135, Chapter One “Environmentalism,” and Chapter Six “Manipulation.”
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similar in theory, antagonistic in practice, and complementary in outcome because they were 
each part of the larger colonial project o f producing, expanding and stabilizing post- 
Revolutionary white civilization. White orphans, for example, were trained in part to become 
skilled artisans in new towns on Indian Removal land.
Thus the story of the Civilization Program as an educational initiative with prominent 
labor and gender politics helps make the point that in important ways, during the 1790s and 
into the 1800s, education for non-elite whites could have as much in common with Indian 
education as it had with elite white schooling. Any expectations of a republican function for the 
education of boys and girls during the 1790s and 1800s were specific to the white elite. Neither 
the non-white nor the laboring classes experienced it.8 The Civilization Program as an 
educational initiative underscores the inseparability of education for the laboring classes from 
the larger colonial project. The laboring classes were not going to be the leaders of the 
Republic. And they were not going to be voters. The girls of poor families would not grow up
8 Margaret Nash has argued that perhaps the “republican mother” concept had little to do with the growth or 
logic o f  relatively elite women’s education, and, indeed, republicanism may not have had much to do with 
general education either. As the scholarly argument goes, these women would be responsible for training 
and educating responsible citizens, therefore they were counterparts of male citizens in the new political 
society and needed benefit o f schooling. Kerber “The Republican Mother: Women and the 
Enlightenment—an American Perspective,” American Quarterly vol. 28 (1976), esp. 198, 203-5. Kerber, 
Women o f  the Republic: Intellect & Ideology in Revolutionary America, (New York, 1980), 10-11, 198- 
200. The “republican mother” concept’s origins in elite white social-intellectual history left a mark on the 
larger interpretation. Kerber did not mention non-white women. And she mainly avoided poverty and the 
laboring classes. A brief discussion: Kerber, Women o f  the Republic, 47. There have been several 
refinements and extensions o f the republican mother idea in addition to Margaret Nash’s “Rethinking 
Republican Motherhood” essay discussed above in the introductory chapter: Rosemarie Zagarri in 
American Quarterly has argued that the Republican Mother concept arose from the Scottish Enlightenment 
of the Eighteenth Century. And Jan Lewis in the William and Mary Quarterly argued that evidence for 
Republican Mothers cannot be found until the 1810s. Lewis herself drew mainly on literary and print 
evidence from the 1790s forward and coined the phrase “Republican Wife.” She perhaps unintentionally 
implied that the “wife” of the 1790s became the “mother” o f the 1810s. Lewis, "The Republican Wife: 
Virtue and Seduction in the Early Republic," WMQ, 44 (1987), 689-721; and Zagarri, “Morals, Manners, 
and the Republican Mother,” American Quarterly, 44, no. 2 (1992), 192-215. The role o f these women o f  
the Republic was a subordinate but newly active and even authoritative role as advisor to men. Elizbeth R. 
Varon, We Mean to be Counted: White Women and Politics in Ante-bellum Virginia (Chapel Hill, 1998) 
also develops these ideas. See also: Rosemarie Zagarri, “The Rights of Man and Woman in Post- 
Revolutionary America,” WMQ, 55 (1998), 203-230.
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to be republican mothers or republican wives. Discourses and practices on education for the 
laboring classes operated on fundamentally different assumptions. The goal for charity 
education of the boys and girls of the laboring classes was industry, morality, and public 
stability. I argue for a deep homology between the gender- and labor-reformative educational 
politics of the Civilization Program and charity schooling for poor whites.9
As the epigraph suggests, charity was often represented as a woman who worked at the 
very colonial task of “civilizing” society by banishing the danger of “barbarism” and solitude. 
Similarly, the participation of actual women in creating and staffing charity schools and the 
orphanages in the lower south carved out a public space of reform activity for the women 
themselves, but within definite gender boundaries. A form of feminism is clearly present in 
women-run institutions such as the Savannah Female Orphan Asylum, if feminism is 
understood to be the creation of female spheres o f authority, even when it is limited. But it was 
also a feminism that complemented and was complicit in colonialism’s labor and gender 
politics more broadly.10 Along with men, women providing charity made themselves moral 
rescuers of the poor.
9 It was not principally for the labor market. A much more broad cultural politics that included the labor 
market was at work. See Sharon Braslaw Sundue, “Industrious in Their Stations: Young People at Work in 
Boston, Philadelphia, and Charleston, 1735-1785” (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 2001).
10 This new women’s activity fits Ann Boylan’s model o f the origins o f women’s activism. Boylan’s model 
also better fits with the interpretation o f this charity activism as colonial. To Boylan, much o f white elite 
women’s activism came from sources other than republicanism. The first and second historical phases o f  
development in women’s activism (1790s-1820s) is confirmed by my reading o f record o f the Savannah 
Female Orphan Asylum’s early women administrators as well as the more subordinated role women played 
in the Charleston Orphan House. The SFOA women were both married and unmarried but they deferred to 
men in public affairs while asserting their authority over women and children o f the laboring classes, and 
they never justified or promoted their activities on the basis o f republican arguments. Boylan, The Origins 
o f  Women’s Activism: New York and Boston, 1797-1840 (Chapel Hill, 2002), 15-32.
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Who was poor? In colonialist discourse, it was the classes of people without the 
material and moral resources to become Jefferson’s yeoman farmers or artisans. It was 
licentious whites, the fatherless family, and the Indian women and men in Cherokee and Creek 
communities. In other words, while starvation and privation were real, “poverty” was always 
culturally constructed. Educational initiatives designed to contend with such poverty were 
equally subjective and shared an assertive cultural politics that rarely produced effects the 
subjects themselves actually desired.
Administrators of the orphanages and charity schools as well as the majority of their
supporters probably assumed that there would always be poverty. Other ameliorative efforts
were begun, such as an Alms House in Charleston in 1800.11 Beyond such institutions as
12poorhouses and workhouses, the streets themselves continued to “house” poor people. It was 
not the design of charity and orphan institutions to attempt universal social welfare. Even as 
orphans, the different status of the poor and the wealthy was casually, probably automatically, 
preserved. Wealthier and well-connected orphans were cared for in the homes of middling 
white citizens. The three children and one ward of Stephen Blount lived very well while they 
pursued schooling in Savannah. In South Carolina, the infant daughters of Isaac Beauchamp 
were bound out to a guardian expected to use their estate to supply them with “meat, drink 
washing lodging Cloathing and such good Education as may be fitting, according the
11 Alms House Society Minutes, 1801-1828. On December 29, 1800 the Alms House, newly under the 
direction o f the Hospital Society, recorded 25 men 2 boys as residents and 5 men confined. In addition 
there were at that time 47 women 1 girl as residents as well as 2 women confined. From 1800-1809 these 
weekly returns showed remarkable consistency in the ratio o f men to women (between 1:1.75 and 1:2), 
boys to girls (about 2:1), and men to women confined (from 3:1 to 1:1).
12 For example, in Savannah between December 1806 and January 1807, local newspapers ran public 
announcements o f  42 evictions for failure to pay back-rent. The evictions were lawful and the column was 
a standard part o f the local press at the time. Bethesda and the Savannah Female Asylum had no hope o f  
housing the probably sizable number o f children— forgetting adults for a moment— bounced out o f  their 
homes. Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, January 21,1807.
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• 13Circumstances and Interests of the said children.” No labor expectations were mentioned. For 
the poor, the orphanages may have reinstated a faltering expectation that their labor as 
apprentices would come with education. In 1788, just before the establishment of the 
Charleston Orphan House, craft artisans placed ads seeking apprentices but, curiously, did not 
promise educational advantages for them.14 In mercantilist fashion, the partly publicly 
supported orphanages took over a formerly private function of apprenticeship, the education of 
youth.15 “An Orphan Youth of reputable connections just done schooling” did not need such 
aid.16
Expansion o f charity schooling as colonial paternalism
In her 1993 study of charity among the slaveholders of Charleston, Barbara 
Bellows argued that charity was not as well sustained there as it was in New England,
13 Between 1790 and 1793, Blount’s children, Stephen Jr., Thomas, and Judith, as well as his ward, the 
orphaned Eliza Fitzgerald, boarded in Savannah. They stayed with Savannah artisan John Cooper, a 
“Chairmaker” (Coaches or horse-drawn carriages). The children had clothes and carriages made for them, 
and Thomas even had a slave to attend him. See: “Proceedings o f the Superior Court o f Chatham County, 
Georgia, 1800-1805,” 105. For the Beauchamp daughters see the Telamon Cyler Papers, Box 82:13 South 
Caroliniana Library. And a still more fortunate Elizabeth Richardson—of a powerful South Carolina 
family—who had just lost her father, received a letter recommending careful study but shying away from 
the term orphan: “you have now but one parent left -  Pay the strictest attention to her commands -  Set an 
example to your Sisters & Brothers, worthy o f Imitation... Read my Child instructive Books -  & improve 
your mind -  among them your Bible.” Elizabeth Richardson: [anonymous] to Richardson, Belevidere, 
South Carolina, Feb 21,1811, Williams-Chestnut-Manning Papers, South Caroliniana Library.
14 City Gazette and Daily Advertiser, June 2, 1788 and August 30, 1788.
15 This is a central argument o f  Susan Braslaw Sundue, “Industrious in Their Stations: Young People at 
Work in Boston, Philadelphia, and Charleston, 1735-1785” (Ph.D. diss., Harvard University, 2001).
16 “An Orphan Youth o f reputable connections just done schooling” placed an ad in Charleston’s City 
Gazette or Daily Advertiser in 1788 seeking an apprenticeship in the “Mercantile profession.” City Gazette 
and Daily Advertiser, May 13, 1788.
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where Puritanism had established a perfectionist tradition in society. From the Early 
Republic through the Antebellum periods, Charlestonians created many associations and 
societies for poor relief but were not always willing to support them. And “by the 
1830s... with the rising numbers of poor and the growing secularization of Charleston 
society, religious benevolence and voluntary associations receded... just as they were 
gaining their greatest influence in the North.” Bellow’s work is the standard history of 
the Charleston Orphan House and of charity work in Charleston more generally. But she 
draws most of her evidence and focuses the overwhelming majority of her discussion on 
the antebellum period. Although the book purports to cover the period, 1670-1860, only 
the twenty-page chapter one focuses on 1670-1815.17
In Bellows’s argument Whitefield’s Bethesda Orphan House becomes proof of a 
Boorstin or Hartzian irony: “in one of the cruel ironies that haunt southern benevolence, 
Whitefield invested some of the donations in a South Carolina plantation; the harder his
t o
drivers pushed the slaves, the larger the orphan’s endowment.” In this example and 
throughout the study, paternalistic community interest continually founders on liberal, 
individual self-interest. But a narrative controlled by community/individualist, 
communal/liberal dichotomies is not the only way to understand this irony.
Whitefield believed slavery and orphan schooling to be two parts of a unified, practical, 
Christian colonialism that would bring both whites and Africans closer to God by exposure to
17 Bellows, Benevolence among Slaveholders: Assisting the Poor in Charleston, 1670-1860 (Baton Rouge,
LA, 1993), chapter 1. Some o f this argument was revised and extended in Barbara L. Bellows, ‘“My 
children, gentlemen, are my own’: Poor Women, the Urban Elite, and the Bonds o f  Obligation in 
Antebellum Charleston,” in The Web o f  Southern Social Relations: Women Family & Education, eds.
Walter J..Fraser, R. Frank Saunders, and John L. Wakelyn (Athens, 1985) 52-71. S
18 Bellows, Benevolence, 11.
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true preaching and right examples. His position on slavery was focused on producing 
community, but his community was colonial and hierarchical. It would produce privileges for 
himself and his Georgia allies as part of the mission to eradicate and reform African culture.19 
Most importantly, Bellows asserts that the lower south vacillated between charitable 
paternalism and liberalism. In this formulation, the “South” and “Charleston”—her 
hometown—is personified in a way that I do not think explains the successes and failures of 
charity. All voluntary organizations suffer from occasional waning of volunteerism or 
factionalism or insubordination. Her argument suffers, I think, because she bases so much of 
her discussion on post-1820 sources, when the grandiose tone of charity projectors began to 
wane and amelioration initiatives gained momentum as greater political unity around the 
defense of slavery developed in Georgia and South Carolina. I think the evidence from earlier 
periods shows remarkable commitment to charitable projects—some of which did not have 
northern equivalents.20
The architecture of the Charleston Orphan House (COH) suggested the broad cultural 
and community expectations of charity. The COH was monumental and designed to signify the 
redemptive power of charity. Classical columns and entryways suggested that the COH was a 
public monument, recalling the virtues and learning of antiquity. But no classical education 
would be pursued within the walls of the COH. The classical architectural references were 
linked more to the self-image of the Charleston elite, Atlantic fashions, and the imperial
19 In 1740, in his Letter to the Inhabitants... Concerning their Negroes, Whitefield remarked, in a widely 
quoted passage, “Think you, your children are in any way better by nature than the poor negroes? No! In no 
wise! Blacks are just as much, and no more, conceived and bom in sin, as white men are; and both, i f  bom 
and bred up here, I am persuaded, are naturally capable o f the same improvement.” Whitefield as quoted in 
Sundue, “Industrious in their Stations,” 228.
20 Bellows, Benevolence, 1 1.
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aspirations for the new republic, which might remake the world through transformations of 
wild “barbarians” into disciplined “Christians.”
The COH represented a passionate commitment to a model of transformation utterly 
disconnected from the “metamorphoses”—or magical transformations—that had marked 
seventeenth century elite social thought. The COH demonstrates the continuing expansion of 
disciplinary educational programs during in the middle third of the 18th century in Georgia, 
London, Halle, and elsewhere. Classical architectural allusions exemplified a common elite 
expectation that the United States would rebirth Classic empires in a new and better form than 
even Britannia had conceived. George Washington and others of his generation effusively used 
architectural metaphors to describe the fortuitousness and social possibilities of building an 
American empire. The COH and the charity education movements in general rejected the
21 ,,, i , .spectacle of public violence and the brutal confinement of workhouses. The new institutions 
joined empire to evolving models of benevolent, labor and literacy education in the tradition of 
the Franke Institute, Ebenezer Orphanage, Bethesda Orphan House, the London Foundling
21 Clifford S. Griffen, “Religious Benevolence as Social Control 1815-1860,” Mississippi Valley Historical 
Review, 44 (1957) 423-444; Lois W. Banner, “Religious Benevolence as Social Control: A Critique o f  an 
Interpretation,” Journal o f  American History, 60 (1973) 23-41; Benjamin J. Klebaner, “Public Poor Relief 
in Charleston, 1800-1860,” South Carolina Historical Magazine 45 (1954), 210-220. See also: Hugh 
Cunningham and Loma Innes, Charity, Philanthropy, and Reform from the 1690s to 1850 (London, 1998).
Comparative with other U.S. states: John W. Quist, 'Slaveholding Operatives o f  the Benevolent 
Empire: Bible, Tract, and Sunday School Societies in Antebellum Tuscaloosa County, Alabama,” Journal 
o f  Southern History 62 (1996), 481-525; Emil McKee Sunley, The Kentucky poor law 1792-1936 
(Chicago: University o f  Chicago Press, 1942); Roy M Brown, Public Poor Relief in North Carolina 
(Chapel Hill, NC, 1928); Douglas G. Carrol, Jr. and Blanche D. Coll, “The Baltimore Almshouse, an Early 
History,” Maryland Historical Magazine, 66 (1971), 135-152; William W. Catler, “Status, Values and the 
Education o f the Poor: The Trustees o f the New York Public School Society, 1805-1853,” American 
Quarterly, 24 (1972) 69-85; Priscilla Ferguson Clement, “Children and Charity: Orphanages in New  
Orleans, 1817-1914,” Louisiana History 27 (1986), 337-352; Robert Wendell Eaves, “A History of 
Educational Development in Alexandria, Virginia, prior to 1860,” William and Mary Quarterly, Ser. 2, 16, 
(April 1936) 111-161; Arthur E. Fink, “Changing Philosophies and Practices in North Carolina 
Orphanages,” North Carolina Historical Review  48 (1971), 333-358; Stanley K. Schultz, The Culture 
Factory: Boston Public Schools, 1789-1860 (New York, 1973); Benjamin Joseph Klebaner, “Some Aspects 
ofNorth Carolina Public Poor Relief, 1700-1860,” North Carolina Historical Review, 31 (1954) 449-492.
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Hospital, and other institutions. As they entered its classical portal, the COH enclosed children 
in a morally disciplined environment, strictly segregating boys and girls by space, schedule, 
labor, and education.22
When the Camden Orphan Society (COS) mourned the death of George Washington, it 
identified its mission with his role as paternal leader of the nation. The Society, “instituted for 
the promotion of education and the support of distressed orphan children,” resolved to mourn 
Washington as the “father of his country,” “defender of her Liberties,” and “friend of 
mankind.” The Society noted that among Washington’s virtues the most useful were his love of 
“the ornament of the human race, his patronage of learning & arts, and many disinterested acts 
of benevolence and charity towards institutions similar to ours.” And therefore “in respect for 
his memory & grief for his loss,” the Society declared that members would formally mourn 
“for three months” and “on the 4th of July for three years.” They named Washington a “father” 
of a country they gendered feminine (“her Liberties”), and they described the United States as 
metaphorically orphaned by his death. By mourning the loss, by educating youth, and through
93orphan rescue, the Society sought to salve the cultural wound.
22 George Washington, “Circular to the States,” Newburgh, June 8, 1783, in John C. Fitzpatrick, ed., The 
Writings o f  George Washington: from the Original Manuscript Sources, 1745-1799. Volume 26: January 1, 
1 7 8 3 -June 10, 1783 (Washington, DC, 1938), 485. Washington declares in part “The foundation o f our 
Empire was not laid in the gloomy age o f  Ignorance and Superstition, but at an Epoch when the rights o f  
mankind were better understood and more clearly defined, than at any former period, the researches o f  the 
human mind, after social happiness, have been carried to a great extent, the Treasures o f  knowledge, 
acquired by the labours o f Philosophers, Sages and Legislatures, through a long succession o f years, are 
laid open for our use, and their collected wisdom may be happily applied in the Establishment o f  our forms 
o f Government; the free cultivation o f Letters, the unbounded extension o f Commerce, the progressive 
refinement o f Manners, the growing liberality o f  sentiment, and above all, the pure and benign light of 
Revelation, have had ameliorating influence on mankind and increased the blessings o f Society.”
23 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812: 8 Jan 1800. See also Gerald Kahler, “Washington in 
Glory, America in Tears: The Nation Mourns the Death o f George Washington, 1799-1800,” (Ph.D. diss., 
The College o f William and Mary, 2003), especially chapters two and five. The Camden mourning 
ceremonies and events are not part o f the impressive and extensive research Kahler did.
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For these men, Washington was beloved as an embodiment of virtues they wished 
to imbue in their own children as well as the “meritorious” among the laboring classes. 
These were pre-Revolutionary desires that were given new impetus by the War, its 
decimation of the economy, and the new levels of homelessness and hunger it produced. 
For the planter elite trying to shore-up a system of deference that had possibly never 
functioned very well in the first place, the Revolution in the lower south had fore­
grounded old dangers.24 The 1770s - 1790s were conducive to slave rebellion, the rise of 
evangelical religion, and a more aggressively assertive artisan class. Some elites worried, 
even when they believed the Revolution had perhaps run its course and already passed its 
most dangerous points.25 Military methods were of little use for many of the remaining 
problems of social order. Instead, the competitive impulse for reform that men, such as 
David Ramsay, exemplified seemed to require more calibrated efforts, through charity 
institutions. Concern for orphan protection and education revived. Such concern for 
orphans was not new in the Atlantic World or the lower south. Thomas Otway’s The 
Orphan, performed in Charleston in the 1740s, would still have resonated fifty years 
later. Monimia’s predicament would still have won sympathy from audiences. Otway’s
24 Michael Zuckerman et al., “Deference or Defiance in Eighteenth Century America?” JAH, 85 no.l (June 
1998), 13-43.
25 David Ramsay seemed to believe the Revolution had run its course by the middle 1780s. He wrote his 
histories o f the American Revolution during the early and middle 1780s, seeking publication before the 
Constitutional Convention o f 1787 and proceeding with publication even as the ratification debates raged. 
Such actions suggested that Ramsay perceived the Revolution itself to have ended, even if  the specific 
forms o f government were still being refined, amended, and rewritten. For Ramsay’s last subscription 
request for printing his completed History o f  the American Revolution with Markland and Mclver, see City 
Gazette and Daily Advertiser, January 22, 1788. His History o f  the American Revolution in South Carolina 
was already on sale by late March: City Gazette and Daily Advertiser, March 26, 1788.
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construction of Monimia’s orphaned status as moral danger would still have resonated 
with attitudes of the orphan house founders and supporters in the 1790s.26
The Presbyterian Reverend George Buist of Charleston implied that the poor 
embodied a danger to civilization itself when he asserted a connection between 
civilization and poor relief in an oration before the Charleston Orphan House in 1795.
For Buist it was clear that “in the original condition of human nature” there exists a 
capacity for compassion, which reason strengthens. But this capacity remains insufficient 
“til improved and strengthened by the benevolent system of religion published to the 
world by Jesus Christ.” And in the course of human history, Buist insisted that only the 
introduction of Christianity had produced “charitable establishments.” Then 
“benevolence began to operate on a systematic plan... [and] the rich learnt to part with 
their goods for the relief of the poor.” In fact, the “benevolent and compassionate genius 
of the gospel... dispelled... ignorance and barbarity... [and] softened and civilized 
human society.” The gospel—not political ideology—“elevated the lower orders of men
27to a rank and importance in society” and promoted civil liberties. Similarly, a Baptist 
minister informed his Charleston congregation that charity was the great source of social
happiness and should be harnessed in the service of education, missionary work, and the
28promotion of Christian knowledge.
26 Thomas Otway, The Orphan, Aline Mackenzie Taylor, ed. (Lincoln, NB, 1976), 17; See also Chapter I’s 
discussion and citations regarding orphan courts in England, guardianship in North America, August 
Hermann Franke’s orphanage at Halle, and other European and American initiatives.
27 George Buist, An Oration Delivered at the Orphan House o f  Charleston, South-Carolina, October 18, 
1795... (Charleston, 1795), 11-12. Inscribed copy, South Caroliniana Library, says “Chas. P[illegible]d 
Poplar Grove, July 1st 1811.”
28 William Hollingshead, The Gospel Preached to Every Creature: A Sermon before the Incorporated 
Baptist Church in Charleston (Charleston, 1798), n.p. Later Henry T. Charlton would preach to the
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Charitable paternalism of this sort was the first public education in the lower south. It 
was public both in the sense of serving community purposes and in the sense of receiving 
direct state aid. Direct aid did not mean funds. Rather, beginning long before the Revolution 
and continuing after it, such efforts got support in the form of the special legal privileges 
associated with charters or incorporation. The acts of incorporation passed by state General 
Assemblies of Georgia and South Carolina legally bound the individual members of the 
societies to act as public models of responsibility and benevolence. Incorporation granted the 
private societies the authority to hold property. Incorporated societies possessed rights to sue 
their own members and nonmembers in the courts. And the only path to a successful vote for a 
society’s incorporation was apparently through benevolence and not the defense or promotion 
of Republican principles: when seeking incorporation papers, organizations described their 
purpose as benevolent usefulness to society. Once Charleston artisans and mechanics ceased 
street actions for increased wages and greater political participation and began promoting their 
organizational efforts as charity, they easily acquired incorporation papers for the Fellowship 
Society. Artisans in other lower south towns, as well as former Backcountry Regulators, also 
won state recognition relatively easily when they joined or formed charities such as the Mt. 
Zion Society (1777), St. David’s Society (1778), the Camden Orphan Society (1786), The 
Charleston Orphan House (1783-1790), and a revived Bethesda Orphanage (1790s).29
Methodists: A Plea fo r  the West: A Sermon Preached before the Missionary Society o f  the Synod o f  South 
Carolina and Georgia (Charleston, 1824) and advocate the conversion o f the Chickasaws and Cherokees.
29 Former Regulators: Thomas Woodward, prominent Regulator in the Little River -  Cedar Creek area was 
also a charter member o f the Mt. Zion Society in 1777 and Joseph Kershaw was a prominent member o f the 
Camden Orphan Society: Brown, Regulators, 130-132, 134 and “Minutes o f  the Mount Zion Society.” On 
artisan identity: Walsh, Charleston’s Sons o f  Liberty, 133-134; Steven Brewer, “Artisans, and the 
Persistence o f Traditional Artisanal Identity, in Colonial Charles Town, South Carolina” (MA Thesis,
Florida State University, 1999), 113-114.
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The charities were useful because war had produced need.30 A German traveler in 
South Carolina in 1783, observed that most of the homes around Georgetown had been 
“burned during the war by friends as well as foes.” And Charleston’s white population had 
considerably “diminished both by voluntary emigration and by banishment... of the royalist 
party.”31 In 1782, South Carolina Governor John Rutledge, with the rebel government in exile 
in Jacksonburg, had described the war in terms reminiscent of Woodmason describing the 
backcountry Regulation. “Even the fair Sex... were Victims to the inveterate Malice of a 
unrelenting Foe.” Charging the British Army and loyalist militia with lacking “Pity or 
Compassion,” Rutledge declared that “the peaceful Habitations of the Widow, the aged, and 
the infirm” had been violated.32 But British-occupied Charleston had not been without charity 
driven by the display of desperation. Refugees had gathered and camped at Charleston in a 
squalid refugee-town. From mid-1781 through September 1782 a Charleston carpenter made 
182 coffins in which to bury deceased residents of the camp—nearly half of these were 
children under 18 years of age. No formal institution was set up to support the destitute 
families but British authorities provided cash allowances, and the residents of the city held a 
lottery for the refugees. Orphans, however, were placed with families or relatives in the city. 
For these and others o f the refugee children a Loyalist militiaman ran a school for eleven
30 For the destructiveness o f the War in the South in general and South Carolina in particular see: Jerome J. 
Nadlehaft, The Disorders o f  War: The Revolution in South Carolina (Orono, Maine, 1981); John S.
Pancake, This Destructive War: The British Campaign in the Carolinas, 1780-1782 (Birmingham,
Alabama, 1985); Sylvia R. Frey, Water from the Rock: Black Resistance in a Revolutionary Age (Princeton,
N.J., 1991); and Rachel N. Klein, Unification o f  a Slave State: the Rise o f  the Planter Class in the South 
Carolina Backcountry, 1760-1808 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1990).
31 Johann David Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation [1783-1784], Alfred J. Morrison, trans. and ed. 
(Philadelphia, 1911), 163, 166.
32 Rutledge, “The Speech o f His Excellency John Rutledge... to the General Assembly met at 
Jacksonburgh... 18 January 1782” General Assembly Papers, SCDAH, Columbia, South Carolina.
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months through September 1782. As many as 100 children attended the school. Although the 
school and the lottery terminated with the end of the British occupation, the problem must have 
persisted.33
In this context, a pre-Revolution penchant for private societies thrived and addressed 
itself to poverty. A “sens us communis”—to invoke David Shields’ term—informed the petition 
of several backcountry gentlemen who had “formed themselves into a Society” to address “the 
present distressed Situation o f  great Numbers o f Orphans & other Poor Children.” These 
children had “by the Late War... been deprived o f their Parents, Friends & all probable means 
o f Subsistance [sic] Education.” The petitioners feared that orphans “may be rendered 
Incapable o f ever being useful members o f  Society. ” They also worried about “the great want 
o f Schools throughout the County, as well as the General Inattention o f  most o f  the 
Schoolmasters to be met with.” As a remedy they wished for their society to be incorporated by 
the state General Assembly, which would make it easier to bind members to the rules as well 
as to manage property.34
Through incorporation the societies not only acquired legal identity and rights, 
they bound their members to constitutions and the practice of parliamentary procedures, 
such as motions, votes, quorums, and multiple readings of important resolutions. Cultures 
of reciprocal and hierarchical relationships developed that mimicked the role of these 
men in the larger society. The societies were almost obsessed with formalities and noting
33 Lambert, South Carolina Loyalists, 227-235. See also “Proceedings o f the Board o f Police, 1780-1782” 
as cited in Walsh, Charleston's Sons o f  Liberty, 91.
34 For the meaning o f “sensus communis ” see David S. Shields, Civil Tongues and Polite Letters in British 
North America (Chapel Hill, NC, 1997). “A Copy o f the Petition for an Act o f Incorporation as Drawn up 
by a Committee composed o f the following Persons, -vizt. Adam Brisbane, John Harker, John Kershaw,
William Lang & Joseph Kershaw” Camden Orphan Society, Minutes, 1786-1794, Jan. 1,1788, pp.50-51.
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positions, standing, and status of members. The importance was underlined with special 
clarity by an unusual event at a meeting of the Camden Orphan Society in February 1787. 
After nearly a year of meetings in which members fined each other and debated the rules 
of their organization, “motion was made by Mr Junior Warden Harker complaining of the 
inactivity of the society.” Harker, merely a “junior warden,” accused the society of 
“neglecting to put into immediate practice some beneficial in advancement of the grand 
object proposed at the formation of this society.” And he had the nerve to propose a 
resolution “as the first necessary step towards the execution of the” stated mission. He 
proposed that “a committee of seven be formed to develop the plan of the Orphan House 
and the hiring of personelle.” A little indignantly perhaps, the society immediately chose 
Harker for the proposed committee along with several more prominent members, “Col. 
Joseph Kershaw, Col. Adam F. Brisbane, William Lang Esquire, Isaac Alexander 
Esquire.” The President, Treasurer, and “Col. Kershaw”—shamed a little—immediately 
offered “L50 Sterling” in building materials, “Two Lots of Land” to build upon, and 
“Lumber.”35
Then came the symbolic slap to remind the upstart Harker of his actual status. “A 
Motion was made & seconded” that Kershaw, Brisbane, Lang, and Alexander formally 
receive “the thanks of the Society.” And “Mr Junior Warden Harker was deputed to thank 
the above Gentlemen in the Name of the Orphan Society for their generous offers.” 
Presumably, as a member of the committee, Harker would be permitted to offer himself 
thanks for his labors too. The society had made its point. Instead of thanking him for a
35 Camden Orphan Society, Minutes, 1786-1794, Feb. 14, 1787, p.29.
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productive intervention, they made Harker express gratitude for the benevolence of those 
he dared criticize.36
An awareness of rank within society was also represented in the effort of an unnamed 
gentleman to join the Mt. Zion Society. “Gentlemen: I am desirous to become a member of 
your laudable institution,” the applicant began. His professed that his desire was spurred by 
“respect for the members” and “a wish to promote [the] generous influence” of the society, the 
creation of a backcountry college. He concluded his request like a political campaign and with 
a nod to the reciprocity of Gentry men’s social relations, declaring that “votes for my 
admission will confer an honor and obligation.” The applicant reflected what Johann David 
Shoepf—a German traveler in the lower south—described as “a liking for exclusive private 
societies, Clubs so-called.” Shoepf believed there were as many as twenty such clubs in South 
Carolina. He included the Mount Zion Society in his count and observed that most “residents 
are members of more than one.” Such “social unions” as Shoepf described them, brought their 
members into close relationships and created a network among them. Shoepf believed he could 
see a social and political consequence for class relations in South Carolina. He observed that 
the laws of South Carolina were about as unfriendly to de jure “distinctions of rank” as others 
of the newly united states in America. But “many circumstances and conditions have almost 
that effect.” Among the circumstances were those produced by the clubs. “Certain members of
36 Camden Orphan Society, Minutes, 1786-1794, Feb. 14,1787, 29-30. Subsequent passages in the minutes 
indicate that “Mr John Harker died on the 3rd” o f December 1788. On February 11, 1789 someone 
requested a report as to “why the Orphan house was not begun” and the committee reported that the lumber 
Colonel Kershaw promised had not yet been delivered. On 8 April 1789 another motion was put forward 
calling for beginning the orphan house structure “immediately.” By July 4 the frame was constructed, 
awaiting shingles and siding. Camden Orphan Society Minutes, 1786-1794, p. 60, 62, 64.
37 Minutes o f  the Mt. Zion Society, n.d.; Johann David Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation [1783-1784],
Alfred J. Morrison, trans. and ed. (Philadelphia, 1911), 168-9.
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society [became] more nearly and closely associated” through such memberships. As a 
consequence “there is a class of citizens who by natural gifts, useful acquirements, or wealth” 
enjoy a superior status “plainly enough.” These residents “know how to make themselves 
influential and regarded in many situations and to maintain their hold, and in many respects
■50
think and act precisely as do the nobility in other countries.”
Charity schooling was among the ways in which the members of the elite made 
themselves “influential and regarded” by people outside their private societies, as Schoepf put 
it. In the 1790s, a Charleston minister publicly confirmed Schoepf s observation when he 
described such benefactors as people worthy of special admiration by society in general. “By 
your attention to this institution” the minister declared they had shown themselves “to be 
charitable men, enlightened patriots, and good Christians.”39 There is no reason to assume that 
pursuit of such public acclaim and the important prestige it conveyed was relegated to 
Charleston. The subscription list for the building of a combined school and church in 
Washington, Georgia, contains representatives from many of the prominent families of the
1 • 40young town and environs.
38 Johann David Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation [1783-1784], Alfred J. Morrison, trans. and ed. 
(Philadelphia, 1911), 205.
39 Buist, Oration, 13.
40 Board o f  commissioners o f  the Town o f  WASHINGTON and ACADEMY (Wilkes County, GA), 
Minutes, 1784-1808. Special Collections Department. Ford Library. Duke University. Although two 
subscribers were to pay “in work”—Darby and Phillip Henly—and E. Butler paid “lOOOlbs Augusta 
tobacco,” the majority paid cash. The list, from 10 Mar 1797: Prud Homm, Will Tenell, Thompson Bird, 
Darby Henly, Thos Tenell, P. Jack, George Henning, Js Carter, Ben Easly, Phillip Henly, Thos Tenell, Wm 
Prince, H. H. Foster, J. Darracott, Carfter] Willis, Jas. M. Taylor, Andrew Jeter, Thos W. Grimes, Timothy 
Warhust, Bed. Brown, David Criswell, John C. Walton, William Springer, John Pope, Richd. Rosekrans, J. 
Stewart, Wm. Lansom, Jn Matthews, Wm. Stubblefield, David Meriwether, E. Butler, Richd. Lyons,
Robert Watkins, Geo. Walker, Thos Huntor, Hubbard Harris, Ebenezer Stark, David Tenell, Peter B. 
Tenell, Richd M.Head, L. Bran[tom], Seth Thompson, Wm. G.Gilbert, [illeg] and [illeg], William Stith jr., 
M. Winn, Jno. Winn jr., and Wm. M. Williams. The Camden Orphan Society showed the same networking 
among elite families when the members signed revised society rules 11 Jan 1804. A list bore the original 
signatures of: “JD Deveaux, Isaac Smith, John Adamson, John Fisher, Dan Carpenter, Sami Breed, Js
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In Georgia both the Washington Academy and the Richmond Academy boards of 
commissioners also ran their towns directly. On June 7, 1785, the Washington Academy 
minutes note—without breaks in the record—the sale of town lots, hiring a teacher, curriculum, 
tuition, management of the town jail, painting the courthouse, and clearing and naming 
streets.41 This private society acted like a town council. From its tuition-paying students, the 
Richmond County Academy did not request or charge fees, it “demanded” them, a reminder 
that the Academy was part of a governmental authority. Richmond Academy also regularly 
influenced non-academic public life.42 The records of the Winyah Indigo Society too revealed
Dubose, Sami. Mathis, A. F. Brisbane, Jno Miller, John Kershaw, R Champion, Zach Cantey, Ch. Senf,
Joseph Brevard, William Lang, Abram Blanding, [Mr.] Duncan McRa, Jas. Chesnut, [Doctor] I. Alexander, 
[Doctor] John Trent, J McCaa, James Clark, Johnathan Eccles, and [Mr.] W Ellison junr.” Kershaw,
Cantey, and Chestnut were among the most important early colonizers o f the region. See Camden Orphan 
Society, Records Book, 1786-1812. South Caroliniana Library. University o f South Carolina, Columbia.
41 Board o f Commissioners o f the Town o f WASHINGTON and ACADEMY (Wilkes County, GA),
Minutes, 1784-1808. Special Collections Department, Ford Library. Duke University.
42 “Minutes o f  the Richmond Academy Trustees,” Special Collections, Reese Library, Augusta State University. A  
close look at one early entry gives a glimpse o f the diverse Junctions and power of the board and the place of  
formal schooling in the cultural politics o f their administration o f the town (see Appendix B for more entries). The 
names o f  key institutions and structures that they take responsibility for are in bold type:
“April 4, 1785, The Board being informed that the undertakers o f the Church were prepared to bring in the 
lumber and desired to know the spot on which it was to be erected. Whereupon it is ordered, that the square o f  
public land be precisely ascertained by the County Surveyor and be divided into four equal parts, thus [sketch of  
buildings] Then draw a line parallel with the outer street sixty feet within its border, upon which the range o f  
buildings shall front, viz.
“1. The Academy to be exactly in the center; a large gate, avenue and Court to be in front, & a garden 
from the back to the river. “2. The Church, with an avenue, elder or vestry House and gate in front, and a grass 
field in the back ground. “3. The Presidents house, private avenue and gate in front, and garden next to the river.
“Ordered, that an acre o f  ground for a Cemetary be laid out in the common south o f the town between 
the center street o f the old town and Washington Street, to be admeasured as follows, the distance from the front 
o f the town o f the width o f one o f the parallel Streets, shall be first marked; then shall be added and marked the 
width o f one o f  the squares, and then again the width o f another parallel street: upon the south border o f which 
shall be Cemetary, laid out centrally between the streets before mentioned, and upon the principle o f a common 
lot, having in view e future extension o f the town, thus [sketch].
“When the limits shall be this ascertained, the Clerk with the advice and consent o f one or more o f the 
Commissioners shall employ a person to fence it in a plain manner with common rails in the first instance.
“Ordered that some person in like manner be employed to level the old fortifications on the publts, and 
also to fence the whole o f  it in.
“The Board being informed that Colonel Andrew Bums and Colo. Joseph Pannill had declined to act 
longer as Commissioners the Clerk is directed to write to these gentlemen, and request that they would express 
their intentions in writing.
“Resolved, that the following books and instruments be imported for the use o f the Academy.
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practices for publicly conveying the prominence, influence, and merit of the society members. 
An 1814 procession of students to mark the Society’s anniversary was described in the minutes 
in this manner:
The committee o f  arrangement reported a form o f procession, Viz - Tutor, children in files, 
members in files, Treasurer & Secty, Warden, President & clergyman. The procession will open to 
the right and left at the gate o f  the church & the rear will pass through in succession, in returning 
the procession will be reversed.43
On the way into the church, students preceded all the adults and even the minister,
excepting only the tutor. Leaving the church the order reversed and the minister led the
procession. The procession not only made a public display of the members of the
Society—drawing attention to their identity as benevolent public servants—it also
symbolically communicated the moral and social hierarchy that would be the result of the
Society’s educational activity. The minister led the way followed by the highest officers
of the society, then the members, the children, and the tutor.
That such charity societies cultivated patronage obligations in the larger public is
suggested anecdotally. The Winyah society kept some of the most meticulous records of
the induction, expulsion, and commendation of the minimum twelve charity scholars with
whose care and education they charged themselves. But the society was constantly
adding to that list as well as managing the students’ education and material conditions.
“Books to be sent for [here they add a substantial list discussed below].
“resolved, that a merchant be employd to make the said importation upon as reasonable terms as 
possible: for the payment o f which we pledge the fund o f the said Academy.
“Some misunderstandings having taken place with respect to what was understood when the ferry place 
in town was last rented; and doubts having arisen as to the matter o f right on the northern shore: it is ordered, that 
the ferry place on this side o f the river, with its rights, be again exposed to sale for one year, upon the following 
conditions — the purchaser shall be a Citizen o f th State, residing within the same, the flat or boats shall be kept at 
the landing on this side, as well as the hands which work them.
“Ordered, that the disputes respecting the ferry be laid before the Legislature.
“Resolved, that Thomas Connell, esquire, who last rented it, shall pay for the time he has had it, in 
proportion as it shall next rent for.”
43 Minutes o f the Winyah Indigo Society, 10 May 1814, p.99.
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During the period of January 1808 to October 1814, approximately 56 students were 
recorded as being educated “on the bounty of the society.” In some cases these children 
were clothed and housed by the society as well.44 A relatively brief abstract of a year’s 
highlights facilitates a sense of the functions in a typical year:
1 J a n .  1 8 0 8  - “Mr Robert Heriot reported that he did examine the scholars upon the bounty o f the 
Society and that he was much pleased with the proficiency they had made in their education... 
Captain Murray’s letter recommending Susannah Morris was read a second time and approved the 
child ordered to be received.”
5  F e b .  - Archibald Willson has ceased attending school and the standing committee does not 
believe that he will return. Ordered that John Flowers take Willson’s place. Major Wragg, who 
recommended Flowers, to be notified. Mr. John Davis’s “step children” to be admitted on the 
Society’s “bounty.”
4  M a r . - Major Smith’s letter recommending that Martha and Samuel B. Forrester be educated at 
the Society’s expense was read again and agreed to.
8  A p r i l  -  Mr. John Taylor examined the students and found them to have progressed.
2  S e p t  — Capt. Murray’s letter read for second time and Harriet Morton admitted on “the bounty” 
o f the Society.
7 O c t  - Read and approved a draft o f a petition to the South Carolina General Assembly.
2 D e c . - Considered feasibility o f  giving children their yearly allotment o f clothing and whether it 
would be more economically accomplished through imported or domestic manufactures.
6 J a n .  1 8 0 9  — The Society admits Francis and John Harvey, stepchildren o f the late Mr. John 
Davis, as resolved during Feb. 1808 meeting. They will be schooled on the Society’s account. 
Ordered that since there are enough funds children shall be clothed in domestic manufactures. 
“Resolved that the committee... procure a coate, waistcoat, Pantaloons, shoes & hat for the boys... 
& those whom that think proper objects a shirt and to procure for the Girls, a frock, shoes & Hat
44 The early records o f the Winyah Indigo Society— located in Georgetown, SC— were destroyed in the 
Revolutionary War. A surviving record book begins in 1807 with a “List o f  the Bounty Scholars who are 
now in School November 1807.” On that list are the following 19 names: “Mary Shields, Cathrine Camills, 
James White, John White, George Tarbox (taken away), Frances Harvey, John Harvey, Paul Tamplet, 
Solomon Dunlap, William Hutchinson, E. Holmes, Margaret Bedout, Mary Brooks, Maria Plumb,
Sylvester Plumb, Agnes Forrester, Jane Forrester, Archibald Wilson, M iss Henderson.” See:
Minutes o f the Winyah Indigo Society, 104. The subsequent list, compiled by me from the records, o f 44 
charity students admitted 1 Jan. 1808 -  7 Oct 1814 reads: John Flowers, Martha Forrester, Samuel B. 
Forrester, Francis Harvey (step child o f late Mr. John Davis), John Harvey (step child o f  late Mr. John 
Davis), Son and Daughter o f late Capt. Benjamin Willson, Sarah Joudon, Constant E. Gradless, John 
Williams, Sussanah Morris (discontinued... sufficiently progressed 3 Aug 1810), Agnes Forrester 
(discontinued... sufficiently progressed 3 Aug 1810), Mary Simpson, William McCollough, Hardy Wilks, 
Duke William Kennedy (discontinued 4 Dec 1812), Zebedie Kenedy (discontinued 4 Dec 1812), Owen 
Kennedy (discontinued 4 Dec 1812), James Donnelly, Lydia Ann Jaudon, Mary Deschamps, Mary Brooks 
(discontinued May 1813... sufficient progress), Harriet Morton (discontinued May 1813... sufficient 
progress), Margaret Bedout (discontinued May 1813... sufficient progress), William Hutchinson 
(discontinued May 1813... sufficient progress), Miss Goodwin, William Brook, William Forrester (left the 
school 17 Aug 1812), James McGinney, Susannah Tarbox, Elisha Tarbox, Martha Griffin, John Collins,
Ann Jones, Hughes, John Williams (not the slightest improvement in his studies, 4 Mar 1814), Sarah
Frances Avant, Elizabeth Wasden, John Evans, Mrs. Swanstons two youngest sons, William Crier, and 
Elizabeth Flowers.
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and such other garment the committee may think necessary.” Mr. Hugh Frazer elected to give the 
annual sermon.45
Among the important aspects of these notes is the fact that families did not nominate their 
children directly to the Society. Instead they needed representation from a member. The 
admittance of children to the “bounty” of the society was a process of representation: a 
member made a nomination, others seconded, they discussed the nomination in two 
meetings, and then they voted upon it. There are no records to directly describe how the 
children came to be nominated. One way was certainly to be a child of a member or 
deceased member. Another way was probably through the social networks o f the 
community: if you were in good standing socially with a member and not obnoxious to 
too many other members your children might be nominated and approved for a free 
education and even housing in the event of “adversity.” Thus, charity, in creating a 
reputation for the men who joined the society, probably also created useful social and 
political networks as well.46
45 Minutes o f the Winyah Indigo Society, 37-49.
46 For example, when the unnamed child o f James Condon, a Camden local and ally o f  Joseph Kershaw, 
was orphaned by Condon’s death, someone, probably Kershaw, proposed the society pay to house the child 
in town with a Mrs. Childers. This expenditure apparently was in violation o f the society’s 18th rule, which 
required that the children they help be “destitute.” Thus the society helped a child in need but also 
reaffirmed or produced social obligations between Kershaw, the society, a Kershaw ally, and Mrs. Childers, 
who received a paying boarder. Eight months later, when the child’s term was apparently almost up,
Captain Joseph Kershaw personally intervened to continue the child on the “bounty o f  the society” for 
another six months: See April 11, 1792 and Jan. 9 ,1793, Camden Orphan Society, Minutes 1786-1794,
pp.106,116. On Feb. 13, 1793, the Condon child’s continued maintenance by the society was approved, but 
for only one additional month “and not longer” and that “in future” all cases must be agreeable the 18th 
rule (must be poor) p i 17. Kershaw also secured money from the courts to support Condon (see: Joseph 
Brevard Kershaw Papers, folder 2, South Caroliniana Library). Such patronage was similar in social and 
political function to activities Charles Sydnor, in his classic study o f Virginia political culture, Gentlemen 
Freeholders, discussed as important precursors to electoral politics (48-9, 54, 58); Jo Anne McCormick, 
“The Camden Backcountry Judicial Precinct, 1769-1790” (MA Thesis: University o f  South Carolina,
1975).
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The gender of children admitted to Winyah’s school through this process 
followed an established pattern fairly closely. The ratio o f boys to girls was less like the 
day schools and more like the orphanages: 23-25 girls were schooled alongside 33-31 
boys. The ratio is closer than the 2:1 boys to girls ratio found at other schools, such as 
Bethesda, but it confirms that there were more girls at the schools that at least 
occasionally housed charity students, such as Winyah, than at those that did not, such as 
Dorchester and Childberry. Non-elite girls were almost certainly performing domestic 
labor at Winyah as part of their studies. The charity girls in the Winyah Society’s care 
between 1807 and 1814 graduated more frequently than did girls at Bethesda, where 
many had married out of the house. Several girls were formally discontinued in their 
studies on the grounds that they had made sufficient progress. Two boys were cited for 
lack of progress, others for attendance problems, and one for simply abandoning the 
school—and presumably schooling—altogether.47
Winyah seriously pursued a mission to teach literate skills and other practical 
knowledge. On occasion individual children, the whole student body, and the teachers 
were reprimanded for lack of sufficient progress. On March 2,1810, for example, the 
monthly examination committee reported “that they had examined Eighteen of the 
Society’s Schollars and in their opinion the progress they had made was not sufficient to 
entitle them to their commendation.” The teacher was notified and asked to address the 
problem. The next month the committee reported itself satisfied. Later that same year, a 
satisfactory examination of the whole school also produced a recommendation that two
47 Minutes of the Winyah Indigo Society, 83 and 94 (flight), and 81 (when three girls and a boy were 
“discontinued” because o f “sufficient progress” in April 1812).
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girls be “discontinued in their studies they being sufficiently progressed.” The Society 
ordered “transcripts” be produced by such graduating children as records of their
48acquired skills.
The Camden Orphan Society pledged itself to an academic program, labor 
training, and poor relief. On their public seal they “represented an Orphan Child in 
Adversity, with this motto, ‘I was a stranger, and ye took me in.’”49 Their “18th Rule” 
asserted that “a number o f Orphans, or other indigent Children, shall be taken in, 
educated, and clothed, at the expense of the society, till they have attained a sufficient age ' 
to be put out apprentices, or otherwise be able to support themselves.” And the society’s 
“Standing Committee was empowered by the full body on July 9, 1794 to admit “a 
Number of Orphans not exceeding four” to be “educated at the expense of the Society.
The committee was instructed to use its own judgment and “admit such as they shall 
deem proper objects” of the society’s charity.50 Four infant orphans the society identified 
as needing attention then waited at least a year for accommodations. Whether this delay 
was brought on by some decision to exclude, parental reluctance, or by budgetary and 
space limitations is not clear. However, while these four waited, the standing committee 
approved other children to enter. On September 10, 1794 the standing committee 
approved payment of “tuition” for three orphaned children of James Bowles.51
48 Minutes o f the Winyah Indigo Society, 60-1, 66. Several other exams also were noted as successes in the 
minutes. See p 67, 77, 81, 84.
49 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812.
50 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812.
51 Camden Orphan Society, Minutes 1786-1794, p.52.
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The Camden Orphan Society had ambitious plans for its school and its curriculum 
as well, plans that often seemed to sit awkwardly alongside its charity purpose as stated 
in the incorporation petition and grant. By 1805, the directors hoped to consider the 
school an “academy.” The curriculum, they declared in 1805, would be “english 
Grammar, the Languages, Geography, Mathematics, and the higher branches of 
education.” They expected their teachers to take in as many as five “poor children” and to 
run a boarding school as well. (The boarding school appears to have run less consistently 
than the day school.)52 But the COS did not intend to be fully absent from the operation 
of the school and they planned an examination schedule. On April 12 1797 they resolved 
“that the Society will hereafter attend in a body... on the Examinations of the School.” 
And they determined to offer prizes to “meritorious Scholars,” the distribution of which 
would be according to the very republican procedure of voting: each member “shall each
53 , , . jhave a Vote in the distribution of prizes.” The prizes were often nothing more than 
shilling coins—rather than the “medal of merit” organizations such as the Petersburg 
Female Orphan Asylum or Lancasterian schools sometimes used.54 But the Orphan 
Society ordered the names of the honored students published in public newspapers.55 And
52 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812.
53 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812.
54 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812. Joseph Lancaster recommended use o f such rewards 
in his publications and reported using them in his experimental schools in England in the late 1790s and 
early 1800s. A Virginia example from the early nineteenth century has a picture o f  young women with 
books and globes and halos over phrases such as “reward o f merit” and “best scholar.” See: “Reward of  
Merit,” Petersburg Female Orphan Asylum, Virginia Historical Society. Richmond, Virginia.
55 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812. On January 14, 1807 the society noted in a general 
meeting that “whereas a love o f praise and an assurance that our laudable exertions and improvements will 
be made and known to the public, operate as the greatest incentive to youthful exertions... it is ordered that 
results o f  examinations be published in the Columbia Gazette or some other such paper.”
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the society, at least annually, paraded its students and wards before the town, often 
marching to the Methodist Meetinghouse for their annual July 4th anniversary sermon.56
Charity schools as colonial institutions
The orphanages and charity schools were colonial, firstly, because they aided the 
process of colonizing the landscape and reproducing the Anglo-white social order. This 
function was forwarded in several ways by the various institutions. Some explicitly 
declared their educational purpose to be the production or reproduction of a “civilization” 
in opposition to “savagery” and “license” and “idleness,” which were characteristics 
commonly associated with a stereotypical image of the Indian and African. The 
institutions—especially COH—helped produce the literate and “civilized” apprentices to 
populate city, backcountry, and Indian Removal land. Outside the educational programs 
within white society, some institutions projected a colonial power into non-white society. 
How the institutions acquired land supports this argument: to enhance their assets, the 
institutions appropriated “escheated” property, confiscated property, Indian land, and 
embedded themselves in the prospects for the westward expansion of slavery.
By a South Carolina law passed through the Republican controlled assembly in 
1802, all real estate in South Carolina for which there were no properly composed and 
recorded deeds was “escheated.” The bill was an assault on squatters and their 
descendants who had inherited land. Escheated property was, from 1802 forward, deemed 
not lawfully the property of any claimant and therefore available to become the property
56 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812.
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of incorporated public charities such as the Camden Orphan Society (COS). Thus on 
April 14, The COS’s Standing Committee reported to the general meeting that there was 
escheated property in the district that was available to the society for acquisition “by 
law.” The society’s general membership directed the Committee to contact those who
c * 7
held possession of the property.
The COS quickly made several land deals in Camden and the immediate vicinity 
and used them as critical capital for its infrastructure. One case was recorded in some 
detail. On May 12 the society recorded it had received escheated property from Dan 
Carpenter and John Adamson.58 It then permitted these men to buy their land back from 
the society. On June 9, Carpenter offered $50 for the society’s rights in his property and 
Adamson offered $200 for its rights in his property. The COS, not too surprisingly, 
approved of this windfall and accepted the deals.59 After building-up a savings through 
escheated property deals, lending their savings, and dues collecting, the COS decided on 
Feb. 2, 1805 that instead of repairing its buildings, it would sell its orphan house and the 
attached lots in the center of Camden for $500. On June 22, 1805, the COS then bought 
longtime member and sometime president Colonel Joseph Kershaw’s house for $1,500.60
57 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812.
58 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812.
59 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812.
60 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812. 1 Jan 1806 -  The Society sought rights to land 
formerly belonging to Kershaw, Chestnut, and Company and occupied by a Mr. Nixon. They believed the 
title could not be proved and that, by recent law, meant that it had escheated and they could make claim to 
it. They resolved to look into the matter for their advantage. General Cantey and Judge Brevard appointed 
the committee. 14 Jan 1807 -  The Society appointed William Ellison to be its Escheator, and applied to 
Governor for his lawful commission.
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Functionally, these escheats were a fee or fine against those without the education, funds, 
or luck to have proper deeds. That misfortune helped the COS improve its finances.
Land and capital acquisition for educational institutions could be much more 
aggressive. Savannah leaders and the Georgia legislature in the 1790s created Chatham 
Academy as part of a state system of county academies for children of elite and middling 
families—but it also intended to admit a small number of charity students. Chatham was 
nominally a state school, chartered by the state, though it charged tuition. Its endowment 
was partly financed through the confiscation and sale of Bethesda Orphan House 
properties still owned by the Countess of Huntington. Bethesda’s proprietor, John 
Johnson, had resisted confiscation in court, in the newspapers, and with direct action 
against the authorities’ efforts to take over the buildings. Johnson wrote and published at 
Charleston an explosive poem on the confiscation entitled The Rape o f  Bethesda. He even 
claimed that the Institution’s slaves had vowed to defend it from the sheriff using farm 
and kitchen implements. Savannah’s artisans, for whom Bethesda was an important, if 
crippled institution, forced local papers to run articles from Johnson and others 
sympathetic to Bethesda. But by 1809 the city and state had carved up the property in 
preparation for a long-delayed opening of the Chatham Academy, complete with a stone, 
multi-storied building. The only concession all this activity won was an act of assembly 
formalizing the plan to use part of the funds raised by selling the Bethesda property to 
educate at least five poor children at the Chatham Academy. The Bethesda Orphanage
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closed for a number of years and could only reopen by charging tuition to some students 
to help support its continuing efforts to train and educate the orphaned and the poor.61
But the new charity schools’ most colonial function was their central mission of 
education, which produced a skilled and mannered labor force for the backcountry, for master 
craftsmen in established towns, and for genteel families seeking domestic servants. The 
orphanages took over a costly and often difficult to accomplish task of the apprenticeship 
system and made it a public charge: basic literary education. One mixed-class but probably 
mechanic dominated organization, the Fellowship Society, managed to make its interest in 
relief for Charleston’s poor a central part of the city’s incorporation papers in 1783—the last 
political reform of the Revolution won by street action in Charleston. The Fellowship Society 
was formed in 1769, and its members had also comprised the bulk of the known members of 
the Charleston Sons pf Liberty.62 In addressing themselves to poor-relief they chose a seal “on 
which shall be represented a Woman with three children in Adversity, one at the Breast, one 
reading, and one with the Compass” and to this they attached the Latin motto “Posteri mea 
Dona Laudabunt ie Posterity shall commend my Beneficence.” The “Preamble” to its founding 
rules observed that the relief of misery was among the most basic duties of a community. “That 
sovereign and distinguished Faculty Reason, wherewith we are endowed, points out the 
helpless State we all appeared in.” It concluded in an affirmation of a community compulsion 
to pursue the common good: “we are under the strictest ties of social Duty to relieve them.”
61 John Johnson, “Official Journal” John Johnson Papers, Georgia Historical Society, folder 1. Chatham 
Academy Minute Book, Georgia Historical Society, v. 1, p. 37-39, 53-54; Columbian Museum and 
Savannah Advertiser, Dec. 21,1803; John Johnson, The Rape o f  Bethesda; Or the Georgia Orphan House 
Destroyed. A Poem (Charleston, 1792); and The Hon. William Stephen, Esq., “1809 Plan o f Bethesda,
Chatham County, Georgia.” Hargrett Reading Room, University o f  Georgia, Athens.
62 Richard Walsh, Charleston’s Sons o f  Liberty: A Study o f  the Artisans, 1763-1789 (Columbia, SC, 1959),
30,91.
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Posterity would commend such beneficence not only because it represented manly rescue of 
endangered women and children, but because in doing so these men represented themselves as 
fundamentally civilized, able and willing to do the work of reproducing the most important and 
valued principles of the community. This reproduction was—in the lower south context—a 
fundamentally colonial cultural politics.63
At first, they placed children deemed deserving of the public largess in private homes 
and established schools. They hired artisans and sea captains as well as professional teachers to 
provide instruction for their students, including at least two girls—one of whom they also 
supplied with a living stipend “during her apprenticeship.” In later years they would also 
employ Captain Joseph Vesey, Denmark Vesey’s master, as a teacher in math, reading, and 
navigation.64 The Fellowship Society had had in mind the relief of widows and orphans from 
their inception. Beginning in 1770, an annual “Charity sermon” had been delivered in 
Charleston to collect funds for the Society’s relief work. In 1772, the Society stepped up its 
fundraising, writing to ministers across the colony.65 Hinting, it would seem, at an orphanage 
or some sort of substantial relief institution, the Society admitted in an open letter that “a 
considerable sum has been raised.” But they claimed that their “plan is so large, that much is
63 “Rules o f the Fellowship Society” 1769” in Minutes o f the Fellowship Society (microfilm).
64 Fellowship Society Treasurer’s Record Book, 1774-1812: The Society employed Alexander Alexander (a 
professional teacher), Joseph Vesey (ship captain), and probably John Vineyard (leather dresser). The girls 
were: “Miss Lansum” and “Miss Wamock” (the apprentice). For Vesey see also Chapter 3 and Richard 
Hrabowski, Directory fo r  the District o f  Charleston (Charleston 1809), 137 (Vesey listed as “Capt. 
Schoolmaster for the Fellowship Society”); and James R Schenck, The Directory... fo r  the Year 1822 
(Charleston, 1822), 84 (Joseph), 109 (Denmark).
65 The letter went to The Reverends Robert Cooper, John Bullman, Alexander Hewatt, Jas. Latta, James 
Henderson, Robert Smith, John Tongue o f St. Paul’s Parish, William Tennant, Oliver Stuart, Josiah Smith, 
[illeg] Pearce o f Dorchester, and Peter Levier o f  Fredrick. Fellowship Society Minutes, Jan 6, 1773.
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still wanting to complete it.”66 Having won municipal incorporation for Charleston—including 
a city responsibility for poor relief—the Fellowship Society eventually pushed forward the 
creation of the Charleston Orphan House (COH) by city ordinance in 1790, the first such 
municipal orphanage in the United States.
In annual charity sermons at the Orphan House, an ornate and massive stone building 
completed in 1794, the orphans, patrons, and citizens were reminded of the practical and 
Christian value of the institution. In 1798, the wealthy citizens of Charleston were exhorted to 
“adopt” a child through a bequest to the institution. Orphans were the helpless children of God. 
Charity was the greatest Christian virtue. “The object” of the Orphan House the Reverend S. F. 
Gallagher declared in summation “is imperious... to appease the pangs of hunger, to clothe the 
trembling hand of infancy, to wipe away the tears of suffering innocence, to rescue youth from 
ignorance, immorality, and ruin, and educate them to industry, virtue, and religion.” No better 
statement of the functions and aims of practical Christianity was made by Alexander Garden, 
the Georgia Trustees, or George Whitefield.67 The COH emerged from the battered but still 
functioning cross-class network of Charleston white men, epitomized by the Fellowship 
Society. It became a vehicle for the charity of elite planters and merchants, who donated funds 
or held positions on the COH supervisory board. In the service of training apprentices for the 
artisan class, the Charleston Orphan House became an important source of a “white” racial 
solidarity that trumped the Revolution era antagonisms. Thus, the radical Whig schoolmaster 
Alexander Alexander was a founder of the Fellowship Society, an artisan ally on wage and 
price matters, a private tutor for a femme sole trader’s child, and a secretary for a society
66 Minutes o f the Fellowship Society, “Rules [1769]” and December 30, 1772.
67 An Oration on the Anniversary o f  the Orphan Establishment, October 18, 1798 (Charleston, n.d.), 22-23.
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sponsoring a boarding school for elite children located in the backcountry town of 
Winnsboro.68
Once indentured to an orphan institution, children would have found themselves in a 
place where boys outnumbered girls, where days and activities were strictly regulated, and 
where the curriculum included formal instruction in writing and reading English. Some 
disliked it, but getting out again was usually a long process. During the entire period covered 
by this dissertation five routes out of such institutions show up in the records: indenture for 
domestic service, indenture for a trade, return to parents or guardians, marriage, or flight. 
Indenture was the most common route of departure for both boys and girls and the process 
seems to have been fairly standard. After a transfer of a given child was agreed, indentures 
would be drawn-up, the parties would assemble for signing, and then approximately two weeks 
later the child would move out of the institution (see Fig. 2 for an example of a Charleston 
Orphan House Indenture). The pattern appears to have been similar at the Savannah Female 
Orphan Asylum (SFOA), where, in 1812, a Mrs. Savage applied “to have one of the Children 
of the Asylum.” The Asylum’s board agreed to the transfer and ordered that indentures be 
drawn-up. In another such exchange about a decade later, a letter copied into the Minute Book 
by the SFOA secretary gives further insight into how the process had worked for decades. The 
letter was addressed to an unnamed man, probably the brother of the Mrs. Anderson mentioned 
in the text:
Sir,
68 Alexander worked for Mrs. Ann Cross— a tavern keeper and wife of the slave trader Paul Cross— in 1782 
as tutor for Robert Little, her son from a previous marriage: Paul Cross Papers, South Caroliniana Library. 
Alexander also was the Mt. Zion Society Secretary, 1786-1795 and possibly longer: Mt. Zion Society 
Records, Vol. l ,p . 102.
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I was requested to inform you that Mrs. Anderson’s application for one o f the Asylum Children was most 
cheerfully consented to— you will oblige me by choosing any one o f  the Children not particularly wanted 
for the use o f  the institution— o f this our matron will inform you— when you have made your selection, 
have the goodness to give me every necessary information respecting your Sister—her name and if  
married— her husband’s name & place o f residence, that papers may be made out for binding her 
agreeable to the rules o f  the Society.
In common with any child of a wealthy family left by will or the courts to a guardian, this child 
would have no say in who became her guardian. But that would be the end of the similarities. 
The letter is addressed to a man in the place of his sister, who is the actual applicant. A marker 
of their elite class position, reputation was enough for the SFOA’s approval of the application 
of an unknown and unmet sister, a third party for whom the apprenticeship is intended. 
Presumably due to the reputation of Mrs. Anderson and her brother, information about the 
sister, mistress-to-be, will be required only after a child has been selected. In marked contrast 
the child will be defined by her appearance and demeanor when the would-be mistress arrives. 
Her labor capacity, marker of her class status, is a critical determinant. What will decide 
whether a given child is eligible to leave is whether her labor is “particularly wanted for the use 
of the institution.”69
Sharon Braslaw Sundue has shown that options for girls at the Charleston Orphan 
House were more restricted than for the boys. The records of Bethesda, the SFOA, and those 
charity schools that occasionally housed children confirms this and suggests that it was a 
region-wide practice. Although the COH expected girls in the house to work alongside the 
nurses and serve the other children when possible, this rule had been the practice elsewhere. As 
I have already argued, the ratio of boys to girls was narrower where children were housed on 
the premises because girls worked in domestic capacities to care for the boys. In the COH and
69 “Savannah Home for Girls, Minute Book,” n.d., un-numbered back page; Columbian Museum and 
Savannah Advertiser, Feb. 29,1804; Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, April 24, 1807.
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Bethesda boys outnumbered girls by a ratio of approximately 2:1. Boys at the COH were 
bound to learn trades and they learned to write. The general trajectory of the girls’ experiences 
in the orphanages was education and preparation for domestic labor. A few went to artisans 
and shopkeepers, or to work as milliners, seamstresses, and mantua makers. Despite the fact 
that post-Revolutionary Charleston milliners did “well” and grew “rich,” girls apprenticeships 
may actually have included domestic service. The Charleston Orphan House apprenticed one 
girl to an upholsterer in 1796 only to transfer her indenture again to a third party in 1798 to 
serve as a domestic. The SFOA placed in domestic service all the girls that it bound out 
between 1801 and 1811. Certainly, no girls were marrying into higher social classes: although 
at Bethesda in the 1740s several girls married out of the institution, girls married out of neither 
the COH nor the SFOA.70
Indenture to one of the orphan institutions—as a formal process involving orphan 
house committees and votes—built on an older process with British-era roots exemplified 
in the handling of the widow Mrs. Wamock’s child in 1788-1789. The condition of the 
widow and her child came to the Fellowship Society’s attention through informal
70 Children signed indentures on admittance to the orphanage. Often they could only mark the page, due to 
lack of skill or very young age. Other times they scratched out a barely legible signature. Sometimes they 
could sign their names in an obviously well-trained style. My comparison o f the signatures on these and 
children's exit indentures indicates that the overwhelming majority—during the early years at least—  
improved their writing skill while inmates o f  the COH. I found none you received an apprenticeship who 
were still unable to sign their name. They seem to have learned only a handful o f  styles, suggesting formal 
instruction in an institutional setting and establishing that the COH did not just warehouse the children to 
get them off the street. “Charleston Orphan House Indenture Book, 1790-1796;” “Charleston Orphan 
House Minutes, 1790-1826,” “Rules” July 27,1791, December 19, 1799; “Savannah Home for Girls, 
Minute Book, Volume 1, 1810-1943,” p.3, 24, Georgia Historical Society; Columbian Museum and 
Savannah Advertiser, May 7, 1802; Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, Feb. 29, 1804; 
Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, April 24, 1807. Sundue, “Industrious in their Stations,” 263- 
264. Susan L King, ed, The History and Records o f  the Charleston Orphan House, 1790-1860 (Easley, SC, 
1984), 18-165. On the value o f  millinery in post-Revolutionary Charleston see: Johann David Schoepf, 
Travels in the Confederation [1783-1784], Alfred J. Morrison, trans. and ed. (Philadelphia, 1911), 168-9. 
As Rorabaugh pointed out years ago, it was normal for apprentices to do household labor: Craft 
Apprentice, 4-6, 10-11, 26-29.
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“reports” (rumors) in December 1788. Not until 1789, however, did the Society act. In 
April, a special committee appointed to visit Wamock and “investigate” her “status” 
reported that the child—a girl—was “an Object of Charity.” The committee 
recommended “that she be bound out to such Calling as may be thought most 
advantageous” and the Society authorized ten pounds for her schooling. Later the same 
month the Society decided to place her with “Mrs. Robert Austen” until she reached 
twelve years old. Austen promised—in language much like an indenture contract—to 
“find the said Child in Cloaths, Meat, Drink, Washing, and a suitable Education” in 
exchange for “twenty pounds per annum.” Wamock’s daughter was not to be a servant, 
like the children of the orphanages, but the process by which the society learned of her, 
investigated her condition, and determined what to do can be taken as typical of the 
period and probably of how many of the orphanage children found their way into 
institutions. The critical feature is the social networks at play. The society learned of the 
child by rumor and gossip, they intervened on their own authority as leading citizens, and 
they found a suitable placement not by public advertisement but by private inquiry. 
Probably the only reason the young Wamock was not bound as a servant was because she 
was the daughter of a former society member.71
After the Charleston Orphan House opened, it took the place of Mrs. Austen and 
others like her. Although the process of induction often began with a parent or sibling 
showing up at the doors or—sometimes—focused on officials who “found” the children, 
older social networks must have continued to function to make individuals aware of the 
COH and the COH aware of individuals in need. “Some” of the children “have been
71 Fellowship Society Minutes, April 8, 1789 and April 15,1789.
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found wandering the streets, without father or mother; without friend... and scarcely 
acquainted with their own names.” Others were brought to the Commissioners of the 
Orphan House by a mother, “whose tears still flowed for the head and supporter of 
herself and her children.” Some “have been taken from” sick, aged, or dying parents, who 
could then surrender more easily to “the irreversible sentence of heaven.” Still others had 
been found in situations more “wretched and deplorable.” Some were the “offspring of an
• • 72illicit connection” and were spared public opinion through institutionalization.
How many of the children were “illicit offspring,” were found wandering, or were forcibly 
taken from their homes is not knowable. But the COH recorded how most children entered the 
institution and who brought them there. The largest single cohort of adults admitting children 
to the COH was “mother.” From 1790 to 1799, 128 children were admitted by their mothers. 
During the same period only 34 children were admitted by their fathers. And just 19 children 
were admitted by other relatives (sisters, grandparents, a guardian, and a couple friends). But 
after mothers, the second largest category of admitting adult in the period 1790-1799 was 
“unknown” or at least unrecorded (53 children admitted this way).73
Surprisingly, authorities, such as the St Phillip’s Church Wardens and the Poor House, 
admitted only seven children from 1790 to 1799. But in the next decade, 1800-1809, the 
Church Wardens of St. Phillips became very active and admitted 94 children. The growth in
72 George Buist, An Oration Delivered at the Orphan House o f  Charleston, South-Carolina, October 18,
1795... (Charleston, 1795), 8. Elenor Allen and her sister Matilda were admitted to the COH by the Warden 
of St. Phillip’s Church in Charleston, for example. See: Charleston Orphan House Indenture Book, passim  
and March 9, 1799 (for the Allen children). In addition, between 1789 and 1800 three children were 
admitted by non-parental relatives, one by a “friend,” and one by both parents: COH Indentures, Oct. 10,
1793, March 10,1794, May 29, 1798, and Dec. 3, 1798. In the same period, out o f 57 children whose 
admitting parent was a “mother,” only six were listed as widows: see King, History and Records, 18-165; 
Charleston Orphan House Indentures for August 20, 1795, Jan. 7, Jan. 11, June 23, 1796, August 8, 1798.
73 See next note for figures and citations.
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Church Wardens of St. Phillips became very active and admitted 94 children. The growth in 
the St. Phillips number would seem possibly to have come at the expense of others. The 
number of unknown or just unrecorded admitters (2) showed dramatic decline. The number of 
children admitted by fathers (14) represented nearly as dramatic a decline. And the number of 
children admitted by mothers (113) showed modest decline. But what was the meaning of this 
rapid growth in the activity of the St. Phillip’s Church Wardens during the first decade of the 
nineteenth century? The evidence suggests that many children may have been—quoting 
Reverend Buist again—“taken” not just from the sick but from other situations deemed 
“wretched and deplorable.”74
Orphanage staff and promoters understood themselves to be rescuing children of 
the laboring classes. In language referent of Susannah Rowson’s moral in Charlotte 
Temple, George Buist declared that “deviation from innocence” toward “profligacy and 
impurity... infallibly leads those who are contaminated with it” to their ruin. “First,” it 
leads “to the loss of virtue and honour.” But taking the children from parents if they kept 
poor company and supplied desperate examples preserved children from “idleness and 
intemperance” and finally “a shameful and untimely end.”75 As practiced in the lower 
south, orphan rescue could be an intervention in motherhood by elite class men and 
women working for charity. Margaret Nash has made this point too, suggesting that it 
undermines the republican mother thesis by revealing an interest in child-rearing on the
74 Adults responsible for admitting the children who entered the COH, 1790-1809: Mothers 1790-1799 
(128) and in 1800-1809 (113); St. Phillip’s/Poorhouse 1790-1799 (7) and in 1800-1809 (94); 
Unknown/unrecorded 1790-1799 (53) 1800-1809 (2); Fathers 1790-1799 (34) 1800-1809 (14); 
Family/friend/guardian 1790-1799 (19) 1800-1809 (17). King, History and Records, 18-165; Charleston 
Orphan House Indenture Books, 1790-1818; and Charleston Orphan House Minutes, 1790-1826.
75 George Buist, An Oration Delivered at the Orphan House o f  Charleston, South-Carolina, October 18,
1795... (Charleston, 1795), 8.
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part of men. From the 1740s to the 1790s, Nash points out, physicians and educators 
urged gentlemen and fathers to take control of the raising of children for “this business 
has been too long fatally left to the Management of Women.” The orphanages of the 
lower south were led by middling and elite men who answered that call and replaced the 
“dangerous” management o f poor women raising children with the “good order” of an
76institution managed by men.
But as the SFOA shows, elite women were playing a role, but they imagined it in 
terms of rescue. One Savannah woman, describing her membership on the board of the 
SFOA, could hardly express her “feelings in releaving the distress of our fellow
77creatures” and the public importance she believed the institution enjoyed. In an early 
annual charity sermon for the SFOA, the chosen speaker quoted Exodus, likening the 
female supporters of the asylum to the Egyptian adoptive mother of Moses:
And the daughter o f Pharaoh came down to wash herself at the river... and when she saw the ark 
among the flags she sent her maid to fetch it. And when she had opened it, she saw the child: and, 
behold, the babe wept. And she had compassion on him, and said, this is one of the Hebrew’s 
children.78
Anne M. Boylan has argued that women gradually built the space for their own public 
activities from diverse sources, not just a relatively narrow reliance on a notion of republican 
motherhood.79 The SFOA represents such activism. Exodus was a cross-cultural captivity and
76 Nash, “Rethinking,” 175.
77 Ann Livingston to Jane Livingston Allen, Savannah, April 17,1819. Jane Livingston Allen Papers, South 
Caroliniana Library, University o f  South Carolina.
78 Exodus 2:5-6, as noted in the Minutes o f the Savannah Female Orphan Asylum, May 2,1802.
79 Boylan, The Origins o f  Women’s Activism: New York and Boston, 1797-1840 (Chapel Hill, 2002). The 
SFOA preceded the Petersburg Female Orphan Asylum by thirteen years, see Suzanne Lebsock, The Free 
Women o f  Petersburg: Status and Culture in a Southern Town, 1784-1860 (New York, 1984).
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deliverance story. The SFOA’s existence—carved out of the Bethesda Orphanage at the urging 
of The Reverend Henry Hollock—suggests an increased interest in the girls of the laboring 
classes as a distinct cohort within the population. And though the SFOA extended formal 
education to girls of low social rank, the SFOA racialized that opportunity to a new degree. 
Like the COH and COS, SFOA participated in the formation of whiteness. Unlike their pre-
on
Revolution predecessors, these institutions admitted only white children.
There is very little evidence from which to describe the very early operations of the SFOA 
(from the SFOA’s beginnings in 1800 into the 1810s). Its secretary only began regular record 
keeping in 1811, preferring a handful of incomplete notations during the previous decade that 
appear to have been reconstructed from memory in 1811. But it is clear that the free white 
women of Savannah assiduously pursued an educational and apprenticeship program for the 
girls and used the SFOA as a public forum to promote these girls as white laboring class 
models of moral femininity (one was even named Civility). They placed newspaper ads 
seeking workers and promoting the SFOA’s mission. The women greeted churchgoers at the 
doors of several Savannah congregations to remind them about the need for relief of the 
orphans and to raise money. They used their influence with local ministers to have charity 
sermons delivered on each anniversary of the SFOA’s creation. And they and the children sat 
in the front pews at these sermons, the children dressed with special attention to simplicity and 
cleanliness. Throughout, their purpose was to emphasize a moral discipline and reputation that
80 Mention o f Creeks, Cherokees, and Chocktaws at Bethesda: John Johnson to Sir. George, Savannah, Jan. 
13, 1792, John Johnson Papers, Georgia Historical Society. An African at Bethesda: Morgan, Slave 
Counterpoint, 649-650.
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could not even tolerate a theater company to put on shows for their benefit—not the children’s 
attendance—if they did not approve of the morality of the production.81
The SFOA’s practice reflected the early educational theory of Elizabeth Hamilton, an 
English writer on education influential in the United States and recommended to them by a 
local minister. Noted in the organizational minutes, it is reasonable to conclude that the SFOA 
women were influenced by it or agreed with its approach since their practice was not 
inconsistent with it.82 Elizabeth Hamilton’s Letters on the Elementary Principles o f  Education 
proposed that those who claimed the eighteenth century was greatly degenerate were mistaken.
83 ,. .1For her, the extensive interest in educational development was a sign of “improvement.” The 
Letters focused on how poor social “associations” inculcated false pride, avarice, unkindness, 
and sensuality. In effect these “associations” were a chaotic education in the streets of cities 
and port towns. But Hamilton’s attention was not just to England. She felt her model outlined 
what we might call an anthropology of education, suggesting a need and opportunity for early 
intervention that was clearly influenced by the imperial context of late eighteenth-century 
Britain. “Whether we cast our eye on the effeminate and indolent inhabitants of the East, or
81 A “Lists o f Boarders and Schoolers” for the SFOA to 1811 reads: Eliza Rudolph, Susan Hover, Ann 
Axley, Sarah Nettles, Susan Young, Polly Groves, Elizabeth Hughes, Hana [?] Lamb, Patience Farless [?],
Ann McCoulough, Womack, Womack, Eliza Bexly [?], Aschords, Aschords, Polly Rice, Mary
Weeks, Eliza Thomas, Ruth Norris, Eliza Norris, Robertson, Robertson, Civility Howel, Mary
Moore, Elizabeth Howel. Savannah Female Orphan Asylum, Minute Book, Vol. 1,1810-1845, pl-2.
82 Hamilton, Letters on the Elementary Principles o f  Education (Alexandria, 1803); this was the first 
American edition which was a reprint o f the second London edition, then the most current in England; it is 
probable that the SFOA read this edition, especially since it was a revision intended to correct and replace 
the original. For the recommendation o f the book to the SFOA see Savannah Female Orphan Asylum, 
Minute Book, Vol. 1, 1810-1845, p l6 . Georgia Historical Society.
83 Hamilton, Letters on Education, ix-x.
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turn our attention to the more sturdy savages of the Western hemisphere, still we shall find the 
effects of early education too potent for time to efface, or death itself to conquer.”84
Citing the ability of “American savages” to endure torture—men, women, and children— 
she observes that “education can thus conquer the most powerful feelings of Nature.” If it can 
conquer pain “what may it not be expected to effect, when directed to the control of the 
malevolent passions, the subjection of the irregular appetites, the cultivation of benevolence, 
and the improvement of the intellect?”85 She explicitly claims that she is not like other writers 
on education, who principally interested themselves in the education for fine ladies and 
gentlemen. Her work has “for its object... the cultivation of the faculties which are common to 
the whole human race.”86 Whether they shared Hamilton’s culturally imperialist but non-racist 
view of humanity, the women of the SFOA shared the confidence in the educational potential 
of poor whites, which underwrote the ambition of charitable paternalism’s class-bound cultural 
politics.
The SFOA reserved an important role for Christian social teaching and labor discipline in 
its educational practice that Hamilton did not stress. According to the rules, “at a suitable age” 
the children “shall be placed in good Families” until 18 years old. Such placements were not 
for adoption but for domestic service. And the society exempted from this program children 
who “may be taught, Millinary and Mantua makeing or some business of similar kind” for the 
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labor helped subsidize the care of other children.87 The SFOA declared that “this Charity shall 
be confined, to poor, and destitute Female orphans, and other equally distressed female 
Children” at the outset. The children were to be placed under the “care and instruction of a 
capable, discreet and Virtuous Woman.” The SFOA ordered that all the children be dressed 
alike in “plain, and simple attire.” The children were “arrainged in class according to their age 
capacity or improvement.” The “Governess” was to “impress their minds” with a belief in God 
and “the great importance of a Modest and Virtuous behavior.” Those children who behaved 
“well,” were to be rewarded “by some token of the society’s approbation,” perhaps a medal of
the type later issued by the Petersburg Female Orphan Asylum (after 1813) in Virginia, which
88modeled its own medals on the monitorial system of Joseph Lancaster.
The women of the SFOA worked within conventional gender expectations. They stopped 
short o f promoting male dominance but did promote male authority and formal leadership as 
part of their institutional operations. Although the SFOA members were all women—married 
and unmarried—according to the rules the faculty were to be “Gentlemen” exclusively. And 
they established a regular relationship between their asylum and the Rev. Hollock’s 
Presbyterian Church in Savannah, seeming to consider the Church part of their educational 
program. But even that institutional relationship promoted a public religious role for the 
women when they stood as a body for the baptism of Ann Joy in 1811. The women alone 
conducted examinations of students’ progress, making the SFOA the first charity education 
institution in the South (before the Petersburg Orphan Asylum in Virginia) that had such a 
critical, authoritative role for women. Interestingly, it was the only one of the charity schools
87 SFOA, Minute Book, 1810-1845, p.6.
88 SFOA, Minute Book, 1810-1845, p.6.
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and orphanages in the lower south that chose a “Board of Directors” instead of a set of officers 
or a standing committee. Thus, the SFOA departed from a “male” pattern o f modeling their 
organization on a governmental model. Officers and standing committees had a “president,” 
“vice-president,” treasurers, and wardens and other officers. The SFOA board chose a 
“directress,” not a “president.”
But if  this gender pattern was distinct, it was still promoting or perhaps accepting, male 
authority at all levels of society. Even academic teaching was conducted by men. Women 
initiated society activities, but men had prominent places whenever a given activity required 
legal or political action. For example, in 1811, a “Mrs. Hewit” brought her daughter Elizabeth 
Cummings to the SFOA on June 5, 1811. On July 29 she took her daughter from the asylum 
without the permission of the Board of Directors. She refused efforts of the woman running the 
boarding house to have the girl returned. The all-woman board met and decided to pursue the 
case and then secured the advice and aid of a lawyer, John Lawson. Lawson sought, won, and 
executed a warrant to forcibly return the girl by the end of July 30, only one day after Hewit
Q Q
had removed the girl.
Even across cultural and racial barriers, male leadership was promoted. An 
example comes from a property acquisition. John Deveaux, “slave of Mrs. Mary 
Bullock,” offered the SFOA “a house he had put up” on a lot of land transferred to the 
SFOA for its Orphan House, land they would refer to as “the Assylum Lot.” The price he 
desired, and received ultimately, was “fixed by him... at One Hundred and Forty 
dollars.” The SFOA board agreed with Deveaux, despite the fact that he was enslaved.
89 The baptism o f Ann Joy was on April 24, 1811, and “the Ladys o f the Savannah Female Orphan 
Asylum” were present as “Sponsors” (note the children were not present and the asylum did not choose one
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They added only the condition that he pay “ground rent to the Assylum” because his 
house stood on their land. This rent he was to pay until the board could purchase the 
house. They underscored his ownership whenever possible, despite his slave status: “the 
House to be considered as his until the purchase.” Subsequently, when the SFOA actually 
executed the purchase, not John but Cathrine Deveaux, free woman of color, was listed as 
its actual owner. Nevertheless, the SFOA board recognized John Deveaux’s assertion as a 
male head of household.90
In all probability, the SFOA, the COH, COS, and the revived Bethesda all 
contributed skilled labor to an emerging industrialization in the South and the westward 
moving planters-to-be that took-over Cherokee and Creek lands of Georgia, Alabama, 
and Tennessee. Several o f the COH children’s names were recorded in the 1830 Georgia 
Census, living in rural areas in counties immediately adjacent to the Removal Land soon 
to open.91
of their number but, rather, attended as a group). SFOA, Minute Book, 1810-1845, p.6, 26-7 (warrant 
issued July 30,1811), 22 (Ann Joy baptism), and 23, 26, and 27 (Hewit-Cummings case).
90 SFOA, Minute Book, 1810-1845, p.32-3.
91 Taking a sample o f the COH grads, I have identified the names o f sixteen from the 1790s and the first 
decade o f the nineteenth century, looking for them to re-appear in the 1820 and 1830 Federal Census 
schedules for Georgia. The 1830 Census did not record profession, and finding the names only 
substantiates the possibility that a given person in Georgia is the same as a person who was in the COH. 
Nonetheless, o f  special interest are William McKinney living in Columbia County in 1820 (p.40), near the 
City o f  Augusta where he could practice a trade, and in rural Monroe County in 1830 (p. 187); Edward 
Hughes living in Savannah in 1820, where he could practice a trade, and in rural Burke County in 1830 
(p.123); James Glen living in Jackson and Elbert Counties in 1820 and Troup County in 1830 (p.51); 
Benjamin Fordham living in Wilkinson County both in 1820 (p.213) and 1830 (p..355); and Joseph Dean 
living in Morgan County in 1830 (p.242). Some o f these men appear to confirm anecdotally the argument 
Gillespie makes about artisans becoming planters. Other COH names in the 1830 Census had multiple 
citations and thus would be harder if  not impossible to narrow down: John McCartey (indentures expired 
1811), John Mitchell (indentures 1813), Benjamin Lewis (1807), James Harrison (1811) and Joseph 
Harrison (1813); See also John Howell (printer apprentice to Freneau and Paine), John Gross (admitted 
1802), James Dean (admitted 1802 and brother to Joseph Dean in list above), Robert Anderson (admitted 
1815) William Armstrong (admitted 1805), John Bates (admitted 1795). See King, The History and 
Records, 18-165 and Charleston Orphan House Indenture Books, 1790-1818.
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As Michele Gillespie has shown, the period of 1750-1820 was one of tremendous 
immigration into the Georgia Upcountry, including surprisingly large numbers of 
mechanics. The Upland Counties grew at an astonishing rate after 1750, when the 
Trusteeship ended and slavery was introduced. Upper South, Northern, and South 
Carolina residents flocked into the colony. This migration was interrupted by the 
Revolution and then began to grow again even more rapidly. Settling land acquired from 
Creeks and Cherokees in a series of questionable treaties, by 1790 nine out of ten Georgia 
whites and over half the slaves lived in the Upcountry. By 1820, 80% of Georgia slaves 
lived in the Upcountry, and eight Upcountry counties had slave majorities similar to the 
Lowcountry. Mechanics became as much as 10-17% of the local adult male populations 
o f some of the frontier and Upcountry towns, supported by demand for their labor in
92building, maintaining cotton gins and mills, and a host of other trades. These 
mechanics, who settled towns such as Athens, were not from Georgia generally; they 
came from around the Atlantic basin and many came from South Carolina. Holding little 
class-consciousness, they considered themselves part of the “ruling race.” Many 
eventually acquired slaves, capital, and land, becoming planters when opportunity
93arose.
Other orphan house graduates became notable locals by staying behind, 
eventually joining the upper ranks o f Charleston society. Still others were “raked” out 
and discarded as “rubbish,” to use Thomas Jefferson’s terms in his plan for a state general 
educational system in Virginia. The stories of William Fitzsimons and Margaret O’Neal
92 Coleman, History o f  Georgia, 53-54; Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 6-7, 66, 77-83, 98-103.
93 Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World, 2-3, 5-6.
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illustrate social limits set around institutional reform. Fitzsimons had been sentenced to 
99 lashes on his bare back upon his conviction for “attempting to pass a Counterfeit three 
Pound note o f the Paper Medium” of South Carolina. Peter Freneau—a well known 
Republican partisan printer who would take in several of the COH orphans as 
apprentices—attempted to intercede on Fitzsimons’s behalf and circulated a petition to 
the Governor. “We beg leave to mention that he is a very young Man who was left an 
Orphan early in Life, and that he has no friendly hand to lead him in the ways of Virtue 
and Honesty.” Freneau declared himself opposed to the public scaffold, claiming that 
“this Public Whipping may instead of reforming lead him to despair and wretchedness.” 
And, as if  he understood that a plea for such mercy might not suffice, Freneau suggested 
that the boy was “very nearly related to a Gentleman of Character in Philadelphia who no 
doubt will feel himself indebted to your Excellency.”94
Young Margaret O’Neal did not have the connections of Fitzsimons to intercede 
for her when, in 1791, the Charleston Orphan House decided she was “a child of such bad 
morals and evil example” that “she [should] be removed from the Orphan House as soon 
as she can be provided for.” What she had done wrong, when it became possible to 
provide for her elsewhere, and where she was sent were not recorded. But she probably
94 Peter Freneau et al., “Petition to the Governor o f South Carolina,” Charleston, Feb. 4, 1794. South 
Caroliniana Library. For Freneau’s “republican” political activity, including maneuvering at General 
Assembly sessions during the 1790s and 1800s and picking Jefferson electors in 1800, see: Peter Freneau 
Manuscripts (photostats), South Caroliniana Library (for maneuvering); and Davis and Seigler, “Peter 
Freneau, Carolina Republican,” Journal o f  Southern History, 13: 395-405 (for role in 1800 election). 
Freneau’s printing shop took on four COH children in the 1790s alone.
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was sent to the Charleston Poor House, a workhouse where some of the orphan house 
children’s mothers, “Iunaticks,” sailors, and runaway slaves were confined.95
The Civilization Program as education and colonialism
Exclusions such as that o f Margaret O’Neal’s expulsion from the COH are suggestive 
of the cultural politics of colonialism and education. Her exclusion was indicative of the 
kind of authority the men of the charity institutions could assert when they deemed it 
important. Such assertions of power crossed the frontier into Indian communities through 
soldiers and settlers, as well as traders and the Civilization Program. Colonial culture 
penetrated the life-world of the Creek and Cherokee through a double discipline: 
inclusion, conversion, assimilation, and acculturation stood in opposition to exclusion, 
demonization, and extermination. And the choice made by authorities was often based in 
or justified by a description of the character of the object of discipline. In their exclusion 
of O’Neal, the COH declared her vicious and—essentially—hopelessly “savage.” 
Similarly, the Civilization Program assumed the “savage” Cherokee and Creek were of 
the same human race as whites, with similar capacities, and sought inclusion, conversion, 
assimilation, and education.
A disturbing poverty-and-education-themed story surrounding a “Poor Sarah” 
embodied in print the penetration of the Cherokee life-world by “civilization,” and its
95 “Minutes o f  the Charleston Orphan House” March 10,1791. The Charleston Poor House records do not 
contain many names and there is no record o f O’Neal entering the ward.
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gender and economic re-ordering, when it was published in 1818 by Elias Boudinot.96 
Boudinot was a member of the Cherokee nation, but he appears to have had little 
Cherokee education. Before removal, the integration of the Creek and Cherokee into 
Atlantic markets, the expansion of white settlements, and the Civilization Program 
destabilized Cherokee and Creek life, challenging native gender practices and 
constructions. Boudinot was a personal embodiment of these changes. He was bom in 
1800, raised with the name Gallegina, received a formal education in the North, and later 
became editor of the Cherokee Phoenix, which used Sequioa’s Cherokee syllabary.
Boudinot’s pamphlet, Poor Sarah, or the Benefits o f  Religion Exemplified in the Life 
and Death o f  an Indian Woman, vividly represented colonized Cherokee culture and 
economy in a pathetic form to be admired as ascetic and pious. It describes life for a 
Cherokee woman and man and offered a view of life beyond the native leaders who 
commonly found their way into records. His short pamphlet portrayed aspects of the life 
of “Poor Sarah,” a Cherokee woman bom in the Revolutionary period and, in 1818, 
recently deceased. The pamphlet was published just as missionary activities were 
reviving. Missionary activity had been relatively light during the first decades after the 
Revolution but it was picking up again. Among South Carolina Baptists alone, eight
97female missionary societies were founded 1811 to 1823.
96 [Elias Boudinot,] Poor Sarah, or the Benefits ofReligion Exemplified in the Life and Death o f  an Indian 
Woman n.p. [1818]. Probably because the document is so unique as to seem fictional, possibly because it 
portrays a disastrous scene, historians have overlooked the pamphlet. Theda Perdue, in her influential and 
important Cherokee Women, does not cite it.
97 The Female “Mite” Societies were Wadmalaw and Edisto Female Mite Society (1811), Ebenezer Female 
Mite Society (1816), Cheraw Hill Female Mite Society (1817), Statebury Female Mite Society (1818), 
Welsh Neck Juvenile Female Auxiliary Society (1819), Charleston Juvenile Female Auxiliary (1821), 
Charleston Female Missionary Society (1823), Loulie Latimer Owens, “Baptist Church Female Mite 
Societies,” (unpublished ms.: South Caroliniana Library, [1950]). Many o f these groups probably did not
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For this readership, Boudinot offers a Christ-like sketch of the life and character of 
“Poor Sarah,” an old, Christianized, Cherokee widow who brings sand into town to trade 
for whatever food she can get. The name he created, or perhaps reported, for this woman, 
“Poor Sarah,” was powerfully colonial. Besides being in English, not Cherokee, it 
separates her from the ethnicity of her birth and her matrilineage: nothing in the name or 
the story even hints at the network of female kin relationships that established women’s 
position and authority in Cherokee society. The English word “poor” normally placed 
people within Euro-American discourses of reform. Thus Boudinot’s “Poor Sarah” 
reveals a social logic o f colonialism. But the pamphlet is ironic in its use o f the 
appellation of “poor.” Boudinot offers a portrait of a “Poor Sarah” who became landless 
and isolated through market forces and the Civilization Program, but she was nonetheless 
to be admired as a model of Christian perseverance and humility.98
Sarah had become a devout Baptist through the invitations of a neighbor. The 
neighbor took an interest in Sarah because she, her husband, and children were “very 
poor,” and Sarah tells Boudinot that her husband beat her frequently. Merely to escape, 
she began going to church with the neighbor and in a short time began “to feel” the 
Baptist preacher’s teachings. She began to feel the “depravity” of her own heart and 
hunger for Christian knowledge, and to attend church more regularly. In dialogue with
participate in foreign missions. Others likely would have at least contributed funds as Baptist foreign 
missions among the Cherokee and Creeks and others began in the 1810s.
98 Boudinot took his name from Elias Boudinot, a New Jersey politician and a President o f the United 
States under the Articles o f  Confederation. He had met Boudinot, who became his patron, when he attended 
the American Missionary Board school in Connecticut in 1818. Galliegina, the younger Boudinot, editor of 
the Cherokee Phoenix, was assassinated in 1839 in retaliation for his support o f  the Cherokee Removal. See 
[Elias Boudinot,] Poor Sarah, or the Benefits ofReligion Exemplified in the Life and Death o f  an Indian 
Woman n.p. [,1818].
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Sarah, Boudinot asked, “Sarah... you seem to have some knowledge of the scriptures.
Can you read?”99
“I can spell out a little, I can’t read like you white folks,” she said to the half- 
Cherokee Boudinot, future editor of the Cherokee Phoenix. “Oh, if I could” she added. 
“Here she burst into tears,” Boudinot reported, and declared that reading the scriptures 
was “what I want above all things, more than victuals or drink.” Sarah relates how she 
prays for experiences of the “talking book,” although Boudinot does not use that phrase 
to describe it: “O how often I beg God teach me to read, and he do teach me some. When 
I take Bible, kneel down and pray, he show me great many words, and they be so sweet, I 
want to know a great deal more.” But she expects that when she gets “home to heaven, 
then I know all, no want to read any more.’”100
Sarah had been independent before her marriage. “She lived according to her own 
account, until she became a wife and mother.” She had had no English or Christian 
education growing up. And because “her husband treating her with great severity,” she 
had few opportunities and less independence—even after she became a Baptist. Fearful 
and isolated, Sarah dreamed scripture: ‘“when I go sleep, then dream I can read good 
book,” she said, adding quickly that “I read there” that “Sarah must be bom again.” 101 
Sarah came to identify with passages of the Bible that seemed to resonate with her 
life, specifically the emergence of patriarchal abuse. “When husband go work, ran over to 
my good nabor, ask if Bible say so [that she must be bom again]. Then she read me,
99 [Boudinot,] Poor Sarah, 3.
100 [Boudinot,] Poor Sarah, 3.
101 [Boudinot,] Poor Sarah, 3.
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where that great man go see Jesus by night, ‘cause ‘fraid go in day time. I think he just 
like Sarah. She must go in secret, to hear ‘bout Jesus, else husband be angry, and beat
1 f P  •her.’” The gender slippage from a man to a woman, to Sarah herself, is interesting and 
is consistent with how the text represents Sarah’s life throughout. She shows no 
consciousness of her problems as worldly ones about about gender and violence. They 
are, rather, problems of religious persecution, which she can overcome by way of a sort 
of mortification, accepting the risk of beatings for the chance to consume the Word.
In order to get sufficient money to buy a Bible in secret, Sarah embraced cottage 
industry of the sort that the Civilization Program promoted. In the elliptical storytelling 
style she employs throughout the text, she tells Boudinot that she made a “great many 
brooms” and “go get Bible for ‘em.” But continuing to illustrate the central theme 
suggested by the pamphlet title, Sarah says “Then I go hide it.” Only “when he [husband] 
gone go get it, kiss it many times because it Jesus good word.” As Boudinot tells the 
story she offers no direct resistance to her husband, to her poverty, or to the new gender 
order and isolation she faces in Boudinot’s colonized Cherokee community. She leams to 
read a little, and devotes herself to a wandering poverty reminiscent of St. Francis. “I go 
ask nabor if she learn me read; she say yes. Then I go many days learn letters, pray God 
all the while help me learn his holy word. So, Misse, I leam read Baptist Hymn; learn 
spell out many good words in Bible.” Poor Sarah has been converted to Christianity,
102 [Boudinot,] Poor Sarah, 4.
103 [Boudinot,] Poor Sarah, 5. Did Sarah speak to Boudinot in Cherokee or in accented, ungrammatical 
English? If the former, why not translate for meaning rather than provide an awkward literal translation? 
Even if  Sarah spoke in broken English, why intentionally misspell “nabor” and “misse?” In short, 
Boudinot’s decision to represent Sarah’s speech as stereotypical dialect adds to the sense that she was a 
pitiable object o f charity.
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but as a rhetorical figure she has been translated from her native Cherokee into Euro- 
American discourses on poverty and virtue. She was a moral example of humility, proof 
of the power of faithful devotion. And in this condition, she would merit aid from a 
charity society, if there were any to address her needs. Still another irony of her status as 
“Poor Sarah,” is the fact that traditional extended Cherokee family would have cared for 
her as a widow if she still had any contact with them, but that culture of women had been 
condemned by colonials as part of savagery and barbarism.
The ideological discourse of Poor Sarah was consistent with the Civilization Program, but 
the ironic twists of outcome and internal strife were not part of the plan. It was not supposed to 
be so painful and difficult, but like SPG missionaries bringing a foreign message in an 
undesirable form to enslaved people, the Civilization Program carried unacceptable features 
along with the welcomed ones. If the U.S. was to expand into Indian land without further wars, 
Indians had to be incorporated into white society and the gender order in Indian communities 
that emphasized farming combined with large hunting-land resources would have to be 
reformed to the Euro-American paternal model. To do so was, in the colonial perspective, the 
height of charity and benevolence.
When Benjamin Hawkins traveled into the Creek homeland in 1796 to implement this “plan 
of civilization” he encountered women and men who selectively engaged his program by 
accepting supplies and technical training while resisting cultural transformation. They treated 
technical skill as Mary Musgrove and Attacullaculla had treated English: the skill had a 
competitive appeal as a way to adapt and survive colonialism, but the cultural message of 
reform was, for the most part, politely ignored.
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Hawkins recorded clear indications that the market-oriented agriculture the Civilization 
Program presumed to teach was already practiced by women who routinely produced com 
surpluses for sale. Some of these women embraced the cotton culture Hawkins was promoting. 
But the fact that Hawkins had to interact with so many women instead of men was an 
indication of a concession to the colonized: the women did the agriculture and so, despite his 
desire to make Creek men into farmers, Hawkins worked largely with women. And how these 
Creek women interacted with Hawkins reveals a quite distinct cultural politics. Many, though 
not all, would appear to have adapted the new commodity—cotton—and new living 
arrangements such as individual farms for the defense of Creek gender identity and its division 
of labor.104
Hawkins’s first stop on his journey was with Andrew Pickens, legendary 
Revolutionary War South Carolina militia leader noted for astonishing bmtality during 
the Cherokee War and the Revolution. His notes and his choice to stop for information 
also underscored Hawkins’ need to place himself and his project beyond that violence in 
order to pass into the Indians’ communities: soldiers did not normally learn to inquire 
about their enemy’s wounded in their enemy’s native language. In his initial meeting,
Hawkins and Pickens discussed the “benevolent views of the government in relation to 
the Indians, with which he is pleased.” Hawkins understood that Pickens, who had 
military and trade relationships with Creek and Cherokee Indian communities, was
104 Letters o f  Benjamin Hawkins: 1796-1806, Stephen B. Weeks, ed., Collections of the Georgia Historical 
Society vol. 9 (Savannah: Georgia Historical Society, 1916), 13.
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“confided in and respected by the citizens and Indians, he can and will do much in the aid 
of our plan.”105
This “Civilization Program” preceded missionary societies by decades, though it 
incorporated serious missionaries—especially Moravians—almost from the beginning. 
Hawkins tolerated the Moravian missionaries because they were craftsmen and their approach 
to Christianization featured the example of daily industrial routine, but he did not encourage 
Christianization especially and the missionaries were often critical of him in their reports 
home.106 Hawkins owned and read Adair’s History o f the American Indians. He embraced 
rationalism and the teaching of William Godwin, whose confidence in education and human 
rationality formed the center of a reformative platform that included expanded rights and 
privileges for women and girls. Hawkins imagined his colonial program as an improvement in 
the position of women within Indian society.107 And although trade was the central feature of 
his administration of the Civilization Program, he once expressed considerable resistance to 
“land jobbing not favorable to the peace of the Frontiers” and was unwilling to work with men 
too deeply implicated in schemes such as the Yazoo land deal.108 Hawkins also supported the 
U.S. “Trade and Intercourse Act” of 1796, which established factors within the Creek and
105 Letters o f  Benjamin Hawkins, 13 (emphasis mine).
106 The Moravian missionaries returned the grudging respect, regarding Hawkins as a decent person but not 
Christian enough. See Carl Mauelshagen and Gerald H. Davis, eds. and trans., Partners in the Lord’s 
Work: The Diary o f  the Two Moravian Missionaries in the Creek Indian Country, 1807-1813 (Atlanta,
1969), passim.
107 Henri, Hawkins, 88. On the life and career o f Hawkins see also Merrit Pound, Benjamin Hawkins—
Indian Agent (Athens, GA, 1951).
108Hawkins to Dearborn, Hopewell on Keowee, 22 Nov. 1796, in Letters o f  Benjamin Hawkins: 1796-1806, 
Stephen B. Weeks, ed., Collections o f  the Georgia Historical Society vol. 9 (Savannah: Georgia Historical 
Society, 1916), 14. This opposition to “land-jobbing” appears to have been learned from experience in the
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Cherokee nations and regularized the trade, forced traders to get licenses, and allowed Indians 
to request the expulsion of unwelcome or troublesome traders.109 Frequently at odds with 
Georgia authorities, Hawkins’s tenure as Indian Agent foreshadowed the State versus Federal 
showdown over the Creek and Cherokee that would culminate in Indian Removal in the early 
1830s.110
Hawkins’s educational plans were as simple as the orphanages, but the results he expected 
were broadly and ambitiously colonial. Changing the gender and labor systems of the 
Southeast Indians was a complicated project. A decade after beginning his work, Hawkins still 
seemed to be beginning the project. In a letter to the Moravians who were about to arrive in the 
Creek homeland in 1807. Hawkins wrote in part:
The plan I persue is to lead the Indian from Hunting to the pastoral life, to agriculture, household 
manufactures, a knowledge o f weights and measures, money and figures, to be honest and true to 
themselves as well as to their neighbors, to protect innocence, to punish guilt, to fit them to be useful 
members o f the planet they inhabit and lastly, letters.111
Hawkins wished the Moravians to come “not under the name of Missionaries but under the 
name of Mechanics.” The technical education program had some topics in common with elite 
academic schooling and very much in common with the orphanages. Elite academies in the 
lower south also taught a moral disposition, “letters,” and “useful” subjects. But to these
Yazoo scheme itself, Alexander McGillivray cited him in the context of Yazoo land speculation and 
pledged to resist “Hawkins” settlers in 1790.
109 Henri, Hawkins, 94-95.
110 This argument is very similar to Lucy Eldersveld Murphy, “Autonomy and Economic Roles of Indian 
Women of the Fox-Wisconsin River Region, 1763-1832,” in Nancy Shoemaker, ed., Negotiators o f  
Change: Historical Perspectives on Native American Women (New York, 1995), 72-89 (esp. 75-77). See 
also Kathryn E. Holland Braund, “Guardians of Tradition and Handmaidens to Change: Women’s Roles in 
Creek Economic and Social Life During the Eighteenth Century,” American Indian Quarterly 14 (1990), 
239-258; and Carol Devens, Countering Colonization: Native American Women and Great lakes Missions, 
1630-1900 (Berkeley, 1990).
111 Hawkins to Carl Gotthold Reichel, July 8, 1807. From Moravian Archives, Winston-Salem North 
Carolina as quoted in Mauelshagen and Davis, eds, Partners in the Lord’s Work, 1.
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subjects, the orphanages added technical skills such as agricultural training and household 
manufactures. If the charity schools helped produce industrious and skilled apprentices for the 
cities and backcountry, the Civilization Program sought to produce industrious Indian families 
whose agriculture would make the acquisition of land for elites and poor whites easier. 112
Charity schooling had inserted state-sponsored paternal authority into the lives of widowed 
or abandoned mothers, and the Civilization Program intended a direct reform of the 
relationship between male and female among the Cherokee and Creek. “A few years” of the 
Civilization Program, one enthusiastic observer among the Creeks claimed, might 
“transmogrify a nation of hunters into farmers.” The reason was “when the females are able to 
cloathe themselves by their own industry, it will render them independent of the hunter, who in 
turn will be obliged to handle the ax & the plough, and assist the women in the laborious task 
of the fields, or have no wife.”113 The deerskin trade with the Cherokee and Creek hunters that 
had marked the eighteenth century had waned and the cotton boom had begun.114
Hawkins met groups of women who declared that their com production for market no 
longer sold satisfactorily. Once the Civilization Program was thoroughly described these 
women often welcomed the equipment for ginning, carding, and spinning cotton as well 
as instruction in the necessary techniques. Individual women, convinced of the value, 
frequently introduced Hawkins to wider communities of women. Sally Waters, “a 
halfbreed,” spoke Creek well and English “well enough for common subjects within the
112 Carl Gotthold Reichel to Hawkins, April 11, 1807 as quoted in Maulelshagen and Davis, eds., Diary, 10. 
Reichel is quoting Hawkins back to him.
113 Richard Thomas to Henry Gaither, Cusseta, Jan. 28, 1798, in Letters o f  Hawkins, 478. Thomas was 
echoing opinions frequently stated by Hawkins himself.
114 Braund, “Guardians o f Tradition and Handmaidens to Change,” 239-258; Letters o f  Hawkins, 24.
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sphere of domestic objects.” She and Sally Hughes “took much pains” with the women at 
winter camp when Hawkins visited to explain the Civilization Program as the “plan for 
bettering their conditions.” Hawkins “remained for several hours” with the women, not 
lecturing but listening and discussing. Sally Waters took pains to explain to the women 
she had gathered that she “had leart to spin and weave while she was in the settlements” 
and would eagerly teach them. After discussions that lasted hours and must have ranged 
widely over techniques as well as the purpose of the program, Hawkins remarked that the 
women seemed to express “much satisfaction.” As Hawkins was only beginning to leam, 
the women were most impressed with the traditional rights the new technology might 
protect, “that they might remain in their towns in peace” while they followed “the advise 
[sic] of their great father General Washington” to “plant cotton” and leam to spin. 
Therefore they expected spinning wheels and cards as soon as they had learned to use 
them.115
Creek women declared that they were “willing to labour” at such new crops and 
techniques “if they could be directed how to profit by it.”116 But depending on who was 
in these meetings a spinning wheel or a cotton gin could be a very different cultural thing, 
carrying colonial or Creek meanings. The cultural connotations of “profit”—especially 
for these women the gendered connotations—might also be very different. The women 
never expressed a conviction of the superiority of white society or an interest in 
abandoning their own roles, customs, and privileges. For them the loom was a tool for 
self-preservation: it required new skills and crop changes but it was not a wholesale
115 Letters o f  Hawkins, 20-21.
116 Letters o f  Hawkins, 20-21.
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abandonment of their recent or more distant history. In contrast, Hawkins’s excitement 
seemed to derive from his belief that the women’s interest in new production techniques 
naturally led to transformation in the gender division of labor and authority. Over the 
course of his visit he lost this assumption, and perhaps in some frustration made the 
expectation a very personal assertion: that the Creek women must change their gender 
identity, reforming it to the domestic model he expected a loom or spinning wheel to 
produce. Gradually, through meetings and visits with men and women interested in or 
already involved in cotton culture, the preference of many Creek women to leam the 
techniques and resist, refuse, or ignore the cultural transformative program became 
apparent.
Even when Hawkins focused on the men he met, he inadvertently revealed the 
centrality of women’s activities to any implementation of cotton culture. On December 
10, 1796, Hawkins visited Robert Grierson, a veteran of the Continental Army during the 
American Revolution married to Sinnugee, a Creek woman. Grierson had planted two 
acres of cotton that year and had a cotton house for drying the plants and seeds. He had 
imported a “well made” treadle gin from Providence (Rhode Island or, probably, the 
Caribbean). Hawkins took time to school Grierson on improving his planting, harvesting, 
and processing methods. But within the elaborate material culture of a new cotton 
plantation was the presence of women’s agricultural labor. Grierson reported that “he 
finds no difficulty in hiring the Indian women to pick out cotton.” For each “bushel 
basket” of picked cotton he paid half a pint of salt or 3 strings of “mock wampum.” For 
two baskets he paid “half a pint of taffra.”117 Grierson and Hawkins agreed these were
117 Letters o f  Hawkins, 30-31.
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cheap wages that limited the immediate need for a gin. But it is likely that at whatever
price he paid, Grierson would not have found Indian men to do this labor. Moreover, the
cheapness of men such as Grierson may also have been a force driving Creek women’s
interest in acquiring their own seed and equipment through the Civilization Program.
During his stay with Grierson, Hawkins discussed the civilization plan at length with
him and a neighbor of his, Alex Cornell, a “halfbreed” Creek. Even as they congratulated
themselves that Creek society was becoming more “civil,” evidence appeared in
Hawkins’s reports to indicate continuing resistance to colonialism. In their opinion, in
the twenty years before the Civilization Program “the condition of the Indian” had
already improved. They pronounced local Indians “less cruel, more attached to a friendly
intercourse with... neighbours” and “mild” in manners. Some had developed “an
increasing attachment to [livestock,” had become “more industrious,” and seemed
“careful and provident.” But apparently both men and women resisted more reaching
changes to gender identities and the gender division of labor. They agreed that white
intrusion on Indian hunting grounds and Indian horse stealing would still likely disturb
the peace if it continued. And white men who had married Indian women and started
families “took no care of them, neither to educate them or to teach them anything useful.”
The children continued to live “with their mothers” outside of male control, and the
women continued to be “the slaves of the house,” or, probably with greater accuracy, the
118focal point of community and agriculture.
Hawkins mixed his observations on women who controlled their farms with 
disappointment and moral disapproval. When he met Sophia Durant and Mrs. Charles
118 Letters o f  Hawkins, 35-36.
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Weatherford, sisters and both Creek Indians, Hawkins reported that they kept 
“command” of their plantations “absolute” and away “from their husbands.” Sophia 
Durant had married “a man of good figure, dull and stupid, a little mixed with African 
blood,” himself also a “half-breed” but with a French father. They had 11 children. The 
plantation had more than 80 slaves, and Sophia Durant had been a trader “for some time” 
but was cut off from credit by William Panton, the local factor, due to a 
“misunderstanding.” Despite the fact that she could spin and weave, Hawkins found 
Durant “poor, and dirty in a small hut, less clean and comfortable than any hut I have 
seen belonging to any Indian however poor.” Hawkins considered her to be a poor 
manager of her slaves because she did not drive them hard. According to him, she 
allowed slaves to be “idle” and a “burthen to her.” But her own explanation for her 
plantation’s difficulties was that she lacked tools because Panton had cut off her credit. 
Hawkins found that her sister Mrs. Weatherford lived comparatively well, though she 
also allowed her “negroes to do but little, and consume everything in common with their 
mistress, who is a stranger to economy.” Weatherford too had been cut off for credit by 
Panton.119
119 Letters o f  Hawkins, 43, December 20 1796. Both were also sisters of Alexander McGillivray, himself a 
half-breed Scottish-Creek bom and raised in the Creek country and then educated in the Charleston Free 
School shortly before the Revolution. McGillivray supported the gender politics and economics o f  the 
“Civilization Program” and at one time used his connections to facilitate a sale o f  Sophia Durant’s property 
on behalf o f his brother-in-law, over her objection. The reasons for the sisters being cut off from credit are 
hard to settle, but evidence suggests that they may have been collateral victims o f the Yazoo land 
speculation scandal. Their brother, Alexander McGillivray, was closely associated with the trader William 
Panton who was also their trading partner. McGillivray had opposed some o f the Yazoo land schemes, such 
as the Tennessee plan, which “includes every foot o f our, the Cherokees & Chickasaw Hunting Grounds.” 
He promised to oppose that grant by force. But he also opposed a Georgia grant that Panton apparently 
supported. Perhaps McGillivray’s sisters lost credit with Panton as these interest conflicts increased and the 
speculative bubbles they created burst in scandal in the middle 1790s. See McGillivray to Panton, Little 
Tallassie, 8 May 1790, in Caughey, McGillivray, 259. (See page 62 for Robert Durant and McGillivray 
background; see page 159 for the sale over Sophia Durant’s objection.) Another sister o f McGillivray, 
Jeannet, had married Louis Milfort.
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In contra distinction, Hawkins praised women he was able to compare more favorably 
with an ideal of a white mistress. On a cold and cloudy December 23, 1796, Hawkins 
arrived at the house of “Mr. Bailey.” However, his comments again revealed that “Mrs. 
Bailey” ran the plantation, and to a degree less common in white society. Hawkins 
admired her industry and the fact that she was a “good woman as cleanly as any of her 
sex” and “very particular in cooking.” He observed that “altho’ she has two black women 
to assist her, she does much of it [the cooking] with her own hands.” And in addition “she 
governs her black people and shows much attention to the stock about the plantation.”120 
He asked “Mrs. Bailey” for her opinion of the practicality of “the benevolent views of 
the government.” For the first time Hawkins received a critical response: Bailey was 
uncertain. Although her own daughter had learned to spin among white women in 
Tennessee, she believed most Indian women would be unable to make the change 
effectively. Her reasons were interesting enough for Hawkins to make longer than usual 
notes:
many o f the Indian women were industrious, but not cleanly, nor so provident and careful as the 
white women. This I replied might be want o f information, and the means o f helping themselves. 
She said she did not know... but... they all had water enough, and yet they never kept their 
husbands clean, even the white men, that this was really a source o f vexation to her, and put her 
under the necessity o f scolding the men whenever she saw them, for not making their wives wash 
their linen; and the women for their want o f cleanliness.
As he traveled the Creek country and discovered the level of skill Creek women actually
have in market agriculture, Hawkins’s judgments began a subtle shift to redefine the
problem his colonial project must address. Failure was not about inability to use the
spinning wheel and gin, but to properly embrace the connotation of domesticity.
Cleanliness was a sign of morality. Rigid control of enslaved laborers was a sign of
120 Letters o f  Hawkins, 47.
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economy. Hawkins likely agreed with Bailey’s assertion that men should force women to 
domestic chores, thus Durant’s husband was described in the racist manner as dull and 
stupid, as if that explained why he could not or she would not force him to a proper male 
role. But Bailey’s “vexation” about Creek women implies that neither the men nor the 
women she encountered agreed with her that they should be forced to obey. After this 
interview Hawkins ate with Bailey and three Indian women friends of hers—presumably 
all very cleanly—and continued the discussions of the practicability of extending the 
plan.121
Creek women frequently came to Hawkins and declared their interest in some aspect 
or other of the program. A group of Cherokee women told him that they had determined 
“to accept the benevolent offers of the government.”122 He “had some conversation” with 
a group of Creek women and “found among them one, who is intelligent and speaks 
English well enough to be understood.” Quickly recognizing an opportunity, he promised 
“to cloathe her and her two children at the expense of the United States.” And he 
promised “to furnish her with the means of living comfortably.” But he stipulated that his 
aid was conditioned upon her willingness to “have her daughter taught to spin” and that 
she herself must help him “to interpret to the women, whatever may be devised for their 
benefit” and to promote the “program of civilization.”123 Exactly one year later Hawkins 
happily wrote that “the [Cusseta] women approve much of the plan for introducing the
121 Letters o f  Hawkins, 48.
122 Letters o f  Hawkins, 55-56 (on January 6, 1797).
123 Letters o f  Hawkins, 65 (on January 28, 1797).
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culture of cotton and the spinning wheel and I have had several applications for seed.”124
But in this report Hawkins does not reflect on the fact that the applications for seed
appear to have come from women, not the men.
Some of the women Hawkins met expressed clear support for both market production
and Creek women’s more prominent social roles. One such was Hannah Hales, a white
Georgian captured and adopted by Creek Indians, who refused to return to her family
when offered an opportunity. Hales’ life demonstrates how the process of preservation of
the gender system and production of new goods played out. Using Hawkins’s terms,
Hales came to possess “the right of a Creek woman” to “throw away her husband
whenever” she chose. The Creek women adopted her as a full member of the community.
But Hawkins valued Hales in his agency because, although she apparently disliked white
gender conventions, she eagerly embraced the Civilization Program’s technical training
1
in “domestic” industries, and was willing to exemplify and teach them. Hales married a 
Creek, acquired a loom, learned its use, and within a few years possessed a black slave, 
sixty cattle, some hogs, and two horses. She controlled her planting operations and joined 
a growing group of Indian women who were embracing cotton culture and the production 
of cloth for sale. Hawkins called this development an “auspicious revolution,” and he 
hoped it would continue to advance but he must also have recognized, even if he did not 
write about it in his letters, that the “revolution” was as Creek as it was colonial. He 
claimed to believe that Creek women’s industry had “elevated” their status to that of
124 Letters o f  Hawkins, 477.
125 Henri, Southern Indians, 127, 146-8. N.29, p.338: Henri cites National Archives 75:42 Correspondence 
o f the Creek Factory, 1795-1814, Hawkins to Price, Nov. 19 1798 (Also in microfilmed Benjamin Hawkins 
letterbook, American Philosophical Society no. 215 roll 680).
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“civilized” but “unenlightened” societies. After touring plantations where women 
controlled operations, he could only bring himself to admit that the women were no 
longer “slaves.” Inexplicably, instead of recognizing that he was witnessing an effort to 
conform market production to women’s authority and direction, he asserted that Creek 
women had reached a second gradation of civilization and had become “the luxuries and 
idols of men.” In a remarkable statement, he expected, or hoped, there would be a “third 
gradation” or improvement, “which the polished Virginian, as well as the untutored 
Creek, may hereafter ascend to.” He did not explain what he meant.
The meaning of the third gradation, and the potential response of Creek women to it, 
were made clear in an incident in early 1797—when Hawkins was still just beginning his 
work among the Creek communities. A Creek woman went to see Hawkins regarding her 
widowed daughter and three fatherless grandchildren. She hoped to arrange for her 
daughter’s family to stay with Hawkins during his residence in the Creek country or for 
“as much longer as I thought proper.” Interpreting the grandmother’s suggestion as an 
offer of marriage, Hawkins took the opportunity to negotiate the terms. Hawkins 
considered Creek men “extremely jealous of their women” because, he claimed, they 
often would not allow the least communication with “their” women. Still early in his 
Creek residence, he attributed this jealousy to fear “that by being able to cloathe
127themselves, they [women] will attempt to break the chains which bind them.” But 
Hawkins saw one exception: “The young women and the widows are exempt from these
126 Ibid.
127 Letters o f  Hawkins, 57-8.
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restrictions.” He therefore asserted acceptance of patriarchal familial authority as terms 
for marriage to the widowed daughter.
Hawkins wrote a speech to read to the grandmother, and he had it translated and 
written in Creek—a unique precaution for him—so that misunderstandings could be 
carefully minimized through editing. In the speech he expressed dismay that “most of 
these Creek women” exercised “absolute rule... over their children, and not attending to 
the advice of their white husbands.” Instead, the women freely chose to leave their white 
husbands if they opposed or challenged Creek ideas of family authority. Hawkins 
declared that “the ways of the white people differ much from those of the red people.” 
The whites “make companions” of their wives, but the Indian men “make slaves” of their 
wives. White men “govern their families” and provide for their material needs, but Indian 
men “take little care” of their families and “the mothers have sole direction of the 
children.”129
Observing that he was the “principal agent,” Hawkins believed that this position gave 
him a quasi-proprietary authority over the women: “I do not yet know whether I shall 
take any of my red women for a bedfellow or not.” But he assured the grandmother that if 
he did, “even for a single night,” and if a child was bom as a result, he would “expect it 
will be mine" not only for the purpose of material provisions but to “Bring up as I  
please.” The same would go for the fatherless children in question. He wished to look
128 In 1788, as Senator from North Carolina, Hawkins had written to the Creeks promising to come and live 
among them and wishing for them to find him a suitable wife from among the Creek women, one who 
knew Creek ways but was suitable to a Senator’s wife’s station. Nine years later, he had reason to feel that 
maybe he had found that opportunity. Letters o f  Hawkins, 57-8. For Hawkins’s earlier proposal see 
Hawkins to Creeks, 1788, in Caughley, McGillivray, 123.
129 Letters o f  Hawkins, 83.
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upon them as his own, to be brought up as he believed right “and no one of her family 
shall oppose my doing so.” Further, Hawkins chose to school the grandmother on how 
“red women” should regard their husbands. They should always “obey them” and they 
“should make the children obey.” They should “be kind, cleanly and good natured, and at 
all times pleasing and agreeable when in company with me or with those who visit.” And 
to ensure the deal he declared that the daughter must “promise me this,” the grandmother 
“must promise it to me,” and “all her family.” The “old woman” approved of his interest 
in a lasting relationship, but when he turned to questions of authority, ownership, and 
obedience she became “silent, and could not be prevailed upon to acquiesce.” She refused 
to agree or allow that “women and children should be under the direction of the father.”
She withdrew her proposal and left.130 She clearly had viewed Hawkins as many of the 
Creek women probably viewed him and the Civilization Program: as a resource for 
material needs that would strengthen traditional gender dynamics, not replace them.
Notwithstanding such scenes, Hawkins and his successors continued to seek a realignment 
of native gender practices. Both politics and commerce served this purpose in part. They 
promoted a more patriarchal role for Indian men, a role that some Indian men appear to have 
adopted. Hawkins and other federal representatives sought to create a National Council for the 
Creeks and promote the Cherokee National Council formed in Attakullakulla’s time. Doing so 
represented a strengthening of male political authority in the Indian communities. And there 
was an economic component to this new gender arrangement within Creek and Cherokee 
society. After Tarrapin, a Creek headman, had informed Hawkins that the Creeks were “under 
much embarrassment from the uncertainty of their existence as a nation” notwithstanding
130 Letters o f  Hawkins, 83-5. Emphasis mine.
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“treaties, and repeated promises” that were supposed to prevent “encroachments of the whites,” 
he told Hawkins that “he had some cotton for market” and “had raised some cattle of 1,200
1 q  1
lbs.” Tarrapin was not involved in growing this cotton and may not have contributed much 
to the cattle. His assertion of control over such products would be unusual in Creek practice, 
where women controlled their produce. If Tarrapin and other men took new authority, others 
appear to have rejected Hawkins’s efforts. Hawkins reported that sometimes Creek and 
Cherokee men prevented him from speaking with women, a difficult to read gesture that 
nonetheless clearly indicates a consciousness of the degree to which women were targets of the 
Civilization Program.
The careers of Alexander McGillivray and William McIntosh—both of partial Creek 
ancestry—alongside Attakullakulla, Tarrapin, and the men and women Hawkins met who had 
embraced a colonial domestic culture, show that new cultural patterns had entered Indian life 
long before the Civilization Program. And they suggest that the economic role of certain men 
within and among communities was strengthening. All of which is consistent with the 
historiography on these Indian communities.132
Impacts of this program are hard to measure, but the goal of closing down the hunting trade 
was probably accomplished in the Cherokee homeland during the first decade of the nineteenth 
century. Return J. Meigs, a Hawkins underling and later successor in the Federal Agency to the 
Southeastern Indians, noted in 1801 that some hunters were still able to kill scores of deer and 
bear and trap lesser quantities of small animals, despite threats of violence from white colonists
131 Letters o f  Hawkins, 24.
132 Perdue, Cherokee Women; Saunt, New Order; Braund, Deerskin and Duffels; and Douglas C. Wilms, 
“Cherokee Land Use in Georgia before Removal,” in William L. Anderson, ed. Cherokee Removal: Before 
and After (Athens, Georgia, 1991), 1-28.
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moving into the area. By 1808 hunts usually yielded a very small number of skins. In 1802 
Congress had obligated the Jefferson Administration to distribute looms, spinning wheels, and 
agricultural implements “to promote civilization,” but the Act was probably only a minor 
reason for the decline in pelt production. The loss of hunting ground to whites was happening 
at a quicker rate than the Civilization Program assumed. The production of a yeomanry and 
cottage industry among the Cherokee men and women did not keep pace. Plows, for instance, 
were unevenly distributed in the Cherokee Country. In 1811 an agent under Meigs complained 
that only one in seven Cherokee households in his Tennessee district had plows at a time when 
500 total were in the nation for an average distribution of one for every four households. Theda 
Perdue’s arguments about the persistence of Cherokee gender practices well past the 
Civilization Program and the Removal Period remain plausible. It seems clear that many of
133these five hundred plows tilled very traditional fields.
Federal policy, however, under local pressure, steadily moved toward exclusion.
A faction of federal officials believed colonization should occur more slowly and without 
the violent elimination of the Indians. But all the benevolent reformers expected the 
elimination of the “helpless, ignorant Indians,” to use Secretary of War Henry Knox’s 
terms. From the Civilization Program, a hollow rhetoric of benevolence would emerge 
among Removal advocates. Andrew Jackson’s 1830 message to congress described
133 Perdue, Cherokee Women, 118, 127, and 224 n. 73. “An Act Making Provision for the Civilization of 
the Indian Tribes and for Preserving Peace on the Frontier,” 30 March 1802, United States Statutes at 
Large, 2: 139-46. In general, the Civilization Program spread west and northwest from the Lower Creek 
and Cherokee towns closest to Hawkin’s agency. Confirming what Meigs’s correspondence showed was 
Hawkins to Dearborn, Fort Adams, December, 18, 1801, in Letters o f  Hawkins, 412: Hawkins wrote, along 
with James Wilkinson and Andrew Pickens, to declare that although the Choctaws and Chickasaws have 
not more that twelve families in a nation o f 15,000 that cultivate cotton, for the first time the Indians “have 
supplicated for materials, tools, implements and instructors to aid their exertions and direct their labours.” 
Wilms, “Cherokee Land Use in Georgia before Removal,” in Anderson, ed. Cherokee Removal. On p7 
table shows that between 1809 and 1824 slave numbers grew from 583 to 1,277; gristmills 13 to 36; 
sawmills 3 to 13; plows 567 to 2,923; horses 6,519 to 7,683; and swine 19,778 to 46,732.
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removal as benevolent and an undeniable part of the “civilization” process in human 
history. Jackson’s policies were the culmination in the rise of the Removal faction in 
Georgia after the War of 1812 and the death of Hawkins in 1816. This faction gained 
control of the Georgia Governor’s office, the Federal Indian agency, and the U.S. War 
Department. They supported the desires of settler colonialists over the Indians and 
believed people such as Hawkins protected Indian interests too stridently. The rise of this 
“removal faction” led directly to the Indian removals of the 1830s.134
Removal thus developed from within the relationship between those who would eradicate 
the population and the Civilization Program, representing those who would discipline and 
reeducate the bodies and minds of the Cherokee and Creek. Under pressure, Secretary of War 
John C. Calhoun had begun to change his attitude toward the Southeastern Indians by 1818. 
Calhoun wrote to the U.S. House of Representatives, “They have in great measure, ceased to 
be an object of terror, and become that of commiseration... our policy towards them should
134 Knox to Governor William Blount [Tennessee,] April 22, 1792 as quoted in Prucha, American Indian 
Policy in the Formative Years, 41. The career o f William McIntosh, a half-Creek son o f the Loyalist 
Revolutionary militia leader o f the same name, would be a logical place to extend the discussion of the 
Civilization Program, but his life lies outside the scope o f this study. On the rise o f  the removal faction see 
Ronald N. Satz, American Indian Policy in the Jacksonian Era (Lincoln, 1975), 1-6; Reginald Horsman, 
“American Indian Policy and the Origins of Manifest Destiny,” University o f  Birmingham Historical 
Journal, vol. 11 (1968), 130-139; Michael D. Green, The Politics o f  Indian Removal: Creek Government 
and Society in Crisis (Lincoln, Nebraska, 1982). On page 55 Green quotes a newspaper description of 
McIntosh on a visit to Augusta Georgia that highlights the interplay of race and the broadly educational 
discourse o f civilization: “prepossessing... dignified... entirely devoid o f the wild, vacant, unmeaning stare 
o f the savage... We have seen him in the bosom of the forest, surrounded by a band o f ungovernable 
savages— we have seen him too, in the drawing room in the civilized walks o f life, receiving that meed of 
approbation which his services so justly merit.” Although McIntosh and coconspirators were stealing Creek 
Indian annuities through fraudulent book-keeping, forcing the nation into debt, and subverting the Creek 
National Council from within, to the citizens o f Augusta he embodied a civilized go-between. On the rise 
of the removal faction see also Perdue, Cherokee Women and Sheehan, Seeds o f  Extinction.
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undergo an important change... Our views of their interest, and not their own, ought to govern 
them.”135
The result was, ironically, an acceleration of the Civilization Program at first. Congress’s 
“Civilization Fund Act” in 1819 allocated $10,000 annually to the instruction of the Indians in 
agricultural techniques and teaching Indian children “reading, writing, and arithmetic”—the
1 1 /T
identical skills offered in basic schools for whites in Georgia and South Carolina.
Nonetheless, contrary to the Civilization Program’s expectations, Indian resistance to land 
sales increased during the 1810s and 1820s. General Andrew Jackson and Calhoun began to 
claim that it had become appropriate and expedient for the U.S. to seize Indian lands by 
eminent domain.137 Despite resistance to this policy change during the 1820s, it became 
standard practice after Jackson’s election as president in 1828. The Civilization Program had 
been effective colonialism, but it was nonetheless abandoned by colonials too impatient to wait 
and too eager to racially exclude the Indian.
135 Calhoun to House o f reps, December 5, 1818 in Green, Removal, 46.
136 “An Act for Making Provision for the Civilization o f the Indian Tribes Adjoining the Frontier 
Settlements,” Mar 3, 1819, United States Statues At Large, 3: 516-7.
137 Calhoun Papers, 2: 141, 124-5, 171, 336. Green, Removal, 48-50, claims the number o f schools was 21. 
Green suggests that this shift was a reaction to the success o f the Civilization Program, but the first moves 
in this policy shift, not supported by Monroe, were made by Jackson and Calhoun in the late 1810s, 
simultaneously with the passage o f the Civilization Act o f 1819 and the U.S. partnership with missionaries. 
Sheehan, Seeds o f  Extinction, 119-120, 137, 143, 248-9, 262, 266. The Hawkins style ambivalence toward 
religious missionaries preceded partnerships between government and the missionaries, see: R. Pierce 
Beaver, Church, State, and the American Indians (St. Louis, 1966) and Robert Berkofer, Salvation and the 
Savage, 1787-1862 (Lexington, 1965). Douglas C. Wilms, “Cherokee Land Use in Georgia before 
Removal,” in William L. Anderson, ed. Cherokee Removal: Before and After (Athens, Georgia, 1991), 1- 
28. On p.7 a table shows there were 5 schools with 94 students among the Cherokee in 1809 (total 
Cherokee population was 12,395) and by 1824 there were 18 schools and 314 students (total population 
16,060). Wilms’s number of 18 contradicts Green’s 21.
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Conclusions
That the Civilization Program offered schooling to Indian women and men, boys and 
girls, at the same time that charity schools, orphanages, and free schools taught basic 
literacy to poor white boys and girls might suggest a way to reinterpret the undeniable 
expansion of the number of educational institutions during the Early Republic. Among 
other things, both Cherokee and poor white girls were also learning, for example, to help 
produce textile products such as mantuas. Additionally, cultural colonialism promoted 
patriarchal gender relations of power—although preferably more softly paternal than 
sternly authoritarian. Women were to be kept “within compass,” as the caption reads 
under one of Linda Kerber’s illustrations in Women o f the Republic. A compass was, of 
course, a geographical and nautical tool, the use of which was taught in many of the 
schools of the lower south. But in the illustration it encloses the woman not inside a 
domestic space but upon a formal garden, a quintessentially colonized and reformed 
piece of American topography. “How blest the Maid whose bosom no headstrong passion 
knows,” the image declares. As in the epigraph to this chapter “she” should be the 
“softener” and “polisher” of manners—a creator of practical Christian discipline and
138reserve.
138 For the figure see Kerber, Women, 14. “Zeal should be tempered with Charity and Prudence,” wrote 
young Mary L. Homshom in her lesson book in 1828 far from the lower south in Massachusetts. But 
written as it was from within the New England heartland o f the missionary societies to the Cherokee and 
the Creeks, Homshom’s brief reflection nonetheless exemplifies three dynamics within the coming removal 
crisis. She exemplified the ideological orientation o f the New Englanders who would launch the two largest 
missionary societies in the 1820s, some o f whom supported removal. And there is in her rote memorization, 
a reflection o f the racial politics o f colonialism in the North, which had erased and distorted much o f the 
memory o f native New England and enslaved New England Africans: charity and prudence were learned 
rational characteristics tempering or disciplining an essential zeal. Whether this rational character was a 
sole possession o f whiteness, a measure o f civilized poise against emotional and barbarous “zeal,” or a 
capacity of Indians as well was a core part o f the debate about race. Homshom exemplified the expanded
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Explaining the pedagogy of the Civilization Program, Thomas Pickering wrote they 
would “bring them [Indians] up precisely in the manner in which our substantial farmers 
educate their own sons.” He would use yeoman schooling as the cultural model of 
industry, just as orphanages used farmers and artisans. Elites who underwrote and 
authorized these programs, institutions, and initiatives did not need to view Indians, 
urban poor, and frontier settlers as parts of a single problem. They only needed to 
promote a “civil” and expanding white republic, a “civilization.” From within that 
discourse each of these populations were a danger in need of extermination, exclusion, or
1 T Q
reformation for public safety and the promotion of civilization.
Poor Sarah’s situation bears comparison to Margaret O’Neal—the girl banished from 
the COH—and that of another girl banished from an institution, Elizabeth Walsh. 
Margaret O’Neal and Poor Sarah’s situations must have been far more difficult than that 
of Elizabeth Walsh, who in 1783 was called before the Welsh Neck Baptist church to 
repent her “disorderly conduct.” The church did not approve of her attendance at a local 
dancing school. According to church by-laws, Walsh was required to appear, repent, and 
cease dancing. Walsh did not appear, giving only an excuse for her absence through her 
mother. Given a second opportunity, Walsh again failed to attend. Noting that “she has
opportunity for formal education offered to girls and young women in the decades after the Revolution. 
Obviously, however, the fact that the line was repeated 28 times in her copybook indicates strongly how 
one function o f such education was the inculcation o f reserve, moderation, and personal control of 
expectations. In fact the line makes an ethic o f such control. Homshom Papers, NYPL. On the American 
Board o f Commissioners o f Foreign Missions and the Baptist Bard o f Foreign Missions see William G. 
McLoughlin, The Cherokees and Christianity, 1794-1870: Essays on Acculturation and Cultural 
Persistence (Athens, GA, 1994), part one.
139 Timothy Pickering to George Washington, January 8, 1791, Pickering Papers LXI 164-165A as quoted 
in Sheehan, Extinction, 132.
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not a proper regard for her crime” Welsh Neck excommunicated her.140 But Walsh still 
had the family, community, and resources that O’Neal and Poor Sarah did not have. It is 
revealing of the gender politics of moral education that O’Neal, whose will was obstinate 
and resistant, was cast as wicked and vicious while Sarah, whose will was subordinated 
and devotional, was a figure worthy of high praise.
From another elite perspective, however, always in tension with the practice of 
exclusion, it was imperative that dangerous non-elites and non-whites not be left alone. 
And some non-elites would not allow themselves to be left alone: some mechanics, poor 
people, and Southeastern Indians demanded redress of problems, though not necessarily 
the forms of redress they received. In Georgia and South Carolina, charity efforts 
functioned to educate, house, and clothe children, but they also supported hierarchical 
patronage relationships, in which Kershaws, DeSaussurres, and Flinns demonstrated their 
benevolence and their merit as leaders while securing a critical measure of white political 
unity. In the face of an enslaved laboring class, such unity was a critical preventative 
against rebellion. From the meeting rooms where the boards practiced parliamentary 
procedures to the creation of literate apprentices and the placing of favored children on 
the “bounty of the Society,” elites courted non-elite loyalty.141
140 Welsh Neck Baptist Church Minutes, July 3, 1784, July 31, 1784, Jan. 1, 1785, and June 4, 1785, pp. 
34-35.
141 The unity or harmony that especially marked South Carolina among Southern states is a well established 
feature o f the region’s political history. See in particular Rachel N. Klein, Unification o f  a Slave State: the 
Rise o f  the Planter Class in the South Carolina Backcountry, 1760-1808 (Chapel Hill, 1990). See also 
Rebecca Starr, A School fo r  Politics: Commercial Lobbying and Political Culture in Early South Carolina 
(Baltimore, 1998); Lacy Ford, The Origins o f  Southern Radicalism: the South Carolina Upcountry, 1800- 
1860 (Oxford, 1988); Jerome Nadelhaft, The Disorders o f  War: The Revolution in South Carolina (Orono, 
ME, 1981); Robert M. Weir, Colonial South Carolina: A History (Millwood, NY, 1983); and Weir, "The 
Last American Freeman: ” Studies in the Political Culture o f  the American South (Macon, GA, 1986).
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CHAPTER V 
THE POORER CLASS OF CITIZENS
“The poorer, and by fa r  the most numerous class o f  our citizens, are... precluded from the advantages o f  
Collegiate education... [they are] doomed to regret that fortune has imposed upon them the hard lot o f  
entering upon the world with all the disadvantages attendant on the unenlightened and uncultivated 
mind. " — Williamsburgh residents urging statewide free schools to the South Carolina General 
Assembly, 1811.1
When he was two years old, William Gilmore Simms’ mother died and his father fled
to Mississippi, leaving him orphaned in Charleston in 1808. Unlike the hundreds of destitute
Charleston children who went to the Charleston Orphan House, Simms went to his
grandmother, who raised him on her own. His grandmother only had the means to shelter him
and apparently had no connections that could make her grandson a scholar “on the bounty” of
some society, so Simms attended the state-funded freeschool instead of a private academy.
When he was 19 years old in 1825, Simms’ father, who had become a prosperous farmer in
Mississippi, brought his son to Mississippi for a visit with the expectation he would stay. But
instead of viewing his father with admiration and gratitude and eagerly agreeing to stay, Simms
confessed his desire to return to Charleston, prompting a bitter denunciation of the idea:
“Return to Charleston! Why should you return to Charleston, where you can never succeed in any 
profession, where you need, what you have not, friends, family and fortune: and without these, your 
whole life, unless some accident should favor you, will be a mere apprenticeship— a hopeless striving 
after bread. No! Do not think o f it. Stay here. Study your profession here. And pursue it, with the energy 
and talent which you possess, and I will guarantee you a fortune, and, in 10 years, a seat in Congress.”2
1 “To the Honorable Members o f the Senate, The Humble Petition of the Undersigned Citizens o f the District o f 
Williamsburg,” Jan. 18, 1811. General Assembly Petitions. South Carolina Department o f Archives and History.
2 John Caldwell Guilds, Simms: A Literary Life (Fayetteville, Arkansas, 1992), 12.
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Though this is perhaps a self-flattering recollection, it is revealing o f a class tension within 
whiteness. Whiteness was held together, I argue in this chapter, by competitive emulation 
within clearly marked social boundaries and well-developed spaces to cultivate its expression. 
Among those spaces were the emerging schools, and among the well-marked boundaries were 
the practices o f self-education and the promotion of other whites’ education as a practice of 
civility. Respectable whiteness centered on constructions of “civilization” and “civility” deeply 
rooted in colonial culture.
A hint of this emulative competition is revealed in the fact that neither Simms 
condemned the class privilege itself, just their own lack of it, with the strong presumption that 
a more even field would allow their superior talents to advance. For the elder Simms, 
colonization to Mississippi was the more level field upon which to build, and he therefore 
exemplified the common ambition of settler colonialism in the lower south. He declared it 
emphatically: colonization was meritocratic and Charleston was not. The younger Simms 
exemplified a middling/laboring class competitive embrace of the hierarchical culture of 
“civilization” in the East. In 1825, he had completed a “mere apprenticeship” to a druggist, and 
he preferred romanticizing eighteenth-century South Carolina colonization to living its 
nineteenth-century descendent in Mississippi. He would spend his life writing from Charleston 
in defense of Southern history, colonization, and culture, especially the South Carolina colony 
and its role in the Revolution.3
Simms’ grandmother had personally guided his early education and made him an avid 
reader of fiction and folktales. In 1812, she entered him into the Charleston Free School, which
3 Guilds, Simms, 6-8; Sean R. Busik, A Sober Desire fo r  History: William Gilmore Simms as Historian (Columbia, 
S.C., 2004), In Busik’s assessment, Simms became one o f  the more important early American Historians. He also 
became one o f the foremost defenders o f  slavery and the Southern class system. In 1855, perhaps a little frustrated
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was 100 years old that year and newly funded with the passage of the statewide public school 
act of 1811. Decades later Simms would complain of the education he had received in the 
“poor schools” (a pejorative descriptor indicating the low-reputation of the schools created in 
1811, which were not initially just for the indigent). His poor early education, he would 
declare, had hobbled his career. He only grudgingly admitted that he had acquired a basic 
literacy in the school, which he declared “taught me little or nothing” other than “to spell, read 
tolerably, and write a pretty good hand.” “None” of the teachers “could teach me arithmetic.” 
Just as bad in his estimation was his impression that “the teachers were generally worthless in 
morals and as ignorant as worthless.”4 Because the school Simms attended was low-status it 
would have been futile for him to boast of it in his correspondence even though the Charleston 
school was probably among the best-supplied of the state schools.
This chapter ends with an account of how the statewide school system Simms attended 
came into being. I explain that emerging system by showing how struggles over schooling 
from the Revolutionary era forward reflected emulative competition. I will also show how that 
emulative competition helped produce whiteness by producing schools that served cross-class 
interests. Finally, I show another dimension of colonialism in the lower south, exploring how 
the languages of republicanism and colonialism were hybridized in educational discourse.
The class characteristics of the lower south have become clearer in recent years. Joyce 
Chaplin has shown that elites were innovative in agricultural technique, participants in Atlantic 
scientific discourse, and self-consciously modernizers anxious about their status within polite 
circles of the Atlantic empires. Sally Hadden has shown that white slave patrols were cross­
with his career, he decided that his father had been right about colonization. But in 1856, he toured the North, 
giving controversial lectures on the role o f  South Carolina in the Revolution.
4 Guilds, Simms, 12.
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class organizations, representing a poor white and elite white solidarity. Michelle Gillespie has 
described a distinctive class identity among Georgia artisans that was in some ways 
compromised as a working-class identity by the availability of land with which some became 
planters, while others’ laboring identity was partly thwarted by slavery itself. Timothy James 
Lockley has helped to explain some of the need for cross-class solidarity-building institutions: 
despite significant racial divisions, there was always a potential for the substantial white 
laboring classes in low country Georgia to engage blacks. The elite perceived the possibility 
and regularly tried and failed to inhibit such biracial social, economic, and religious 
interaction.5
But the current historiography of education in the region offers a picture largely devoid 
of these tensions and dynamics. The historiography of education in the region is still slim. But 
several studies have appeared covering, in part or whole, the post-Revolutionary era. Linda L. 
Arthur, a professor of psycholinguistics, has found in a brief and tightly argued article that 
historians have not attempted systematic studies of education in the early South. For the 
colonial period at least, that has meant missing important extant archives and schools. By the 
end of the eighteenth century, she found that 63% of adult women in the Ebenezer district 
could sign their names.6 But Arthur’s work did not explore the broader meanings of schooling,
5 Hadden, Slave Patrols: Law and Violence and the Carolinas (Cambridge, 2001). Hadden’s evidence for 
the composition o f slave patrols was for North Carolina and Virginia, but since the Virginia and South 
Carolina patrols seems to have been similarly organized in other respects, I consider it a reasonable 
inference to suggest that, like those o f  Virginia and North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia slave 
patrols were composed o f poor whites and many slave owners, usually owners o f small numbers o f slaves. 
Chaplin, An Anxious Pursuit: Agricultural Innovation and Modernity in the Lower South, 1730-1815 
(Chapel Hill, NC, 1993); Gillespie, Free Labor in an Unfree World: White Artisans in Slaveholding 
Georgia, 1789-1860 (Athens, GA, 2000); Lockley, Lines in the Sand: Race and Class in Lowcountry 
Georgia, 1750-1860 (Athens, GA, 2001), see especially Chapter Four, “Violence, Theft, and Plots,” 98- 
130.
6 Arthur, “A New Look at Schooling and Literacy: the Colony o f Georgia,” Georgia Historical Quarterly, 
vol. 84, no. 4 (Winter, 2000), 563-589.
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as the post-Bailyn and Cremin model would define it, and she did not explore the significance 
of social distinctions such as class. Historian Keith Whitescarver has argued that republicanism 
was at the center of efforts to create public schooling in Georgia. But his and other recent 
studies have, similarly, either not focused on social status distinctions within local practice or
n
explicitly focused on elite institutions such as colleges.
A notable exception to some of this has been the prolific Edward Cashin. Cashin has 
published two studies of very local efforts: one on Richmond County (Georgia) and another on 
the two-and-a-half century history of Bethesda. In the Richmond County study he argued that 
the South “had no real system of public education before the War between the States.” And in 
his Beloved Bethesda, which exhaustively probed the primary records for the institution on 
both sides of the Atlantic, he chronicled the rise, decline, and struggles of Whitefield’s orphan 
house-cum-academy in detail. But Beloved Bethesda ignores the larger story of education in 
the lower south, even after the Revolution, presumably because Cashin wanted to tell a story of 
the school and had “caught some of George Whitefield’s infectious fondness for Bethesda.” 
That there was a story of “systematic” schooling to be told for Georgia and South Carolina in 
the Early Republic is one contention here. As I showed in chapter two, there were people and 
movements that began imagining colony-wide and government-supported schools as early as
7 Whitescarver, “Creating Citizens for the Republic: Education in Georgia, 1776-1810,” Journal o f  the 
Early Republic, 13 (Winter 1993), 455-479. The older work suffers from the conviction that schooling was 
nearly nonexistent in the lower south until the Revolution and then hamstrung and often ineffective after 
the revolution. See Dorothy Orr, A History o f  Education in Georgia (Chapel Hill, NC, 1950); Elbert 
Boogher, Secondary Education in Georgia, 1732-1858 (Philadelphia, 1933); Bruce Fort, “The Politics and 
Culture o f Literacy in Georgia, 1800-1920.” (Ph.D. diss., University of Virginia, 1999) has argued, 
similarly to my arguments here, that education and literacy were central and contentious features of 
definitions o f  piety, citizenship, and self-culture in the early Republic. The overwhelming majority o f  his 
study is focused on the later period, however. David Wallace Bratt, “Southern Souls and State Schools: 
Religion and Public Higher Education in the Southeast, 1776-1900” (Ph.D. diss., Yale University, 1999) 
looks at Virginia, North and South Carolina, and Georgia and finds religion a critical factor in these 
schools’ early development, or at least a major point o f  contention. But most o f  the study focused on the 
later end o f his periodization and exclusively on the elite.
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the South Carolina Regulator movement of 1767-1769. After the Revolution interest in the 
older efforts continued to grow, with the paternal and hierarchical charity schooling system as 
one of the most important models. This was a real system, to use Cashin’s term for a moment,
Q
but it was not the kind of systematization that the late nineteenth produced.
To explain Georgia’s Revolution-era educational commitments, Keith Whitescarver has 
argued from Gordon Wood’s Radicalism o f the American Revolution in particular that the 
Revolutionary generation believed, with Thomas Jefferson, John Adams, and Benjamin Rush, 
that the “diffusion of knowledge to the great masses”—to quote a transplanted Georgian—was 
essential to the prosperity and even survival of the republic. A problem with this claim 
(common in the historiography of education) is that these founders turned out to be wrong. 
Though they imagined schools on a broad systematic basis, none were built for decades after 
the Revolution, even in Jefferson’s Virginia. But despite this, the republic did not fall. Such 
statements about the alleged need for formal education reflected anxiety about the republic 
rather than realities about how the republic would actually survive. The meaning of that 
anxiety is a big part of this dissertation’s argument for colonialism’s significance as a stimulus 
for educational development. What Jefferson elided in his discussions of education for the 
republic was a critical cultural dimension to his thinking: citizens were white males. Blacks, 
Indians, and women of any race were not to hold the same positions of knowledge and 
authority. When he and others talked of the “general diffusion” of knowledge they meant a 
particular construction of knowledge.9
8 Cashin, The Quest: A History o f  Public Education in Richmond County (Columbia, SC, 1985), 1; Cashin, 
Beloved Bethesda: A History o f  George Whitefield’s Home fo r  Boys, 1740-2000 (Macon, GA, 2001), x.
9 Joel Barlow to Josiah Meigs, Aug. 28,1805, quoted by Whitescarver on p.455. See also Peter Onuf,
Jefferson’s Empire: the Language o f  American Nationhood (Charlottesville, VA, 2000); Waldstreicher, In 
the Midst.
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Anxiety about ignorance endangering the republic had colonial dimensions. This is 
evident even in statements Whitescarver used to support the republicanism thesis of 
educational expansion. Whitescarver quoted lines from a 1783 Governor’s message and a 1785 
Georgia school act to support the claim that republicanism was at the center of Georgian 
schooling proposals. The Governor claimed that many Georgians led “profligate, and wicked 
lives,” and that education would reform and “restrain vice and encourage virtue.” In the 1785 
act, it was alleged that the government’s prosperity and existence “depends on suitably forming 
the minds and morals of their citizens.” Failure to do this would produce minds “viciously 
disposed” and government would be plagued by “greater confusions and with evils more horrid 
than the wild uncultivated state o f  nature, [emphasis mine]” The foil for the moral citizen in 
these lines was the “savage” (Indians and Africans) and the possibility that whites would 
become “savage.” The ignorance that endangered the republic was the “vicious,” “wild,” and 
“uncultivated” savage imagined as an essential part of the citizenry itself.10
In this chapter I offer a three-fold argument for the genesis of direct, state-funded, 
schools for non-elite whites. First, I argue that the state-schooling initiatives were part of the 
cultivation—though not necessarily the accomplishment—of cross-class white unity, the 
unification of these slave states. This argument supports Rachel Klein’s thesis about low- 
country and upcountry conflict in South Carolina, and Michelle Gillespie’s about artisans and 
quasi-class conflict in Georgia. White solidarity, if  it existed at all, had to be cultivated. In the 
case of both Georgia and South Carolina what unity there was emerged through the expansion 
of slavery and cotton culture into the upcountry after the Revolution. Second, I argue that what 
power there was for state education to promote unity or solidarity derived from its situation
10 1783 message o f  Governor Lyman Hall, see Whitescarver, 458.
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within established colonial discourses: whiteness was a colonial identity that ultimately 
reworked the republican vision of citizen. Third, emulative knowledge-competition within 
whiteness drove the middling and the laboring classes’ separate embraces of formal 
instruction.11
The new colonial republics constructed the term citizen as a metonym for white and 
assumed literacy and knowledge as significant parts of it. The white republic would be less 
“uncultivated,” less “savage.” For this reason, social movements advocating statewide free 
schooling for the non-elite emerged in Georgia and South Carolina from the 1790s to the 1810s 
alongside republican political institutions, evangelicalism, and the expanded importance of 
printed news and law. The passage and implementation of the 1811 South Carolina School Act 
is the climactic event in the narrative of this movement, with a denouement in Georgia in 1817. 
There was opposition to school acts in Georgia and South Carolina. The year after South 
Carolina passed its free school act in 1811, several petitions arrived at the General Assembly 
demanding the law’s repeal. Opponents claimed the legislation was too expensive and 
unnecessary. In Georgia efforts had been frustrated ever since the 1777 constitution mandated 
public education. Georgia’s proponents of schools remained stymied until 1817, when the 
Georgia assembly created a fund, though it was not used to operate schools until 1828. Plenty 
of Georgians and Carolinians would have agreed with a North Carolina commentator who 
opposed schools for laborers as late as 1829. In “An Open Letter against Common Schools,” a
11 Klein, Unification o f  a Slave State: the Rise o f  the Planter Class in the South Carolina Backcountry,
1760-1808 (Chapel Hill, NC, 1990), 239-244 argues that the post-Revolutionary state school efforts were a 
part of the unification o f the state. But in her brief, excellent, discussion, she makes the case through 
republicanism and the white elite pursuit o f political opportunity. She did not examine the colonialist racial 
dimensions o f the discourse, especially as it applied to non-elite whites. And she missed the critical 
changes that occurred in the discourse o f non-elite white schooling during the 1780s-1810s. Most important 
among these changes was the disappearance o f  the labor and industry arguments from discourses on state- 
funded schools for the non-elite.
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opposed schools for laborers as late as 1829. In “An Open Letter against Common Schools,” a 
planter noted that “Improvements” were not necessarily such: “Common Schools! Schools are 
plenty and more are not useful.” And besides, “mechanics, laborers and farmers do not need
letters.” The taxes would be too high and laborers would, like the current state university
1 0students, simply become “proud,” unobservant of their proper place as youth.
By 1811, Georgia and South Carolina had survived well as republics without a state­
wide system of education. Schools were perhaps not “necessary.” But some in each state 
imagined they were, and viewed school proposals as an important social and political 
commitment. From the end of the Revolution to the 1810s two major arguments for direct 
state-funding for the education of the poor and laboring classes were emerging in South 
Carolina. The first to materialize had employed the British period’s charity model and was 
discussed in Chapter IV. The second major argument hybridized the rhetoric of republicanism 
with colonialism.
Expansion of schooling after the Revolution
To place the emergence of non-elite white state schooling within its educational 
historical context, it is first necessary to account for the general expansion of all schooling in 
the post-Revolutionary states of Georgia and South Carolina. As elsewhere in the new republic, 
schooling at all social ranks and of all types expanded substantially after the Revolution. I have 
collected citations for approximately two-hundred initiatives, of all types, from 1776 to 1820, 
in Georgia and South Carolina. The citations came from newspapers, acts of incorporation, and
12 Education in the United States, vol 2: 1004-5. George H. Slappye, “Early Foundations o f Georgia’s System of  
Common School Education,” GHQ, 14 (June 1930), 139-149.
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correspondence and other manuscript sources as well as secondary sources that discuss elite 
schooling. But this was not a systematic search, as I did for the colonial period and the actual 
number of institutions and initiatives in this period was undoubtedly much higher. I estimate 
that the actual count for 1776-1820 was as high as 800 and may have been higher. The forty- 
four years following 1776, therefore, saw at least three times as many schooling initiatives as 
the forty-four or more years preceding 1776. By Dorothy Orr’s count, Georgia chartered forty- 
four academies, 1783-1819. And in South Carolina, local Commissioners of the Free Schools 
in their reports to the South Carolina General Assembly, beginning in 1812, listed significant 
and rapidly growing numbers of schools. Many of these were clearly already operating when 
the 1811 law went into effect. In 1829, the state free school reports showed 729 schools 
drawing on state funds.13
As in the British period, the curriculum of these schools, mostly for middling and elite 
students, was frequently basic. When more advanced, it was usually still described as 
“practical.” Even when classical languages and literature were offered it was rare for them 
simply to be described as the “learned languages” or “learned subjects.” The schools were for 
practical skills and effects. Thus, in Georgia, from 1799 to 1809, Richard Davis ran the 
“Savannah School” teaching reading writing, arithmetic, and “book keeping, and etc.” One ad 
entitled “Education” announced a teacher seeking to start a school for “reading, writing, 
English grammar, geography, arithmetic and etc.” Promising recommendations endorsing his 
“abilities and morality,” the prospective teacher also promised to “instruct youth in the paths of
13 The 1829 Charleston Directory listed 729 schools operating through South Carolina’s 1811 School Act alone. 
John Furman Thompson, Foundations o f  the Public Schools in South Carolina (Columbia, 1925), 232. Orr, A 
History o f  Education in Georgia (Chapel Hill, 1950), 35-7. Following more favorable funding legislation in 
Georgia in 1817, 1821,1823,1824, and 1826, 108 additional academies were incorporated 1820-1829. In 1830- 
1839,294 academies were chartered. Georgia chartered 583 academies 1783-1860. Georgia’s total population also 
grew rapidly, by as much as 400% between 1790 and 1830.
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virtue and morality.” The “English and Mathematical Academy” in Savannah taught boys and 
girls. The boys’ curriculum consisted of reading, reciting, orthography, and English grammar 
as well as writing, arithmetic (“vulgar & decimal”), logarithms, book keeping, geography, 
geometry, trigonometry, surveying, navigation, astronomy, and algebra. The “English 
Academy at the Filature,” run from at least 1807-1809, discontinued Latin altogether in 1809. 
Others, such as the “Grammer School Academy,” offered classics in combination with 
practical basic instruction.14
In South Carolina, private elite and middling schools offered much the same courses, 
most frequently in basic skills, but sometimes including the classics. Alexander Alexander, 
formerly associated with the Sons of Liberty, exemplified the most capacious efforts. He 
offered writing, arithmetic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, bookkeeping, mensuration, 
navigation, surveying, logic, and geography as well as Latin and Greek. Carter’s Boarding 
School for ladies offered needlework, French writing, arithmetic, geography, and moral 
philosophy (if parents chose it) as well as music, dancing, painting, and drawing. There was 
also a day school for needlework and reading. Perhaps the most elite curriculum was offered 
by the Columbia Academy in the new South Carolina capital. In 1797 it offered English 
grammar, writing, Latin, Greek, mathematics, logic, geography, rhetoric, criticism, ethics, 
natural philosophy, and astronomy. But little children were taught “English rudiments” and the 
entire school became part of state Free School system in 1812. In South Carolina too, the
14 Of the 74 citations for schools in my collection in post Revolutionary Georgia that offered curricular 
information, these are typical. Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, Jan. 4, 1799, Sept. 21, 1809 (Davis); 
Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, Jan. 17, 1800 (“Education”); Columbian Museum and Savannah 
Advertiser, Nov. 16 and Dec. 17, 1803 (English and Mathematical); Columbian Museum and Savannah 
Advertiser, Feb. 21, 1807 and Oct 5, 1809 (English School); “French, Latin, English, English writing, Arithmetic, 
Geography, & etc” and dancing at the “Grammer School Academy” Columbian Museum and Savannah 
Advertiser, Jan. 8,1799.
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pattern was more commonly that these advertised schools answered to a public, and the market 
wanted mostly practical instruction.15
The traveler Johann Schoepf was therefore somewhat correct when he claimed in the 
1780s that “the Carolinas” had developed “only the most ordinary lower schools, and no 
colleges.” But Schoepf seemed to miss how the people who used these “lower schools” 
understood their role in the colonial Atlantic. Elites viewed the local schools as practical 
stepping stones to college elsewhere in the Atlantic World. And Carolinians had been seeking 
to build colleges for some time, even though a traveler such as Schoepf might easily have 
missed them because they were mainly paper enterprises. The College of Charleston (1769) 
had been established before the Revolution, though it hardly functioned before 1785. George 
Whitefield attempted, with the support of Georgians, to make Bethesda Orphan House into a 
college before he unexpectedly died in 1770 en route to England in his second effort to secure 
a charter for the college. And in 1777 Georgia took the first of a series of steps to begin state- 
sponsored colleges and academies. In South Carolina, two new private colleges were 
attempted: in the 1770s (Mt. Zion) and the 1780s (Beaufort). These institutions struggled to 
become fully operational before Schoepf had visited and they continued to struggle after he 
had gone. Nonetheless, that elite movement broadened to include state funding of non-elite
15 Mt. Zion Society Record Book, vol. 1, p. 102, South Caroliniana Library, University o f South Carolina; City 
Gazette and Commercial Daily Advertiser, Nov. 19, 1787 (Carter’s School); Charleston Gazette, Jan. 1, 1797 
(Columbia Academy). Mr. Johnstone’s Academy (City Gazette and Daily Advertiser, Jan 8, 1795) offered boys 
and girls instruction in reading, writing, arithmetic, navigation, surveying, and “all the theoretical and practical 
branches o f mathematics.” And Mrs. O’Connor’s Female Seminary offered spelling, writing English and French, 
Grammar, arithmetic, geography, the “art o f  reading,” and needlework (South Carolina Gazette {Columbia}, Aug. 
13, 1793).
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schools partly because of emulative competition of the non-elite classes of whites, many of 
whom staffed and attended the private venture schools.16
School in the Carolinas reflected and reproduced a portion of the older colonial culture. 
The phrase “mental horticulture” is an ugly but apt metaphor for the cultural connotations of 
schooling in the lower south at this time: schooling as a guided natural process, like 
agriculture, and producing a marketable commodity out of the state of nature. The phrase 
comes from an 1805 edition of Isaac Watts’s influential 1741 book The Improvement o f  the 
Mind. The subtitle of this edition published at Augusta, Georgia was A Tractate upon Mental 
Horticulture}1 Mental horticulture was also an apt metaphor for how Jonathan Maxcy taught 
natural philosophy at the South Carolina College, which also opened in 1805. He used nature 
as a proof of God’s existence, remarking that “order always involves design” and “design 
always involves intelligence.” And he had a reputation for moral strictness and close regulation 
of students. Maxcy followed Atlantic-wide trends in social thought that included the idea that 
the order of social distinction derived directly from nature, where the classification of 
everything from species to rocks could seem part of a divine plan. Education taught—
| o
cultivated—that order.
16 Johann David Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation [1783-1784], Alfred J. Morrison, trans. and ed. 
(Philadelphia, 1911), 215; Richard Boucher, A View o f  the Causes and Consequences o f  the American Revolution 
(London, 1797).
17 Isaac Watts, The Improvement o f  the Mind; or A Tractate upon Mental Horticulture (Augusta, GA, 1805). The 
Watts volume had its first known United States edition in 1791, followed by at least six other editions by the same 
title between 1800 and 1850. Two o f the early editions were published in the South, one in Maryland and this one 
in Georgia.
18 Maxcy, The Existence o f  God Demonstrated from the Works o f  Creation (Providence, Rhode Island, 1795), 7 is 
where the Maxcy quote comes from; William Johnson [to Trustees o f South Carolina College], Charleston, March 
27,1804, South Caroliniana Library; William Smellie, The Philosophy o f  Natural History (Edinburg, 1790) for 
argument on social hierarchy and nature. See also: David Bames, A Discourse on Education (Boston, 1803); 
Alexander Caleb, The Young Ladies and Gentleman's Spelling Book (Hudson, NY, 1802); James Carter, Essays 
on Popular Education (Boston, 1826), 27-32, which discusses positive and negative influences o f  Academies on 
public schooling and argues they produce good freeschool teachers but provide rich an avenue to abandon free
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Thus there was no radical break with the colonial era in educational practice after the 
Revolution. In actuality republican discourse was nearly swallowed up by colonial culture and 
schools operated on older assumptions about the function and organization of schooling.19 
When Abraham Baldwin, the critical early organizer and administrator of Georgia’s first 
publicly-supported educational system, outlined its purpose and the functions of its board, the 
“Senatus Academicus,” in early 1784, he never mentioned the Republic, republicanism, liberty, 
or even merit. This statewide governing board with a Latin name recalling the Roman 
(imperial) Republic focused on what Baldwin called “civilization” and the crucial role of 
“Religion and education” in cultivating it. Baldwin was amazed that the benefits to civilization 
that flowed from associations were extended to “protect the most common and even trivial 
concerns.” Meanwhile, plans for education were left “almost in a state of nature” or to “local
combinations” and rarely considered among the “common concerns” of society in general.
20Baldwin proposed a new devotion to public education.
schools when controversies happen; Robert Coram, Political Inquiries: to which is Added a Plan fo r  the General 
Establishment o f  Schools throughout the United States (Wilmington, 1791); James Cutbush, An Oration on 
Education (Philadelphia, 1812); Erasmus Darwin, A Plan fo r  the Conduct o f  Female Education in Boarding 
Schools (London 1797); Simeon Doggett, A Discourse on Education (1796); Maria Edgeworth, Practical 
Education (Boston, 1815); Ann MacVicar Grant, Sketches o f  Intellectual Education... Addressed to Mothers... 
Containing an Essay on Education o f  the Poor (Baltimore, 1813); Robert Mayo, The Spelling Book (Baltimore, 
1819); Ann Murray, Mentaria, or the Young Ladies Instructor (New York, 1812); John Peirce, The New American 
Spelling Book (Philadelphia, 1808); and John Witherspoon, Letters on Education (Morristown, NJ, 1815 [1765]).
19 Gordon Wood, in Creation o f  the American Republic, suggested that the “Christian Sparta” was the height of 
the Revolution’s cultural expression, chastened by war and want. But in his The Radicalism o f  the American 
Revolution the height o f the Revolution was the voluntary association and meritocracy represented by free 
masonry. Free masonry was similar to the academies in that it was a voluntary organization cultivating an internal 
meritocracy predicated on exclusions o f  blacks, most women, and much o f  the non-elite. Wood’s citation o f  
Georgia’s 1777 constitution calling for the creation o f educational institutions as evidence o f the radicalism o f the 
American Revolution is problematic. It too was based in exclusions that were not always without public 
controversy.
20 Baldwin, “Speech to the University o f Georgia Trustees,” GHQ, vol. 10 (1926), 327-8, 332. Given at Savannah 
1784 (possibly 1785).
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Where Republican rhetoric infused arguments for school creation most directly and 
immediately, it did so not for the education of the citizen-electorate, but for the training of a 
white male leadership class. In 1778, to use an important example, the St. David’s Society in 
backcountry South Carolina organized itself and issued a call for subscriptions that emphasized 
the morality and talents of a future state senate as the purpose of education. The establishment 
of “Publick schools” and seminaries “has in all Countries and in all ages” cultivated “in youth 
the principles of Religion and every social Virtue.” By doing so schools enable the young “to 
fill with dignity and usefulness the most important Departments of the state.” But especially in 
the interior parts of South Carolina, where the Society proposed to operate, they detected and 
“deplored” the “great want of this necessary qualification [education] in our Youth.” They 
asked what “benevolent mind” would accept this situation, especially “at this early period of 
our flourishing and rising State when we will be at Liberty to make our own Laws” and “what 
heart wou’d not glow with pleasure to see a senate filled with learned, wise and Virtuous men.” 
The lack of such leaders had destroyed the classical era’s “most flourishing Republicks” and 
made them “the tools of arbitrary Tyrants.” The society’s members proposed not to create 
general schools, but one school. And not to train citizens, but leaders; to educate “Youth (of all 
Christian denominations being Protestants)” in the classical languages and in English writing, 
“Mathematicks, Arithmetic & other useful branches of Literatture.” And then they added a 
charity dimension that reflected and enacted the link between colonial paternalism and the 
vision of the new Republic: they proposed to aid all those “who are not of ability without 
assistance to carry so useful and necessary [an] establishment into effect.” This last proposal
probably referred both to elites without access to convenient schools and non-elites without
21funds to access what they might.
21 “At a Meeting o f the Saint Davids Society... 31 January 1778,” in Horace Fraser Rudisill, ed., Minutes o f  the
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Likewise, the creation of the Mount Zion Society in 1777 and its organization of 
Winnsboro (backcountry) and Charleston (lowcountry) committees emphasized the creation of 
leaders who could transcend local and intra-state regional loyalties. Located in Winnsboro, the 
school and its committees represented a case of inter-regional coalition among elites in South 
Carolina. Even though academic activities did not begin until 1780, and only hit full stride in 
1784 when a temporary building was erected, its cultural political function began with the 
formation of the administrative committees themselves: the two committees routinely 
corresponded and coordinated fundraising efforts. The 1784 building was constructed by a 
combination of conscripted, voluntary, and paid labor by slaves, society members, and 
townspeople. Permanent teachers arrived by April 1785 if not earlier. But the identity of the 
school was often in doubt. Its promoters variously referred to it as a “school,” a “seminary,” an 
“academy,” and a “college” in internal documents in 1784-1785 alone, though public accounts 
usually labeled it a college.22 They pointedly avoided becoming a charity school. When a John 
Lee recommended two orphans to the care of the Winnsboro committee in 1786, they referred
0 3him to the Charleston committee and took no further action.
The cultivation of a genteel, religious, meritorious leadership class was the priority of 
the Mount Zion Society. The administrators restricted themselves to tuition-paying gentry 
families and obsessed about order, discipline, and governing the institution in a respectable 
manner. On December 10, 1785 they resolved that since “the Trustees have not yet made and
Saint D avid’s Society, 1777-1835 (Florence, South Carolina, 1986), 2-3.
22 “Minutes and Other Records o f the Mt. Zion Society, vol. 1., 1783-1795,” 46, 53, South Caroliniana Library, 
Columbia South Carolina.
23 “Minutes and Other Records of the Mt. Zion Society, vol. 1., 1783-1795,” Aug 26, 1786, p .104-5, South 
Caroliniana Library. On October 28, 1786, a Capt Stother came to settle accounts from when his deceased father 
boarded a number o f Mt. Zion students in 1780 (p. 111).
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transmitted a Code of Laws for the internal Government of the College,” the “Teachers be 
Empowered” to create a host of ad hoc rules for religious observance, daily schedules, and the 
“distribution of the rooms” most effective for “the Literary progress and good order of the 
Pupils.” They provided for a number of student officers “such as Monitors, Bill Keepers, 
Messengers, Reporters, Nightwatchers &c.” Teachers were allowed to “punish by reproof and 
Degradation” any of the “crimes and misdemeanors” on a formidable list they compiled. The 
list included such “crimes” as “All Turbulent Words,” loud singing and other behavior such as:
Blastpheming Profane Oaths, Cursing, and Swearing; an[y] Denying or Ridiculing the Holy Scriptures or 
the Christian Religion established by the Constitution o f the State: all Dueling Challenging Threatening, 
Fighting, Quarrelling, Tricking, Kicking and Pushing; All uncleaness or Obscenity in Gesture 
Expression, Pictures, Writing on Walls or otherwise: all Stealing, Pilfering, Secreting, Detaining abusing 
and Groundless claiming the property o f others; All unliscensed visits [to] Tavern Streets and Houses in 
Town and Country; All Procuring or Having o f  Wine or distilled Spirits in any room or apartment o f  the 
academy; All Intoxication Tippling, associating with Persons o f ill Fame; All betting Horse racing 
Gaming at Cards or Dice; Adopting or persisting in any forbidden Species o f Diversion: All 
unseasonable or wanton Use o f  Firewood; All abuse o f the Stewards Servants, Kitchen or Table 
Furniture All breaking up o f Doors corridors Chests Trunks and Boxes the Property o f others: All 
misplacing and unliscensed Borrowing o f Books, Furniture or other property not their own.24
24 “All Turbulent Words or behavior Loud Singing, Loud Talking loud reading loud calling or Hallooing, Dancing 
Scuffing and athletic Exercises within the Wall at anytime or near the walls on Study Hours: All refusing or 
neglecting to attend upon the Exercises o f  the College to give Evidence when called upon by the Teachers: 
Delivering or reading any Offensive Piece o f Composition: Instigating any Student to refactory conduct; 
Undertaking any Business o f Difficulty and great Importance besides the approved Practices o f the College 
without consulting the Teachers: All absenting themselves from College without leave from Parents, Guardian 
Trustee or Teacher: Changing or refusing to Exchanging Lodging in Town contrary to the advise o f the Teachers: 
All Damaging o f the Society’s Books, aparatus or other Property: Playing fives against the accademical Buildings: 
Playing on any Instrument o f Music in Study Hours or on the Sabbath: All wandering abroad and Sauntering 
about in Idleness on the Sabbath: Keeping in any part o f  the College any Species o f  war armour or amunition any 
loaded whip or Stiletto, Cross Bows, Spuring Bows, or Arrows: Darts, Clubs, long Knives: or any Kind o f weapon 
or Furniture forbidden by the Teachers: Contracting or Entering into Matrimony, the Marriage State being totally 
incongrous with a State o f Pupillage in this College and the school appended to it. all Lying Miscalling 
Defamation, Refusing to appear when called to account for any Misconduct. Keeping Seats or remaining covered 
in the Presnece o f the Teachers or any o f them unless permitted by Recitation or Devotion to sit down. Carrying 
Fire or Suffering it to remain unextinguished in either o f the Lodging Rooms or Floor o f  the Hall: Practising any 
kind o f Diversion or relaxation on the Sabbath, except Psalmody, within the Rooms or decent walking in the Back 
Grounds.” See: “Minutes and Other Records o f the Mt. Zion Society, vol. 1., 1783-1795,” South Caroliniana 
Library, 86-93.
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This is a unique list of punishable infractions and the protections for “Holy Scripture” seem 
almost theocratic: simply to “deny” scripture was to commit a punishable crime or 
misdemeanor.
Other schools less interested in Zion and more interested in the state, might not have 
created rules so extensive. But by demonstrating an outlying stringent moral code, the list 
reveals the practices of the main body of academies and colleges, which also regulated student 
behavior in order to cultivate the leadership qualities of boarding students. In this vision of a 
school, it is a total institution that breaks down moral and immoral conduct to the tiniest 
behaviors, such as “all Lying Miscalling Defamation.” And the school would instruct the 
children of the property-holding elite in the seemingly obvious: that property is nearly sacred 
and others’ rights in it must be respected. The trustees inform near-adult students that they 
would be responsible for any damages to college and each other’s property, apparatus, books, 
and etc. In short, the regimen constructs an eighteenth-century vision of “civilization” tinged 
with evangelical fervor. From this perspective on civility and leadership training, the trustees 
seemed to worry that they would receive near-miscreants (“savages”) from which to make 
“virtuous” leaders for the new state. So they banned alcohol, as well as “Adopting or persisting 
in any forbidden Species of Diversion” and “Playing fives against the academical Buildings.” 
They banned weapons. They banned contracting marriages during “Pupillage at this 
College.”25
Though the moral program here is as stringent as any for non-elites in the orphanages, 
it differs from non-elite and non-white curriculum: no expected labor, no manual labor 
training, the presumption of basic reading and writing skill, and the presumption of Christian
25 “Minutes and Other Records o f the Mt. Zion Society, vol. 1., 1783-1795,” South Caroliniana Library, 86-93.
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background if not devotion. In other words, the similarity throws the distinctions into relief.
Mt. Zion demonstrates the highest standard from which colonial efforts to transform the other 
into a reasonably subordinate, reasonably similar likeness of “civilization” emanated.
Few things are more effective for molding the will of students than competitive 
examinations, especially when they carry the subtext of merit for employment, preferment, or 
leadership within a field of practice. The trustees of Mount Zion recorded a particularly good 
instance of competitive examination in elite schools. They authorized teachers “to appoint 
Times for Competition in the Several Branches of Useful and Ornamental Knowledge and 
Science as well as the Languages.” And, importantly from the disciplinary perspective, the 
trustees gave the teachers the power to chastise failure and to “give thr Plaudit to such as shall 
excell.”26 The trustees took further steps to promote their students’ accomplishments publicly. 
“Public Notice should be taken of the Young Gentlemen who distinguished Themselves in a 
particular manner on their Examination before the President and others.” The committee 
recommended that “at the next public Exhibition Some Member of the Society shou’d, before 
the whole College and Strangers then present,” and they expressed satisfaction with the large 
attendance and success o f the school.
The Trustees desired publicly to express pleasure with the respectable reputation they 
believed they were building: “so great a number of the Students now there have met the Plaudit 
and approbation of the President Teachers and others.” They planned to single out specific 
students, and “with ardor join in the Praise and Commendation so justly due” to them (and they 
list the students, see Appendix B). The expressed public hope of the trustees was for the 
students to “Emerge into Life” and “do Honor to their Country and the greatest Credit to the
26 “Minutes and Other Records o f  the Mt. Zion Society, vol. 1., 1783-1795,” South Caroliniana Library, 86-93.
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Seminary where they received their Education.” This task would be accomplished, in words 
reminiscent of speeches before the Charleston Orphan House, “by Polishing and Humanizing 
their fellow Citizens and by the Steady Practice of every Moral Virtue.” By doing so they 
would recommend their school and their culture “to all around so that by their Precepts and 
Examples the Citizens of this State may become the Pattern and Admiration of all other 
Nations.” They hoped younger students would “Emulate their Seniors to the higher Branches
97of Learning and not remit their Labor till they arrive at equal Proficiency.”
In order to exert a constitutive influence—internalized—on the minds and wills of 
students, it was also necessary, according to the Mt. Zion Trustees, for disappointing students 
to be shamed. “Plaudits” were not enough. Students who wasted the resources of their families, 
communities, and nation through inattention to their studies should be chastised in public. “We 
sincerely hope that the rest of the young Gentlemen not here particularly named, will for the 
time to come pay a more particular attention to their Studies.” They urged them not to waste 
“invaluable time upon Triffles, mischief or in Idleness.” And they hoped that these negligent 
students would “consider the great expense their Parents or Friends are at in their Education 
and what anxiety and Grief it will occasion them, if in the end they should find all is thrown 
away.” Finally, “to the Striving Students of Mt. Zion” they urged nothing but praise and 
expressed the confidence that they, at least, “are Sensible that both Merit and Virtue are their 
own Reward.”28 The last statement begs the question of why public ceremonies were necessary 
if merit and virtue were their own reward. The answer is perhaps that these public competitive
27 “Minutes and Other Records o f  the Mt. Zion Society, vol. 1., 1783-1795,” South Caroliniana Library, 14 Oct. 
1786, 107-110.
28 “Minutes and Other Records o f the Mt. Zion Society, vol. 1., 1783-1795,” South Caroliniana Library, 14 Oct. 
1786, 107-110.
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examinations were a competition with the larger society as well: the elite used such 
demonstrations to publish their merit and virtue and, as such, invited ambitious non-elites to 
engage that field of skill as well. These exams were, therefore, also an effective complement to 
the larger knowledge competition. White cultural legitimacy was on display, the idea that 
whites possessed truth—or at least those who “won” the internal competition possessed truth— 
was powerfully competitive with other cultural constructions of knowledge.
The curriculum at Mount Zion combined English and classical education. It was 
entirely standard for colleges, though more prestigious in the general educational picture of the 
lower south because of classical schooling had been more rare than basic literacy training. It 
was calculated to produce students who could, within the framework of polite education, 
impress others with their merit for leadership. Reading in English, Latin grammar, and 
“Common Arithmetic” were the base level of the curriculum, costing £3. The “Latin and Greek 
Classics” followed at £4. “Mathematics, Philosophy, Hebrew, and the Higher Branches,” cost 
£5.29 On March 25, 1785, the Trustees chose a Marylander to teach the academy and declared 
very ordinary terms for his employment: the new teacher “shall give his whole time” and 
“teach the latin, greek, and English languages” as well as “the common practical branches of 
the Mathematicks.” In fact, their hope was that these topics and methods were typical. They 
expected their instructor to compare his method with methods elsewhere and teach “according 
to the rules established and practiced in the seminaries of learning [in] the United States.” The 
imagined community of this institution was still the Atlantic World, as it had been for George 
Whitefield. Classical learning was by definition evidence of an interest in the Atlantic culture
29 “Minutes and Other Records o f  the Mt. Zion Society, vol. 1 1 7 8 3-1795 ,” South Caroliniana Library, Jan. 6, 
1787,112.
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of the European empires. But Mt. Zion’s imagined community was also the nation of the 
United States.
Before reaching a college, students often attended an academy, and the academies too 
help exemplified a concern for creating a respectable leadership class for the republic. One 
such academy of the time was the Richmond Academy in Augusta, Georgia. Like Mount Zion, 
its curriculum had a content clearly influenced by the colonial Atlantic World and with a 
nationalist twist. Most importantly, despite its classical educational features, the Richmond 
Academy curriculum demonstrates the substantial practical orientation of schooling in the 
Early Republic. The academy’s board set up a graduated system for the school based on 
progress in the subjects instead of merely age. “1st. Children in the first stage, learning Letters, 
Orthography and Reading... 2. Children in the second stage, learning the principles of English 
Grammar and Cyphering... 3. persons in the third stage, learning the Latin or Greek Language, 
or any branch of the Mathematicks.” Notice how “children” becomes “persons” in the third 
stage. This curriculum reads like many others in the period—except for the classics, which 
mark it as for the elite. Seen alongside their book list, the Richmond Academy reveals 
considerable interest in teaching the subjects of empire and expansion, as history and as future 
practice. Having decided to order “books and instruments... for the use of the Academy” they 
listed “books to be sent for,” which ranged from English to Latin and Greek. The English book 
list was the most extensive, followed by a shorter Latin list, a very short Greek list, and then a 
few surveying and geography tools. A selection:
Johnsons Dictionary — four Copies
Rollins ancient history, with maps.
The World displayed, the latest collection o f voyages &c.
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Dr. Moore’s view o f society & manners.
Abbe Raynal’s E & W Indies
Gibbon’s decline & fall o f the Roman Empire.
Spectator — 4 Copies
English translation o f Cicero’s orations
Do. o f Demosthenes
Cesars Commentaries — 6 Do.
Cicero’s orations. — 6 Do.
Virgil — in usum delphane — 6 copies 
Horace — 6 Do.
Cicero de oratores — 6 Do.
Greek testament — 6 Do.
Lucian’s dialogues — 6 Do.
A set o f globes with large maps.
Dolans new achromatic Telescope, with a prismatic micrometer. 
Hadley’s Quadrant.
Set o f Surveyors instruments, with azimuth Compass.
2 large Thermometers Fr.30
The school would be teaching the history of ancient republics and empire as well as teaching 
the technical skills for navigation and land surveying. These skills were the quintessential 
practical skills of the colonial Atlantic World. By including David Hume’s History o f England, 
William Robertson’s History o f America, Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary, and perhaps especially 
London-produced periodicals such as The Spectator, the board’s choices revealed the 
continuing influence of Great Britain on the former colony. Within this continuing presence of 
the British culture, there was an imperial interest expressed in the choices of Abbe Raynal, 
Gibbon, and The World Displayed. These were books in which the exploration of the world for
commerce or conquest and the annals of building and destroying republics and empires
1 1
dominated.
30 “Minutes o f the Richmond Academy Trustees,” Special Collections, Reese Library, Augusta State University.
31 A related aside: the Georgetown Library Society in South Carolina purchased William Mavor, Historical 
Account o f  the Most Celebrated Voyages, Travels, and Discoveries, from the Time o f  Columbus to the Present 
Period (London, 1797) only four years after its publication in England. The Society placed a book plate inside 
with its name and the date, March 13, 1801 (My thanks to Robert Macintosh, South Carolina Department o f  
Archives and History, for allowing me to see and cite this edition in his personal collection).
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It is telling that Cicero is found on the list in English, Spanish, and Latin. Cicero’s 
orations focus on a wide array of topics but they dwell on themes of virtue, disinterestedness, 
honor, betrayal, and a patriotic love of the Roman Republic. Reading of such works has been 
interpreted as reflecting a focus on republicanism, especially civic virtue. It has been viewed as 
part of the Revolutionary mentality. I do not dispute that it was, but it was also indicative of an 
interest in empire and the civic virtue necessary to sustain it. Cicero’s orations focus on the 
politics, intrigues, and management of the Roman Republic’s imperial interests. In 1785, on the 
heels of the Revolution against the “corrupt” Parliament, the Richmond Academy probably 
intended its students to see Cicero’s railings against declining virtue as a triumphal 
condemnation of Britain in America, perhaps with a subtext o f warning for the new republic.
In the era of independence there was a slippage between talk of the rising nation and 
talk of separation from Britain and that of a rising Republican empire. Schooling would be 
critical to the fledgling imperial identity of the new republic, as much as its national identity.
To talk of a rising empire was to imply a unified nation; to talk of a new nation rising to an 
equal place among a community o f nations, such as Britain, was to imply imperial ambitions. 
And Georgians and South Carolinians were probably comfortable with both. Thus they planned 
to exploit Western land values in the Yazoo Speculation, grew impatient with the Civilization 
Program, and promoted education as leadership training in a nationalist project. The Georgia 
Assembly had made it illegal in 1785 to send children abroad for schooling for more than three 
years without automatically losing citizenship. Nationalism helped inspire the Sunbury 
Academy, which would eventually join Richmond Academy and Georgia’s other academies as 
a quasi-public institution. Begun in 1796 in a “commodious house” on a slave plantation,
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Sunbury’s Reverend William McWhir began the academy to “relieve the Citizens of Georgia
32from the humiliating necessity of sending their children abroad for an education.”
For all the interest in schooling, evidence suggests that many schools were less settled 
and endowed than Richmond, Mt. Zion, or Sunbury. Most appeared, moved, and disappeared 
frequently. Some were relatively short-lived ventures by teachers and not really “institutions” 
at all in the sense of possessing a dedicated building and staff. A few initiatives changed names 
while keeping noted teachers’ names in the press, and others changed personnel while keeping 
a noted institutional name in the press. One example was the filature in Savannah, where a 
series of schools and academies were housed for a few semesters or years at a time. The 
filature was the old silk manufacture building from the days of the Trusteeship. From the 1790s 
into the 1800s a series of schools with similar names and teachers were advertised there. The 
preceptor of the Savannah Academy at the Filature promised he “will pay strict attention to 
their morals.” But he also attached a comment from Robert Bolton, R. Wayne, and Samuel 
Lawrence endorsing the school and its teachers, reminding local “citizens” of the need to give 
it all possible encouragement, and noting that “experience” had shown that sending children
I T
away for their education “is damaging to their morals -  which parents alone must guard.”
The smaller and possibly more transient initiatives meeting in private houses and public 
buildings usually emphasized some narrower aspect of practical or polite education. But the 
interest in respectability and moral training remained. Such schools advertised in the local 
prints to insist on their politeness and address themselves to gentlemen and ladies. They
32 Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, December 6, 1796. The school ran into the 1810s at minimum 
and probably much longer. See George W. Waltham to William Hughes, Savannah, Sept 26, 1818, and Charles C. 
Jones jr. to William Hughes, New York, May 23, 1876, in Hughes-Folsom Papers, 1:2, Georgia Historical 
Society.
33 Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, Feb. 14, 1800.
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stressed their references, moral virtues, and strict attention and care when they touched upon 
the teachers role as behavioral instructor at all. The Mercantile and Mathematical Academy 
was a good example. It started children at the age of six, presumably with spelling. In 1802 it 
held a public examination where “medals of eminent merit” were dispensed to the students. 
Miss Elinor Hunter won a medal of eminent merit in the “first spelling” class. Classes were 
grouped by skill level in a subject, not by age of the student. Four Boys won “eminent merit” 
in each of the five “higher” classes that won anything. In the “second reading,” “first 
arithmetic,” “second writing,” and “first writing” and “second reading” classes. This very basic 
and very simple curriculum and the method of examination in public resulting in some token of 
accomplishment, termed “merit,” was common in the lower south in this period in the private 
schools and academies. In fact to be standard—not innovative—was often the publicly stated 
goal of the instructors. The “Mr. Cox” who ran the Mercantile and Mathematical Academy 
boasted that he taught “according to the most approved plan,” the phrase itself carrying enough 
passivity and past-tense connotations to allow readers of his ad to project almost any authority 
into his “approved” plan that they would like. But Cox was declaring conformity. He took in 
girls but clearly kept them from most of the subjects he taught, which included reading, 
writing, arithmetic, book keeping, surveying, navigation, globes, astronomy, and math. Globes, 
reading, and writing, and possibly arithmetic, were the subjects that girls were taught.34
Instituting gender segregation in a competitive learning environment, such as a school 
intent on making public displays of eminent merit, matters. In the post Revolutionary period 
educational opportunities for girls expanded, but by parsing the curriculum, rewards, and 
physical space at these schools along gender divisions, the schools worked toward the
34 Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, March 2, April 2, and December 10, 1802.
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reproduction of those divisions. Some educational institutions made public demonstrations of 
the putative superiority of boys. In Savannah in 1802, Mr. Cox held up five children for praise 
in front of the community: four were boys and one a girl, and she in the simplest subject he 
taught. In this public demonstration Cox declared that Elinor Hunter was a good basic speller, 
but that was all.
This interest in gender differentiation in schooling was widespread. It stretched across 
classes and regions: not only in Savannah but in Petersburg and in Fredericksburg, Virginia, 
female orphan and charity schools got started during the first decade of the nineteenth century. 
The logic o f this differentiation was given unusually articulate voice in an unpublished 
manuscript oration, delivered in Savannah in 1786 at the opening of a school for girls. The 
“Preceptor” of the “English Academy for Young Ladies and Misses in Savannah” declared that 
“Woman is a human being.” He argued that women had “one and the same nature” as men, that 
women were endowed with “the same spirit,” and the same “powers of understanding & 
reason, moral agency & accountableness, and the same “passions and affections.” But he 
quickly added that they differed too, if “only in a less muscular & robust, or positively more 
delicate & fine matter, & construction of the earthly Tabernacle common to both.”35
As one and the same being, boys and girls in elite schools started by learning the same 
subjects, especially reading and writing. Girls probably usually continued into cyphering and 
arithmetic with the boys. They often learned “the globes,” dancing, or French. But unlike the 
boys, their education, regardless of class, very often had a domestic labor component. Thus in 
1802 at Mrs. Hueston’s Boarding School in Savannah for “Young Ladies,” girls were offered
35 [Anonymous,] “Upon Virtue in General, and Female Education and Manners in Particular: Being an Innaugural 
Dissertation to the Openning an English Academy for young Ladies & Misses in Savannah the 26th Novr. 1786” 
(unpublished ms., Georgia Historical Society Col. 13 Item no. 1), 1-2.
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English and French grammar, writing arithmetic, geography, and globes. Mrs. Hueston also 
offered drawing and several subjects taught in the orphanages for laboring class girls: 
varnishing, needlework, tambour embroidery, straw works, filigree, artificial flowers, and 
“attention... to... health, morals, and Improvement.” Unlike the orphan girls, recognition of 
the more elite girls’ success made much of their merit and virtue. It may well have looked like 
it did for the girls at “Miss Datty’s Academy” in 1821. Under an inked and hand-drawn 
calligraphic eagle, made by one long and ornate line, a man examining the students certified:
Having examined the Young Ladies at Miss Datty’s Academy on the 20th, 21st, and 22d days o f  
November 1821,1 feel a satisfaction in being able to state that I never witnessed in any one Class o f  
Students a more accurate knowledge o f the English and French Languages, o f  History Geography and the 
uses o f the Globes... Charleston 7th Deer. 1821.36
In other elite schools such as “McKean’s Seminary” in Savannah for “both sexes” reading,
37writing, arithmetic, and English grammar formed the base curriculum for girls and boys. For 
the girls this basic education was, in the thinking of one examiner, critical to “enable” them “to
38transact the necessary Business which a Lady may be required to perform.” And in the early 
nineteenth century this curriculum was often quite narrow. A reconstructed list of girls and 
what they studied at “Mrs. Colcock’s and Mrs. Ferguson’s School,” from which accounts have 
survived for 1817-1819, shows one fairly typical set of curricular choices:
A reconstructed list o f  day (d) and boarding (b) students 1817-1818:
Amelia and Mary Boykin (b) 1818: studied painting, religion, dancing, church attendance.
Martha Peay (b) 1817: drawing, dancing, books, religion.
Elizabeth and Harriot Hearth, 1818: new testament, writing, copy o f “Enfield’s Speaker”
Emily Fraser (b) 1817: dancing, religion (?) church attendance.
Ann Reid (d) 1818: writing and Arit.
36 Huger Family Papers 11-48-4, South Carolina Historical Society.
37 “Carter’s Boarding School for Ladies” offered “moral philosophy” if  the parents approved.
38 “Certificate o f Merit,” Dec. 9, 1822, Charleston, Huger Family Papers 11 -48-4, South Carolina Historical 
Society. This collection also contains a certificate for “Miss Charlotte M. Huger,” dated Charleston, Feb. 11, 
1818, who “has by good attention to her studies excelled those o f her class in English grammar this week and 
thereby merits the approbation o f her friends.”
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Mary and Susan Townsend (b) 1818: dancing, books and slates, religion, writing and arithmetic.
Cathrine and Martha Pope (b) 1817 and 1818: English grammar, church attendance, religion, music
lessons.
Susan Jones (b) 1818-1819: Music, grammar, dancing.
Sarah Walthom (b) 1818-1819: writing, grammar, Music lessons, geography etc.39 
But the schools were serious places of study, apparently. There is little reason to assume that 
the feelings of Ann Lawrence, a student in Savannah, were not typical. She explained to an 
elder married sister, “I attend school and am kept very busy.” She was studying a curriculum 
much like the one pieced together above: “Astronomy, Geography, Grammar, Arithmetic, 
History, Scripture Questions, Drawing, and every Wednesday Composition.” She missed out 
on dancing and music, studying history instead.40
Elite boys then went on to subjects either geared toward plantation farming, business, 
or further training in science and technology: bookkeeping, surveying, navigation, 
mensuration, geometry, trigonometry, and algebra. In a few schools, such as Chatham 
Academy, where the starting curriculum in 1813 was English, arithmetic, Greek, and Latin, 
boys might study classics, but likely these subjects rapidly became relegated to colleges. From 
the anecdotal evidence, classics seemed to be on the decline in this period, 1780s-1810s. In 
1809, the “English School” discontinued its practice of teaching Latin as well. And while early 
descriptions of curriculum often included the classics and classical languages, later 
descriptions focused on “practical subjects” and languages. In Georgia, Davis’s Savannah 
School taught reading writing, arithmetic, book keeping, and other practical subjects. And in 
1802 the English and Mathematical Academy offered reading, reciting, English classics, 
grammar composition, penmanship, geography, arithmetic, globes, maps, chronology; book
39 Huger Papers, South Carolina Historical Society.
40 Ann to Jane [Lawrence] Allen, Savannah, Feb 17, [1821], Jane Lawrence Allen Papers. South Caroliniana 
Library.
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keeping, geometry, trigonometry, mensuration, guaging, dialing, navigation, surveying, 
astronomy, algebra, and mathematics.” Not a single antique subject was offered. Possibly these 
subjects were considered the province of “colleges,” such as Mount Zion College, which 
initially planned to instruct youth in reading English, Latin Grammar, and “Common” 
Arithmetic, followed by the Latin and Greek Classics, Mathematics, Philosophy, Hebrew, and 
the “Higher Branches” of study. This list reflected the practical combination of “classics” such 
as Ovid and “dead” languages such as Greek, with subjects such as arithmetic.41
Thus, in aggregate the relatively elite schools o f Georgia and South Carolina pursued a 
curriculum strongly infused with a concern for practical effects. They focused on a cultural 
politics o f leadership, differentiating gender, moral discipline, and the rising nation-as-empire 
Republic. From the 1780s to the 1810s the curriculum may also have been further shifting in 
emphasis from classics to practical subjects. Of the South Carolina Schools that offered 
curricular information, thirty-three schools reflect three continuing interests for formal 
education. First, “polite” letters, meaning classics in English translation or the original Greek 
and Latin persisted in a minority of schools. Secondly, they developed the colonial era focus on 
practical literacy and sciences. Thirdly, they continued the colonial-era philanthropic interest in 
literacy and labor training for the laboring classes:
Abbeville Academy: Manual agricultural labor, technical training, education, & board. Poor boys & girls. 
Carter’s Boarding School for Ladies: Needlework, reading, French writing, arithmetic, geography, moral 
philosophy, music, dancing, painting, drawing.
Chandler’s Academy: Useful and polite lit. By latest and most approved methods.
Charleston Academy: Writing, arithmetic, book-keeping, and “most useful branches o f  mathematics.” 
(Mrs. Cogdell’s) boarding school: Needlework, embroidery, etc...
College o f Beaufort: A four year course in classics, sciences, and technical skills. English throughout. 
Columbia Academy: English grammar, writing, Latin, Greek, math., logic, geogr, rhetoric, criticism, 
ethics, natural philosophy, and astronomy. Young children taught English rudiments.
Ebenezer Academy: “Scientific apparatus” Academic Library 
Fellowship Society: math, navigation, reading, writing.
(A Frenchman’s! school: Drawing, violin, writing, and French.
41 “Minutes and Other Records o f the Mt. Zion Society, vol. 1., 1783-1795,” South Caroliniana Library, 112.
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Forrest School: Read, write, arith., geom., trig., altimetry, longimetry, mensuration, survey, navig, 
gnomonies, geography, natral phil.
French School: French Grammar, lit., and elocution.
Gallagher’s School: Classics. 15 students.
Georgetown Poor House: Reading, writing, and arith. for children.
Grammar School in Stoll’s Aliev: Eng. Lat. Grk. Geography. Elocution & geometry
Hebrew Orphan Society: “piety, morality, and industry; and... cultivate any indications o f  genius.”
Jefferson-Monticello Academy: “learning and science” library and scientific apparatus.
(Mr. Johnstone’s) academy: Reading, writing, arith., navigation, surveying, and “all the theoretical and 
practical branches o f  mathematics.”
Manson School: Read, spell, write.
(Mr. Nixon’s) Academy: French, English, Latin, Greek, writing, arithmetic, book-keeping, mensuration, 
navigation, and “the most useful parts o f  mathematics.”
Mrs. O’Connor’s Female Seminary: Spell, read, writing, English & French grammar, arithmetic, 
geography, needlework.
Pendleton Farmers’ Society: Teach and promote “scientific agriculture.”
(Mrs. Phillips’s) school: young ladies in spelling, reading, English grammar, geogr, writing, arith., plain 
work, darning, stitching silk stockings, tambour, the queen’s embroidery, flat and raised cloth 
embroidery, print work, black and colored paper work, point work, making baby linen, artificial flowers, 
Taque’s new invented painting... fashionable in England. Music, French, and drawing (for needlework). 
Reformed Society o f Israelites: To promote Judaism’s “true principles.”
Ruddock English School: Read, writing, arith., grammar, elocution, geography, history, book-keeping 
survey, geometry, trig, algebra, mensuration, gunnery, chem., hydraulics, hydrostatics, astronomy.
Saint Cecilia Society: Encourage “liberal science o f  music.”
St Philips Parsonage Academy: Scholastic and collegiate branches o f  lit.
(Stewart and Bvme’sl school: English grammar, writing, arith., Math., Latin, Greek, French, geography. 
(Theus’s) Georgetown school: Reading, writing, arithmetic, Eng Grammar, geography, basic Latin. 
(Thomson et al’sl school: English grammar, writing, arithmetic, book-keeping, math., and the “learned 
languages”. .. “fitted for the counting house”. .. separate space for young ladies.
“Tutor”: Teach English & French, writing & arithmetic.
Williamsburgh Academy: English grammar, themes, criticism, orations, geography, globes, writing, 
arith., and several branches o f  math.
Winvah Indigo Soc. School: Read, write, arith. Latin, Greek.42
Four advertised “classics,” such as Latin and Greek. The great majority offered “practical” 
subjects, whether of a basic type such as (English) literacy or a more complex type such as 
hydraulics. One, Abbeville Academy, specifically mentioned that it was intended for poor 
children; this was probably the John de la Howe school on the western border with Georgia 
and the Cherokee lands.43
42 Sources: City Gazette and Commercial Daily Advertiser, City Gazette and Daily Advertiser, South Carolina 
Gazette [ Columbia], Pioneer and Yorkville Adviser, Charleston Courier, Georgetown Gazette, Columbian 
Museum and Savannah Daily Advertiser, and Georgia State Gazette and Independent Register. Most o f  the 
schools listed above advertised from 1787 to 1810.
43 John de la Howe endowed an agricultural school in his will in 1797. It was a philanthropic enterprise 
dedicated to the poor. It survived into the twentieth century, but no records o f its actual operations seem to
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The elite schools of the period also revealed an interesting interplay of colonial, 
national, and republican interests in how they were funded. An important distinction existed 
between how South Carolinians and Georgians funded these schools. Both states seem to have 
avoided direct appropriations. But Georgia was able to grant land to speculator-educators while 
South Carolina faced a rapidly dwindling supply o f Indian land to colonize or redistribute. To 
the south, west, and northwest of South Carolina were Georgia and North Carolina. Thus,
South Carolina allowed some of the schools to seize so-called escheated properties. Georgia 
could still entertain the ambition to acquire Indian land as the Cherokee and Creek homelands 
lay north and west of its 1783 borders. And Georgians and others flowed into these, with or 
without the permission of the Indians. The Georgia General Assembly, besides being a pivotal 
institution in the Yazoo Land Speculation Scheme of the 1790s, also often “funded” schools by 
granting them rights to Indian lands recently or not yet acquired. The University of Georgia 
and a number of the early academies administered under the authority of the Senatus 
Academicus, were funded in this way, especially in backcountry, upcountry areas: Franklin 
County Academy, Glynn County Academy, Mount Zion Academy, Powelton Academy, and 
Richmond County Academy. Some county academies also eventually won control of funding 
sources by being designated sole authority over separate schools for the non-elite when they 
were created in the late 1820s: the county academies in Baker, Dooly, and Lowndes County 
were examples.
exist for the period this research covers. Parts o f the relevant documents have been published in a few 
places, but the best place for the most extensive collection is Edgar W. Knight, ed., A Documentary History 
o f  Education in the South before 1860, in Five Volumes, Volume IV: Private and Denominational Efforts 
(Chapel Hill, NC, 1953), 62-77, 81-88.
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Emulative competition
Middling classes in the lower south (shop keepers and artisans and tradepeople) 
engaged in an emulative competition with the standards and prerogatives that the elite strove 
most to represent. They sought access. But the economic environment for independent schools 
was difficult and unstable. Exemplifying the problem, one schoolmaster, Mr. Maxwell, 
published an ad in the Georgia Gazette in 1788 complaining that eighteen months teaching in 
Savannah had taught him to “demand” payment up front. At the same time Maxwell 
announced he was dropping his quarterly tuition rates for spelling, reading English, writing, 
cyphering, and Latin. But he demanded that old debts be paid “if  they want he should continue 
teaching in Savannah.”44
If payment could be spotty, materials were costly. Benjamin Sheftall was a teacher in 
Savannah from at least 1801 to 1807 and possibly later.45 In 1807 he lost a suit with his 
supplier of school materials that revealed how instructors could over-extend themselves simply 
to operate. Sheftall apparently purchased more supplies than he could find students to use. As 
part of the case an account with his bookseller was recorded in the court proceedings. To re­
supply his school for the coming winter sessions, Sheftall made purchases of materials as they 
became available on November 25, November 26, and December 21, 1802:
1 large Bible $6
2 reams foolscap paper $7 ea.
1 ream foolscap paper $5
7 small Bibles $0.87.5 ea.
44 Georgia Gazette, October 30, 1788.
45 Sheftall in the Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, Feb. 20, March 6, April 14, 1801 and June 15, 
1802.
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2 Bibles with apocrypha $2.50 ea.
2 Bibles without apocrypha $2 ea.
1 annual register $4.50 
1 dozen large pocketbooks @ $0.87 ea.
1 dozen [small] size pocketbooks $0.62.5 ea.
2 dozen small histories @ $0.33 ea.
1 dozen small histories $1.66 total
1 dozen small histories $2.66 total 
1 dozen small histories $4.66 total 
1 dozen small histories $6.66 total 
6 Watts’s Psalms $5.25 
6 dozen ink powder $9 
6 Pilgrim’s Progress $1 ea.
4 dozen spelling books $10 
1 trunk $6
3 dozen almanacs $??
1 journal $??
1 ledger $??
1 Life o f  Buonoparte $??46
Sheftall was clearly running one of the ubiquitous schools for basic writing and reading as well 
as other assorted subjects, such as history, simple astronomic calculations (the almanac), and 
moral training. This was not an extensive curriculum, but rather one that fit the common 
practical orientation of schools in the lower south. The scale of his purchase implied that he 
had expected plenty of students. Maybe he got them. Maybe he, like Maxwell, found steady 
payment to be the difficulty.
But this more practical, more basic curriculum received support in print, via critiques of 
more elaborate Classical education. In 1795, in a series of articles that ran in Charleston’s City 
Gazette and Daily Advertiser, “Onesimus” concerned himself with “the professions” and 
criticized received wisdom in education. He rejected learning the classics by rote as merely 
torturing boys by making them translate long and dense passages in Latin when less 
intimidating and practical approaches could be used. He challenged Latin and Greek as 
standard languages in professions such as medicine, arguing that English could do just as well 
and be more accessible. In a later article in the Camden Gazette, a South Carolina printer
46 Seymour & Woolhopter vs. Sheftall, Jan 30, 1807, Superior Court Proceedings o f Chatham County, 1805-1808.
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offered another alternate vision. In “Education in General,” he described education as “a most 
important subject to mankind.” The “diffusion” of knowledge should properly involve “an 
attack upon the prejudices of the multitude and the confirmed, habitual practices of man.” But 
such real education was often “a dangerous experiment attended with little success” because 
public opinion is “stubborn” and “opposed to correction.” He declared that nonetheless “the 
end of every system of education should be, to open the powers of the mind.” Almost every 
prior theory and practice had tried “to fetter the mind,” and any truly “valuable” system 
would—note the agricultural metaphor—“implant in the human mind an invisible love of truth 
and prevent prejudices.” Further, “it would assist nature in her operations, and exhibit to the 
view of the world, effects different from what we have hitherto seen.” Current scholars,
“having completed the classick round” of Latin and Greek, finish their studies and leave their 
institutions “more ignorant, and less open to the influence of truth,” than when they entered.47
Three middling Charleston families’ educational interests further explicate this practical 
perspective: Ann and Paul Cross, the Stevens-Cogdell-Kennedy family, and Joseph Vesey, 
onetime owner of Denmark Vesey.48 Ann Cross was a femme sole trader who ran a tavern in 
Charleston. Twice widowed, she did not place her children with charities. Fundamentally, Ann 
and Paul Cross reveal a combination of practical and socio-cultural motivations for educational 
ambition. They were both engaged in commerce, and so they represent the kind of parent who 
supported the demand for practical subjects in lower south schooling initiatives. But unique
47 He went on to claim that they learn that “the whole business o f education consists in reading over those books 
which are put into his hands.” People educated in this manner do not even suspect the inadequacy of their 
education, but instead perceive themselves “as wise as Confucius, and as penetrating as Newton.” The author 
concludes declaring that “system” in education was “necessary in some measure” but if  too depended upon, “will 
most assuredly cramp genius and prevent inquiry.” Camden Gazette, July 4, 1816.
48 Georgia Gazette, May 27, 1767 (John Stevens teaching music in Savannah before he moved to Charleston); 
City Gazette and Daily Advertiser, Jan. 1, 1795 (“Mrs. Cogdell” teaching needlework and etc. in Charleston).
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records for Paul Cross suggest that an ambition for respectability and the capacity to 
demonstrate civility was as much a part of their interest in schooling as was acquisition of 
practical skills. A cultural ambition akin to the expanding interest in what Richard Bushman 
has termed the “refinement of America” underlay their interest. And within that ambition lay 
part of the process of developing and maintaining white solidarity in the face of slavery.49
Ann Cross kept records of her business, some of which have survived. She first showed 
up in records as an established tavern keeper in 1769 on Anson Street, very near the Charleston 
waterfront. She married at least twice between 1769 and 1774. And she at least twice hired 
radical Whig and Fellowship Society member Alexander Alexander to be a teacher for her son. 
She bought large quantities of beer for her tavern. One of her largest liquor purchases was 35 
gallons of rum from Ann Pritchard, also a femme sole trader. These women’s activities 
exemplify a broad pattern of women’s work and demonstrate the practical importance of 
arithmetic and writing as skills to teach middling and laboring class girls. Skill in arithmetic— 
like needlework—was not just polite, it was practical in a market.50
But there was a motivation for politeness in the Crosses’ attitude toward education.
Ann Cross’s second husband, a middling Charleston-based shipmaster and slave trader named 
Paul Cross, spent a significant amount of time attempting to teach himself a more extensive 
and polite vocabulary and spelling for both business and social life. He left behind a list of 
word definitions and spellings reflecting his effort to gain “Honorificabilitudinity,” which he 
defined only as “honorableness.” His list revealed his thinking about the name he had chosen 
for his small-time slave-trading enterprise at the Windward Coast in West Africa, Equanimity,
49 Paul Cross Papers, South Caroliniana Library.
50 Paul Cross to “Dear Sir,” [n.d.], River Riopongo, Windward Coast. Paul Cross Papers, fol. 4. South Caroliniana 
Library.
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which he defined as “evenness of mind contentedness an even cast or frame of mind and 
temper under fortune either good or bad. Not to be puffed up with prosperity or to be dissipated 
in adversity.” Equanimity was the only word he defined so extensively. Most of his definitions 
used just one or a few words.51
For Paul Cross emulation was competitive, and it implied solidarity with someone as 
part of competition against someone else. Cross defined emulation as “to vie with one against 
another to strive to exceed.” And that definition is the key to seeing the linkages of this list 
with other, colonial, cultural dynamics. Paul Cross’s word list began with a hard-to-follow 
definition for “Agonize” and ended with a curious definition for “Conversion.” To agonize was 
“to acknowledge or confess,” and conversion was “doing good.” Browsing the list (see 
Appendix B) reveals that it was written in multiple parts in different sittings and using different 
authorities. Some definitions were from printed dictionaries, others possibly guessed at or 
spoken to him by acquaintances. It is the vocabulary of a middling, slave trading, socially 
ambitious man afloat in the Atlantic World between Africa and South Carolina. Some terms 
are contract related, such as “affix,” and some relate to his human inventory (“incisors”). Other 
terms evaluate national character or individual character or provide synonyms for words such 
as “affirm” or “drunkenness.” Some words appear without definitions, as if his main interest 
was to learn to spell them, or perhaps to learn their meanings at a later time. A partial list:
Aenigma a riddle or intricate sentence or question 
Adulator a flattering fawning fellow a flatterer 
Activity. Accident. Abundant. Abstinence 
Vivacity lively Briskness or readiness o f wit 
Ultraneous [?] willingly, with a free will.
Vilify to abuse dispise 
Emoluments profit o f any kind
Emphatick significant or forcible a vigorous pronunciation 
Epictetus the stoic philosopher whole philosophy is to bear and forebear.
Incendiary a sower of strife and discord
51 Paul Cross Papers, fol. 4. South Caroliniana library, University o f South Carolina.
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Epictetus the stoic philosopher whole philosophy is to bear and forebear.
Incendiary a sower o f strife and discord
Morigeinous obedient dutiful
Orgillous proud arrogant presumptuous
Horderium a store or treasurehouse
Imminent approaching, as hanging over one’s head a danger.
Impend threatening dangers 
Impeccable that cannot sin or do amiss 
Conjecture a supposition guess or opinion.
Consistent agreeing suitable.
The longer list in Appendix B shows reveals how Cross built the list, one by one. In some 
sections you see reverse alphabetization—as if he were paging backwards through a dictionary. 
In other sections its in normal alphabetization. And at other times there are radical breaks in 
alphabetization, perhaps marking an extended break in his efforts to compile a polite 
vocabulary. Cross shows significant interest in the personality and social characteristics of 
other people, and I can not help but think that when he collected words such as “incendiary,” 
“morigeinous,” or “impend,” he was reflecting on the power dynamics between himself and the 
workers and human cargo onboard his ship.
Part of Paul Cross’s definition of emulation suggested a possible solidarity, “vying with 
one against another.” And other items in his list revealed a community interest. He recorded 
definitions for “affinity,” “endowment,” “philanthropy,” and “consociate.” His definitions of 
these words offer glimpses of his vision or conception of community:
Affinity kindred or alliance by Marriage or a likeness of any thing 
Endowment a valid national gift or quality 
Philanthropy a lover o f  mankind all humanity and courtesey 
Consociate to join in mutual society
That philanthropy could be defined as “courtesey” reflects the “civility” and civilizing 
connotations within eighteenth-century constructions of philanthropic discourse. But “civility” 
also marks one of the core elements in colonialist discourse, a counterpoint to brute savagery, 
for example. From the list it would seem Cross sought to understand community and laudable
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social action in terms of personal relationships. Paraphrasing from the definitions about: 
families and friendships are built through marriage or other forms of affinity; national 
communities have valid—laudable—and invalid qualities and abilities; among the most polite 
is the capacity to form into mutual societies for philanthropy, in order to demonstrate a love of 
all mankind. Paul Cross was at least interested in, and probably openly supportive of, charity 
education.
It is especially interesting for the cultural politics of colonialism and nationalism that 
Cross defined affinity in terms such as kin, alliance, marriage, and likeness of any kind. 
Affinity then crosses fields of discourse on heredity, politics, and perhaps friendship (in that 
order), always dragging with it connotations of family and warfare and emphasizing similarity. 
Similarities in place of origin, in status of birth, socialization, and complexion all could 
potentially become bases of “affinities” for this slave trader. Traveling the Atlantic onboard 
ships where Africans in chains outnumbered free people and sailors operating the vessel, Cross 
thought, amazingly, about “consociation” and sought to define his social obligations to the 
enslaved and the other whites, mainly Jack Tars from whom he wished to distinguish himself. 
Materially, he certainly did distinguish himself. When he died in 1784, he was buried in a 
Mahogany casket. And shortly before he died he reported in a letter from River Riopongo on 
the Windward Coast that his inventory of slaves for sale had grown to an estimated 50-60 
people.52 But his striving for distinction was an effort to move out of the middling or laboring 
class shop-keeper status that still defined his family at home in Charleston. I found his word 
list and other papers in the South Caroliniana Library as a result of a search that had started 
with a receipt from Ann Little Norcliff Cross for tuition for her son Robert Little. Her son had
52 Paul Cross to “Dear Sir,” n.d., River Riopongo, Windward Coast. Paul Cross Papers, fol. 4. South Caroliniana 
Library.
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by August 30,1775, learned to write reasonably well in a childish hand when he labeled a book 
made from used and discarded receipts in his mother’s business: “Robert Little his Book. 
August 30, 1775.”53
The Crosses were contemporaries of Joseph Vesey, with whom they had much in 
common. Joseph Vesey was, of course, best known as the owner of Denmark Vesey, who was 
hanged in Charleston for conspiracy to raise a slave insurrection in 1822. But Joseph Vesey 
was also a Charlestonian, acquainted with Alexander Alexander, and a shipmaster. He was 
probably at least acquainted with the Crosses in the small port city. And like them, his life and 
career exemplify part of this middling class non-elite interest in education. But his apparent 
racial attitudes were infused more with libertarianism—for a slave owner—than with Paul 
Cross’s philanthropy. Joseph Vesey worked occasionally as a teacher, and I think he was 
personally responsible for Denmark Vesey’s literate skills. Joseph had purchased Denmark on 
St. Thomas in 1781. Sometime before Denmark Vesey purchased his own freedom from 
Joseph in 1800 he had learned to read, write, do arithmetic, and navigate. Scholars have 
speculated that someone onboard Joseph Vesey’s trading vessel taught him. Evidence suggests 
that Denmark’s teacher was his own master, Joseph. Joseph Vesey was a member of the 
Fellowship Society—so was Alexander Alexander—and he was sometimes employed by the 
society as a teacher from 1804-1815. The subjects he taught for the society were the same as 
those Denmark Vesey had learned during the time he was Joseph’s slave—reading, writing, 
arithmetic, and navigation.54
53 Paul Cross Papers, fol. 4. South Caroliniana Library.
54 Fellowship Society Papers, Treasurer’s Accounts, Sept. 12, 1804, Jan. 12, 1808, July 5, 1812, and March 12, 
1815; Richard Hrabowski, Directory fo r  the District o f  Charleston (Charleston, 1809), 105. None o f Denmark 
Vesey’s biographers and none o f the studies o f the conspiracy contain this information on Joseph Vesey’s 
educational work, probably because their interest in Joseph ends with Denmark’s freedom in 1800, and the
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A third family, in close proximity with and contemporaries of Vesey and the Crosses, 
was the mixed race Stevens-Cogdell family, who were related to Lionel Kennedy, the chief 
prosecutor of Denmark Vesey.55 In 1813, while Simms began his education and Denmark 
Vesey slogged through his long frustrating career as a black artisan, Lionel Kennedy was 
praising the city’s love of emancipation, independence, civilization, and learning in a July 4th 
oration for the Society of the Cincinnati. “He described Americans as being happily situated 
between poverty and opulence, and America as the only true Republic, bound to become ‘the 
PARENT of UNIVERSAL EMANCIPATION.’ ”56 The Stevens-Cogdell family owned a few 
slaves, some of whom were their own family members. Among the interesting points about 
them is that they were intellectually, professionally striving and yet they cultivated and 
struggled with racial divisions in their own family, coming to exemplify how middling people 
internalized the colonial cultural power dynamics that insisted on the hierarchical arrangement 
of colonized peoples, always beneath whiteness. They cultivated polite whiteness, and they 
cultivated attitudes of colonial distance, even from close relations, when they were of a 
different complexion.
John Stevens was keenly interested in formal learning as a means to the performance of 
respectability. He often wrote in his correspondence from Charleston of educational matters. 
Sometimes he urged his sons to better demonstrations of literary skill, or moral character. In
records for Joseph as a teacher begin after that date. On Denmark Vesey’s literacy see: Douglas Egerton, He Shall 
Go out Free: The Lives o f  Denmark Vesey (Madison, WI, 1999), 21.
55 All o f  this material on the Stevens-Cogdell family was made available to me by Wendy Gonaver. I am indebted 
to her for all the citations and transcriptions from the Stevens/Cogdell-Sanders-/Venning Papers. Library 
Company o f Philadelphia. BI, fol. 2. Much o f this material formed part o f  her MA thesis: “Race Relations: A 
Family Story, 1765-1867” (MA Thesis, The College o f  William and Mary, 2001).
56 Lionel Henry Kennedy, An Oration Delivered in St. Philip’s Church; Before the Inhabitants o f  Charleston, 
South-Carolina. On Monday the Fifth o f July, 1813 (The Fourth Being Sunday,) in Commemoration o f American 
Independence . .  . (Charleston: W.P. Young, 44 Broad-Street, 1813) as cited in Gonaver, “Race Relations,” 82.
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one letter, Stevens requested a friend to send him “Dr. Arne’s lessons for the harpsichord” for 
his daughter “who begins to play tolerable well.”57 Of his wife, Mary Stevens, he wrote that 
her “behavior has ever gain’d her esteem and respect.” His children by various talents and 
reputations were “respected,” or better than “many worse harpsichord” players in England, or 
“amazingly” talented for their age. Stevens was constantly comparing his status and talents and 
those of his family with others. And through letters he promoted theirs and his respectability. 
“Thus you see the hand of Providence has been most bountiful in respect to my family, I am 
bless[ed] with children that are a credit to me where ever they go.” Indeed he declared that 
“under all my difficulties,” which had repeatedly ruined his modest fortunes, he had “carefully 
and constantly attended to the framing o f ’ his children’s “morals.” And his reward was their 
merit, to “see them remark’d for young men of strict honor and virtue; they have not yet
58fail[ed] to gain the regard of those who know them.”
Stevens was emulating the practices of the truly elite fathers. Letters of elite fathers to 
daughters on the topic o f education exemplify the style and demands. One South Carolina 
father advised his ten-year-old daughter that “it will be highly necessary to attend with great 
care, and application to every opportunity... for your improvement.”59 And another father gave 
a more emphatic explanation of why such application to improvement was so necessary: 
“writing correctly and handsomely is not only useful” for her it was also “an elegant 
accomplishment,” which he was “ambitious” she for her “attaining.” And other
57 John Stevens to Benjamin Yamold in London, Charleston, S.C., December 18, 1769: Stevens/Cogdell- 
Sanders/Venning Papers. Library Company o f Philadelphia. BI, fol. 2.
58 John Stevens to James Mathias o f Wamford Court near the Royal Exchange in London, Charleston S.C., 
December 18, 1769. Stevens/Cogdell-Sanders/Venning Papers. Library Company o f Philadelphia. BI, fol. 2.
59 Ed[ward] Rutledge to Sarah Rutledge, October 8, 1792. She is a 10 year old girl. Edward Rutledge Papers. 
South Caroliniana Library.
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accomplishments were expected, and policed in correspondence: “you have given us no 
account of your performance at Mr. Legre’s Ball, perhaps for one of two reasons, if  you have 
performed badly, you are ashamed to tell, and if on the contrary your modesty precludes you 
from telling it.”60 Another South Carolina father corresponded with his daughter saying, 
“besides the happiness at hearing of your health, the greatest satisfaction next to seeing you, 
the next object... is the improvement of your mind and the correctness of your heart.”
“Nature” had endowed her with ability “and it now remains for you to improve the talent.” He 
urges her not to displease him and neglect even “one thing that will tend to improve” her mind, 
“or adorn” her “person.” Promising to test her he added, “1 hope indeed, that... in every branch 
of your Education I shall find you improved.”61
But Stevens confessed an interestingly impolite connection in one piece of 
correspondence. One of his sons had fathered a boy with a slave woman. The boy, named 
Dick, lived with the Stevens family in their house. Stevens claimed to abhor “so gross, so mean 
an act as that of placing a negro slave on a footing with a virtuous woman.” Nevertheless, he 
refrained from selling his illegitimate, mixed race grandson even when his finances were in 
such dire straits that he sold all of his other slaves and his beloved musical instruments. And, 
when the rest of his belongings, including Dick, were seized and sold at public auction while 
Stevens traveled to South Carolina in search of employment, he tried, unsuccessfully, to find 
Dick and bring him to their new home in Charleston.62 A delicate racial politics of
60 John P. Richardson to Elizabeth P. Richardson, Jamesville, April 27, 1806. Williams-Chestnut-Manning Papers. 
South Caroliniana Library.
61 John R. Richardson to Elizabeth P. Richardson, Jamesville, December 5, 1805. Manning Papers. South 
Caroliniana Library, [the “town” referred to is Charleston.]
62 John Stevens to Clement Martin, June 14, 1770. Stevens/Cogdell-Sanders-/Venning Papers. Library Company 
o f Philadelphia. BI, fol. 2.
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respectability and familial affection defined Stevens and his extended family. They were 
sensitive to charges of racial miscegenation but their own racial feelings and thoughts were 
ambiguous, even contradictory. Thus, in the next generation, in 1819, Stevens’ legitimate 
grandson, Richard Cogdell, became one of three “Police of the City of Charleston” in Ward 1 
and took part in the sweeps in 1822 that picked up Vesey conspirators. Yet Richard Cogdell 
built a monogamous inter-racial family with an enslaved woman named Sarah Sanders, and 
took great pains to educate their children.63 Both Richard and his brother, John S. Cogdell, 
sought respectable public positions: John S. Cogdell as a lawyer and member of the Charleston 
Orphan House commission, and Richard Cogdell as a member of the College of Charleston 
board.64 Furthermore, their relative, Lionel H. Kennedy, co-authored the “official report” o f the 
Vesey conspiracy with Thomas Parker.65
Along with William Gilmore Simms’s family, all three o f these families lived and 
worked close to one another, and they inhabited a common colonial culture that valued social 
hierarchy. Paul Cross identified it as honorificabilitudinity and the elder Simms identified it as 
“friends and family.” Both of them meant connections that could win preferment and career 
advancement. It was a hierarchy in which they were not among the most privileged but it was 
also a hierarchy they seemed to believe was vulnerable to their ambition, to their competitive 
emulation of formal, respectable, learning.66 “Above” the Simmses, Crosses, Veseys, Cogdells,
63 The Directory and Stranger’s Guide, fo r  the City o f  Charleston; also a Directory o f  Charleston Neck...
(Schenck & Turner: at the Sign of the Ledger, No. 15, Broad Street, Jan., 1819), 15.
64 J. H. Easterby, A History o f  the College o f  Charleston ([Charleston: College o f Charleston,] 1935), 262.
65 An Official Report o f  the Trials o f  Sundry Negroes, Charged with an Attempt to Raise an Insurrection in the 
State o f  South-Carolina (Charleston: James R. Schenk, 1822), in the appendix, pages ii-iv: State o f  South- 
Carolina vs William Allen: Indictment fo r  a misdemeanor, inciting slaves to insurrection.
66 The Directory and Stranger’s Guide, fo r  the City o f  Charleston; also a Directory o f  Charleston Neck...
(Schenck & Turner: at the Sign o f the Ledger, No. 15, Broad Street, Jan., 1819), 88: “Stevens, Mary, widow, 9 
bedon’s alley.” And see The Directory and Stranger’s Guide, for the City o f  Charleston; also a Directory o f
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and Stevenses was the class of white people they emulated. “Below” them were those “incivil” 
poor whites and non-whites with whom they feared to become identified.
Non-elites in School Movements
The decisions o f hundreds—even thousands—of non-elite whites of the middling and 
laboring classes to promote, defend, or attend public schools (1780s-l 820s) in the lower south 
resulted in the expansion of state funded schooling. None of these activities were brand new in 
the Early Republic. As was noted in Chapter One, Parliament had directly funded schools in 
Georgia. And the South Carolina Regulators had nearly won passage of a bill for state-funded 
charity academies in 1770. But interest in state-funded schooling received new impetus from 
the hybridized colonial-republican culture that was emerging. The new activity comprised a 
series of local movements. A common theme within these movements was what Paul Cross 
had called “consociation” and “emulation.” These terms drawn from his notebook reflected a 
cooperative philanthropy and competitive emulation that was circumscribed by the need for 
white unity. A series of cross-class white movements for schools were contemporaneous with 
the movement of thousands of free and enslaved Africans and African Americans into 
Christian churches. These black movements brought together the enslaved, free blacks, white 
ministers, and evangelical whites. Black converts formed a common religious culture with 
some non-elite white evangelicals who set up churches with them increasingly during the early
Charleston Neck... (Published by James B. Schenck: at the Sign o f the Ledger, No. 23, Broad Street; printed by 
Archibald E. Miller, No 4 Broad Street, 1822), “Cogdell & Gilchrist, attomies at law, 46 Meeting; Cogdell, 
widow, Mary Ann Elizabeth, 5 St. Michael’s alley; Cogdell Richard W. teller bank state S. C. 7 St. Michael’s 
alley; and Cogdell John S. naval officer, 46 Meeting” p.32. On page 52: “Kennedy Lionel H. attorney at law, 7 St. 
Michael’s alley” and on page 80: “Stevens Jervis H. c. St Michael’s alley r. 118 Tradd.” All these addresses are 
either beside one another or just across an alley or street.
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nineteenth century. But they were in an implicitly competitive position with poorer whites too, 
crowding the latter’s only stage of respectability by acquiring craft skills, farm skills, Christian 
religion, and at least reading literacy (if not writing too). And slave-holding elites viewed inter-
67racial cooperation with concern, suspicion, and sometimes hostility.
Both the white and black movements struggled to determine some of the outlines of 
national culture and widen their own privileges and rights within it. In this struggle, or 
competition, black movements created churches and other organizations, such as the Brown 
Fellowship Society, as was discussed in Chapter IV. Black slave conspiracies sometimes used 
literacy as a tool, as was analyzed in Chapter III. White movements gained electoral strategies 
through the Revolution, which forced a re-conceptualization of whiteness in the culture of the 
lower south. Both white and black movements embraced skill in formal English as a tool for 
personal and community advancement. Lawrence Cremin once estimated that about 5% of 
slaves may have been able to write by 1860. By the 1820s, 15% of runaways had a written 
pass, suggesting the number might have been larger. This continuing non-elite struggle for 
competency in the language of colonial culture—as much or more than republicanism—altered 
the cultural politics of education in the lower south. In cross-class coalition with an anxious 
elite, non-elites of the middling and laboring classes successfully won greater privileges,
/TO
including state-funded schooling.
Colonialism, its social hierarchies and its legacies of conflict, preceded and hybridized 
the republicans’ educational discourse. This hybridization had long-term significance for South
67 Lockley, Lines in the Sand, 118-120 (poor whites aiding slave fugitives); 51-2 (poor whites condemning 
and engaging in inter-racial sexual relationships); 147-8 (for churches as “places o f  humanitarian 
interaction regardless o f class, race, and gender—within limits”). See also Chapter 2 “Working, Drinking, 
Sleeping Together.” Chapter 3 “Competition and Trade,” and Chapter 5 “Praying Together.”
68 Lockley, Lines in the Sand, 121.
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Carolina and Georgia, consolidating the Revolution by forming whites into a more unified 
historical block with greater privileges as a result of their whiteness. Between 1811 and 1817, a 
part of this mechanism of consolidation—never fully effective—was in place with school acts 
in South Carolina and Georgia. The Georgia fund was administered as a charity fund for a few 
“poor scholars” to enter some of the public elite academies until 1828, when the state began its 
own version of the South Carolina system.69 Thus, the black church and the cultural education 
it represented struggled against prohibitions, restrictions, and controversies, while white 
schools and the cultural education they represented overcame opposition and won state 
subsidies or legal privileges from reticent state legislatures.
Among the forces that propelled this movement was undoubtedly a growing recognition 
of the ubiquity and importance of print. The capacity to use print was more than a technical 
skill, it was a civilized skill associated with respectability. It may also have been an ironic 
consequence of elites’ own efforts to promote their schools in order to promote their merit as 
leaders. Public processions, exhibitions, and performances of the scholars as well as events and 
everyday encounters with teachers, students, and school trustees asserted a relationship 
between formal education, moral training, and political merit in Georgia (Augusta,
Washington, Savannah, Athens, and elsewhere) and South Carolina (Camden, Columbia, 
Charleston, Georgetown, Abbeville, Winnsboro, and elsewhere).
Costs were prohibitive. In 1794 the Mount Zion Society decided that “reading and 
writing” would cost “£30/ per annum,” but they had paid the white bricklayers who built the 
buildings $1/ per day in 1790. And in 1818-1819, Susan Jones learned music and grammar for
69 The operations o f  the Georgia free schools, which began only in the 1820s, are outside the time-frame o f this 
dissertation, and I did no primary research on their operation. Historians o f  early Georgia schools, however, 
describe a system similar to South Carolina’s and patterned on them in all respects but funding. Georgia created a 
“public school fund” that would pay for schools on the interest from the fund, whereas South Carolina funded its
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at least $10 per quarter but the “washerwoman” who did her laundry was paid $7.50 per 
quarter.70 I have no evidence for the costs of the private venture teachers who taught trade 
schools, but they too may have been substantial—especially since much of their curriculum in 
surveying and navigation assumed literate and arithmetic training as a prerequisite. Schools 
such as The Mercantile and Mathematical Academy promised to instruct ambitious “sailors” in 
“Solar and Lunar observations” as well as the “names of the principal fixt Stars” for measuring
71lunar distances and figuring a ship’s location and speed.
Beginning in the 1790s, South Carolina’s elected officials discussed and proposed 
statewide schools as philanthropy and police. In timing, tenor, and substance, the debate about 
statewide schools that ensued kept pace with the rest of the South. But implementation in 
South Carolina out-paced and led the rest of the South. South Carolina’s direct funding and 
opening of schools by 1812 predated all others in the South. Delaware’s 1792 constitution 
mandated common schools but its assembly ignored the requirement until 1796, and then only 
created a fund to accrue interest on collected marriage and tavern taxes. Only in 1817 did 
Delaware begin using annual interest to open schools. North Carolina did not follow through 
on the proposals of Revolutionary era common school promoters until 1839. Virginia initially 
rejected Thomas Jefferson’s extensive proposals for statewide publicly funded education in 
1779. In 1796, the Assembly acted—mainly in spirit—to support a version of Jefferson’s bill, 
declaring in the colonialist idiom of civilization that education was an institution that “civilized
system through annual appropriations. See Edgar Knight, Public Education in the South (Boston, 1922), 169-171; 
Dorothy Orr, History o f  Education in Georgia (Chapel Hill, 1950), 101.
70 “Minutes and Other Records o f the Mt. Zion Society, vol. 1., 1783-1795,” South Caroliniana Library, 112,183- 
4, 256; “Mrs. Colcock’s and Mrs. Ferguson’s School Account Book, 1817-1819,” Huger Papers, South Carolina 
Historical Society, p.3.
71 Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, December 10, 1802.
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and polished nations enjoy beyond the savage and barbarous nations.” Education rendered 
people “liberal & humane” and able to respect “liberty, order & happiness.” But rhetoric aside, 
the commonwealth did not act materially until 1810, when the Assembly only established a 
fund for schools. It did not follow through with actual schools until the 1820s. By waiting so 
long Virginia kept pace with Tennessee, a state that had not existed when the Virginia debate
72began but that nonetheless established a statewide schooling system in 1823.
There was resistance in South Carolina too. Beginning in 1796, a series of South 
Carolina legislatures took up the issue of creating statewide free public schools. Serious 
proposals were either killed in committee, or in one case, in 1797, voted down. The terms of 
promotion were always derived from the rhetoric of philanthropic benevolence and the better 
policing of public morality. The assembly did not respond to complaints except to declare that 
laws already existed for the education of the poor, though they agreed that education would be 
good for the “morals and character of the citizens.” What they seem to have expected was a 
continuation of institutional development using the voluntary subscription and state
73incorporation model that had commenced during the British period.
In 1795, the Grand Jury of Georgetown district complained to the General Assembly 
about the “want of public schools.” They declared that the lack of schools “for the education of 
poor children” meant that “many who might otherwise be good members of society are brought
72 Robert J. Taggart, Private Philanthropy and Public Education (London, 1998), 26; Yazawa, “Education,” 414.
73 In 1796, the General Assembly discussed the Governor’s proposal for schools under the heading o f penal 
reform and cited Pennsylvania’s recently constructed penitentiary. They took immediate action only on the reform 
o f juries and ordered a study on schools and other issues. “Report on the Establishment o f Public Schools, Dec. 6, 
1797” General Assembly Papers. South Carolina Department o f  Archives and History. The assembly voted not to 
act on Dec 7. For local complaints: “Presentments o f  the Grand Jury o f Kershaw, 1804” General Assembly 
Papers. South Carolina Department o f  Archives and History; “Presentments o f the Grand Jury of Abbeville, 1809” 
General Assembly Papers. South Carolina Archives; “Presentments of the Grand Jury o f Lexington, 1810”
General Assembly Papers. South Carolina Department o f Archives and History; “Presentments o f  the Grand Jury 
o f Laurens, 1810” General Assembly Papers. South Carolina Department o f  Archives and History.
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up in ignorance and vice to the great injury of their industrious neighbors.” In 1800, Governor 
John Drayton, a Democratic-Republican, promoted education for the “poor”—without 
reference to political rights or Republicanism. And he soon abandoned this charity proposal to 
support higher education in 1801, aiding in the creation of the South Carolina College. The 
new college was justified on republican grounds for the training of leaders. In 1804, 1809, and 
1810 backcountry grand juries complained of the continued lack of schools statewide. The 
South Carolina College benefited the wealthy, but schools for the poor whites, statewide, were 
still badly needed. These presentments made their pleas partly on the grounds of equity but 
also for the training of the poor in industry and the cultivation of citizenship.74
When a new language of citizenship appeared in discourse on state schools for the poor, 
it was mixed with police, philanthropy, stability, order, and civility to a degree promotion of 
the South Carolina College had not. The poor as potential leaders was almost never an interest. 
Instead, older colonial discourse of danger from a degenerate poor was hybridized with the 
language of citizenship. This combination influenced the Governors’ speeches to the General 
Assembly. In 1795, 1797, 1798, 1807, and in 1811 South Carolina governors included rhetoric 
on citizenship and free governments in discussions of philanthropy and police. In 1798, 
Governor Charles Pinkney, who had been a member of the U.S. Constitutional Convention in 
1787 and had since left the Federalists and joined with Democratic-Republicans, declared 
“general information” was the true foundation of “true republicanism” and urged schools 
principally as means for promoting an aristocracy of merit. In 1807 the House and Senate were 
told that schools were a better form of moral police and that better public order had been
74 Journal o f  the Senate o f  the State o f  South Carolina (Columbia, 1800-), Nov. 26,1800; “Presentment o f the 
Lexington County Grand Jury (1810),” “Presentment o f  the Abbeville District Grand Jury (1809),” and 
“’’Presentment o f the Kershaw District Grand Jury (1804),” General Assembly Papers. South Carolina Department 
o f Archives and History.
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produced in countries taking “more care to instill good manners into the minds of Their 
Citizens... [than] by the Terror of corporal and capital punishment, [emphasis mine]” 
Governments “truly founded for the happiness and freedom of their Citizens” must ensure the 
general diffusion of knowledge and information or else “no real stability can be expected.”
And because “Ignorance is too often the parent of the Slavery of Nations” schools will not 
allow “poverty or the loss of Parents” to force children of “Virtue and Merit” into 
“obscurity.”75
In 1811, Governor Henry Middleton, also a Republican, urged a free school system on 
the General Assembly, using the same logic that had long been part of orphanage and charity 
school promotion—tinged with republican principles. The schools would make available to the 
children of the indigent better training in reading, writing, and arithmetic. Education in free 
schools would aid those who must rely on their own industry to survive and advance. It would 
form the hearts of children to a proper sense of morality and religion. “To every real 
philanthropist” free schools should be of interest, considering “that the diffusion of useful 
knowledge has ever been found the means of correcting the propensity of vice, and of 
diminishing the number of crimes.” Middleton argued that education of the common citizen 
was essential for a government founded on the principle of “popular rights.” The “collective 
will” of the people directs the energies of the country.” Their leaders should earn leadership
75 Francis Marion, 1795, in Edgar Wallace Knight, Public Education in the South (Boston, 1922), 115; 
Message o f  Gove. Amoldus Vanderhhorst in City Gazette and Daily Advertiser, December 8, 1797; 
Message o f Governor Charles Pinkney to General Assembly, City Gazette and Daily Advertiser, December 
6,1798; Governor Charles Pinckney to General Assembly, December 7,1807, General Assembly Papers, 
South Carolina Department o f Archives and History.
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through merit acquired in colleges, and the use of the tools for recognizing that merit should be 
taught to all in free schools.76
The gradually evolving discourse on poor schooling moved in step with the growing 
pressure from and political success of the backcountry, which had become more assertive in 
the 1760s and had struggled ever since for equal representation in the South Carolina 
government. Middleton referred to a “collective will” that directed government energies. 
Between 1808 and 1810 backcountry interests in coalition with middle and low country 
supporters won dramatic electoral reforms. The first had created new election districts and 
reapportioned old ones in the middle and backcountry—equalizing representation in the 
General Assembly. The second change was one of the earliest statutes for universal white male 
suffrage in the union. One historian, describing these changes, has noted that “the right to vote 
meant little” because “the administration of the state was firmly controlled by a small group of 
rich and influential low-country planters.” But the electoral changes made it possible for a 
statewide coalition to expect that the state assembly would have to recognize the standing of 
those making the demands because they were voters. The 1811 session of the General 
Assembly to which Middleton spoke had received identical petitions from 14 districts and 
parishes in the state calling for the creation of schools. Many petitions came from the ranks of 
new voters in the backcountry. These petitioners represented a new cross-class white coalition
• 77with a large middling contingent and clear laboring class members.
76 Henry Middleton, “Message o f  His Excellency the Governor, delivered to the Legislature o f  South Carolina, the 
26 Nov. 1811,’’Niles Weekly Register, December 14, 1811,275-277.
77 Klein, Unification o f  a Slave State, 262-268; Mark Perry, Lift Up Thy Voice: The Grimke Family's Journey 
From Slaveholders To Civil Rights Leaders (Penguin, 2003), 123.
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The petition campaign probably began in Williamsburgh District, north of Charleston. 
All the petitions were identical, demonstrating conclusively that the Assembly was faced with 
a coordinated statewide effort. All the petitions were printed, except for the one from 
Williamsburgh, which was in manuscript but was otherwise identical to the others in wording, 
spelling, and punctuation. Because of this distinction, I think nearly certain that the 
Williamsburgh petitioners wrote the petition and coordinated its statewide distribution. If they 
had received a printed copy from somewhere else, they would not have needed to hand write 
the document, but if they had not received a printed copy to use as a model theirs could never 
have been identical to the printed copies. Most likely, the Williamsburgh petition was the 
original from which a sympathetic printer worked. Since there was no printer in 
Williamsburgh, I have to assume the petitioners sent their copy to Columbia, Georgetown, or 
Charleston, a fact that, of itself, indicates a network and a coalition of supporters. I will 
therefore treat Williamsburgh as the genesis site of the coalition.
Sixty people in Williamsburgh signed the petition, representing just 13.5% of the heads 
of household in the 1810 Census, and only a slightly greater proportion of those households 
with children under 10. More important than their numbers was the ad hoc coalition that the 
campaign represented. Unlike the Governors and the Grand Juries, the petition campaign was a 
cross-class white coalition. Of the signers, only one-fifth owned any slaves at all and half the 
minority who were slave owners owned fewer than 10 slaves. Many of the petitioners had 
children under ten and most had children under sixteen. This includes all of the larger slave­
owners, who, all except one, had children under 10. But some of the households from which 
signers came were made up exclusively of men, owning very small numbers of slaves, with no
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children of any age. Such a broad coalition probably signed on the basis of diverse
78expectations for the results of this proposal.
The petitioners concerned themselves with reforming the poorest and “most numerous 
class of citizens,” providing equal access (for whites) to basic schooling, and an endorsement 
of the leadership of legislative elites. They began by asserting their “opinion that the 
establishment of Schools in the several election districts of this State... is an object of the first 
importance.” But they added the caveat, set off with commas, that such a system should be 
“under the fostering and protecting hand of the Legislature.” They argued that South Carolina 
should give the poorer class of citizens access to educational resources wealthier citizens 
already had. “Benefits” to society could be expected “not from Colleges only (however great 
the advantages resulting from such institutions may be).” In their opinion the “children of the 
poorer, and by far the most numerous class” were barred from college by “their situation and 
circumstances” to the detriment of the Republic. To the petitioners it was “important, and even 
essential” to independence that the “understandings of the citizens should be improved.” Only 
then would the people “learn with certainty the true nature and extent of their rights, and know 
correctly when those rights are invaded.” In short, the petitioners supported elite leadership, 
but urged that it must bring the non-elite further into the field of white respectability and 
political culture if it wanted stability and order.
Without understanding the colonialist connotations of the petition’s rhetoric, it would 
be tempting to see the petition solely as evidence for the influence of Revolutionary 
republicanism. But Rachael Klein has shown that secular and religious backcountry elites’ 
political and social thought was strongly hierarchical in the Early Republic. That hierarchical
78 Federal Census, South Carolina, 1810 -  Williamsburgh.
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quality was part of the growing unity of elites built through marriages, the South Carolina 
College, and the expansion of cotton culture. And in the context of the preceding century of 
colonialist discourse on race, class, and gender in the cultural politics of education as a colonial 
project, the school petitioners’ focus on “poorer” whites was a profound continuity with earlier 
colonialism in the lower south’s history. The petitioners warned of dangerous consequences for 
continued inaction regarding the ignorance of the poor. The “vast majority” of the “poorer” 
citizens of South Carolina, they wrote, were “doomed to regret that fortune has imposed upon 
them the hard lot of entering upon the world with all the disadvantages attendant on the 
unenlightened and uncultivated mind.” The petitioners themselves were not of the slaveholding 
elite, but they were also not among those they termed the “uncultivated” poor. The petitioners
79had all signed their names (with varying skill).
That even the middling or non-elite petitioners seemed to view themselves as 
performing a public service in the reform of the “uncultivated poor” reveals their emulation of 
elite charity discourse as a mode of white respectability. The petitioners viewed themselves as 
cultivating knowledge in a wilderness of untutored minds that had just won the right to vote.
As such their purpose was both colonial and republican. They strove to produce what they 
regarded as genuine civilization (“cultivation”) where only the disorderly body of non-elite 
voters currently resided. They suggested that the consciousness and understanding of the “true 
nature and extent of their rights” was not a self evident thing, granted by a creator, but 
something the poor had to “learn... [in order to] know correctly when [their] rights are 
invaded.” They regarded poor whites as different from “savages” in potential. But uncultivated
79 Klein, Unification o f  a Slave State, 262-266,267-8,269-272; “To the Honorable Members o f the Senate,
The Humble Petition o f the Undersigned Citizens o f the District o f Williamsburg,” Jan. 18, 1811. General 
Assembly Petitions. South Carolina Department o f Archives and History; Knight, Education in the South,
133-138.
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poor whites were a danger to society and schools would prevent dangerous interpretations of
constitutional (written) law that could allow the election of “the many-headed” despot:
Where the minds of the great mass of the citizens are enlightened by science and 
literature, freedom and independence will remain secure; but where learning and science 
is bounded in a narrow circle, and ignorance pervades the great body of the people, 
despotism will rear her head, and oppression grasp the sceptre of unlimited power.
Pairing “science” and “literature” with “freedom” and “independence” was a standard 
republican argument for schools for the elite. But the petitioners evoke the specter of the 
“uncultivated” and “poor” white. Both terms were metonyms for the state of civilization 
Regulators had thought of as savage. And the “uncultivated” easily slips or traces to the 
“viciously disposed” or the “wild, uncultivated” whites in the Georgia debate about schools 
back in 1783 and 1785.80
Obviously the strong connotation of savagery registered upon still-operative binary 
oppositions between “cultivated” and “uncultivated,” and “barbarian” and “civil.” A measure 
of their continuing importance was offered when Andrew Flinn informed celebrants of the 
Charleston Orphan House in 1813 of what they already knew: “Charity... she has opened the 
springs of social happiness and has saved communities and nations from turning into savages 
roaming apart in barbarous solitude.” Educational charity, he declared, was “the softener and 
polisher of human manners, and the transformer of barbarians into men.”81 When backcountry 
citizens lauded the legislature’s benevolence in passing the school act, it was both as
80 “To the Honorable Members o f the Senate, The Humble Petition o f the Undersigned Citizens o f the 
District o f Williamsburg,” Jan. 18,1811. General Assembly Petitions. South Carolina Department of 
Archives and History; Whitescarver, 458.
81 Flinn, “An Anniversary Address before the Charleston Orphan House” (unpublished ms., 1813), no 
pagination. South Caroliniana Library.
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republicans and colonialists.82 And the 1811 School Act in South Carolina can be viewed as 
the last of the three laws driving the “unification” of the state: the 1808 reapportionment, the 
1810 male suffrage act, and the school act in 1811. Not just an elite political unification, but a 
cultural politics of white solidarity was under construction.
If it was the intent of the law and petitioners to buttress white unity, why didn’t the 
petitioners use the term “white” in their petition for schools? Why didn’t the South Carolina 
school law itself use the word “white”? Why didn’t the petition and legislature explicitly seek 
to bar free or enslaved blacks? The reason for the omission was that by 1811 it had been illegal 
to teach the enslaved to write for seventy-one years in South Carolina (fifty-six years in 
Georgia), and it was simply unnecessary to mention white to mean white. Even teaching 
reading was suspect, as the white missionaries had discovered during the eighteenth century. 
Beyond reading the Bible and basic trade skills—such as arithmetic for carpenters—any formal 
learning settings that included whites were exclusively white. There was no need to declare it 
in the 1811 petition. Such a declaration would have been redundant.
Also indicative of the new colonialist racial coding of citizenship was the fact that the 
petitioners requested schools for whites without the condescension of training in “industry” 
and “morality.” The petition at least used none of that commonplace rhetoric, which was part 
of even Governor Henry Middleton’s message endorsing schools and the petitions. At the 
moment that slaves’ education focused on Christian teaching partly justified through an old 
claim that Christianity would make them more efficient laborers, and at a moment when Indian 
education taught “industry,” these petitioners sought literate skills for poor whites without this 
moral condescension. The campaign assumed labor and religious training would happen in
82 Report o f the Commissioners o f  the Lexington Free School, 1812, South Carolina Department o f  
Archives and History.




homes and in churches. In so doing it defined the poor as white and as already respectably
industrious, moral, and civilized, which was a first in educational discourse in the lower south.
That shift cannot be fully understood through the prism of republican citizenship alone. It must
- *
also be understood as part of colonial culture’s hybridization of citizenship, giving it a 
powerfully racial meaning.
Soon these new white schools taught more students from the non-elite classes 
each year than all the charity schooling of the eighteenth century combined. In 1812, 185 
schools drew on the new fund to serve 4,299 students in 34 election districts. Looking 
more closely at some of the districts reveals the hybrid nature of these schools, their debt 
to and continuation of colonial philanthropy. Williamsburgh only reported on their 
expenditures in 1814, leaving out the numbers of children attending the schools. But in a 
combined report for the years 1815-1819, the Williamsburgh commissioners claimed to 
have paid for 686 children to be schooled on the public accounts in the free schools.
Union County and Lancaster County revealed an odd parsimony in reporting on fractions 
of children educated in 1813 and 1815 (cases where they paid only part of the charges).
In 1815, 92.25 children attended on the free school account in Lancaster. In 1813 alone
0 - 3
134.5 “orphan and indigent” children attended the Union County free schools.
The hybridization of republican and colonial concerns can also be seen in some of the 
Reports of the Commissioners of the Free Schools. In 1813 the Union County commissioners 
reported 74 parents names. Thirty-four of these were women, of whom twenty-two were
83 Report o f the Commissioners o f the Free Schools o f  Union County, 1813, General Assembly Papers,
South Carolina Department o f Archives and History; Report o f the Commissioners o f  the Free Schools o f  
Lancaster County, 1815, General Assembly Papers, South Carolina Department o f Archives and History;
Reports o f  the Commissioners o f the Free Schools o f  Williamsburgh, 1814, 1815-1819, General Assembly 
Papers, South Carolina Department o f  Archives and History.
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widows. In 1815 the Lancaster County commissioners recorded 48 names of parents and 
guardians. Nineteen of these were names of women. Six of these were widows. Two children 
were listed as orphans. Clearly, the older discourse of orphan charity still resonated, not just in 
the text of the 1811 Free School Act, but in the practice of this local board. But those children 
Lancaster described as orphans in 1815 were a tiny minority, and the proportion of mothers 
bringing their children to the schools was lower than at the Charleston Orphan House. 
Something additional to the old moral and labor education dynamic was in operation. These 
schools addressed the political agency of the non-elite and poor household through its male 
head of household as often as was possible. Most of the children on the poor account in the 
schools were officially in the schools because their father consented. Fathers were voting 
citizens of the republic. Through this school initiative they, like the men who as commissioners 
approved their children’s admission, became masters of their own small worlds, allowing their 
children time away from family labor for schooling.84
In light of these class and gender dynamics, still further evidence of the colonial 
cultural politics of the schools—the way in which they represented efforts to reproduce a 
culture of hierarchy—can be seen in their funding. The new system suffered from shrinking 
and unstable resources as well as an excess of authority vested in local elites who were barely 
accountable for their expenditures. The annual appropriations averaged about $37,000, but 
actual annual appropriations and expenditures varied. The schools were nonetheless popular, 
especially when one recognizes the poor materials parents and students must have faced. The 
4,299 students in 185 schools in 34 election districts in 1812 received an average per pupil
84 Reports o f  the Commissioners o f  the Free Schools o f Union County, 1813, and Reports o f  the 
Commissioners o f  the Free Schools o f  Lancaster District, 1815, General Assembly Papers, South Carolina 
Department o f  Archives and History.
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outlay of only about $8. The semi-public Sunbury Academy in Georgia in 1810 had charged 
$ 135/student for basic reading and writing. The Savannah Academy had been cheaper than 
Sunbury, but at a rate of $32/student in 1800 it was still far better funded than the South 
Carolina Free Schools ever were. Not only did South Carolina’s funding not increase on 
average, the education pie was, year by year, divided up into smaller and smaller slices. In 
1825, 892 schools serving 8,834 students in 43 election districts reported using the funds. If 
equal access to letters had ever been intended by petitioners to mean equal quality, it could not
85have materialized under these both unstable and under-funded conditions.
For these reasons, Edward Cashin and other historians have viewed the South as 
possessing no real “system” of education before the Civil War. But this interpretation suffers 
from what E.P. Thomson once called the condescension of posterity, and it obscures the 
cultural work of what was built because it did not supposedly “measure-up” to what New 
Englanders built or what later generations built. It is true that by the 1850 census, only one in 
one hundred and fifty-six adult white Americans described themselves as non-literate, but one 
in seventeen did so in South Carolina. Still, eight other slave-states fared worse. And the ratio 
in Pennsylvania was only one in fifty; one in eighteen in Delaware; and in Illinois it was the 
same as South Carolina.86 Looking at it differently, the figures also reveal that sixteen of 
seventeen reported literacy, suggesting that the numbers of students showing up in the schools 
were—like Simms—learning something even if  poor funding and social stigma limited its 
value in terms of respectability.
85 John Furman Thompson, Foundations o f  the Public Schools in South Carolina (Columbia, 1925), 232; 
Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, January 8, 1810. Columbian Museum and Savannah Advertiser, 
Feb. 14, 1800.
86 Ronald J. Zboray, A Fictive People: Antebellum Economic Development and the American Reading Public 
(New York, 1993), 196-197, 198,200.
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These schools received cross class interest and usage, indicative of the coalition that 
had petitioned for them. And they became enmeshed in the cultural politics of local elite 
paternalism and patronage. The petitioners clearly intended the legislature to oversee the 
schools, and soon after they were created demands for state intervention began. New petitions 
arrived that revealed some of the operations of the schools and their class politics. Petitioners 
requests reflected local tension over control of the schools, with some seeking to put more 
power into the hands of county and district level boards of commissioners, making them even 
more like the private society’s trustee committees. Others challenged the new authorities. In 
November 1812, after the first season of operation of the schools, 11 slave owning and non 
slave-owning petitioners from Edgefield complained to the General Assembly. The local 
commissioners had closed many of the schools before all the money was spent, they claimed, 
and they had paid a small fee to send their children to Edgefield Freeschool No. 3, which they 
felt should be refunded.87 In 1816, a petition arrived pleading for standards and examinations 
for teachers “as to their qualifications, and moral character” before they could begin work and 
be paid by the state. Eighteen slave-owning and non-slave-owning residents of Pendleton 
District, including a self-described “examining committee” of four, signed the petition. At least 
one of the examining committee members had children under 10 according to the 1810 
Census.88
87 Petition dated Nov 19. Petitions o f the General Assembly, South Carolina Department o f Archives and History. 
Signed by James Reynolds, Adam Carpenter, John Wooten, Louis St. John, Richard Johnson, Christopher Sobley, 
Matthew Hamilton, Winfrey Whitlock, William Smith, Thos. Marbury, Mr. Fr. Johnson. Most o f  these men could 
not be found in the 1810 South Carolina Census. O f those that could Adam Carpenter had 4 boys under 10 and no 
slaves, Richard Johnson had one girl aged 10-15 and no slaves, William Smith had 3 boys under 10, one boy 
under 16, one girl under 10, and 11 slaves; Thos. Marbury had 2 boys and 2 girls under 10, one boy and one girl 
10-15, and 7 slaves.
88 Petition of Pendleton District Residents, 1816, Petitions o f the General Assembly, South Carolina Department 
o f Archives and History. John B. Hammond, E. B. Beman, C Gaillard, H. McCray Robt. McHugh, James Dodds, 
Walter Adair, Levi Robins, Joseph Whitmer, Wm. Robertson, B.L. Hutter, John Adams, B. Earle, Joseph 
Grisham. In the 1810 Census James Dodds had one girl under 10 and no slaves; Levi Robins had 3 boys and one
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From the beginning administration of the funds seems to have been uneven. The 
Lancaster free school commissioners, for example, had difficulty even getting its members to 
attend meetings. But the board did meet often enough to submit some of the reports for which 
it was responsible to the General Assembly, and in its 1812 report it expressed the cross-class 
colonial ethos that helped drive the petition campaign to form the schools in the first place. 
Repeatedly the Lancaster commissioners lauded the “legislature’s benevolence” in creating the 
system. But they raised doubts about the preparedness of poor whites for the next stage of 
civilization. “Society” they said was not fully ready. “Arresting the beneficial effect flowing 
from [the free school act of 1811] is that mistaken pride... [which] they have found to exist 
among many of their fellow citizens.” These citizens, “who are in such reduced circumstances 
as to render them unable to educate their own children,” had rejected the commissioners 
overtures. Their specific reasons were not enumerated, though the commissioners did say that 
“many” local poor whites “revolt at the idea of having their children otherwise Educated” than
89by the means they used within their own families.
This initial rejection of the schools in Lancaster by many of the non-elite and the poor 
is significant for understanding the cultural work of this schooling initiative. The 1811 act 
meant to cultivate citizenship and spread true knowledge about natural rights and when those 
rights were violated. But there is no reason to assume that the poor initially saw the schools
girl under 10, one boy 10-15, and one slave; Wm. Robertson had 2 boys and one girl under 10, one boy and one 
girl 10-15, and 6 slaves, John Adams had no children and 3 slaves; and [John] B. Earle had 3 boys and 2 girls 
under 10, one boy and 2 girls 10-15, and 20 slaves. The “examining committee” was John P. Suery, Jas. 
McMullam, R. Brakenridge, and John McKinney. O f these men only McKinney appears in the 1810 Census. 
McKinney and his wife were under 25 and they had a girl and a boy under 10. The house had no slaves.
89 “Minutes o f  the Board o f Trustees for Establishing a Public School in Lancaster District and o f the Trustees o f  
Escheated Property, August 30, 1800-April 15, 1840,” South Carolina Department o f Archives and History;
Report o f the Commissioners o f  the Lancaster Free School, 1812, South Carolina Department o f Archives and 
History. Inattention to their duties would be the subject o f a major legislative reform o f the Commissioners system 
in 1835: Knight, Education in the South, 131.
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that way. Indeed, the commissioners were essentially set up as state-sponsored boards with 
much the same powers and membership as the private charity schools. Rejection of the new 
schools may have been partly based in that similarity, but it is impossible to know empirically. 
The most that can be said about this reported rejection of the schools in Lancaster is that either 
elites were using their power to bar large numbers from the schools, and using this argument 
about non-elite incivility to justify it. Or a portion of the poor people in the district rejected the 
schools for religious or social reasons.
The Kershaw District—home of the Camden Orphan Society (COS)—was not among 
the counties that sent petitions in support of free schools originally. It was also not among 
counties that sent counter petitions in 1812, proclaiming, for reasons including the expense and 
the emergency of war, that schools should be repealed. The absence of Kershaw from the 
debate when so well-organized and active a society as the COS was present is, perhaps, that 
Camden was already administering a “free school” it had established for poor students 
alongside—but separate from—its older school, which it began calling an “academy.” The 
COS free school, under the 1811 act, could draw on state funds. Therefore its operations hint at 
how the new free schools might have been run, their relationships to charity school governing 
models, and their daily operations.
On October 10, 1809 the Camden Orphan Society resolved “to engage an instructor for 
the free school,” and instructed the Standing Committee to “admit any child in Kershaw 
District whose parents are not able to pay the expenses of tuition.” At the same time the 
Society expanded the Standing Committee’s power to expend “as much as fifteen dollars” for 
books and paper for the free school.90 In the next year, on October 4, 1810 they hired their
90 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812.
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teacher by the quarter instead of the year to teach the “poor school” beginning 1 st November. 
They ordered that public notice be given of the opening of the school and that those unable to 
pay could come to leam reading, writing, and arithmetic for free. The notice instructed parents 
to apply to the Orphan Society’s standing committee for “certificates of admission” to— 
presumably—show the school master. Such applications would give the committee the 
opportunity to decide who among the poor could enter the school, accepting some and rejecting 
others, and it doubtless represented a patronage opportunity for the committee members, a 
point at which their benevolence and community power became manifest.91
After passage of the School Act in 1811, the Camden Orphan Society collaborated with 
the now increased number of schools in its vicinity until 1823. The funding for local schools 
under the 1811 act was unstable. Some years the COS might have drawn from the funds. Other 
years it is evident that the COS used its own funds to supplement the local state free schools’ 
funds. Thus, while it was resolved in 1822 that it was “expedient to educate in this society such 
indigent children as the standing committee may approve,” the next year the Society 
appropriated money to help the free schools educate students on the Society’s behalf. But from 
1823 on, the Camden Orphan Society, founded to educate indigent children as well as elite 
orphans, opted principally—and strangely, given its name—for class segregation. As if  to 
underscore the point, in the same 1823 meeting where they appropriated $150 for the free 
schools to educate the indigent they declared an end to that part of their mission, at least as far 
as maintaining a separate school for the poor. They might have continued to admit a few poor
91 Camden Orphan Society, Records Book, 1786-1812.
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children into their academy. They wished to continue educating girls in the academy and
Q9resolved that “it is expedient to continue the Female Department after this year.”
Local and state action thwarted charity schooling in Georgia as well. After the Bethesda 
Orphan House burned in 1773 and the close of the Revolutionary War, its proprietors and 
supporters endeavored to rebuild it through a fund collected from revenues of the extensive 
farms belonging to the institution, but they were prohibited from doing so by state action. By 
the 1790s some structures existed on the grounds, either as habitable remnants or new 
construction. But before the reopening of the institution could fully commence, the State of 
Georgia authorized a Savannah based board of trustees interested in creating an academy for 
the county of Chatham, of which Savannah was part, to seize and sell the Bethesda property. 
After first struggling to rebuild and establish an academy on the old site, the new trustees 
moved to Savannah after another more devastating fire in 1805. Ultimately, the seizure and 
fires created Chatham Academy in Savannah (see fig 6), which was part of the public academy 
system set up under the “Senatus Academicus” board that administered the University of 
Georgia as well. Chatham was not a charity school, nor was it intended for the laboring classes 
of the city.93
In a poem morning the fire and the seizure, John Johnson, the last proprietor of 
Bethesda, blasted the state from the office of a sympathetic printer in Charleston. The Rape o f  
Bethesda; or The Georgia Orphan House Destroyed offered a powerful condemnation, but it 
also represented as clear a statement on the fading cross-racial vision of educational charity as
92 Camden Orphan Society, Minutes, 1822-1876: 20 May 1822 and 9 Jan 1823, p. 2, 9-10, and 13-14.
93 Cashin, Beloved Bethesda, 140-151. Cashin cites: “Bethesda College (Orphan House) Trustees’ Minutes, 
1792-1809,” typescript, Georgia Department o f  Archives and History.
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was ever offered in the lower South.94 Midway in his poem, Johnson reflects on “the Negroes” 
and their reaction to the termination of the rebuilding effort that their agricultural labor was 
fueling. He uses long dashes to mark time in silence and achieve a dramatic effect:
But ah! -.............. —  —.............— -------
.................. — what means the silence of the hoe?
Th’unwelcomed news has reach’d the negroes’ ears 
—Their hearts—their honored Mistress is no more!
—They’re thunderstruck!—they cannot find their hands.
Johnson hoped readers would imagine black workers in the fields of the orphanage, in the
shadow of the burnt remains and rebuilt portions o f the buildings, ceasing their work upon
hearing the state would seize the plantations. Workers so stunned that they “cannot find their
hands” to continue turning the soil. Later the poem expressly connects a pastoral vision of the
“Belle Vieu” and the plantation with the blessings of Gospel knowledge and cultural
colonialism. At the peak of hopes for a revived Bethesda, even the Indian and the Negroe had
felt the glee of a supernatural hope:
Ope her avenues wide for ever,
Let the neighb’ring planters see;
Let the Indian, let the Negro,
See her smile on such as we.
But the “Blessed jubilee” and “resurrection mom,” the poem concludes, in a bitter reference to
the seizure, were not to be. And as Johnson would tell it, the hope that non-white and white
education could re-commence at the institution would die with the Countess of Huntingdon’s
claim to the property. He was right, the publicly-funded academy that would replace this
philanthropic one would be a whites only institution. Johnson had fought a somewhat desperate
94 John Johnson, The Rape o f  Bethesda; or The Georgia Orphan House Destroyed: A Poem  (Charleston:
Markland and Mclver, 1792).
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battle for the institution before fleeing to Charleston and publishing this poem. A small and 
short-lived movement to defend the institution had come and gone. Johnson had enjoyed the 
sympathy of some Savannaians, who had handbills printed and posted around the city. He even 
had claimed that the slaves on the plantation had stood ready to defend Bethesda from the 
sheriff with garden implements.95
But the defense of Bethesda was a failure. And when fire and hurricane finally 
destroyed it in 1805, the most significant institution expressly for the education of non-elites in 
Savannah disappeared. In general, however, there were probably never more than brief breaks 
in the local practice of charity education. The new Bethesda Trustees operated a school in 
Savannah before the new buildings were mostly completed, and again after they burnt to the 
ground. The continued existence and regular meetings of the Bethesda-allied Union Society 
ensured some form of non-elite access to formal instruction in rented rooms in the city. Still, 
unlike elite families with the funds to hire the tutors and teachers advertising in the papers, few 
children of the non-elite in Savannah could acquire any formal schooling if their parents could 
not afford the fees. In the relative vacuum, a desire among elites led by women and a desire 
among the non-elite created an important cross-class movement for schools in Georgia. The 
movement created a free school to educate the poor in Savannah. The focus was on forming a 
school on subscription funding by wealthy donors that could then push Georgia to create more 
general public schools. It was a charity school clearly intended to be a model for more general 
public schooling in the state. It was even called the Savannah Free School. It opened in 1816.96
95 Johnson, The Rape o f  Bethesda, 9 and 15 (quotations); Johnson claimed to have educated Indians and 
Africans at Bethesda. I am aware o f no corroborating evidence for this claim, although it may have been 
true earlier, in the era of George Whitefield. Mention o f Creeks, Cherokees, and Chocktaws at Bethesda:
John Johnson to Sir. George, Savannah, Jan. 13, 1792, John Johnson Collection, 430, fol.2, Georgia 
Historical Society. For citation o f an African at Bethesda see Morgan, Slave Counterpoint, 649-650.
96 Walter C. Hartridge Collection, Georgia Historical Society, Savannah Freeschool, box 57 fol. 961.
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The school used the monitorial system. Strict cleanliness, punctuality, signs of merit for 
accomplishments, and rigidly organized classrooms and rows of students were central features 
of monitorial classrooms. In their “Rules” for themselves—a fundraising document—the 
freeschool society publicly stated their intention to adopt these methods. A primary goal of the 
monitorial system was to provide as many children as possible with a basic education with as 
few teachers as possible and for as little money as possible. This efficiency of expenditure was 
accomplished by making “monitors” of some of the older or more accomplished students. 
Monitors would assist lessons through supervision. The initial rules of the society suggested a 
desire to open several schools in the city and become a sort of public school authority. The 
Savannah Freeschool quickly became for Savannah what the Charleston Orphan House was for 
Charleston. Opening its doors on February 10, 1817 with a prayer from the same Presbyterian 
Reverend who had urged the creation of the Savannah Female Orphan Asylum, the school had 
45 students by April 7.97
Four hundred and three charitable subscribers signed on in 1817 in what must have 
been a large organizing project buzzing within the small city. At first the scene within the 
classroom was apparently chaotic. The number of children fluctuated significantly during the 
initial months, ranging from 45 in April to 30 in June. In June the teacher explained why when 
he wrote to the trustees that he “found there was a few obstinate characters of both sexes.” 
Obstinacy put him “under the necessity of using coercion,” but he had succeeded in bringing 
“the scholars under as regular a discipline as any school” he had ever had “the honor to 
conduct.” Although problems and progress in the classrooms persisted, as word got into the
97 “Rules of the Savannah Freeschool Society,” Feb 10 and April 7, 1817, Savannah Freeschool Minutes, vol. 1, 
1816-1838, Georgia Historical Society.
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community about the school, its popularity increased. The instructor’s disciplinary style would 
not appear to have been unpopular, especially since he also seemed to be able to teach. In the 
fall of 1817, classes started with 38 students on the first day, quickly added 28 more, and then 
dropped to 40 regular students after one was expelled and 18 declared sufficiently educated 
and “discharged.” In the Spring of 1818, more students arrived, with varying levels of previous 
preparation. Eighteen were considered wholly “ignorant” of the alphabet or knew only part of 
it. Sixteen could read using syllabic spelling. Four could read rudimentary lessons. Eight could 
read the Bible. But soon seven had been “advanced from the sand desk to the second class,” 
and four had advanced to “the third class.”98 With demonstrated progress for the students, it 
would seem, greater numbers of poor parents apparently decided to send their children to the 
school. By June 1818 there were 109 students, which was more than double the previous year. 
There were 135 students in October. By June 1819, 149 were attending. And in September 
1819 there were 210.99 Clearly interest in the school ran deep among the laboring classes of 
Savannah.
The Savannah Freeschool’s classes met in the Chatham Academy building as part of 
the compromise that had built the institution with the proceeds from the state’s seizure of 
Bethesda Orphan House property. In a letter explaining a draft petition to the legislature for 
incorporation, the society’s secretary, Eliza Roberts, described the purposes of the institution in 
a manner that revealed much about its place in the community and perhaps helped explain its 
growing popularity. “The object of the Institution,” she began, “is to extend the benefits of 
education to poor children of both sexes.” Predicting that there would be opposition to a board
98 April 6, 1818, Savannah Freeschool Minutes, vol. 1, 1816-1838, Georgia Historical Society.
99 June 1 and October 5(1818) and June 4 and Septemebr 6(1819), Savannah Freeschool Minutes, vol. 1,1816- 
1838, Georgia Historical Society.
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dominated by women administering the education of boys, she added that “if any insuperable 
objection can be urged” the board would be “willing to relinquish the boys under their care” to 
any similar institution. She rightly pointed out that there really was no similar institution in the 
city at the moment, promising that the freeschool would release the boys “to any future 
institution.” The apparent resistance to women administering a school in which boys were 
students may also explain why in May 1817, for unspecified reasons, a recommendation was 
discussed by the board, but not acted upon, to create a separate “Female Department.” Roberts 
pointed out that the Union Society was the only other place for boys and their funds were in 
poor condition at present. To “discard” the boys “at present when they cannot be received 
elsewhere, would manifest a degree of unkindness and neglect that could not be expected from 
the board.”100 It may not have been intended, but implied in that last remark was a strong 
rebuke of the Georgia General Assembly, which was substantially responsible for the poor 
state of Bethesda.
And it may not be coincidental that it was during this same 1817 legislative session that 
the Georgia General Assembly reformed its 1783 system for funding free schools and finally 
began a poor school fund. The older system had sought to establish a free school in each 
county of the state by appropriating land that could be sold or used to generate revenue in 
support of schools. This system became part of the Senatus Academicus in 1785, but it might 
not have produced many free schools. By 1816, the Governor D.B. Mitchell described the 
system as “altogether insufficient” requiring “further legislative provision.” The 1817 act 
established a fund of $250,000 for an endowment for the free schools. An 1821 act 
appropriated another equal sum and gave the county academies control of the use of the funds.
100 November 3, 1817, Savannah Freeschool Minutes, vol. 1, 1816-1838, Georgia Historical Society.
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Interestingly, the Georgia General Assembly simultaneously called on the Federal government 
to help create “a system of education having for its object the instruction of every individual in 
a great nation.” Then in the following year, full provision and authorities were created at the 
local levels to hire teachers, open schools, identify students, and teach them reading, writing, 
and arithmetic, completing the system that was still in operation in I860.101
Conclusions
A hybridized colonial-republican discourse focused on the poor as a problem for white 
racial solidarity, for public order, and for the survival of the Republic. In fact, the colonial and 
republican dimensions of the danger of the poor were inseparable. And that hybridity drove the 
reconstruction of citizenship, the extension of whiteness to the poor, and the emergence of 
state-funded schooling for them. It would be odd to conclude that a real unity among whites 
was accomplished by these educational systems since they left the poor with markedly inferior 
opportunities and facilities that were, nonetheless, governed by local elites. Class fissures 
revealed by the Georgia and South Carolina legislatures’ willingness to create separate systems 
for rich and poor, as well as actions by organizations such as the COS to do the same, were 
probably noticed and understood by non-elites. But these dynamics registered in discourse 
upon a set of metonyms and metaphors that defined not just who, but what cultural practices 
could be excluded from the nation in the colonial process. Lawful access to literacy 
complemented colonial cultural process and poor whites were admitted. Such admittance 
further developed schooling along inclusive and exclusive lines, within and between white and
101 Knight, Education in the South, 133-137; Journal o f  the Senate o f  the State o f  Georgia (Hapeville, GA: 
Longino and Porter, 1821), 138-140.
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black communities, and within and between white, black, and Indian communities. It was not 
illegal to teach Indians to write, as it was with slaves. But when, in 1819, the U.S. Congress 
allocated $ 10,000 annually to teach technical skills and reading, writing, and arithmetic to the 
Creek and Cherokee, John C. Calhoun of South Carolina redirected the money to enhance a 
burgeoning program of religious missionaries. So while government-funded schools in Georgia 
and South Carolina directed themselves to basic skills, Calhoun and several private missionary
109societies established 21 religious schools by 1824.
The reasons for growing white access to schooling in the Early Republic were many. 
But a major reason non-elite whites won access to state schools in Georgia and South Carolina 
in the 1810s, was that their growing political clout was inseparable from an increasingly 
necessary white solidarity. Calhoun’s redirection of Civilization Program funds to missionary 
work helps clarify the cultural work of white solidarity. When colonial and republican 
discourses on virtue and civilization became increasingly racialized in the nineteenth century, 
the result was greater differentiation in educational programs on either side of the cultural 
frontier. But it was also more schools for whites. In the intense coloniality of rapid expansion 
into native lands and continued importation of Africans, race identity trumped class and 
arguments from white non-elite voters supported a direct state role in the colonial work of 
benevolent education. The majority o f elites might otherwise have simply continued in the 
smaller scale, pre-Revolution charity school mode.
102 Calhoun Papers, 2: 141, 124-5, 171, 336. Green, Removal, 48-50; Sheehan, Seeds o f  Extinction, 119-120, 137, 
143,248-9,262,266. See also: R. Pierce Beaver, Church, State, and the American Indians (St. Louis, 1966) and 
Robert Berkofer, Salvation and the Savage, 1787-1862 (Lexington, 1965). Douglas C. Wilms, “Cherokee Land 
Use in Georgia before Removal,” in William L. Anderson, ed. Cherokee Removal: Before and After (Athens, 
Georgia, 1991), 1-28. On p.7 a table shows there were 5 schools with 94 students among the Cherokee in 1809 
(total Cherokee population was 12,395) and by 1824 there were 18 schools and 314 students (total population 
16,060). Wilms’s number o f 18 contradicts Green’s 21.
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Many people of the middling and laboring classes appear to have possessed a strong 
desire for formal schooling. That conclusion contradicts a social control thesis. Children who 
walked long distances and parents who brought children to orphan societies were not under 
control in the narrow sense of that term. But relations of power very constructed the choices 
very narrowly. In addition to a struggle for survival and the threat of having children seized 
from mothers deemed unfit to raise them, there was a competition for useful skills—an 
emulative competition for knowledge. That competition, organized into a petition campaign, 
compelled representatives in the state house of South Carolina to accept measures they had 
long rejected. A group of middling classes (artisans, small merchants, and small slave-holding 
planters) clearly valued formal learning and clearly wished to play a benevolent role through 
the 1811 school petitions. But the numbers of people from the laboring classes who crowded 
the schools opened specifically with them in mind clearly indicate that many valued formal 
learning. This laboring and middling class knowledge competition was, again, colonial to the 
degree that it was inseparable from colonial discursive binarisms between civilization and 
savagery, a component o f settler colonialism and working-class whiteness.
These conclusions also put strain on the historiography of education as it references the 
South. The argument that elite Southerners had no interest in formal schooling for non-elites is 
clearly false, as is the argument that there was no system or that schools languished because it 
was simply harder for non-elite students to get to classes in rural districts. Carl Kaestle most 
recently repeated the urban bias of the last argument. In 1983 he wrote that “the South was 
sparsely populated and experienced little urbanization... low population density was an 
inhibiting factor in school attendance, local school support, and school reform efforts.”103
103 Kaestle, Pillars o f  the Republic, 203-4.
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Perhaps it was an inhibiting factor, but it would seem from the South Carolina Commissioners 
of the Free Schools local reports that rural districts did not actually inhibit very much more 
than urban districts. The numbers of students attending the South Carolina Free Schools 
expanded steadily during the decades before the Civil War, despite the stagnant funding. 
Clearly the children and their families were “voting with their feet,” so to speak, and walking 
long distances to these poorly-funded schools. No better evidence of a white, mass, bottom-up, 
movement for general education could be produced for the early Lower South. I believe it is 
conclusive evidence that reading, writing, cyphering, and arithmetic, seemed to them to be 
relevant, desirable, and even critical to their identities and ambitions. The fact that a petition 
campaign won the legislation, and that there was rather sudden and increasing attendance 
indicated that this interest predated actual schools and state compulsion.
These conclusions also suggest that while slavery and land acquisitions were colonial 
projects that almost required white solidarity, actual unity among whites might have been 
illusory. Russell R. Menard once argued that the two major problems in the historiography of 
the Revolution in South Carolina were (1) the relation between politics and economic 
development and (2) slavery. The economy of the lower south had “delivered impressive 
prosperity” to white elites. But slavery contradicted the Revolution’s rhetoric of equality and 
freedom. This problem in interpretation, Menard argued, could be resolved through the 
Edmund Morgan thesis that slavery made white liberty possible by uniting whites of different 
classes. This chapter does not contradict that argument, but it does complicate it. A host of 
supporting and related institutions and discourses were contested among whites, not just the
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existence of slavery.104 Non-elite educational development in the lower south after the 
Revolution reveals significant competition within a growing white solidarity that was a cultural 
basis for political unity.
104 Russell R. Menard, “Slavery, Economic Growth, and Revolutionary Ideology in the South Carolina 
Lowcountry,” The Economy o f Early America: The Revolutionary Period, 1763-1790, Ronald Hoffman, John 
McCusker, Russell R. Menard, and Peter J. Albert, eds. (Charlottesville, 1988), 244-246.
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CONCLUSION
“You white people have the old Book from God... The Indians know it without a book; 
they dream much o f  God, therefore they know it. ”—a half-Creek Indian to a Moravian 
missionary, 1811.1
“You have so much to say about the Savior and Redeemer, how are you able to believe in 
Him? What he said before His crucifixion was not fulfdled, fo r He said to the twelve, ‘Go 
ye to all the world, teach the heathen and baptise them, etc. ’ As p roo f He said they shall 
heal the sick and restore the sight o f  the blind and should they touch something deadly, 
they shall not be harmed. Where are these signs? I f  I  see these I  will believe... " Another 
Creek to the same missionary, 18l l . 2
As these epigraphs indicate, educational development in the lower south included 
substantial competition over very basic European knowledge claims. Schooling for non-elite 
whites—indeed much of the racialization of knowledge itself—arose in dialogue with this 
colonial culture and received much of its impetus from the competition. In England, people 
created the same types of educational innovations for the non-elite and laboring classes as their 
white American counterparts. But white Americans embraced such schools with less 
controversy than their English counterparts and built more of them. Trying to explain the 
American embrace of such schools through too strong a focus on republicanism or the 
imagined community of nationality silences the colonized and obscures the sources of the
1 The half-Creek is Alec Cornells. Just before this statement, the missionary had preached from Acts 7:34- 
43 (which is a meditation on how the Israelites back-slid to worship idols during the Exodus). After the 
service, the missionary suggested to Cornells that “if we could learn to speak their language we would like 
to acquaint all Indians with God’s Word. Should they accept and believe, they might come to God after this 
life and live a blessed life in the hereafter.” The above quote was part o f Cornells’ answer. Johann Christian 
Burkhard, Partners in the Lord's Work: The Diary o f  Two Moravian Missionaries in the Creek Indian 
Country, 1807-1813, Carl Mauelshagen and Gerald H. Davis, trans. (Atlanta, 1969), 53.
2 April 15, 1811 in Burkhard, Diary o f  Two Moravian Missionaries, Mauelshagen and Davis, trans., 41-43.
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genesis of schools for the non-elite. Methods for schooling the non-white were often quite 
similar to methods for schooling whites of the laboring classes. Monitorial instruction assumed 
that educating some of the poor would reform the mass of the poor when the newly literate left 
school to teach others; an assumption that was shared by more overtly colonial educational 
projects. Alexander Garden’s “Negroe School” explicitly declared such an outcome to be a 
goal of the school. These efforts predated Joseph Lancaster’s in England by decades. And an 
American contemporary of Lancaster, Benjamin Hawkins, in his administration of the 
Civilization Program, also expected knowledge to spread into non-white communities almost 
on its own.3
The charity sermons’ rhetoric of “barbarians” and “savages” and “civilization” 
becomes genuinely intelligible only if read as colonial discourse. The cultural process at work 
in the harsh exclusion of some white children from charity schools on behavioral grounds 
becomes more readily intelligible as well: colonialism often benevolently offered to 
incorporate “savage” others but had always been ready to exclude the recalcitrant sinner. 
Margaret O’Neal was a “white savage.” We don’t know what she did, but we know that it was 
not against the law, for orphanage authorities endeavored to find a different place for her to 
live. O’Neal was morally unacceptable, not a criminal. Like the Creek Indians in the epigraphs, 
she challenged too directly some moral standard the Charleston Orphan House set for her.
This study confirms that educational expansion at all levels began in the lower south 
during the middle third of the eighteenth century, as it did elsewhere in English-speaking North
3 Kaestle, Pillars o f  the Republic: Common Schools and American Society, 1780-1860 (New York, 1983), 
31-37.
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America.4 The lower south was not an educational backwater, even though the only college in 
the South was not in the lower south, and before the Revolution awarded just 0.3% of the 
baccalaureate degrees completed at North America, 1642-1800. The lower south was, rather, 
self-consciously part of the greater English-speaking Atlantic World, and some elites in 
Georgia and South Carolina received degrees in the North and in Britain. But intriguingly, 
though the lower south produced few colleges, it embraced non-elite schooling ideas 
developing in England and Europe more readily and to a greater degree than did the North. All 
three of the eighteenth-century orphan institutions in English-speaking America were in 
Georgia and South Carolina. As Susan Braslaw Sundue’s comparative dissertation on Boston, 
Philadelphia, and Charleston from 1735-1785 has shown, Charleston was conspicuous among 
the three cities for its interest in schooling the poor. This dissertation has shown, in part, that 
what was true of Charleston was true of Georgia and South Carolina more generally.5
When education is defined more broadly than schools for whites, one can see that the 
expansion also occurred in efforts—especially missionary efforts—among non-whites. The 
Associates of the Late Dr. Dray and the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel both had 
expansive missionary educational visions that encompassed whites and non-whites. There was 
consensus in the lower south, and perhaps among English-speakers of the Atlantic World, 
about the definition of civilization: Christian, literate, patriarchal, agricultural, and commercial.
4 Kaestle, Pillars, 3-4. Monaghan, Learning to Read and Write in Colonial America: Literacy Instruction 
and Acquisition in Cultural Context (Amherst, MA, 2005). See Thomas Woody, History o f  Women’s 
Education in the United States, Two Volumes (New York, 1929), 1: 301-2, 229-33 as cited by Nash,
“Rethinking,” 173 (n. 6).
5 Walter Crosby Eells, Baccalaureate Degrees Conferred by American Colleges in the 17th and 18th 
Centuries (U.S. Department o f Health, Education, and Welfare, 1958), 22: William and Mary awarded just 
0.3% (30) o f  the 9,144 baccalaureate degrees completed at North American colleges 1642-1800 (excluding 
Canada, Mexico, and the Caribbean). Greene, Pursuits o f  Happiness: the Social Development o f  Early 
Modem British Colonies and the Formation o f American Culture (Chapel Hill, NC, 1988); Sundue,
“Industrious in their Stations.”
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But there was not consensus on how to build that civilization in an ethnically diverse region. 
Some were comfortable with the spectacle of violence. These people were content to colonize 
through Indian land cessions and a subordinated African enslaved labor force. Others turned to 
educational technique as colonial reform, imagining it as had George Whitefield, John Wesley, 
Oglethorpe, and Eliazur Wheelock, as the salvation of the empire. By the middle third of the 
eighteenth century, a significant minority believed that civilization should include Christian 
missionary work among the non-white and non-elite white. During the remainder of the 
eighteenth century and into the nineteenth century, colonial growth elaborated this pattern like 
a newly opening leaf, where a clear pattern remains the same while the leaf grows, though 
significant details change and evolve. In Georgia and South Carolina educational institutions 
for non-elite whites developed in dialogue with efforts among both the elite and the non-white.
Colonials knew at the start of the eighteenth century that formal instruction in reading 
and writing constituted an invitation to a more powerful and productive role in the Atlantic 
World’s national and colonial cultures. They expected almost magically—Providentially—to 
transform the colonized into Christian subjects of the English monarch, loyal workers in the 
imperial system. They were sometimes surprised to find that, like the spider from the rose, 
colonized people sometimes emerged from instruction with “wild and frantic” ideas in 
opposition to colonial prescriptions. Colonials learned anew that a reader had the capacity to 
produce and circulate interpretations of texts that were subversive. Similarly, the skill to write 
enabled one to become a producer of manuscript and print interpretation of sacred texts and 
Atlantic-wide news. The reasons for promoting instruction as well as the reasons for blocking 
it therefore came from different perspectives on the same set of colonial desires: acquisition of 
resources, the growth of imperial commerce, and the expansion of the European cultural
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construction of “civilization.” These desires were coded in a wide array of discourses on class, 
gender, the nation, the colonized, philanthropy, and the political and economic operations of 
empire and republic.
By reading the records of specific schools, such as Dorchester, Childberry, or the 
Savannah Female Orphan Asylum, for their authority, admissions, and decision processes, this 
dissertation has revealed that the schools were a microcosm of the public cultural authority 
elites desired. School trustee boards were a place to practice skills, establish or renew social 
connections, and promote reputations that would serve public ambitions. From the eighteenth 
century forward the institutions were financed through land speculation, direct public funding, 
land seizure (escheats and Indian cessions), and individual philanthropic subscription. The 
schools were built and partly staffed with a combination of free and enslaved labor. The place 
and presence of the laboring classes of whites and other non-elites—small farmers and 
shopkeepers—in these institutions was a metaphor of their place in the colonial hierarchy. 
Historians continue to debate whether elites could expect public “deference” from non-elites, 
but within the schools elites absolutely possessed such authority. In fact, wielding that 
authority within the school walls was a means for attempting to produce or reproduce it out of 
doors. That the schools were also bona fide educational initiatives that instructed wealthy and 
poor youth in at least the basics of literacy does not change that conclusion. 6
The pace of new initiatives and reform of the early free schools accelerated in the North 
after 1820, the moment when Georgia and South Carolina had fully established the systems 
they would retain almost unchanged until after the Civil War. As a result, the lower south in
6 See for example the debate between Michael Zuckerman, Aaron S. Fogleman, Kathleen M. Brown, John 
M. Murrin, and Robert A. Gross in “Deference or Defiance in Eighteenth-Century America? A Round 
Table,” JAH, vol.85,no.l (June 1998), 13-110.
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1860 had schools that had been cutting edge in the 1810s in the North as well as the South. 
Much of the Southern reputation for weakness in school development probably dates from that 
later period. Yet during the early national period the distinction between the North and the 
lower south was not so striking. It was not until 1812 that New York created a permanent 
system of free schools, one year after South Carolina and only a few years before Georgia. And 
as early as 1783, Georgia had established its publicly-funded and tuition-collecting County 
Academy system. That system often admitted a number of poor students and it was 
complemented by a land endowment for free schools in each county of the state. The major 
North/South distinctions developed later as Northerners centralized and bureaucratized charity 
and free schools while Southerners left most decisions to local control.7
As the decades progressed, more people in the South reported illiteracy than in the 
North. In the 1850 census, when only one in one hundred and fifty six adult white Americans 
described themselves as non-literate, one in seventeen did so in South Carolina. But that figure 
misleads a little. The ratio in Pennsylvania was one in fifty; it was one in eighteen in Delaware; 
and in Illinois it was the same as South Carolina. Historians should not read lower literacy rates 
solely as indicators of institutional deficiency. What was built was significant and revealing of 
early American culture. One important dimension of this culture has been the knowledge 
competition that attended colonialism. That competition greatly affected the timing and nature 
of non-elite and non-white interest in schooling, as well as the appearance of actual schools. As 
we have seen, some non-elite whites and non-whites rejected schooling. Some Creek and 
Cherokee leaders wanted to acquire English literacy, but there is very little to indicate they 
were as enthusiastic about the religiosity English instructors wanted them to learn with it. The
7 Kaestle, Pillars, 30-61; Carl F Kaestle, The Evolution o f  an Urban School System: New York City, 1750- 
1850 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1973).
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poor whites of Lancaster District in South Carolina, in the first year free schools operated 
there, appear to have rejected the overtures of their apparently imperious, elite would-be 
patrons and refused to send their children to the new free school. But later the children did 
attend, as we have seen, in Lancaster, Union, and Williamsburg as well as other locations in 
the state. Reading the census data another way, sixteen out o f seventeen white adults in South 
Carolina described themselves as literate by 1850. This was the highest rate in the South. 
Clearly, the voluntary entrance of thousands into these schools in the preceding decades had 
impacted literacy rates.8
The numbers of students attending the South Carolina Free Schools expanded 
steadily during the decades before the Civil War, despite the erratic funding. Clearly the 
children and their families were “voting with their feet,” so to speak, and walking long 
distances to these poorly-funded schools. I believe it is conclusive evidence that reading 
and writing, cyphering, and arithmetic, seemed to them to be relevant, desirable, and even 
critical to their identities and ambitions. I have sought to explain that desire as a form of 
knowledge competition, in the case of non-elite whites “emulative competition,” and akin 
to the emulation and status consciousness that Richard Bushman and Cary Carson have 
described as engines of the consumer revolution. Print was a consumer good. Reading, 
writing, and arithmetic were skills producers needed for the consumer market.9
By considering the whole era of the Revolution as riven with social movements that 
responded, in part, to the coloniality of Early America, we are forced to rethink the meaning of
8 Ronald J. Zboray, A Fictive People: Antebellum Economic Development and the American Reading 
Public (New York, 1993), 196-197, 198, 200.
9 Cary Carson, "The Consumer Revolution in Colonial British America: Why Demand?" in Cary Carson,
Ronald Hoffman, and Peter J. Albert, eds., O f Consuming Interests: The Style o f  Life in the Eighteenth
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the Revolution as a social movement, as J. Franklin Jameson did in 1926. A historiography of 
colonialism in America that puts the intellectual history of elite colonial planners and 
administrators into dialogue with the agency of women, Native American Indians, and African 
American, and Southern plain folk adds a colonial dimension to our understanding of the 
meaning of the Revolution. Bernard Bailyn in his 1960 Education in the Formation o f  
American Society declared that he thought colonial era initiatives had impacted post- 
Revolutionary development: “It was not a sweeping transformation that marks the deeper 
effects of the Revolution, but the opposite.” For Bailyn the Revolution offered “the formal 
endorsement of the earlier tendencies, the intensification and rationalization of the 
developments of the colonial period.” But Bailyn argued that the “endorsement” was not 
automatic or immediate. Instead it followed “several decades of intense discussion on and 
groping experimentation with the function of the state in a republican society.” The colonial is 
thereby defined mainly as a period in time, validated by the Revolution that gradually but quite 
radically altered its meaning. The colonial gives way to the logic of the Revolution, what 
Bailyn labeled the “contagion of liberty” in American life.10
This dissertation has shown how a strain of colonialism survived the colonial period as 
a cultural politics of subjective transformation of the colonized—white and non-white—as part 
of a project of reproducing and securing civilization. That project resulted in a widely 
distributed knowledge competition due to responses from the colonized. And the
Century (Charlottesville, VA, 1994), 483-697; and Richard Bushman, The Refinement o f  America: Persons, 
Houses, Cities (New York, 1992).
10 Bailyn, Education in the Formation o f  American Society, 113 (quotations). J. Franklin Jameson, The 
American Revolution Considered as a Social Movement (Princeton, NJ, 1973 [1926]); Alfred F. Young, 
“American Historians Confront ‘The Transforming Hand o f Revolution,”’ in The Transforming Hand o f  
Revolution: Reconsidering the American Revolution as a Social Movement, ed. Ronald Hoffman and Peter 
J. Albert (Charlottesville, VA, 1996).
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Revolutionary rhetoric of citizenship was integrated into an increasingly racialized colonial 
culture. In light of this, Revolutionary rhetoric about England making the colonies “slaves” can 
be seen as a concern of colonizers. As can the slogan “unite or die” or charges and counter 
charges that Patriot and Loyalist militias engaged in “savage” tactics during the Southern 
Campaign of the Revolution. For their meaning, these terms registered on colonial binary 
oppositions that still resonated because the colonial project was still an intimate and daily 
reality of life. As cultural politics such statements called for a new degree of white unity.
David Waldstreicher has analyzed this as a process of creating a national identity, 
aware that the flip side o f national inclusion was colonial exclusion. The frontier dialogue with 
the older settled areas was an important arena for defining and contesting nationalism in the 
Early Republic. In some of Waldstreicher’s evidence, frontier whites fear the transformation of 
whites into “slaves” and “savages.” He relates a story of Edward Hooker, a Northerner who 
moved to South Carolina to teach school. At his first Independence Day celebration in 1805, 
Hooker was shocked at the incongruity of “an independence day dinner for freemen and slaves 
to wait upon them.” Later, a toast he offered wishing for the spread of liberty through the 
whole world was greeted with stony silence.11 Some were excluded from liberty and the nation, 
not arbitrarily but as part of the colonial project of subordination.
In the development of race as a key fault-line of inclusion and exclusion among those 
who promoted educational initiatives for non-elites, the middle third of the eighteenth century 
was again crucial. In the early eighteenth century, those people who were interested in non­
elite education sometimes sought to bring children of different “racial” backgrounds together 
into missionary schools or educative colonial projects. But after the Stono Rebellion
11 Waldstreicher, In the Midst o f  Perpetual Fetes: The Making o f  American Nationalism, 1776-1820 
(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1997), 270-293,314-5. (“Slaves” see 271; “savages” see 272-4 and 278.)
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legislation in South Carolina, and a 1755 Georgia counterpart, barred Africans from writing.
Africans were not just distinct from whites in law relevant to English and print culture, they
were constructed as distinct from Indians too. John Wesley and George Whitefield’s mesianic
visions of converting Indians, Africans, and poor whites all to true religion and an expanded
empire were weakened by such changes. Yet, despite the legal restrictions on who could learn
and what they could learn (a hallmark of colonialism) another major change we have seen was
that some among the colonized sought English and literacy. It would appear that the minority
of Indians sought such knowledge, beginning in the middle third of the eighteenth century. But
nearly all Africans probably sought some level of English competency, a small minority even
acquired literacy (possibly as much as 5% of the population acquiring it). For both slave
communities and Creek and Cherokee communities the purpose was not specifically for
assimilation, but to appropriate learning for assertions of personal autonomy and community
survival. This despite the growing racial coding of formal English knowledge that had begun in
the second third of the eighteenth century and continued after the Revolution, when
educational initiatives were exclusively targeted to racial groups. One naive teacher advertised
an interracial school only to leam “that some people of Family objected to send their children
to be educated at the same school where black boys are taught.” Only white boys and girls
would be admitted in the future, he promised. Racial coding of formal literate knowledge had
• 12long been developing but the post-Revolutionary era saw a hardening of these boundaries.
n City Gazette or Daily Advertiser, Feb. 8, 1788 (quote). An excellent study o f education in South Carolina 
during the Antebellum period confirms the trajectory o f  race and education I have described in this 
dissertation: Bruce W. Eelman, ‘“An Educated and Intelligent People Cannot be Enslaved’: The Struggle 
for Common Schools in Antebellum Spartanburg, South Carolina,” History o f  Education Quarterly vol.44, 
no.2 (Summer, 2004), 250-271. The article’s first lines: “As the political conflict over slavery's fate in the 
West intensified through the summer o f 1849, Peter M. Wallace, editor o f the Spartanburg Carolina 
Spartan, vowed that he was ‘utterly opposed now and forever to all political compromises’ on the issue o f  
slavery. Significantly, Wallace connected the success o f  such southern resistance to the improvement o f  
South Carolina's free schools.” (p.250).
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Thus this study demonstrates a colonial dynamic effected the timing of both restrictions 
on formal learning and non-white efforts to acquire it. In and through broad educational 
initiatives, each of the non-elite and non-white groups I have discussed came into particular 
relationships with colonialism generally, and the colonial elite specifically, who funded and 
administered the schools. Much depended on the relationship of colonized peoples to the 
colonial project. Different aspects of the colonial syllabus were of interest to colonized people, 
and for deeply competitive reasons. African Americans learned to speak English and use it as a 
fugitive skill in a period when Cherokees and Creeks still used pidgin versions of their own 
languages for their interactions with whites because their relative autonomy made colonials 
come to them, physically and culturally. Later, when the enslaved adopted Christianity in large 
and growing numbers, the Cherokees and Creeks were generally still resisting it, seeking 
instead the literacy training that was already illegal for blacks. Non-elite whites embraced 
formal instruction as literacy became associated with respectability, commercial and political 
competency, and evangelical reading. These developments did not cause each other, but they 
altered the field of discourse and practice upon which each initiative was developed and 
implemented.
The continuity between the colonial period and the 1810s that I have found in 
educational development complements a theme in current historiography of the lower south. 
Peter Coclanis, Joyce Chaplin, Barbara Bellows, and others have shown considerable and 
broadly based continuity until at least the War of 1812, sometimes later.13 It was within this 
period of colonial continuity that Georgia declared an interest in broad education of the
13 Peter A. Coclanis, The Shadow o f  a Dream: Economic Life and Death in the South Carolina Low  
Country, 1670-1920 (New York, 1989); Chaplin, An Anxious Pursuit; Barbara Bellows, Benevolence 
Among Slaveholders: Assisting the Poor in Charleston, 1670-1860  (Baton Rouge, 1993).
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populace; it was within this period of continuity that, as we have seen, South Carolina created 
one of the first state-wide free school systems in the new United States (in 1811). Continuity 
does not mean that there was no change but it does put strain on historiography that attributes 
so much of the growing interest in the formal education of the general populace to a radical 
break with the British colonial period, marked especially by republicanism. Carl Kaestle knew 
when he published Pillars o f the Republic that the practice of state sponsorship of schools 
labeled “public” had preceded the Revolution. And he knew that the movement for common 
schools skipped a generation, with the charity school movements emerging first. But he 
considered these facts relatively insignificant. For him, during the early national period before 
the advance of industrial capitalism, post-Revolutionary republicanism was the critical force, 
supported by religious conviction and emerging industrial capitalism. Like Bailyn and like 
Gordon Wood in Radicalism o f the American Revolution, Kaestle viewed the decades after the 
Revolution as the gradual working-out of the “logic” of the Revolution.
I have shown evidence to support a counter contention: the fact that the establishment 
of state-funded schools for non-elites skipped a generation signifies a meaningful connection 
between pre- and post-Revolutionary educational development in the lower south. The 
establishment of actual schools in Georgia and South Carolina skipped a generation after the 
Revolution (they became a permanent reality even in New York only in 1812). In between, 
both regions renewed and expanded their commitment to charity schooling. And both regions 
renewed their missionary interests. Even the rhetoric of charity schooling closely matched the 
1790s Indian policy of promoting “industry” among the Cherokee and Creek. And the 
paternalism of charity schools where children’s parents and relatives were judged worthy or 
unworthy of the “bounty” of these private societies did not contradict a paternalistic
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hierarchical vision of master-slave relations. When republicanism entered the debate in the 
lower south, it was as a hybridized colonial discourse of protecting society—not the modem 
sociological concept of society, but a metonym for respectable, civil, white, colonial, 
civilization.
David Ramsay seemed to affirm a colonial continuity in the national vision of the 
United States when he pondered the relationship between the Revolution and western 
expansion in his History o f the American Revolution. Ramsay argued that the unity of the 
United States was based on and would be sustained by (1) the “trueness” of republican 
institutions for the American political and geographical environment and (2) the destiny 
of Americans to move across the continent. When considered in terms of educational 
curricula, the first of these elements supporting “unity” points to nationalism and the 
importance of learning to a political republic. The second points to colonialism. As we 
have seen, it also points to the importance of learning to the project of expansion; it 
points to surveying and exploration as well as the comparative literature and history of 
ancient and contemporary empires. The republicanism of the Revolution was so well 
hybridized with colonial ambition that it was hard for Ramsay to imagine one without the 
other. Therefore he inscribed republicanism in the terrain, and a white colonial destiny 
into its future history.14
Ramsay found it hard to see, chronologically, where one began and the other 
ended. At first he seemed, like many Americans, to believe that the Revolution was over 
when the fighting was over, when the United States (confederation) constitution had been 
ratified, and when elected governments functioned throughout the U.S., unopposed by
14 (Philadelphia, 1789),123.
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British armies. At least that is how he seemed to view the Revolution when he wrote A 
History o f the American Revolution in South Carolina, in which the Revolution ended in 
1782, as negotiations for the Treaty of Paris were ongoing. Thus he researched and wrote 
his second book on the Revolution, The History o f the American Revolution, during the 
middle 1780s when he was in the Confederation Congress and had easy access to Federal 
papers. He completed this second book before the 1787 Constitutional Convention and 
submitted it for publication before the new constitution was ratified, then hastily tacked- 
on a discussion of the new constitution and its ratification.15
When the Revolution began or ended, what was a “colonial period” or a 
“national period,” was just not significant in the same ways among the Indian and 
slave communities. I have suggested in this work that the difference mattered even for 
the development of “white” non-elite schooling. Many Indians and Afro-Carolinians 
who embraced broadly educational initiatives such as labor, literacy, and religious 
training were responding not to ideologies but to broader constructions of English 
written and spoken knowledge as a fulcrum of power within colonial culture. The 
Cherokee and Creek national councils’ embrace of English shared this understanding 
with the Red Stick Creek factions’ rejection of “civilization.” Whether Indian leaders 
could read treaties independently or not, colonials intended to hold them to them. The 
centrality of the (printed) word in Protestant Christianity and the institution of written 
slave “passes” and their enforcement by cross-class white patrols must have helped 
make the power of writing in English plain to Afro-Carolinians. Some moved from
15 City Gazette and Daily Advertiser, Jan. 22, 1788 and June 28, 1790; David Ramsay, Histoire de la 
revolution d 'Americanique, par Rapport a La Coroline Meridionale; Par M. David Ramsay, Membre du 
Congres Americain, Traduite de L ’anglois (Paris, 1787), ends in 1782. See also Shaffer, Politics o f  History, 
143-146.
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that understanding to a competition with colonial prohibitions on their efforts to 
acquire English literacy. Some others, conspirators, appear also to have shared this 
understanding, using their knowledge of Methodism, libertarian principles, or the 
news of imperial war to facilitate resistance. In all cases, the use of such knowledge 
followed the pursuit of it, and the pursuit was made important not by the inherent 
superiority of white civilization, but by the prominent place of English and print 
technology in colonialism itself.
The colonized did not speak with a freely autonomous voice, not when they had 
to speak in colonial settings and in English. Instead, they spoke through a complex 
competition for skills and resources in defense of communities and cultures. Among 
those skills was English and English literacy, tools for competition with colonial 
knowledge claims. The colonized engaged in a struggle over culturally constructed truth 
claims about God, nature, property, gender, race, and authority. When Mary Musgrove, 
Attakullakulla, Gronniosaw, or slave communities learned English, they embraced 
colonial culture in order to speak to it more forcefully, to make the Book talk. And they 
effected white Americans’ own culture of knowledge. Enough white Americans in the 
lower south became persuaded that the cultivation of civilization required schooling to 
begin making it a priority of state. This was all the more true if the “savage” debunked 
Christianity in English, like the spider from the rose.
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APPENDIX A 
A QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT AND LISTING 
OF EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES IN THE LOWER SOUTH
Efforts to establish and develop educational enterprises, such as schools, library 
societies, missions, and orphanages, in the lower south were substantial and growing 
during the eighteenth century. This list can demonstrate that (see Chapter II). But the list 
is not intended as a comprehensive accounting of educational activity in the lower south, 
suitable for quantitative analysis. Though it is at its most complete for the pre- 
Revolutionary period, even then, too much is at (or off) the edges of the records, which 
are collectively, in my opinion, too incomplete for either a statistical analysis of 
curriculum or a geographic distribution of institutions.
The results of such an analysis would be badly skewed toward those that 
published their activities frequently and those located in cities such as Augusta, 
Charleston, and Savannah. Also, a qualitative statement is most appropriate because the 
internal records for schools that left any behind, such as Childberry, Dorchester, and 
Winyah, are incomplete. It is often not clear whether they executed their own stated 
plans. I have read these sources as a literature of intentions, and of how they understood 
their activities, and how their activities fit within the cultural politics of colonialism in the 
region. It is hard to see the actual operation of the schools themselves. In the public
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prints, some schools and teachers advertised repeatedly (including places such as 
Childberry, the South Carolina Society, or the Union Society). Others advertised very 
sporadically leaving long periods of years without any announcements but apparently 
practicing all along. And still other individuals and institutions placed announcements 
only once—perhaps with a string of repeat ads. In any of these instances the schools or 
teachers might have been struggling for students or might have been running thriving 
enterprises. Finally, the curriculum of even the best-established schools often shifted with 
changes in staff.1
When viewed as qualitative data in a cultural historical framework—in which 
small hints of activity reveal larger cultural realities—it is clear that there was much 
activity, which is in itself a useful discovery. About four new initiatives were begun each 
year in the decades before the Revolution. Many probably never lasted long. But in some 
respects it is the development of sustained institutions that matters more. Examples 
below, such as the Bethesda Academy, Charleston Free School, The Savannah School, 
the Besselieus’s school, the Woodins’s school, the Saint Thomas Free School, and others, 
demonstrate that some initiatives developed over time, gathered teachers, and attracted 
students within and around them. Crucially for their cultural politics, they became 
community institutions. From these efforts emanated messages about respectability, 
learning, and the cultural construction of a colonial civilization in an Atlantic World.
They were often emphatic about the good morals, due diligence, and assiduity and care 
they would take. They spoke of moral and intellectual “improvement.” Put another way,
1 South Carolina Gazette and Country Journal, October 25, 1774 (Mrs. Simpson’s school). Abigail 
Dymond advertised lodgings instead o f schooling two years after she ran a schooling ad. She was not alone. 
Others, such as George Sheed, announced themselves as teachers and subsequently advertised different
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they bolstered the reputation and competency of the region to itself and in a colonial 
world in which whites sought respectability through metropolitan cultural forms. We may 
not be able to measure that precisely, but it is nonetheless a significant development.
Notes on the organization of the list
The total number of entries on this list is approximately 370, but there is good
9 •reason to believe that to be an undercount. David Ramsay in his History o f South 
Carolina in 1785 claimed that Beaufort County alone had 25 “schools” before the 
Revolution, though he reports the names of only two. If the Beaufort example was true 
for other parts o f rural Georgia and South Carolina, the actual number of schools 
operating before the Revolution could well have been significantly higher than any listing 
using existing records might recover. And the count for South Carolina after the 
Revolution could be greatly expanded too. The annual reports from South Carolina’s 
various local Commissioners of the Free Schools, for example, list large numbers of
businesses, such as store or tavern keeping. For people such as these it is impossible to know when they 
ceased teaching, if  indeed they did. Sheed at least returned to it. South Carolina Gazette, October 23, 1752.
2 Paul Cross was certainly taking educational “initiative” when he made his “word list” (see Chapter Five 
and Appendix B), but this list does not include him. I also have not listed calls by private persons for 
teachers because if  the request was fulfilled it probably was filled by an already practicing teacher, 
probably already on my list. An example o f  such an ad is a 1795 ad in South Carolina’s City Gazette and 
Daily Advertiser seeking a teacher who was “a steady, single man.” Similarly, in 1757 William Townsend 
sought a “teacher” who was “well recommended.” Robert Philips advertised for “a sober elderly Man” to 
teach a few children English, writing, arithmetic in 1769. Andrew Hassel sought a single woman o f good 
character to be a teacher. A Joseph Gibbons sought a teacher in this way. John Baker twice sought “a single 
man qualified for a SCHOOLMASTER.” And Levi Durand sought a teacher for Christ Parish in 1750, 
claiming the parish had many children for whom a teacher was much needed. Another type o f  ad I might 
have included but chose not to would be the occasional lecture, such as one offered by “Mr. [Hugh] 
Anderson” and advertised in The South Carolina Gazette in 1739. A last type would be calls for 
apprentices. I have not listed them here, though one ad seeking a girl 10-14 years old who “will behave 
well” and will be “kept in a House & taught Needle work” certainly has educational implications. South 
Carolina Gazette, July, 14, 1739, April 28, 1746, Jan 1, 1750, January 6, 1757, March 6, 1762, September 
28, 1769; Georgia Gazette, June 8, 1768, May 4, 1774, June 7, 1775.
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1811 law went into effect. And in Georgia too, the number of schools after the 
Revolution could be larger than here presented. By Dorothy Orr’s count Georgia 
chartered 44 academies, 1783-1819.3
I divided the list below first into separate Georgia and South Carolina sections 
and then organized each alphabetically according to the name of the initiative. I assigned 
names for initiatives using an official name or a person, place, or curricular descriptor 
associated with the institution. The sources are offered in two ways. Where the sole 
source was a newspaper, I have named the newspaper beside the date in the center 
column. All sources are presented together at the end of the list.
PART 1: GEORGIA
School or associated name Date initiated Further details, if  any available
Abercom Creek School 
(also Abercom Town 
School)
1738. Run by German-speaking 
Georgia residents.
Academical School 1774. Georgia Gazette. Latin, English, French, 
grammar; writing and 
arithmetic (vulgar and 
decimal); liberal arts and 
sciences; bookkeeping. In 
1775, he advertises again in 
the Gazette to offer French 
and Fencing. Stephen 
Biddurph, teacher, was 
from Carolina, see 
“Biddurph” on the South
3 See the discussion o f this in Chapter Five for the citations from David Ramsay. Dorothy Orr, A History o f  
Education in Georgia (Chapel Hill, 1950), 35-7. Following more favorable funding in Georgia in 1817, 
1821, 1823, 1824, and 1826, 108 additional academies were incorporated 1820-1829. In 1830-1839, 294 
academies were chartered. Georgia chartered 583 academies 1783-1860. Georgia’s total population also 
grew rapidly, by as much as 400% between 1790 and 1830. Since Orr did not cite her sources for these 
numbers, I know nothing yet about these schools, but I assume she looked at state incorporation papers.
And as relatively elite institutions at the end o f my period, academies generally lie on the outer boundaries 
o f my project.





1736. Drew on Parliamentary 
funds for two schoolmasters 
in Georgia. See Augusta 
school.
Athens Grammar School 1807. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Rev. John Hodge, master 
and principal.
Augusta school 1752. Drew on Parliamentary 
funds that had once gone to 
Vemonborough and Acton 
schools... see Savannah 
School.
Augusta Free School 1821. Operated on Lancastrian 
System.
Baisden’s Bluff Academy 
(McIntosh County 
Academy)
1803. Created under the 1783 
Georgia law for establishing 
county academies. This was 
the McIntosh County 
school. Probably 
administered the McIntosh 
Free School for poor 
children.
Baker County Academy 1826. Funds administered in 
conjunction with “poor 
schools.”
Mrs. Bartlett’s School 1802. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Spelling, writing grammar, 




1738 (opened 1740). Orphans, religion, writing, 
reading, arithmetic, trade 
skills. Called for “any real 
helpless orphans” to be sent 
to the house (1770). Burned 
1773. Reopened 1780s. 
Associated with the Union 
Society, a charity 
organization that originated 
separately in 1750.
Boarding School 1769. Georgia Gazette. Board 8 boys. Latin and 
Greek Languages. Writing, 
arithmetic, and math. 
Young ladies English 
writing and grammar 
privately.
Boarding school 1769. Georgia Gazette. Boarding and day school 
proposed for reading,
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writing, arithmetic, and “all 
kinds of Needle Work.”
Broughton-Street Academy 1809. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
William Green, teacher.
Bryan County School M il. At home of Luke Mann, 
Esq. Teacher is Richard 
Davis.
Chatham Academy 1788. Absorbed Zouberbuhler 
bequest and some Bethesda 
properties for endowment. 
First curriculum (1813) was 
English, Arithmetic, Greek, 
and Latin. Dedicated to 
educating a handful of 
charity scholars as 
compromise with Bethesda 
partisans.
Charles Chevalier’s school 1768. Dancing and Fencing. In 
1768 he says he is from 
South Carolina. Originally 
offered drawing and 
fencing. Fencing and 
Dancing on offer 1786.
“Children” 1774. Georgia Gazette. Reading, writing, 
arithmetic, and engrossing. 
At James Huston’s.
Classical and English 
Academy
1807. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
W. Green and W. Prince.
Timothy Cronin’s school 1764. Georgia Gazette. Writing, arithmetic, (vulgar, 
fractional, decimal, cube, 
and square route.
James Cosgreve 1768. Georgia Gazette Girls and boys in reading, 
writing, arithmetic, 
accounts, math, trig, 
navigation, surveying, 
astronomy, geography, 
algebra, globes, Latin and 
Greek classics, English 
grammar, French.
Mrs. Cosgreve 1768. Georgia Gazette. Sewing and reading for 
young ladies.
Medley D’Arcy Dawes 1765. Georgia Gazette Dancing school for young 
men.
Dooly County Academy 1826. Funds administered in 
conjunction with “poor 
schools.”
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Education 1800. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Seeking to start a school to 
teach reading, writing, 
English grammar, 
geography, arithmetic and 
etc...
Education for Young Ladies 1795. Augusta Chronicle 
and Gazette o f the State.
Mr. And Mrs. Sandwich 
together offering “Scientific 
Branches.”
Education for Young Ladies 
(at the Hermitage)
1795. Augusta Chronicle 




1796. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Struggling to get enough 
gentlemen on committee to 
start school.
Emanuel County Academy 1826. Funds administered in 
conjunction with “poor 
schools.”
English Academy for 
Young Ladies and Misses in 
Savannah
1786. “Woman is a human being, 
of one & the same nature & 
properties as man...”
English & Mathematical 
Academy (at the Filature in 
Savannah)
1803. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Boys and girls. Boys 
curriculum: Reading, 
reciting, orthography, and 
English grammar; Writing, 
Arithmetic (vulgar & 





English and Mathematical 
Academy
1802. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
“Silver medals of merit” 
awarded Henry Gibbons 
and Samuel Farmer, at Feb 
2 examination.
English and Mathematical 
School
1802. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Reading, reciting, English 
classics, grammar comp., 
penmanship, geography, 
arithmetic, globes, maps, 






English School 1795. Augusta Chronicle 
and Gazette o f the State.
At Mr. James Edwards’s. 
Teacher is Edmund Walsh.
English School (at the 1807. Colombian Museum Discontinued Latin in 1809.
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Filature in Savannah) and Savannah Advertiser.
Etty’s school. 1774. Georgia Gazette.
John Francklin’s school 1767. Georgia Gazette. Reading, writing, and 
arithmetic.
Franklin County Academy 1792. Georgia House o f  
Representatives Papers, 
1797.
No school in operation. 
Money for land survey 
approved.
Frederica School 1738. Funds for schoolhouse and 
operations voted by Georgia 
Trustees.
French School (Augusta) 1786. Georgia State Gazette 
and Independent Register.
Read, speak, and write 
French.
French Tutor 1798. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Le Mercier, French Priest, 
teacher.
Julien Fromontin’s School 1800. For African Americans.
Glynn County Academy 1777. Funded by rent from land 
trust built upon Loyalist 
confiscation and Indian 
speculation. Like Baisden’s 
and Richmond and 
Washington academies, its 
commissioners (meeting in 
town of Brunswick) also 
administered much of 
county and town affairs, 
such as roads and courts.
Godwin’s School for 
Dancing
1780. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
For masters and mistresses.
David Gordon’s school. 1774. Georgia Gazette. Already open in “Mr. 
Zubly’s” house. Reading, 
writing, and arithmetic. 
“Speedy improvement 
promised.”




1797. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Teaching French and 
English.
Greene County Academy 1804. Refused assistance by the 
Senatus Academicus.
Grammer School Academy 
(“Grammer” [sic])
1799. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
French, Latin, English, 
English Writing, 
Arithmetic, Geography, & 
etc... Dancing.
Hevenstein’s school 1764. Georgia Gazette. Mrs. Hevenstein.
Higham & Stouf s 
Academy at the Filature
1796. Columbian Museum 
& Savannah Advertiser
Mr. Stouf, possibly from 
South Carolina, first ran a
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French school for young 
gentlemen and children. He 
also offered arithmetic, 
landscape drawing, 
geography, surveying “by 
theory and practice.” He 
later partnered with Higham 
and took over “Munns and 
Higham’s Academy.” Stouf 
and Higham: French & 
English grammar and 
language, writing, 
arithmetic, math, belles 
lettres. “Every necessary 
correction will be attempted 
in the morals and manners 
of youth.” Young ladies 
instruction in English 
writing & arithmetic & etc.
John Holmes 1766. Georgia Gazette English, Latin, Greek, and 
writing, and cyphering. 
Also an evening school.
Mrs. Hueston’s Boarding 
and Day School
1803. Columbian Museum 
& Savannah Advertiser.
For “Young Ladies.” 
English & French 
Grammar, writing 
arithmetic, geography, 
globes, drawing, varnishing, 
and needlework, Tambour 
embroidery, straw works, 
filigree, artificial flowers, 
“attention... to... health, 
morals, and Improvement.”
Indian School 1733. Mentioned in letter from 
Oglethorpe to Trustees 
(1733). Supplied with 
provisions (1737). 
Possessed “pretty good 
House” on Irene Creek near 
Tomochichi but defunct 
(1741).
Joseph’s Town School 1755. Run by German-speaking 
Georgia residents.
Mr. Lancon’s Dancing 
School Academy
1800. Columbia Museum & 
Savannah Advertiser.
Limited to four months 
operation.
Le Roy’s Dancing 
Academy
1806. Columbian Museum 
& Savannah Advertiser.
Projected to open and have 
weekly exhibitions/balls.
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Little Ogeechee school 1768. Georgia Gazette -na-
Lowndes County Academy 1826. Administered in 
conjunction with “poor 
schools.”
Maxwell’s school 1787. Georgia Gazette. Spelling reading, writing 
English writing and 
cyphering Latin.
Mr. Maltby’s School (at 
Filature)
1803. Columbian Museum 
& Savannah Advertiser.
In the “Large lower room” 
of the Filature. Reading, 
writing, arithmetic, 
grammar, geography, 
globes, and practical math. 
Strict attention to morals 
and improvement.
McDaniel’s School 1799. Columbian Museum 
& Savannah Advertiser.
Near “Market-House.” 
Teaching Reading writing 
arithmetic, English 
grammar, etc. ($6/quarter) 
also book keeping & math.
McKean’s Seminary 
(Savannah)
1797. Columbian Museum 
&Savannah Advertiser
For “both sexes.” Reading, 
writing, arithmetic, and 
English grammar ($6 per 
quarter) book keeping 
surveying, navigation, 
mensuration, geometry, 
trig., & algebra “at a 
moderate rate.”
McIntosh County Free 
School




1802. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser
Reading, Writing, 
Arithmetic, book keeping, 
surveying, navigation, 
globes, astronomy, & math 
“taught according to the 
most approved plan.”
Musical Academy 1786. Georgia State Gazette 
& Independent Register.
Run by Claude Simmons.
Mr. Munns Boarding 
School(Savannah)
1799. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
On Duke Street for 12 boys 
(six currently). Eng., 
writing, arith. $8 per quarter 
and $3 entrance fee. French 
$7 per quarter and $2 
entmace.
Mount Zion Academy 1811. In Hancock County, private, 
but funded partly through 
state land grants.
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Music and Dancing School 1803. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Student of Mr. Lancon, Mr. 
Armour of Connecticut will 
open two schools: one to 
teach dancing to ladies and 
gentlemen and one for men 
and violin. Ladies and gents 
dancing taught separate 
sections (not together).
New School 1809. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
English reading & writing, 
arithmetic (square and cube 
roots), mensuration, 
decimals, book keeping. 
Attention to manners, 
studiousness, cleanliness.
Thomas Nicholson 1766. Georgia Gazette. Private instruction in 
“French Language and the 
Classicks.”
Ottolenghe’s Negro School 1751. Reading and Anglican 
catechism.






1749. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Singing.
Philosophical Society 1790. Augusta Chronicle 
and Gazette o f the State
Proposed for Georgia by 
“Alfred.”
John Portrees’s school 1763. Georgia Gazette. Portrees was already an 
established teacher in 1763. 
Offers Writing, English 
Grammar, and Practical 
Mathematics: arithmetic, 
practical geometry, 
mensuration, plane and 
spherical trigonometry, 
navigation, surveying. For 
12 students.
Powelton Academy 1811. In Hancock County, private, 




1785. 1788 curriculum was 
English grammar, writing, 
and arithmetic.
Rodger’s School 1809. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Spelling Reading writing 
and sewing marking and 
needlework. Near new city
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market beside Mrs. 
Scriminger’s boarding 
house where 3-4 students 
may lodge.
Richard Rogers 1774. Georgia Gazette. Running a school in 
Ewensburg. House formerly 
belonging to Mr. Lewis 
Cope.
Saint Andrew’s Club 1764. Charity schooling, poor 
relief, and social club. 
Announces meetings in 
Gazette through 1774.
Sand Hill School 1818. Mr. William Hughes had 
just left in 1818.
Savannah Academy, at the 
Filature
1796. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
“Scholars of both sexes.” 
English, writing, arithmetic, 
and useful branches of 
math. Book keeping,
Euclid, Latin and Greek, 
navigation.
[Savannah Female] School 1821. Astronomy, geography, 
grammar, arithmetic, 
history, scripture questions, 
drawing, composition.
Savannah Free School 1816 Reading, writing, 
cyphering, spelling, and 
arithmetic.
Savannah Library Society 1775. At the exchange. Inherited 
books from defunct Georgia 
Library Society in 1775, 
which had closed down in 
1774, seeking return of its 
books through the Georgia 
Gazette. Savannah Library 
Society continued into 
1810s.
Savannah Literary Society 1813. Debating group.
Savannah Poor House 1802 (opened 1804). Hospital with some 
educational functions.
“Savannah School” 1736. Started by John Wesley, 
then Mr. De La Mott and 
William Norris. Funded by 
Parliament, first through the 
Trustees and then through 
the Board of Trade. Peter 
Gandy a teacher, and then
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moves on to own day and 
evening schools.
Savannah School 1799. Colombian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Richard Davis run school 
until at least 1809. Reading 
writing, arithmetic, book 
keeping, and etc.
School 1792. Augusta Chronicle & 
Gazette o f the State.
Greek and Latin, 
geography, accounts, 
writing, etc.
School 1791. Augusta Chronicle 
and Gazette o f the State.
Reading, writing, vulgar 
and decimal arithmetic, 
mensuration of solids and 
supercilas, spelling, 
reading, writing, ciphering, 
surveying, navigation, and 
book keeping.
School[Savannah] 1796. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Reading writing arithmetic, 
book keeping, and 
mathematics as applied in 
navigation and surveying.
“School” 1775. Georgia Gazette. Reading, writing, arithmetic 
core. Latin if required.
School 1767. Georgia Gazette. Theory and practical parts 
of music for young ladies 
and gentlemen. Singing for 
gentlemen. John Stevens is 
instructor. Later moves to 
Charleston.
“School” 1766. Georgia Gazette. English, writing, arithmetic, 
and book-keeping.
School and Market of 
Savannah
1760. Funding of building a 
school and paying a school 
master from market rents 
and fees. Rev Zouberbuhler 
among the commissioners.
School at Mrs. Bryson’s 
Home
1800. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Reading, writing, 
arithmetic, math, grammar, 
composition.
School for Young Ladies 1791. Sewing marking reading. 
Reading choices will be to 
develop memory and 
conversation and will be 
“divine and strict moral 
authors, such as are 
recommended by Mr. 
Webster, and other
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judicious writers on 
education.”
Science of Defence 1768. Georgia Gazette “noble science of defence 
[sic]... taught in all 
Academies in Europe.” 
John Revear.
Select Academy 1809. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
-na-
Select School (at Mr. 
Bolton’s)




English grammar. Careful 
attention to morals of 
students. P. Celline Molie, 
former University of North 
Carolina French Professor 
and instructor in 
Fayetteville Academy to 
teach French at Mr. 
Bolton’s.
Benjamin Sheftall’s school. 1801. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Writing, history, psalms, 
bible.
Smith’s School 1799. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
R. Smith, A.B. to teach both 
sexes on Johnson Square 
(Sav.) “Useful and 
ornamental branches of 
literature.” Also an evening 
school for young 
businessmen.
Mrs. Stedman’s school 1767. Georgia Gazette
Miss Stewart’s school 1767. Georgia Gazette. Recommended.
Sunbury Academy 1796. Reading, writing, and 
higher learning.
Union Academy 1819. Established in Putnam 
County. Not related to 
Union Society.
Union Society 1750. Educational organization 
that met at the Filature in 
Savannah and associated 
with the Bethesda Orphan 
House. Reading, writing, 
arithmetic. “Twelve 
children” projected to be 
schooled gratis on the 
bounty of society. Runs 
until 1858 and later.
University of Georgia 1785. Funded mainly through
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Indian land speculation.
Vergine’s Music School 1797. Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser.
Teach violin.
Wells’s school 1773. Georgia Gazette. Reading and different sorts 
of needlework. Ad for 
boarders from country in 
1774.
Whitefield’s school 1767. Georgia Gazette. Latin, reading, writing, and 
arithmetic. Boys and girls, 
both as boarders if desired, 
welcome. James Whitefield 
runs school and also chosen 
“secretary” of Bethesda.
Wilkes County Free School 1783. Employed John Springer, 
Princeton grad. School 
house shared with a church.
[Walthourville Academy] 1818. Possibly actually the Sand 
Hill or Sunbury school.
Washington Academy 1784. Latin and grammar.
A Young Man 1775. Georgia Gazette. Reading and writing.
PART 2: SOUTH CAROLINA
Name Dates o f operation Description/detail/curriculum
Abbeville Academy. 1796. Manual labor in agriculture, 
originally John De La Howe 
School. Possibly also called 
Lethe Agricultural 
Seminary. Offered Farming, 
domestic labor, reading, 
writing, and boarding for 12 
poor boys and 12 poor girls. 
May have become a state 
free school after 1811. May 
be the unnamed “academy” 
pictured in 1825 in Mills’ 
Atlas. Still operating in 
1914.
Academy for the Education 
of Youth
1772. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Latin, Greek, mythology, 
public speaking, writing, 
arithmetic, geography, 
chronology, history, globes. 
Will encourage a “Spirit of 
Emulation.” Continued after 
the war with new partners.
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Taught English grammar, 
writing, arithmetic, book­
keeping, math., and the 
“learned languages.” Also 
ran an evening school for 
young gentelmen to be 
“fitted for the counting 
house.” Separate apartment 
for young ladies.
Academy 1774. South Carolina 
Gazette
English grammar, French, 
Latin, Greek, writing, 
arithmetic, bookkeeping, 
algebra, geography, natural 
philosophy.
Agricultural Society of 
South Carolina
1785. In 1818 advocate claim that 
capital and learning core of 
agricultural innovation and 
promotion of “civilization.”
Mary Air 1773. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Pledges she will use the 
“utmost care and assiduity” 
in instructing children.
Alexander Alexander and 
A. D’Ellient
1763. Alexander partnered for 
years with D’Ellient, 
sometimes spelled 
D’Elliend in the records, 
D’Ellient taught French. 
Their combined curriculum 
was English, French, Latin, 
Greek, Writing and 
Arithmetic. In 1760s and 
into the 1770s the 
curriculum included first 




Latin, Greek, logic, 
geography. Later becomes 
English, Latin, Greek, 
writing, arithmetic, and 
mathematics.
Alexandria College 1797. In Pinkneyville, Pinkney 
District.
John Alran 1747. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, Writing, and 
Arithmetic “in French and 
English. ”




1749. South Carolina 
Gazette.
For young ladies. Near 
Ashley Ferry. Eight student 
limit. Writing, music, 
dancing, and drawing as 
students desire. Not to 
exceed 8 in number.
Elizabeth Ash 1748. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, sewing, and 
marking... undertake 
washing for ladies “Head- 
cloaths.” At house of Mr. 
Thomas Roybould.





Associated Academy 1803. Charleston Courier. Mentioned.
“Arithmethick” 1735. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Arithmetic in whole 






Trigonometry, and other 
parts of the Mathematicks. 
Thomas Ryan teacher.
Mr. Baine 1742. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“Schoolmaster at Combahee 
Ferry.”




Beaufort School Elouses 1825. Mills, Atlas. Two shown on map. 
Unnamed.
Beaufort Society 1786. Incorporated inside town of 
Beaufort.
Besselieus’s Schools 1746. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Mark Anthony Besellieu 
initially ran a “French 
Evening School” for 
gentlemen and ladies. Later 
he added English, writing, 
and arithmetic. Moved to 
Charleston from James 
Island in the 1750s. Later, 
added “plain work” to 
curriculum (probably with 
aid of an unnamed woman). 
Later, after the Revolution, 
Philip Anthony Besellieu
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ran a school with similar 
curriculum.
Stephen Biddurph’s school 1770. South Carolina 
Gazette.
A “young german [sic.] of 
undeniable character.” 
Addresses the “Nobility, 
Gentry, and Public in 
general.” French, High and 
Low Dutch, Spanish, 
Portuguese, Latin, 
arithmetic, bookkeeping. 
See “Academical School” 
on the Georgia list.
Black River Church School 1825. Church was half white and 
half black and instructed 
both in catechism 
(segregated and with special 
“question” for the black 
communicants).
Black Swamp Academy 1818. Incorporated.
Bonneau’s School 1806. For African Americans. 
[Probably taught reading 
and not writing.] Thomas 
Bonneau was a wealthy 
slave owner, part African 
ancestry himself. Run until 
at least 1826.
“Boarding and Day School 
for Young Ladies.”
1763. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Plans room for “twenty 
boarders, Two assistant- 
boarders, and Ten day- 
scholars.”
Boarding School 1751. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Working, reading, et cetera. 
Proprietor says she will 
carefully instruct “white 
children.” At first a sole 
proprietorship, then a 
partnership with a Mrs. 
Lessley. In 1760s and 
1770s, two different writing 
instructors work on the 
premesis in succession. By 
1775, Lessley is on her own 
again.
“Boarding School” 1763. 1763: “upper end of Broad 
Street.” 1774: on “Guignard 
Street” Mrs. Simpson.
“Boarding School” 1770. South Carolina Mrs. Elizabeth Duneau,
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Gazette. teacher. French, English, 
history, geography, 
arithmetic, drawing, 
writing, dancing, music, “all 
Sorts of fashionable Needle 
Work.”
Boarding School for Young 
Ladies
1786. Charleston Morning 
Post and Daily Advertiser.
Ad for rent of now defunct 
school’s building: a red 
house of Eight Rooms in 
Camden.
Boarding School in 
Dorchester
1754. South Carolina 
Gazette.
French, English, arithmetic, 
writing.
Mr. William Brawn 1732. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Dancing master (deceased).
Mrs. Brinton’s School (for 
Girls)
1819. Was a boarding school that 
apparently closed by April 
1819.
Brown Fellowship Society 1790. Education and mutual aid 
for mixed race non-white 
men and their families.
Buck Spring Academy 1825. St. George Dorchester. 
Incorporated 1825.
Constant Butler 1749. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“All kinds of needle work, 
as embroidery, flourishing, 
plainwork, and etc.” Takes 
boarders.
John Francis Buttet 1761. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Drawing and French.
Camden English Academy 
[for Girls]
1823. Run by John McEwen, from 
“Edinboro,” Scotland.
Camden Orphan Society 1786. “english Grammar, the 
Languages, Geography, 
Mathematics, and the higher 
branches of education.”
Carter’s Boarding School 
for Ladies




writing, arith., geography, 
moral philosophy (if parents 
choose). Music dancing 
painting and drawing. 
Dayschool for needlework 
and reading.
Cedar Springs Male and 
Female Academies
1824. Incorporated.
Chandler’s Academy 1787. City Gazette and 
Commercial Advertiser.
Recently moved to a “more 
airy” building and will 
reopen January 1788. To
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teach useful branches of 
polite literature by latest 
and most approved 
methods.
Charleston Academy 1795. City Gazette and 
Daily Advertiser
William Royal and Thomas 
Mills seeking an assistant. 
Writing, arithmetic, book­
keeping, and “most useful 
branches of mathematics.”
Charleston Free School 1712. Established by statute in 
1712. Admitted poor 
children from 1720s on. 
1720s-1770s several 
masters, writing-masters, 
and ushers advertise as 
working in the school. In 
1728: the curriculum is “the 
Latin tounge” by a method 
“usualy practis’d in other 
Grammar Schools in 
Engld.” In 1740: Writing, 
Geometry, book-keeping, 
geography, “useful 
branches of mathematicks.” 
In 1740s, Hugh Anderson 
was the master until he 
died. Replaced by 
Alexander Baron, master of 
“classical learning.” George 
Sheed, who taught reading, 
writing, arithmetic, and 
psalmody on his own, also 
taught these subjects at the 
CFS. William Henderson, 
advertises as master during 
1750s (Geometry, 
Geography, practical 
mathematics, and ancient 
history, and chronology) 
and into the 1760s. Sheed is 
still writing master in early 
1760s. School advertises as 
“Provincial Free School” in 
the 1760s and 1770s. 
Continued operating after 
the Revolution and became
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part of state free school 
system in 1811.




1790. Relief of widow and 
orphans and other activities.
Charleston Orphan House 1790. Orphaned boys and girls 
educated in basic literacy 
for skilled trades. Still 
operates.
Charleston Poor House 
(also Charleston Alms 
House)





Childsberry Free School 
(variant spellings in the 
records: Childberry, 
Childbury, and Childsbury.)
1729. Inc. 1733 also called 
“Childberry” and 
“Childsberry” by Trustees 
in the manuscript and 
published records. 1740 
curriculum included 
“Geography and also 
Reading, Writing, and 
Arithmetick.” Dropped 
Geography and added 
Grammar by 1744. Used 
“Childsberry fair” for 
recuitment in the 1750s. 
Seeking teacher for writing 
and arithmetic in 1750.
Church Hill Academy 
[Girls and maybe boys]
1818. In Western Abeville 
District, five miles east of 
the Savannah River, 






Edward Clark 1735. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, writing, and 
arithmetic taught at Lydia 
Viart’s house
Clifton School 1794. Rev William Claiborne 
Clifton with a boarding 
school run by his sister 
“Mrs. Patrick.”
(Mrs. Cogdell’s) boarding 1795. City Gazette and Needlework, embroidery,
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school Daily Advertiser. etc... in St. Michael’s 
Alley. Inquire 256 Meeting 
Street.
College of Beaufort 1780. A four year course in 
classics, sciences, and 
technical skills that 
emphasized English 
throughout.
College of Charleston. 1769. Still operates.
Columbia Academy 
(Academy of Columbia; 
Free School of Columbia)
1792. Incorporated in 1795 and 
became a state funded 
school, by land grants in 
center of city, ferry 
proceeds, lottery. In 1797: 
English grammar, writing, 
Latin, Greek, math., logic, 
geography, rhetoric, 
criticism, ethics, natural 
philosophy, and astronomy 
for 30$/yr. Also young 
children taught English 
rudiments for L4/yr. 
Became part of state Free 
School system in 1812.
Columbia Female Academy 
(Tavlande’s School??]
1824. Principal was John Rennie. 
In 1824 110 students 
enrolled (45 boarders).
Walter Coningham’s school 1758. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Latin, Greek, English, 
writing, arithmetic.
Jonathan Copp 1760. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Geography, history, reading 
and speaking Latin.
Mary Corbet’s “school” 1762. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading and needlework for 
young ladies... also takes in 
boarders.
Mr. George Corde 1752. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Fencing... “back sword” 
and quarterstaff... on foot 
and horseback.
Elizabeth Cossens 1755. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“Education” and boarding 
for “six young ladies” in 
Old Church Street near 
“Scots Meeting.” Reading, 





Daniel’s Island school 1767. South Carolina Mr. Edward Martin and
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Gazette. Mrs. Sarah Lesesne. 
English, French, Spanish, 
Latin, arithmetic.
Darlington Academy 1821. Incorporated.
Francis De la Lande 1771. South Carolina 
Gazette.
French with “assiduity and 
accuracy.”
David Deleseure 1736. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading and writing in 
English and French to boys 
and girls.
William Derring & 
Nicholas Scanlan
1749. South Carolina 
Gazette.
On and off partnership in 
the 1750s teaching 
“Dancing.”
Downer Orphan School 1818. Established by Will of 
Alexander Downer. Beach 
Island.
Drawing Academy 1787. City Gazette and 
Daily Advertiser.
Bernard A. Moll, instructor.
Abigail Dymond 1750. South Carolina 
Gazette.
In Mr. [Alexander] Baron’s 
former house, “...all 
children that shall be put 
under her care, will be 
properly instructed.”
Jane Duthy’s Boarding 
School
1759. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“utmost care and fidelity.” 
In 1764, Osborne Stratton is 
writing instructor.
Ebenezer Academy 1819. “Board good and very 
convenient—Scientific 
apparatus—An Academical 
Library of 170 volumes.”
SC General Assembly voted 
$10,000 escheated property 
in 1824.
Edgefield Academy. Also 
Edgefield Village 
Academy. Later Furman 
University in Greenville, 
SC.
1822. Incorporated.
Edmund Egan 1762. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Small-sword.
John Emmot 1766. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Emmot is from Dublin. 
Offers writing, arithmetic, 
grammar, bookkeeping.
Episcopal Society for the 
Relief of Widows and 
Orphans (of Ministers)
1786. Incorporated.
“Evening School” 1753. South Carolina Jonathan Badger teaches
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Gazette. Psalmody.
“Evening School” 1769. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Latin, Greek, vulgar and 
decimal arithmetic, writing. 
Oliver Dale.








conic sections, projection of 
the sphere, new solar- 
system, hydrostatics, optics, 
fluxions, hydraulics, 
astronomy.
Fairfield Broad River 
Academy
1824. Incorporated.
Fellowship Society 1769. Mechanic and merchant 
organization associated with 
Sons of Liberty and some 
time employer of Joseph 
Vesey as a teacher. 
Education and mutual aid. .
Female Charitable Society 1824. Created to extend Female 
Benevolent Society 
activities onto Charleston 
Neck.
Mrs. Fister 1744. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Dancing in partnership with 
George Brownell and John 
Pratt, who teach reading, 
writing, arithmetic, 
accounts, bookkeeping. 
School is in her house.
Forrest School 1788. City Gazette or Daily 
Advertiser.
Michael Forrest, teacher 
formerly employed at 
Philadelphia and New 
Jersey. Reading, writing, 




geog, natural philosophy, & 
etc. Quarterly public exams 
promised.
Charles Walker Fortescue’s 
school
1747. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Latin, Greek, prosody, 
rhetoric, logic, natural







John Fouquet 1744. South Carolina 
Gazette.
French, English, arithmetic, 
writing. French evening 
school for gentlemen. By 
1749, James Cliquet is also 
offering “the science of 
Defence [sic.]” in 
partnership with Fouquet.
Franklin School 1820. Incorporated as “Society for 
establishing a seminary of 
learning at the Franklin 
School House in the District 
of Edgefield.” (Possibly 
taking over a defunct state 
school).
French Academy 1773. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Teacher is from Paris. 
French and French 
translation.
French and English 1772. South Carolina 
Gazette.
English and French, “every 
other part of Liberal 
Education.”
A French gentleman 1795. City Gazette and 
Daily Advertiser.
Drawing, violin, writing, 
and French. An exile from 
Saint Domingue’s 
“misfortunes.”
“French School” 1734. South Carolina 
Gazette.
In 1730s, the Widow 
Vamod ran a “French- 
School” and taught 
embroidery. Beginning in 
1750 Abraham Vamod and 
Mary Irwin took over and 
run their own French 
school: French, reading, 
writing, plain needlework, 
embroidery, drawing, and 
quilting.
French School 1752. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Francis Verambaut, teacher 
in Tradd Street, will take 
“utmost care” of children.
French School 1767. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Widow Bouchonneau 
teaches French, “morals and 
improvement,” embroidery,
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and “all other kinds of 
useful and ornamental 
Needle-work, and 
Knitting.”
French School 1788. City Gazette & 
Commercial Advertiser.
Grammar, literature, and 
elocution.
Friendly Cambridge Society 1788. Ninety Six District. 
Incorporated.
Gallagher’s School 1803. Charleston Courier. Classics. 15 students.
Garden’s “Negroe School” 1743. First funding in 1740. 
Spelling books, psalters, 
Bibles, and prayer books. 
As many as 60 students. 
Still operating in 1764 
(maybe as late as 1768).
Georgetown Academy 1778. Public examination in 1778. 
Another public exhibition 
scheduled for the 




1801. Georgetown Gazette. -na-
Georgetown Poor House 1801. Georgetown Gazette. Seeking someone to take 
charge and instruct children 
in reading, writing, and 
arithmetic.
German Friendly Society 1766. School for children of 
members. Support for 
widows and orphans of 
members.
David Gillespie 1770. South Carolina 
Gazette.
English, Latin, Greek, 
writing, arithmetic (vulgar 
and decimal).
Elizabeth Girardeau 1761. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Four boarders and six day 
students. Reading, writing, 
arithmetic, Dancing, and 
“all kinds of needlework.”
Gittens school 1741. South Carolina 
Gazette.
In 1741 Mary Gittens began 
with reading, embroidery, 
plain needlework. In 1743, 
Mrs. Hannah Fidling taught 
reading, embroidery, and all 
sorts of needlework at 
Gittens’ house. In 1744 
Nathaniel Gittens joined the 
enterprise & added
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arithmetic and drawing to 
curriculum.
“The Widow Glazer” 1739. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“Still continues keeping 
school as formerly.”
(John Goldie’s) “School” 1769. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“At Mrs. Knox’s in Bedon’s 
Alley.” Latin, Greek.
William Gough 1742. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“the several Branches o f  
Learning (in the English 
Tongue) according to the 
London Method whereby 
Youth may be qualified for  
Business by Land or Sea. ” 
Principles of Christianity.
Mr. Gourlay’s Private 
School
1775. -na-
Benjamin Goy 1771. South Carolina 
Gazette.
French and Italian.




surveying. Also night 
school.
“Grammar School.” 1760. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Begins with curriculum of 
the Languages, reading, 
writing, arithmetic, “and 
other useful branches of the 
mathematics.” Later drops 
“languages” and offers 
geography, algebra, 
geometry, surveying, and 
navigation.
Grammar School in Stoll’s 
Alley
1803. Charleston Courier. English, Latin, Greek, 
geography, elocution, and 
geometry.
Greenville Academy 1820. Incorporated 1820, split into 
two by 1825.




accounts, gauging, dialling, 
geography, astronomy, 
algebra, conic sections, 
fluxions, natural 
philosophy.
Frederick Grunzweig 1747. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Harpsichord, Viol, Guitar, 
and German Flute. Moved 
operation to “upper end of 
Broad Street in 1763.”
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Elizabeth Guy 1751. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Boarding school near 
Ashley-Ferry. Spelling, 
reading, needlework. Good 
“writing and dancing 
matter.”
Archibald Hamilton 1737. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, writing, grammar, 
arithmetic (vulgar and 
decimal), geometry, 
trigonometry (plain and 
spherical), mensuration of 
solid and superficial bodies, 
surveying, gaging [sic], and 
many other useful branches 
of mathematics, Euclid’s 
elements, Italian book­
keeping, and grammar.
Magdalene Hamilton 1748. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Drawing, emboidery... also 
will “take in”... “drawing 
and plain Work, Washing 
and Ironing Ladies Head- 
Cloaths.”
Thomas Hamilton 1774. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Arithmetic, “vulgar and 
decimal,” and reading, 
writing, and some branches 
of mathematics.
Mary Harriss’s “school.” 1762. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading and needlework 
and children’s boarding.
M. Harward 1736. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, embroidery, 
flourishing, all sorts of 
needlework, and writing 
and cyphering taught by a 
separate person on the 
premesis.
Harry’s Methodist class 
meeting
1807. Methodist class leader’s 
records of discussions, 
instruction, and discipline 
of members.
Nathaniel Havens 1769. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Formerly taught 
mathematics in New York. 
Reading, writing, vulgar 




Hebrew Orphan Society. 1801. To “inculcate strict 
principles of piety,
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morality, and industry; 
and... cultivate any 
indications of genius.”
Mrs. Phillipene Henning 1735. South Carolina 
Gazette.
French and English and “all 
sorts of Needle-work to 
perfection.”





dialing, conick sections, 
astronomy.
Mary Hext’s school. 1741. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Needlework, writing, 
dancing, music, arithmetic. 
Also boarding.
William Hutchins 1765. South Carolina 
Gazette.
A former student 
Charleston Freeschool 
Student who opened his 
own school in 1765 to teach 
“Reading, Writing, and 
Arithmetic.”
Ann Imer’s school 1767. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Widow of the Rev. 
Abraham Imer. English, 
French, needlework.
Independent or 
Congregational Society for 
the Relief of Widows and 
Orphans (of Ministers)
1789. Incorporated.
J efferson-Monti cello 
Academy
1802. In 1802: “considering the 
general introduction of 
learning and science in any 
free country to be one of the 
means of securing its 
natural prosperity and 
happiness” they request 
funding to buy apparatus 
and library. Not 
incorporated until 1818.
Sarah Johnson 1745. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Read in English and French; 
“all sorts of Needle Work.”
William Johnson and Ruth 
Johnson
1767. William Johnson admitted 
girls and boys. Study 
included writing, arithmetic, 
accounts, practical branches 
of mathematics. English 
rudiments and geography 
for those who desired it.
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Ruth Johnson, “widow,” 
carried on his school after 
1769: Reading, writing, 
arithmetic, needlework.
Mr. Johnstone’s Academy 1795. City Gazette and 
Daily Advertiser
Boys and girls. 8 Liberty 
Street. Reading, writing, 
arithmetic, navigation, 
surveying, and “all the 
theoretical and practical 
branches of mathematics.”
John Jorrofoy 1754. South Carolina 
Gazette.
French, writing, on King 
Street in Charleston.
James Juhan 1771. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“Violin, German flute, 
Guittar.”
Ladies Benevolent Society 1813. Relief of poor and sick 
within Charleston.
Ladies Society Charity 
School.
1818. Incorporated.
Lancasterville 1800. Known as school #5 when it 
joined the state free school 
system after 1811. 
Commissioners of the 
school administered free 
school fund and “escheated 
properties.”
Edmund Larkin 1751. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Harpsichord, spinnet, and 
singing.
Legardare & Crowly 1759. South Carolina 
Gazette.
English, French, writing, 
arithmetic, bookkeeping, 
navigation, surveying. Ad 
also seeks room for school. 
James Crowly continues in 
1760s and 1770s. Offers 
English, arithmetic, 
accounts, navigation, 
surveying (theory and 
practice), “Dialling and 
Gauging, with superfices 
and Solids.” For Mercantile 
business.




Lodabar Academy 1817. Incorporated.
Martha Logan 1742. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, writing, 
embroidery, tent and cut 
work, and “all other
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necessary Works”. 
L120/yr... Wando River 10 
miles from Charleston. 
Reopens in 1754.
Ruth Lowndes 1743. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Plain and sampler work and 
reading.
Military Art School 1801. Georgetown Gazette. Teacher educated in Paris.
“A Man” 1769. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Hebrew, Latin, Greek.... 
apply to the printer.
“A Man and his Wife” 1772. South Carolina 
Gazette.
He can teach can teach 
children reading, writing, 
and arithmetic and 
mathematics. She sewing 
and marking.
Manson School 1788. City Gazette or Daily 
Advertiser.
“Whereas the subscriber 
was given to understand 
that some people of Family 
objected to send their 
children to be educated at 
the same school where 
black boys are taught, 
therefore” only white boys 
and girls will be admitted. 
Read, spell, write.
Marion Academy 1811. Incorporated.
Marlborough Academy 1802. Incorporated. May be same 
as “Marlboro District 
School Houses” above.
William Mason’s boarding 
school
1757. South Carolina 
Gazette.
School in the new Baptist 
meeting house. Reading, 
writing, and arithmetic. 
Also runs a house of 
entertainment separately.




Surveying, Dialling [sic], 
Navigation, Astronomy, 
Gauging, Fortification.” 
Also the ilStereographic 
and Orthographic 
Projection of the Sphere, 
the Use of the Globes, and 
the Italian Method of Book- 
Keeping.”
Minervaville Academy 1802. In town of Minervaville... a 
“dangerous” town. Run
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until at least 1834.
Minors’ Moralist Society 1803. For maintenance and 
education of free black 
orphans. Run until at least 
1847.
Mission Society for Foreign 
Missions
1814. Organized as an auxiliary 
within Welsh Neck Baptist 
Church. In 1823 disolved 
and reorganzied to educate 
poor young men for 
ministry and missions.




1757. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, writing, arithmetic 
in Tradd Street... “to best 
of my ability.”
Mount Bethel Academy 1793. Inspired by a visit from Rev 
Francis Asbury.
Mount Clio Academy 1817. Incorporated.
Mount Enon Academy 1800. -na-
Mount Prospect Academy. 1815. About 90 students.
Mount Pleasant Academy 1775. In Christ Church Parish & 
David Ramsay among 
trustees. Begun by bequest 
from Elizabeth Fleming for 
education of poor children 
in Christ Church.
Mount Zion Society 1777. Incorporated... created Mt. 
Zion Academy... college...
“Musick-School” 1762. South Carolina 
Gazette.
For ladies. Not to exceed 12 
students.
Navigation 1747. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Navigation as grounded in 
trigonometry... use of 
charts.
“Navigation” 1770. South Carolina 
Gazette.
George Archibald Hall 
starts an evening school for 
reading, writing, arithmetic, 
theoretical and practical 
navigation, trigonometry, 
surveying, gauging, and 
mensuration... use of solar 
tables.
“New Boarding School for 
Ladies.”
1774. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Writing, arithmetic, 
tambour, dancing, music, 
embroidery, “all kinds of 
needlework.” Ann Sage,
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teacher, “utmost care for 
Morals and Behavior.”
Newberry Academy 1809. Incorporated and given 
rights to escheated 
properties.
F. Nicholson 1762. South Carolina 
Gazette.
A night school to be 
opened.
“Night School” 1749. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Arithmetic, mensuration, 
Tunnage or Goods, and 
navigation. Run by William 
Davis, mariner, in 1750s 
and 1760s. In 1760 adds 
“brickwork” to the 
curriculum.
Wm. Nixon’s Academy 1795. City Gazette and 
Daily Advertiser
Day and night: French, 
English, Latin, Greek, 
writing, arithmetic, book­
keeping, mensuration, 
navigation, and “the most 
useful parts of 
mathematics.”
Sarah Norman 1759. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, marking, and plain 
sewing. Anne Cooper took 
over in 1762.
Mrs. O’Connor’s Female 
Seminary
1793. South Carolina 
Gazette (Columbia).
Spelling writing English 
and French Grammar, arith., 
geogr., art of reading, 
needlework.
Mary Parmenter 1765. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, plain work.
[Pendleton Academy] 1825. Mills, Atlas. Shown and named on map 
but unnamed. May be polite 
name for a state free school. 
Probably the site were the 
Pendleton Farmers’ Society 
met and taught “scientific 
agriculture.”
Mrs. Phillips’s school 1795. City Gazette and 
Daily Advertiser
Young ladies in spelling, 
reading, English grammar, 
geography, writing, and 
arithmetic, plain work, 
darning, stitching silk 
stockings, tambour, the 
queen’s embroidery, flat 
and raised cloth 
embroidery, print work,
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black and colored paper 
work, point work, “messin” 
work, making baby linen, 
artificial flowers, Taque’s 
new invented painting... 
fashionable in England. 
Proper mastes for music, 
French and drawing (for 
needlework).
Pike’s Dancing Schools 1764. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Dancing and Fencing.
Platt Spring Academy 1825. Lexington District. Possibly 
same as Lexington Free 
School.
Poplar Spring Academy 1825. Not part of Poplar Spring 
Baptist Church.
Peter Precour, “Master of 
Arts.”
1733. South Carolina 
Gazette.
French and Latin tongues.
Presbyterian Society for the 
Relief of Widows and 
Orphans (of Ministers)
1790. Incorporated.
Pritchard & Thomas 1756. South Carolina 
Gazette.
James Pritchard and John 
Thomas. To teach reading 
and writing and arithmetic. 
A night school at Thomas’s 
house in King Street.
Reformed Society of 
Isrealites




1818. Incorporated in Barnwell 
District.
John Rice 1743. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, writing, and 
arithmetic. Boarders too.
[Richland] Academy 1825. Unnamed “academy” in 
Richland. Possibly part of 
state free school system.
Roberts Academy 1800. Begun by Rev John M. 
Roberts, Baptist minister at 
High Hills of Santee. “Of 
great reputation.”
Ruddock English School 1803. Charleston Courier. Reading writing, arith., 
grammar, elocution, geor., 
history... book keeping 
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astronomy.
Mr. Andrew Rutledge 1763. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Dancing.
Saint Andrew’s Society of 
the City of Charleston
1729. Ran a school until state free 
schools established after 
1811. Incorporated 1798.
Saint Cecilia Society 1784. Incorporated. For 
“encouraging the liberal 
science of music.”
Saint David’s Society M il. To run a school and admit 
“such poor and helpless 
orphans and indigent 
children as they shall judge 
proper objects of the charity 
hereby intended.” Still 
operating 1835.
Saint George’s Society 1760. Part of mission is to support 
education for poor children.
Saint James Goose Creek 
Free School
1728. Eight or more trustees spent 
more than forty years trying 
to establish a school using 
the legacy left by The 
Reverend Ludlum.
Saint Paul’s Parish Free 
School
1723. Also went by name 
Whitmarsh Free Grammar 
School.
Saint Philips Parsonage 
Academy
1787. City Gazette and 
Commercial Daily 
Advertiser.
Scholastic and collegiate 
branches of literature.
Saint Thomas Parish Free 
School
1721. Originally run by an SPG 
missionary and also known 
as the Beresford Free 
Grammar School. Richard 
Harris added a LI 000 
bequest for the education of 
poor children in 1732. A 
1730s curriculum was basic 
reading, writing, and 
arithmetic. In 1740s book­
keeping added. Three 
different teachers in early 
1740s. Alexander Garden 
was teacher in 1743, when 
he began the SPG Negro 
School. Garden taught 
Greek and Latin. But all
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other teachers offer basic 




accounts, plain and 
spherical trigonometry, 
surveying, navigation. 
Another teacher in the 
1760s taught reading, 
writing, and arithmetic.
Mrs. Salter’s school at Mr. 
Breton’s “New House”
1733. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Takes boarders... teaches 
music.
“School of Mr. Adam 
Battin”
1732. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“Schooling, writing, 
accompts.” In addition to 
schooling Battin might have 
been engaged in writing and 
accounting for clients. Later 
Thomas Ker taught 
“English, French, Latin, 
writing, arithmetic” at this 
school too.
School 1764. South Carolina 
Gazette.
English, French,. Latin, 
writing, accounts, drawing, 
poetry, rhetoric, logic.
School 1759. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Elizabeth Screven to open 
school “in Mr. Grimke’s 
new house near the middle 
of King-Street. English 
reading, plain work.
“School” 1746. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, writing, and 
arithmetic. Not more than 
25 children, not less than 
five years old.




“School at Jacksonburgh” 1744. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Seeking a master... apply to 
the society, which has 
erected a building... learned 
languages, mathematics, 
writing, and etc.
School for “Poor White and 
Negro Children.”
1734. Run by a SPG missionary.
Andrew Siri 1764. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“Just arrived [here] from 
England.” French, Italian, 
Italian-method of
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bookkeeping.
Society for Promoting and 
Encouraging Education.
1791. Incorporated in Beaufort 
District.
Society for the Propagation 
of the Gospel (SPG)
1710. Ran schools for free and 
enslaved. Poor and wealthy. 
Continued operating in 
North American until 1777.
South Carolina College 
(now University of South 
Carolina)
1805. State funded.
South Carolina Society 1751. Ran schools for members 
and “charity scholars.” 
Advertised “vacancies for 
schooling children” duimg 
1750s and 1760s. Some of 
these were “charity 
scholars.” Changed to ads 
for money to lend in 1760s.
Spartanburg Philanthropic 
Society
1797. Incorporated to create an 
academy.
Springville Academy of 
Darlington District.
1819. In existence by or before 
1819. Incorporated 1821. 
Later added a school for 
girls.
Stewart & Byrne’s school 1795. City Gazette and 
Daily Advertiser
English grammar, writing 
(“according to the 
principles established by the 
celebrated “Butterworth”), 
arithmetic, Math., Latin, 
Greek, and French 
languages. Separate day- 
school for writing and 
useful geography.




Tabernacle Academy 1822. Incorporated.
Tavalande’s School 1828. Columbia, South Carolina. 
Possibly also known as 
Columbia Female Academy
Jeremiah Thius 1744. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Drawing.
Theus’s Georgetown School 1801. Georgetown Gazette. Reading, writing, 
arithmetic, English 
Grammar, geography, and 
basic rudiments of Latin.
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Daniel Thomas 1738. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, writing, merchant 
accounts, arithmetic. 
Boarders welcome. 
Continues through 1740s 
and into late 1740s. A 1747 
curriculum is spelling, 
accounts, writing, and 
arithmetic.
John Thomas’s “school” 1752. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“Reading, writing, and 
arithmetic.” Added 
merchant accounts and 
navigation later.
Susannah Treizevtkis 1746. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“French Tounge and 
WRITING.”





algebra, “and many useful 
branches of Mathematicks.” 
20 student limit.




“Tutor” 1788. City Gazette or Daily 
Advertiser.
Capable of teaching English 
and French, writing and 
arithmetic.
[Union] Academy 1825. Mills, Atlas. Unnamed “academy.” 
Possibly part of state free 
school system.
Mary-Ann Valois and 
Nicholas Valois
1759. South Carolina 
Gazette.
French and needlework in 
1759. Ball for display of 
skills in 1763. “Son” of 
Mary-Ann, Nicholas Valois, 
is her partner and later he 
will also practice and 
advertise on his own.
Henry Vamor 1749. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Reading, writing “in 
different sorts of hands,” 
arithmetic, merchant’s 
accounts. Mrs. Vamor will 
teach French and 
needlework for ladies.
Violin 1742. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Teaches violin and violin- 
cello. George Williams 
teacher.
Jane Voyer 1739. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Embroidery, lace work, 
tapestry, or any other sort of
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Needle-work. French and 
drawing. Will accept 
dancing and music masters 
too.
Wadsworth Fund 1799. For a school “intended 
solely for the benefit of 
such Children whose 
parents are too poor to pay 
for their Education.”
Mrs. Waldo’s School 1801. Georgetown Gazette.




“Mr. Walton’s Academy” 1769. South Carolina 
Gazette.
English for youth... English, 
history and geography in a 
separate room for “ladies.” 
Later these subjects plus 
“Moral Philosophy” 
advertised for “both sexes.” 
After 1772 new teacher 
takes over and modifies 
curriculum: offers reading, 
writing, and arithmetic to as 
many as 16 students at a 
time. Wife teaches the 
harpsichord for young 
ladies.
Ward Classical Academy 1803. Charleston Courier Run by “Mr. Ward.”




“Wassamaw School” 1734. South Carolina 
Gazette.
William Waterland is the 
teacher and offers 
arithmetic, writing, and 
English grammar.
William Wells 1744. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Writing, reading, and 
arithmetic in all the 
branches.
Welsh Neck Baptist Church 1780. Created/supported schools 
and missionary societies. In 
1809-1811 raised funds for 
“Education Fund for the 
Indian School.”
Eliza White 1757. South Carolina 
Gazette.
“Proposes to open a 
school.” Reading in 
English, French, and “all 
sorts of needlework.”
Williamsburgh Academy 1795. English grammar, themes,
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criticisms, orations, geog., 
globes, writing, arith., and 
several branches of math.
Willington Academy 1812. Run by Moses Waddel.
Winyah Indigo Society 
School
1735. Reading, writing, arithmetic 
(1740s). Latin and Greek 
(1760s). Later reading, 
writing, and arithmetic 
again. 12 poor children 
taught gratis annually.
The Woodins’s school 1764. South Carolina 
Gazette.
In 1764: Elizabeth Woodin 
& Rebecca Woodin. French 
and English, dancing, 
writing, needlework. After 
1767 Rebecca Woodin and 
Thomas Woodin partners. 
She offers “polite 
education” in English, 
French, reading, writing, 
music, dancing, 
needlework. He is a carver 
and cabinetmaker teaches 
“drawing in all its 
branches.”
Woodville Academy 1818. Incorporated.
Mrs. Wright 1747. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Irish stitch and lace-work.
“Writing, Arithmetick” 1740. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Writing, arithmetic (vulgar 
and decimal), algebra, 
geometry, trigonometry, 




“Writing Master” 1767. South Carolina 
Gazette.
Instruction in writing, 
arithmetic, accounting. And 
Mrs. Adams teaches young 
ladies to sew and mark. 
Also seeking “negro 
wench” to hire to cook, 
wash, and iron.
Yorkville Female Academy 1819. Incorporated.
Francis Younge’s school 1774. South Carolina 
Gazette and Country 
Journal.
Seeks schoolmaster who 
knows all branches of arith., 
bookkeeping, and 
surveying... sobriety and
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good disposition.
“Youth Boarded and 
Educated”
1787. City Gazette and 
Commercial Adviser.
J. Hart in Stoll’s Alley.
SOURCES: From the Georgia Historical Society: [Anonymous,] “Upon Virtue in General, and Female 
Education and Manners in Particular: Being an Inaugural Dissertation to the Opening an English Academy 
for young Ladies & Misses in Savannah the 26th Novr. 1786;” Chatham Academy Papers; Walter C. 
Hartridge Collection; Hughes-Folsom Papers; James Habersham-Joseph Habersham Miscellaneous Papers; 
John Johnson Papers; Minute Book o f the Savannah Library Society, 1809-1838; Minutes o f the Savannah 
Female Orphan Asylum; Wayne Stites Anderson Papers. From the Hargrett Reading Room, University o f  
Georgia at Athens: Telamon Cuyler Collection; DeRenne Family Papers; Abraham Baldwin Papers;
Egmont Manuscript Typescripts. From the South Carolina Department o f Archives and History: 
Commissioners o f the Free Schools -  Reports; “Minutes o f the Board of Trustees for Establishing a Public 
School in Lancaster District and o f the Trustees o f Escheated Property, August 30, 1800-April 15, 1840;” 
Huger Family Papers. From the South Caroliniana Library: Andrew Flinn Papers; Anon, Papers Published 
by Order o f  the Agricultural Society o f  South Carolina, (Columbia, S.C., 1818); Camden Orphan Society 
Daybook, 1797-1815; Chester-Clarkson Papers; Childberry School Manuscripts in the Chester-Clarkson 
Papers; Class Book for the Society at Harry’s Meetinghouse; Thomas Cooper and David McCord, eds., The 
Statutes at Large o f  South Carolina: Edited under Authority o f  the Legislature (Columbia, South Carolina, 
1837); Paul Cross Papers; Daniel Canon Edwards Papers; Gertrude Foster, “A Documentary History of 
Education in South Carolina as Revealed in the Manuscripts o f the Society for the Propagation o f the 
Gospel in Foreign Parts,” (Ed.D., University o f  South Carolina, 1932); Kincaid-Anderson Papers; Ann 
Lawrence Papers; Mills, Atlas, 1825; Minerva Society Papers; Minutes o f the Winyah Indigo Society; 
Mount Zion Society Papers; Edmund Rutledge Papers; Richard Furman Papers; Rules and Regulations of 
the Brown Fellowship Society, 1790; Sumterville Circulating Library Society Papers; Moses Waddel 
Papers; Thomas Waties Papers; Welsh Neck Baptist Church Minutes, 1737-1935; Williams-Chestnut- 
Manning Papers; Thomas Jefferson Withers Papers. From the South Carolina State Museum: William 
Johnson’s Charleston School Roster, 1767-1768. From the Superior Court o f  Chatham County, Georgia: 
Proceedings o f the Superior Court o f Chatham County. Published Primary Sources Included: E. Merton 
Coulter, ed. The Journal o f  William Stephens, 1741-1745, (Athens, GA, 1958); JohnPercival Egmont, The 
Journal o f  the Earl o f  Egmont: Abstracts o f  the Trustees Proceedings fo r  Establishing the Colony o f  
Georgia, 1732-1738, Robert G. McPherson, ed. (Athens, Georgia, 1962); Wood Furman, A History o f  the 
Charleston Association o f  Baptist Churches in the State o f  South Carolina (Charleston: Hoff, 1811); Allen 
Candler, comp., The Colonial Records o f  the State o f  Georgia, 1732-1782, Vol. 16 (Atlanta, GA, 1904- 
1916); Georgia General Assembly, Journal o f  the Senate o f  the State o f  Georgia (Hapeville, GA, 1821); 
[Historical Commission o f South Carolina,] Minutes o f  the Vestry o f  St. Helena’s Parish, South Carolina,
1726-1812 (Columbia, S.C., 1919); George Fenwick Jones and Marie Hahn, eds., Detailed Reports on the 
Salzburg Emigrants who Settled in America... Edited by Samuel Urlsperger, vol. 3, 1736 (Athens: 
University o f Georgia Press, 1972); South Carolina General Assembly, Journal o f  the Senate o f  the State o f  
South Carolina (Columbia, SC, 1800); And Augusta Chronicle and Gazette o f  the State; Charleston 
Gazette; Charleston Courier; City Gazette and Commercial Daily Advertiser; City Gazette and Daily 
Advertiser; Gazette o f  the State o f  Georgia; Georgetown Gazette; Georgia Gazette; Columbian Museum 
and Savannah Advertiser; Columbian Sentinel; Georgia State Gazette and Independent Register; South 
Carolina Gazette; South Carolina Gazette and Country Journal.
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APPENDIX B
SOME DOCUMENTS DISCUSSED IN THE TEXT
This is a collection of excerpts of some of the documents analyzed in the main 
text of this work. I have copied them here in order to offer readers opportunity to read the 
some of the “rich text” material for themselves and more fully. Most of the material has 
never been published. I am indebted to several friends and colleagues for a few of the 
transcriptions. Each is credited with my thanks in the footnote that follows each item. All 
others are my own.
1 - Charleston Orphan House Indenture Template (1790)
State of South Carolina 
City of Charleston
THIS INDENTURE, made the_______ day o f_________ in the year of our Lord
_________ and in the__________ year of American independence, WITNESSETH,
__________________ o f____________________________________________
hath place and bound______ self to the commissioners of the Orphan-House (for the
time being) established in the said city of Charleston, in the state aforesaid, in and by an 
ordinance of the honorable the City Council, ratified on the 18th day of October, in the 
year of our Lord 1790, entitled, “An ordninance for the establishment of an Orphan- 
House in the city of Charleston, for the purpose of supporting and educating poor 
orphan children, and those of poor, distressed and disabled parents, who are unable to 
support and maintain them;” to be subject to such ordinances, rules and regulations, as 
now are or hereafter shall be in force, touching and concerning the said institution; to
dwell and continue in the said Orphan-House until shall be of sufficient age to be
bound an apprentice to such profession, trade or occupation as may be suited to 
_______ genius and inclination, and from thence to dwell, continue and serve with such
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person to whom these indentures shall be transferred, from the day and the date thereof,
unto the full end and term o f__________ years and________________ months, from
thence next ensuing, and which will be completed and ended on the
________________ day [of] in the year of our Lord. During all
which term the said_____________________________ shall demean_________self
agreeable to the said ordinances, rules and regulations, until the said transfer shall take
place, and from thence said____________ well and faithfully shall serve,
__________ secrets keep,______________ Lawful commands everywhere gladly do,
hurt to ___________ said___________
shall not do, nor willingly suffer to be done by others, but the same to
_________________ power shall let, or forthwith shall give notice thereof to ______
said_________ shall not embezzle or waste, nor lend them without_____________
consent of any. From the said Orphan-House, or from the service o f______________
said_________________ shall not at any time depart or absent_______ self, without
leave from one of the commissioners, or from__________ said____________ but in all
things shall well and faithfully demean___________self during the said term.
IN WITNESS whereof,1
2 - Saint David’s Society Call for Subscriptions, 1778
As the endowing and establishing Publick schools and other seminaries of learning has 
in all Countries and in all ages been attended with the most salutary effects, as well by 
cultivating in youth the principles of Religion and every social Virtue, as by inabling them 
to fill with dignity and usefulness the most important Departments of the state: & When we 
reflect and look around Us, what benevolent mind who is a lover of his bounty, wou’d not 
deplore the great want of this necessary qualification in our Youth, — especially in the 
interior parts of it, at this early period of our flourishing and rising State when we will be at 
Liberty to make our own Laws without the controul of an Arbitrary Despot: what heart 
wou’d not glow with pleasure to see a senate filled with learned, wise and Virtuous men, for 
the want of which the most flourishing Republicks have become the tools of arbitrary 
Tyrants **** And whereas there is a society established in the Parish of St David, by the 
name of the St. David’s Society purposely for establishing and founding a Publick School in 
the Parish for educating Youth (of all Christian denominations being Protestants) in the 
Latin and Greek languages, writing, Mathematicks, Arithmetic & other useful branches of 
Literatture who are not of ability without assistance to carry so useful and necessary 
establishment into effect.
Therefore in order to contribute to so Laudable and benevolent an undertaking,
We, whose names are hereunto subscribed do promise to pay or cause to be paid into 
the hands of the secretary of the said Society the respective sums subjoined to each of 
our names, — whenever the same is called for by the said secretary of his Order.2
1 Charleston Orphan House Indenture Books, 1790-1818.
2 “At a Meeting o f  the Saint Davids Society... 31 January 1778,” in Horace Fraser Rudisill, ed., Minutes o f  
the Saint D avid’s Society (1777-1835) Florence, South Carolina, 1786), 2-3.
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3 - 1811 South Carolina Schools Petition
To the Honorable Members of the Senate.
THE Humble Petition of the Undersigned Citizens of the District of 
Williamsburg,
SHEWETH,
That upon due consideration, your petitioners are of the opinion that the 
establishment of Schools in the several election districts of this State, under the 
fostering and protecting hand of the Legislature, is an object of the first 
importance, and worthy of immediate attention. It is evident to your petitioners, 
that it is not from the establishment of Colleges only (however great the 
advantages resulting from such institutions may be) that universal benefits can be 
expected, or general information be acquired. The children of the poorer, and by 
far the most numerous class of our citizens, are, by their situation and 
circumstances, precluded from the advantages of Collegiate education, and 
doomed to regret that fortune has imposed upon them the hard lot of entering 
upon the world with all the disadvantages attendant on the unenlightened and 
uncultivated mind.—That your petitioners view it as important, and even essential 
to the preservation of independence, that the understandings of the citizens should 
be improved. It is by this mean that they will learn with certainty the true nature 
and extent of the rights, and know correctly when those rights are invaded. Where 
the minds of the great mass of the citizens are enlightened by science and 
literature, freedom and independence will remain secure; but where learning and 
science is bounded in a narrow circle, and ignorance pervades the great body of 
the people, despotism will rear her head, and oppression grasp the sceptre of 
unlimited power. Believing then that the general diffusion of knowledge is 
essential to the existence of freedom, and the best means of securing to posterity 
all the blessings resulting from a free and independent government—blessings 
which we at this moment enjoy, and feel anxious to hand down unimpaired to 
posterity, do therefore humbly pray that your honorable body will take this 
laudable case into immediate consideration.3
4 - Lancaster District Commissioners of the Free Schools Report (1812)
"Remarks Accompanying the Report of the Commissioners of the Free 
Schools for Lancaster District."
3 “To the Honorable Members o f the Senate, The Humble Petition o f  the Undersigned Citizens o f the 
District o f Williamsburg,” Jan. 18, 1811. General Assembly Petitions. South Carolina Department o f  
Archives and History.
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TO THE HONORABLE PRESIDENT & OTHER MEMBERS OF THE 
SENATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AT COLUMBIA ASSEMBLED.
In conformity with the act of the Legislature passed in the year of our Lord one 
thousand eight hundred & eleven Establishing of freer schools throughout the 
State & Appointing Commissioners to superintend said schools generally with 
power to distribute the amount of money appropriated by the Legislature & draw 
for payment thereof & c... We, the Commissioners for Lancaster District, Do 
report that in consequence of being under the necessity of forming several 
meetings before we could locate the Schools which exhausted a considerable part 
of the year placed us under the belief its not being actually necessary to draw for 
the amount due each school [illeg] the present meeting of the Legislature and did 
therefore omit to comply with that part of the Act requiring us to make a return to 
the Comptroler so soon as the schools were Located being placed under these 
circumstances & Anxious to find if the appropriations would in the present state 
of Society be productive of that beneficial effect contemplated by our 
Philanthropic Legislators have carefully inmbraced the last moment of time in 
making the necessary researches - And although being sensibly impressed with 
the superiors advantages of education & that nothing can have a greater tendency 
to increase the strength of Republican Governments than information Yet 
notwithstanding all these impressions we the Commissioners are placed under the 
disagreeable necesity of reporting to your Honorable body that they are under the 
belief that under the existing Act & in the present state o f society it cannot have 
that good tendency contemplated by the Legislature. Considering also that being 
now in a Warr we should be wanting in our duty to recommend the continuance 
of any system in its present form productive of no greater share of good which 
would have a tendency to increase our public expenditure & thereby retard some 
active opperation in our current Struggle the Commissionaers calculating the 
Relative Situation of this and other Countrys where appropriations of this kind 
have been usefully employed find it to consist principally at this time in being a 
Larger extent of Territory thinly scatered over with inhabitants with habits 
strongly attached to the cultivation of the Earth & thereby rendering it extremely 
difficult for smal appropriations to inbrace any large number of inhabitants at 
Once the Commissioners fondly anticipate the time when the overgrown 
population will necessarily force the constructing a number of Villages 
thruoghout our Territory & thereby give a Special opportunity of its inhabitant to 
imbrace the benefit of every liberal Appropriation intended for the instruction of 
the rising generation an event which cannot fail of being a pleasing contemplation 
to every lover of a Republican system in as much as it contains every necessary 
requisite calculated to perpetuate that Constitution & Government 
alone securing the rights of man
The Commissioners being under the impression that the poor alone have a claim 
to share the benefits arising the appropriation regulated the distribution in such a 
manner as would imbrace the greatest number of that class throughout the District 
& in doing this found themselves under the necessity of joining with as many
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Schools made up by private subscription as their funds would extend. The 
Commissioners after forming themselves into a Board adopted the method of 
distributing the amount of Appropriations on petitions regularly presented setting 
forth the Amount to carry forth into effect any school wherein it was 
contemplated those unable to pay the expense of Tuition was to be placed. Signed 
byone or more of the subscribers to said School which enabled us more 
effectively to ascertain the exact number coming under that denomination —
The Commissioners further report that another cause which has had a 
considerable tendency in Arresting the beneficial effect flowing from such 
contributions is that mistaken pride which they are sorry to observe they have 
found to exist among many of their fellow citizens who are in such reduced 
circumstances as to render them unable to educate their own children - yet revolt 
at the idea of having their children otherwise Educated
The Commissioners have in some measure prevailed over such mistaken 
pretensions & caused some which at first refused to be placed in said School to 
become afterwards Students therein, They would also respectfully observe to your 
Honorable house that if after we are again blessed with peace & commerce A 
redundency of Treasure should be found to exist in the public Coffers 
unappropriated they cannot conceive any Establishment to have a higher claim to 
Legislative interference than that of enlightening the minds of the rising 
generation After every investigation the Commissioners are impressed with the 
belief that the indigent alone should share the benefit arising from such 
contributions and therefore if the Legislature of the State in their wisdom should 
think proper to continue the Act - The Commissioners respectfully hope it will be 
so modified as to imbrace that class alone
Signed by Order of the Board }
} Benjm. Massey, Chairman 
Fowler Williams Secretary }
10th Novm. 1812.4
5 - My Dear Daughter
“My Dear Daughter,
I received with pleasure your favor, as affording me testimonials of your 
affection and respect, besides the happiness at hearing of your health, the greatest 
satisfaction next to seeing you, the next object which interests the heart of your Father, 
is the improvement of your mind and the correctness of your heart, in both of which, as 
far a nature has been engaged, she has amply done her part by you, and it now remains
4 Report o f the Commissioners o f the Free Schools for Lancaster District for 1812. General Assembly 
Papers. South Carolina Department o f Archives and History, Columbia South Carolina.
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for you to improve the talent that has been given you; And in those excertions of mind, 
can I suppose my daughter deficient, No! I flatter myself she knows too well what will 
please her Father, to neglect one thing that will tend to improve her mind, or adorn her 
person; even were her inclination wanting; which I should be truly mortified to 
suppose. You tell me of the good behavior and assiduity of my little Emma; how it 
redoubles my affection for the little girl whenever I hear such good report made of her 
conduct. I hope indeed, that although the time will be very short you have to stay this 
side of Christmas that in every branch of your Education I shall find you improved 
some, and that your Father will bring you up with pleasure; the last of next week I shall 
be in town to bring you up. Meanwhile with all the affection that can warm the heart of 
a Father, (& the Love of your Mama, brother & sisters added)
Believe me possessed for my 
Dear Daughters, John R.
Richardson”5
6 - Paul Cross’s Word List
I have kept the spelling and punctuation and capitalization as cross wrote it. Cross 
himself underlined the words. With a few exceptions he used modem 
capitalization rules. Some words I could not interpret orthographically to my 
satisfaction, so I have noted the oddity or ambiguity. In general Cross’s 
handwriting was excellent and clear.
Agonize to acknowledge to confess 
Agitation violent motion disquiet of mind 
Affix [?] to promise assure or engage 
Affirm to avow
Affinity kindred or alliance by Marriage or a likeness of any thing 
Aenigma a riddle or intricate sentence or question 
Adulu [adulee?] to sweeting [?]
Adulator a flattering fawning fellow a flatterer 
Adricate -  to satisfy to make amends 
Adread -  afraid much concerned 
Activity
Achieve to accomplish anything
Accident Access admittance to anything
Abundant Abstinence
Vivacity lively Briskness or readiness of wit
Ultraneous [?] willingly, with a free will.
VilifV to abuse dispise 
Vinolencv Drunkenness 
Emoluments profit of any kind
5 Richardson to Elizabeth P. Richardson, Jamesville, December 5, 1805, Manning Papers, South Caroliniana 
Library. University o f South Carolina, Columbia. The “town” referred to is Charleston.
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Emphatick significant or forcible a vigorous pronunciation 
Emulation to vie with one against another to strive to exceed 
Encomium a commendation or praise on any speech 
Endowment a valid national gift or quality 
Enormity heinousness -  a high misdemeanour 
Em Enmity hatred or a grudge variance
Epictetus the stoic philosopher whole philosophy is to bear and forebear. 
Equanimity evenness of mind contentedness an even cast or frame of mind 
and temper under fortune either good or bad. Not to be puffed up with 
prosperity or the be dissipated in adversity.
[begin page two]
Incendiary a sower of strife and discord 
Incisors the fore teech in a jaw.
Pusillanimous dastardly ungenuous 
Mordicant biting sharp 
Morose peevish surly 
Morbid an unsound constitution 
Morigeinous obedient dutiful 
Orgillous proud arrogant presumptuous 
Original the first beginning.
Pagentry pomp ostentation
Palinody an [naysaying?] anything or recantation.
Philanthropy a lover of mankind all humanity and courtesey
Pheonix -  Phrase
Gradation -  going step by step
Honorificabilitudinitv honorableness
Horderium a store or treasurehouse
Hospitality
Huff a swggering fellow or bully
Ignominious discredit dishonor or infamy
Ignoscible pardonable or to be forgiven
Immaterial of little moment or consequence
Imminent approaching, as hanging over one’s head a danger.
Imminution a diminishing or lessening anything 
Immature not ripe
Immence a great number or vast -  large 
Impend threatening dangers 
Impeccable that cannot sin or do amiss 
Conjecture a supposition guess or opinion.
Connive to wink at a taken notice of 
Conscience
Consistent agreeing suitable 
Consociate to join in mutual society 
Conspicuous clear manifest 
Construe to expound or interpret




7 - Letter of John Stevens
John Stevens to James Mathias of Wamford Court near the Royal Exchange in
London, Charleston S.C., December 18, 1769:
My family consists of an affectionate wife, who has been my companion 
and comfort under all my difficulties, and whose behavior has ever gain’d 
her esteem and respect. My three boys you must remember to have seen 
them with Mrs. Stevens when she took leave of you for the West Indies 
are become men. John Stevens my elder son 23 years old, is sole manager 
on a large estate 5 miles out of the town of Kingston in Jamaica where he 
has been these 16 months past; he is respected by every gentleman & I 
have the satisfaction to hear him called a valuable young man by his 
employer, and every gentleman who comes from that Island. The next 
[crossed out: secondly] Jervis Henry Stevens [crossed out: my second son] 
18 years old, is with me in Charles Town. A Capable, good, disposed 
youth; understands business and is a Free Votary to Apollo; there are 
many worse harpsichord and organ players, who make great figures in 
England; This Lad, both in my office, at Church as Organist, and in every 
other my business is my second self. The third Joseph Porter Stevens 
upwards of 16 years now on his second voyage to the coast of Africa, has 
been 4 years at sea, in which time he has suffered shipwreck, and in other 
instance has been plundered by the Spanish thieves who attacked the 
Vessel as they were passing near the west end of Porto Rico; he arrived 
naked in Charles Town & this at a time when I had no other method to 
cover him but by sharing my own poor stock of cloths, which [crossed out: 
at that time only] consisted only of a second shifting; I gave my child one 
and sent him forward to sea a second time; and now hope to see him every 
hour. The next a sensible girl 8 years old bom in St. Kitts; plays the 
harpsichord, reads, wrights, works, dances, all amazingly for her age. The 
youngest, a fine, saucy curl’d Headed boy, of 3 years old; plaything for 
every gentleman of my acquaintance... Thus you see the hand of 
Providence has been most bountiful in respect to my family, I am bless 
with children that are a credit to me where ever they go. Under all my 
difficulties I have carefully and constantly attended to the framing of their 
morals, and have the unspeakable pleasure to see them [crossed out: act 
with honor] remark’d for young men of strict honor and virtue; they have 
not yet fail to gain the regard of those who know them. My eldest son John
6 Paul Cross Papers. South Caroliniana Library. University of South Carolina, Columbia.
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is really a sound theorist as well as a fine player which is of no disservice 
to him.7
8 - Richmond Academy Minutes Selections
April 13, 1784:
Pannill, Jack, Bums
“Resolved, That the building of the Academy and Church will be let to the 
lowest undertaker on the [blank] day of May next, at Augusta, and that such 
lots sold on the 23 ultimo, and the terms not complied with by that day will be 
then resold on the same terms as before; and that notice be given to all 
purchasers to comply by that day.”
April 14, 1784:
Glscock, Pannill, Bums, Jack
“The Papes of Mr. Lindsay being laid before the Board respecting his claim to 
a tract of land adjoining the town of Augusta:
“Resolved, That this Board cannot give a decided answer until the town 
Comon is sureyed.
“The Surveyor having represnted to the Board the impossibility of 
arranging the Streets of the old & new town without taking off from broad 
[sic] street [sic] thirty five feet more than formerly agreed to:
“Resolved that the same be done accordingly, and that Broad Street be 
only 165 feet.
“resolved, that the building of the Academy & Church will blet to th 
elowest bidder on the 13 of July next, at Augusta, and that public notice be 
thereof given, and that such lots as were sold on the 23 ultimo, and the terms 
not complied with, will be then resold.”
Nov. 9, 1784:
Walton, Jack, Glascock
“Ordered, That the Clerk do write to all such purchasers of lots whose first 
payments have become due, and require the same to be made.
“Ordered that the road be laid out before the town from the sand bar ina 
straight direction to and in a line with broad street, and be thirty-two feet 
wide; and be also continued in the same direction and width above the town to 
the hill near the house on the land belonging to Barnards Estate; and from 
thence to be continued of the same width and direction to the best and most 
convenient crossing place on Rae’s Creek, intermediate the old ford and the 
Dutch Mill: from thence in such a manner and direction as the Commissioners 
of the roads shall judge proper.
“Ordered that it be laid out by a compass and measured with a Chain, 
beginning at the same br and ending at the centof town, and in like manner
7 Stevens-Saunders-Venning Papers. Library Company o f Philadelphia. BI, fol. 2, John Stevens letter book 1 and 
2 .1 am indebted to Wendy Gonaver for this reference.
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from Rae’s Creek, placing numbered oblong pieces of rock at each quarter of 
a mile distance.
“William Candler, esquire, who some time since undertook to erect the 
Academy, having lately departed this life, whereby the contract may fail to be 
fulfilled, and the representatives of the said deceased having proposed to 
annul the contract, and cancel the bonds given on either side: Resolved, 
therefore, that the Commssioners, to prevent as much as possible all delays in 
the completion of this interesting business, do agree to make void the contract 
entered into with the said William Candler, in his life time, and to take back 
and cancel the bond given for payment.”
March 25, 1785:
Walton, Glascock, Jack
Board appoints William Rogers of Maryland to be first Master of the 
Academy.
In return for his salary, “the said Master shall give his whole time, shall teach 
the latin, greek, and English languages, and the common practical branches of 
the Mathematicks, according to the rules established and practiced in the 
seminaries of learning the United States.
“Resolved, that, ton emnify the Board and the fund of the County, the 
following sums be demanded for education
“1st. Children in the first stage, learning letters, orthography and reading, 
four dollars pr. quarter.
“2. Children in the second ste, learning the principles of english grammar 
and cyphering, five dollars, per quart.
“3. persons in the third stage, learning the latin or greek language, or any 
branch of the methamaticks [sic], ten dollars per quarter....
“Resolved, that all fences, or other obstructions, in the streets of the town 
be removed forthwith, or the Clerk be directed to make a report of the same to 
the Attorney General for prosecution.”
April 4, 1785:
Walton, Glascock, Jack
“The Board being informed that the undertakers of the Church were prepared 
to bring in the lumber and desired to know the spot on which it was to be 
erected. Whereupon it is ordered, that the square of public land be precisely 
ascertained by the County Surveyor and be divided into four equal parts, thus 
[sketch of buildings] Then draw a line parallel with the outer street sixty feet 
within its border, upon which the range of buildings shall front, vizt.
“1. The Academy to be exactly in the center; a large gate, avenue and 
Court to be in front, & a garden from the back to the river.
“2. The Church, with an avenue, elder or vestry House and gate in front, 
and a grass fild in the back ground.
“3. The Presidents house, private avenue and gate in front, and garden 
next to the river.
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“Ordered, that an acre of ground for a Cemetary be laid out in the common 
south of the town between the center street of the old town and Washington 
Street, to be admeasured as follows, the distance from the front of the town of 
the width of one of the parallel Streets, shall be first marked; then shall be 
added and marked the width of one of the squares, and then again the width of 
another parallel street: upon the south border of which shall be Cemetary, laid 
out centrally between the streets before mentioned, and upon the principle of a 
common lot, having in view e future extension of the town, thus [sketch].
“When the limits shall be this ascertained, the Clerk with the advice and 
consent of one or more of the Commissioners shall employ a person to fence it 
in a plain manner with common rails in the first instance.
“Ordered that some person in like manner be employed to level the old 
fortifications on the publts, and also to fence the whole of it in.
“The Board being informed that Colonel Andrew Bums and Colo. Joseph 
Pannill had declined to act longer as Commissioners the Clerk is directed to 
write to these gentlemen, and request that they would express their intentions 
in writing.
“Resolved, that the following books and instruments be imported for the 
use of the Academy.
“Books to be sent for.
“English
Dictionary of arts and sciences 
Preceptor
Johnsons Dictionary — four Copies 
Rollins ancient history, with maps.
The World displayed, the latest collection of voyages &c.





Dr. Moore’s view of society & manners.
Abbe Raynal’s E & W Indies
Gibbon’s decline & fall of the Roman Empire.
Spectator — 4 Copies 
World — 4 Do.
Tattler — 4 Do.
Connoisseur 4 Do.
Blairs Lectures
Kaimes elements of criticism




Guthries grammar — 12 Copies
“Latin.
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Cordery’s Coloquies — 12 Copies
Aesop’s fables — 12 do.
Selecte Prophanis — 12 copies
Cesars Commentaries — 6 Do.
Cicero’s orations. — 6 Do.
Youngs Dictionary — 12 Do.
Virgil — in usum delphane — 6 copies
Horace — 6 Do.
Cicero de oratores — 6 Do.
“Greek.
Whitenhall’s Greek grammar 12 copies
Greek testament — 6 Do.
Schrevelii Lexicon — 6 Do.
Lucian’s dialogues — 6 Do.
“A set of globes with large maps.
“Dolans new achromatic Telescope, with a prismatic micrometer.
“Hadley’s Quadrant.
“Set of Surveyors instruments, with azimuth Compass.
“2 large Thermometers Fr.
“resolved, that a merchant be employd to make the said importation upon 
as reasonable terms as possible: for the payment of which we pledge the fund 
of the said Academy.
“Some misunderstandings having taken place with respect to what was 
understood when the ferry place in town was last rented; and doubts having 
arisen as to the matter of right on the northern shore: it is ordered, that the 
ferry place on this side of the river, with its rights, be again exposed to sale for 
one year, upon the following conditions — the purchaser shall be a Citizen of 
th State, residing within the same, the flat or boats shall be kept at the landing 
on this side, as well as the hands which work them.
“Ordered, that the disputes respecting the ferry be laid before the 
Legislature.
“Resolved, that Thomas Connell, esquire, who last rented it, shall pay for 
the time he has had it, in proportion as it shall next rent for.”
July 22, 1785:
Glascock, Jack, Robert Forsythe
“It appearing to the Board that the former terms of teaching at the Academy, 
in this town, are much too high and that an equal or superior fund may be 
raised by lowering of them: It is therefore resolved, that only the following 
sums be demanded, as well in future, as for those heretofore entered: vizt.
“Children in the first stage... two dollars per quarter. In the second... three 
dollars per quarter. And those in the third stage...five dollars per quarter; and 
that public notice thereof be forthwith given in the Gazette.”
August 25, 1785:
Glascock, Jack, Forsythe:
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“It beign the fist object of the Law that there should be a place of divine 
worship, and the trustees having lately got a large house, which will very 
conveniently answer that purpose as for the academy. Resolved, therefore, 
that the lower large room of the academy be made use of every Sabbath day, 
for the future, for the aforesaid purpose, until the Church is completed.”
March 30, 1786:
Walton, Glascock, Jack, Baldwin, Forsythe
“The Board being informed that the Small-pox is in town, anunderstanding 
that several persons are aleady inoculated [sic], do recommend it to the 
Parents & Guardians o f the Students of the Academy to embrace the 
opportunity of the present vacation to inoculate [sic] them, that as little time 
may be lost in their academic exercises as possible.
“The Board attended the Spring examination of the English school and 
Academy in the several branches of instruction which had been pescribed. The 
Examiners adjudged the premiums which had been proposed, as follows; In 
Engish grammar to Sarah Hobson & Nathanl. Cocke: In writing & 
orthography to Edward Randolph: n rithmetic to Stith Mead: In the 
construction & syntax of the latin language to Zachariah Lamar.
“Ordered that there be a vacation for three weeks; at the expiration of 
which time it is expected the Students will punctually attend.”
July 29, 1786:
Walton, Glascock, Jack, Forsythe
“Resolved that Notes should be issued by the Board to an amount not 
exceeding two thousand dollars, in small sums, from one quarter to ten dollars 
inclusive, on the whole funds of the Academy, and be in the following form, - 
- ‘This Note for [blank] dollars will be receivable at the Board of Trustees in 
all payments whatever on account of the Richmond Academy; and at all times 
redeemable by the funds of the same.”
“The Board being informed that the lot No. 65 on which a building is erected 
has not been paid for; and Nehe. Wade Esqr. who purchased the same having 
offered to decline having anything farther to di with it, it is ordered that the 
Clerk do make the necessary enquiry how payment can be obtained for it.”
Aug. 14, 1786:
Glascock, Jack, Forsythe
Board contracts with Colo. Meade to complete the church and elder/vestry 
house.
“Mr. Coleman & Colo. Meade attened in order to contract for finishing the 
Brick work at the academy, in a good & work manlike manner with good & 
unexceptionable Bricks & Lime to be finished by the first o f November next.”
July 1, 1788:
Glascock, Telfair, Jack, Forsyth, Jones
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“The Board proceeded to examine the buildings erected on Lot Letter T 
pursuant to a Resolution of the 14 March last, past, and are o f opinion that the 
said resolution has not been complied with.
“The Board took under consideration the present situation on which the 
buildings on Lot Letter T are erected and are of opinion it is too remote from 
the River.
“Resolved therefore that a lot of the same size beginning on a line with 
water [sic] street [sic] be immediately laid out and a Warhouse erected thereon 
— conformably to the resolutions of the 14 March last.
“The Board notwithstanding non-compliance on the art of Colo. Marbury 
feel themelves, undera delicacy on the part of an Individual And are therefore 
desirous of giving farther Indulgence — t is therfore Resolved that Colo. Leo. 
Marbury be indulged in point of time until the eighth day of August next to 
ere a Warehouse on the the [sic] ground this day appropriated to that use, and 
in case the Buildings be not fully completed by the aforesaid period 
conformably to the Resolutions of the 14 March last (except a shed in front in 
lieu of which he shall build [indecipherable], said Colo. Leo. Marbury shall 
choose one person and the Commissioners one person to put a valuation on 
the buildings, but should either party refuse or neglect to nominate a person as 
aforesaid, the other party shall have power and authority to appoint both.
“And in either case the person to be appointed (upon disagreement) shall 
have power to choose an Umpire; and their decree shall be final and shall be 
completed within 24 Hours after such appointment. And the Board in that case 
will pay and satisfy the said Leo. Marbury for the sum that may be awarded, 
and immediately thereafter the said buildings and premises are hereby 
declared to be vested in the Commissioners, and their or either of their 
Successors in office, forever — in trust — to and for the use of the Academy, 
and the anual funds accounted, for by them, in like manner as directed by law 
in other Cases — Provided always that nothing done or to be done by the 
Board, shall destroy or do away the right of ordering and compelling to bmade 
such additional Warehouses as may from time to time be adjudged necessary 
agreeably to the latter part of the Resolution of the 14 March last.”
“Resolved that Will. Glascock, Rob. Forsyth Sea. Jones, Esquire or any 
two of them with a Surveyor do proceed tomorrow & stake off the ground, on 
the [lots?] which buildings are directed to be erected, as a Warehouse for the 
reception of Tobacco, and report thereon to the board.”
“Resolved that Reuben Coleman Charles Simmons & Rob. Bonner or any 
two of them be and they are authorized to advalue, & ascertain the Expence of 
moving the buildings on Lot Letter T, until it shall come to a line with Water 
Street....”
“Resolved that the remaining five Acre lots unrented be leased on the 9th 
day of August next for term of 7 years and that all persons owmoney for ent 
now due be called on to pay the same an in case o f refusal that they be 
compelled.
“Resolved that the present holders of the five Acre lots have and enjoy the 
same for years instead of 5 as first rented as the time is thought too short and
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the Lots not fully ascertained till lately. Provided the rent now due be fully 
paid up and Notes with Security deposited for the furher time of two yrs.”
Oct. 13,1788:
Glascock, Teair, Forsyth, Jones
Board appoints new member, John Milton to replace resigning Samuel Jack 
“The Inspectors of the Augusta Warehouse, made a representation to the 
Board, of several articles and mtters that are wanting and immediately 
necessary to be furnished & done for the said Warehouse Whereupon
“Resolved that Colo. Leonard Marbury be required to completely enclose 
the picking house and to fix and additional prize [?] and make ladders to each 
prize, in the same manner as is done at the upper Warehouse; also to furnish 
the Inspectors with a strong padlock and staples for the northern gate, to free 
up the Inside of the Warehouse so as to bring it to a level with the highest part 
of the same, & also furnish the said Inspectors for the present with fifteen 
hundred blank Tobacco Notes and two hundred and fifty manifests, to be 
headed with the Words Augusta Warehouse all of which to be done within 
fourteen days from this day. And further that the Fence enclosing the 
Warehouse lot Letter T be made close and at least seven feet high within thirty 
days from the date hereof. The Board determined to attend at the Academy on 
the 1 Oth December next to receive sealed proposals, from any person or 
persons for building a Wharf opposite the Augusta Wareouse to extend as far 
as what may be termed low-water mark to be framed with good square pine 
ranging timber 12 by 12. piled and filled up with stone and sand & to be 
completed on or before the friday of June next.
“Ordered that the Surveor General do previous to the 1 Oth december [sic] 
next proceed to lay out and sufficiently stake off part of the Land in the lower 
end of the town into Lots of 80 feet front and 132 feet deep that is so many of 
them as are described in the plann by Letter B which will be shewn him by the 
Clerk of the Board — and that the same be sold for Current money on the said 
1 Oth day of December next at 12 oclock at the Augusta Warehouse.”
May 5, 1789:
Abraham Boyd applied to the Board for compensation for officiating in the 
Parish for six months, under what he believed to be the Board approbation, 
“stating that a number of persons in th eparish amounting to above fifty, had 
previously to his late journey to northward subscribed a paper, purporting to 
be an approbation of his services, and an invitation to return.”
“Whereupon it is considered and resolved that it is not eligible to appopriate 
the funds of the Academy to the payment of Clergymen; and thatt [ic] it be 
earnestly recomended to the subscribers of the said paper, and to all others the 
hearers of M Boyd, to make up by subscription a reasonable compensation for 
his past services.”
“The following persons renting the Pews of the Church yesterday attended 
paid up the rent: some in part & others the whole, viz.”
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Walton (in part), Sea. Jones (in full), Abraham Jones (in part), Bams (in full), 
Forsyth (part), Hunter (part), Bostwick (part), Hills (full), Hays (part), Bugg 
(part), Harris & Longstreet (part), Bray (part), Booker (part), Jackson (part). 
“Mr. Coleman & Mr. Jno. E. Smith were permitted to retain the Pews rented 
by them on account of certain debts due them & to be due them from the 
board. Mr. Coleman being No. 22 and Mr. Smith No.3”
July 25, 1789
Glascock, Walton, Forsyth, Tefair, Jones, Milton 
Fence ordered for the Academy lot:
“to be done with good post oak, or lightwood posts at least ten inches square, 
three feet below & six above ground, eight feet apart — and merchantable inch 
plank well and substantially mailed on with half crown nails, to lap on the 
edges and to be straped [sic] at the ends, the same to e well pined and wedged 
with a neat Gate to be made of planed pales, the Gate posts to be of lightwood 
or post-oak, at least twelve inches square; and the gate to be hung with good 
and substantial hinges, and to fasten with a latch and Catch the same to be 
completed in a workmanlike manner within two months from the day of 
contract —. At the same time will be let the finding the materials and 
completeing [sic] the following repairs at the Academy — viz.one room to be 
ceiled and a deficiency therein to be lined; a door and 14 window shutters to 
be hung with good hinges, those for the windows to be raised—joints; finding 
216 panes of crown glass 8 by 10 and glazing the same.
“To be encluded [sic] in the same listin a palissade fence of four and an 
half feet high across the lot, the posts to be of good heart of pine or lightwood 
six by four inches — to be eight feet apart, and the rails to be three by four 
inches — the pales to be three by one inch dressed and moulded in the usual 
manner — with a neat gate to be hung with sufficient hinges with gate posts of 
ten inches square.
“At the same time will be let the sinking a Well five feet wide in the clear, 
to be bricked with merchantable well-bricks, the same to be inspected prior to 
their being put into the well, with good and proper Curbs, and to be fixed in a 
substantial frame, with two iron bound buckets and a Windlass — the buckets 
to be let down with proper chains.”
July 25, 1789:
Glascock, Telfair, Forsyth, Jones, Milton
James Simmons contracted for the Academy fence
Abraham Jones to finish the ceiling of the Academy
Josiah & Morris Gibbert [?] to sink the well, but “fixed with a pump and iron 
handle in lieu of the bucket”
An Examination:
“The Trustees took their seats in the Academy at O’Clock under the desk and 
in front of the students; and the examination was preceded by suitable prayer 
by the Chaplain — His Honor the Governor and the honorable the members of
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the Executive Council together with a number of respectable Gentlemen 
attended.
“Mr. Griffin, a senior tutor, examined the under class in spelling, 
pronunciation and the first rudiments of Geography — in which they generaly 
acquainted themselves well.
“M Baldwin the Rector proceeded to examine other clsses in the principles 
of Geography and Trigonometry; in which were discovered marks of 
meritorious application. The Chaplain M. Palmer, then examined the classes 
in latin; where a facility of learning of the once masters of the world was 
evident. The Classes were then called upon the floor and delivered a number 
of sketches in Rhetoric with very general applause.
“The Trustees express their satisfaction of the progress of the students, and 
their approbation of the conduct o f the Tutors; and flatter themselves that the 
Seminary by a proper attentive and uniform proceeding, will be apprecited to 
an equality with any in the United States.”
Reprint of a letter from McCall saying that he has finally finished and 
corrected the surveys of the town commons, and obliges himself to laying off 
the remainder of the town plan, upon the receipt of which letter the Trustees 
signd over the title to his Lots No. 7&8 in Section B.
Sept. 5, 1789:
Glascock, Walton, Telfair, Milton
“It is Ordered that the Contractor to enclose the Academy be directed to 
encass the said lot from the Palisade fence already ordered on the East side of 
said lot until the same shall adjoin the said fence on the west with plank three 
feet high and paleing [sic] three feet the difference of valuation to be 
submitted by the parties to Charles Simmons.
“Ordered that the two small houses on the eastern part of the Academy lot, 
be removed to join together and to be bounded eastward by Wambusies lot, 
and that the same be underpinned 2 1/2 feet high with well burnt bricks or 
stone with a Chimney at least 6 feet in the clear in each a fire place to be in 
each room, and that a Carpenter be employed to do the necessary work in 
consequence of this order.”
Sept. 11,1789:
Glascock, Walton, Telfair, Milton, Jones
“It appearing that the commons to be leased out by the Act of Assembly of the 
14th of August 1786, have not been cleared and cultivated as therein, and by 
the several orders of this board, have been directed; And it having been 
suggested that provided the lease would be extened several of the Lessees or 
their assigns would bind themselves to clear and cultivate the parts by them 
respectively leased, in conformity to the objects of the said act -- Whereupon 
it is ordered, that all such of the Lessees or their assigns who shall pay the 
rents due and give obligations with Security for the additional time as pr 
annual Lease — shall be entitled to a lease of seven years to commence from 
the third tuesday in October next; and that the obligations of all such as do not
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comply literally with this order, shall be put in suit agreeable to the order of 
the board of rge 21st July last if not paid by the said third tuesday in October 
next — to which Mr. Milton dissents.”
“The board do agree and consent that the Proprietor of the same [Augusta 
Warehouse] do erect a new scale-house on the said lot to be placed near the 
southern gate on a line with the said warehouse lot.”
Oct. 31,1789
Glascock, Forsyth, Walton, Telfair, Milton
“Agreeable to the determination of the board at the last quarter the Trustees 
attended and the examination commenced in the usual order —
“The students went through their exercises with promtitude [sic] and 
exactness, and demonstrated that an improvement had taken place to the credit 
of the teachers and the students.
“The board then adjourned until the evening. The large room of the 
Academy being converted into the form of a Theatre, the scholars were 
convened in the evening to perform their exercises in Rhetoric, and acquainted 
themselves with real applause, affording credit to the professors in this 
branch.
“In the course of the whole exercises the Trustees feel themselves pleased 
generally with the Students: but having engaged some premiums to the more 
distinguished merit they determine that Edmund Bacon of the first class, 
excelled on the grounds of general learning and that he be presented with a 
gold medal of the value of one Eagle, with a device indicative of the occasion
“That George Clayton, of the second class so far excelled as to be entitled 
to a particular attention; and that for the same he be presented with a Volumes 
of Morse’s Geography.
“That Thomas Camber Walton, of the third class, excelled in their 
exercises; and for which he be presented with a volume of the American 
Selection. And that of the young misses of the Academy — Saly Parish 
excelled in their exercises; and that she be presented for the same with a 
volume of Thompson’s Seasons.
“Resolved, that a gold medal, of the value of one Eagle, be adjudged and 
presented annually to the person of the first class who shall excell in the 
Academy; and premiums, of the value o f the books now adjudged to the 
second and third classes, to those who shall excell in them: but the medal shall 
not be adjudged a second time to the same person, nor th premiums to the 
same persons a second time while in the same classes. And in like manner of 
the young misses of the Academy.”
Nov. 28, 1789:
Glascock, Baldwin, Forsyth, Milton, Jones
“The President laid before the Board a Letter from Wade Hampton esquire 
enclosing certain proposals for erecting a bridge over Savannah river at this 
place which were read and ordered to be filed.
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“Mr. Forsyth and Mr. Jones were appointed a Committee to confer with 
the said Wade Hampton; who reported that they had followed the directions of 
the board, and had conferred with Mr. Hampton; but had not come to any 
particular agreement with him — but recommended the following resolution to 
the board — which was agreed
“Resolved that the Trustees of Augusta, so far as they are concerned do 
concur in the propositions of Wade Hampton Esq. for erecting a bridge over 
Savannah river opposite this town, upon condition real [?] he shall secure to 
be paid to them or their successors in office the annual sum of 20 in 
quarterly payments, the first twelve yars. commencing from the time of 
finishing the said bridge; and the sum of .50 per annum quarterly as aforesaid 
forever thereaft: And provided that the Teachers and Students of the Academy 
at this place shall at all times pass and repass free of expence for themselves, 
over the said bridge and the public ferry appertaining the town when the said 
bridge may be impassable —.”
Dec. 3, 1789:
Same as previous.
After considering Hampton’s proposal for a bridge “where the ferry is now 
fixed” the Board “Resolved that this board will concur with the said Wade 
Hampton in an application to the Honble the Legislature, upon the following 
trms and conditions
“1. The said Wade Hampton, his heirs or assigns shall be bound to erect a 
good and substantial bridge not less then sixteen feet wide at the place before 
mentioned, capable of sustaining and passing all carriages in common use, on 
or before the [blank] day of february 1791, and to keep such bridge in good 
and sufficient repair forever, with an exclusive priviledge for the same during 
the whole length in the river of the town and commons on this side the said 
river, with the right of ferriage during the time theaid bridge shall be out of 
repair.
2nd. In Consideration of the above the Trustees agree on the part of the said 
Academy to relinquish the right of ferriage transferable to the said Wade 
Hampton his heirs and asigns forever. The Toll upon the said bridge to 
correspond & be equal to the present rate of ferriage — Provided, that for 
every year,during the first twelve yearafter the erection and completion of the 
said bridge on the said [blank] day of february 1791, the said Wade Hampton 
his heirs or assigns shal pay to the said Trustes or to their successor in office, 
the sum of twenty pounds Sterling money, in specie, & fifty pounds in like 
money for every yar forever thereafter both in quarterly ayments. Provided 
also that teh said Wade Hampton for himself his heirs or assigns do mortgage 
the said bridge together with the acre of land in South Carolina on which the 
said bridge shall lodge antt, for the faithfull prformance of the engagements 
on his and their parts: Provided further, that in case the said bridge shall not be 
erected within te time herein before mentioned, and beind so erected and 
completed shall not be kept up in good and sufficient repair alowing a 
reasonable time not exceeding twelve months at one time for repairing or
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rebuildng, this contract on failure in either of the above Provisors shall cease - 
- and the right of ferriage revert back to the Trustees or their Successors —
And Provided lastly that the Masters and Professors, and all the scholars and 
students of the Academy in this town shall be permitted to pass and repass 
over the said bridge and ferry, Toll and ferry free forever.”
April 1,1790:
Glascock, Walton, Milton, Forsyth, Jones
“Resolved that the Garret room of the Academy be arched and painted and 
another window put in each end; and that the society of free Masons be 
permitted to use it: provided [they] pay one half the expences.”
May 31, 1793:
Walton, Baldwin, Telfair, Jones, Milton, James Gardner 
“Thomas Cumming and Thomas Glascock squires attended the Board and 
presented two petitions from a large number of the Inhabitants of the Town & 
vicinity of Augusta, praying that a Clergyman may be established to Officiate 
regularly in the Church thereof and to provide a specific allowance for his 
support. And the Board taking the same into consideration, together with the 
law under which they act, and the Constitution of the State, are of Opinion 
that they have no power to make any religious establishment nor do they 
conceive it their duty, under the Law aforesaid, to make any such Specific 
provision.
“Whereas it behoves [sic] those who have the charge of the rising 
generation to cause the principles of religion and of good morals to be early 
inculcated; And the Reverend Adam Boyd having been recommended to the 
Board by a large number of respectable Citizens in the Town and 
neighbourhood of Augusta.
“Resolved that the Reverend Adam Boyd be appointed to superintend and 
teach the religious and moral duties in the said Academy; and to attend at such 
stated times as may accord with his other functions, and which shall be agreed 
upon with the Rector, And for such Services this Board will cause to be paid 
at once after the rate of fifty pounds per annum quarterly...
“And further, it appearing that Mr. Boyd is in the practice of preaching the 
Gospels in the Church of Augusta, and that as a Minister he is so highly 
approved by the Citizens before mentioned
“Resolved that the arrearages of the pew Rents and such as shall grow due 
until the first Monday in November next,be appropriated to the use and 
collected and pain the Reveend Adam Boyd.”
Nov. 25,1793:
Walton, Forsyth, Milton, Gardner
“Aggreably to the Order of the 23d instant the Board attended and examined 
the condition of the Academy, and sense that a new lower floor West from the 
Cellar wall and new weatherboarding on the South side of the house are 
essential.”
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Dec. 6, 1793:
Walton, Forsyth, Jones, Milton, Gardner
“Resloved That the proposals of Mr. Edward Fears, for making repairs to the 
Academy, be accepted, as follows
“The South side of the House to be new weatherboarded with feather edge 
plank, the lower floor West from the Cellar Wall to be taken up, and a new 
one laid, with quartered plank new Slepers and Summers, the South Side, or 
about 12 feet theof, to be cut out and a new one put in, and the partitions and 
Staircase to be taken down and put up again in the same manner they now are, 
the plaistering only excepted, the whole to be done with good well seasoned 
stuff and finished off in a complete and Workmanlike manner, the said 
Edward Fears to find every material and on his finishing the said work to be 
paid the sum of Thirty pounds six shillings and two pence.”
Dec. 30, 1793:
Walton, Forsyth, Jones, Milton, Gardner
“Ordered that the Academy be opened for the ensuing year in the House on lot 
No. 8”
“Ordered that Mr. Forsyth & Mr. Gardner be a Committee to report the repairs 
necessary to be made on the doors & Windows of the Academy, also the 
deficiency of Tables and benches; And that the Clerk be authorized to contract 
and py for the same.”
May 26, 1794:
Baldwin, Jones, Milton, Gardner, Thomas Glascock 
After appointing a new French teacher, “the said Teacher shall have the 
occupancy of the lower part of the Cout House, East of the passage, with the 
use o f the kitchen and garden. Ordered also that Mr. Elhome and Mr. Rogers 
may have the use of the two West rooms, upon putting the same in tenantable 
order, for the term of one year.”
June 15, 1794:
Walton, Telfair, Milton, Gardner, Glascock 
“Upon the application of the Reverend Doctr. Boyd
“Resolved that a quarter of an Acre lot, part of the lot formerly marked 
with the letter T opposite to the Augusta Warehouse, be appropriated to his 
use during life, he building thereon, and leaving the same in good order at his 
demise.
“Resolved that should Doctr. Boyd prefer purchasing the fee of the said lot 
that he have the same, at a price averaging with the former sales of the other 
lots in that quarter, to be ascertained by the Clerk of this Board....”
“Resolved, that the square of the Academy be enclosed with light wood 
posts and Inch boards nail;d with 20d. Nailes, Six feet high And that the Clerk 
do advertize the letting the same to the lowest bidder giving twenty days 
notice, and that the said Work be done in a good and workmanlike manner.”
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“The Mayor and Aldermen of the Corporation of Augusta, having been 
inconference with the Board, on the subject of chusing a fit place for a County 
Jail, anthey having made choice of the Lot No. 12 inthe new part of the Town;
“Resolved that the same be considered as one of the ten public Lots, and 
be appropriated for the purpose of a Jail lot for the County of Richmond, and 
for that purpose be immediately given up to the direction of the Mayor and 
Aldermen of the said Corporation.”
Nov. 23, 1795:
Walton, Jones, T Glascock, Gardner
“A Letter of this days date from Wade Hampton Esquire, was received and 
read, stating that the Bridge erected over Savannah River opposite the Town 
of Augusta, has failed in the permanence of its construction and that, to pursue 
the law for continuing the same, it will be necessary to erect a new one ina 
more proper and different place, and upon a more extensive plan; And 
proposing, on account of the exences already incurred, and to be incurred, that 
he should be released from the annual payment to the fund of the Academy.
“The Board therefore taking the same into consideration, and having 
recourse to the law by which the Board is instituted together with the law for 
vesting the right of the Bridge and the tollage thereof in the said Wade 
Hampton, do
“Resolve, that the have no right to alienate or use any part of the fund 
belonging to the Academy but in the internal government and management of 
the same, nor have they a right to direct any place for erecting a new bridge 
that should not be opposite to some part of the Town, according to the words 
of the Act. The Board, therefore, directs that the said letter be laid before the 
two houses of the Legislature.
“They will not discuss the subject, however, without adding that, in their 
Opinion, that a much better and safer spot together with a more practicable 
way to it, may be found some where above the present bridge, and within the 
limits of his pe-emption.
“Resolved, that it be earnestly recommended to the proprietors of Cotton 
Machines in the Town of Augusta, to cause the seed to be thrown into the 
river from the bridge over the same; it being suggesed by the Medical faculty 
to be dangerous to the health of the inhabitants while deposited in heaps, or 
vaults, in or about the Town, by means of a putrid effluvia in the progress of 
decay.” 8
9 - The Beggar’s Opera in Charleston Theaters:
SOUTH CAROLINA GAZETTE (TIMOTHY), 29 DEC 1746.
8 Minutes o f the Richmond Academy Trustees,” Special Collections, Reese Library, Augusta State 
University. My thanks to Buddy Paulett for these transcriptions, which I have selected and edited only for 
the most obvious typos, leaving the non-standard spellings, grammar, and capitalization as I received them.
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We hear from Providence [Bahamas], that on Saturday evening the 29th of 
November, the Beggar's Opera was acted with applause at their play house in 
Fort street, by a sett of the
inhabitants for the entertainment of the town: His Excellency John Tinker,
Esq; (to whose only administration
they owe their deliverance from Gothick rudeness and
tyranny, their improvement in trade, politeness and every
honest art) was pleased to honour it with his presence, and
expressed a particular satisfaction at the good performance
of the actors. Tickets sold for a dollar each. As their
play-house was but lately finished, and set off with variety
of scenes and decorations, several other plays are to be
acted this winter.
NEW YORK GAZETTE AND WEEKLY POST BOY, 3 DEC 1750.
This evening will be presented, a comedy, called, The Beggar's Opera: with a 
farce, called, The Mock Doctor.
NEW YORK GAZETTE AND WEEKLY POST BOY, 7 JAN 1751.
By his Excellency's permission, (for the benefit of Mr.
Kean;) on Monday evening next, will be presented, The 
Beggar's Opera: with entertainments between the acts, viz. 
at the end of the first act, a Harlequin Dance; after the 
second act, a Pierot Dance; and at the end of the play, the 
Drunken Peasant; all by a gentleman lately from London. To 
which will be added, a farce called, Miss In Her Teens: Also 
an oratorio will be sung by Mr.Kean:—Those gentl men and 
ladies who please to favour this benefit, are desired to 
send for their tickets either to the Theatre, or to the 
printer's hereof, as there will be no money taken at the 
door; and the curtain will certainly rise precisely at 6 
o'clock:—Boxes 5s. Pitt 4s. Gallery 2s
TIMES (CHARLESTON), 4 MAR 1801.
CHARLESTON, WEDNESDAY EVENING, MARCH 4, 1801...
A Correspondent who witnessed the alarm and confusion created by the 
rabble in the gallary [sic] of the theatre last Monday evening, suggests to the 
Managers of the propriety of shutting up that part of the house altogether. The 
liberal support they have received for the respectable part of the community 
the present season, should induce them to make this return:—It is a known 
fact, that the noise proceeding from the gallery, frequently destroys all the 
effects of a good play; and renders the attendance of a band of music of no 
consequence. Few ladies retire from the play-house without a severe head-
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ache.—The question then is, whether the loss of a few dollars is to be put in 
competition with the comfort and satisfaction of the audience?—We are rather 
inclined to think the Managers would be remunerated in the more general 
attendance of the ladies. At all events, people of colour should be absolutely 
excluded.9
10 -  Excerpts from the Camden Orphan Society Minutes
14 Feb. 1787 -
“A motion was made by Mr Junior Warden Harker complaining of the 
inactivity of the society in neglecting to put into immediate practice some 
beneficial in advancement o f the grand object proposed at the formation of 
this society: -and in conclusion offering the following Resolve or 
something similar to be adopted as the first necessary step towards the 
execution of the same. Vizt. Resolved, That” a committee of seven be 
formed to develop the plan of the Orphan House and the hiring of 
personelle.
Chosen: “Col. Joseph Kershaw, Col. Adam F. Brisbane, William 
Lang Esquire, Isaac Alexander Esquire Mr Harker Mr Tate & Mr 
Adamson.” p29
A Motion was made & seconded that the thanks of the Society be given to 
Col. Brisbane, (our President for the time being) for his generous offer to 
the Society of L50 Sterling in Building; also, to William Lang (our Present 
Treasurer) for his generous offer of Two Lots of Land to build upon; and 
also Col. Kershaw and the other well disposed Gentlemen for their 
respective offers of Lumber. The smae being approved, -Mr Junior 
Warden Harker was deputed to thank the above Gentlemen in the Name of 
the Orphan Society for their generous offers in behalf of the same.”
“A Copy o f the Petition for an Act o f  Incorporation as Drawn up by a Committee 
composed o f  the following Persons, -vizt. Adam Brisbane, John Harker, John 
Kershaw, William Lang & Joseph Kershaw —
“To the Honorable the Speaker and the other Members o f the General 
Assembly
“The Petition o f John Kershaw, Wm Lang & John Harker in behalf 
o f themselves, and other Inhabitants o f  this State. —
“Humbly,
That your Petitioners taking into Consideration the present 
distressed Situation ofgreat Numbers o f Orphans & other Poor Children 
who by the Law War have been deprived o f their Parents, Friends & all 
probable means o f Subsistance & Education, by which means they may be 
rendered Incapable o f ever being useful members o f Society. And also 
considering further the great want o f Schools throughout the County, as
9 For these citations and transcriptions I am indebted to Tom Goyens.
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well as the General Inattention o f most o f  the Schoolmasters to be net 
with, And that Motivated by those and other Considerations they have 
Associated & formed themselves into a Society fo r  the Purpose o f  
endeavoring to redress the Grievances above mentioned, that they have 
been formed nearly two years, & in conformity with the Rules they have 
drawn up fo r  their own Government (a Copy o f  which is hereto annexed) 
they have been able to accumulate a considerable fund. That great 
Numbers o f Citizens highly approving so laudable an Institution, have 
become members o f  it, & many more intending so to do,. That several 
Donations have, by well Disposed Persons, been made to the Society & 
many more expected, And that having every Reason to believe that the 
Society will Flourish, and be Enabled to carry into Execution the 
charitable Intention o f its Institution, Now wish to Strengthen their 
Formation, with the Sanction o f the Laws. —
“Your Petitioners therefore humbly Pray, this Honorable House 
will be Pleased to pass and Act, to Incorporate them into a Society under 
the Name and Title o f  The Camden Orphan Society, to Enable them to Act 
in their own Name, in any Courts ofLaw, for the Purposes o f  Suing or 
being Sued, Pleading or being Impleaded, & to hold in their own right, all 
such Donations & Legacies whatsoever o f  Property, Real or Personal, 
that shall at any time be made to them &c... John
Kershaw— Wm. Lang— John Harker—
Camden January 1, 1788— “
9 April 1788 - noting that four infant children of [illegible] are recently orphaned the 
society directs committee appointed to consider them as they decide who and how to 
house orphans.
10 Dec 1788 - Mr John Harker died on the 3rd and was buried of the 5th.
Members attended according to rules. These absent: James Atkins, Cha. Picket, 
Andrew Lester, A. B. Ross, Jas. Piro [sp?], Rich. Champion, Sam. Lowry & Zach 
Cantey.
11 Feb 1789 - Someone in the meeting requests to have the Standing Commitee 
report on “why the Orphan house was not begun” and the committee reported tha 
the lumber Col Kershaw promised has not yet been delivered.
8 April 1789 - another motion calling on the Standing Committee to get on the 
issue of beginning the Orphan House “immediately”.
4 July 1789 - SC reports that Orphan House raised and ready to be inclosed with 
20,000 shingles
14 Oct 1789 - Messers Lyon and Levy made donation of L10 in carpenters’ work 
on the Orphan House to the society.
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12 May 1790 - Mr. Alston, from Georgetown, introduced to supper by Samuel 
Mathis
8 Dec 1790 - SC empowered to hire a school master for up to two years beginning 
Jan 1 1791.
11 May 1791 - Edward Mortimer, the treasurer, resigned that office (he had been 
charged with collecting arrears dues and many of the members are in arrears and 
many of them are resigning the society.
12 Oct 1791 - Dubose, John Kershaw James Brown James Asamson William 
Lang John Pierson away on business in Charleston.
11 April 1792 - Orphaned child of James Condon put in temporary care of Mrs 
Childers.
9 May 1792 - nervous about the titles that Wm Lang handed over for the land that 
the Orphan House stands on the SC recommended that they seek an “eminent 
Lawyer” to give an opinion. They resolved to seek General Pinckney’s advice.
12 Sept 1792 - SC declares that Orphan House needs a smokehouse of not less 
than 1 Oft square. Robert Dow is current teacher and his two year term nearly up 
and so they have asked Rev Mr Adams to take Dows’ place at end of Dow;s time. 
Adams has accepted. Dow has sent letter asking to leave society. Members agree 
that those who resign can rejoin at a later time through the usuall channel.10
11 - Excerpts from the Mount Zion Society Minutes
At the Mt Zion Society meeting Dec. 10th 1785:
Present John Winn, esq. President in the Chair; D. Evans, Secretary; Richard 
Winn, esq; Col. Osborne; Capt. Jon Milling; Mr. Robert Ellison; Joseph Kirkland, 
Esq.; Mr. John Ellison; Mr. Jas. Hart; Mr. William Kirkland; Mr. Phil Raiford; 
William Owens; Mr. William Strother Mr. Jas. Nelson.
“MOVED and seconded That as the Trustees have not yet made and transmitted a 
Code of Laws for the internal Government of the College. The following shall be 
in full force till the minds of the Trustees be known. Vizt.
RESOLVED That the Teachers be Empowered and they are hereby Empowered 
1st To acertain the studies to be pursued by the Several Classes, the Hours sacred 
to Devotion Study Relaxation and repose, together with the religious Excersises 
of the Sabbath.
10 “Camden Orphan Society Minute Book, 1786-1794,” South Caroliniana Library, University o f  South 
Carolina, Columbia. Pp. 29-30, 50-51, 52, 60, 62, 64, 71, 79, 87 92, 99, 106, 107, 110-112
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2cd To make such distibution of the rooms and other apartments as they may 
judge most conducive to the Literary progress and good order of the Pupils.
3rd To appoint from among the Students such subordinate officers as they find 
necessary, such as Monitors, Bill Keepers, Messengers, Reporters, Nightwatchers 
&c.
4th To punish by reproof and Degredation any Student or Students convicted 
before them of one or more of the following crimes and misdemeanors.
Viz. Blastpheming Profane Oaths, Cursing, and Swearing; an[y] Denying or 
Ridiculing the Holy Scriptures or the Christian Religion established by the 
Constitution of the State: all Dueling Challenging Threatening, Fighting, 
Quarrelling, Tricking, Kicking and Pushing; All uncleaness or Obscenity in 
Gesture Expression, Pictures, Writing on Walls or otherwise: all Stealing, 
Pilfering, Secreting, Detaining abusing and Groundless claiming the property of 
others; All unliscensed visits [to] Tavern Streets and Houses in Town and 
Country; All Procuring or Having of Wine or distilled Spirits in any room or 
apartment of the academy; All Intoxication Tippling, associating with Persons of 
ill Fame; All betting Horse racing Gaming at Cards or Dice; Adopting or 
persisting in any forbidden Species of Diversion: All unseasonable or wanton Use 
of Firewood; All abuse of the Stewards Servants, Kitchen or Table Furniture All 
breaking up of Doors corridors Chests Trunks and Boxes the Property of others: 
All misplacing and unliscensed Borrowing of Books, Furniture or other property 
not their own. All Turbulent Words or behavior Loud Singing, Loud Talking loud 
reading loud calling or Hallooing, Dancing Scuffing and athletic Exercises within 
the Wall at anytime or near the walls on Study Hours: All refusing or neglecting 
to attend upon the Exercises of the College to give Evidence when called upon by 
the Teachers: Delivering or reading any Offensive Piece of Composition: 
Instigating any Student to refactory conduct; Undertaking any Business of 
Difficulty and great Importance besides the approved Practices of the College 
without consulting the Teachers: All absenting themselves from College without 
leave from Parents, Guardian Trustee or Teacher: Changing or refusing to 
Exchaning Lodging in Town contrary to the advise of the Teachers: All 
Damaging of the Society’s Books, aparatus or other Property: Playing fives 
against the accademical Buildings: Playing on any Instument of Music in Study 
Hours or on the Sabbath: All wandering abroad and Sauntering about in Idleness 
on the Sabbath: Keeping in any part of the College any Species of war armour or 
amunition any loaded whip or Stiletto, Cross Bows, Spuring Bows, or Arrows: 
Darts, Clubs, long Knives: or any Kind of weapon or Furniture forbidden by the 
Teachers: Contracting or Entering into Matrimony, the Marriage State being 
totally incongrous with a State of Pupillage in this College and the school 
appended to it. all Lying Miscalling Defamation, Refusing to appear when called 
to account for any Misconduct. Keeping Seats or remaining covered in the 
Presnece of the Teachers or any of them unless permitted by Recitation or 
Devotion to sit down. Carrying Fire or Suffering it to remain unextinguished in 
either of the Lodging Rooms or Floor of the Hall: Practising any kind of 
Diversion or relaxation on the Sabbath, except Psalmody, within the Rooms or 
decent walking in the Back Grounds.
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5th Teachers are further empowered to appoint their own Sessions Stated and 
occasional for the trial of all matters which may be cognizable before them: and to 
report to the Committee: all incorrigible offenders that they may be Suspended 
from the Priveleges and Honors of the Seminary till the minds of the Trustees be 
known.
6. The Teachers are hereby still further Empowered to appoint Times for 
Competition in the Several Branches of Useful and Ornamental Knowledge and 
Science as well as the Languages and give thr Plaudit to such as shall excell: and 
also to award such- Premiums as shall be proposed by thr Society or any Private 
Gentelemen for the Encouragement of Literature.
7. In Fine the Teachers are Invested with Authority to make such Written or Oral 
regulations as they may find expedient, Provided the be not repugnant to the 
Charter or the foregoing Particulars adopted pro Tempore for the Effectual 
Government of the College and Schools.”—
8. That the Teachers be empowered to set a Value on all Damages done to Books, 
apparatus, or other Property of the Society, and to make a Charge of the Same to 
the Parents, Guardians. &C of such Students as may be Convicted of the Same.” 
the committee then resolved that Mr. McCaule be particularly informed and 
recommended to these regulations and that a copy of them be posted somewhere 
public for the students to peruse.
Mr. McCaule and Mr. Young were then called in and personally thanked by all 
present for their work on behalf of the studnets and the committee during the last 
year.
14 Oct. 1786:
“REPORT That they are of the opinion That public Notice should be taken of the 
Young Gentlemen who distinguished Themselves in a particular manner on their 
Examination before the President and others. Therefore your Committee 
recommend That at the next public Exhibition Some Member of the Society 
shou’d, before the whole College and Strangers then present, express the pleasure 
and Satisfaction it gives the Society. That their Labor and endeavor to raise a 
Seminary of Learning at Mt. Sion has not been in Vain but that so great a number 
of the Students now there have met the Plaudit and approbation of the President 
Teachers and others. And that the Society with ardor join in the Praise and 
Commendation so justly due to the following young Gentlemen, namely: William 
Strain, James Stevenson, William Davis Robert McCulloch, Humphrey Hunter, 
William McMillin Laird Harris David R Evans John Taylor Jess Taylor Daniel 
Wade, Dewey Brazil William Pinckney Jess (?) Fish Isaac Tucker, Francis 
Withers, Charles Brown Isaac Dwight for their great attention to their Studies and 
the Progress they have made in the Sciences and Languages agreable to their 
respected Classes. They will we hope when they Emerge into Life do Honor to 
their Country and the greatest Credit to the Seminary where they received their 
Education, by Polishing and Humanizing their fellow Citizens and by the Steady 
Practice of every Moral Virtue themselves recommend it to all around so that by 
their Precepts and Examples the Citizens of this State may become the Pattern and 
Admiration of all other Nations. [The following young Gentlemen, namely, Starb
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Hunter,] Simon Taylor, Jas. Goodwin William Tucker, John Dave Thompson,
Jno. Langston Richard Winn, Elias Huggins, Charles Webb, William Kinney, 
Charles Thompson, William Land, Robert Estes, Thomas Osbome, Samuel Ross, 
John Wood, Jas. Dick Major Kirkland, Thomas Baldrick William Evans and 
William Goodwin deserves every Praise for their attention to their Studies and the 
Progress they have made therein considering their Standing and we recommend 
them to Emulate their Seniors to the higher Branches o f Learning and not remit 
their Labor till they arrive at equal Proficiency.
We sincerely hope that the rest of the young Gentlemen not here 
particularly named, will for the time to come pay a more particular attention to 
their Studies and not throw away their invaluable time upon Triffles, mischief or 
in Idleness but will consider the great expense their Parents or Friends are at in 
their Education and what enxiety and Grief it will occasion them, if  in the end 
they should find all is thrown away.
To the Striving Students of Mt. Sion we have at this time nothing but 
Praise to Give and that we Excell and Rejoice in their respective Merits. They are 
Sensible that both Merit and Virtue are their own Reward.”
—written by G. R. Winn, John Milling, and William Roach. And Genral 
Richard Winn was chosen to deliver the message “at the
approachching Public Exhibition.” 11
12 - Rules of the Savannah Female Orphan Asylum, 1811
“Rules of the Society
1st This Charity shall be confined, to poor, and destitute Female orphans, and 
other equally distressed female Children.
2 They shall all be, dressed alike, in a plain, and simple attire and encouraged 
when they behave well by some token of the society’s approbation.
3 They shall be placed under the care and instruction of a capable, discreet and 
Virtuous Woman.
4 They shall be arrainged in class according to their age capacity or improvement.
5 The Governess shall lead them every Lords Day to Public Worship and shall 
endeavor to impress their minds with a becoming sense of God and Religion, and 
of the great importance of a Modest and Virtuous behavior.
6. At a suitable age they shall be placed in good Families until the age of Eighteen 
years, except such of them as may be taught, Millinary and Mantua making or 
some business of similar kind.
7. In case o f sickness among the Children they shall be committed to the care of 
any Gentleman of the Faculty who are willing to attend to them gratis.”12
11 “Minutes and Other Records of the Mt. Zion Society, vol. 1, 1783-1795,” South 
Caroliniana Library. University of South Carolina, Columbia. Pp. 86-93, 107-110.
12 “Savannah Female Orphan Asylum, Minute Book, vol. 1, 1810-1845,” 6. Georgia Historical Society, 
Savannah, Georgia.
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13 - The Story of Dark Lanthorn
There was a gentleman who married her [Dark-Lanthorn] according to the 
manner of the Cheerake; but observing that marriages were commonly of a short 
duration in that wonton female government, he flattered himself of ingrossing her 
affections, could he be so happy as to get her sanctified by one of our beloved men with 
a large quantity of holy water in baptism—and be taught the conjugal duty, by virtue of 
her new Christian name, when they were married a-new. As she was no stranger in the 
English settlements, he soon persuaded her to go down to the Conggarees, to get the 
beloved speech, and many fine things beside... the priest... readily knew the value of a 
convert, and grasping the opportunity, changed her from a wild savage to a believing 
Christian in a trice.
He asked her a few articles of her creed, which were soon answered by the 
bridegroom, as interpreter, from some words she spoke on a trifling question... When 
the priest proposed to her a religious question, the bridegroom, by reason of their low 
ideas, and the idiom of their dialects, was obliged to mention some of the virtues, and 
say he recommended to her a very strict chastity in the married state. ‘Very well, said 
she, that’s a good speech, and fit for every woman alike, unless she is very old—But 
what says he now?’ The interpreter, after a short pause, replied, that he was urging her 
to a proper care in domestic life. ‘You evil spirit, siad she, when was I wasteful, or 
careless at home?’ He replied, ‘never’: ‘Well then, said she, tell him his speech is 
troublesome and light.—But, first, where are those fine things you promised me?’ He 
bid her be patient a little, and she should have plenty of everything she liked best; at 
this she smiled. Now the religious man was fully confirmed in the hope of her 
conversion; however, he asked if she understood, and believed the needful article, the 
doctrine of the trinity. The bridegroom swore heartily, that if he brought out all the 
other articles of his old book, she both knew and believed them, for she was a sensible 
young woman.
The bridegroom had a very difficult part to act, both to please the humour of his 
Venus, and to satisfy the inquisitive temper of our religious son of Apollo; he behaved 
pretty well, however, till he was desired to ask her belief of the uni-trinity, and tri-unity 
of the deity; which the beloved man endeavored to explain. On this, she smartly asked 
him the subject of their long and crooked-like discourse. But, as his patience was now 
exhausted, instead of answering her question, he said with a loud voice, that he believed 
the religious man had picked-out all the crabbed parts of his old book, only to puzzle 
and stagger her young Christian faith; otherwise how could he desire him to explain to 
such a sharp-discerning young woman, that one was three, and three, one? Besides, that 
if his book had any such question, it belonged only to the deep parts of arithmetic, in 
which the very Indian beloved men were untaught. He assured the priest, that the 
Indians did not mind what relifgion the women were of, or whether they had any; and 
that the bride would take it very kindly, if he shortened his discourse, as nothing can 
disturb the Indian women so much as long lectures.
The Dark-Lanthorn, (which was the name of the bride) became very uneasy, 
both by the delay of time, and the various passions she attentively read in the
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bridegroom’s face and speech and she asked him sharply the meaning of such a long 
discourse. He instantly cried out, that the whole affair was spoiled, unless it was 
brought to a speedy conclusion: but the religious man insisted upon her belief in that 
article, brefore he could proceed any farther. But by way of comfort, he assured him it 
should be the very last question he would propose, till he put the holy water on her face, 
and read over the marriage ceremony. The bridegroom revived at this good news, 
immediately sent the bowl around, with a cheerful countenance; which the bride 
observing, she asked him the reason of his sudden joyful looks.—But, what with the 
legnth of the lecture, the close application of the bowl, and an over-joy of soon 
obtaining his wishes, he proposed the wrong question; for instead of asking her belief 
of the mysterious union of the tri-une deity, he only mentioned the manly facilities of 
nature. The bride smiled, and asked if the beloved man borrowed that speech from his 
beloved marriage-book? Or whether he was married, as he was so waggish, and 
knowing in those affairs.—The priest imagining her cheerful looks proceeded from her 
swallowing his doctime, immediately called for a bowl of water to initiate his new 
convert. As the bridegroom could not mediate with his usual friendly offices in this 
affair, he persuaded her to let the beloved man put some beloved water on her face, and 
it would be a sure pledge of a lasting friendship between her and the English, and intitle 
her to every thing she liked best. By the persuasive force of his promises, she 
consented: and had the constancy, though so ignorant a novitiate in our sacred 
mysteries, to go through her catechism, and the long marriage ceremony,—although it 
was often interrupted by the bowl. This being over, she proceeded to go to bed with her 
partner, while the belovedman sung a psalm at the door, concerning the fruitful vine. 
Her name he soon entered in capital letters, to grace the first title-page of his church 
book of converts; whjich he often shewed to his English sheep, and with such 
satisfaction would inform them how, by the cooperation of the Deity, his earnest 
endeavors changed an Indian Dark-Lanthorn into a lamp of Christian light. However, 
afterward to his great grief, he was obliged on account of her adulteries, to erase her 
name from thence, and enter it anew in some of the crowded pages of female 
delinquents.13
14 - Religious debate between Moravian missionary and a Creek Interpreter
“April 14, 1811.1 set out on my visit to the Creeks by taking advantage of the 
opportunity to travel along with Mr. Barnard, the Creek interpreter, who had stopped 
here with Colonel Hawkins for several days... Toward evening we arrived in good 
health at Mr. Barnard’s plantation, 20 miles down the other side of the Flint River. It 
was set on a lovely wooded hill. He remarked that it was a healthful place, for he had 
not been sick since he had lived there until last year when he was stricken by a fever, 
which had spread throughout the entire Indian territory.
On the 15th we hit upon a conversation on religion. At his frequent visits with 
us, we became well acquainted with his religious outlook. On better acquaintance, he 
told me that there was a God who created all things but where this God was no one
13 Adair, 133-35.
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knows and those who wrote the Bible were religious fanatics, for how is it possible for 
God to punish him for the sins of others. ‘For example, if my father has stolen, I am not 
a thief, and why would God have persons punished who have done no wrong?’ Answer, 
‘God had created our first parents, Adam and Eve, without sin. But because of their 
disobedience they became sinners and we have inherited their sinfulness. Since our 
Lord and Savior died on the cross for our sins, all who believe in Him will be made 
good and be saved.’ [His] answer: ‘But the Bible says we are all descendants of Adam 
and Eve. That just cannot be true, for when I look at a Negro, who has a flat nose and 
kinky hair or an Indian, who is of a brown color and has straight hair, I am unable to 
believe that they all descended from the same father.’
[My] answer: ‘I believe I am a descendent of Adam and the Bible is the Truth. I 
believe that my God who has created Adam and Eve has not been idle, but since 
creation has been engaged in his creative business. I can not worry about the matter 
since I have learned to know my Lord, God and Creator, etc.’
[His] answer: ‘But you have so much to say about the Savior and Redeemer, 
how are you able to believe in Him? What he said before His crucifixion was not 
fulfilled, for He said to the twelve, ‘Go ye to all the world, teach the heathen and 
baptise them, etc.’ As proof He said they shal heal the sick and restore the sight of the 
blind and should they touch something deadly, they shall not be harmed. Where are 
these signs? If I see these signs, I will believe and why does God not speak to people as 
at the time of Moses. Moses was a murderer. Are there not better people in this world 
than was Moses?’
[My] answer: ‘I can not judge Moses. The Word of God says that at the propser 
time he will judge all of us. In Moses’s time man did not have the Word of God. Now 
we have the Savior’s Word and everyone who believes in Him can now speak with Him 
through His Word, and I believe His Word, and His Word is the truth and I do not 
believe the laws of man are more just than those God gave Moses. If my father violates 
the laws of man he will be punished but not I, but it is written in the Bible that God will 
visit the sins of the father upon the children unto the third and fourth generation. On the 
other hand, He will do good to others unto His will, to the thousandth generation.’
‘[His] answer: If he were God He would have to love one as much as another. I 
believe it is enough if  I do as much good as possible, as little evil as possible. Should I 
go to the bad place when I die, I cannot help it.’
[My] answer: As for myself I am unable to do good. I know of my wn 
experience, that neither I nor any person can inherit heaven by doing good, for there is 
nothing good in us and if  one has not gotten acquainted with Christ as his Savior and 
been bom again, he cannot comprehend this. But he, who in his sinful misery, has come 
to leam this, admits all his misery, comes to the Savior and believes in Him shall be 
saved. This is the Savior’s own word.’
‘[His] answer: Since I know you, I believe what is written in the Bible and that 
it is true.’
He then broke into tears, gave me his hand and said, ‘I love you and my friend 
Burckhard but it is too complicated for me. I cannot stand to talk about the Savior.’ He 
then broke off and showed me his plantation, his lovely garden, and a large number of
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fruit trees. I remained with him until the 18th and he showed me every possible 
kindness.”14
14 April 15, 1811 in Johann Christian Burkhard, Partners in the L ord’s Work: The Diary o f  Two Moravian 
Missionaries in the Creek Indian Country, 1807-1813, Carl Mauelshagen and Gerald H. Davis, trans. 
(Atlanta, 1969), 41-43.
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